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READER’S GUIDE TO THE
PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN
AND THE PENNSYLVANIA CODE
Pennsylvania Bulletin
The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the official gazette of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It is published
every week and includes a table of contents. A
cumulative subject matter index is published quar-
terly.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin serves several pur-
poses. First, it is the temporary supplement to the
Pennsylvania Code, which is the official codification
of agency rules and regulations and other statuto-
rily authorized documents. Changes in the codified
text, whether by adoption, amendment, repeal or
emergency action must be published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin. Further, agencies proposing changes
to the codified text do so in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Second, the Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes:
Governor’s Executive Orders; State Contract No-
tices; Summaries of Enacted Statutes; Statewide
and Local Court Rules; Attorney General Opinions;
Motor Carrier Applications before the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission; Applications and Actions
before the Department of Environmental Protection;
Orders of the Independent Regulatory Review Com-
mission; and other documents authorized by law.
The text of certain documents published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin is the only valid and enforce-
able text. Courts are required to take judicial notice
of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Adoption, Amendment or Repeal of
Regulations
Generally an agency wishing to adopt, amend or
repeal regulations must first publish in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
There are limited instances when the agency may
omit the proposal step; it still must publish the
adopted version.
The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking contains the
full text of the change, the agency contact person, a
fiscal note required by law and background for the
action.
The agency then allows sufficient time for public
comment before taking final action. An adopted
proposal must be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin before it can take effect. If the agency
wishes to adopt changes to the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to enlarge the scope, it must repropose.
Citation to the Pennsylvania Bulletin
Cite material in the Pennsylvania Bulletin by
volume number, a page number and date. Example:
Volume 1, Pennsylvania Bulletin, page 801, January
9, 1971 (short form: 1 Pa.B. 801 (January 9, 1971)).
Pennsylvania Code
The Pennsylvania Code is the official codification
of rules and regulations issued by Commonwealth
agencies and other statutorily authorized docu-
ments. The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the temporary
supplement to the Pennsylvania Code, printing
changes as soon as they occur. These changes are
then permanently codified by the Pennsylvania
Code Reporter, a monthly, loose-leaf supplement.
The Pennsylvania Code is cited by title number
and section number. Example: Title 10 Pennsylva-
nia Code, § 1.1 (short form: 10 Pa. Code § 1.1).
Under the Pennsylvania Code codification system,
each regulation is assigned a unique number by
title and section. Titles roughly parallel the organi-
zation of Commonwealth government. Title 1 Penn-
sylvania Code lists every agency and its correspond-
ing Code title location.
How to Find Documents
Search for your area of interest in the Pennsylva-
nia Code. The Pennsylvania Code is available at
www.pacode.com.
Source Notes give the history of regulations. To
see if there have been recent changes, not yet
codified, check the List of Pennsylvania Code Chap-
ters Affected in the most recent issue of the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin.
A chronological table of the history of Pennsylva-
nia Code sections may be found at www.legis.state.
pa.us/cfdocs/legis/CH/Public/pcde_index.cfm.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes a quar-
terly List of Pennsylvania Code Sections Affected
which lists the regulations in numerical order,
followed by the citation to the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin in which the change occurred. The Pennsylvania
Bulletin is available at www.pabulletin.com.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION: (717) 766-0211
GENERAL INFORMATION AND FINDING AIDS: (717) 783-1530
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Printing Format
Material proposed to be added to an existing rule or regulation is printed in bold face and material proposed to be
deleted from a rule or regulation is enclosed in brackets [ ] and printed in bold face. Asterisks indicate ellipsis
of Pennsylvania Code text retained without change. Proposed new or additional regulations are printed in ordinary style
face.
Fiscal Notes
Section 612 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 232) requires that the Office of Budget prepare a fiscal
note for regulatory actions and administrative procedures of the administrative departments, boards, commissions or
authorities receiving money from the State Treasury stating whether the proposed action or procedure causes a loss
of revenue or an increase in the cost of programs for the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions; that the fiscal note
be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at the same time as the proposed change is advertised. A fiscal note provides
the following information: (1) the designation of the fund out of which the appropriation providing for expenditures
under the action or procedure shall be made; (2) the probable cost for the fiscal year the program is implemented;
(3) projected cost estimate of the program for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years; (4) fiscal history of the program
for which expenditures are to be made; (5) probable loss of revenue for the fiscal year of its implementation;
(6) projected loss of revenue from the program for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years; (7) line item, if any, of the
General Appropriation Act or other appropriation act out of which expenditures or losses of Commonwealth funds shall
occur as a result of the action or procedures; (8) recommendation, if any, of the Secretary of the Budget and the
reasons therefor.
The required information is published in the foregoing order immediately following the proposed change to which it
relates; the omission of an item indicates that the agency text of the fiscal note states that there is no information
available with respect thereto. In items (3) and (6) information is set forth for the first through fifth fiscal years; in that
order, following the year the program is implemented, which is stated. In item (4) information is set forth for the
current and two immediately preceding years, in that order. In item (8) the recommendation, if any, made by the
Secretary of Budget is published with the fiscal note. See 4 Pa. Code § 7.231 et seq. Where ‘‘no fiscal impact’’ is
published, the statement means no additional cost or revenue loss to the Commonwealth or its local political subdivision
is intended.
Reproduction, Dissemination or Publication of Information
Third parties may not take information from the Pennsylvania Code and Pennsylvania Bulletin and reproduce,
disseminate or publish such information except as provided by 1 Pa. Code § 3.44. 1 Pa. Code § 3.44 reads as follows:
§ 3.44. General permission to reproduce content of Code and Bulletin.
Information published under this part, which information includes, but is not limited to, cross references, tables of
cases, notes of decisions, tables of contents, indexes, source notes, authority notes, numerical lists and codification
guides, other than the actual text of rules or regulations may be reproduced only with the written consent of the
Bureau. The information which appears on the same leaf with the text of a rule or regulation, however, may be
incidentally reproduced in connection with the reproduction of the rule or regulation, if the reproduction is for the
private use of a subscriber and not for resale. There are no other restrictions on the reproduction of information
published under this part, and the Commonwealth hereby consents to a reproduction.
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List of Pa. Code Chapters Affected
The following numerical guide is a list of the chapters of each title of the Pennsylvania Code affected by documents
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin during 2017.
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Statements of Policy
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1013 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1017 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1019 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1021 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1027 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1029 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1030 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1051 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1053 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1055 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1057 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1059 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
1063 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2558
Proposed Rules
56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .965, 4135
59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
58 Pa. Code (Recreation)
Adopted Rules
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1465, 1466
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1467, 2710
133 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1467
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2599, 2600, 2715
137 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2601
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2603, 2609, 2717
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2610, 2710, 2718
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2611, 2612, 2720
Proposed Rules
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1469
105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3974
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1769
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1475, 1477, 1479, 2774
137 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1493
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1480, 1486
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1472, 1473, 1769, 2774
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2774
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1490, 1492, 2776, 2777
423a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
429a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
437a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
439a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
440a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
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461a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
465a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
601a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
609a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
617a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
621a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
625a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
635a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
637a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
639a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
641a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
643a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
647a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
649a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
653a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
655a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
657a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
659a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
669a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
670a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
674a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
675a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
677a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
678a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
679a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
680a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3827
682a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1495
683a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1495
684a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3182
67 Pa. Code (Transportation)
Proposed Rules
175 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1748
Statements of Policy
173a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3116
70 Pa. Code (Weights, Measures and Standards)
Proposed Rules
110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2974
201 Pa. Code (Rules of Judicial Administration)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 937
204 Pa. Code (Judicial System General Provisions)
Adopted Rules
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1276, 2539
87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3075
89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3075
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2539, 3075
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 291
Proposed Rules
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2423
81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1122, 2181
82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3487
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3488, 3490
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1999
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1999
207 Pa. Code (Judicial Conduct)
Adopted Rules
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2181
210 Pa. Code (Appellate Procedure)
Adopted Rules
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1277
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2101
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
225 Pa. Code (Rules of Evidence)
Adopted Rules
Article VI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1623
Article VIII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1623
Article IX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3491
231 Pa. Code (Rules of Civil Procedure)
Adopted Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178, 937, 3805
1650 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3805
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1123, 3744
Proposed Rules
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3076
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2540
1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2181, 3333
1920 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2540
2000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3076
234 Pa. Code (Rules of Criminal Procedure)
Adopted Rules
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2871
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .179, 1731
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .182, 3958
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1850, 3959
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182, 185, 306, 1731
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186
237 Pa. Code (Juvenile Rules)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .941, 2313
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 941, 2313, 3078
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 820
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2313, 2969
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2969
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2313
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2313
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2313, 3078
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2313, 3079
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2313
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2313
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2313
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 938, 3336, 3342
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 942
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .942, 3336
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 942
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3336, 3342, 3962
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3962
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3962
14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3342, 3962
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3342, 3962
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 947, 3342, 3962, 3970
4080
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246 Pa. Code (Minor Court Civil Rules)
Proposed Rules
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4082
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2324
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2324
249 Pa. Code (Philadelphia Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . .420, 1628, 1732, 2330, 3492, 3806
252 Pa. Code (Allegheny Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3809
255 Pa. Code (Local Court Rules)
Unclassified . . .8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 188, 190, 191, 192,
193, 194, 195, 308, 309, 310, 311, 420, 422, 423, 426, 428,
666, 667, 669, 825, 828, 829, 830, 949, 950, 951, 952, 958,
959, 963, 1278, 1279, 1628, 1630, 1736, 1738, 1741, 1742,
1852, 2101, 2102, 2103, 2187, 2188, 2330, 2424, 2431,
2544, 2874, 2880, 2973, 3081, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3180,
3181, 3348, 3349, 3350, 3352, 3354, 3810, 3972, 4083
4081





[ 246 PA. CODE CH. 300 ]
Proposed Amendment of Pa.R.C.P.M.D.J. No. 314
The Minor Court Rules Committee is planning to
propose to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania the
amendment of Pa.R.C.P.M.D.J. No. 314, providing that a
complaint may not be reinstated under certain circum-
stances, for the reasons set forth in the accompanying
explanatory report. Pursuant to Pa.R.J.A. No. 103(a)(1),
the proposal is being published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin for comments, suggestions, or objections prior to
submission to the Supreme Court.
Any reports, notes, or comments in the proposal have
been inserted by the Committee for the convenience of
those using the rules. They neither will constitute a part
of the rules nor be officially adopted by the Supreme
Court.
Additions to the text of the proposal are bolded;
deletions to the text are bolded and bracketed.
The Committee invites all interested persons to submit
comments, suggestions, or objections in writing to:
Pamela S. Walker, Counsel
Minor Court Rules Committee






All communications in reference to the proposal should
be received by September 11, 2017. E-mail is the pre-
ferred method for submitting comments, suggestions, or
objections; any e-mailed submission need not be repro-
duced and resubmitted via mail. The Committee will
acknowledge receipt of all submissions.




TITLE 246. MINOR COURT CIVIL RULES
PART I. GENERAL
CHAPTER 300. CIVIL ACTION
Rule 314. Return, Waiver and Failure of Service;
Reinstatement.
A. The person serving the complaint shall, at or before
the time of the hearing, make proof of service which shall
show (1) the manner of service, (2) the date, time, and
place of service and, (3) the name and relationship or
title, if any, of the person on whom the complaint was
served. The proof of service shall be filed with the original
complaint.
B. When service is made by certified mail or compa-
rable delivery method resulting in a return receipt in
paper or electronic form, the return receipt shall be filed
with the original complaint.
C. The appearance of a defendant in person or by
representative or the filing by a defendant of a claim in
the case shall be deemed a waiver of any defect in service
but not a waiver of a defect in venue.
D. If the complaint is not served on the defendant in
time to permit holding a hearing within 60 days of the
filing of the complaint, the magisterial district judge shall
dismiss the complaint without prejudice.
[ E. Upon written request of the plaintiff, a com-
plaint that has been dismissed without prejudice
for failure to make service pursuant to subdivision
D of this rule may be reinstated at any time and
any number of times. ] E.(1) When the complaint is
dismissed without prejudice for failure to make
service pursuant to paragraph D of this rule as to
all defendants, upon written request of the plaintiff
the complaint may be reinstated at any time and
any number of times. The date of reinstatement shall
be the date upon which the request for reinstatement is
filed.
(2) When the complaint has been filed against
multiple defendants and subsequently dismissed
without prejudice for failure to make service pur-
suant to paragraph D of this rule as to less than all
defendants, any further action against an unserved
defendant after a hearing on the merits or the
entry of a default judgment must be initiated by the
filing of a new complaint.
Official Note: The provision concerning appearance
not being a waiver of venue was inserted in [ subdivi-
sion ] paragraph C of this rule to prevent the concen-
tration of business in the office of a favorable magisterial
district judge. Also, the public cannot generally be ex-
pected to be aware of venue provisions. See Rule 302H
regarding improper venue.
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph D is intended to prevent
the accumulation of stale claims in the office of the
magisterial district judge.
[ Subdivision E ] Subparagraph E(1) provides for
the reinstatement, upon written request of the plaintiff,
of a complaint that has been dismissed without prejudice
for failure to make service under [ subdivision D ]
paragraph D against all defendants. Compare
Pa.R.C.P. No. 401(b). The written request for reinstate-
ment may be in any form and may consist of a notation
on the permanent copy of the complaint form, ‘‘Reinstate-
ment of complaint requested,’’ subscribed by the plaintiff.
The magisterial district judge shall mark all copies of the
reinstated complaint, ‘‘Complaint reinstated. Request for
reinstatement filed on (date).’’ If it is neces-
sary to use a new form for the reinstated complaint, the
reinstated complaint, except for service portions thereof,
shall be an exact copy of the original complaint, although
signatures may be typed or printed with the mark ‘‘/s/’’
indicating an actual signature. The language in [ subdi-
vision E ] subparagraph E(1) that a complaint may be
reinstated ‘‘at any time’’ will permit reinstatement after a
faulty service without waiting for further proceedings in
the case. Reinstatement must occur within the period of
the statute of limitations from the date of the last filing
or reinstatement. The cost for reinstating a complaint is
specified in Section 1725.1 of the Judicial Code, 42
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Pa.C.S. § 1725.1. In addition, there may be additional
server costs for service of the reinstated complaint.
Subparagraph E(2) addresses the scenario involv-
ing multiple defendants when timely service is not
made upon all defendants, resulting in a dismissal
without prejudice as to some defendants. Subpara-
graph E(2) clarifies that the plaintiff may not rein-
state the complaint after the hearing or entry of a
default judgment in this circumstance, but must
initiate an entirely new action by filing a new
complaint, subject to the applicable fees and costs
for a new filing.
REPORT
Proposed Amendment of Pa.R.C.P.M.D.J. No. 314
Reinstatement of Complaint
I. Introduction
The Minor Court Rules Committee (‘‘Committee’’) is
planning to propose the amendment of Pa.R.C.P.M.D.J.
No. 314 to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. The rule
addresses, among other things, reinstatement of a com-
plaint following a dismissal without prejudice for failure
to make timely service upon a defendant. The Committee
is proposing to distinguish the procedure for cases when
the complaint is dismissed as to all defendants from
dismissal for only some of the defendants.
II. Discussion
Rule 314 addresses matters relating to service, includ-
ing the return of service, dismissal of the complaint
without prejudice for failure to make timely service on
the defendant, and reinstatement of the complaint follow-
ing a dismissal without prejudice for failure to make
timely service.
The Committee received an inquiry regarding dismissal
without prejudice and the ability to reinstate the com-
plaint when the complaint names multiple defendants,
not all defendants have been served, the complaint is
dismissed as to the unserved defendant(s), but the case
moves forward against the served defendant(s), and pro-
ceeds to a hearing or a default judgment. A concern arises
when the plaintiff later locates an unserved defendant
and requests reinstatement of the complaint pursuant to
Rule 314E. The rule does not address how to handle this
scenario, and reinstating an adjudicated case to proceed
against the previously unserved defendants raises con-
cerns with maintaining the integrity of the court’s origi-
nal judgment, including the appeal period applicable to
the parties.
The Committee discussed the inquiry, and agreed that
it would be appropriate to amend the procedures set forth
in Rule 314E to distinguish between scenarios when the
complaint has been dismissed as to all defendants and
when the complaint has been dismissed as to less than all
defendants.
III. Proposed Changes
The Committee plans to propose the amendment of
Rule 314 by expanding Rule 314E to contain two subpara-
graphs. Subparagraph E(1) provides that when the com-
plaint is dismissed without prejudice as to all defendants
for failure to make timely service, the complaint may be
reinstated. Subparagraph E(2), in contrast, provides that
when the complaint has been dismissed without prejudice
for failure to make timely service as to less than all
defendants, any further action against an unserved defen-
dant must be initiated by filing a new complaint. The
Official Note provides that the new action in subpara-
graph E(2) is subject to all applicable fees and costs for a
new filing.
The Committee also proposes minor stylistic changes
throughout Rule 314.




Promulgation of Local Rules; No. 1793 S 1989
Order
And Now, this 17th day of July 2017, Dauphin County
Local Rule 1901.3(c) is rescinded.
Rule 1901.3. Protection from Abuse Filings.
(a) All attorneys who represent a client in Protection
from Abuse matters shall be registered with the Protec-
tion From Abuse Database (PFAD) system.
(b) All petitions and motions shall be generated by the
PFAD system and subsequently filed with the Prothono-
tary.
(c) [ Attorneys who have been directed by the
Court to prepare orders shall generate such orders
on the PFAD system and present them to the Court
for review and signature and entry into the PFAD
system no later than twenty-four (24) hours after
the hearing. Failure to do so may give rise to
sanctions. The definition of order as used in this
local rule shall include, inter alia, final orders,
continuance orders and orders extending the tem-
porary order. ]





[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1245. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
TIOGA COUNTY
Certification for Approval of Police Complaints by
Attorney for the Commonwealth Pursuant to
Pa.R.Crim.P. 507; No. 110 MS 2017
Rule L.R. 507. Approval of Police Complaints by
Attorney for the Commonwealth.
The District Attorney of Tioga County having filed a
certification pursuant to Pa.R.Crim.P. 507, criminal com-
plaints by Police Officers, as defined in the Rules of
Criminal Procedure, charging felony crimes shall not
hereafter be accepted by any Judicial Officer unless the
complaint has the approval of an Attorney for the Com-
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And Now, this 11th day of May, 2017, comes the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, by and through Krista
L. Deats, Tioga County District Attorney, in the previous
case and files the following in request for Certification for
Approval of Police Complaints:
1. According to the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal
Procedure, the District Attorney of any county may
require that criminal complaints, arrest warrant affida-
vits, or both filed in the county by Police Officers, as
defined in these rules, have the approval of an Attorney
for the Commonwealth prior to filing. Pa.R.Crim.P. 507.
2. If the District Attorney elects to proceed under
paragraph (A) of Rule 507, the District Attorney shall file
a certification with the Court of Common Pleas.
3. As the Tioga County District Attorney, I am request-
ing Certification for Approval of Police Complaints under
this Rule.
4. Pursuant to this Local Rule, Prior Approval of Police
Complaints charging any felony crime shall be approved
by an Attorney for the Commonwealth.
5. This Local Rule shall come into effect on Monday
May 22, 2017, or, if not approved by this date, immedi-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1246. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
SUPREME COURT
Reestablishment of the Magisterial Districts within




And Now, this 11th day of July, 2017, the Orders dated
May 9, 2013 and July 3, 2013 which provide for the
elimination of Magisterial District 10-2-08 of the 10th
Judicial District (Westmoreland County) of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania effective January 1, 2018, and the
realignment of Magisterial Districts 10-2-01, 10-3-08,
10-3-09, and 10-3-11 effective January 1, 2018 are hereby
Amended as follows: Magisterial District 10-2-08 shall not
be eliminated and Magisterial Districts 10-2-01, 10-3-08,
10-3-09, and 10-3-11 shall not be realigned. The Orders of
May 9, 2013 and July 3, 2013 shall remain in effect in all
other respects.
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[ 25 PA. CODE CH. 252 ]
Environmental Laboratory Accreditation
The Environmental Quality Board (Board) amends
Chapter 252 (relating to environmental laboratory ac-
creditation) to read as set forth in Annex A. This final-
form rulemaking clarifies existing requirements, deletes
or amends overly restrictive and cost prohibitive require-
ments, and includes additional requirements necessary
for laboratory accreditation. This final-form rulemaking
also amends the fee structure in § 252.204 (relating to
fees).
This final-form rulemaking was adopted by the Board
at its meeting of April 18, 2017.
A. Effective Date
This final-form rulemaking will be effective upon publi-
cation in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
B. Contact Persons
For further information contact Aaren S. Alger, Chief,
Laboratory Accreditation Program, P.O. Box 1467, Harris-
burg, PA 17105-1467, (717) 346-8212; or William S.
Cumings, Jr., Assistant Counsel, Bureau of Regulatory
Counsel, P.O. Box 8464, Rachel Carson State Office
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8464, (717) 787-7060.
Persons with a disability may use the Pennsylvania
AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or
(800) 654-5988 (voice users). This final-form rulemaking
is available on the Department of Environmental Protec-
tion’s (Department) web site at www.dep.pa.gov (select
‘‘Public Participation,’’ then ‘‘Environmental Quality
Board (EQB)’’).
C. Statutory Authority
This final-form rulemaking is being made under the
authority of 27 Pa.C.S. § 4105(a) (relating to powers and
duties of Environmental Quality Board), which directs the
Board to adopt regulations as necessary to implement 27
Pa.C.S. Chapter 41 (relating to environmental laboratory
accreditation), and section 1920-A of The Administrative
Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 510-20), authorizing and directing
the Board to adopt regulations necessary for the proper
performance of the work of the Department.
D. Background and Purpose
The regulations governing environmental laboratory
accreditation in Chapter 252 became effective on January
28, 2006, and were amended on April 10, 2010. While
completing ongoing rounds of laboratory assessments
under Chapter 252, the Laboratory Accreditation Program
(Program) discovered various provisions that were un-
clear, where the regulations were lacking sufficient detail
to ensure full compliance with the regulatory require-
ments or where the standards were overly restrictive and
cost prohibitive. The Program also determined that sev-
eral necessary standards for accreditation were lacking.
This final-form rulemaking amends various citations
within the scope of Chapter 252, but the applicable
statutes within the scope of the regulations remain
unchanged.
Under 27 Pa.C.S. § 4104(6) (relating to powers and
duties), the accreditation fees must be ‘‘in an amount
sufficient to pay the department’s cost of implementing
and administering the accreditation program.’’ In addi-
tion, § 252.204(b) requires the Department to recommend
to the Board regulatory changes to the accreditation fees
every 3 years to address any disparity between Program
income generated by the fees and Program costs. In
accordance with this requirement, the Program compared
the work necessary to perform the functions of the
Program to evaluate the costs associated with the Pro-
gram. Based on this analysis, the Department determined
that the accreditation fees in § 252.204 were not suffi-
cient to recover the Department’s costs to implement the
Program. This final-form rulemaking provides a new fee
structure to cover the costs of the Program.
The Department worked with the Laboratory Accredita-
tion Advisory Committee (LAAC) to amend Chapter 252
in a manner that ensures appropriate requirements for
environmental laboratory accreditation. The Department,
with the assistance of the LAAC, ensured that the
interests, concerns and needs of the regulated community
were considered and implemented appropriately. The
LAAC met throughout 2014, 2015 and 2016 to review and
comment on drafts of the proposed and final-form Chap-
ter 252 amendments presented by the Department. The
Department also discussed the written comments received
during the public comment period during a meeting of the
LAAC on December 7, 2016. On December 7, 2016, the
LAAC unanimously voted to recommend the final-form
Chapter 252 amendments for presentation to the Board.
E. Summary of Changes to the Proposed Rulemaking
Editorial corrections and revisions were made through-
out this final-form rulemaking based on comments re-
ceived during the public comment period and to ensure
that this final-form rulemaking meets the requirements
of the Pennsylvania Code & Bulletin Style Manual. For
example, the term ‘‘but not limited to’’ was deleted
throughout.
Subchapter A. General provisions
§ 252.3. Scope
The list of applicable statutes for which environmental
testing shall be conducted by an accredited laboratory is
amended to accurately reflect correct statute names and
citations.
Subchapter B. Application, fees and supporting documents
§ 252.201. Application and supporting documents
§ 252.203. Accreditation renewal
In this final-form rulemaking, ‘‘on forms provided by
the Department’’ is added in response to a comment by
the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)
concerning the format and content of the application
requirements that environmental laboratories shall sub-
mit. This final-form rulemaking adds additional language
to § 252.203(d) (relating to accreditation renewal) at the
suggestion of IRRC to add clarity to the written client
notification requirements for laboratories when the labo-
ratory’s accreditation certificate expires. Laboratories are
required to notify all affected customers of the loss or
lapse in accreditation in writing within 48 hours of the
certificate expiration. This additional language explains
that the Department may choose to require the use of
specific language or to require Department approval of
the notice before issuance.
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Subchapter C. General standards for accreditation
§ 252.304. Personnel requirements
The requirement for laboratory personnel to meet any
more stringent qualification requirements established by
method, regulation or program is added as subsection
(a)(4) in response to comments received during the public
comment period. The proposed rulemaking included this
provision in the laboratory supervisor qualifications sec-
tion, but, as noted by two commentators, this provision is
also applicable to some laboratory personnel.
§ 252.306. Equipment, supplies and reference materials
The allowance for recertification of expired standards,
reagents and media in subsection (h)(6) is deleted in this
final-form rulemaking based on a comment received from
the public. The Department added this provision in 2010.
No laboratory has sought approval from the Department
for approval to recertify expired laboratory materials.
Therefore, removal of this provision does not negatively
impact the regulated community and will ensure that
laboratories use valid standards.
At the suggestion of several public comments, the
provision for temperature distribution studies for microbi-
ology incubators in subsection (j) is revised to exempt this
requirement for circulating water baths. Circulating wa-
ter baths ensure even temperature distribution through-
out the incubator. Distribution studies are not necessary
to ensure valid temperature distribution throughout the
unit.
§ 252.307. Methodology
At the suggestion of a commentator, the Department
deletes the requirement for a laboratory to develop the
sample collection and preservation documents from sub-
section (j). The Department does not intend to require a
laboratory to develop procedures that might already exist
or be available from other organizations provided that the
sample collection and preservation instructions meet the
requirements of subsections (f) and (g).
Subchapter D. Quality assurance and quality control
requirements
§ 252.401. Basic requirements
Significant public comment and discussion during pub-
lic meetings of the LAAC resulted in the addition to
subsection (f) requiring that environmental laboratories
check and document the pH of every sample container
received by a laboratory. Numerous comments and con-
cerns were raised regarding the proposed language, the
necessity of the requirements and the overall cost to the
regulated community. After much discussion and consider-
ation, this final-form rulemaking requires that the labora-
tory check the pH of each sample container for safe
drinking water act compliance samples and whole effluent
toxicity samples that are not collected by trained, accred-
ited laboratory staff. The Safe Drinking Water (SDW)
Program and the United States Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) Office of Water consider an improperly
preserved sample invalid for compliance purposes. There-
fore, unless each sample container used for sample analy-
sis is verified to be at the correct pH, it is not possible to
determine if the sample is valid and appropriately col-
lected. This compromise ensures protection of the public
health for drinking water compliance samples but does
not place an undue burden, financial or otherwise, on the
regulated community testing nondrinking water samples.
§ 252.404. Essential quality control requirement—micro-
biology
This final-form rulemaking adds necessary clarification
to subsection (g)(2) to more thoroughly explain that a
reuseable membrane filtration funnel shall be checked for
sterility with a sterility blank after every ten filtrations of
a sample aliquot, not after every ten samples. A sample
could include numerous dilutions and aliquots. Based on
comments received, the Department deletes the proposed
addition to subsection (h)(4) and (5) to allow for the
recertification of expired positive and negative culture
controls. As suggested by a commentator, the Department
adds subsection (h)(7) in this final-form rulemaking to
ensure that positive and negative controls are processed
under the same conditions as routine environmental
samples. ‘‘Department approved’’ was proposed to be
added to subsection (h)(5) with the intention to require
the laboratories to obtain approval for their documented
procedures for maintaining culture controls. This state-
ment was determined to be unnecessary because the
regulation outlines the specific requirements for main-
taining culture controls. Therefore, the additional lan-
guage proposed by the Department is not adopted in this
final-form rulemaking.
Subchapter F. Assessment requirements
§ 252.601. Assessment requirements
Subsection (h) is revised in this final-form rulemaking
in response to a comment from IRRC regarding the
Department’s requirements for corrective action based on
deficiencies found during an assessment conducted by the
Program. This final-form rulemaking clarifies that unless
otherwise required or approved by the Department, envi-
ronmental laboratories shall correct all deficiencies within
120 calendar days of receipt of the assessment report.
Assessments occur for various reasons, including onsite
assessments, review of a laboratory’s request to add fields
of accreditation, change in ownership and laboratory
supervisor notices, and the like. Laboratories are required
to perform corrective actions and submit any requested
evidence of correction to the Program to demonstrate
compliance with the regulation. Subsection (h) clarifies
that the Program can require the laboratory to correct the
violation sooner than 120 days; a laboratory can be
granted additional time for correction based on subsection
(i).
Subchapter G. Miscellaneous provisions
§ 252.702. Revocation
§ 252.703. Suspension
§ 252.704. Voluntary relinquishment
This final-form rulemaking adds additional language to
§§ 252.702(d), 252.703(e) and 252.704(c) (relating to revo-
cation; suspension; and voluntary relinquishment) at the
suggestion of IRRC to add clarity to the written client
notification requirements for laboratories when a volun-
tary relinquishment, loss or lapse in accreditation occurs.
Laboratories are required to notify all affected customers
of the loss or lapse in accreditation in writing within 72
hours of the change in accreditation status. This addi-
tional language explains that the Department may choose
to require the use of specific language or to require
Department approval of the notice before issuance.
§ 252.706. Recordkeeping
Based on public comment, this final-form rulemaking
deletes the signature requirement from subsection (c) to
state that the name or initials must be included on the
records. Subsection (b)(5) is corrected to note that the
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results of chemical ‘‘or’’ thermal preservation verifications
or adjustments, or both shall be documented. This final-
form rulemaking more clearly explains the Department’s
requirements for historical reconstruction of laboratory
activities in subsection (c)(2) when making changes to
records. Specifically, the laboratory is expected to docu-
ment the rationale for any nontypographical correction to
records.
F. Summary of Comments and Responses on the Proposed
Rulemaking
The Board approved publication of the proposed rule-
making at its May 17, 2016, meeting. The proposed
rulemaking was published at 46 Pa.B. 5088 (August 20,
2016), with a 30-day public comment period. Comments
were received from ten commentators, including IRRC.
The majority of the comments received during the
public comment period related to requirements for micro-
biology incubation units, laboratory supervisor qualifica-
tions, sample acceptance and sample receipt, expired
materials and a general request for technical guidance
documents from the Department to describe and detail
compliance options with the new requirements.
Several commentators noted that the Department’s
proposal to require temperature distribution studies for
incubation units used for microbiology testing should be
revised. These commentators noted that circulating water
baths are equitably distributed by design and should be
exempt from the distribution study. The Department
agreed with these comments and added language to this
final-form rulemaking to exempt circulating water baths
from the temperature distribution study.
Commentators stated that it would be helpful to have
the Department develop technical guidance for how the
Department would recommend compliance with the re-
quirements for microbiology incubators detailed in the
proposed rulemaking. The Department plans to develop
technical guidance documentation in collaboration with
the LAAC. These technical guidance documents will
provide more detailed examples and options for how a
laboratory might achieve compliance with the regulatory
requirements for microbiology incubators regarding tem-
perature distribution studies and the daily temperature
monitoring requirements.
Several commentators provided comment regarding the
Department’s proposal to amend the laboratory supervi-
sor qualification requirements. Some of the commentators
expressed concern that the proposed reduction in years of
experience for inorganic nonmetals, basic water and
wastewater, and basic microbiology might weaken the
quality of results generated by accredited laboratories.
Other commentators expressed support of the Depart-
ment’s proposal and suggested that it will be easier to
find qualified laboratory supervisors with the reduction in
years of experience. One commentator suggested that the
Department should not reduce the years of experience,
but should increase the years of experience and minimum
number of college semester credit hours for all areas of
supervision. The Department carefully considered these
comments and determined that the language should
remain the same in this final-form rulemaking regarding
the qualifications for a laboratory supervisor. The meth-
odologies and analytical technologies within the inorganic
nonmetals, basic microbiology, and basic drinking water
and wastewater areas of testing are less complicated and
more easily mastered. One year of experience in these
areas should be sufficient to obtain mastery in these
technical disciplines and will also enable smaller labora-
tories to more easily comply with the accreditation regu-
lations, thus reducing the burden on small businesses and
publicly-owned laboratories. The Department’s require-
ments for laboratory supervisor experience and education
for the other areas of laboratory testing, organics, trace
metals and complex microbiology are similar to those
established by the National Environmental Laboratory
Accreditation Program (NELAP) and the requirements of
this final-form rulemaking are adequate to ensure proper
experience and education of a laboratory supervisor.
Several commentators expressed concern that the De-
partment’s proposal to require that at least four of the
minimum required college semester credits in biology
shall be microbiology credits for a microbiology laboratory
supervisor is too stringent and not necessary. During
meetings of the LAAC, several members of the public in
attendance as well as the LAAC members requested that
the Department require, that in addition to four credits in
microbiology, all laboratory supervisors shall have taken a
microbiology laboratory course. After consideration of the
public comments and after further discussion with the
LAAC, the Department determined that requiring four
credits of microbiology and not specifically requiring a
laboratory course work is an acceptable compromise.
Colleges and universities have many courses available
online, and four microbiology credits can be obtained in a
single course. An individual that proposes to supervise a
microbiology laboratory needs the microbiology education
obtained during a college-level microbiology course and
four credits in microbiology. The techniques and methods
included in the basic microbiology category are not lim-
ited to Colilert testing, as noted by several commentators.
The basic microbiology category includes technologies
such as membrane filtration, multiple tube fermentation
and pour plate. These techniques require understanding
and proficiency with sterile techniques, positive and
negative controls, and specific media preparation and
uses. The Department did not make changes in the
microbiology supervisor sections from proposed rule-
making to final-form rulemaking.
Several commentators provided suggestions regarding
the Department’s proposal to require chemical preserva-
tion checks of all sample bottles received by the labora-
tory. The Department included this provision at the
recommendation of the SDW Program and the EPA’s
instruction that an improperly collected sample is invalid
and cannot be used for compliance purposes. Through
discussions with the regulated community, the Depart-
ment decided to limit the pH testing requirement to those
samples that require a specific pH by method, regulation
or permit, and all SDW compliance samples. This compro-
mise will ensure the protection of the public health but
reduce the financial burden for nondrinking water
samples. The regulated community participating in the
public meeting were amenable to the compromise. The
Department also plans to develop technical guidance
documents in collaboration with the LAAC to assist the
regulated community in understanding the various op-
tions available to comply with the sample acceptance and
handling requirements of the regulation.
Commentators also stated that the laboratory should
not be required to develop sample handling, collection and
preservation instructions if adequate documentation for
these activities already exists. The Department agrees
with these commentators and amends this final-form
rulemaking to clarify that the laboratory shall maintain
documentation of sample collection and preservation re-
quirements. The laboratory may choose to develop its own
or use currently published materials from another source.
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A commentator asserted that the proposed language to
segregate expired chemicals from unexpired chemicals
should not be accepted and expired chemicals should be
removed from the laboratory and discarded. The commen-
tator also stated that the Department’s allowance for
recertification of expired chemicals, materials, and posi-
tive and negative controls should be deleted from
§§ 252.306(h) and 252.404(h) (relating to equipment,
supplies and reference materials; and essential quality
control requirement—microbiology) because the use of
expired materials does not improve the quality of the
testing results. The proposed language for segregation of
expired chemicals was a compromise made between the
Department and the LAAC to allow laboratories to main-
tain expired chemicals for noncompliance purposes but to
ensure that they could not be mistaken as acceptable for
use for compliance testing. However, the Department
agrees with the suggestion to delete the allowance for
recertification of expired materials and deletes this provi-
sion from this final-form rulemaking.
G. Benefits, Costs and Compliance
Benefits
The most significant benefit of this final-form rule-
making is clear, concise and improved regulations for the
regulated community. This final-form rulemaking will
allow for better understanding and increased compliance
with the requirements and thus result in an improvement
in the overall quality of the data produced by environ-
mental laboratories. All laboratories, particularly small
laboratories, will benefit from allowing a laboratory su-
pervisor to be absent for up to 21 days, rather than the
current 16 days, and be replaced by a qualified staff
member without requiring written notification to the
Department. Several of the laboratory supervisor areas of
experience qualifications were reduced from 2 years to 1
year. This final-form rulemaking deletes the requirement
for the Department to conduct onsite assessments, thus
allowing the Department to explore and employ advances
in technology to perform offsite assessments which can
substantially reduce overall costs to the Program and
regulated laboratories.
This final-form rulemaking also adds some specific
requirements for NELAP laboratories. The NELAC Insti-
tute (TNI) Standard, which NELAP laboratories shall
meet, is silent or lacking in specific requirements for
several necessary standards. Requiring that all NELAP
laboratories adhere to these regulations will ensure that
all laboratories performing testing or analysis of compli-
ance samples for the Department are meeting the same
minimum standard.
Improved data quality will allow the Department, the
regulated community and the citizens of this Common-
wealth to make better and more informed decisions
concerning the protection of the environment and the
protection of public health, safety and welfare. Accurate
laboratory results are critical to achieving the goals of the
environmental laws which are covered by the regulations.
Compliance costs
The direct costs of this final-form rulemaking is the
payment of the accreditation fees. Chapter 41 of 27
Pa.C.S. requires that the fees be set in an amount
sufficient to cover the cost of establishing and maintain-
ing a laboratory accreditation program. These costs vary
depending upon the type of testing and analyses that the
environmental laboratory chooses to perform. Laborato-
ries that require extensive staff time to accredit, such as
large commercial laboratories and NELAP laboratories,
will pay a higher accreditation fee.
The renewal fee for State accreditation is increased by
$200 per year while the renewal fee for NELAP appli-
cants is increased by $750 per year. Renewal application
fees increase for all laboratories at a rate of approxi-
mately 30%. Each laboratory is also responsible for
paying the appropriate category fee associated with its
requested scope of accreditation, such as microbiology,
trace metals, volatile organics, and the like. The total
accreditation fee for each laboratory is the renewal
application fee plus each appropriate category fee. Each
category fee is increased by between $100—$200 depend-
ing on the complexity of each category. The fees for
medium to large accredited laboratories are likely to
increase by approximately 20%—30% depending on the
requested scope of accreditation.
This final-form rulemaking includes a fee structure
that is responsive to the needs of small laboratories.
Specifically, increased accreditation costs for smaller labo-
ratories will be minimal as the fees for the Basic
Non-Potable Water and Basic Drinking Water fee catego-
ries increase by $300. The former annual fee paid by
these environmental laboratories was $1,250, and the fee
change will result in an annual fee of $1,550. Laborato-
ries seeking accreditation for these two categories repre-
sent the majority of the applicant laboratories as well as
the smallest of the regulated laboratories. In addition, the
fee structure includes changes including separation of the
microbiology category into ‘‘basic’’ and ‘‘complex’’ to ensure
that laboratories that are performing more complex test-
ing, which requires additional staff time and oversight,
cover the costs of the accreditation. There were no public
comments expressing objections to these increased fees.
Indirect costs will be related to the individual laborato-
ry’s implementation of the new requirements. Many in
the regulated community are already in compliance with
the additional requirements itemized in this final-form
rulemaking and will not incur any additional costs for
implementation. Others will be required to update or
develop standard operating procedures and update
recordkeeping procedures.
Cost savings will occur in the regulated community
because the new and clarified requirements will enable
laboratories to better understand the applicable require-
ments and should reduce the number of violations found
during assessments, thus reducing the amount of time
and money necessary to correct these violations.
Compliance assistance plan
Aside from the fee changes, the major changes that
might require additional compliance assistance include
the new requirements for sample collection instructions,
sample receipt documentation and microbiology incubator
temperature distribution studies. The Department plans
to develop technical guidance in collaboration with the
LAAC and the public. The other amendments in this
final-form rulemaking are minor and in most cases clarify
existing requirements or make former requirements less
stringent. The Department does not believe that a compli-
ance assistance plan tailored to these amendments is
necessary. However, the Department will continue its
ongoing compliance assistance efforts with mass e-mails,
updates to its web site and other activities.
The ultimate goal of the compliance assistance effort
will be improving an environmental laboratory’s ability to
produce valid and defensible data for use by the Depart-
ment, the regulated community and the public. Several
areas where compliance assistance is necessary are gen-
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eral laboratory operation, correct performance of specific
test procedures and documentation of laboratory activi-
ties. Compliance assistance in these areas has been made
available to all environmental laboratories, regardless of
size, throughout this Commonwealth.
Paperwork requirements
This final-form rulemaking does not include any addi-
tional forms, reports or other paperwork to be submitted.
H. Pollution Prevention
This is not applicable to this final-form rulemaking.
I. Sunset Review
The Board is not establishing a sunset date for these
regulations since they are needed for the Department to
carry out its statutory authority. The Department will
continue to closely monitor these regulations for their
effectiveness and recommend updates to the Board as
necessary.
J. Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P.S. § 745.5(a)), on July 29, 2016, the Department sub-
mitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking,
published at 46 Pa.B. 5088, to IRRC and the Chairper-
sons of the House and Senate Environmental Resources
and Energy Committees for review and comment.
Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, the
Department shall submit to IRRC and the House and
Senate Committees copies of comments received during
the public comment period, as well as other documents
when requested. In preparing the final-form rulemaking,
the Department has considered all comments from IRRC
and the public.
Under section 5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P.S. § 745.5a(j.2)), on June 14, 2017, the final-form
rulemaking was deemed approved by the House and
Senate Committees. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regula-
tory Review Act, IRRC met on June 15, 2017, and
approved the final-form rulemaking.
K. Findings
The Board finds that:
(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given
under sections 201 and 202 of the act of July 31, 1968
(P.L. 769, No. 240) (45 P.S. §§ 1201 and 1202) and
regulations promulgated thereunder, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1
and 7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required
by law and all comments were considered.
(3) This final-form rulemaking does not enlarge the
purpose of the proposed rulemaking published at 46 Pa.B.
5088.
(4) These regulations are necessary and appropriate for
administration and enforcement of the authorizing acts
identified in Section C of this final-form rulemaking.
L. Order
The Board, acting under the authorizing statutes,
orders that:
(a) The regulations of the Department, 25 Pa. Code
Chapter 252, are amended by amending §§ 252.1, 252.3,
252.4—252.6, 252.201, 252.203—252.206, 252.301,
252.302, 252.304, 252.306, 252.307, 252.401, 252.402,
252.404, 252.501, 252.601, 252.701—252.706 and 252.708
to read as set forth in Annex A, with ellipses referring to
the existing text of the regulations.
(Editor’s Note: The amendments to § 252.365 were not
included in the proposed rulemaking.)
(b) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this
order and Annex A to the Office of General Counsel and
the Office of Attorney General for review and approval as
to legality and form, as required by law.
(c) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this
order and Annex A to IRRC and the Senate and House
Environmental Resources and Energy Committees as
required under the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S.
§§ 745.1—745.14).
(d) The Chairperson of the Board shall certify this
order and Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative
Reference Bureau, as required by law.
(e) This order shall take effect immediately upon publi-
cation in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
PATRICK McDONNELL,
Chairperson
(Editor’s Note: See 47 Pa.B. 3672 (July 1, 2017) for
IRRC’s approval order.)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 7-495 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A
TITLE 25. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PART I. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
Subpart D. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY
ARTICLE VI. GENERAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
CHAPTER 252. ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
ACCREDITATION
Subchapter A. GENERAL PROVISIONS
§ 252.1. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
* * * * *
NELAP accreditation body—An accreditation body that
has been recognized as meeting the requirements of the
NELAC Standard or the TNI Standard and has the
authority to grant NELAP accreditation.
* * * * *
§ 252.3. Scope.
(a) Environmental statutes. This chapter applies to
facilities that test or analyze environmental samples in
the matrices listed in subsection (b) for the purpose of
complying with the following environmental statutes:
(1) 58 Pa.C.S. Chapter 32 (relating to development).
(2) The Clean Streams Law (35 P.S. §§ 691.1—
691.1001).
(3) The Hazardous Sites Cleanup Act (35 P.S.
§§ 6020.101—6020.1305).
(4) The Land Recycling and Environmental Remedia-
tion Standards Act (35 P.S. §§ 6026.101—6026.908).
(5) The Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Act (35 P.S.
§§ 721.1—721.17).
(6) The Solid Waste Management Act (35 P.S.
§§ 6018.101—6018.1003).
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(7) The Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act (35 P.S.
§§ 6021.101—6021.2104).
(8) The Bituminous Coal Mine Safety Act (52 P.S.
§§ 690-101—690-708).
(9) The Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation
Act (52 P.S. §§ 1396.1—1396.19b).
(10) The Coal Refuse Disposal Control Act (52 P.S.
§§ 30.51—30.66).
(11) The Bituminous Mine Subsidence and Land Con-
servation Act (52 P.S. §§ 1406.1—1406.21).
(12) The Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and
Reclamation Act (52 P.S. §§ 3301—3326).
(b) Matrix. The following matrices are included:
(1) Drinking water.
(2) Nonpotable water.
(3) Solid and chemical materials.
(c) Exclusions. The following testing and analysis are
specifically excluded from the requirements of this chap-
ter:
(1) Corrosion protection system testing or testing of a
storage tank system for tightness or structural soundness
under Chapter 245 (relating to administration of the
storage tank and spill prevention program).
(2) Routine release detection monitoring under
§§ 245.442—245.445, 245.543 and 245.613.
(3) Analyses to determine the acceptability of soils for
protective, daily, intermediate and final cover material,
subbase, clay liner, clay cap, attenuating soil base and
liner system construction material under Chapters 260a,
261a, 262a, 263a, 264a, 265a, 266a, 266b, 268a, 269a,
270a, 271—273, 275, 277, 279, 281, 283—285, 287—289,
291, 293, 295 and 297—299.
(4) Testing or analysis of the physical, chemical, me-
chanical and thermal properties of liners, liner systems,
leachate detection zones and barriers under Chapters
260a, 261a, 262a, 263a, 264a, 265a, 266a, 266b, 268a,
269a, 270a, 271—273, 275, 277, 279, 281, 283—285,
287—289, 291, 293, 295 and 297—299.
§ 252.4. General requirements.
(a) Testing or analysis of environmental samples within
a matrix identified in § 252.3 (relating to scope) and to
comply with a statute listed in § 252.3 shall be performed
by an environmental laboratory accredited under this
chapter.
(b) An environmental laboratory testing, analyzing or
reporting results for environmental samples in a matrix
identified in § 252.3 and required by a statute identified
in § 252.3 shall be accredited and in compliance with this
chapter to generate data and perform analysis used to
comply with an environmental statute listed in § 252.3.
§ 252.5. NELAP equivalency.
(a) An environmental laboratory may apply to the
Department for NELAP accreditation for the fields of
accreditation for which the Department offers accredita-
tion.
(b) An environmental laboratory seeking NELAP ac-
creditation shall:
(1) Submit a complete application as provided in
Subchapter B (relating to application, fees and supporting
documents).
(2) Comply with Subchapter E (relating to proficiency
test study requirements).
(3) Comply with Subchapter F (relating to assessment
requirements).
(4) Comply with Subchapter G (relating to miscella-
neous provisions).
(5) Comply with the current edition of the NELAC
Standard or TNI Standard.
(6) Comply with § 252.307 (relating to methodology).
(7) Comply with § 252.401 (relating to basic require-
ments).
(c) An environmental laboratory receiving NELAP ac-
creditation from the Department may apply for accredita-
tion under the remainder of this chapter for the fields of
accreditation that are not included in NELAP accredita-
tion and for which the Department offers accreditation.
(d) An environmental laboratory receiving NELAP ac-
creditation from the Department may only test or analyze
environmental samples within the fields of accreditation
authorized by the accreditation received from the Depart-
ment.
§ 252.6. Accreditation-by-rule.
(a) Purpose. Environmental laboratories performing
testing or analysis or reporting results described in this
section will be deemed to have accreditation-by-rule if the
following general requirements are met:
(1) The environmental laboratory registers with the
Department in accordance with 27 Pa.C.S. § 4107(a)
(relating to interim requirements).
(2) The environmental laboratory performs the testing
or analysis in conformance with applicable State or
Federal laws, regulations, promulgated methods, orders
and permit conditions.
(3) The environmental laboratory assures that samples
for testing or analysis are properly preserved, are in
proper containers, do not exceed maximum holding times
between collection and analysis, and are handled in
accordance with applicable State or Federal laws, regula-
tions, promulgated methods, orders and permit condi-
tions.
(4) The environmental laboratory has the other neces-
sary permits under the applicable environmental protec-
tion acts and is operating under the acts and regulations
promulgated thereunder and the terms and conditions of
permits.
(5) Records pertaining to the testing or analysis of
environmental samples are retained onsite and in accord-
ance with § 252.706 (relating to recordkeeping). Records
shall be made available to the Department upon request.
(6) The environmental laboratory is reporting only the
results of the testing or analysis of environmental
samples specified in subsections (c) and (f) in conformance
with the applicable State or Federal laws, regulations,
orders or permit conditions.
* * * * *
Subchapter B. APPLICATION, FEES AND
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
§ 252.201. Application and supporting documents.
(a) An environmental laboratory seeking accreditation
for one or more fields of accreditation within a matrix
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described in § 252.3 (relating to scope) or that seeks to
add a field of accreditation shall apply to the Department
for accreditation on forms provided by the Department
and in the format specified by the Department. The
applicant shall provide other relevant material requested
by the Department.
(b) An application for accreditation must include the
appropriate application fee in accordance with § 252.204
(relating to fees.)
(c) Environmental laboratories maintained on separate
premises shall maintain distinct accreditation. Separate
accreditation is not required for environmental laborato-
ries in different buildings on the same or adjoining
grounds, provided the laboratories are operated under the
same management.
(d) Separate accreditation is required for a mobile
laboratory.
§ 252.203. Accreditation renewal.
(a) Applications for accreditation renewal shall be sub-
mitted annually to the Department at least 60 calendar
days prior to the expiration date of the current certificate
of accreditation in writing on forms provided by the
Department and in the format specified by the Depart-
ment.
(b) An application for accreditation renewal must in-
clude the appropriate application fee in accordance with
§ 252.204 (relating to fees).
(c) Failure to submit an application for renewal in
accordance with this section will result in a lapse in
accreditation if the Department has not approved the
renewal application prior to the expiration of the current
certificate of accreditation. If a lapse in accreditation
occurs, the environmental laboratory shall cease all test-
ing or analysis of environmental samples for the affected
fields of accreditation.
(d) Within 48 hours of expiration of the certificate of
accreditation, the laboratory shall notify each of its
customers affected by the expiration of the certificate of
accreditation in writing of the lapse in accreditation. The
Department may choose to require the laboratory to use
specific language in the written notice or to require
Department approval of the notice before issuance.
§ 252.204. Fees.
(a) The appropriate fee in accordance with the follow-
ing schedule must accompany an application for accredi-
tation, renewal of accreditation, change of ownership,
change in administrative information, addition of fields of
accreditation or supplemental onsite assessment. A check
must be payable to ‘‘Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.’’
When the Department is able to accept credit card
payments, an environmental laboratory may make pay-
ment by credit card and shall pay to the Commonwealth
all service charges or other administrative fees in addi-
tion to the accreditation fees. The fees are as follows:
Category Fee
Application fee—Initial Application for State
Accreditation
$1,500
Application fee—Renewal Application for State
Accreditation
$700
Application fee—Ownership Transfer or Change
in Administrative Information
$150




Application fee—Renewal Application for
NELAP Accreditation
$2,750






Basic Drinking Water Category—Includes one
method for each of the following: Total
Coliform Bacteria, Fecal Coliform Bacteria,
E. coli Bacteria, Heterotrophic Bacteria,
Nitrate, Nitrite, Fluoride, Cyanide
$750
Basic Nonpotable Water Category—Includes one
method for each of the following: Fecal
Coliform Bacteria, BOD, CBOD, Nitrate,
Ammonia, Total Nitrogen, Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen, Nitrite, Phosphorus, and one
method for each type of residue including %
Solids for land applied biosolids
$850
Asbestos—first matrix $600
Basic Microbiology—includes fecal coliform, total
coliform, E. coli and heterotrophic
bacteria—first matrix
$700
Complex Microbiology—first matrix $1,000
Trace Metal Category—first matrix $750
Inorganic Nonmetal Category—first matrix $850
Purgeable Volatile Organic Chemicals—first
matrix
$850




Radiochemical Category—first matrix $950
Whole Effluent Toxicity Testing—first matrix $950
Asbestos—second matrix $450
Basic Microbiology—includes fecal coliform, total
coliform, E. coli and heterotrophic
bacteria—second matrix
$600
Complex Microbiology—second matrix $900
Trace Metal Category—second matrix $600
Inorganic Nonmetal Category—second matrix $700
Purgeable Volatile Organic Chemicals—second
matrix
$700




Radiochemical Category—second matrix $850
Asbestos—third matrix $400
Basic Microbiology—includes fecal coliform, total
coliform, E. coli and heterotrophic
bacteria—third matrix
$500
Complex Microbiology—third matrix $800
Trace Metal Category—third matrix $550
Inorganic Nonmetal Category—third matrix $650
Purgeable Volatile Organic Chemicals—third
matrix
$600
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Category Fee




Radiochemical Category—third matrix $750
(b) At least every 3 years, the Department will recom-
mend regulatory changes to the fees in this section to the
EQB to address any disparity between the program
income generated by the fees and program costs. The
regulatory amendment will be based upon an evaluation
of the accreditation program fees income and the Depart-
ment’s costs of administering the accreditation program.
(c) An environmental laboratory owned or operated by
a Commonwealth agency is exempt from this fee require-
ment, but shall apply for accreditation under this chapter.
(d) Fees are nonrefundable.
(e) In addition to the nonrefundable application fee, an
out-of-State environmental laboratory shall reimburse the
Department for the costs associated with onsite assess-
ments necessitated by accreditation as specified in
§ 252.206 (relating to out-of-State onsite reimbursement).
§ 252.205. Out-of-State laboratories.
(a) Out-of-State environmental laboratories may apply
for primary accreditation or secondary accreditation from
the Department.
(1) Primary accreditation. Out-of-State environmental
laboratories may apply to the Department for primary
accreditation under this chapter.
(2) Secondary accreditation.
(i) The Department will recognize accreditation granted
by a primary NELAP accreditation body for the same
fields of accreditation for which the Department is a
primary NELAP accreditation body provided the environ-
mental laboratory meets the requirements of § 252.5
(relating to NELAP equivalency).
(ii) The Department may recognize the accreditation of
an environmental laboratory by another state accredita-
tion body if the standards for accreditation are substan-
tially equivalent to those established under this chapter
and the laboratory is physically located within the state
granting accreditation.
(iii) An environmental laboratory seeking secondary
accreditation from the Department shall:
(A) Submit a properly completed application on forms
provided by the Department.
(B) Pay the appropriate fee.
(C) Submit a copy of a valid accreditation certificate
from the primary accreditation body.
(D) Submit a copy of all onsite assessment reports
conducted by the primary accreditation body within the
last 3 years.
(E) Submit any other material relevant to accredita-
tion, upon request of the Department.
(b) The Department may conduct an onsite assessment
or require analysis of a proficiency test study by an
out-of-State environmental laboratory seeking secondary
accreditation for reasons which may include addressing
complaints from the public or Department personnel,
discrepancies with environmental sample results, onsite
assessment deficiencies, frequent errors in reporting data
to the Department and suspicions of fraud regarding data
quality. If the Department determines that an onsite
assessment is required, the environmental laboratory
shall pay the Department’s travel costs associated with
the onsite assessment in accordance with § 252.206 (re-
lating to out-of-State onsite reimbursement).
(c) If any portion of the out-of-State environmental
laboratory’s accreditation is denied, revoked or suspended
by the primary accreditation body, the laboratory’s autho-
rization to perform testing or analysis is automatically
revoked for the same fields of accreditation.
§ 252.206. Out-of-State onsite reimbursement.
In addition to the nonrefundable application fee, an
out-of-State environmental laboratory shall reimburse the
Department for the following costs associated with onsite
assessments necessitated by accreditation:
(1) Transportation costs, including airfare, mileage,
tolls, car rental, public transportation and parking.
(2) Meals and lodging.
(3) Travel time for each assessor at a rate of $75/hour.
Subchapter C. GENERAL STANDARDS FOR
ACCREDITATION
§ 252.301. Laboratory supervisor.
(a) The Department will consider the laboratory super-
visor of an environmental laboratory as the individual
listed on the laboratory’s application for accreditation for
which the Department has reviewed and approved the
individual’s qualifications.
(b) Testing, analysis and reporting of data by an envi-
ronmental laboratory shall be under the direct supervi-
sion of a laboratory supervisor.
(c) The laboratory supervisor shall certify that each
test or analysis is accurate and valid and the test or
analysis was performed in accordance with all conditions
of accreditation. A laboratory supervisor may certify a test
or analysis by signing the final laboratory report. A
laboratory may use other mechanisms to certify a test or
analysis, provided the mechanism is documented in the
laboratory quality manual.
(d) The laboratory supervisor shall ensure that the
records required by this chapter are maintained.
(e) The Department may disqualify a laboratory super-
visor who is responsible for the submission of inaccurate
test or analysis results.
(f) The Department will disqualify a laboratory super-
visor convicted of any crime or offense related to viola-
tions of State or Federal laws or regulations related to
the provision of environmental laboratory services or
reimbursement for the services.
(g) An environmental laboratory may appoint one or
more laboratory supervisors for the appropriate fields of
accreditation for which they are seeking accreditation.
(h) An environmental laboratory shall designate an-
other staff member meeting the qualifications of a labora-
tory supervisor and who is approved by the Department
as described in subsection (a) to temporarily perform this
function when a laboratory supervisor is absent for a
period of time exceeding 21 consecutive calendar days. If
this temporary absence exceeds 30 consecutive calendar
days, the environmental laboratory shall notify the De-
partment in writing under § 252.708 (relating to report-
ing and notification requirements).
(i) An individual may not be the laboratory supervisor
of more than one environmental laboratory without au-
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thorization from the Department. Circumstances to be
considered in the decision to grant the authorization will
include at least the following:
(1) The extent to which operating hours of the laborato-
ries to be supervised overlap.
(2) The adequacy of supervision in each laboratory.
§ 252.302. Qualifications of the laboratory supervi-
sor.
(a) A laboratory supervisor of an environmental labora-
tory engaged in chemical analysis of organics or metals,
or both, shall have the following qualifications:
(1) A bachelor’s degree in chemistry, biochemistry,
physics, environmental science, biology, microbiology,
physical sciences or engineering.
(2) At least 24-college semester credit hours in chemis-
try.
(3) At least 2 years of experience in the testing or
analysis of environmental samples in representative inor-
ganic and organic fields of accreditation for which the
environmental laboratory seeks to obtain or to maintain
accreditation. An earned master’s or doctoral degree in
chemistry, biochemistry, physics, environmental science,
biology, microbiology, physical sciences or engineering
may be substituted for 1 year of experience.
(b) A laboratory supervisor of an environmental labora-
tory engaged in inorganic nonmetals chemical analysis
shall have the following qualifications:
(1) At least an earned associate’s degree in chemistry,
biochemistry, physics, environmental science, biology, mi-
crobiology, physical sciences or engineering, or 2 years of
equivalent and successful college education.
(2) At least 16-college semester credit hours in chemis-
try.
(3) At least 1 year of experience in the testing or
analysis of environmental samples in representative fields
of accreditation for which the environmental laboratory
seeks to obtain or to maintain accreditation.
(c) A laboratory supervisor of an environmental labora-
tory engaged in microbiological or biological analysis shall
have the following qualifications:
(1) A bachelor’s degree in chemistry, biochemistry,
physics, environmental science, biology, microbiology,
physical sciences or engineering.
(2) At least 16-college semester credit hours in biology.
At least 4 of the 16-college semester credit hours must be
in microbiology.
(3) At least 2 years of experience in the testing or
analysis of environmental samples in representative mi-
crobiological or biological fields of accreditation for which
the environmental laboratory seeks to obtain or to main-
tain accreditation. A master’s or doctoral degree in chem-
istry, biochemistry, physics, environmental science, biol-
ogy, microbiology, physical sciences or engineering may be
substituted for 1 year of experience.
(d) A laboratory supervisor of an environmental labora-
tory engaged in microbiological analysis limited to fecal
coliform, total coliform, E. coli and heterotrophic bacteria
shall have the following qualifications:
(1) At least an associate’s degree in chemistry, biochem-
istry, physics, environmental science, biology, microbiol-
ogy, physical sciences or engineering.
(2) A minimum of 4-college semester credit hours in
microbiology.
(3) At least 2 years of equivalent and successful college
education, including a minimum of 4-college semester
credit hours in microbiology may be substituted for the
associate’s degree.
(4) At least 1 year of experience in the testing or
analysis of environmental samples in representative fields
of accreditation for which the environmental laboratory
seeks to obtain or to maintain accreditation.
(e) A laboratory supervisor of an environmental labora-
tory engaged in radiological analysis shall have the
following qualifications:
(1) A bachelor’s degree in chemistry, biochemistry,
physics, environmental science, biology, microbiology,
physical sciences or engineering.
(2) At least 24-college semester credit hours in chemis-
try or health physics.
(3) At least 2 years of experience in the testing or
analysis of environmental samples in representative ra-
diological fields of accreditation for which the environ-
mental laboratory seeks to obtain or to maintain accredi-
tation. An earned master’s or doctoral degree in
chemistry, biochemistry, physics, environmental science,
biology, microbiology, physical sciences or engineering
may be substituted for 1 year of experience.
(f) A laboratory supervisor of an environmental labora-
tory engaged in microscopic examination of asbestos or
airborne fibers shall have the following qualifications:
(1) For procedures requiring the use of a transmission
electron microscope, a bachelor’s degree, successful
completion of formal course work in the use of the
instrument and 1 year of experience, under supervision,
in the use of the instrument. The experience must include
the identification of minerals.
(2) For procedures requiring the use of a polarized light
microscope, an associate’s degree or 2 years of college
study, successful completion of formal coursework in
polarized light microscopy and 1 year of experience, under
supervision, in the use of the instrument. The experience
must include the identification of minerals.
(3) For procedures requiring the use of a phase con-
trast microscope, an associate’s degree or 1 year of college
study, documentation of successful completion of formal
coursework in phase contrast microscopy and 1 year of
experience, under supervision, in the use of the instru-
ment.
(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section,
a laboratory supervisor of an environmental laboratory
limited to the basic nonpotable water category or the
basic drinking water category shall have the following
qualifications:
(1) At least 16-college semester credit hours in chemis-
try, biochemistry, physics, environmental science, biology,
microbiology, physical sciences or engineering.
(2) At least 1 year of experience in the testing or
analysis of environmental samples in representative fields
of accreditation for which the environmental laboratory
seeks to obtain or to maintain accreditation.
(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section,
an employee of a drinking water, wastewater or industrial
waste treatment facility meeting the following require-
ments will be deemed qualified as a laboratory supervisor
of an environmental laboratory:
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(1) The employee holds a valid treatment plant opera-
tor’s certificate under the Water and Wastewater Systems
Operators’ Certification Act (63 P.S. §§ 1001—1015.1) in
the appropriate water or wastewater subclassification for
the facility.
(2) The employee holds a valid certificate under the
Water and Wastewater Systems Operators’ Certification
Act for laboratory supervisor in the appropriate water or
wastewater subclassification.
(3) At least 1 year of experience in the testing or
analysis of environmental samples in representative fields
of accreditation for which the environmental laboratory
seeks to obtain or maintain accreditation.
(i) Approval as a laboratory supervisor under subsec-
tion (h) will be limited to the fields of accreditation
required by the scope of that facility’s regulatory permit.
(j) A laboratory supervisor of an environmental labora-
tory engaged in whole effluent toxicity analysis shall have
the following qualifications:
(1) At least an associate’s degree in chemistry, biochem-
istry, physics, environmental science, biology, microbiol-
ogy, physical sciences or engineering.
(2) A minimum of 4-college semester credit hours in
biology.
(3) At least 2 years of equivalent and successful college
education, including a minimum of 4-college semester
credit hours in biology may be substituted for the associ-
ate’s degree.
(4) At least 2 years of experience in the testing or
analysis of environmental samples in representative fields
of accreditation for which the environmental laboratory
seeks to obtain or to maintain accreditation.
(k) College semester credit hours shall be obtained
from an accredited college or university recognized by the
United States Department of Education.
(l) Foreign transcripts must be translated into English
and evaluated for United States semester credit hour
equivalency by a credential evaluation agency accredited
by the National Association of Credentials Evaluation
Services or a Department of Education approved agency.
(m) If a method, regulation or program requires more
stringent qualifications for education or experience, or
both, the laboratory shall meet the more stringent re-
quirement.
§ 252.304. Personnel requirements.
(a) General requirements for technical staff.
(1) An environmental laboratory shall have sufficient
personnel with the necessary education, training, techni-
cal knowledge and experience for their assigned functions.
(2) Each member of the environmental laboratory tech-
nical staff shall be responsible for complying with quality
assurance and quality control requirements that pertain
to the member’s organizational or technical function.
(3) Each environmental laboratory technical staff mem-
ber shall have a combination of experience and education
to adequately demonstrate a specific knowledge of the
member’s particular function and a general knowledge of
laboratory operations, test methods, quality assurance
and quality control procedures and records management.
(4) If a method, regulation or program requires more
stringent qualifications for education or experience, or
both, the laboratory technical staff shall meet the more
stringent requirement.
(b) Laboratory management responsibilities. The envi-
ronmental laboratory management shall be responsible
for:
(1) Defining the minimal level of qualification, experi-
ence and skills necessary for all positions or work cells in
the environmental laboratory.
(2) Ensuring and documenting that the environmental
laboratory technical staff members or work cells have
demonstrated capability in the activities for which they
are responsible. This documentation must include:
(i) An identification of the analysts involved in the
preparation or analysis, or both.
(ii) The sample matrix.
(iii) The analyte, class of analyte or measured param-
eter.
(iv) An identification of the test method performed.
(v) An identification of the laboratory-specific standard
operating procedure used for analysis, including revision
number and effective date.
(vi) The dates of preparation or analysis, or both.
(vii) The summary of analyses, including results.
(3) Ensuring and documenting that the training and
competency of each member of the environmental labora-
tory technical staff is kept up to date by maintaining
records demonstrating the following:
(i) That each employee has read, understood and is
using the latest version of the environmental laboratory’s
quality manual that relates to each employee’s job respon-
sibilities.
(ii) That each employee has read, understood and is
using the latest versions of the environmental laborato-
ry’s standard operating procedures that relate to each
employee’s job responsibilities.
(iii) Participation in training courses or workshops on
specific equipment, analytical techniques or laboratory
procedures that relate to each employee’s job responsibili-
ties.
(iv) Participation in training courses in ethical and
legal responsibilities including the potential liabilities for
improper, unethical or illegal actions.
(v) That each employee has read, understood and ac-
knowledged his personal ethical and legal responsibilities
including the potential punishments and penalties for
improper, unethical or illegal actions.
(vi) An initial demonstration of capability for each
method that relates to the employee’s job responsibilities
has been performed. The initial demonstration of capabil-
ity requirements are as follows:
(A) An initial demonstration of capability is required
prior to the use of any method.
(B) An initial demonstration of capability shall be
completed each time there is a change in instrument
type, personnel or method.
(C) An initial demonstration of capability must include
all sample preparation and analytical steps contained in
the method.
(D) If the method or State or Federal regulations
specify a procedure for the initial demonstration of capa-
bility, that procedure shall be followed; otherwise, an
initial demonstration of capability shall be performed as
follows:
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(I) The analyte shall be diluted in a volume of clean
matrix sufficient to prepare four aliquots at the concen-
tration specified in the method. If the method does not
specify a concentration, the concentration must be in the
lower half of the calibration range or at or below the
maximum contaminant level for Safe Drinking Water Act
compliance testing, whichever is lower.
(II) At least four aliquots of the quality control sample
shall be prepared and analyzed consecutively according to
the method. The preparation or analysis, or both, may
occur on a single day or over the course of multiple days.
(III) Using all of the results, calculate the individual
recovery, the mean recovery and the standard deviation of
the mean recovery for the population sample in the same
units used to report environmental samples. When it is
not possible to determine mean and standard deviation,
such as for presence-absence and logarithmic values, the
environmental laboratory shall assess method perfor-
mance using criteria from the method or other estab-
lished and documented criteria.
(IV) Compare the information from subclause (III) to
the corresponding acceptance criteria for precision and
accuracy in the method. If the method or regulation does
not specify acceptance limits, the % Relative Standard
Deviation must be less than 20%. To be considered
acceptable, an initial demonstration of capability must
meet all acceptance criteria.
(E) When a method has been in use by an environmen-
tal laboratory prior to January 1, 2005, and there have
been no changes in instrument type, personnel or method,
the environmental laboratory shall have records on file to
demonstrate that an initial demonstration of capability is
not required.
(F) The laboratory shall retain all data necessary to
reproduce the initial demonstration of capability.
(G) The work cell as a unit shall meet the following
requirements:
(I) When a member of a work cell changes, the new
work cell shall demonstrate capability by means of ac-
ceptable quality control performance checks on four con-
secutive batches. The acceptable performance shall be
documented. If any quality control performance check
within the four consecutive batches following the change
in personnel fails to meet acceptance criteria, an initial
demonstration of capability shall be completed.
(II) If the entire work cell is changed, an initial
demonstration of capability shall be completed.
(vii) A demonstration of continued proficiency by at
least one of the following every 12 months for each
method that relates to the employee’s job responsibilities:
(A) Another initial demonstration of capability.
(B) Acceptable performance of blind performance
samples (single blind to the analyst).
(C) Successful analysis of blind proficiency test samples
on a similar test method using the same technology (for
example—GC/MS volatiles by purge and trap for EPA
Methods 524.2, 624 or 5030/8260 would require documen-
tation for only one of the test methods).
(D) At least four consecutive laboratory control samples
with acceptable levels of precision and accuracy as re-
quired by the initial demonstration of capability described
in subparagraph (vi).
(E) Analysis of at least ten authentic samples with
results statistically indistinguishable from those obtained
by another trained analyst. The samples must include
samples free of the analyte of interest and samples
containing the analyte of interest at measurable concen-
trations.
(4) Supervising personnel employed by the laboratory.
(5) Establishing and implementing procedures and pro-
cesses for permitting departures from documented policies
and procedures.
(6) Ensuring that sample acceptance criteria are veri-
fied and that samples are logged into the sample tracking
system and properly labeled and stored.
(7) Developing a proactive program for prevention and
detection of improper, unethical or illegal actions. Compo-
nents of this program may include the following:
(i) Internal proficiency testing (single and double
blind).
(ii) Postanalysis electronic data and magnetic tape
audits or reviews.
(iii) Separate standard operating procedures identifying
appropriate and inappropriate laboratory and instrument
manipulation practices.
(c) An environmental laboratory shall maintain records
on initial demonstrations of capability, demonstrations of
continued proficiency, proficiency test samples for each
laboratory method and the qualifications, training, skills
and experience of the laboratory technical staff members.
§ 252.306. Equipment, supplies and reference mate-
rials.
(a) An environmental laboratory shall be furnished
with all items of equipment, including reference materi-
als, required for the correct performance of tests or
analyses for which accreditation is sought.
(b) An environmental laboratory shall maintain records
of each item of equipment significant to the testing or
analysis performed. These records must include documen-
tation on the following:
(1) The name of the item of equipment.
(2) The manufacturer’s name, type identification, and
serial number or other unique identification.
(3) The date received and date placed in service (if
available).
(4) The current location, when appropriate.
(5) If available, condition when received (for example,
new, used or reconditioned).
(6) A copy of the manufacturer’s instructions, when
available.
(7) The dates and results of calibrations or verifica-
tions.
(8) The manufacturer’s instructions, if available, or
reference their location.
(9) The details of maintenance performed.
(10) A history of damage, malfunction, modification or
repair.
(c) An environmental laboratory shall assure that the
test instruments and all equipment, supplies and refer-
ence materials consistently operate within and meet the
specifications required of the application for which it is
used.
(d) Equipment shall be properly maintained, inspected
and cleaned.
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(e) Any item of equipment that has been subjected to
overloading, mishandling, gives suspect results or has
otherwise been shown to be defective, shall be taken out
of service and clearly identified until it has been repaired
and shown by calibration, verification or test to perform
satisfactorily. The laboratory shall examine the effect of
this defect on previous testing or analysis.
(f) The following pieces of equipment shall be main-
tained according to this subsection.
(1) Certified NIST-reference thermometer.
(i) A certified NIST-reference thermometer must have
appropriate graduations and a range that spans the
requirements of the method.
(ii) The certified NIST-reference thermometer shall be
recalibrated at least once every 5 years at the tempera-
tures of use.
(iii) An environmental laboratory shall retain a certifi-
cate documenting traceability of the calibration to NIST
standards.
(2) Working thermometers.
(i) Working thermometers must have appropriate
graduations and a range that spans the requirements of
the method.
(ii) Working thermometers may be glass, dial or elec-
tronic and shall be calibrated against a certified NIST-
reference thermometer as follows:
(A) Glass, liquid filled thermometers shall be calibrated
every 12 months at the temperature used.
(B) Dial and electronic thermometers shall be cali-
brated every 3 months at the temperature used. Elec-
tronic thermometers accompanied by a valid NIST trace-
able certificate of acceptance may be used for 12 months
from the date of receipt before recalibration.
(C) An environmental laboratory shall maintain re-
cords in a laboratory notebook for each working thermom-
eter that document the date of calibration, NIST refer-
ence thermometer identification, working thermometer
identification, reference thermometer temperature read-
ing, working thermometer temperature reading, correc-
tion factor and the initials of the individual conducting
the calibration.
(D) Working thermometers shall be uniquely identified
and labeled with the date of calibration and correction
factor.
(iii) The fluid column in glass thermometers may not
be separated.
(iv) A working thermometer that differs by more than
2.0°C from the reference thermometer may not be used.
(3) ASTM class 1, 2 or 3 (Class S or S-1), or better
certified reference weights.
(i) The mass of ASTM class 1, 2 or 3 (Class S or S-1),
or better certified reference weights shall be recertified at
least once every 5 years.
(ii) An environmental laboratory shall retain a certifi-
cate documenting traceability of the calibration to ASTM
standards.
(4) Analytical or pan balances.
(i) Analytical or pan balances must provide sufficient
accuracy and sensitivity for the weighing needs of the
method.
(ii) An environmental laboratory shall verify the cali-
bration of a balance daily or before each use, whichever is
less frequent.
(iii) A reference weight that is damaged or corroded
may not be used for calibration of balances.
(iv) Balance calibration shall be verified using a mini-
mum of three ASTM class 1, 2 or 3 (Class S or S-1)
certified reference weights that bracket the effective
range of the balance’s use.
(v) An environmental laboratory shall maintain records
in a laboratory notebook of balance calibrations and
verifications that document the balance identification,
date of calibration, date of verification, reference weights
used, observed measurement and initials of the individual
performing the calibration verification.
(vi) A qualified person shall service and calibrate ana-
lytical balances at least once per year.
(vii) Records of annual service shall be maintained and
the service date shall be recorded on the balance.
(5) pH meter.
(i) A pH meter must be equipped with an appropriate
electrode and have scale graduators and accuracy appro-
priate to the method.
(ii) An environmental laboratory shall utilize either a
thermometer or a temperature sensor for automatic com-
pensation to make corrections for pH measurements.
(iii) The pH meter shall be calibrated daily or before
each use, whichever is less frequent, by one of the
following:
(A) With at least three standard buffers which are at
least three pH units apart.
(B) Use a pH 7.0 and either a pH 4.0 or 10.0 standard
buffer, whichever range covers the desired pH range of
use.
(iv) Aliquots of standard buffers may not be used for
longer than 1 analysis day.
(v) Records of pH meter calibration shall be maintained
in a laboratory notebook that document the date of
calibration, calibration buffers used, results of the calibra-
tion, results of the calibration verification and initials of
the individual conducting the calibration.
(6) Conductivity meter.
(i) A conductivity meter must have a probe of sufficient
sensitivity for the method. The scale must have readabil-
ity in appropriate units, for example micromhos or
microsiemens per centimeter.
(ii) An in-line conductivity meter that cannot be cali-
brated may not be used.
(iii) An environmental laboratory shall calibrate the
conductivity meter daily or before each use whichever is
less frequent, by one of the following:
(A) With certified and traceable standard solutions
within the range of interest.
(B) By determining the cell constant utilizing the
method described in currently approved editions of Stan-
dard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewa-
ter (available from American Public Health Association,
1015 Fifteenth Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005.)
(iv) Records of conductivity meter calibrations shall be
maintained in a laboratory notebook that documents the
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date of calibration, standards used, results of calibration
or cell constant determined and the initials of the indi-
vidual conducting the calibration.
(7) Refrigeration equipment and freezers.
(i) An environmental laboratory shall maintain one
thermometer immersed in liquid (except electronic ther-
mometers) to the appropriate immersion line for each
refrigerator or freezer. The thermometer must be gradu-
ated in increments no larger than 1°C.
(ii) Calibration-corrected temperatures for each refrig-
erator and freezer shall be recorded once a day for each
working day in use for all laboratory activities. The date,
refrigerator or freezer identification, calibration corrected
temperature and initial of responsible individual shall be
recorded.
(iii) Samples and standards shall be stored in separate
refrigerators where the potential for cross-contamination
exists.
(iv) Samples which require thermal preservation shall
be stored at a temperature which is ± 2°C of the specified
preservation temperature unless method specific criteria
exist. For samples with a storage temperature of 4°C,
storage at a temperature of 0.5°C to 6°C is acceptable.
(v) Freezer temperatures must be less than 0°C.
(8) Incubators, water baths, heating blocks and ovens.
(i) An environmental laboratory shall control and moni-
tor the temperature of incubators, water baths, heating
blocks and ovens in accordance with the method or as
specified by regulations.
(ii) An environmental laboratory shall maintain a mini-
mum of one thermometer per incubator, water bath,
heating block or oven immersed in liquid or sand for
ovens (except electronic thermometers) to the appropriate
immersion line. When used as an incubation unit for
microbiology, a minimum of one working thermometer
shall be on the top and bottom shelf of the use area in
each incubator.
(iii) When used as an incubation unit for microbiology,
a water bath must be equipped with a gable cover and a
pump or paddles to circulate the water.
(iv) Calibration-corrected temperatures for each incuba-
tor, water bath, heating block or oven shall be recorded
once a day for each working day in use for all laboratory
activities. When used as an incubation unit for microbiol-
ogy, the calibration-corrected temperature shall be re-
corded at least twice per day each day the incubator is in
use with the readings separated by at least 4 hours. The
incubator, water bath, heating block or oven identifica-
tion, date, time, calibration corrected temperature and
the initials of the responsible individual shall be recorded.
(9) Volumetric dispensing devices.
(i) Except for Class A glassware and glass microliter
syringes, volumetric dispensing devices, including gradu-
ated cylinders, pipettes and burettes, must be of sufficient
sensitivity for the application and the environmental
laboratory shall verify and document the accuracy of the
volume of use for each lot or at least once per year,
whichever is more frequent. Delivery volumes of mechani-
cal volumetric dispensing devices such as mechanical
pipettes, autopipetors and dilutors shall be checked at
least once every 3 months.
(ii) Verification will be considered acceptable if the
accuracy of the volumetric dispensing device is within
2.5% of expected values. Volumetric dispensing devices
that do not meet this criterion may not be used.
(10) Graduated sample containers.
(i) Except for Class A glassware, when graduation
marks on filter funnels, sample bottles or labware are
used to measure sample volume or prepare standards or
reagents, an environmental laboratory shall verify and
document the accuracy of the volume of use for each lot or
at least once per year, whichever is more frequent.
(ii) Verification will be considered acceptable if the
accuracy of the graduated sample container is within
2.5% of expected values. Graduated sample containers
that do not meet this criterion may not be used to
measure sample volumes.
(g) An environmental laboratory shall maintain records
for all reference materials, reagents, laboratory supplies
that are essential to obtain analytical results and support
services utilized by the laboratory for testing or analysis.
(h) Reference materials, reagents, media and labora-
tory supplies that are essential to obtain analytical
results (such as filters, solid-phase extraction disks/
cartridges, presterilized filtration units, certified
precleaned laboratory supplies, disposable volumetric
equipment, prepreserved sample containers) must meet
the following minimum requirements:
(1) Analytical reagent grade chemicals or equivalent
are acceptable, unless a method specifies other reagent
purity grade requirements.
(2) Standard, reagent, media and laboratory supply
receipt records shall be maintained. These records must
include vendor, lot number, amount received, date of
receipt, expiration date and certificates of analysis or
purity, if available.
(3) Purchased chemicals, solutions, standards, media
and laboratory supplies shall be labeled with date of
receipt, expiration date and the date when the container
is opened. Purchased chemicals, solutions and standards
without an expiration date on the original container shall
be discarded after 10 years from the date of receipt.
(4) An environmental laboratory shall maintain records
of standard, reagent and media preparation. Standard,
media and reagent preparation records must contain
identification of the compound, manufacturer, lot number,
concentration, amount prepared, date prepared, final pH
if used for microbiology testing, initials of the individual
preparing the solution and expiration date.
(5) Reagent, media and standard solution containers
shall be labeled with identification of the compound,
traceability to the preparation record, such as unique
identifier, and expiration date.
(6) Standards, reagents and media may not be used
past the date of expiration. Expired reagents, standards
and media shall be segregated from unexpired laboratory
materials in a manner that ensures they are not used for
the testing of environmental samples.
(7) Reagents, standards and media shall be checked
regularly for signs of decomposition and evaporation.
Reagents, standards and media exhibiting signs of decom-
position or evaporation shall be discarded.
(8) When reagents, standards and media are removed
from a container, the amount removed shall be used
entirely or the unused portion discarded.
(9) Compressed gases must be of commercial grade,
unless a method specifies other requirements.
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(i) Plastic and glassware shall be cleaned to meet the
sensitivity of the test method. Any cleaning and storage
procedures that are not specified by the method shall be
documented in a laboratory standard operating procedure.
(j) Except for circulating water baths, the laboratory
shall perform temperature distribution studies for incuba-
tors that are used as incubation units for microbiology.
The laboratory shall perform a temperature distribution
study for each incubator prior to first use, after repair
and every 3 years by the following procedure:
(1) The laboratory shall develop a procedure to deter-
mine the temperature distribution and fluctuations
within an incubator. The laboratory shall take into ac-
count the size of the incubator (height, width and depth),
number of shelves and type of incubator when developing
the procedure to perform the temperature distribution
study.
(2) At a minimum, the laboratory shall monitor and
record the temperature of each shelf.
(3) Incubators that do not maintain constant tempera-
tures within the acceptable temperature range for the
application may not be used. The laboratory may estab-
lish procedures to limit incubator use to specific shelves
or areas of the incubator that can be verified to maintain
acceptable temperature fluctuations.
§ 252.307. Methodology.
* * * * *
(i) When a method specifies a validation procedure, the
validation procedure shall be completed before environ-
mental samples may be analyzed and reported. The
results of this validation procedure shall be documented
and kept on file for the duration of use of the method and
for at least 5 years after the method is no longer in use.
(j) An environmental laboratory shall maintain instruc-
tions for sample collection and preservation that meet the
requirements of subsections (f) and (g).
(1) The environmental laboratory’s instructions must
accurately reflect all aspects of the sample collection and
preservation requirements for the particular analyses,
including the following:
(i) Container type, size and number of containers or
bottles.
(ii) Sample collection method, amount of sample re-
quired and explanation of other specific requirements for
sample collection such as ‘‘zero headspace’’ and ‘‘first
draw.’’
(iii) Chemical preservation, including type of preserva-
tion and the procedure used to preserve the sample.
(iv) Thermal preservation, including the temperature
requirements and procedure used to preserve the sample.
(v) Field blank requirements.
(vi) Holding time.
(2) The environmental laboratory shall make the
sample collection and preservation instructions available
to all laboratory sample collection personnel and to
customers and clients that collect samples.
Subchapter D. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND
QUALITY CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
§ 252.401. Basic requirements.
* * * * *
(f) An environmental laboratory shall establish proce-
dures for handling environmental samples.
(1) The environmental laboratory shall implement pro-
cedures for checking and verifying the condition of the
sample. The results of these checks shall be recorded. The
environmental laboratory shall check:
(i) The sample container and the sample preservation,
both thermal and chemical, of each sample.
(ii) The sample pH for all samples to be analyzed for
whole effluent toxicity and safe drinking water chemistry
fields of accreditation, unless the sample is collected by
the environmental laboratory performing the analysis.
(iii) The sample for the presence of residual chlorine
when the presence of residual chlorine will compromise
the validity of the test.
(2) The laboratory shall utilize a recordkeeping system
that meets the requirements of § 252.706 to document
receipt of all sample containers. The recordkeeping sys-
tem must include the following:
(i) The client/project name.
(ii) The date, time and location of sample collection,
name of sample collector and field identification code.
(iii) The date and time of laboratory receipt and identi-
fication of the individual receiving the sample at the
laboratory.
(iv) Any comments resulting from inspection for sample
rejection shall be linked to the laboratory ID code.
(v) A unique laboratory ID code that corresponds to the
information required by this paragraph.
(vi) An identification of the person making the entries.
(g) An environmental laboratory shall have a sample
acceptance policy that clearly outlines the circumstances
under which environmental samples will be accepted or
rejected. The environmental sample acceptance policy
must include the following areas:
(1) Sample identification, location, date and time of
collection, collector’s name, preservation type and sample
type.
(2) Sample labeling.
(3) Use of appropriate containers and sample preserva-
tion method.
(4) Adherence to holding times specified in the regula-
tion and when not specified by the regulation, adherence
to the holding times specified by the method.
(5) Sufficient sample volume shall be available to per-
form the necessary testing and analysis, including any
required quality control testing or analysis.
(6) Procedures to be used when samples show signs of
damage, contamination or inadequate preservation.
(h) An environmental laboratory shall document the
laboratory management’s processes and procedures for
permitting departures from the method, quality manual,
established policies and procedures or standard operating
procedures.
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(i) An environmental laboratory shall establish proce-
dures for detecting when departures from the method or
quality manual have occurred. These procedures must
include the following:
(1) Identify the individuals responsible for assessing
each quality control type.
(2) Identify the individuals responsible for initiating or
recommending, or both, corrective actions.
(3) Define how the analyst shall treat the results of
testing or analysis of environmental samples if the associ-
ated quality control measures fail to meet the require-
ments of the method.
(4) Specify how out-of-control situations and subse-
quent corrective actions are to be documented.
(5) Specify procedures for the laboratory supervisor to
review corrective action reports.
(j) An environmental laboratory shall develop proce-
dures for reporting results of testing or analysis of
environmental samples. Each test report must include at
least the following information, except as specified in
subsection (k).
(1) The name and address of the laboratory.
(2) The total number of pages in the report, including
any addendums, in the format of Page x of y.
(3) The name and address of the client.
(4) An identification of the test method used.
(5) An identification of the samples including the client
identification code.
(6) The date and time of sample collection.
(7) The date of sample analysis.
(8) The date and time of sample preparation or analy-
sis, or both, if the holding time requirement for either
activity is less than or equal to 72 hours.
(9) The test results and units of measurement.
(10) The quantitation limit.
(11) The names, functions and signatures of the per-
sons authorizing the test report.
(12) An identification of results reported on a basis
other than as received (for example, dry weight).
(13) An identification of testing or analysis results not
covered by the laboratory’s scope of accreditation.
(14) An identification of results that do not meet the
requirements of this chapter.
(15) An identification of subcontracted results.
(16) A unique test report identifier code, such as a
serial number or other unique code.
(17) An identification of amendments to the test report.
The laboratory shall uniquely identify all amendments to
a test report. The amended report shall be issued in the
form of a further document, data transfer or completely
new test report, which includes the statement ‘‘Amended’’
or ‘‘Revised’’ and the identification of the unique labora-
tory code that meets the requirements of paragraph (16).
(k) Tests performed by an environmental laboratory
operated by a facility that provides results to the facility
management for compliance purposes do not need to be
reported under subsection (j) regarding procedures for
reporting results, provided the information required by
subsection (j) is maintained under § 252.706.
(l) An environmental laboratory shall implement proce-
dures or practices to monitor the quality of the laborato-
ry’s analytical activities. Examples of the procedures or
practices are:
(1) Internal quality control procedures using statistical
techniques.
(2) Participation in proficiency testing, other inter-
laboratory comparisons or round robin testing.
(3) Analysis of split samples by different laboratories.
(4) Use of certified reference materials or in-house
quality control using secondary reference materials, or
both.
(5) Replicate testing using the same or different test
methods.
(6) Retesting of retained samples.
(7) Correlation of results for different but related
analysis of a sample (for example, total phosphorus
should be greater than or equal to orthophosphate).
(m) To the extent possible, results of testing or analysis
of environmental samples shall be reported only if all
quality control, analytical testing and sample acceptance
measures are acceptable. If a quality control, analytical
testing or sample acceptance measure is found to be out
of control and the results of the testing or analysis of
environmental samples are to be reported, all environ-
mental samples associated with the failed quality control
measure shall be documented and the results flagged in
an unambiguous manner on the sample analysis report
with the appropriate data qualifiers.
(n) Policies, procedures, protocols and practices speci-
fied in this section must be in writing and be followed.
(o) The environmental laboratory shall clearly identify
opinions and interpretations as opinions and interpreta-
tions on test reports. When test reports include opinions
and interpretations, the laboratory shall include an expla-
nation for the basis upon which the opinions and inter-
pretations have been made.
§ 252.402. Essential quality control requirements—
chemistry.
* * * * *
(c) Initial calibration requirements are as follows:
(1) An environmental laboratory shall follow the initial
calibration requirements of the method.
(2) The results of testing or analysis of environmental
samples shall be determined from an initial calibration
and may not be determined from any continuing calibra-
tion verification, unless otherwise required by regulation,
method or program.
(3) The details of the initial calibration procedures
including calculations, integrations, acceptance criteria
and associated statistics shall be included or referenced in
the laboratory’s standard operating procedure.
(4) Raw data records shall be retained to permit recon-
struction of the initial calibration, including identification
or reference to the reagents, standards and supplies used,
dates of analysis, instrument identification, results of the
initial calibration, calibration criteria and analyst identi-
fication.
* * * * *
(f) Calibration verification requirements are as follows:
(1) A calibration verification standard shall be analyzed
at the beginning and end of each analysis day. For
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methods that use an internal standard, a calibration
verification standard is not required at the end of the
analysis day unless specified in the method, or State or
Federal law or regulation.
(2) A calibration verification standard shall be analyzed
after every ten samples, unless a different frequency is
specified in the method.
(3) At a minimum, the laboratory shall verify the
calibration curve of each analytical batch with calibration
verification standards at a low and a high level.
(i) The concentration of the low calibration verification
standard shall be within the lower 20% of the calibration
curve and not more than five times the lowest quantita-
tion level.
(ii) The concentration of the high calibration verifica-
tion standard shall be within the upper 20% of the
calibration curve.
(4) Details of the calibration verification procedure
including calculations, integrations, acceptance criteria
and associated statistics shall be included or referenced in
the laboratory’s standard operating procedure.
(5) Raw data records shall be retained to permit recon-
struction of the calibration verification.
(6) Acceptance criteria for calibration verification stan-
dards in the method shall be followed. When there are no
established criteria in the method, an environmental
laboratory shall use the acceptance criteria described in
an equivalent method for the same type of analysis. When
an equivalent method is not available, the laboratory
shall establish control charts in accordance with Stan-
dard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewa-
ter (available from the American Public Health Associa-
tion, 800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001) to
determine internal criteria and document the procedure
used to establish the acceptance limits.
(7) If a calibration verification standard fails the estab-
lished acceptance criteria, an environmental laboratory
shall initiate corrective actions. If the corrective actions
fail to produce an immediate consecutive calibration
verification standard within the acceptance criteria, a
new calibration verification standard shall be prepared. If
the freshly prepared calibration verification standard fails
to produce a result within the established acceptance
criteria, the environmental laboratory shall recalibrate
the test or analysis according to the method or as set
forth in subsection (c) and as set forth in either subsec-
tion (d) or (e).
(8) To the extent possible, and as provided by para-
graph (1), environmental samples not bracketed by ac-
ceptable calibration verification standards shall be reana-
lyzed. If the calibration verification standard is found to
be out of control, and the results of the testing or analysis
of environmental samples are to be reported, all environ-
mental samples associated with the failed calibration
verification standard shall be documented and the results
flagged in an unambiguous manner on the sample analy-
sis report with the appropriate data qualifiers.
(g) Method blank requirements are as follows:
(1) A method blank must be processed along with and
under the same conditions as the associated environmen-
tal samples including all steps of the analytical proce-
dure.
(2) A method blank must be analyzed at a minimum of
one per preparation batch. When no separate preparation
method is used (example: volatiles in water), the batch
shall be defined as no more than 20 environmental
samples that are analyzed together using the same
method, personnel and lots of reagents.
(3) A method blank must consist of a matrix that is
similar to the associated environmental samples and is
free of the analytes of interest. When a matrix that is
similar to the associated environmental samples that is
free of the analytes of interest is not available, reagent
water or an artificial or simulated matrix may be used.
(4) A method blank is considered contaminated if one of
the following applies:
(i) The concentration of a target analyte in the method
blank is at or above the reporting limit established by the
method, by the laboratory or by regulation.
(ii) The contamination in the method blank otherwise
affects the environmental sample results as described in
the method or in individual project data quality objec-
tives.
(5) If a contaminant is detected in the method blank,
the source of contamination shall be investigated and
measures shall be taken to minimize or eliminate the
problem.
(6) Raw data records shall be retained to permit recon-
struction of the method blank.
(7) To the extent possible, any environmental samples
associated with a contaminated method blank shall be
reprocessed for analysis. If a contaminated method blank
is found to be out of control, and the results of the testing
or analysis of environmental samples are to be reported,
all environmental samples associated with the contami-
nated method blank shall be documented and the results
flagged in an unambiguous manner on the sample analy-
sis report with the appropriate data qualifiers.
(h) Laboratory control sample requirements are as
follows:
(1) A laboratory control sample must be processed
along with and under the same conditions as the associ-
ated environmental samples, including all steps of the
preparation and analytical procedure.
(2) A laboratory control sample must consist of a
matrix that is similar to the associated environmental
samples and is free of the analytes of interest. When a
matrix that is similar to the associated environmental
samples that is free of the analytes of interest is not
available, reagent water or an artificial or simulated
matrix may be used.
(3) An environmental laboratory shall analyze a labora-
tory control sample at a minimum of one per preparation
batch. When no separate preparation method is used, for
example volatiles in water, the batch shall be defined as
no more than 20 environmental samples that are ana-
lyzed together with the same method, personnel and lots
of reagents.
(4) All analyte concentrations in the laboratory control
sample must be within the calibration range of the
method and at or below the maximum contaminant level.
(5) The components to be spiked into the laboratory
control sample must be as specified by the method or
other regulatory requirement. In the absence of specified
components, the environmental laboratory shall use the
following:
(i) For those components that interfere with an accu-
rate assessment, such as spiking simultaneously with
technical chlordane, toxaphene and PCBs, the laboratory
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control sample must represent the chemistries and elu-
tion patterns of the components to be reported.
(ii) For methods with more than ten analytes, a repre-
sentative number may be chosen. The analytes selected
shall be representative of all chemistries and analytes
reported and shall be chosen using the following criteria:
(A) Targeted components shall be included in the labo-
ratory control sample over a 2-year period.
(B) For methods that include one to ten components,
the laboratory control sample must contain all compo-
nents.
(C) For methods that include 11—20 components, the
laboratory control sample must contain at least 10 compo-
nents or 80%, whichever is greater.
(D) For methods with more than 20 components, the
laboratory control samples must contain at least 16
components.
(6) Each individual laboratory control sample shall be
compared to the acceptance criteria in the method. When
there are no established criteria in the method, an
environmental laboratory shall use the acceptance criteria
described in an equivalent method for the same type of
analysis. When an equivalent method is not available, the
laboratory shall establish control charts in accordance
with Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater (available from the American Public Health
Association, 800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001) to
determine internal criteria and document the procedure
used to establish the limits.
(7) Raw data records shall be retained to permit recon-
struction of the laboratory control sample.
(8) Environmental samples associated with an out of
control laboratory control sample shall be reprocessed and
reanalyzed from the beginning of the method or the
results reported with the appropriate data qualifiers.
(i) Sample duplicate requirements are as follows:
(1) A sample duplicate or matrix spike duplicate must
be processed along with and under the same conditions as
the associated environmental samples, including all steps
of the preparation and analytical procedure.
(2) A sample duplicate or matrix spike duplicate shall
be analyzed at a minimum of one per preparation batch.
When no separate preparation method is used, for ex-
ample volatiles in water, the batch shall be defined as no
more than 20 environmental samples that are analyzed
together using the same method, personnel and lots of
reagents.
(3) An environmental laboratory shall document the
calculations used for determining the relative percent
difference or other statistical method for evaluation of the
duplicate pairs.
(4) Each duplicate relative percent difference shall be
compared to the acceptance criteria in the method. When
there are no established criteria in the method, an
environmental laboratory shall use the acceptance criteria
described in an equivalent method for the same type of
analysis. When an equivalent method is not available, the
laboratory shall establish control charts in accordance
with Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater (available from the American Public Health
Association, 800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001) to
determine internal criteria and document the procedure
used to establish the acceptance limits.
(5) For duplicate results outside established criteria,
corrective action shall be documented and the data
reported with appropriate data qualifiers.
(j) Surrogate spike requirements are as follows:
(1) Surrogate compounds, when commercially available,
shall be added to all samples, standards and blanks for
all organic chromatography test methods.
(2) Surrogate compounds shall be chosen to represent
the various chemistries of the target analytes in the
method.
(3) The results of the surrogate spike shall be com-
pared to the acceptance criteria published in the method.
When there are no established acceptance criteria for
surrogate recovery in the method, the environmental
laboratory shall use the acceptance criteria described in
an equivalent method for the same type of analysis. When
an equivalent method is not available, the laboratory
shall establish control charts in accordance with Stan-
dard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewa-
ter (available from the American Public Health Associa-
tion, 800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001) to
establish internal criteria and document the method used
to establish the acceptance limits.
* * * * *
§ 252.404. Essential quality control requirement—
microbiology.
* * * * *
(c) The following pieces of equipment shall be main-
tained according to this subsection:
(1) Autoclave.
(i) An environmental laboratory shall use autoclaves
that meet specified temperature tolerances of the method.
Pressure cookers may not be used.
* * * * *
(9) Plastic and glassware washing procedure.
(i) Prior to the initial use of a lot of detergent or
washing procedure, an environmental laboratory shall
perform an inhibitory residue test utilizing the method
described in the currently approved editions of Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater
(available from the American Public Health Association,
800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001). Records of
inhibitory residue tests shall be maintained and include
the detergent identification, date, calculations, results
and initials of responsible individual.
(ii) Washed plastic and glassware shall be tested at
least once each month for possible acid or alkaline
residue by testing at least one piece of plastic and
glassware with a suitable pH indicator such as 0.04%
bromothymol blue. Records of pH tests shall be main-
tained and include the date, results and identification of
the responsible individual.
(10) Ultraviolet lamp. An environmental laboratory
shall use a 365-nm, 6-watt ultraviolet lamp in a darkened
room to view sample fluorescence.
(11) Quanti-TrayTM Sealer.
(i) An environmental laboratory shall perform a sealer
check on each Quanti-Tray Sealer once a month by
adding a dye to a water sample and performing the
sealing procedure.
(ii) Records of the sealer check shall be maintained and
include the sealer identification, date, results and initials
of responsible individual. If dye is observed outside the
wells, the Quanti-Tray Sealer may not be used.
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(d) The requirements for reagent water are as follows:
(1) An environmental laboratory shall use reagent wa-
ter in the preparation of media, solutions and buffers.
(2) An environmental laboratory shall demonstrate
that reagent water meets the following criteria on a
monthly basis or whenever maintenance is performed on
the water treatment system or at startup after a period of
nonuse longer than 1 month:
(i) Total chlorine residual must be less than 0.1 mg/L.
(ii) Conductivity must be less than 2.0 µmhos/cm or
resistance greater than 0.5 megohms at 25°C.
(iii) Heterotrophic plate count must be less than 500
CFU/mL.
(3) An environmental laboratory shall demonstrate
that reagent water meets the following criteria every 12
months:
(i) The individual concentration of lead, cadmium, chro-
mium, copper, nickel and zinc must be less than 0.05
mg/L.
(ii) The total concentration of lead, cadmium, chro-
mium, copper, nickel and zinc must be less than 0.1 mg/L.
(iii) Except as provided in subsection (d)(6), the bacte-
riological water quality test ratio must be between 0.8
and 3.0. The bacteriological water quality test shall be
performed according to the currently approved editions of
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater (available from the American Public Health
Association, 800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001).
(4) The metals analyses may only be performed by an
environmental laboratory accredited under this chapter
for those fields of accreditation.
(5) Results of the monthly and annual reagent water
analysis shall be maintained and include the date, type of
test, results and initials of responsible individual. Re-
agent water that does not meet the required criteria may
not be used.
(6) The bacteriological water quality test need not be
performed if the environmental laboratory can supply
documentation to show that their laboratory pure water
or reagent water meets the criteria, as specified in section
1080 of the currently approved editions of Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater
(available from the American Public Health Association,
800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001), for Type I
(high-quality) or Type II (medium-quality) reagent water.
(7) The heterotrophic plate count and bacteriological
water quality test ratio analyses described in paragraphs
(2) and (3) shall be performed by an environmental
laboratory accredited under this chapter for the appropri-
ate field of accreditation.
(e) The requirements for dilution/rinse water are as
follows:
(1) Stock buffer solution or peptone water shall be
prepared as specified in the currently approved editions
of Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater (available from the American Public Health
Association, 800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001).
(2) Stock buffers shall be autoclaved or filter-sterilized.
Stock buffers shall be refrigerated and must be free from
turbidity.
(3) Dilution/rinse water solutions shall be prepared as
specified in the currently approved editions of Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater
(available from the American Public Health Association,
800 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001).
(f) The requirements for media are as follows:
(1) An environmental laboratory shall use dehydrated
or commercially manufactured prepared media. Dehy-
drated media shall be stored in a cool, dry location. Caked
or discolored dehydrated media shall be discarded.
(2) An environmental laboratory that prepares media
from dehydrated stock shall follow method specifications.
(3) Media may not be reautoclaved.
(4) After preparation, media shall be stored and main-
tained as follows:
(i) Stored away from sources of direct light.
(ii) Prepared plates shall be stored in sealed plastic
bags or containers.
(iii) Each bag, container or rack of broth or agar media
shall be labeled with the date prepared or expiration
date.
(iv) Fermentation media stored in a refrigerator shall
be brought to room temperature before use. Media that
shows growth or false positive results may not be used.
(v) Prepared liquid media shall be discarded if evapora-
tion exceeds 10% of the original volume.
(vi) Poured agar plates and broth in tubes, bottles or
flasks with loose-fitting closures shall be discarded if not
used within 2 weeks of sterilization unless otherwise
specified by the method.
(vii) Broth in tightly closed screw-cap tubes, bottles or
flasks shall be discarded if not used within 3 months of
sterilization unless otherwise specified by the method.
(g) An environmental laboratory shall demonstrate
that the filtration equipment and filters, sample contain-
ers, media and reagents have not been contaminated
through improper handling or preparation, inadequate
sterilization or environmental exposure as follows:
(1) A sterility blank shall be analyzed for each lot of
preprepared, ready-to-use medium and for each batch of
medium prepared in the laboratory prior to first use of
the medium. Records shall be maintained and include
media identification, date and time of the start and end of
incubation, results and initials of the responsible indi-
viduals. If sterility blank indicates contamination, the
media may not be used.
(i) For chromogenic/fluorogenic media, add single-
strength media to sterile reagent water and incubate at
the appropriate temperature and time.
(ii) For all other media, incubate uninoculated, single-
strength at the appropriate temperature and time.
(2) For each reusable membrane filtration unit used
during a filtration series, the laboratory shall prepare at
least one sterility blank at the beginning and at the end
of the series. A series is considered ended when more
than 30 minutes elapses between filtrations. The labora-
tory shall insert a sterility blank after every ten sample
aliquots filtered through each membrane filtration unit or
sanitize filtration units by UV light after each sample
filtration in addition to the regular rinsing procedure.
Records of sterility blank results shall be maintained in
the same manner as the associated sample and include
the date and time of the start and end of the incubation,
results and initials of the responsible individuals. If
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sterility blanks indicate contamination, the laboratory
must treat each affected sample according to program
requirements.
(3) For presterilized single use filtration funnel units, a
sterility check shall be performed on one funnel unit per
lot.
(4) Sterility checks on sample containers shall be per-
formed on at least one container for each lot of purchased,
presterilized containers with an appropriate nonselective
growth media. For containers prepared and sterilized in
the laboratory, a sterility check shall be performed on one
container per sterilized batch with an appropriate nonse-
lective growth media. Results shall be maintained and
include sample container identification, date and time of
the start and end of incubation, results and initials of
responsible individuals. If sample container sterility
check indicates contamination, the affected sample con-
tainer may not be used.
(5) A sterility blank shall be performed on each batch
of dilution/rinse water prepared in the laboratory and on
each batch of preprepared, ready-to-use dilution water
with an appropriate nonselective growth media. The
concentration of media shall be single strength after
addition of dilution water. Results shall be maintained
and include dilution/rinse water identification, date and
time of the start and end of incubation, results and
initials of the responsible individuals. If dilution/rinse
water sterility check indicates contamination, the affected
dilution water may not be used.
(6) At least one filter from each new lot of membrane
filters shall be checked for sterility with an appropriate
nonselective growth media. Results shall be maintained
and include membrane filter identification, date and time
of the start and end of incubation, results and initials of
the responsible individuals. If the membrane filter steril-
ity check indicates contamination, the affected membrane
filters may not be used.
(7) Sterility checks on Quanti-Tray sample trays shall
be performed on at least one sample tray for each lot of
purchased presterilized sample trays with an appropriate
nonselective growth media. Results shall be maintained
and include sample tray identification, date and time of
the start and end of incubation, results and initials of the
responsible individuals. If the sample tray sterility check
indicates contamination, the affected lot of sample trays
may not be used.
(h) The requirements for positive and negative culture
control checks are as follows:
(1) Each preprepared, ready-to-use lot of medium and
each batch of medium prepared in the laboratory shall be
tested by the laboratory with at least one pure culture of
a known positive reaction prior to first use of the
medium. Records shall be maintained and include the
date and time of the start and end of incubation, media
lot or batch number, type of media, positive culture
control organism identification, results and initials of the
responsible individuals. If positive culture control checks
do not meet expected results, the affected media may not
be used.
(2) Each preprepared, ready-to-use lot of selective me-
dium and each batch of selective medium prepared in the
laboratory shall be tested by the laboratory with at least
one pure culture of a known negative reaction prior to
first use of the medium. Records shall be maintained and
include the date and time of the start and end of
incubation, media lot or batch number, type of media,
negative culture control organism identification, results
and initials of the responsible individuals. If negative
culture control checks do not meet expected results, the
affected media may not be used.
(3) An environmental laboratory shall use stock posi-
tive and negative culture controls that are known and
traceable to a recognized National collection. Documenta-
tion of traceability shall be maintained.
(4) Stock positive and negative culture controls shall be
discarded after the manufacturer’s expiration date.
(5) Culture controls may be single use or cultures
maintained by the laboratory using a documented proce-
dure that maintains the purity and viability of the
organisms.
(6) For cultures maintained by the laboratory, the
following criteria must be met:
(i) Reference control cultures may be revived and sub-
cultured once to provide reference stocks.
(ii) Reference stocks shall be preserved using a method
which maintains the characteristics of the organism
strains. If reference stocks are thawed, they may not be
refrozen and reused.
(iii) Working stocks shall be prepared from reference
stocks for routine laboratory work.
(iv) If the laboratory sequentially cultures working
stocks, the laboratory shall prepare a second working
stock. Sequential culturing may not be performed from a
working stock that has been used for routine laboratory
work.
(v) Working stocks may not be used for more than 30
days.
(vi) Working stocks may not be sequentially cultured
more than five times and may not be subcultured to
replace reference stocks.
(vii) Secondary working stocks shall be used to prepare
sequential working stocks.
(7) Positive and negative controls must be processed
under the same conditions and using the same equipment
as routine environmental samples, including all steps of
the preparation and analytical procedure.
(i) For test methods that specify colony counts, dupli-
cate counts shall be performed monthly on one positive
sample for each month that the test is performed. If the
laboratory has two or more analysts, each analyst shall
count typical colonies on the same plate. Counts may not
differ by more than 10%. In an environmental laboratory
with only one analyst, the analyst shall count the same
plate twice. Counts may not differ by more than 5%.
(j) Quality control checks, including sterility checks
and positive and negative controls, shall be conducted
after the laboratory receives the material or supply and
before or during first use. These checks shall be per-
formed by an environmental laboratory accredited under
this chapter and utilizing the same supplies, reagents and
media to be used during laboratory analysis of environ-
mental samples. Certificates of analysis from a manufact-
urer may not be used to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of this subsection.
(k) Records of all equipment, reference materials, re-
agents, media and supplies shall be maintained in accord-
ance with § 252.306 (relating to equipment, supplies and
reference materials).
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Subchapter E. PROFICIENCY TEST STUDY
REQUIREMENTS
§ 252.501. Proficiency test study requirements.
* * * * *
(o) An environmental laboratory shall evaluate and
report the analytical result of each proficiency test study
sample to the proficiency test reporting limit for each
field of accreditation, when available, as outlined in
subsection (a).
(p) The Department will invalidate a proficiency test
study result that is not handled, managed, analyzed or
reported in accordance with this section.
Subchapter F. ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS
§ 252.601. Assessment requirements.
(a) Prior to granting primary accreditation to an envi-
ronmental laboratory, the Department will perform an
onsite assessment of the laboratory.
(b) Prior to granting accreditation for an additional
field of accreditation to an environmental laboratory, the
Department may perform an onsite assessment of the
laboratory.
(c) The Department may conduct announced or unan-
nounced onsite assessments of an environmental labora-
tory to ensure compliance with the conditions of accredi-
tation, this chapter or orders issued by the Department.
(d) The Department will provide the environmental
laboratory with an assessment report documenting any
deficiencies found by the Department. The Department
may deny, suspend or revoke an environmental laborato-
ry’s accreditation in accordance with Subchapter G (relat-
ing to miscellaneous provisions) before issuing the assess-
ment report or during the corrective action process.
(e) An environmental laboratory shall submit a correc-
tive action report to the Department within 60 calendar
days from receipt of an assessment report from the
Department when the Department has found deficiencies.
The corrective action report must:
(1) Document the corrective action taken by the labora-
tory to correct each deficiency and the time frame for
completion.
(2) Include documentation demonstrating correction of
the deficiencies as requested by the Department.
(f) An environmental laboratory seeking NELAP ac-
creditation shall submit a corrective action report to the
Department within 30 calendar days from receipt of the
assessment report from the Department when the De-
partment has found deficiencies. If TNI establishes a
different time for submitting corrective action reports, the
laboratory shall follow the time established by TNI. The
corrective action report must document the corrective
action taken by the laboratory to correct each deficiency.
(g) If any portion of the corrective action report is not
acceptable, an environmental laboratory shall submit a
revised written corrective action report within 30 calen-
dar days from receipt of the Department’s response. If the
second corrective action report is not acceptable, the
Department may revoke accreditation.
(h) Unless otherwise required or approved by the De-
partment, deficiencies shall be corrected within 120 calen-
dar days of receipt of the assessment report.
(i) The Department may extend the period of imple-
menting corrective actions, for specific deficiencies, for a
maximum of 30 calendar days upon receipt of the labora-
tory’s written petition and corrective action report, when
the laboratory must take one or more of the following
actions:
(1) Purchase new equipment.
(2) Revise the quality manual.
(3) Replace significant laboratory personnel.
Subchapter G. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
§ 252.701. Denial of application.
(a) The Department will deny an application for ac-
creditation, transfer of accreditation or application for
renewal of accreditation under one or more of the follow-
ing circumstances:
(1) The environmental laboratory is in continuing viola-
tion of or demonstrates an inability or lack of intention to
comply with this chapter or other laws administered by
the Department.
(2) The Department revoked the environmental labora-
tory’s certificate of accreditation for all fields of accredita-
tion for failure to correct deficiencies identified in an
assessment report within the previous 6 months.
(b) The Department may deny an application for ac-
creditation, transfer of accreditation or application for
renewal of accreditation for one or more of the following
reasons:
(1) Falsifying analyses.
(2) Failure to comply with the reporting and notifica-
tion requirements as specified in § 252.708 (relating to
reporting and notification requirements).
(3) Making misrepresentations to the Department.
(4) Engaging in unethical or fraudulent practices.
(5) Analysis of proficiency test studies by personnel
other than the analysts associated with the routine
analysis of environmental samples in the laboratory.
(6) Failure to submit a complete application.
(7) Failure to pay required fees.
(8) Failure of laboratory staff to meet the personnel
qualifications of education, training and experience.
(9) Failure to successfully analyze and report profi-
ciency test studies as required by this chapter.
(10) Failure to respond to an assessment report with a
corrective action report within the required time frames.
(11) Failure to submit an acceptable corrective action
report in response to an assessment report within the
required time frames.
(12) Failure to implement the corrective actions de-
tailed in the environmental laboratory’s corrective action
report within a time frame approved by the Department.
(13) Failure to implement a quality assurance program.
(14) Denial of entry to the Department during normal
business hours for an onsite assessment.
(15) Violation of a statute, this chapter or an order of
the Department.
(16) Failure to meet the requirements of this chapter.
(17) Failure to maintain test instruments, equipment,
supplies and reference materials that meet the specifica-
tions required to produce valid analytical results.
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§ 252.702. Revocation.
(a) The Department will revoke an environmental labo-
ratory’s accreditation for a field of accreditation when,
after being suspended due to failure to participate in a
required proficiency test study or due to failure to obtain
an acceptable result for a proficiency test study, the
laboratory’s analysis of the next proficiency test study
results in a failed proficiency test study for that field of
accreditation.
(b) The Department may revoke an environmental
laboratory’s accreditation, in part or in total, for one or
more of the following reasons:
(1) Failure to respond to an assessment report with a
corrective action report within the required time frames.
(2) Failure to correct deficiencies identified during an
assessment of the environmental laboratory.
(3) Failure to implement corrective action to correct
violations or deficiencies found during an assessment.
(4) Failure of an environmental laboratory that has
been suspended to correct all outstanding violations or
deficiencies within 6 months of the effective date of the
suspension.
(5) Failure to submit an acceptable corrective action
report in response to an assessment report within the
required time frames.
(6) Violation of a condition of accreditation.
(7) Violation of a statute, this chapter or an order of
the Department.
(8) Falsifying analyses.
(9) Making misrepresentations to the Department.
(10) Engaging in unethical or fraudulent practices.
(11) Analysis of proficiency test studies by personnel,
procedures, equipment, facilities, number of replicates
and methods other than those associated with the routine
analysis of environmental samples in the laboratory.
(12) Failure to implement a quality assurance program.
(13) Failure to participate in the proficiency test study
program as required by this chapter.
(14) Denial of entry to the Department during normal
business hours for an onsite assessment.
(15) Failure to comply with the reporting and notifica-
tion requirements as specified in § 252.708 (relating to
reporting and notification requirements).
(16) Failure to employ staff that meets the personnel
qualifications for education, training and experience.
(17) Failure to meet the requirements of this chapter.
(18) Failure to maintain test instruments, equipment,
supplies and reference materials that meet the specifica-
tions required to produce valid analytical results.
(c) The environmental laboratory may continue to test
or analyze environmental samples for those fields of
accreditation not revoked.
(d) Within 72 hours of receiving notice of the revocation
of accreditation from the Department, the environmental
laboratory shall notify each of its customers affected by
the revocation in writing of the revocation. The Depart-
ment may require the laboratory to use specific language
in the written notice or require Department approval of
the notice before issuance.
§ 252.703. Suspension.
(a) Denial of access to the Department during normal
business hours will result in immediate suspension of
accreditation for all fields of accreditation. Upon notice
from the Department, the laboratory shall immediately
cease testing or analysis of environmental samples.
(b) The Department will suspend an environmental
laboratory’s accreditation in total or in part for one or
more of the following reasons:
(1) The Department finds that protection of the envi-
ronment or the public health, safety or welfare requires
emergency action.
(2) The environmental laboratory fails to successfully
complete a proficiency test study within the previous 12
months.
(3) The environmental laboratory fails two consecutive
proficiency test studies for a field of accreditation.
(c) The Department may suspend a laboratory’s ac-
creditation in total or in part for one or more of the
following reasons:
(1) Failure to comply with the reporting and notifica-
tion requirements.
(2) Failure to implement a quality assurance program.
(3) Failure to employ staff that meets the personnel
qualifications for education, training and experience.
(4) Failure to submit an acceptable corrective action
report in response to an assessment report within the
required time frames.
(5) Failure to correct deficiencies identified during an
assessment of the environmental laboratory.
(6) Failure to implement corrective action related to
violations or deficiencies found during an assessment.
(7) Failure to maintain test instruments, equipment,
supplies and reference materials that meet the specifica-
tions required to produce valid analytical results.
(8) Failure to analyze and report proficiency testing
study results in accordance with § 252.501 (relating to
proficiency test study requirements).
(d) A laboratory may continue to test or analyze envi-
ronmental samples for those fields of accreditation not
affected by the suspension.
(e) Within 72 hours of receiving notice of the suspen-
sion of accreditation from the Department, the environ-
mental laboratory shall notify each of its customers
affected by the suspension in writing of the suspension.
The Department may require the laboratory to use
specific language in the written notice or require Depart-
ment approval of the notice before issuance.
§ 252.704. Voluntary relinquishment.
(a) An environmental laboratory wishing to voluntarily
relinquish its certificate of accreditation or accreditation
for fields of accreditation shall notify the Department in
writing.
(b) An environmental laboratory that voluntarily relin-
quishes its certificate of accreditation shall ensure records
are maintained in accordance with § 252.706 (relating to
recordkeeping).
(c) Within 72 hours of voluntarily relinquishing its
certificate of accreditation, the laboratory shall notify
each of its customers affected by the voluntary relinquish-
ment in writing of the relinquishment. The Department
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may require the laboratory to use specific language in the
written notice or require Department approval of the
notice before issuance.
§ 252.705. Use of accreditation.
(a) Environmental laboratories accredited by the De-
partment shall:
(1) Post or display their most recent certificate of
accreditation in a prominent place in the laboratory.
(2) Make accurate statements concerning their accredi-
tation status.
(3) Not use their certificate of accreditation, accredita-
tion status or the Department’s logo to imply endorse-
ment by the Department.
(b) Environmental laboratories using the Department’s
name, making reference to its accreditation status or
using the Department’s logo in catalogs, advertising,
business solicitations, proposals, quotations, laboratory
analytical reports or other materials, shall:
(1) Distinguish between testing for which the labora-
tory is accredited and testing for which the laboratory is
not accredited.
(2) Include the environmental laboratory’s accreditation
number.
(c) Upon expiration, suspension, revocation or volun-
tary relinquishment of accreditation, a laboratory shall:
(1) Discontinue use of all catalogs, advertising, busi-
ness solicitations, proposals, quotations, laboratory ana-
lytical results or other materials that contain reference to
the laboratory’s past accreditation status.
(2) Discontinue use or display of the Department’s logo.
(3) Return unexpired certificates of accreditation to the
Department within 48 hours.
(d) NELAP accredited laboratories shall accompany the
Department’s name or the NELAP logo with the phrase
‘‘NELAP accredited’’ and the laboratory’s accreditation
number when using the Department’s name or the
NELAP logo on general literature such as catalogs,
advertising, business solicitations, proposals, quotations,
laboratory analytical reports or other materials.
(e) NELAP accredited laboratories may not use their
NELAP certificate, NELAP accreditation status or
NELAP logo to imply endorsement by the Department or
NELAP.
§ 252.706. Recordkeeping.
(a) An environmental laboratory shall maintain records
in an organized manner accessible by the Department.
(b) An environmental laboratory shall maintain re-
cords, including original handwritten data, that allow
reconstruction of all laboratory activities associated with
the testing or analysis of environmental samples, profi-
ciency test studies, initial demonstration of capability or
demonstration of continued proficiency. These records
include the following:
(1) Start and end dates and times of incubations,
drying cycles, digestion, distillations, and the like, when a
minimum or maximum time is specified by method,
regulation or permit.
(2) Unequivocal link between the laboratory’s sample
identification number to the results of all associated
quality control.
(3) Instrument identification.
(4) Identification of, or reference to, the standards,
reagents, media, supplies, and the like, used during
sample preparation or analysis, or both.
(5) The results of chemical or thermal preservation
verifications or adjustments, or both.
(6) Date of sample preparation or analysis, or both.
(7) Time of sample preparation or analysis, or both, if




(c) All records, except records generated by automated
collection systems, shall be recorded promptly and legibly
in permanent ink or in an electronic format.
(1) The individual generating the record must be iden-
tified by initials or name and the individual making the
observation must be identified by initials or name if
different from the individual generating the record.
(2) Changes to records shall be made so that the
original entry remains visible. The individual making the
change shall be identified by name or initials, date the
correction and include the reason for the change unless
correcting a typographical error. These criteria also apply
to electronically maintained records.
(d) Records required under this chapter shall be main-
tained for a minimum of 5 years unless otherwise speci-
fied.
(e) An environmental laboratory shall have a written
plan that specifies how records will be maintained or
transferred if the laboratory transfers ownership or ter-
minates operations.
§ 252.708. Reporting and notification requirements.
(a) An environmental laboratory conducting testing or
analysis of drinking water under Chapter 109 (relating to
safe drinking water) shall:
(1) Meet the reporting and notification requirements of
that chapter.
(2) Review all sample analysis data within 24 hours of
acquisition of the initial sample results for inorganic
nonmetals and trace metals analyses. The 24-hour dead-
line may be extended to a maximum of 72 hours to
accommodate a holiday or weekend when the laboratory
is closed for business.
(3) For organic and radiochemical analyses, review all
sample analysis data within 7 days of acquisition of the
initial sample results for organic analysis.
(4) For microbiological results, read all sample results
within 30 minutes of the end of the incubation period.
(5) Analyze the laboratory control sample at a concen-
tration at or below the maximum contaminant level.
(6) Report to the Drinking Water Environmental Lab
Reporting system only those analytical test results that
meet the method, regulatory and permit requirements for
sample collection, preservation, holding time, sample
analysis and quality control performance, unless the
Department has specifically approved that the result may
be reported.
(b) An environmental laboratory shall notify the De-
partment, in writing, within 20 calendar days of a
permanent change in laboratory supervisor.
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(c) An environmental laboratory shall notify the De-
partment, in writing, within 30 calendar days of a change
in the legal name of the laboratory.
(d) An environmental laboratory shall notify the De-
partment, in writing, within 30 calendar days of a change
in any item contained on the application for accreditation.
(e) An environmental laboratory shall notify the De-
partment, in writing, if a change in the laboratory’s
capability to produce valid analytical results persists for
more than 90 calendar days for any field of accreditation
listed on the laboratory’s scope of accreditation.
(f) An out-of-State environmental laboratory with ei-
ther primary or secondary accreditation from the Depart-
ment shall notify, in writing, the Department within 48
hours of any changes in the laboratory’s accreditation
status from any other primary accreditation body.
(g) The Department may require additional informa-
tion or proof of continued capability to perform the testing
or analysis for affected fields of accreditation upon receipt
of notification under this subsection.
(h) The Department may require an onsite assessment
under § 252.601 (relating to assessment requirements)
upon receipt of notification under this subsection.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1248. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN COMMISSION
[ 25 PA. CODE CH. 806 ]
Review and Approval of Projects
Summary: This document contains rules that would
amend the regulations of the Susquehanna River Basin
Commission (Commission) to clarify application require-
ments and standards for review of projects, add a subpart
to provide for registration of grandfathered projects, and
revise requirements dealing with hearings and enforce-
ment actions. These rules are designed to enhance the
Commission’s existing authorities to manage the water
resources of the basin and add regulatory clarity.
Dates: This rule is effective July 1, 2017, except for the
amendments to § 806.4(a)(1)(iii) and (a)(2)(iv) and the
addition of subpart E to part 806 which are effective
January 1, 2018.
Addresses: Susquehanna River Basin Commission, 4423
N. Front Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110-1788.
For Further Information Contact: Jason E. Oyler, Esq.,
General Counsel, telephone: 717-238-0423, ext. 1312; fax:
717-238-2436; e-mail: joyler@srbc.net. Also, for further
information on the final rulemaking, including the com-
ment response document, visit the Commission’s website
at www.srbc.net.
Supplementary Information: Notice of proposed rule-
making was published in the Federal Register on Septem-
ber 21, 2016 (81 FR 64812); New York Register on October
5, 2016; Pennsylvania Bulletin on October 8, 2016; and
Maryland Register on October 14, 2017. The Commission
convened four public hearings: on November 3, 2016, in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; on November 9, 2016, in
Binghamton, New York; on November 10, 2016, in
Williamsport, Pennsylvania; and on December 8, 2016, in
Annapolis, Maryland. A written comment period was held
open through January 30, 2017.
The Commission received 14 written public comments
in addition to testimony received at the public hearings.
The Commission has prepared a comment response docu-
ment, which is available to the public at www.srbc.net.
Comments that led to a change to the proposed rule-
making and their responses are discussed below.
Registration of Grandfathered Projects, Subpart E and
§ 806.4(a)(1)(iii) and (a)(2)(iv)
Comment: The Commission should allow projects to
register a grandfathered amount previously determined
by the Commission if it is not seeking a higher amount
through the registration process.
Response: The Commission agrees that previous
grandfathering determinations should be honored if the
project wishes to register that amount. A new paragraph
(c) is added in § 806.44 allowing the Executive Director
to use past grandfathering determinations, and revisions
are made to § 806.42(b) allowing the Commission to
waive certain registration information if a project is
relying on a past grandfathering determination.
Comment: Ongoing reporting requirements need to be
linked to member jurisdiction reporting to avoid duplica-
tion of effort and confusion.
Response: The Commission agrees with the commenter
that it is important to avoid unnecessary duplication of
effort with state law requirements. Section 806.43(c)
notes that if quantity reporting is required by the mem-
ber jurisdiction where the project is located, the Commis-
sion may accept that reporting to satisfy the require-
ments of this paragraph. This evidences the Commission’s
intent to use its best efforts to accept state reporting
requirements where appropriate. The Commission will
add language to §§ 806.42(a)(6) and 806.43(c) to clarify
its intention to rely on member jurisdiction reporting
where it is able, and that any additional reporting
required will be because it is not duplicated by the
member jurisdiction. A new § 806.43(d) is added to
emphasize the commitment of the Commission and its
member jurisdiction to share all reporting data and to
further the goal of creating a unified data set for all
agencies involved.
Comment: The proposed rule at § 806.4(a)(1)(iii)(A) and
(a)(2)(iv)(A) changes the current rule that allows a
grandfathered consumptive use an additional increase of
up to 20,000 gpd and a grandfathered withdrawal an
additional increase of up to 100,000 gpd before review
and approval of the grandfathered activity is triggered.
This leeway should be restored for grandfathered projects.
Response: In most instances, the registration process
will allow grandfathered projects sufficient margin for
operational flexibility. However, the Commission agrees
that the registration process should not put a project in
jeopardy of needing review and approval subsequent to
registration absent a change to the project. A new factor
is added as § 806.44(b)(4) that allows the Executive
Director to consider whether the grandfathered amount
includes an operational margin of safety.
Comment: The proposed rule provides that the determi-
nation of the grandfathered quantity will be based on the
most recent data. This may be too restrictive and projects
should be allowed to submit more than the last five years
of data and where such data is submitted, the Executive
Director should base the determination under § 806.44
on the peak 30-day average for withdrawals and con-
sumptive uses shown by the data.
Response: The Commission agrees that the factor as
written could be clarified and the final rule reflects a
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revision to § 806.44(b)(1) to allow more than a minimum
of five years of data to be submitted and that the
Executive Director will consider the withdrawal and use
data and the peak consecutive 30-day average shown by
all the data submitted.
Consumptive Use Mitigation, § 806.22
Comments: The Commission should not adopt the Con-
sumptive Use Mitigation Policy and the changes to the
Consumptive Use Mitigation Rule.
The Commission should not shift the responsibility for
physical consumptive use mitigation to project sponsors
because project sponsor based mitigation will be more
balkanized and less effective and the Commission has
powerful tools to set up projects to provide such mitiga-
tion from the Compact.
The mitigation plan proposal should be removed or
smaller projects should be able to have an abbreviated
consumptive use mitigation alternative analysis.
New consumptive use mitigation requirements should
not be applied retroactively to existing projects upon
renewal.
The proposed rule should be revised to allow greater
use of groundwater storage and quarries and be more
flexible with respect to the ‘‘no impacts’’ to surface water
requirements for such mitigation.
The Commission should focus its mitigation require-
ments to the low flow period.
All references to water critical planning areas should be
removed. Article 11 of the Compact provides for designa-
tion of protected areas. This concept appears to circum-
vent those procedures.
Water critical areas should not be based on member
jurisdiction planning areas and it should not be a mecha-
nism to require mitigation for pre-compact consumptive
use.
Response: The Commission has reviewed the detailed
comments regarding how the Commission requires con-
sumptive use mitigation and the options of projects to
provide such mitigation. The Commission will further
examine and reevaluate its policies and procedures for
consumptive use and consumptive use mitigation in a
more comprehensive fashion. As a result, the Commission
will not move forward with the changes to the Consump-
tive Use Mitigation Policy and the consumptive use
mitigation rule as follows. The definition of ‘‘water critical
area’’ in § 806.3 is removed and all references to water
critical areas are removed from §§ 806.22 and 808.1. The
reference and changes associated with a mitigation plan
in § 806.22(b) are removed. The changes associated with
amending the 90 day mitigation requirement to 45 days
in § 806.22(b)(1)(i) and (ii) are removed and reserved for
the reevaluation process for consumptive use mitigation
described above.
Project Review Application Procedures and Standards
for Review and Approval—18 CFR Part 806, Subparts
B and C
Comment: The Commission should clarify how the
alternatives analysis under § 806.14(b)(2)(v) differs from
the previous provision in the current rules at
§ 806.14(b)(1)(iii) and specify what is expected from
applicants.
Response: The purpose for this requirement is to docu-
ment the project sponsor’s consideration of alternatives
during planning of the proposed project to include, but
not be limited to, identification of reasonable alternatives
to the proposed water withdrawal project, the extent of
the project sponsor’s economic and technical investigation,
the adequacy of the source to meet the demand, an
assessment of the potential environmental impact, and
measures for avoidance or minimization of adverse impact
of each alternative. Specifically, the alternatives analysis
should include identification of reasonable alternative
water sources and locations, including opportunities for
uses of lesser quality waters; project footprint and infra-
structure; opportunities for water conservation or water
saving technology; requirements of the uses of the water
as related to the proposed locations; the economic feasibil-
ity of the alternative(s) and technical opportunities or
limitations identified in the evaluation of reasonable
alternate sites. The Commission is preparing a draft
policy to outline how alternative analyses should be
conducted and evaluated, and will release it for public
comment prior to consideration for Commission adoption.
In addition, on final rulemaking, the Commission will
adjust the language of § 806.14(b)(1)(v) to make clear
that the analysis is needed only for new projects and for
major modifications that seek to increase the surface
water withdrawal.
Comment: The Commission should reconcile the appli-
cation requirements in § 806.14 to recognize that the
potential for waiver of the aquifer testing requirements in
§ 806.12.
Response: The Commission agrees and has revised
§ 806.14(b)(2)(i) and (d)(2)(i).
Comment: The Commission should clarify whether re-
newals that involve a major modification should be
handled under the new application and major modifica-
tion standards in § 806.14(a) and (b) or in the renewal
standards in § 806.14(c) and (d).
Response: The Commission agrees that the rule should
be clarified and proposes changes to § 806.14(c) and
806.14(d)(2), (4) and (6) to establish that renewal applica-
tions, with either minor or major modifications, are
subject to § 806.14(c) and (d).
Comment: The Commission should accept other types of
certified mail proof of delivery beyond the US Postal
Service under § 806.15(g).
Response: The Commission agrees and § 806.15(g) is
revised to include the verified return delivery receipt from
a comparable delivery service to the U.S. Postal Service.
Comment: The Commission should revise § 806.15(b)(3)
to clarify which property is subject to the notice require-
ments and should read ‘‘where the property of such
property owner is served by a public water supply.’’
Response: The Commission agrees and the final rule-
making is revised accordingly.
Comment: The Commission should exempt AMD pas-
sive treatment systems from the requirements for mining
and construction dewatering under §§ 806.14(b)(6) and
(d)(6) and 806.23(b)(5).
Response: The Commission has not extended its review
jurisdiction over passive AMD treatment facilities and
nothing in the proposed rule was meant to alter that long
standing determination. Accordingly, the final rule con-
tains revisions to §§ 806.14(b)(6) and (d)(6) and
806.23(b)(5) to remove the word ‘‘gravity-drained’’ and
clarify its application to ‘‘AMD facilities that qualify as a
withdrawal.’’
Miscellaneous Changes
Comment: Including in § 808.2(a) that the 30 day
appeal period can run from publication on the Commis-
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sion’s website creates issues, including knowing whether
the appeal period runs from publication on the website or
the Federal Register and the fact that it is not always
clear when something is posted to a website or is easily
found on the website.
Response: The final rule revises § 808.2(a) to remove
this language. The 30-day appeal period for third party
appeals will run from the date of publication in the
Federal Register.
Comment: The addition of ‘‘or other fluids associated
with the development of natural gas resources’’ to the
definition of ‘‘production fluids’’ under § 806.3 is inaccu-
rate and over-inclusive. The revised definition of produc-
tion fluids would cause confusion with the member
jurisdiction terminology. The commenter is supportive of
the stated goal of this change and proposed additional
language to be added in other parts of regulations.
Response: The final rule removes the change to the
definition of ‘‘production fluid.’’ The revision proposed by
the commenter will be evaluated for inclusion in a future
rulemaking.
Comment: The addition of ‘‘consumptive use’’ to the
definition of ‘‘facility’’ in § 806.3 is unwarranted as the
definition of ‘‘facility’’ matches the definition in the Com-
pact.
Response: The final rule will remove the amendment to
the definition of ‘‘facility’’. However, the definition of
facility includes plants, structures, machinery and equip-
ment acquired, constructed, operated or maintained for
the beneficial use of water resources that includes the
consumptive use of water.
The Commission also is making additional housekeep-
ing changes on the final rulemaking:
1) § 806.6(b)(6) (related to transfers of approvals) was
added to recognize registered grandfathered aspects of a
project under subpart E.
2) The phrase ‘‘hydro report’’ in § 806.14(d)(2)(ii) was
clarified to ‘‘hydrogeologic report’’.
3) The word ‘‘Commission’s’’ is removed from
§ 806.41(c).
Transition Issues
As noted in the Dates section, this rule will take effect
on July 1, 2017, with the exception of the adoption of
subpart E (related to registration of grandfathered proj-
ects) and the corresponding changes to § 806.4(a)(1)(iii)
and (a)(2)(iv), which take effect on January 1, 2018.
Coincident with the authorization to adopt this final
rulemaking, the Commission also adopted a Regulatory
Program Fee Schedule that sets forth the fee for registra-
tion for grandfathered projects. This fee schedule is
available on the Commission’s website at www.srbc.net/
policies/policies.htm.
List of Subjects in 18 CFR Parts 806 and 808
Administrative practice and procedure, Water resources.
Accordingly, for the reasons set forth in the preamble,
the Susquehanna River Basin Commission amends 18
CFR parts 806 and 808 as follows:
PART 806—REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF
PROJECTS
1. The authority citation for part 806 continues to read
as follows:
Authority: Secs. 3.4, 3.5(5), 3.8, 3.10 and 15.2, Pub.L.
91-575, 84 Stat. 1509, et seq.
2. Amend § 806.1 by revising paragraphs (a) and (f) to
read as follows:
§ 806.1 Scope.
(a) This part establishes the scope and procedures for
review and approval of projects under section 3.10 of the
Susquehanna River Basin Compact, Pub.L. 91-575, 84
Stat. 1509, et seq., (the compact) and establishes special
standards under section 3.4(2) of the compact governing
water withdrawals, the consumptive use of water, and
diversions. The special standards established pursuant to
section 3.4(2) shall be applicable to all water withdrawals
and consumptive uses in accordance with the terms of
those standards, irrespective of whether such withdraw-
als and uses are also subject to project review under
section 3.10. This part, and every other part of 18 CFR
chapter VIII, shall also be incorporated into and made a
part of the comprehensive plan.
* * * * *
(f) Any Commission forms or documents referenced in
this part may be obtained from the Commission at 4423
North Front Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110, or from the
Commission’s website at www.srbc.net.
3. In § 806.3, add, in alphabetical order, a definition
for ‘‘Wetlands’’ to read as follows:
§ 806.3 Definitions.
* * * * *
Wetlands. Those areas that are inundated or saturated
by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration
sufficient to support, and that under normal circum-
stances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically
adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar
areas.
* * * * *
4. Amend § 806.4 by revising paragraphs (a) introduc-
tory text, (a)(1)(iii), (a)(2) introductory text, and (a)(2)(iv)
and adding paragraph (a)(3)(vii) to read as follows:
§ 806.4 Projects requiring review and approval.
(a) Except for activities relating to site evaluation, to
aquifer testing under § 806.12 or to those activities
authorized under § 806.34, no person shall undertake
any of the following projects without prior review and
approval by the Commission. The project sponsor shall
submit an application in accordance with subpart B of
this part and shall be subject to the applicable standards
in subpart C of this part.
(1) * * *
(iii) With respect to projects that existed prior to
January 23, 1971, any project:
(A) Registered in accordance with subpart E of this
part that increases its consumptive use by any amount
over the quantity determined under § 806.44;
(B) Increasing its consumptive use to an average of
20,000 gpd or more in any consecutive 30-day period; or
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(C) That fails to register its consumptive use in accord-
ance with subpart E of this part.
* * * * *
(2) Withdrawals. Any project, including all of its
sources, described below shall require an application to be
submitted in accordance with § 806.13, and shall be
subject to the standards set forth in §§ 806.21 and
806.23. Hydroelectric projects, except to the extent that
such projects involve a withdrawal, shall be exempt from
the requirements of this section regarding withdrawals;
provided, however, that nothing in this paragraph (a)(2)
shall be construed as exempting hydroelectric projects
from review and approval under any other category of
project requiring review and approval as set forth in this
section, § 806.5, or part 801 of this chapter. The taking or
removal of water by a public water supplier indirectly
through another public water supply system or another
water user’s facilities shall constitute a withdrawal here-
under.
* * * * *
(iv) With respect to groundwater projects that existed
prior to July 13, 1978, surface water projects that existed
prior to November 11, 1995, or projects that existed prior
to January 1, 2007, with multiple sources involving a
withdrawal of a consecutive 30-day average of 100,000
gpd or more that did not require Commission review and
approval, any project:
(A) Registered in accordance with subpart E of this
part that increases its withdrawal by any amount over
the quantity determined under § 806.44;
(B) Increasing its withdrawal individually or cumula-
tively from all sources to an average of 100,000 gpd or
more in any consecutive 30-day period; or
(C) That fails to register its withdrawals in accordance
with subpart E of this part.
* * * * *
(3) * * *
(vii) The diversion of any flowback or production fluids
from hydrocarbon development projects located outside
the basin to an in-basin treatment or disposal facility
authorized under separate government approval to accept
flowback or production fluids, shall not be subject to
separate review and approval as a diversion under this
paragraph (c)(3), provided the fluids are handled, trans-
ported and stored in compliance with all standards and
requirements of the applicable member jurisdiction.
* * * * *
5. Amend § 806.6 by adding paragraph (b)(6) to read
as follows:
§ 806.6 Transfer of approvals.
* * * * *
(b) * * *
(6) The project is registered under subpart E of this
part.
* * * * *
6. Amend § 806.11 by revising paragraph (b) to read as
follows:
§ 806.11 Preliminary consultations.
* * * * *
(b) Except for project sponsors of electric power genera-
tion projects under § 801.12(c)(2) of this chapter, prelimi-
nary consultation is optional for the project sponsor
(except with respect to aquifer test plans under § 806.12)
but shall not relieve the sponsor from complying with the
requirements of the compact or with this part.
7. Amend § 806.12 by revising paragraph (a) and
adding paragraph (f) to read as follows:
§ 806.12 Constant-rate aquifer testing.
(a) Prior to submission of an application pursuant to
§ 806.13, a project sponsor seeking approval for a new
groundwater withdrawal, a renewal of an expiring
groundwater withdrawal, or an increase of a groundwater
withdrawal shall perform a constant-rate aquifer test in
accordance with this section.
* * * * *
(f) Review of submittals under this section may be
terminated by the Commission in accordance with the
procedures set forth in § 806.16.
8. Revise § 806.14 to read as follows:
§ 806.14 Contents of application.
(a) Applications for a new project or a major modifica-
tion to an existing approved project shall include, but not
be limited to, the following information and, where
applicable, shall be subject to the requirements in para-
graph (b) of this section and submitted on forms and in
the manner prescribed by the Commission.
(1) Identification of project sponsor including any and
all proprietors, corporate officers or partners, the mailing
address of the same, and the name of the individual
authorized to act for the sponsor.
(2) Project location, including latitude and longitude
coordinates in decimal degrees accurate to within 10
meters, the project location displayed on a map with a
7.5-minute USGS topographic base, and evidence of legal
access to the property upon which the project is proposed.
(3) Project description, including: purpose, proposed
quantity to be withdrawn or consumed, if applicable, and
identification of all water sources related to the project
including location and date of initiation of each source.
(4) Anticipated impact of the project, including impacts
on existing water withdrawals, nearby surface waters,
and threatened or endangered species and their habitats.
(5) The reasonably foreseeable need for the proposed
quantity of water to be withdrawn or consumed, including
supporting calculations, and the projected demand for the
term of the approval.
(6) A metering plan that adheres to § 806.30.
(7) Evidence of coordination and compliance with mem-
ber jurisdictions regarding all necessary permits or ap-
provals required for the project from other federal, state
or local government agencies having jurisdiction over the
project.
(8) Project estimated completion date and estimated
construction schedule.
(9) Draft notices required by § 806.15.
(10) The Commission may also require the following
information as deemed necessary:
(i) Engineering feasibility.
(ii) Ability of the project sponsor to fund the project.
(b) Additional information is required for a new project
or a major modification to an existing approved project as
follows.
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(1) Surface water. (i) Water use and availability.
(ii) Project setting, including surface water characteris-
tics, identification of wetlands, and site development
considerations.
(iii) Description and design of intake structure.
(iv) Anticipated impact of the proposed project on local
flood risk, recreational uses, fish and wildlife, and natural
environment features.
(v) For new projects and major modifications to in-
crease a withdrawal, alternatives analysis for a with-
drawal proposed in settings with a drainage area of 50
miles square or less, or in a waterway with exceptional
water quality, or as required by the Commission.
(2) Groundwater—(i) With the exception of mining re-
lated withdrawals solely for the purpose of dewatering;
construction dewatering withdrawals and withdrawals for
the sole purpose of groundwater or below water table
remediation generally which are addressed in paragraph
(b)(6) of this section, the project sponsor shall provide an
interpretative report that includes all monitoring and
results of a constant-rate aquifer test consistent with
§ 806.12 and an updated groundwater availability esti-
mate if changed from the aquifer test plan, unless a
request for a waiver of the requirements of § 806.12 is
granted. The project sponsor shall obtain Commission
approval of the test procedures prior to initiation of the
constant-rate aquifer test.
(ii) Water use and availability.
(iii) Project setting, including nearby surface water
features.
(iv) Groundwater elevation monitoring plan for all pro-
duction wells.
(v) Alternatives analysis as required by the Commis-
sion.
(3) Consumptive use. (i) Consumptive use calculations,
and a mitigation plan consistent with § 806.22(b).
(ii) Water conservation methods, design or technology
proposed or considered.
(iii) Alternatives analysis as required by the Commis-
sion.
(4) Into basin diversions. (i) Provide the necessary
information to demonstrate that the proposed project will
meet the standards in § 806.24(c).
(ii) Identification of the source and water quality char-
acteristics of the water to be diverted.
(5) Out of basin diversions. (i) Provide the necessary
information to demonstrate that the proposed project will
meet the standards in § 806.24(b).
(ii) Project setting.
(6) Other projects. Other projects, including without
limitation, mine dewatering, construction dewatering, wa-
ter resources remediation projects, and AMD remediation
facilities that qualify as a withdrawal.
(i) In lieu of aquifer testing, report(s) prepared for any
other purpose or as required by other governmental
regulatory agencies that provides a demonstration of the
hydrogeologic and/or hydrologic effects and limits of said
effects due to operation of the proposed project and effects
on local water availability.
(ii) [Reserved]
(c) All applications for renewal of expiring approved
projects, including those with minor or major modifica-
tions, shall include, but not be limited to, the following
information, and, where applicable, shall be subject to the
requirements in paragraph (d) of this section and submit-
ted on forms and in the manner prescribed by the
Commission.
(1) Identification of project sponsor including any and
all proprietors, corporate officers or partners, the mailing
address of the same, and the name of the individual
authorized to act for the sponsor.
(2) Project location, including latitude and longitude
coordinates in decimal degrees accurate to within 10
meters, the project location displayed on map with a
7.5-minute USGS topographic base, and evidence of legal
access to the property upon which the project is located.
(3) Project description, to include, but not be limited to:
purpose, proposed quantity to be withdrawn or consumed
if applicable, identification of all water sources related to
the project including location and date of initiation of
each source, and any proposed project modifications.
(4) The reasonably foreseeable need for the requested
renewal of the quantity of water to be withdrawn or
consumed, including supporting calculations, and the
projected demand for the term of the approval.
(5) An as-built and approved metering plan.
(6) Copies of permits from member jurisdictions regard-
ing all necessary permits or approvals obtained for the
project from other federal, state, or local government
agencies having jurisdiction over the project.
(7) Copy of any approved mitigation or monitoring plan
and any related as-built for the expiring project.
(8) Demonstration of registration of all withdrawals or
consumptive uses in accordance with the applicable state
requirements.
(9) Draft notices required by § 806.15.
(d) Additional information is required for the following
applications for renewal of expiring approved projects.
(1) Surface water. (i) Historic water use quantities and
timing of use.
(ii) Changes to stream flow or quality during the term
of the expiring approval.
(iii) Changes to the facility design.
(iv) Any proposed changes to the previously authorized
purpose.
(2) Groundwater—(i) The project sponsor shall provide
an interpretative report that includes all monitoring and
results of any constant-rate aquifer testing previously
completed or submitted to support the original approval.
In lieu of a testing report, historic operational data
pumping and elevation data may be considered, as a
request for waiver of the requirements of § 806.12. Those
projects that did not have constant-rate aquifer testing
completed for the original approval that was consistent
with § 806.12 or sufficient historic operational pumping
and groundwater elevation data may be required to
complete constant-rate aquifer testing consistent with
§ 806.12, prepare and submit an interpretative report
that includes all monitoring and results of any constant-
rate aquifer test.
(ii) An interpretative report providing analysis and
comparison of current and historic water withdrawal and
groundwater elevation data with previously completed
hydrogeologic report.
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(iii) Current groundwater availability analysis assess-
ing the availability of water during a 1-in-10 year recur-
rence interval under the existing conditions within the
recharge area and predicted for term of renewal (i.e.,
other users, discharges, and land development within the
groundwater recharge area).
(iv) Groundwater elevation monitoring plan for all pro-
duction wells.
(v) Changes to the facility design.
(vi) Any proposed changes to the previously authorized
purpose.
(3) Consumptive use. (i) Consumptive use calculations,
and a copy of the approved plan or method for mitigation
consistent with § 806.22.
(ii) Changes to the facility design.
(iii) Any proposed changes to the previously authorized
purpose.
(4) Into basin diversion. (i) Provide the necessary infor-
mation to demonstrate that the proposed project will
meet the standards in § 806.24(c).
(ii) Identification of the source and water quality char-
acteristics of the water to be diverted.
(iii) Changes to the facility design.
(iv) Any proposed changes to the previously authorized
purpose.
(5) Out of basin diversion. (i) Historic water use quan-
tities and timing of use.
(ii) Changes to stream flow or quality during the term
of the expiring approval.
(iii) Changes to the facility design.
(iv) Any proposed changes to the previously authorized
purpose,
(6) Other projects. Other projects, including without
limitation, mine dewatering, water resources remediation
projects, and AMD facilities that qualify as a withdrawal.
(i) Copy of approved report(s) prepared for any other
purpose or as required by other governmental regulatory
agencies that provides a demonstration of the
hydrogeologic and/or hydrologic effects and limits of said
effects due to operation of the project and effects on local
water availability.
(ii) Any data or reports that demonstrate effects of the
project are consistent with those reports provided in
paragraph (d)(6)(i) of this section.
(iii) Demonstration of continued need for expiring ap-
proved water source and quantity.
(iv) Changes to the facility design.
(v) Any proposed changes to the previously authorized
purpose.
(e) A report about the project prepared for any other
purpose, or an application for approval prepared for
submission to a member jurisdiction, may be accepted by
the Commission provided the said report or application
addresses all necessary items on the Commission’s form
or listed in this section, as appropriate.
(f) Applications for minor modifications must be com-
plete and will be on a form and in a manner prescribed
by the Commission. Applications for minor modifications
must contain the following:
(1) Description of the project;
(2) Description of all sources, consumptive uses and
diversions related to the project;
(3) Description of the requested modification;
(4) Statement of the need for the requested modifica-
tion; and
(5) Demonstration that the anticipated impact of the
requested modification will not adversely impact the
water resources of the basin.
(g) For any applications, the Executive Director or
Commission may require other information not otherwise
listed in this section.
9. Amend § 806.15 by revising paragraph (a), adding
paragraph (b)(3), and revising paragraph (g) to read as
follows:
§ 806.15 Notice of application.
(a) Except with respect to paragraphs (h) and (i) of this
section, any project sponsor submitting an application to
the Commission shall provide notice thereof to the appro-
priate agency of the member State, each municipality in
which the project is located, and the county and the
appropriate county agencies in which the project is
located. The project sponsor shall also publish notice of
submission of the application at least once in a newspa-
per of general circulation serving the area in which the
project is located. The project sponsor shall also meet any
of the notice requirements set forth in paragraphs (b)
through (f) of this section, if applicable. All notices
required under this section shall be provided or published
no later than 20 days after submission of the application
to the Commission and shall contain a description of the
project, its purpose, the requested quantity of water to be
withdrawn, obtained from sources other than withdraw-
als, or consumptively used, and the address, electronic
mail address, and phone number of the project sponsor
and the Commission. All such notices shall be in a form
and manner as prescribed by the Commission.
(b) * * *
(3) For groundwater withdrawal applications, the Com-
mission or Executive Director may allow notification of
property owners through alternate methods where the
property of such property owner is served by a public
water supply.
* * * * *
(g) The project sponsor shall provide the Commission
with a copy of the United States Postal Service return
receipt or the verified return receipt from a comparable
delivery service for the notifications to agencies of mem-
ber States, municipalities and appropriate county agen-
cies required under paragraph (a) of this section. The
project sponsor shall also provide certification on a form
provided by the Commission that it has published the
newspaper notice(s) required by this section and made
the landowner notifications as required under paragraph
(b) of this section, if applicable. Until these items are
provided to the Commission, processing of the application
will not proceed. The project sponsor shall maintain all
proofs of publication and records of notices sent under
this section for the duration of the approval related to
such notices.
* * * * *
10. Amend § 806.21 by revising paragraphs (a) and
(c)(1) to read as follows:
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§ 806.21 General standards.
(a) A project shall be feasible and not be detrimental to
the proper conservation, development, management, or
control of the water resources of the basin.
* * * * *
(c) * * *
(1) The Commission may suspend the review of any
application under this part if the project is subject to the
lawful jurisdiction of any member jurisdiction or any
political subdivision thereof, and such member jurisdic-
tion or political subdivision has disapproved or denied the
project. Where such disapproval or denial is reversed on
appeal, the appeal is final, and the project sponsor
provides the Commission with a certified copy of the
decision, the Commission shall resume its review of the
application. Where, however, an application has been
suspended hereunder for a period greater than three
years, the Commission may terminate its review. There-
upon, the Commission shall notify the project sponsor of
such termination and that the application fee paid by the
project sponsor is forfeited. The project sponsor may
reactivate the terminated application by reapplying to the
Commission, providing evidence of its receipt of all neces-
sary governmental approvals and, at the discretion of the
Commission, submitting new or updated information.
* * * * *
11. Amend § 806.22 by revising paragraphs (b) intro-
ductory text, (b)(3), (e), and (f)(3) and (9) to read as
follows:
§ 806.22 Standards for consumptive use of water.
* * * * *
(b) Mitigation. All project sponsors whose consumptive
use of water is subject to review and approval under
§ 806.4, § 806.5, § 806.6, or § 806.17 shall mitigate such
consumptive use. Except to the extent that the project
involves the diversion of the waters out of the basin,
public water supplies shall be exempt from the require-
ments of this section regarding consumptive use; pro-
vided, however, that nothing in this section shall be
construed to exempt individual consumptive users con-
nected to any such public water supply from the require-
ments of this section. Mitigation may be provided by one
or a combination of the following:
* * * * *
(3) Provide monetary payment to the Commission, for
all water consumptively used over the course of a year, in
an amount and manner prescribed by the Commission.
* * * * *
(e) Approval by rule for consumptive uses. (1) General
rule. Except with respect to projects involving hydrocar-
bon development subject to the provisions of paragraph (f)
of this section, any project who is solely supplied water
for consumptive use by public water supply may be
approved by the Executive Director under this paragraph
(e) in accordance with the following, unless the Executive
Director determines that the project cannot be adequately
regulated under this approval by rule.
(2) Notification of intent. Prior to undertaking a project
or increasing a previously approved quantity of consump-
tive use, the project sponsor shall submit a notice of
intent (NOI) on forms prescribed by the Commission, and
the appropriate application fee, along with any required
attachments.
(3) Time of notice. Within 20 days after submittal of an
NOI under paragraph (e)(2) of this section, the project
sponsor shall satisfy the notice requirements set forth in
§ 806.15.
(4) Metering, daily use monitoring, and quarterly re-
porting. The project sponsor shall comply with metering,
daily use monitoring, and quarterly reporting as specified
in § 806.30.
(5) Standard conditions. The standard conditions set
forth in § 806.21 shall apply to projects approved by rule.
(6) Mitigation. The project sponsor shall comply with
mitigation in accordance with paragraph (b)(2) or (3) of
this section.
(7) Compliance with other laws. The project sponsor
shall obtain all necessary permits or approvals required
for the project from other federal, state or local govern-
ment agencies having jurisdiction over the project. The
Commission reserves the right to modify, suspend or
revoke any approval under this paragraph (e) if the
project sponsor fails to obtain or maintain such approvals.
(8) Decision. The Executive Director may grant, deny,
suspend, revoke, modify or condition an approval to
operate under this approval by rule, or renew an existing
approval by rule previously granted hereunder, and will
notify the project sponsor of such determination, includ-
ing the quantity of consumptive use approved.
(9) Term. Approval by rule shall be effective upon
written notification from the Executive Director to the
project sponsor, shall expire 15 years from the date of
such notification, and shall be deemed to rescind any
previous consumptive use approvals.
(f) * * *
(3) Within 20 days after submittal of an NOI under
paragraph (f)(2) of this section, the project sponsor shall
satisfy the notice requirements set forth in § 806.15.
* * * * *
(9) The Executive Director may grant, deny, suspend,
revoke, modify or condition an approval to operate under
this approval by rule, or renew an existing approval by
rule granted hereunder, and will notify the project spon-
sor of such determination, including the sources and
quantity of consumptive use approved. The issuance of
any approval hereunder shall not be construed to waive
or exempt the project sponsor from obtaining Commission
approval for any water withdrawals or diversions subject
to review pursuant to § 806.4(a). Any sources of water
approved pursuant to this section shall be further subject
to any approval or authorization required by the member
jurisdiction.
* * * * *
12. Amend § 806.23 by revising paragraphs (b)(2) and
(b)(3)(i) and adding paragraph (b)(5) to read as follows:
§ 806.23 Standards for water withdrawals.
* * * * *
(b) * * *
(2) The Commission may deny an application, limit or
condition an approval to ensure that the withdrawal will
not cause significant adverse impacts to the water re-
sources of the basin. The Commission may consider,
without limitation, the following in its consideration of
adverse impacts: Lowering of groundwater or stream flow
levels; groundwater and surface water availability, includ-
ing cumulative uses; rendering competing supplies unreli-
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able; affecting other water uses; causing water quality
degradation that may be injurious to any existing or
potential water use; affecting fish, wildlife or other living
resources or their habitat; causing permanent loss of
aquifer storage capacity; affecting wetlands; or affecting
low flow of perennial or intermittent streams.
(3) * * *
(i) Limit the quantity, timing or rate of withdrawal or
level of drawdown, including requiring a total system
limit.
* * * * *
(5) For projects consisting of mine dewatering, water
resources remediation, and AMD facilities that qualify as
a withdrawal, review of adverse impacts will have limited
consideration of groundwater availability, causing perma-
nent loss of aquifer storage and lowering of groundwater
levels provided these projects are operated in accordance
with the laws and regulations of the member jurisdic-
tions.
13. Amend § 806.30 by revising the introductory text
and paragraph (a)(4) and adding paragraph (a)(8) to read
as follows:
§ 806.30 Monitoring.
The Commission, as part of the project review, shall
evaluate the proposed methodology for monitoring con-
sumptive uses, water withdrawals and mitigating flows,
including flow metering devices, stream gages, and other
facilities used to measure the withdrawals or consumptive
use of the project or the rate of stream flow. If the
Commission determines that additional flow measuring,
metering or monitoring devices are required, these shall
be provided at the expense of the project sponsor, in-
stalled in accordance with a schedule set by the Commis-
sion, and installed per the specifications and recommen-
dations of the manufacturer of the device, and shall be
subject to inspection by the Commission at any time.
(a) * * *
(4) Measure groundwater levels in all approved produc-
tion and other wells, as specified by the Commission.
* * * * *
(8) Perform other monitoring for impacts to water
quantity, water quality and aquatic biological communi-
ties, as specified by the Commission.
* * * * *
14. Amend § 806.31 by revising paragraphs (d) and (e)
to read as follows:
§ 806.31 Term of approvals.
* * * * *
(d) If the Commission determines that a project has
been abandoned, by evidence of nonuse for a period of
time and under such circumstances that an abandonment
may be inferred, the Commission may revoke the ap-
proval for such withdrawal, diversion or consumptive use.
(e) If a project sponsor submits an application to the
Commission no later than six months prior to the expira-
tion of its existing Commission docket approval or no
later than one month prior to the expiration of its
existing ABR or NOI approval, the existing approval will
be deemed extended until such time as the Commission
renders a decision on the application, unless the existing
approval or a notification in writing from the Commission
provides otherwise.
15. Add subpart E to read as follows:
Subpart E—Registration of Grandfathered Projects
Sec.
806.40 Applicability.
806.41 Registration and eligibility.
806.42 Registration requirements.
806.43 Metering and monitoring requirements.
806.44 Determination of grandfathered quantities.
806.45 Appeal of determination.
§ 806.40 Applicability.
(a) This subpart is applicable to the following projects,
which shall be known as grandfathered projects:
(1) The project has an associated average consumptive
use of 20,000 gpd or more in any consecutive 30-day
period all or part of which is a pre-compact consumptive
use that has not been approved by the Commission
pursuant to § 806.4.
(2) The project has an associated groundwater with-
drawal average of 100,000 gpd or more in any consecutive
30-day period all or part of which was initiated prior to
July 13, 1978, that has not been approved by the
Commission pursuant to § 806.4.
(3) The project has an associated surface water with-
drawal average of 100,000 gpd or more in any consecutive
30-day period all or part of which was initiated prior to
November 11, 1995, that has not been approved by the
Commission pursuant to § 806.4.
(4) The project (or an element of the project) has been
approved by the Commission but has an associated
consumptive use or water withdrawal that has not been
approved by the Commission pursuant to § 806.4.
(5) Any project not included in paragraphs (a)(2)
through (4) of this section that has a total withdrawal
average of 100,000 gpd or more in any consecutive 30-day
average from any combination of sources which was
initiated prior to January 1, 2007, that has not been
approved by the Commission pursuant to § 806.4.
(6) Any source associated with a project included in
paragraphs (a)(2) through (5) of this section regardless of
quantity.
(b) A project, including any source of the project, that
can be determined to have been required to seek Commis-
sion review and approval under the pertinent regulations
in place at the time is not eligible for registration as a
grandfathered project.
§ 806.41 Registration and eligibility.
(a) Project sponsors of grandfathered projects identified
in § 806.40 shall submit a registration to the Commis-
sion, on a form and in a manner prescribed by the
Commission, by December 31, 2019.
(b) Any grandfathered project that fails to register
under paragraph (a) of this section shall be subject to
review and approval under § 806.4.
(c) Any project that is not eligible to register under
paragraph (a) of this section shall be subject to review
and approval under § 806.4.
(d) The Commission may establish fees for obtaining
and maintaining registration in accordance with
§ 806.35.
(e) A registration under this subpart may be trans-
ferred pursuant to § 806.6.
§ 806.42 Registration requirements.
(a) Registrations shall include the following informa-
tion:
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(1) Identification of project sponsor including any and
all proprietors, corporate officers or partners, the mailing
address of the same, and the name of the individual
authorized to act for the sponsor.
(2) Description of the project and site in terms of:
(i) Project location, including latitude and longitude
coordinates in decimal degrees accurate to within 10
meters.
(ii) Project purpose.
(3) Identification of all sources of water, including the
date the source was put into service, each source location
(including latitude and longitude coordinates in decimal
degrees accurate to within 10 meters), and if applicable,
any approved docket numbers.
(4) Identification of current metering and monitoring
methods for water withdrawal and consumptive use.
(5) Identification of current groundwater level or eleva-
tion monitoring methods at groundwater sources.
(6) All quantity data for water withdrawals and con-
sumptive use for a minimum of the previous five calendar
years. If the project sponsor registering submitted the
water withdrawal and consumptive use data for the
previous five calendar years to a member jurisdiction,
that data will satisfy this requirement. A project sponsor
registering may provide supplementary data related to
water withdrawals and consumptive use quantities. If
quantity data are not available, any information available
upon which a determination of quantity could be made.
(7) For consumptive use, description of processes that
use water, identification of water returned to the Basin,
history of the use, including process changes, expansions
and other actions that would have an impact on the
amount of water consumptively used during the past five
calendar years.
(8) Based on the data provided, the quantity of with-
drawal for each individual source and consumptive use
the project sponsor requests to be grandfathered by the
Commission.
(9) Any ownership or name changes to the project since
January 1, 2007.
(b) The Commission may require any other information
it deems necessary for the registration process or waive
any information required under paragraph (a) of this
section for projects relying on a prior determination of the
Commission.
§ 806.43 Metering and monitoring requirements.
(a) As a part of the registration process, the Commis-
sion shall review the current metering and monitoring for
grandfathered withdrawals and consumptive uses.
(b) The Commission may require a metering and moni-
toring plan for the project sponsor to follow.
(c) Project sponsors, as an ongoing obligation of their
registration, shall report to the Commission all informa-
tion specified in the grandfathering determination under
§ 806.44 in a form and manner determined by the
Commission. If water withdrawal and consumptive use
quantity reporting is required by the member jurisdiction
where the project is located, the Commission shall accept
that reported quantity to satisfy the requirements of this
paragraph (c), unless the Commission finds that addi-
tional data is needed that is not required by the member
jurisdiction.
(d) Any data generated or collected under paragraph (c)
of this section will be made available to the member
jurisdictions in a manner and timeframe mutually agree-
able to both the Commission and the jurisdiction.
§ 806.44 Determination of grandfathered quanti-
ties.
(a) For each registration submitted, the Executive Di-
rector shall determine the grandfathered quantity for
each withdrawal source and consumptive use.
(b) In making a determination, the following factors
should be considered:
(1) The withdrawal and use data and the peak consecu-
tive 30-day average shown by the data;
(2) The reliability and accuracy of the data and/or the
meters or measuring devices;
(3) Determination of reasonable and genuine usage of
the project, including any anomalies in the usage;
(4) Whether the grandfathered amount includes an
operational margin of safety; and
(5) Other relevant factors.
(c) The Executive Director, in lieu of a determination
under paragraph (b) of this section, may accept a previous
grandfathering determination by the Commission at the
request of the project sponsor.
§ 806.45 Appeal of determination.
(a) A final determination of the grandfathered quantity
by the Executive Director must be appealed to the
Commission within 30 days from actual notice of the
determination.
(b) The Commission shall appoint a hearing officer to
preside over appeals under this section. Hearings shall be
governed by the procedures set forth in part 808 of this
chapter.
PART 808—HEARINGS AND ENFORCEMENT
ACTIONS
16. The authority citation for part 808 continues to
read as follows:
Authority: Secs. 3.4, 3.5(5), 3.8, 3.10 and 15.2, Pub.L.
91-575, 84 Stat. 1509, et seq.
17. Revise § 808.1 to read as follows:
§ 808.1 Public hearings.
(a) Required hearings. A public hearing shall be con-
ducted in the following instances:
(1) Addition of projects or adoption of amendments to
the comprehensive plan, except as otherwise provided by
section 14.1 of the compact.
(2) Review and approval of diversions.
(3) Imposition or modification of rates and charges.
(4) Determination of protected areas.
(5) Drought emergency declarations.
(6) Hearing requested by a member jurisdiction.
(7) As otherwise required by sections 3.5(4), 4.4, 5.2(e),
6.2(a), 8.4, and 10.4 of the compact.
(b) Optional hearings. A public hearing may be con-
ducted by the Commission or the Executive Director in
any form or style chosen by the Commission or Executive
Director in the following instances:
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(1) Proposed rulemaking.
(2) Consideration of projects, except projects approved
pursuant to memoranda of understanding with member
jurisdictions.
(3) Adoption of policies and technical guidance docu-
ments.
(4) When it is determined that a hearing is necessary
to give adequate consideration to issues related to public
health, safety and welfare, or protection of the environ-
ment, or to gather additional information for the record or
consider new information on a matter before the Commis-
sion.
(c) Notice of public hearing. At least 20 days before any
public hearing required by the compact, notices stating
the date, time, place and purpose of the hearing including
issues of interest to the Commission shall be published at
least once in a newspaper of general circulation in the
area affected. In all other cases, at least 20 days prior to
the hearing, notice shall be posted on the Commission
Web site, sent to the parties who, to the Commission’s
knowledge, will participate in the hearing, and sent to
persons, organizations and news media who have made
requests to the Commission for notices of hearings or of a
particular hearing. With regard to rulemaking, hearing
notices need only be forwarded to the directors of the New
York Register, the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the Maryland
Register and the Federal Register, and it is sufficient that
this notice appear in the Federal Register at least 20 days
prior to the hearing and in each individual state publica-
tion at least 10 days prior to any hearing scheduled in
that state.
(d) Standard public hearing procedure. (1) Hearings
shall be open to the public. Participants may be any
person, including a project sponsor, wishing to appear at
the hearing and make an oral or written statement.
Statements shall be made a part of the record of the
hearing, and written statements may be received up to
and including the last day on which the hearing is held,
or within 10 days or a reasonable time thereafter as may
be specified by the presiding officer.
(2) Participants are encouraged to file with the Com-
mission at its headquarters written notice of their inten-
tion to appear at the hearing. The notice should be filed
at least three days prior to the opening of the hearing.
(e) Representative capacity. Participants wishing to be
heard at a public hearing may appear in person or be
represented by an attorney or other representative. A
governmental authority may be represented by one of its
officers, employees or by a designee of the governmental
authority.
(f) Description of project. When notice of a public
hearing is issued, there shall be available for inspection,
consistent with the Commission’s Access to Records
Policy, all plans, summaries, maps, statements, orders or
other supporting documents which explain, detail, am-
plify, or otherwise describe the project the Commission is
considering. Instructions on where and how the docu-
ments may be obtained will be included in the notice.
(g) Presiding officer. A public hearing shall be presided
over by the Commission chair, the Executive Director, or
any member or designee of the Commission or Executive
Director. The presiding officer shall have full authority to
control the conduct of the hearing and make a record of
the same.
(h) Transcript. Whenever a project involving a diver-
sion of water is the subject of a public hearing, and at all
other times deemed necessary by the Commission or the
Executive Director, a written transcript of the hearing
shall be made. A certified copy of the transcript and
exhibits shall be available for review during business
hours at the Commission’s headquarters to anyone wish-
ing to examine them. Persons wishing to obtain a copy of
the transcript of any hearing shall make arrangements to
obtain it directly from the recording stenographer at their
expense.
(i) Joint hearings. The Commission may conduct any
public hearings in concert with any other agency of a
member jurisdiction.
18. Revise § 808.2 to read as follows:
§ 808.2 Administrative appeals.
(a) A project sponsor or other person aggrieved by a
final action or decision of the Executive Director shall file
a written appeal with the Commission within 30 days of
the receipt of actual notice by the project sponsor or
within 30 days of publication of the action in the Federal
Register. Appeals shall be filed on a form and in a
manner prescribed by the Commission and the petitioner
shall have 20 days from the date of filing to amend the
appeal. The following is a non-exclusive list of actions by
the Executive Director that are subject to an appeal to
the Commission:
(1) A determination that a project requires review and
approval under § 806.5;
(2) An approval or denial of an application for transfer
under § 806.6;
(3) An approval of a Notice of Intent under a general
permit under § 806.17;
(4) An approval of a minor modification under
§ 806.18;
(5) A determination regarding an approval by rule
under § 806.22(e) or (f);
(6) A determination regarding an emergency certificate
under § 806.34;
(7) Enforcement orders issued under § 808.14;
(8) A finding regarding a civil penalty under
§ 808.15(c);
(9) A determination of grandfathered quantity under
§ 806.44;
(10) A decision to modify, suspend or revoke a previ-
ously granted approval; and
(11) A records access determination made pursuant to
Commission policy.
(b) The appeal shall identify the specific action or
decision being appealed, the date of the action or decision,
the interest of the person requesting the hearing in the
subject matter of the appeal, and a statement setting
forth the basis for objecting to or seeking review of the
action or decision.
(c) Any request not filed on or before the applicable
deadline established in paragraph (a) of this section
hereof will be deemed untimely and such request for a
hearing shall be considered denied unless the Commis-
sion, upon written request and for good cause shown,
grants leave to make such filing nunc pro tunc; the
standard applicable to what constitutes good cause shown
being the standard applicable in analogous cases under
Federal law. Receipt of requests for hearings pursuant to
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this section, whether timely filed or not, shall be submit-
ted by the Executive Director to the commissioners for
their information.
(d) Petitioners shall be limited to a single filing that
shall set forth all matters and arguments in support
thereof, including any ancillary motions or requests for
relief. Issues not raised in this single filing shall be
considered waived for purposes of the instant proceeding.
Where the petitioner is appealing a final determination
on a project application and is not the project sponsor, the
petitioner shall serve a copy of the appeal upon the
project sponsor within five days of its filing.
(e) The Commission will determine the manner in
which it will hear the appeal. If a hearing is granted, the
Commission shall serve notice thereof upon the petitioner
and project sponsor and shall publish such notice in the
Federal Register. The hearing shall not be held less than
20 days after publication of such notice. Hearings may be
conducted by one or more members of the Commission, or
by such other hearing officer as the Commission may
designate.
(1) The petitioner may also request a stay of the action
or decision giving rise to the appeal pending final disposi-
tion of the appeal, which stay may be granted or denied
by the Executive Director after consultation with the
Commission chair and the member from the affected
member State. The decision of the Executive Director on
the request for stay shall not be appealable to the
Commission under this section and shall remain in full
force and effect until the Commission acts on the appeal.
(2) In addition to the contents of the request itself, the
Executive Director, in granting or denying the request for
stay, will consider the following factors:
(i) Irreparable harm to the petitioner.
(ii) The likelihood that the petitioner will prevail.
(f) The Commission shall grant the hearing request
pursuant to this section if it determines that an adequate
record with regard to the action or decision is not
available, or that the Commission has found that an
administrative review is necessary or desirable. If the
Commission denies any request for a hearing, the party
seeking such hearing shall be limited to such remedies as
may be provided by the compact or other applicable law
or court rule. If a hearing is granted, the Commission
shall refer the matter for hearing to be held in accordance
with § 808.3, and appoint a hearing officer.
(g) If a hearing is not granted, the Commission may set
a briefing schedule and decide the appeal based on the
record before it. The Commission may, in its discretion,
schedule and hear oral argument on an appeal.
(h)(1) A request for intervention may be filed with the
Commission by persons other than the petitioner within
20 days of the publication of a notice of the granting of
such hearing in the Federal Register. The request for
intervention shall state the interest of the person filing
such notice, and the specific grounds of objection to the
action or decision or other grounds for appearance. The
hearing officer(s) shall determine whether the person
requesting intervention has standing in the matter that
would justify their admission as an intervener to the
proceedings in accordance with Federal case law.
(2) Interveners shall have the right to be represented
by counsel, to present evidence and to examine and
cross-examine witnesses.
(i) Where a request for an appeal is made, the 90-day
appeal period set forth in section 3.10 (6) and Federal
reservation (o) of the compact shall not commence until
the Commission has either denied the request for or
taken final action on an administrative appeal.
19. Revise § 808.11 to read as follows:
§ 808.11 Duty to comply.
It shall be the duty of any person to comply with any
provision of the compact, or the Commission’s rules,
regulations, orders, approvals, docket conditions, staff
directives or any other requirement of the Commission.
20. Revise § 808.14 to read as follows:
§ 808.14 Orders.
(a) Whether or not an NOV has been issued, the
Executive Director may issue an order directing an
alleged violator to cease and desist any action or activity
to the extent such action or activity constitutes an alleged
violation, or may issue any other order related to the
prevention of further violations, or the abatement or
remediation of harm caused by the action or activity.
(b) If the project sponsor fails to comply with any term
or condition of a docket or other approval, the commis-
sioners or Executive Director may issue an order sus-
pending, modifying or revoking approval of the docket.
The commissioners may also, in their discretion, suspend,
modify or revoke a docket approval if the project sponsor
fails to obtain or maintain other federal, state or local
approvals.
(c) The commissioners or Executive Director may issue
such other orders as may be necessary to enforce any
provision of the compact, the Commission’s rules or
regulations, orders, approvals, docket conditions, or any
other requirements of the Commission.
(d) It shall be the duty of any person to proceed
diligently to comply with any order issued pursuant to
this section.
(e) The Commission or Executive Director may enter
into a Consent Order and Agreement with an alleged
violator to resolve non-compliant operations and enforce-
ment proceedings in conjunction with or separately from
settlement agreements under § 808.18.
21. Revise § 808.15 to read as follows:
§ 808.15 Show cause proceeding.
(a) The Executive Director may issue an order requir-
ing an alleged violator to show cause why a penalty
should not be assessed in accordance with the provisions
of this chapter and section 15.17 of the compact. The
order to the alleged violator shall:
(1) Specify the nature and duration of violation(s) that
is alleged to have occurred.
(2) Set forth the date by which the alleged violator
must provide a written response to the order.
(3) Identify the civil penalty recommended by Commis-
sion staff.
(b) The written response by the project sponsor should
include the following:
(1) A statement whether the project sponsor contests
that the violations outlined in the Order occurred;
(2) If the project sponsor contests the violations, then a
statement of the relevant facts and/or law providing the
basis for the project sponsor’s position;
(3) Any mitigating factors or explanation regarding the
violations outlined in the Order; and
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(4) A statement explaining what the appropriate civil
penalty, if any, should be utilizing the factors at § 808.16.
(c) Based on the information presented and any rel-
evant policies, guidelines or law, the Executive Director
shall make a written finding affirming or modifying the
civil penalty recommended by Commission staff.
22. Amend § 808.16 by revising paragraphs (a) intro-
ductory text and (a)(7), adding paragraph (a)(8), and
revising paragraph (b) to read as follows:
§ 808.16 Civil penalty criteria.
(a) In determining the amount of any civil penalty or
any settlement of a violation, the Commission and Execu-
tive Director shall consider:
* * * * *
(7) The length of time over which the violation oc-
curred and the amount of water used, diverted or with-
drawn during that time period.
(8) The punitive effect of a civil penalty.
(b) The Commission and/or Executive Director retains
the right to waive any penalty or reduce the amount of
the penalty recommended by the Commission staff under
§ 808.15(a)(3) should it be determined, after consider-
ation of the factors in paragraph (a) of this section, that
extenuating circumstances justify such action.
23. Revise § 808.17 to read as follows:
§ 808.17 Enforcement of penalties, abatement or
remedial orders.
Any penalty imposed or abatement or remedial action
ordered by the Commission or the Executive Director
shall be paid or completed within such time period as
shall be specified in the civil penalty assessment or order.
The Executive Director and Commission counsel are
authorized to take such additional action as may be
necessary to assure compliance with this subpart. If a
proceeding before a court becomes necessary, the penalty
amount determined in accordance with this part shall
constitute the penalty amount recommended by the Com-
mission to be fixed by the court pursuant to section 15.17
of the compact.
24. Revise § 808.18 to read as follows:
§ 808.18 Settlement by agreement.
(a) An alleged violator may offer to settle an enforce-
ment action by agreement. The Executive Director may
enter into settlement agreements to resolve an enforce-
ment action. The Commission may, by Resolution, require
certain types of enforcement actions or settlements to be
submitted to the Commission for action or approval.
(b) In the event the violator fails to carry out any of
the terms of the settlement agreement, the Commission
or Executive Director may reinstitute a civil penalty
action and any other applicable enforcement action
against the alleged violator.
Dated: June 21, 2017.
ANDREW D. DEHOFF,
Executive Director
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 72-13 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulation.
Annex A
TITLE 25. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PART IV. SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN
COMMISSION
CHAPTER 806. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF
PROJECTS
§ 806.1. Incorporation by reference.
The regulations and procedures for review of projects as
set forth in 18 CFR Part 806 (2017) (relating to review
and approval of projects) are incorporated by reference
and made part of this title.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1249. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Title 52—PUBLIC UTILITIES
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
[ 52 PA. CODE CH. 57 ]
[ L-2015-2500632 ]
Electric Safety Regulations
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, on April
20, 2017, adopted a final rulemaking order to amend and
add electric safety regulations to 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57
(relating to electric service).
Executive Summary
Section 1501 of the Public Utility Code requires every
public utility in Pennsylvania to ‘‘maintain adequate,
efficient, safe, and reasonable service and facilities’’ and
to ‘‘make all such repairs, changes, alterations, substitu-
tions, extensions, and improvements in or to such service
and facilities as shall be necessary or proper for the
accommodation, convenience, and safety of its patrons,
employees, and the public.’’ 66 Pa.C.S. § 1501. Pursuant
to that authority and Section 501 of the Public Utility
Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 501, the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission (Commission or PUC) proposes adding safety
regulations with respect to the distribution facilities of
electric utilities under the Commission’s jurisdiction.
The Commission proposes these final regulations to
facilitate safety inspections of electric utilities by the
PUC’s Electric Safety Division. The final regulations
reference the national electric safety standards in the
National Electrical Safety Code (Code) and require juris-
dictional electric utilities to adhere to the Code. The final
regulations clarify the applicable electric safety stan-
dards, record-keeping and reporting rules for electric
utilities, and the obligations of utilities in regard to
inspections and investigations. The final regulations also
clarify the duties and responsibilities between the cus-
tomer and the electric utility regarding maintenance of
certain facilities and equipment.
Public Meeting held
April 20, 2017
Commissioners Present: Gladys M. Brown, Chairperson;
Andrew G. Place, Vice Chairperson; John F. Coleman,
Jr.; Robert F. Powelson; David W. Sweet




In accordance with Sections 501 and 1501 of the Public
Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. §§ 501 and 1501, the Pennsylva-
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nia Public Utility Commission (PUC or the Commission)
formally commenced a rulemaking process to amend its
existing regulations in Chapter 57, Subchapters A (Gen-
eral Provisions) and B (Service and Facilities) at 52
Pa. Code §§ 57.1 (Definitions) and 57.28 (Electric Safety
Standards). On November 19, 2015, the Commission
issued a Proposed Rulemaking Order to add a definition
for ‘‘EDC’’ (electric distribution company) and to modify
the definition of ‘‘service terminal’’ and replace that term
with the new term ‘‘service point/point of delivery’’ in 52
Pa. Code § 57.1, and to add electric safety standards at
52 Pa. Code § 57.28.
Comments were filed by the Pennsylvania AFL-CIO
Utility Caucus (AFL-CIO), PECO Energy Company
(PECO), the Energy Association of Pennsylvania (EAP),
the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA), and the
Duquesne Light Company (Duquesne). The Metropolitan
Edison Company, Pennsylvania Electric Company, Penn-
sylvania Power Company, West Penn Power Company
(collectively ‘‘the FE Companies’’) and PPL Electric Utili-
ties Corporation (PPL Electric), also submitted comments
and recommended revisions in response to the Proposed
Rulemaking Order. Joint Comments were filed by Penn-
sylvania American Water Company (PAWC) and System
Local 537, Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO
(Joint Commenters or PAWC). Finally, The Independent
Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) filed comments on
April 6, 2016. IRRC’s comments were not a formal
approval or disapproval of the regulation but specify the
regulatory review criteria that have allegedly not been
met. The Commission reviewed the comments of these
interested parties and issues this Final Rulemaking
Order.
Background and Procedural History
The Commission first promulgated Section 57.1 (Defini-
tions) in Subchapter A (General Provisions) of its Electric
Service regulations in Chapter 57 of the Pennsylvania
Code on February 25, 1946. See 52 Pa. Code § 57.1.
Section 57.1 was later amended on May 20, 1978, 8 Pa.B.
1403, and on January 8, 1983, 13 Pa.B. 131.
On February 19, 2014, the Commission’s then-
Chairman Robert F. Powelson testified to the Pennsylva-
nia House of Representatives Appropriations Committee
that there is an average of 26 serious injuries or fatalities
in Pennsylvania each year related to electric utility
operations. Therefore, the Commission created the Elec-
tric Safety Division within the Commission’s Bureau of
Investigation & Enforcement (I&E) to ensure that more
PUC staff would be dedicated to enforcing the National
Electrical Safety Code and performing field audits and
investigations.1 Presently, the Electric Safety Division is a
dedicated unit, consisting of four full-time staff: a Super-
visor and field inspectors for Eastern Pennsylvania, Cen-
tral Pennsylvania, and Western Pennsylvania. One
attorney/prosecutor also provides part-time enforcement
support.
The Commission’s Gas Safety Division within I&E
currently enforces gas safety standards and conducts gas
safety inspections through the application of Section
59.33 (Safety) of the Commission’s regulations in Chapter
59 pertaining to Gas Service. See 52 Pa. Code § 59.33.
Section 59.33 clearly and straightforwardly lists the
minimum gas safety standards by specifically citing to
sections of the United States Code and the Code of
Federal Regulations. See 52 Pa. Code § 59.33(b). In a
similar vein, the Commission believes that the clear
outlay of electric safety standards in one section in
Chapter 57 of the Commission’s regulations will clarify
minimum industry standards and will assist the Electric
Safety Division in enforcing those standards. Specifically,
the Commission intended to reference the national elec-
tric safety standards in the National Electrical Safety
Code (NESC) in order to remove doubt and minimize
legal challenges as to the applicability of the NESC to
jurisdictional Pennsylvania electric distribution compa-
nies (EDCs). In proposing these electric safety standards,
the Commission also sought to clarify the duties and
responsibilities between the customer and the electric
utility. See Annex A, Section 57.28(a).
Legal Context
Under the Public Utility Code, an electric utility in
Pennsylvania has a legal duty to maintain safe, adequate
and reasonable service and facilities and to make repairs,
changes, and improvements that are necessary or proper
for the accommodation, convenience, and safety of its
patrons, employees, and the public. 66 Pa.C.S. § 1501.
Pursuant to its statutory powers, the Commission is
authorized to adopt and enforce rules to ensure that
electric utilities provide safe, adequate, and reliable ser-
vice. 66 Pa.C.S. §§ 102, 501. The Commission must
ensure that electric utilities adhere to established indus-
try standards and practices, such as the national stan-
dards of the NESC, regarding the installation and main-
tenance of transmission and distribution facilities. 66
Pa.C.S. § 2804(1), § 2807(a); 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(b).
Commission staff may initiate an investigation, or may do
so upon complaint by an affected party, to determine
whether an electric utility is providing utility service in
accordance with those standards. See 52 Pa. Code
§ 57.194(b), § 57.197(a); see also 52 Pa. Code § 57.12. An
electric utility that violates the Public Utility Code or
Commission orders or regulations subjects that electric
utility to a civil penalty of $1,000 per violation for every
day of that violation’s continuing offense. 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 3301(a)-(b).
The Commission embarked on this rulemaking proceed-
ing in order to add (1) electric safety regulations to clarify
the applicable electric safety standards, (2) electric utility
record keeping and reporting rules, and (3) electric utility
obligations in regard to inspections and investigations.
The delineation and description of electric safety stan-
dards in a new subchapter of our regulations is in the
public interest as these standards provide clearer, more
transparent, and more specific guidance to the regulated
community and the public than the Commission’s existing
regulations.
These regulations will empower the PUC’s Electric
Safety Division to enforce electric safety standards at
jurisdictional electric distribution facilities to ensure pub-
lic safety and protect the public interest. See 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 1501. Pursuant to this authority, the Commission’s
power to promulgate regulations, 66 Pa.C.S. § 501(b), and
the Commonwealth Documents Law, 45 P.S. § 1201, the
Commission proposed electric safety regulations govern-
ing the electric systems of jurisdictional electric compa-
nies in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. See Annex A,
Section 57.28.
Comments to the Proposed Rulemaking Order
The AFL-CIO proposes that Service point/point of deliv-
ery instead be defined as ‘‘the point of connection between
the facilities of the EDC and the customer’s premises
wiring.’’ AFL-CIO contends that its definition is prefer-
1 Prepared Testimony of Robert F. Powelson Before the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives Appropriations Committee, at 9, available at http://www.puc.pa.gov/
general/pdf/testimony/Powelson-House_Budget_021914.pdf.
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able because it is based on the nature of the physical
equipment, even where the utility has not ‘‘designated’’ a
particular point of interconnection. Secondly, because the
term ‘‘facilities’’ as defined by Section 102 of the Public
Utility Code refers to physical plant and equipment, the
AFL-CIO asserts that the use of the word ‘‘premises’’
when referring to the customer’s property will eliminate
any unnecessary confusion.
AFL-CIO also believes there are serious problems in
the Commonwealth involving coordination between EDCs
and field employees of water and wastewater providers.
AFL-CIO offers additional language covering the duties of
EDCs under Section 57.28 (a), with respect to this matter.
Only the AFL-CIO and the Joint Commenters have raised
and addressed this issue of inter-utility coordination for
the protection of the public.
Regarding the Commission’s proposal in Section
57.28(b)(2) to follow the NESC standards, the AFL-CIO
recommends that the regulation expressly require EDC
adherence to the most recent adopted version of the
NESC because a new version of the NESC is published
every five years and may reflect changes in standards.
Lastly, AFL-CIO suggests that Section 57.28(d) of the
proposed rule be modified to make clear that an EDC is
also required to maintain (and make available to the
Commission) other safety-related records and reports that
are required under other applicable state and federal
laws and regulations.
The Joint Commenters generally supported the propos-
als in the Proposed Rulemaking Order but submitted
comments in the interest of the safety of Pennsylvania-
American’s employees, customers, and contractors, who
perform subsurface utility work on water and wastewater
pipes and facilities located near exposed underground and
overhead power lines. The Joint Commenters assert that
in the absence of timely and appropriate actions by the
EDC, these lines could potentially cause serious injuries
or fatalities. Despite this safety issue, the Joint Com-
menters acknowledge that there is currently nothing in
state or federal statutes or regulations that require EDCs
to timely and appropriately coordinate with local water/
wastewater utilities.
PAWC recommends a requirement that EDCs coordi-
nate in a prompt and timely manner with water and
wastewater utilities under the Commission’s jurisdiction
to ensure the safety of such workers during the course of
their work whether the work is planned or emergent.
PAWC requests that the Commission adopt the suggested
general requirements of coordination and establish an
inter-utility working group to develop the specifics on how
cooperation between EDCs and water/wastewater utilities
can be achieved.
EAP supports the revised definition of ‘‘service termi-
nal’’ in Section 57.1 (Definitions) but recommends using
only one term ‘‘service point’’ in order to eliminate any
confusion springing from the use of two terms for one
definition. EAP notes in support that the term ‘‘service
point’’ is used in the NESC.
EAP also recommends renaming Paragraph (1) in Sec-
tion 57.28(a) ‘‘Electric utility responsibility’’ in order to be
more consistent with the succeeding Paragraph (2) ‘‘Cus-
tomer responsibility.’’ EAP also recommends removing
‘‘every’’ from Section 57.28(a)(1) because EAP believes it
implies that the legal obligation exceeds a reasonable
standard, which is clearly not the law. EAP asserts that
‘‘general public’’ should also be removed from this subsec-
tion because it is redundant and could be interpreted as
creating a new liability risk for EDCs which is not
adequately disclosed in the proposed rulemaking. EAP
would also re-word the last phrase of the subsection to
read ‘‘may be subjected to by reason of its equipment and
facilities’’ to better align with the purpose of the proposed
rule which was aimed at safety standards regarding
facilities and equipment, not the broader provision of
electric distribution service. Further, EAP suggests using
the term ‘‘service point’’ in both subparagraphs.
EAP urges the Commission to delete all of the proposed
paragraphs under Section 57.28(b) except Paragraph
(b)(2) requiring adherence to the NESC standards. Ex-
plaining that safety is a primary objective of EAP and all
its members, EAP points out that gas safety standards
were established in Pennsylvania by the adoption of a
single set of compliance obligations, i.e. 49 CFR Parts
191—193, 195 and 199. EAP also suggests that the
proposed regulation explain that the NESC is to be
applied pursuant to its terms and should account for the
applicability of future revisions of editions of the NESC to
the installation, operation, and maintenance of EDC
equipment and facilities. EAP urges the Commission to
follow a comparable path in limiting the electric safety
code to the NESC.
EAP suggests striking Paragraph (b)(4) because EAP
believes it again restates an existing obligation for EDCs
under PA One Call, and further causes confusion by
creating a compliance obligation through regulations sub-
ject to Commission enforcement for a statute which gives
another agency enforcement power. EAP also notes that
the pending legislation did not pass the house so any
attempt to promulgate regulations in this area is prema-
ture.
EAP recommends the removal of Section 57.28(b)(3) as
EAP believes the paragraph reflects overreaching by the
Commission into the area of management of investor
owned electric utilities for which the Commission lacks
the authority.
In regards to Section 57.28(c), EAP recommends the
Commission use the language found in the gas safety
regulations found at Section 59.33(d) as EAP considers it
more straightforward. EAP believes the direct use of the
word ‘‘inspections’’ suffices, and that the addition of
‘‘investigation’’ in the proposed electric safety standards is
duplicative, and may appear to merge the roles of the
Electric Safety Division with that of I&E. EAP also
contends that ‘‘raw data’’ should be removed from the
regulation because use of such information which has not
been vetted or verified by the utility may not demonstrate
whether a company is complying with substantive safety
standards and would likely lead to misinformation and
misinterpretation. According to EAP, it does not believe
that an additional on-the-spot reporting requirement is
necessary since current regulation provides time for an
electric utility to review, analyze and verify data compiled
at an accident site and the utility is obligated to submit a
written report following an initial thirty day period. See
52 Pa. Code § 57.11(e).
EAP further recommends the addition of the phrase ‘‘as
it shall from time to time request’’ to provide clarity on
when utilities are meant to submit such information to
the Commission. EAP suggests that the Commission
remove the second sentence from Section 57.28(d) as it is
unnecessary to restate the existing obligations under
Section 57.11.
EAP sent a separate letter (not part of its comments) to
inform the Commission that while it hopes to work with
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the Joint Commenters, EAP disagrees with the solutions
offered by the Joint Commenters. EAP submits that the
recommended coordination language suggested by the
Joint Commenters and the AFL-CIO is beyond the scope
of this Proposed Rulemaking Order.
PECO supports the comments made by EAP, but
focuses its attention on eliminating two sections of the
proposed rule: Section 57.28(b)(3) and Section 57.28(c).
PECO submits that the language of Section 57.28(b)(3)
that raises an internal company procedure to the level of
a Commission-approved ‘‘safety code’’ conflicts with the
Commission’s intended role in setting standards. PECO
also submits that the enforcement provision at Section
57.28(c) should not require utilities to provide the Com-
mission with ‘‘raw data.’’ For one reason, PECO asserts
that the term ‘‘raw data’’ is confusing as it is not defined
within the Commission’s regulations nor does it have a
uniform definition in common parlance. Thirdly, PECO is
concerned that the Proposed Rulemaking Order does not
contain any discussion of whether ‘‘raw data’’ provided to
a Commission investigator would be subject to a third
party Right-to-Know request.
The OCA asserts that the creation of the Electric Safety
Division has been a substantial move forward in helping
to address consumer questions and concerns as to poten-
tial electric safety issues. The OCA shares the Commis-
sion’s goal of minimizing any potential disputes surround-
ing the applicability of these regulations, and ensuring
that Electric Safety Division personnel have the neces-
sary authority and access to electric facilities in order to
adequately investigate potential electric safety concerns.
The OCA suggests that the Commission replace the
term ‘‘Electric Distribution Company (EDC)’’ with the
term ‘‘Public Utility’’ to ensure that the Commission does
not limit its jurisdiction over the safety of electric facil-
ities owned by public utilities but that do not fit squarely
within the definition of EDCs under 66 Pa.C.S. § 2803.
OCA points to examples like the Trans-Allegheny Inter-
state Line Company (TrAILCo) which is a Pennsylvania
Public Utility that owns non-jurisdictional, interstate
transmission lines and thus is not an EDC as currently
defined. The Pennsylvania Public Utility Code defines
EDC as a ‘‘public utility providing facilities for the
jurisdictional transmission and distribution of electricity
to retail customers, except building or facility owners/
operators that manage the internal distribution system
serving such building or facility and that supply electric
power and other related electric power services to occu-
pants of the building or facility.’’ 66 Pa.C.S. § 2803.
Therefore, OCA is concerned that as proposed, the rules
could lead to a jurisdictional vacuum as the Electric
Safety Division would only be authorized to enforce the
regulation against EDCs and would not cover entities like
TrAILCo.
The OCA submits that while Federal authorities like
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the
North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC),
and their instrumentalities are focused on maintaining
and monitoring the reliability of the interstate grid, the
enforcement of safety still lies with the States. The OCA
explained that it has received a number of calls from
concerned customers regarding the safety of transmission
facilities such as the stability of a transmission tower, or
that voltage is seeping through the ground in the area of
an interstate transmission line. Thus, OCA suggests that
the Electric Safety Division be given the authority to
properly investigate potential safety matters armed with
clear jurisdiction over such facilities in order to further
the Commission’s goal of providing clarity and minimizing
the number of potential legal challenges.
Duquesne supports the Commission’s overall objective
in undertaking this rulemaking in order to remove the
uncertainty of expectations and enforcement powers of
the Electric Safety Division. Duquesne also supports the
positions articulated in EAP’s comments to the Commis-
sion. Therefore, in addition to seeking clarifications and
revisions, Duquesne expressed some concern that the
regulations, as proposed, inappropriately attempt to in-
corporate directives that are overreaching and unrelated
to enforcement powers, as well as unnecessary in light of
existing regulations.
Duquesne suggests that the term ‘‘point of delivery’’
should be removed from Section 57.1 as it is duplicative
and unnecessary given that the NESC uses the term
‘‘service point.’’ Further, Duquesne offers clarification to
the Commission’s citation to the NESC which states that
‘‘the exact physical location of the service point. . .is often
located on the rooftop of a customer’s premise or even
underground,’’ noting that overhead services generally
terminate on the building but not necessarily the rooftop.
Duquesne suggests that only the NESC standards
should be included in Section 57.28(b) as the minimum
safety standards. Duquesne asserts that given the fact
that the Energy Generation Customer Choice and Compe-
tition Act (Competition Act) and the Commission’s own
regulations already incorporate the NESC standards, the
Commission should not attempt to include additional
requirements as minimum safety standards. Duquesne
points out that NESC standards have been referenced in
Commission regulations since 1977 (Section 57.82), and
have been incorporated into regulations codified after the
Competition Act’s effective date. See 52 Pa. Code
§§ 57.193(a), 57.194(b) and 57.198(b). Therefore,
Duquesne maintains that the Commission’s Electric
Safety Standards proposal attempts to include additional
requirements as minimum electric safety standards that
are neither included nor addressed in the Competition
Act. Duquesne also objects to the crafting of the proposed
safety standards as mainly reiterating existing obliga-
tions and adding unnecessary and duplicative require-
ments.
Additionally, because the records subsection of the
regulation, Section 57.28(d), only requires information
tied to compliance with the NESC, Duquesne asserts that
it should follow that the NESC is the only minimum
standard set forth in the rulemaking. Assuming that the
NESC standards are kept as the minimum electric safety
standards, Duquesne recommends that the Commission
clarify that the NESC standards in place at the time of a
unit or facility’s installation will be the applicable stan-
dards to that unit or facility.
Duquesne submits that Paragraph (b)(1) should be
deleted as it merely reiterates existing obligations.
Duquesne submits that Paragraph (b)(3) should be de-
leted as internal procedures are not minimum standards,
are not consistent across all EDCs as each service
territory has specific needs, and are not the appropriate
means to regulate the management of a utility. Duquesne
submits that Paragraph (b)(4) is premature as the One
Call law is not yet under the Commission’s jurisdiction
and thus should be removed from the proposed regula-
tion. Duquesne further contends that Paragraph (b)(5) is
too broad and ambiguous to offer EDCs a clear under-
standing of what is required for compliance. Duquesne
seeks clarification as to why these additional standards
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would be required for the electric industry but not for the
gas industry as covered under Section 59.33.
Next, Duquesne advocates for the deletion of the word
‘‘investigation’’ from Section 57.28(c) because providing
such access to the Commission deviates from the gas
safety standards at Section 59.33 and is unnecessary
given the Commission’s ability to factor an entity’s coop-
eration into its determinations of civil penalties and the
ability of I&E to file a Motion to Compel. Duquesne also
suggests that the Commission consider defining the word
‘‘inspection’’ under this same section to clarify that infor-
mation gathered by the Commission via inspection is
exempt from a Right-to-Know request. According to
Duquesne, this clarification is consistent with Common-
wealth Court case law, which has found that gas safety
inspection materials are exempt from disclosure under
§ 708(b)(17), the noncriminal investigation exemption un-
der the Right-to-Know law. Pennsylvania Pub.Util.
Comm’n v. Gilbert, 40 A.3d 755, 762 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2012).
Duquesne submits that the Court recognized that poten-
tial public disclosure of inspection materials could cause
utilities to be less likely to cooperate with requests and
therefore make it more difficult for the Commission to
carry out its enforcement duties. Id. at 761. In order to
avoid any confusion over the applicability of Right-to-
Know law Section 708(b)(17), Duquesne suggests that the
Commission consider defining the term ‘‘inspection’’ as
part of the rulemaking by indicating that it is akin to a
noncriminal investigation by the Commission.
Duquesne also points out that there is no ‘‘raw data’’
requirement included in the gas safety standards and
suggests that its inclusion here could sweep non-safety
related information into the regulation’s purview since
the term is undefined. Duquesne also seeks clarification
on the scope of the facilities, books, and records that must
be provided to the Electric Safety Division during inspec-
tions because, as Duquesne suggests, the current lan-
guage is broad and could make the Commission suscep-
tible to increased hacking efforts.
Duquesne recommends the term ‘‘adequate records’’ as
used in Section 57.28(d) be clarified so that EDCs have a
better understanding of the scope and time frame of
information to be kept. Duquesne also suggests eliminat-
ing sentences two and three from this section as they are
duplicative and unnecessary.
The FE Companies support the inclusion of the defini-
tion for EDC in the proposed rulemaking as well as
replacing the term ‘‘service terminal.’’ However, the FE
Companies propose to further clarify the definitions sec-
tion of the regulation by deleting ‘‘point of delivery’’ and
strictly using the term ‘‘service point’’ as it is the term
used by the NESC and EDCs’ tariffs in Pennsylvania. The
FE Companies believe including a second term in addi-
tion to this may cause confusion. The FE Companies also
recommend minor language changes to Section 57.28(a)(1)
and (2), namely, titling Paragraph (1) ‘‘Electric utility
responsibility’’ instead of ‘‘Duties of electric utility’’ and
use of the term ‘‘service point’’ instead of ‘‘point of
delivery of electric supply’’ in Subparagraph (2)(ii). Fur-
ther, the FE Companies would suggest a few minor
language changes regarding customer responsibility.
The FE Companies contend that Section 57.28(b) is
overly broad and redundant as it is unnecessary to state
that EDCs must comply with Chapter 57, PA One Call,
and all other state and federal laws and regulations,
when such obligations exist with or without their restate-
ment within the proposed rulemaking. Therefore, in the
interests of streamlining the proposed rules for clarity
and ease of application, the FE Companies propose that
Paragraphs (b)(1), (4), and (5) be eliminated in any final
proposed rulemaking. While the FE Companies agree
with the adoption of the NESC as the minimum safety
standards, it would suggest further clarification in the
application of the NESC. Principally, the FE Companies
submit that the Commission should make it clear that
the applicable standard to a set of facilities installed is
that standard which was effective at the date of installa-
tion since the NESC is updated more frequently than
electric facilities are replaced. Further, the FE Companies
would like the Commission to clarify the role of the
grandfathering period, by ensuring that a grandfathering
period is applied to the NESC revisions in determining
which standards apply to a facility. The FE Companies
believe this grandfathering period is appropriate and
beneficial to ensuring consistent interpretation in the
proposed rules. For these reasons, the FE Companies
suggest the addition of the term ‘‘National Electric Safety
Code (NESC)’’ to Section 57.1 so as to provide greater
clarity when this term is referenced throughout Section
57.28 and the rest of the Commission’s regulations:
National Electric Safety Code or NESC—The current
edition of the National Electric Safety Code (NESC)
published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE) designated as the American Na-
tional Standard (ANSI) C2 at the time of facility
installation. The effective date of any edition of the
NESC shall be 180 days after the publication date by
the IEEE for application to new installations and
extensions where both design and utility approval
were started after the expiration of the 180 day
period.
The FE Companies propose the addition of an exception
to Section 57.28 so as to ensure the Commission does not
create conflicting standards within its own regulations as
there are other regulations that adopt certain editions of
the NESC. According to the FE Companies, there are
many points throughout the Pennsylvania Code which
adopt the specific language of various editions of the
NESC as the standard to measure utility operations.
The FE Companies also propose that Section 57.28(b)(3)
be deleted from the regulation as the provision would
create numerous unwanted practical and legal implica-
tions. The FE Companies submit that internal procedures
are often meant as mere guidelines and to demand
adherence to some practices would reduce EDC discre-
tion. Additionally, the FE Companies warn that inclusion
of such a provision could raise due process concerns as
the regulation’s language does not limit application to
only those procedures which are related to safety and
each EDC would be subjected to different compliance
standards.
The FE Companies urge the Commission to clarify the
term ‘‘raw data’’ and why it is needed as there is no
equivalent requirement in the current gas safety stan-
dards. The FE Companies object to its inclusion if it is
intended to require EDCs to provide unverified data on
site at inspection. The FE Companies also believe it is
unnecessary and inappropriate to additionally reference
investigations within this provision, since ‘‘investigations’’
are initiated and administered by I&E attorneys via
communications with the utilities’ attorneys. The FE
Companies also recommend replacing the words ‘‘an
electric’’ with ‘‘each public’’ utility each time it appears in
the enforcement provision of the proposed regulation.
Lastly, the FE Companies recommend that the second
sentence of Section 57.28(d) be deleted as it merely
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restates an existing legal obligation and unnecessarily
deviates from the language applied to the gas industry.
PPL suggests that the word ‘‘every’’ be deleted from
Section 57.28(a)(1) as they believe it makes the require-
ments unclear as well as overly broad and burdensome.
PPL would further like to see the category ‘‘the general
public’’ eliminated from this same section as PPL submits
that no such requirement exists for natural gas distribu-
tion companies. Thirdly, PPL is concerned about requiring
an EDC to exercise reasonable care to reduce hazards in
‘‘its provision of electric distribution service.’’ PPL Electric
believes the quoted language is too broad and vague, and
should be deleted.
PPL objects to the use of the word ‘‘minimum’’ in
Section 57.28(b) because PPL believes the NESC should
not be considered the minimum standard as it is the
preeminent source for electrical safety standards, and use
of the word minimum implies that other unspecified
safety standards may apply. Additionally, PPL suggests
that Section 57.28 (b)(3) be deleted from the regulation as
such a standard does not exist for the gas industries and
would create different minimum standards for all EDCs
as internal procedures tend to vary from EDC to EDC.
PPL contends that Section 57.28(b)(5) should also be
deleted because it is unnecessary to restate that EDCs
must comply with applicable laws and regulations. Alter-
natively, if the Commission chooses to keep the provision,
PPL recommends the Commission clarify which standards
it is incorporating.
PPL asserts that ‘‘raw data’’ should be deleted from
Section 57.28(c) because such data is often incomplete
and inaccurate, plus, there is no equivalent language
found in the gas safety standards. PPL also suggests that
the Commission clarify the circumstances under which an
EDC will be required to provide information to the
Commission by incorporating the language from Section
59.33 that provides, such information will be provided to
the Commission ‘‘as it shall from time to time request.’’
Finally, PPL proposes that the regulations be revised to
specifically state that any information supplied to the
Commission or its staff pursuant to these regulations will
be protected as privileged and confidential and exempt
from the Right-to-Know Law.
The IRRC recommends that the definition of EDC be
limited to‘‘ electric distribution company’’ in order to
eliminate any confusion the ‘‘or electric utility’’ portion
may add. Further, the IRRC asserts that if the Commis-
sion can clearly establish that the Public Utility Code
provides the Commission with jurisdiction over the safety
of other ‘‘substantial electric facilities’’ situated in Penn-
sylvania that are owned by public utilities but do not fit
neatly within the strict definition of an EDC, then
another definition should be added that encompasses the
safety of these other facilities. Additionally, the IRRC
would like to see a definition added to the rule describing
the National Electric Safety Code (NESC).
The IRRC asserts that the Commission should choose
between the terms ‘‘service point’’ and ‘‘point of delivery’’
and define and use only one term. Referencing the
comments by the AFL-CIO warning of situations where
the utility may not have designated a point of intercon-
nection, IRRC suggests that the Commission review the
definition to ensure it encompasses as many circum-
stances as possible. Lastly on this point, IRRC recom-
mends that the definition be modified to state that the
location of this point of interconnection designated by the
EDC should be established in the utility’s Commission-
approved tariff.
In Section 57.28(a), the IRRC suggests the removal of
the word ‘‘effectively’’ from this subsection as IRRC
asserts that it is unnecessary since the tariff is approved
by the Commission. The IRRC also recommends the
deletion of the word ‘‘every’’ in Section 57.28(a)(1) because
it agrees with EAP comments that its inclusion implies
that an EDC’s legal obligations exceed a reasonable
standard. The IRRC urges the Commission to review and
amend the phrase ‘‘. . . by reason of its provision of
electric distribution service and its associated equipment
and facilities,’’ to clarify whether the regulation applies to
the safety of EDC services beyond its associated equip-
ment and facilities. The IRRC also proposes that Para-
graph (a)(2) be deleted in its entirety as the Preamble
does not establish a statutory basis or justification for the
Commission to regulate customers’ maintenance of wiring
and equipment beyond the service point.
The IRRC supports the position of EAP to delete all but
Paragraph (2) from Section § 57.28(b). The IRRC asserts
that Paragraphs (1) and (5) are unnecessary because they
simply restate existing obligations. Paragraph (3) should
be removed, the IRRC suggests, because it would allow an
EDC to unilaterally write its own safety regulations
through internal processes and to amend those regula-
tions at its own discretion, thus bypassing the Commis-
sion and the procedures of the Regulatory Review Act.
The IRRC agrees with EAP that Paragraph (b)(4) is
premature and should be deleted until House Bill 445 is
passed into law. In regards to the sole survivor, Para-
graph (2), the IRRC submits that an implementation
period should be included in the regulation and language
should be added to clarify which NESC standards apply
to existing facilities when the NESC is updated.
The IRRC seeks clarification of what is included within
the term ‘‘raw data’’ within Section 57.28(c) and why this
information is needed by the Commission. Additionally,
the IRRC urges the Commission to revise the ‘‘adequate
records’’ requirement as used in subsection (d) so as to
clearly state what records are required for compliance.
The IRRC contends that the second sentence of (d) is
duplicative of requirements under Section 57.11 and
should be deleted.
The IRRC suggests that the Commission consider add-
ing an amendment to facilitate coordination between
individual utility safety and reliability provisions in 66
Pa.C.S. § 1501 and the overall safety of those who work
for the other utilities under its jurisdiction. The IRRC
leaves it to the Commission to decide whether to address
this concern here or in a separate proposed regulation.
Lastly, the IRRC joins others in questioning why the
electric safety requirements differ from the gas safety
requirements and await the Commission’s responses to
these concerns.
Comments and Discussion to Specific Regulatory Provi-
sions of the Proposed Rulemaking Order
§ 57.1. Definitions
EDC—Electric distribution company or electric util-
ity—An electric distribution company as defined in 66
Pa.C.S. § 2803 (relating to definitions).
For clarification purposes, we proposed adding a defini-
tion for EDC—electric distribution company or electric
utility. For purposes of consistency and deference, we
referenced the definition of EDC in the Public Utility
Code, which defines an EDC as the ‘‘public utility provid-
ing facilities for the jurisdictional transmission and distri-
bution of electricity to retail customers, except building or
facility owners/operators that manage the internal distri-
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bution system serving such building or facility and that
supply electric power and other related electric power
services to occupants of the building or facility.’’ See 66
Pa.C.S. § 2803. Similarly, EDC is also defined with
reference to this definition in the Public Utility Code later
in Chapter 57 of our regulations. See 52 Pa. Code
§ 57.192. We also added the synonymous term electric
utility for clarity, as that term is used in common
parlance and in the courts and we proposed using that
term in describing the proposed safety standards.
In the Definitions section, the OCA recommends that
the Commission replace the Section 2803 definition of
‘‘electric distribution company’’ or ‘‘EDC’’ with the Section
102 definition of the term ‘‘A public utility.’’ The purpose
of this change as explained by the OCA is to ensure that
the Commission does not limit its jurisdiction over the
safety of electric facilities owned by public utilities but
that do not fit squarely within the definition of EDC
under 66 Pa.C.S. § 2803.
By limiting the applicability of the regulations to EDCs,
the OCA expressed concern that the Commission through
the proposed regulation might be unnecessarily limiting
its jurisdiction over the safety of electric facilities owned
by public utilities. The OCA’s concern with using the term
‘‘EDC’’ is that substantial electric facilities are situated in
Pennsylvania that are owned by ‘‘public utilities,’’ yet
such entities may not be included within the definition of
EDC as found in the proposed regulations.
More specifically, the OCA offers as an example the
Trans-Allegheny Interstate Line Company (TrAILCo)
which is a Pennsylvania Public Utility that owns non-
jurisdictional, interstate transmission lines and thus is
not an EDC as currently defined by Pennsylvania Law.2
The OCA interprets the proposed regulations such that
the Electric Safety Division’s authority to enforce the
safety regulations at issue here would be limited to only
EDCs, and would not cover such entities as TrAILCo.
The OCA explains that the Commission has jurisdiction
over all Pennsylvania public utilities as those entities are
defined in Section 102 of the Public Utility Code. This
jurisdiction, however, is not exclusive as the OCA further
explains that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) also has jurisdiction over public utilities in
Pennsylvania that own interstate electric transmission
lines as to rates, rules, and regulations as found in the
tariff filings of such utilities at FERC.3
The OCA submits that while Federal authorities like
FERC, the North American Electric Reliability Corpora-
tion (NERC), and their instrumentalities are focused on
maintaining and monitoring the reliability of the inter-
state grid, the enforcement of safety still lies with the
States. The OCA states that it has received a number of
calls from concerned customers regarding the safety of
transmission facilities such as the stability of a transmis-
sion tower, or that voltage is seeping through the ground
in the area of an interstate transmission line. Thus, OCA
suggests that the Electric Safety Division be given the
authority to properly investigate potential safety matters
armed with clear jurisdiction over such facilities. The
OCA believes that such an edict will further the Commis-
sion’s goal of providing clarity and minimize the number
of potential legal challenges.
IRRC also commented that if the Commission agrees
with the OCA and can clearly establish that the Public
Utility Code provides the Commission with jurisdiction
over the safety of these other facilities, the Commission
should provide that the regulation encompasses the safety
of the other facilities.
Discussion
We submit that it was not our intent to limit the
authority of the Electric Safety Division and the applica-
tion of the proposed regulations. In addressing the juris-
dictional status of a stand-alone transmission company,
this Commission has agreed that it has ‘‘important public
policy interests to protect by maintaining jurisdiction over
electric transmission facilities located within the Com-
monwealth’’ and that ‘‘[g]ranting a certificate of public
convenience to TrAILCo to function as a public utility in
Pennsylvania will facilitate that continuing oversight.’’4
Relying on ATSI’s operation and use of its transmission
facilities and the distribution facilities of Penn Power to
serve Pennsylvania customers, the Commission found
that ATSI was a public utility as defined in Section 102.
In addition to granting TrAILCo’s Certificate of Public
Convenience (CPC) Application, and requiring ATSI to file
a CPC application, the Commission has approved other
stand-alone electric transmission company’s applications
to operate as Pennsylvania public utilities under 66
Pa.C.S. § 102.5
The OCA notes that our jurisdiction is not exclusive
because the FERC has jurisdiction over public utilities in
Pennsylvania that own interstate electric transmission
lines as to rates, rules and regulations as found in FERC
tariff filings.6 Although transmission rates are regulated
by FERC, States still exercise traditional authority with
respect to safety and reliability of its transmission facil-
ities. 16 U.S.C. § 824(o)(i)(3). Stand-alone transmission
companies use facilities for ‘‘transmitting. . .electric-
ity. . .for the production of light, heat, or power to or for
the public for compensation,’’ 66 Pa.C.S. § 102, and those
facilities must meet established standards for safety and
reliability. 52 Pa. Code § 57.191
FERC’s position on the regulation and enforcement of
safety for electric facilities is that it rests with the States.
This position is clearly stated on FERC’s website under
the caption ‘‘Safety & Inspections’’ that:
Once Electricity projects become operational, safety is
regulated, monitored and enforced by the state in
which the project resides, with the exception of
hydropower projects, for which FERC retains jurisdic-
tion when they are operational.7
Therefore, based on statutory authority, our regula-
tions, and precedent, we do not believe that our jurisdic-
tion over Pennsylvania public utilities that own interstate
transmission lines is limited. For more clarity, however,
we shall adopt the OCA’s recommendation and make sure
the regulation covers issues involving safety of electric
transmission facilities in the Commonwealth. In fact, our
statutory authority and obligation with respect to ensur-
ing the continuation of safe and reliable electric service is
clear since transmission and distribution facilities must
2 See, In Re: Application of TrAILCo for approval for certificate of public convenience
to offer, render, furnish or supply transmission service in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania (TrAILCo), Docket No. A-110172 et al (Order entered December 12,
2008).
3 See e.g., Application of Trans-Allegheny Interstate Line Company, Docket Nos.
A-2010-2187540 and A-2010-2187542 at 16 (Order entered March 15, 2012).
4 Petition of American Transmission Systems, Inc. (ATSI) for a Declaratory Order
that it is not a Public Utility as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 102, Docket No. P-2013-
2388149 (Order entered August 11, 2016) citing In Re: Application of Trans-Allegheny
Interstate Line Company, Docket No. A-110172, et al., (April 13, 2007), at 15, ¶ 43.
5 See e.g., Joint Application of Mid-Atlantic Interstate Transmission, LLC, Metropoli-
tan Edison Company and Pennsylvania Electric Company, Docket No. A-2015-2488903,
et al. (Order entered August 24, 2016).
6 See e.g., Application of Trans-Allegheny Interstate Line Company, Docket Nos.
A-2010-2187540 and A-2010-2187542 at 16 (Order entered March 15, 2012).
7 See http://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/safety.asp (emphasis added).
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conform with established industry standards, including
the National Electric Safety Code. 66 Pa.C.S. § 2804(i)(ii).
We shall adopt the language change in the definition
recommended by the OCA, as follows:
Electric utility—A public utility as defined under 66
Pa.C.S. § 102 (relating to definitions).
In addition, we shall replace EDC with ‘‘electric utility’’
throughout the regulation.
Service point or point of delivery—The location desig-
nated by the EDC where the utility’s service supply
lines terminate and the customer’s facilities for re-
ceiving service begin.
In this section, we proposed updating and modernizing
the term and definition for Service terminal. Service
terminal is currently defined as ‘‘[t]he point at which the
service lines of the public utility terminate and the
customer’s facilities for receiving the service begin.’’ 52
Pa. Code § 57.1. We explained that Service terminal is
still an important term and concept, as it indicates the
separation of duties between the customer and the utility.
However, the term service terminal is not used as fre-
quently as service point, the term used in the NESC, and
point of delivery, a term used in Pennsylvania and PUC
case law8 to indicate the jurisdictional separation be-
tween the customer and the utility. Therefore, we pro-
posed replacing the term service terminal with service
point/point of delivery.9
We also proposed a new definition for Service point or
Point of delivery as ‘‘the location designated by the
electric utility where the utility’s service supply lines
terminate and the customer’s facilities for receiving ser-
vice begin.’’ This definition still retains the same basic
concept as the existing definition for service terminal, but
also recognizes, in alignment with the NESC, that an
electric utility designates the location of the service point
in its tariff.10 We noted that the exact physical location of
the service point may differ between utilities and between
customers, as the service point is often located on the
rooftop of a customer’s premises or even underground.11
The AFL-CIO proposed that Service point/point of
delivery instead be defined as ‘‘the point of connection
between the facilities of the EDC and the customer’s
premises wiring.’’ AFL-CIO believes that this definition is
preferable because it is based on the nature of the
physical equipment, even where the utility has not
‘‘designated’’ a particular point of interconnection. Fur-
thermore, because the term ‘‘facilities’’ as defined by the
§ 102 of the Public Utility Code refers to physical plant
and equipment, the AFL-CIO asserts that the use of the
word ‘‘premises’’ when referring to the customer’s prop-
erty will eliminate any unnecessary confusion.
EAP contends the use of one term ‘‘Service point’’ in
relation to the revised definition would suffice and notes
that the term ‘‘Service point’’ is used in the NESC. NESC,
Section 2. Definitions of special terms at p. 15 (2012
Edition). EAP agrees that the exact physical location of
the service point is to be determined by the EDC
consistent with the NESC and as detailed in its tariff. Id.
IRRC agrees with the use of one term for clarity and the
reference to the electric utility’s tariff. IRRC also recom-
mends that the NESC should be defined in this section.
FE also agrees with these recommendations.
Discussion
We shall not adopt the AFL-CIO recommendation to
modify the definition. The title of Subchapter B is
‘‘Service and Facilities.’’ The emphasis of Section 57.28 is
on facilities of the electric utility and using the reference
to the term ‘‘customer’s facilities’’ is not confusing as it
clearly denotes that those facilities are owned and con-
trolled by the customer. The word ‘‘facilities’’ is a generic
term and is not solely described as applying only to
ownership and control by a public utility. In fact, the
definition of ‘‘Customer’s installation’’ in the same section
uses the word ‘‘facilities’’ to identify all that is ‘‘necessary
to bring the terminus of the wiring of a customer to a
location where it may be connected to the service line.’’
See 52 Pa. Code § 57.1. Definitions.
Also, we have not included a definition of the term
‘‘National Electric Safety Code’’, as was suggested in the
comments. The title itself is descriptive, and its applica-
tion we explain in the Safety code under Paragraph (b)(2),
and addressed herein.
Finally, we believe that our proposed definition is
sufficiently clear as to the service point interconnection
but we will accept IRRC’s recommendation to add clarity
to the definition and be consistent with subsection
57.28(a) by including language identifying that the loca-
tion of interconnection is to be designated by the electric
utility in its Commission-approved tariff.
§ 57.28. Electric Safety Standards.
As discussed, the Commission believes that the clear
outlay of electric safety standards in one section in
Chapter 57 of the Commission’s regulations will assist the
Electric Safety Division in enforcing those standards.
Compare 52 Pa. Code § 59.33 (providing gas safety stan-
dards). Specifically, the Commission wanted to reference
the NESC to remove doubt and minimize legal challenges
as to the applicability of the NESC to jurisdictional
Pennsylvania electric distribution companies. In propos-
ing these electric safety standards, the Commission also
sought to clarify the duties and responsibilities between
the customer and the electric utility.
Coordination of safety with other utilities—protection of
the public health, safety and welfare
The AFL-CIO initially commended the Commission for
proposing regulations to clarify the safety-related respon-
sibilities of electric distribution companies. The AFL-CIO
submits that it has members that include the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and the Utility
Workers Union of America and workers from other Penn-
sylvania utilities including telecommunications, natural
gas, water and wastewater providers, who often work in
close proximity to EDC facilities. In addition to recom-
mending a change to the definition of service point/point
of delivery, that was addressed herein, the AFL-CIO
raises an issue that there are two service problems in the
Commonwealth involving coordination between EDCs and
field employees of water and wastewater providers that
creates safety hazards for these field workers.
First, AFL-CIO states that there are many instances
around the Commonwealth where water and wastewater
mains are buried in close proximity to energized EDC
lines. When a water or wastewater main leaks or rup-
tures, AFL-CIO explains that a potentially hazardous
situation arises where the water/wastewater employee
may be standing in a trench filled with water and there is
8 This case law is discussed below in the proposed Section 57.28(a).
9 This definition name was then changed to ‘‘Service point or point of delivery’’ by
the legislative reference bureau for publication.
10 National Electrical Safety Code, at page 15. The Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc. (2012 Edition, Aug. 2011).
11 Id. Duquesne responds that overhead services terminate on the building and not
on the actual rooftop.
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an energized electric line in the same trench. The AFL-
CIO contends that coordination between the water or
wastewater utility and the EDC is not clear, and water
utility employees are directed to move energized electric
lines, often without the proper equipment, training, or
protective clothing. Also, the AFL-CIO believes that it is a
common safety practice among EDC employees to refuse
to enter a trench with an energized electric line, yet
water utility workers are routinely told to do so.
Second, the AFL-CIO submits that it has been common
practice for many decades to connect the ground for a
home or business to the copper water service line and if
an EDC’s neutral becomes damaged, the water line then
serves the function of the neutral and completes the
circuit back to the EDC transformer. Under these circum-
stances, AFL-CIO believes water workers are in danger of
receiving a severe electric shock and when a water
worker severs a pipe to remove a defective section, or
removes a water meter for repair or replacement, the
current back to the transformer is interrupted and this
can cause electronics in the home or business to be
damaged or destroyed. The AFL-CIO maintains that
EDCs do not cooperate and believe that as part of their
public safety obligation, EDCs should be required to
respond to the site and mitigate the hazard quickly so
that the water workers can continue to restore service to
customers without risking bodily harm or physical harm
to the customer’s electronics. Finally, the AFL-CIO main-
tains that the electric companies should be required to
install permanent remedies like repairing a damaged
neutral so that the next water worker will not be
needlessly shocked.
In summary, AFL-CIO recommends that the duties of
EDC’s under Section 57.28(a) expressly include (1) re-
sponsibility for all EDC facilities within a common trench
that is opened by any other utility or service provider
that shares the underground space with the EDC, and (2)
a duty of providing safety to water workers once an
energized electric line has been identified in order to
resolve the serious problems currently existing in the
coordination between EDCs and field employees of water
and wastewater providers.
The Joint Commenters generally support the proposals
in the Proposed Rulemaking Order but submitted com-
ments in the interest of the safety of PAWC’s employees,
customers, and contractors, who perform subsurface util-
ity work on water and wastewater pipes and facilities
located near exposed underground and overhead power
lines. The Joint Commenters assert that in the absence of
timely and appropriate actions by the EDC, these lines
could potentially cause serious injuries or fatalities.
Based on Occupational Safety & Health Administration
(OSHA) regulations, PAWC specifically explains that an
employer is prohibited from permitting an employee to
work in such proximity to any part of an electric power
circuit that the employee could contact the electric power
circuit in the course of work, unless the employee is
protected against electric shock by de-energizing the
circuit and grounding it or by guarding it effectively by
insulation or other means. 29 CFR 1926.416(a)(1). Be-
cause PAWC cannot take the steps necessary to actually
de-energize a line or guard it with insulation all work
must stop until an EDC responds to a water utility
worker’s call to de-energize or insulate an exposed power
line in proximity to any work site of the water utility.
According to PAWC, it can only contact the EDC and
request that the EDC send qualified company personnel
to safely and appropriately address the situation—by
either de-energizing the line or guarding it with insula-
tion—just as the EDC would be required to do under the
federal regulations for its own employees. Although
PAWC asserts that its ability to provide, safe, adequate
and reliable water supply service to its customers may be
jeopardized if the EDC does not properly prioritize and
respond to requests made by water and wastewater
utilities, there is currently nothing in state or federal
statutes or regulations that require EDCs to timely and
appropriately coordinate with local water and wastewater
utilities.
PAWC believes the duties listed in Section 57.28(a)(1),
which include a duty to warn and protect the public from
danger, covers other utility workers not employed by
EDCs within the categories of ‘‘the general public’’ or
‘‘others.’’ In any event, PAWC suggests that the Commis-
sion clarify the standards an EDC must meet to ensure
the safety and protection of local water and wastewater
utility workers and assist the Electric Safety Division in
the enforcement of EDC duties to ensure the safety of
local utility workers. Specifically, PAWC recommends a
requirement that EDCs coordinate in a prompt and
timely manner with water and wastewater utilities under
the Commission’s jurisdiction to ensure the safety of such
workers during the course of their work whether the work
is planned or emergent. The Joint Commenters would
also like to see a requirement that EDCs use every
reasonable effort in the assessment and operation of EDC
equipment and facilities to prevent electric shock and
injury to the employees of water and wastewater utilities,
including, as appropriate, the de-energizing or insulation
of EDC equipment or facilities. The Joint Commenters
further suggest providing other utility workers with
contact information of qualified, authorized EDC repre-
sentatives who will serve as a point of contact for the
coordination of a timely and appropriate response. Fur-
ther, the Joint Commenters suggest requiring EDCs to
formally assign priority status to responses to water and
wastewater emergency repairs involving exposed power
lines in close proximity with the work area.
Alternatively, if the Commission chooses to give addi-
tional consideration to the issue of greater inter-utility
coordination for the protection of the public, and not take
this opportunity within this proposed rulemaking to adopt
regulations intended to address these safety issues,
PAWC requests that the Commission adopt the suggested
general requirements of coordination as set forth in
PAWCs comments and establish an inter-utility working
group to develop the specifics on how cooperation between
EDCs and water and wastewater utilities can be
achieved. Additionally, PAWC suggests requiring EDCs to
then submit a report to the Commission by a certain set
date explaining how each utility plans to comply with the
coordination requirement.
The IRRC suggests that the Commission consider add-
ing an amendment to facilitate coordination between
individual utility safety and reliability provisions in 66
Pa.C.S. § 1501 and the overall safety of other utility
workers. The IRRC leaves it to the Commission to decide
whether to address this concern here or in a separate
proposed regulation that would allow more opportunity
for comment and to build a consensus on the language of
the amendment to the regulation.
Discussion
Both the AFL-CIO and PAWC have offered extensive
changes to the Section 57.28 electric safety standards by
inclusion of additional regulatory requirements that will
apply to duties and responsibilities of electric utility
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companies. The AFL-CIO’s proposed modifications add
provisions that will apply to the electric utility, custom-
ers, and other utility service providers identified as
natural gas, communications, and water or wastewater
utility service providers. PAWC’s changes address the
standards an electric utility must meet to ensure the
safety and protection of only local water and wastewater
utility workers and assist the Electric Safety Division in
the enforcement of electric utility duties to ensure the
safety of local utility workers. However, the PAWC ex-
plained that since Section 57.28(a)(1) includes a duty to
warn and protect the public from danger, this covers
other utility workers not employed by the electric utility
within the categories of ‘‘the general public’’ or ‘‘others.’’
Therefore, PAWC reasons that these proposed revisions
also apply to other utility service providers other than
water and waste utility workers.
As indicated above, the language changes being pro-
posed involve other utility service providers and these
industries like gas and communications have not partici-
pated in this rulemaking. Given the topic of this rule-
making, electric safety, it is not surprising that utility
companies in the gas, communications, and water and
wastewater industries (only PAWC filed comments) did
not participate as interested parties. Therefore, we shall
adopt IRRC’s suggestion that this matter not be ad-
dressed in this rulemaking. Clearly, these issues that
involve OSHA regulations and very specific circumstances
such as safety practices in trenches with energized elec-
tric lines and proper grounding are beyond the scope of
this rulemaking. At this point, when we are about to
issue a final rulemaking order, we have not had the
opportunity to hear from all interested parties that want
to be heard and fully develop the issues raised by these
comments.12
Despite our disposition here to defer this matter to
another possible rulemaking, we consider this a serious
matter given the allegations made by AFL-CIO and the
Joint Commenters. However, rather than grant PAWC’s
request to adopt the general requirements of coordination
as set forth in its comments and establish an inter-utility
working group to develop specifics and further require
EDCs to then submit a report to the Commission to
explain how each utility plans to comply with the coordi-
nation requirement, we shall direct PAWC to file a
petition for issuance of a regulation pursuant to 52
Pa. Code § 5.43. Given the specific allegation made by
the Joint Commenters and the regulatory language that
has already been drafted, including the provisions pro-
posed by the AFL-CIO, PAWC is in a better position to
initiate this rulemaking and formulate the relevant is-
sues. We shall order PAWC to file the subject petition
within 30 days and provide for comments to the petition
to be filed by interested parties within 30 days of the
filing of the petition. The petition shall be served on all
the parties to this rulemaking.
Section 57.28(a) Duties and Responsibilities
(a) Duties and responsibilities. The separation of
duties and responsibilities between an EDC and a
customer with respect to the facilities utilized for
electric service shall be effectively described in the
EDC’s tariff that is filed with and approved by the
Commission.
(1) Duty of an EDC. An EDC shall use every reason-
able effort to properly warn and protect the public
from danger, and shall exercise reasonable care to
reduce the hazards to which employees, customers,
the general public and others may be subjected to by
reason of its provision of electric distribution service
and its associated equipment and facilities.
(2) Customer responsibility.
(i) A customer is responsible for the ownership and
maintenance of the customer’s facilities beyond the
service point.
(ii) A customer is responsible for maintaining and
inspecting electrical wiring and electrical equipment
beyond the point of delivery of electric supply.
Under Pennsylvania law, maintenance and inspection
duties between the electric utility and the customer are
generally divided at the service point or the point of
delivery of electricity to the customer. Alderwoods v.
Duquesne Light Co., 106 A.3d 27, 38 (Pa. 2015); Hineline
v. Metro. Edison Co., 1990 Pa. PUC LEXIS 156, at *6 (Pa.
P.U.C. 1990). The NESC explains that the service point is
the point of demarcation between the serving electric
utility and premises wiring of the customer.13 The service
point is also the jurisdictional line of demarcation be-
tween two national codes: (1) the NESC and (2) the
National Electrical Code (NEC).14 Beyond the service
point, the customer owns and assumes the responsibility
for the maintenance and security of the internal wiring.
See Hineline, 1990 Pa. PUC LEXIS 156, at *6 (citing
Craft v. Pa. Elec. Co., 50 Pa. P.U.C. 1 (1976); see Norbeck
v. Pa. PUC, 2011 Pa. Cmmw. Unpub. LEXIS 601, at
*21-22 (Pa. Cmwlth. Ct. 2010) (explaining that the utility
tariff did not require the utility to take ownership of
customer-owned service lines). Accordingly, the electric
utility does not have a freestanding duty to inspect
customer-owned electric equipment. Alderwoods, 106 A.3d
at 38; see Norris v. Phila. Elec. Co., 5 A.2d 114, 116 (Pa.
1939).
Under this framework and legal guidance, we proposed
Section 57.28(a) to clarify and explain the duties and
responsibilities between the customer and the electric
utility. As is current practice, the duties ‘‘shall be effec-
tively described in the electric utility’s tariff that is filed
with and approved by the Commission.’’ See Annex A,
Section 57.28(a). Here, we explained that an electric
utility shall use every reasonable effort to properly warn
and protect the public from danger and to reduce hazards
to the public due to its provision of electric distribution
service and its associated equipment and facilities. See
Annex A, Section 57.28(a)(1). We also explained that the
customer is responsible for the ownership and mainte-
nance of the customer’s facilities beyond the service point
and delivery of electric supply. See Annex A, Section
57.28(a)(2).
Discussion
EAP recommends that using a subparagraph title of
‘‘Electric utility responsibility’’ would be consistent with
the paragraph ‘‘Customer responsibility’’ found at new
Section 57.28(a)(2). However, since we will effectively be
deleting Paragraph (a)(2) ‘‘Customer responsibility,’’ as
the subsection will now only cover electric utilities, we
will change the title of subsection (a) to ‘‘Responsibilities’’
which is the terminology used in the Gas Safety regula-
tion in Section 59.33(a), and it will not be necessary to
have titles to Paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) because the
subsection title ‘‘Responsibilities’’ only applies to an elec-
12 In fact, EAP filed a letter disagreeing with the claims made by the Joint
Commenters and the AFL-CIO and reserved the right to file formal reply comments.
13 NESC, at page 15. The revised 2012 Edition of the NESC clarifies the relative
applicability of the NESC versus the NEC. See NESC, at Foreword, p. iii-vi.
14 The NEC, which governs electricians and building contractors and not public
utilities, provides standards for the safe installation of electrical wiring inside the
premises (i.e., the premises wiring system owned by the customer).
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tric utility. Furthermore, it is unnecessary to use both
words, ‘‘duties and responsibilities,’’ as they have a simi-
lar meaning, i.e., a moral or legal obligation. We shall
also take out the reference to ‘‘duties’’ in the body of the
provision. Moreover, we find merit with IRRC’s recom-
mendation that the word ‘‘effectively’’ be removed. In
addition to it being essentially unclear in this context, the
word is unnecessary because the provision already con-
firms that the separation of responsibilities is described
in a tariff approved by the Commission. We shall also
accept EAP’s recommendation to strike ‘‘every’’ and the
term ‘‘general public’’ from the proposed Section
57.28(a)(1) as neither of these terms are found in Section
59.33(a) and insertion of the modifier ‘‘every’’ implies that
the legal obligation exceeds a reasonable standard. EAP
contends that the addition of the term ‘‘the general
public’’ to the language of Section 57.28(a) is redundant.
PPL agrees and IRRC also comments that the word
‘‘every’’ is unclear as it fails to explain what additional
standard is set by requiring ‘‘every reasonable effort.’’ As
we have indicated, we shall also accept the recommenda-
tion to remove the reference to the ‘‘general public.’’ We
agree that the word ‘‘general’’ is unclear but we shall
retain the use of the word ‘‘public,’’ which clearly is a
category separate and apart from employees and custom-
ers, and not redundant.
Finally, in this paragraph EAP contends that the
proposed rules are aimed at providing a standard for
safety with respect to ‘‘facilities and equipment’’ and not
to the broader provision of electric distribution service
that is provided for under the proposed language. EAP
submits that other provisions address reasonable and
reliable service.
We disagree that this regulation does not apply to the
safety of electric distribution services beyond its associ-
ated equipment and facilities. The location of this regula-
tion is Subchapter B. SERVICE AND FACILITIES and
electric safety does not just apply to facilities. Clearly, the
practices and procedures of electric utility employees
working on the facilities are relevant to safety. In other
words, electric utility employees must follow reasonable
and adequate procedures based on adequate and proper
training. In response to IRRC’s recommendation to clarify
this phrase, we will make one modification - electric
distribution will be removed and replaced with electric
utility because the safety of electric utility service and
facilities should not be limited to just electric distribution
service but must also apply to transmission service as we
explained in the definitions section.
With respect to Paragraph (2) ‘‘Customer responsibil-
ity,’’ IRRC points out that as drafted the paragraph would
establish Commission regulation and enforcement of all
electric utility customers to safely maintain and inspect
wiring and equipment beyond the service point. According
to IRRC, the Preamble does not establish a statutory
basis or justification for the Commission to regulate
maintenance of wiring and equipment owned by the
customer beyond the service point. IRRC asks the ques-
tion whether it is mainly our intent to declare that an
electric utility is not responsible for a customer’s wiring
and equipment. We agree that it is our intent to declare
jurisdiction from the perspective of the electric utility and
not the customer. Therefore, this disposition will delete
most of the paragraph as we shall reword the paragraph
to make this declaration of jurisdiction that the electric
utility’s responsibilities end at the service point.
Section 57.28(b) Safety Code
(b) Safety code. A jurisdictional EDC shall comply
with all of the following minimum safety standards:
(1) This chapter.
(2) The standards established by the National Elec-
trical Safety Code.
(3) The procedures established by the EDC and set
forth in the EDC’s internal company procedures.
(4) The standards established by sections 1—11 of
the act of December 10, 1974 (73 P.S. §§ 176—186),
known as the Underground Utility Line Protection
Act, and Pennsylvania One Call.
(5) Other applicable and governing State and Federal
laws and regulations.
In this section, the Commission establishes and ex-
plains the minimum safety standards to which all juris-
dictional EDCs must comply. The electric utilities must
adhere to Chapter 57 of the Commission’s regulations
governing electric service. 52 Pa. Code § 57 et seq.; see
Annex A, Section 57.28(b)(1). As discussed, the electric
utilities must adhere to the standards established by the
National Electrical Safety Code. 66 Pa.C.S. § 2804(1),
§ 2807(a); see Annex A, Section 57.28(b)(2). We also
propose to require that an electric utility comply with its
own internal company procedures. See Annex A, Section
57.28(b)(3).
Additionally, we proposed to require electric utilities to
adhere to the Underground Utility Line Protection Act
(PA One Call). See 73 P.S. § 176; see Annex A, Section
57.28(b)(4). PA One Call requires underground facility
owners, including public utilities, to become members of
the One Call System, a Commonwealth-wide communica-
tion system that provides a single nationwide toll-free
telephone number or 811 number for excavators, design-
ers, or other persons covered by Act 287 to call facility
owners and notify them of their intent to perform excava-
tion, demolition, or similar work. 73 P.S. §§ 176-177. See
Annex A, Section 57.28(b)(4). Finally, we inform EDCs as
to their duty to adhere to any and all applicable and
governing state and federal laws and regulations. See
Annex A, Section 57.28(b)(5).
The proposed safety code paragraphs have drawn
mostly negative comments. PECO supports the comments
made by EAP, but focuses its attention on eliminating two
sections of the proposed rule: Section 57.28(b)(3) and
Section 57.28(c). PECO submits that the language of
Section 57.28(b)(3) that raises an internal company proce-
dure to the level of a Commission-approved ‘‘safety code’’
conflicts with the Commission’s intended role in setting
standards. PECO submits that internal company proce-
dures were never intended to be externally imposed
safety codes. The way it works, PECO explains, is that
the Commission sets standards, utilities are then re-
quired to conform to those standards, but they are given
significant latitude in the procedures they use to comply
with the standard. In other words, each utility will have
internal company procedures that are unique to its own
operations, which may change over time based on the
utility’s operational experience.
By deeming internal company procedures as ‘‘safety
codes’’ without examining evidence, taking comments, or
evaluating the internal company procedures of the vari-
ous utilities, PECO contends that the Commission cannot
have performed its normal function of determining
whether it is in the public interest to impose a certain
procedure as a required standard. Further, PECO notes
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that internal company procedures, by definition, are not
rules of general applicability and submits inclusion of
Section 57.28(b)(3) would cause a ‘‘balkanization of safety
standards and enforcement’’ throughout the state. If the
internal company standards are elevated to the role of
Commission-approved safety codes, PECO argues that
this would literally mean that an identical activity could
be legal at some Pennsylvania utilities but a regulatory
violation at other Pennsylvania utilities, depending solely
upon whether the respective utilities had chosen to
include the given activity in an internal operating proce-
dure. Therefore, PECO suggests that converting these
internal policies into Commission-approved safety codes
would incentivize utilities to reduce the number and
scope of internal procedures so as to minimize the
number of safety codes they have to adhere to legally.
PECO also submits that the enforcement provision at
Section 57.28(c) should not require utilities to provide the
Commission with ‘‘raw data.’’ For one reason, PECO
asserts that the term ‘‘raw data’’ is confusing as it is not
defined within the Commission’s regulations nor does it
have a uniform definition in common parlance. Secondly,
PECO stresses that the Proposed Rulemaking Order
(Page 9) states that the section is ‘‘not meant to include
opinions or mental impressions.’’ However, much of the
information collected after a safety event will be collected
as part of a litigation investigation and the utility will
likely have valid reasons to maintain control over infor-
mation that are not ‘‘opinions or mental impressions.’’
PECO also notes that the proposed regulation itself does
not contain the limitation on opinions or mental impres-
sions which could cause some disagreement as to what is
required. Thirdly, PECO is concerned that the Proposed
Rulemaking Order does not contain any discussion of
whether ‘‘raw data’’ provided to a Commission investiga-
tor would be subject to a third party Right-to-Know
request. If the answer is yes, PECO asserts that the civil
discovery process would be bypassed and the release of
raw data to the Commission could prejudice the utility’s
position.
EAP would only keep Paragraph (2) and IRRC agrees
with EAP’s assessment. EAP contends that Paragraphs
(1) and (5) are vague and unnecessary because they
restate existing obligations. IRRC concurs and also,
strongly agrees, with EAP’s objection to Paragraph (3)
that the Commission, by proposing that internal company
procedures be included in the regulation as a substantive
compliance standard, improperly infringes on a utility
company’s management discretion. EAP submits there is
no authority for individual company procedures or rules
forming the basis for compliance actions by the Commis-
sion. IRRC interprets this provision as if the Commission
delegated its regulatory authority over safety procedures
to the electric utility in its operating procedures. In other
words, IRRC explains this would effectively allow the
electric utility to write its own safety regulations indepen-
dent of the Commission and outside the Regulatory
Review Act process. IRRC also agrees with EAP’s observa-
tion that Paragraph (4)(b) is premature because the
legislation that would transfer enforcement authority over
PA One Call has not been passed into law. Finally, IRRC
agrees with EAP’s suggestion to add a 180-day period
after a new edition of the NESC takes effect to allow for
training and implementation and requests that the Com-
mission should consider adding language to clarify what
standards apply to existing facilities when the NESC is
updated.
Discussion
We shall accept most of the changes recommended by
the Commenters and IRRC to simplify the safety code.
The most important aspect of the safety code is to identify
the minimum safety standards that an electric utility
must comply with in providing electric utility service. In
addition, it was our intent to list and provide notice of all
the laws and regulations that are applicable in one
section in Chapter 57 to assist the Electric Safety Divi-
sion in enforcing these standards. In so doing, we recog-
nize, as pointed out by IRRC, that the paragraphs may
restate existing obligations, are overly broad, unpractical
and premature. Based on these criticisms, we shall delete
Paragraphs (1), (4), and (5).
However, we further recognize, as pointed out by EAP,
that gas safety standards under Section 59.33 were
established in Pennsylvania by the adoption and imple-
mentation of federal pipeline safety laws, ‘‘including all
subsequent amendments thereto.’’ The regulation notes
that these are minimum safety standards for gas and we
shall utilize the same terminology for electric by limiting
the electric safety code to the NESC. We do not agree
with PPL that the use of this term marginalizes the
NESC. The utilization of the term and purpose is to
create a threshold the electric utility must attain, not
that the NESC has electrical safety standards that are
inferior. The use of this term ‘‘minimum safety standards’’
for natural gas has not proven to cause any discrepancies
with respect to implementation of the regulation. We
shall keep the term ‘‘minimum,’’ as it also used in the gas
safety code. In addition, while we shall use the NESC
safety standards, we shall not adopt the recommendations
of EAP and IRRC with respect to the implementation
period, and EAP’s language as it applies to accepting the
NESC standards and explanation as to which editions
take effect.
The Commenters assert that it is important to clarify
which edition of the NESC applies and explain how the
effective date is determined. See NESC Section 1, Rule
016 at p. 6 (2012 Edition). In this regard, EAP suggested
the following language as a new paragraph (b)(2): ‘‘New
editions of the NESC shall take effect no sooner than 180
days following their publication, unless the Commission
provides public notice and opportunity for public input to
determine an alternative effective date.’’
However, upon further reflection, we do not believe that
the language proposed by EAP captures the issues of
design and approval lag time in construction or the
explanation of the ability to immediately use the latest
edition of the Code upon being published. Although we
are not maintaining that it was necessarily the intent on
the part of the EAP to condense the Rule, there is more
substance to the Rule than this requirement. Moreover,
the sentence could be interpreted incorrectly to imply that
the general rule is that new editions cannot take effect
less than 180 days from publication unless administrative
action is taken. As provided for in the Note to the Rule:
‘‘There is neither an intention to require or imply that
this edition be implemented before 180 days from the
publication date, nor an intention to prohibit earlier
implementation.’’ The Note also states that utilities and
regulatory authorities have not less than 180 days to take
necessary action to comply. NESC Section 1, Rule 016
Handbook at p. 16 (2012 Edition). In fact, the general
rule for determining the effective date is that the ‘‘edition
may be used at any time on or after the publication date,’’
and the edition ‘‘shall become effective no later than the
first day of the month after 180 days have elapsed
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following its publication date for application to new
installations and extensions where both design and ap-
proval were started after the expiration of that period,
unless otherwise stipulated by the administrative author-
ity.’’
Rather than implement a regulatory provision that may
be interpreted incorrectly or simply duplicate the provi-
sion in the regulation, we shall not include the sentence
offered by EAP. Instead the subsection (b) Safety code will
require compliance with the NESC and leave it to the
electric utility to comply with the Rules of the NESC that
apply to determining the effective date of the NESC
edition. In other words, the Safety code requires that an
electric utility shall comply with the minimum safety
standards established by the NESC which includes rules
for determining the effective date of the NESC edition.
We have also considered adding language to clarify
what standards apply to existing facilities when the
NESC is updated. IRRC noted that several commenters
suggest adding language to clarify that the NESC stan-
dards in place at the time of a facility’s installation
should be the standards that apply to that facility. We
agree with this analysis and also that it should be
clarified what standards apply to existing installations
and extensions. For example, under Rule 013, the current
NESC rules ‘‘apply to all new installations and exten-
sions, except that they may be waived or modified by the
administrative authority.’’ NESC Section 1, Rule 013 at p.
4 (2012 Edition). When that occurs, the rule provides that
safety is to be provided in other ways. In addition, the
general rule for existing installations is that ‘‘[w]here an
existing installation meets, or is altered to meet, these
rules, such installation is considered to be in compliance
with this edition and is not required to comply with any
previous edition.’’ NESC Section 1, Rule 013 at p. 4 (2012
Edition). Rather than transcribe the entire four pages of
Rule 013. Application, in this regulation, we believe that
it is sufficient to again rely on the language of the
subsection (b) Safety code that an electric utility shall
comply with the minimum safety standards established
by the NESC which includes rules for installations.
It was our intent by proposing Paragraph (3) that
electric utility companies prepare and follow written
procedures for conducting their activities. To satisfy the
Section 1501 obligation to provide safe service, we would
expect that Pennsylvania electric utilities prepare and
follow written procedures for conducting their installa-
tions, operations, and maintenance activities. IRRC was
especially concerned this paragraph would allow electric
utilities to effectively write their own safety regulations,
and bypass the Regulatory Review Act. However, the
NESC under Part 4, Work Rule 410A does require that
electric utility employers utilize positive procedures to
secure compliance with the NESC safety rules. Further-
more, under Part 4, Work Rule 410A, the General
Operating Routine requires supervisors to conduct job
briefings before beginning each job and that should
include work procedures, personal protective equipment
requirements, energy source controls, hazards associated
with the job, and special precautions. The NESC also
provides for general operating routines to provide for
control of access to the worksite and control of the work
to be performed to ensure that the safety rules are
observed. Handbook to Rule 421.
Therefore, since we expect that an electric utility would
have a safe operating procedure for a certain activity, and
that a worker would comply with their own internal
procedures, and that NESC already requires formal work
procedures, we shall not make the establishment of
internal company procedures a specific regulatory re-
quirement.
Section 57.28(c) Enforcement
(c) Enforcement. An EDC is subject to inspections,
investigations and enforcement actions as may be
necessary to assure compliance with this section. The
facilities, books and records of an EDC shall be
accessible to the Commission and its staff for the
inspections and investigations. An EDC shall provide
the Commission or its staff the raw data, reports,
supplemental data and information necessary for the
administration and enforcement of this section.
On occasion, the Commission’s I&E Bureau has had
difficulty in obtaining certain information from electric
utilities. Prior to the creation of the Electric Safety
Division, I&E depended on utilities to provide information
to assist I&E in carrying out investigations.15 Even with
the Electric Safety Division established, I&E still needs to
be able to readily and easily acquire information from
electric utilities. Since there are only three electric safety
inspectors in the Commonwealth (East, Central, and
West), an inspector may not be able to arrive at the scene
of an incident while the evidence is still fresh and
untouched. The Electric Safety Division has encountered
some confusion and hesitance from utilities regarding the
provision of information, including raw data, to Commis-
sion staff at the investigation site.
In order to alleviate any confusion on the part of the
electric utilities as to what information must be provided
to the Commission and to ensure that the Electric Safety
Division can effectively carry out its inspections and
investigation, we proposed Section 57.28(c) to require an
EDC to make its books, facilities, and records available to
staff of I&E and the Electric Safety Division during
inspections and investigations. See 52 Pa. Code § 59.33(d)
(similar enforcement section for gas safety). This was to
include the raw data collected at the time of the initial
incident investigation. The raw data is to be provided to
the electric safety inspector as it is collected if a safety
inspector is on site during the initial investigation. See
Annex A, Section 57.28(c). Here, we emphasized that an
EDC ‘‘shall provide the Commission or its staff the raw
data, reports, supplemental data, and information neces-
sary for the administration and enforcement of this
section.’’ See Annex A, Section 57.28(c). This section is not
meant to include opinions or mental impressions.
PECO first notes with respect to this subsection that
the term ‘‘raw data’’ is not defined and even in common
parlance does not have a uniform definition which then
raises the question which information utilities are re-
quired to provide to Commission staff after a safety
incident. In addition, PECO submits that information
that a utility collects may be collected as part of its
litigation investigation chain of custody and has valid
reasons for maintaining control. Finally, because of third
party Right-to-know requests, PECO states that sharing
raw data with Commission staff could effectively bypass
the civil court discovery process which contains signifi-
cant protections against the release of certain types of
information.
EAP recommends using the language in the gas safety
regulation at Section 59.33(d), as the addition of the word
‘‘investigation’’ is considered to be duplicative and unnec-
essary. Moreover, EAP believes use of the term ‘‘raw data’’
15 If a civil suit was also pending, then Plaintiffs’ counsels often served as sources of
information.
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is overly broad and does not agree that utilities are or
should be obligated to turn over ‘‘raw data’’ at an incident
site.
EAP further believes that turning over ‘‘raw data’’
collected from a utility work site before it has been
subject to internal vetting, evaluation and verification by
the utility may not demonstrate whether a company is
complying with substantive safety standards and would
likely lead to misinformation and misinterpretation. EAP
argues that § 57.11(e) provides the utility thirty (30) days
to review, analyze and verify data before submitting a
written report and, therefore, on-the-spot reporting is not
required. In fact, EAP does not believe an additional
on-the-spot reporting requirement is necessary.
EAP acknowledges that issues of process and protocol
have arisen with respect to on-site investigations by the
Electric Safety Division that are conducted simultane-
ously with the utilities internal investigation of a report-
able accident or incident. EAP believes the thirty (30) day
reporting requirement appears to have provided the
proper balance between the staff need to timely evaluate
incidents and the utilities need to ensure that the
information reported is accurate and complete. EAP fears
that the regulations could be interpreted to mean that the
utilities would, on an ongoing basis or other frequency, be
continually submitting all ‘‘reports, supplemental data,
and information’’ pursuant to the Commission’s adminis-
tration and enforcement of the proposed safety standard.
Duquesne expressed concerned with the perceived
broad verbiage of this proposed section because authoriz-
ing the Commission to have unrestricted access to EDC
files could subject the Commission to an increase in
hacking attempts.
The FE Companies question why there is a difference
in language from the gas safety regulation as there has
been no allegation of inadequacies identified in the gas
safety regulation. The FE Companies are concerned that
the ‘‘raw data’’ provision would require electric utilities to
provide unverified, and in some cases unrecorded data on
site at any inspection that the Commission’s Electric
Safety Division inspectors might be holding. According to
the FE Companies, the data presented on site may be
offered without verification, analysis and evaluation for
accuracy and completion. The FE Companies submit that
this ‘‘on the spot’’ data is not required to be submitted to
other entities without a documented request. Moreover,
the FE Companies contend the data may not be accurate
and that EDCs should be allowed to perform their own
investigations and confirm data. Finally, since the FE
Companies maintain that legal process is already in place
to enforce a utility’s compliance with requests made by
I&E during investigations, it is unnecessary and inappro-
priate to reference investigations within the provision.
According to the FE Companies, to the extent it is
contemplated that this information be shared with I&E
by the Electric Safety Division, utilities should be given
the due process right of attorney representation and
review for any information that may find its way into the
hands of Commission prosecutors with the intent of
initiating an investigation.
PPL also has concerns over this subsection first noting
that raw data may be incomplete or inaccurate and
should not be provided to Commission staff while the
electric utility is still investigating. Also, PPL proposes
that the final sentence in the subsection should incorpo-
rate the language from Section 59.33(d) that such infor-
mation will be provided to the Commission as it shall
from ‘‘time to time request.’’ Finally, PPL proposes that
the regulations be revised to specifically state that any
information supplied to the Commission or its staff
pursuant to the regulations shall be protected as privi-
leged and confidential and exempt from disclosure under
66 Pa.C.S. § 335(d).
IRRC determines that the Commission should further
explain the need for this raw data and clarify the
regulation to more clearly state what data is required.
IRRC notes that these comments compare this proposed
regulation to the existing language of the gas safety
regulation at 52 Pa. Code § 59.33 and questions why the
electric safety requirements should differ from the gas
safety requirements.
Discussion
The ‘‘raw data’’ we are referring to is primarily up-to-
date measurements of facilities and conductors, on the
scene closest to the time of the incident as possible. Since
weather conditions and load can suddenly change over a
short amount of time after an incident, these measure-
ments need to be recorded as soon as possible. The
utilities are best equipped to safely obtain these measure-
ments and we expect that these measurements would be
taken. Furthermore, we would expect that this informa-
tion be provided to our field inspector if the information is
requested and if for some reason an issue develops as to
the accuracy of the information, that matter can be raised
in the written report of a reportable accident required
under Section 57.11. We do not consider this a new
category of information. Although this may be data not
yet subject to analysis, we do not consider it information
that would not be included in ‘‘reports, supplemental
data, and information necessary for the administration
and enforcement of this section.’’ Therefore, we shall
remove the term ‘‘raw data’’ which may appear to be too
informal and not uniformly defined.
However, we shall not accept the recommendations to
maintain the exact language utilized in the counterpart
gas safety regulation with respect to enforcement. We do
not agree that use of the word ‘‘investigations’’ with
‘‘inspections’’ is necessarily duplicative, since they do not
have the same meaning. Certainly a general inspection of
facilities is not the same as a specific informal investiga-
tion conducted by I&E pursuant to 52 Pa. Code § 3.113.
Although EAP opines that it is unnecessary to include
language that purports to establish the Commission’s
authority to bring enforcement actions, we believe that
including the term ‘‘investigations’’ resolves any issues
that may be raised questioning I&E’s authority as Com-
mission staff to make informal requests for documents
and information. The regulation, as proposed, simply
represents the compliance obligation of the electric utility.
In addition, although PPL argues that the term ‘‘inves-
tigations’’ is not utilized in the gas safety regulations at
Section 59.33, we do not believe this is a sufficient reason
to warrant removing a relevant term here since any
future modification of the gas safety regulations may
consider inclusion of the term. We do, however, find merit
with PPL’s concern that since agency records relating to a
noncriminal investigation are exempt from the Pennsylva-
nia Right-to-Know Law,16 the proposed language could
strip the information provided by the electric utility of
this protection. As indicated above, to address this con-
cern PPL proposes that the regulations be revised to
specifically state than any information supplied to the
Commission or its staff pursuant to the regulations shall
be protected as privileged and confidential and exempt
from disclosure under 66 Pa.C.S. § 335(d).
16 Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm’n v. Gilbert, 40 A.3d 755, 762 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2012).
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We are in agreement and shall apply this protection by
amending the phrase to read ‘‘inspections and other types
of noncriminal investigations.’’ At the same time, we do
not share the same concern with respect to removing the
phrase ‘‘as it shall from time to time request,’’ that is also
contained in the gas safety regulations at Section 59.33.
Without this qualifier, PPL and EAP believe there is no
procedure for when or how the electric utility will provide
information to the Commission or its staff and the
regulation could be interpreted to mean that the utilities
would, on an ongoing basis or other frequency, be continu-
ally submitting all ‘‘reports, supplemental data, and
information’’ pursuant to the Commission’s administration
and enforcement of the proposed safety standard.
Frankly, no interested parties have responded that this
qualifier as written controls the number of requests for
information made by staff. Therefore, we do not agree
that removing this qualifier somehow will open the flood
gates to numerous requests for information. Moreover, we
do not believe that implementing the regulation without
the qualifier will be imposing an additional burden on the
electric utility.
Therefore, we shall not delete the word ‘‘investigations’’
in the first and second sentence, but we shall modify the
subsection to read ‘‘inspections and other types of non-
criminal investigations’’ in both sentences. However, we
do find merit that the phrase ‘‘and enforcement actions’’ is
unnecessary. Here, we agree with EAP’s analysis that
these words may be unnecessary as the Association
acknowledges there is no need to include language that
purports to establish the Commission’s enforcement au-
thority since neither EAP nor its members question the
authority of the Commission to bring enforcement actions
for alleged violations of the Public Utility Code or regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
Section 57.28(d) Records
(d) Records. An EDC shall keep adequate records as
required for compliance with the safety code set forth
in subsection (b). An electric utility shall submit
reports for each reportable accident under § 57.11
(relating to accidents). The records shall be accessible
to the Commission and its staff.
As explained above, the Electric Safety Division has
encountered confusion and resistance from utilities re-
garding the provision of information, including raw data,
to Commission staff at the investigation site. By the same
reasoning underlying the proposed Section 57.28(c), we
proposed Section 57.28(d) requiring an electric utility to
keep ‘‘adequate records’’ as required under the Commis-
sion’s regulations and the National Electric Safety Code.
See 52 Pa. Code § 59.33(e) (similar records section for gas
safety). As these records will assist I&E in carrying out
its investigations, we emphasize that these records must
be ‘‘accessible to the Commission and its staff.’’ See Annex
A, Section 57.28(d).
Here, we also noted that Section 57.11 of the Commis-
sion’s regulations requires an electric utility to submit a
report of each reportable accident involving the facilities
or operations to the Secretary of the Commission. 52
Pa. Code § 57.11(a).
EAP suggests that the proposed regulatory language
describing the requirement for EDCs to keep adequate
records relating to safety be revised such that the second
sentence of the proposal be removed from the final rule.
Since it is not necessary to restate the existing section
57.11 reporting requirement relating to accidents in this
new regulatory section, Duquesne believes the subsection
should be streamlined because of the duplicative refer-
ence to Section 57.11. Duquesne also believes the refer-
ence to ‘‘adequate records’’ should be clarified by the
Commission. The FE Companies agree that the language
of the provision is redundant.
IRRC considered the first sentence to be vague by
requiring ‘‘adequate records as required for compliance
with the safety code,’’ since the view of what are ‘‘ad-
equate records for compliance’’ could vary. Finally, IRRC
points out that the second sentence merely restates an
existing requirement that is established under Section
57.11.
Discussion
IRRC recommends that we review and amend this
requirement to clearly state what records are required for
compliance. We would agree that the subsection is vague
only to extent that the records that would be required for
compliance would depend on what provision of the safety
code or the NESC was in issue or what aspect of service
or facilities is involved. The Safety Rules record retention
requirement in the NESC provides as follows for Over-
head Lines (Rule 214(A)(4)) and Underground Lines (Rule
313(A)(4)): ‘‘Inspection Records: Any conditions or defects
affecting compliance with this Code revealed by inspec-
tion or test, if not promptly corrected, shall be recorded;
such records shall be maintained until the conditions or
defects are corrected.’’ In addition, the Safety Rules record
retention requirement for Electric Supply Stations (Rule
121(A) Handbook) provides that defective conditions that
are found should be recorded and a procedure should be
in place to track such defects until they are remedied.
These provisions clarify what inspection records are nec-
essary to adequately record construction, operations, and
maintenance activities undertaken pursuant to the
NESC. Therefore, we would agree that the compliance
record could vary because it would depend on what work
was involved and again what provision of the NESC was
involved. We believe that the rule as written provides
sufficient notice that an electric utility must keep records
that verify their compliance with the safety code. We
further believe that if the provision would have merely
required the electric utility to keep records, that would be
vague, but the rule clearly requires ‘‘adequate’’ records
just as the electric utility is required to furnish reason-
able and adequate service under the Public Utility Code.
66 Pa.C.S. § 1501. However, based on vagueness con-
cerns, we shall not adapt the AFL-CIO’s recommendation
that EDCs maintain other safety-related records that are
required under other laws or regulations. Although it may
be important to have access to reports of employee
accidents, Section 57.11 already requires a public utility
to make this report. Finally, we shall delete the second
sentence in response to IRRC’s comment that the require-
ment is redundant as Section 57.11 already independently
establishes this reporting requirement.
Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P.S. § 745.5(a)), on January 27, 2016, the Commission
submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking,
published at 46 Pa.B. 654 (February 6, 2016), to IRRC
and the Chairpersons of the House Consumer Affairs
Committee and the Senate Consumer Protection and
Professional Licensure Committee for review and com-
ment.
Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, the
Commission shall submit to IRRC and the House and
Senate Committees copies of comments received during
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the public comment period, as well as other documents
when requested. In preparing the final-form rulemaking,
the Commission has considered all comments from IRRC
and the public.
Under section 5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P.S. § 745.5a(j.2)), on June 14, 2017, the final-form
rulemaking was deemed approved by the House and
Senate Committees. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regula-
tory Review Act, IRRC met on June 15, 2017, and
approved the final-form rulemaking.
Conclusion
Accordingly, under 66 Pa.C.S. §§ 501 and 1501; sec-
tions 201 and 202 of the act of July 31, 1968 (P.L. 769,
No. 240) (45 P.S. §§ 1201 and 1202), and the regulations
promulgated thereunder at 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1, 7.2 and 7.5;
section 204(b) of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act (71
P.S. § 732-204(b)); section 5 of the Regulatory Review Act
(71 P.S. § 745.5); and section 612 of The Administrative
Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 232) and the regulations promul-
gated thereunder at 4 Pa. Code §§ 7.231—7.234, we are
considering adopting the final regulations set forth in
Annex A; Therefore,
It Is Ordered That:
1. The regulations of the Commission, 52 Pa. Code
Chapter 57, are amended by adding § 57.28 and amend-
ing § 57.1 to read as set forth in Annex A, with ellipses
referring to the existing text of the regulations.
2. The Secretary’s Bureau shall serve a copy of this
Final Rulemaking Order and Annex A on all jurisdictional
electric utility companies, the Office of Consumer Advo-
cate, the Office of Small Business Advocate, the Energy
Association of Pennsylvania and all other parties that
filed comments at Docket No. L-2009-2107155. The Order
and Annex A shall be posted and made available elec-
tronically on the Commission’s web site.
3. The Law Bureau shall certify this Final Rulemaking
Order and Annex A and shall deposit them with the
Legislative Reference Bureau to be published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
4. The Law Bureau shall submit this Final Rulemaking
Order and Annex A to the Office of Attorney General for
approval as to legality.
5. The Law Bureau shall submit this Final Rulemaking
Order and Annex A to the Governor’s Budget Office for
review of fiscal impact.
6. The Law Bureau shall submit this Final Rulemaking
Order and Annex A for review by the designated standing
committees of both houses of the General Assembly, and
for review and approval by IRRC.
7. The final regulations become effective upon publica-
tion in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
8. The contact person for this proposed rulemaking is
Terrence J. Buda, Assistant Counsel, Law Bureau, (717)
787-5000. Alternate formats of this document are avail-
able to persons with disabilities and may be obtained by
contacting Alyson Zerbe, Regulatory Review Coordinator,
Law Bureau, (717) 772-4597.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
(Editor’s Note: See 47 Pa.B. 3672 (July 1, 2017) for
IRRC’s approval order.)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 57-313 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A
TITLE 52. PUBLIC UTILITIES
PART I. PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Subpart C. FIXED SERVICE UTILITIES
CHAPTER 57. ELECTRIC SERVICE
Subchapter A. GENERAL PROVISIONS
§ 57.1. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
* * * * *
Electric supply line—The wires or cables, with the
necessary supporting or containing structures and appur-
tenances, used in connection with an overhead or under-
ground system of a public utility, providing electric power,
located on a public highway or utility right-of-way and
used to transmit or distribute electric energy.
Electric utility—A public utility as defined in 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 102 (relating to definitions).
Eminent domain application—An application filed with
the Commission by a public utility for a certificate of
public convenience for approval of the exercise of the
power of eminent domain to acquire rights-of-way for the
construction, operation and maintenance of an aerial
transmission line.
* * * * *
Service line—The wires or cables and appurtenances
which connect the electric supply line of the public utility
with the customer’s installation and which comply with
either of the following:
(i) If overhead-open-wire or cable-construction, the
span, normally 100 feet, extending to a suitable support
provided by the customer.
(ii) If the electric supply line is of underground con-
struction, the underground facilities extending to but not
exceeding 18 inches inside the property line of the
customer.
Service point—The location of interconnection desig-
nated by the electric utility in its Commission-approved
tariff where the utility’s service supply lines terminate
and the customer’s facilities for receiving service begin.
Siting application—An application filed with the Com-
mission by a public utility under § 57.71 (relating to
application).
* * * * *
Subchapter B. SERVICE AND FACILITIES
§ 57.28. Electric safety standards.
(a) Responsibilities. The separation of responsibilities
between an electric utility and a customer with respect to
the facilities utilized for electric service shall be described
in the electric utility’s tariff that is filed with and
approved by the Commission.
(1) An electric utility shall use reasonable effort to
properly warn and protect the public from danger, and
shall exercise reasonable care to reduce the hazards to
which employees, customers, the public and others may
be subjected to by reason of its provision of electric utility
service and its associated equipment and facilities.
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(2) An electric utility is not responsible for the owner-
ship and maintenance of the customer’s facilities beyond
the service point.
(b) Safety code. An electric utility shall comply with the
minimum safety standards established by the National
Electric Safety Code pursuant to its terms of applicability.
(c) Enforcement. An electric utility is subject to inspec-
tions and other types of noncriminal investigations as
may be necessary to assure compliance with this section.
The facilities, books and records of an electric utility shall
be accessible to the Commission and its staff for inspec-
tions and other types of noncriminal investigations. An
electric utility shall provide to the Commission or its staff
the reports, supplemental data and information necessary
for the administration and enforcement of this section.
(d) Records. An electric utility shall keep adequate
records as required for compliance with the safety code in
subsection (b). The records shall be accessible to the
Commission and its staff.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1250. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
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Regulation of Transportation Network Companies;
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking; Re-
quest for Public Comment; Public Comment
Hearing
The act of November 4, 2016 (P.L. 1222, No. 164) (Act
164) legalized the services provided by transportation
network companies (TNC), such as Uber and Lyft, to
operate in Philadelphia under the exclusive regulatory
jurisdiction of the Philadelphia Parking Authority (Au-
thority). See 53 Pa.C.S. Chapter 57A (relating to trans-
portation network companies).
While Act 164 provides a substantive framework as to
the requirements for the regulation and enforcement of
TNCs in Philadelphia, Act 164 empowers the Authority to
promulgate rules and regulations necessary to govern the
regulation of TNCs. Toward this end, the Authority’s
Taxicab and Limousine Division (TLD) is initiating this
advance notice of proposed rulemaking.
Therefore, the TLD is seeking information and com-
ment from the public at large, members of the taxicab,
limousine, dispatcher and TNC industries, prospective
and existing technology vendors, and other interested
parties regarding suggestions as to the language and
requirements of proposed TNC regulations. Comments
should include specific section references to 53 Pa.C.S.
Chapter 57A, delineate the rationale for the proposed
regulations and specific proposed language for the regula-
tions. The proposed rulemaking must be consistent with
Act 164.
The TLD will hold a public comment hearing on
Thursday, August 31, 2017, from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. at the
IATSE Ballroom, 2401 Swanson Street, Philadelphia, PA
19148.
Due to the comprehensive nature of this proposed
rulemaking, interested parties will be given 60 days from
the date of publication of this advance notice of proposed
rulemaking in the Pennsylvania Bulletin for the submis-
sion of written comments, which is no later than Septem-
ber 27, 2017. Written comments shall be submitted to the
attention of Christine A. Kirlin, Esq., TLD Director,
Philadelphia Parking Authority, Taxicab and Limousine




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1251. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC
UTILITY COMMISSION
[ 52 PA. CODE CH. 56 ]
[ L-2015-2508421 ]
Standards and Billing Practices for Residential




Commissioners Present: Gladys M. Brown, Chairperson;
Andrew G. Place, Vice Chairperson; John F. Coleman,
Jr.; Robert F. Powelson; David W. Sweet
Rulemaking to Amend the Provisions of 52 Pa. Code,
Chapter 56 to Comply with the Amended Provisions of 66
Pa.C.S. Chapter 14; L-2015-2508421
Order Seeking Additional Comments
By the Commission:
On July 21, 2016, the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission (Commission) adopted a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NOPR) to solicit comments about amending
and adding to the provisions of 52 Pa. Code Chapter 56
regarding the standards and billing practices for residen-
tial utility service.1 These regulations are applicable to
electric distribution utilities, water distribution utilities,
natural gas distribution utilities, steam heat utilities, and
wastewater utilities. Comments were filed on April 19,
2017. With this Order, the Commission seeks additional
comments on issues raised in the initial comments. The
Commission is also introducing two new issues to this
proceeding and providing parties an opportunity to com-
ment.
Background
On October 22, 2014, Governor Corbett signed into law
HB 939, or Act 155 of 2014. This law became effective on
December 22, 2014. The Act reauthorized and amended
Chapter 14 of the Public Utility Code (66 Pa.C.S.
§§ 1401—1419) (Responsible Utility Customer Protec-
tion). Chapter 56 of the Pennsylvania Code at 52 Pa. Code
§§ 56.1—56.461 (relating to the standards and billing
practices for residential utility service) must be revised
because the amended Chapter 14 supersedes a number of
Chapter 56 regulations, and the Commission is directed
to revise Chapter 56 and promulgate regulations to
administer and enforce Chapter 14.
The Commission addressed the more urgent implemen-
tation matters through Implementation Orders. See Ten-
tative Order, Chapter 14 Implementation, Docket Number
M-2014-2448824 (Order entered January 15, 2015) (Ten-
tative Order). Upon reviewing comments to the Tentative
Order, the Commission issued Final Order, Chapter 14
Implementation, Docket No. M-2014-2448824 (Order en-
tered July 9, 2015) (Implementation Order). Upon consid-
eration of the amended Chapter 14 and all of the
comments received in response to the proposed Imple-
mentation Order, the Commission adopted a NOPR to
solicit comments about amending and adding to the
1 See Rulemaking to Amend the Provisions of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 56 to Comply
with the Amended Provisions of 66 Pa.C.S. Chapter 14, Docket L-2015-2508421 (Order
entered July 21, 2016).
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provisions of 52 Pa. Code Chapter 56, as proposed in
Annex A of the NOPR.2 In this NOPR, the Commission
sought comments on the proposed regulations as outlined
in the Annex A.
Fourteen parties filed comments on April 18, 2017,
including: Aqua Pennsylvania (Aqua); Columbia Gas of
Pennsylvania (Columbia); Consumer Advisory Council
(CAC); Duquesne Light Company (Duquesne); Energy
Association of Pennsylvania (EAP); Joint Comments of
Tenant Union Representative Network, Action Alliance of
Senior Citizens of Greater Philadelphia, and Coalition for
Affordable Utility Service and Energy Efficiency in Penn-
sylvania—collectively the ‘‘Low Income and Consumer
Rights Group’’ (LICRG); Joint Comments of Community
Justice Project, Disability Rights Pennsylvania, Health,
Education and Legal Assistance Project: A Medical-Legal
Partnership at Widener University, Homeless Advocacy
Project, Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
Coalition Against Domestic Violence, Pennsylvania Health
Law Project, Pennsylvania Utility Law Project, Women’s
Center, Inc. of Columbia & Montour Counties, and the
Women’s Resource Center—collectively the ‘‘Joint Com-
menters’’ (Joint Commenters); Metropolitan Edison Com-
pany, Pennsylvania Electric Company, Pennsylvania
Power Company and West Penn Power Company
(FirstEnergy); NRG Energy (NRG); Office of Consumer
Advocate (OCA); PECO Energy Company (PECO); Penn-
sylvania American Water Company (PAWC); Philadelphia
Gas Works (PGW); and PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
(PPL). On May 19, 2017, the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) filed their comments. All
comments, in addition to the July 21 NOPR, are available
on the Commission’s website by searching using the
docket number L-2016-2577413 or at this weblink: http://
www.puc.pa.gov/about_puc/consolidated_case_view.aspx
?Docket=L-2016-2577413.
With this Order, the Commission seeks additional
comments on its proposals and on the issues raised by the
comments. We also introduce two new proposals that we
want to bring to everyone’s attention.
Discussion
Upon review of the initial comments and IRRC’s com-
ments, Commission staff determined that parties raised
several concerns and/or introduced new proposals that
warrant further exploration. Accordingly, the Commission
now invites any interested stakeholder to submit addi-
tional comments. While stakeholders are free to comment
on any topic they believe warrants additional comment,
the Commission wants to highlight a few specific matters
raised in the initial comments that we believe need
further vetting by the stakeholders and that we expressly
invite further comment upon:
Privacy Guidelines At 66 Pa.C.S. 1406(b)(1)(ii)(D)
Amended Chapter 14 referenced the Commission’s pri-
vacy guidelines at 66 Pa.C.S. § 1406(b)(1)(ii)(D) (relating
to notice of termination of service) that emails, text
messages or other electronic messaging must be consis-
tent with the Commission’s privacy guidelines. In the
NOPR, we asked for comments addressing what should
be included in the Commission’s privacy guidelines
(NOPR at 4). We note that the privacy guidelines would
be relevant to Sections 56.93 and 56.333 (relating to
personal contact). In the NOPR, the Commission proposed
changes to these two sections of Chapter 56, simply
referencing ‘‘the Commission’s privacy guidelines,’’ but not
explaining what they are.
Several parties offered suggestions on this topic. For
example, OCA noted that the Commission does not allow
the release of telephone numbers for any purpose and
asked that the same treatment should be provided for
e-mail addresses, numbers used for text messaging, etc.
and that the data submitted to the public utility for
purposes of personal contact should not be shared with
third parties. (OCA at 2-3). The Joint Commenters and
LICRG suggested that these guidelines be codified in the
regulation and that written, informed consent be required
and that this consent be refreshed periodically along with
a provision allowing the customer to revoke consent at
any time. (Joint Commenters at 22—24; LICRG at 27—
31).
In contrast, EAP opined that guidelines, not regula-
tions, are the best ‘‘path forward into a future where
technology and the related privacy issues are ever-
evolving.’’ (EAP at 9). EAP adds that the Commission has
existing privacy regulations at Sections 54.8 and 62.78—
but notes that these specific regulations are in the
context of customer choice. (EAP at 7-8). PPL submits
that Chapter 14 requires that the utility get affirmative
consent to use a particular form of electronic communica-
tion and as such, the Commission’s proposed subsection
56.93(a)(3) captures the consent policy that utilities must
comply with to use this method of communication in this
context. Further concerning privacy, PPL recommends
stakeholder discussions to identify best practices. (PPL at
6-7). Some parties noted that any requirements must also
take into account other laws like the Telephone Consumer
Protection Act (TCPA), 47 U.S.C. 227 (relating to restric-
tions on use of telephone equipment). (Aqua at 4-5).
It is also apparent from the comments that there are
number of concerns related to this topic, including what
type and form of consent is needed; the duration, expira-
tion and revocation of consent; and the use and sharing of
the contact information provided. However, we agree with
EAP’s suggestion that we not be overly prescriptive or
detailed in the regulations, given ever changing technol-
ogy.
We also cannot ignore that the General Assembly
referred to ‘‘guidelines’’—not ‘‘regulations’’ in Section
1406(b)(1)(ii)(C). This same section also refers to ‘‘ap-
proved by Commission order.’’ It is reasonable to assume
that the General Assembly envisioned the development of
guidelines that would be ratified by a Commission Order.
Accordingly, we propose addressing this topic in a sepa-
rate, but related, proceeding. We intend to use the
comments submitted to date to propose, in an upcoming
Tentative Order, privacy guidelines for Section
1406(b)(1)(ii)(D) (relating to notice of termination of ser-
vice) and Sections 56.93 and 56.333 of Title 52 of the
Pennsylvania Code. We invite parties that want to com-
ment further on these matters to do so, and we will also
consider those comments as we prepare a future Tenta-
tive Order.
Data On The Usage Of Medical Certificates
Pursuant to the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S.
§§ 745.1—745.15), IRRC filed comments 30 days after the
close of the public comment period. In its comments,
IRRC responded to the commenters and noted:
While fraud is frustrating, it is not clear from the
comments to what degree this fraud has existed or
might exist. We ask the PUC to explain its historic
2 See Rulemaking to Amend the Provisions of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 56 to Comply
with the Amended Provisions of 66 Pa.C.S. Chapter 14, Docket L-2015-2508421 (Order
entered July 21, 2016).
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experience with medical certificates including how
many medical certificates are on file each year in
relation to the overall number of customers, how
medical certificate fraud has affected uncollectible
accounts, and what proportion of the utility’s overall
revenue the impact of fraudulent medical certificates
represent.
(IRRC at 5).
Based upon the utility reporting requirements concern-
ing medical certificate usage at Section 1410.1(4), we offer
the following data on medical certificate usage in 2016
(the most recent year we have complete data for):








Electric Utilities 5,044,234 56,983 47,531
Natural Gas Utilities 2,135,043 17,771 15,702
Water Utilities* 1,132,948 2,305 1,367
Total 8,277,558 77,059 64,600
* Class A Water Utilities only. Class A water utility—A water utility with annual revenues greater than $1 million.
(52 Pa. Code § 56.2).
We invite the parties to comment upon their experience
with the use of medical certificates to avoid termination,
the fraudulent use of medical certificates, how medical
certificate fraud has affected uncollectible accounts, and
what proportion of the utility’s overall revenue is im-
pacted by the use of fraudulent medical certificates. We
ask parties to submit any data they have to support their
comments on these topics.
Cost And Impact Of Regulatory Changes
IRRC notes in their comments:
We are particularly interested in the economic and
fiscal impact of this regulation because it relates to
the criteria that we must consider in determining
whether the final regulation is in the public interest.
(IRRC at 6)
We again invite parties to submit estimate of the costs
and/or savings associated with compliance with these
proposed changes, including any legal, accounting, or
consulting procedures which may be required and explain
how the dollar estimates were derived. This includes the
topics discussed in this Order.
New Topics
Since the Commission issued the ANOPR in July 2016,
a few additional Chapter 56 issues that may require
revision have arisen, and we want to bring these to the
attention of the parties and invite comment.
Third-Party Notification Of Supplier Switching
Section 56.131 (and the identical Section 56.361) pro-
vides for a third party to receive copies of various
collection notices, including past due and termination
notices. The intent of these notices is to provide informa
tion to the third party that may aid the third party in
assisting the customer with a collections-related problem.
For example, an adult child may elect to receive the
notices sent by a utility to their parent, who may have
limited abilities to handle utility matters. This notifica-
tion is voluntary, and the notices are informational only
and do not impose any obligation upon the receiver of the
notice.
It has come to the Commission’s Office of Competitive
Market Oversight’s attention that this same mechanism
may be of service in the context of energy supplier
switching. A third party may want to be alerted as to a
customer’s supplier selections to help the customer with
the process of selecting an energy supplier. Some consum-
ers may have difficulty navigating the competitive energy
marketplace and may require the assistance of a third
party.
Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code §§ 57.173 (relating to Cus-
tomer contacts the EGS to request a change in electric
supply service) and 59.93 (relating to Customer contacts
with NGSs), anytime the customer has enrolled with a
competitive supplier, the utility is to send the customer a
confirmation notice. This confirmation notice alerts the
consumer to the switch of supplier and provides the date
the switch will be effective. The notice then advises the
customer to contact the utility immediately if there is a
problem, such as a possible unauthorized switch of supply
service.
We propose adding these supplier switch confirmation
notices to the list of notices that a utility will provide
under Sections 56.131 and 56.361. In addition, we pro-
pose revising the enrollment form template currently in
use and using a separate form for electric and natural gas
distribution companies. We think this will assist those
individuals concerned about a customer’s ability to par-
ticipate effectively in the competitive market and will
provide these individuals with the opportunity to inter-
vene and assist the customer if needed. Accordingly, we
propose to revise Sections 56.131 and 56.361 as follows:
Each public utility shall permit its customers to
designate a consenting individual or agency which is
to be sent, by the public utility, a duplicate copy of
reminder notices, past due notices, delinquent ac-
count notices, [ or ] termination notices or supplier
change confirmation notices of whatever kind
issued by that public utility. When contact with a
third party is made, the public utility shall advise the
third party of the pending action and the efforts
which shall be taken to avoid termination or the
change of supply service. A public utility shall
institute and maintain a program:
(1) To allow customers to designate third parties to
receive copies of a customer’s or group of customers’
notices of termination of service or supplier change
confirmation notices.
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(2) To advise customers at least annually of the
availability of a third-party notification program and
to encourage its use thereof. The public utility shall
emphasize that the third party is not responsible for
the payment of the customer’s bills.
(3) To solicit community groups to accept third-party
notices to assist in preventing unnecessary termina-
tions and protecting the public health and safety.
(4) To make available a standard enrollment form in
compliance with the form in either Appendix E
(relating to third-party notification for electric dis-
tribution utilities and natural gas distribution
utilities) or Appendix F (relating to third-party
notification for water distribution utilities,
wastewater utilities, steam heat utilities and
small natural gas distribution utilities not sub-
ject to the natural gas choice and competition
act).
Any change to Sections 56.131 and 56.361 will require
a corresponding change to Appendix E, which is the
enrollment form template that utilities are expected to
utilize.
APPENDIX E. THIRD-PARTY NOTIFICATION
FOR ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION UTILITIES
AND NATURAL GAS DISTRIBUTION UTILI-
TIES:
Once in a while, for one reason or another, a
customer fails to pay his or her UTILITY bill.
Under the Third-Party Notification program, UTIL-
ITY will notify you and another person you choose to
receive copies of shut-off notices. The third-party can
be a trusted relative, friend, clergy member, or social
service agency. The Third-Party Notification program
is voluntary and can help you if you are hospitalized,
away from home for extended periods of time or
homebound. The third party is not responsible for
paying your bills and this program will not stop
(UTILITY) from shutting off your (UTILITY) service
if you do not pay your bills. When a third party
contacts (UTILITY) about the shut off notice, we will
tell them what you can do to stop the shut off. The
third party does not have the right to make a
payment agreement for you.
We will also notify you anytime the customer
switches their competitive supply service to a
new supplier. You will receive a copy of the
supplier change confirmation notice that we
send to the customer whenever they enroll with
a new supplier or return to the default service.
This notice identifies the new supplier, how to
contact them, the effective date of the change,
and what to do if there is a problem or concern.
To sign up, both you and the third party must
complete and sign the form below. Do not return this
with your bill, return it to:
(UTILITY NAME)
(UTILITY ADDRESS)
(CITY, STATE, POSTAL CODE)
IMPORTANT THINGS TO REMEMBER:
* Notify us immediately if you want to change or
drop your third-party.
* Notify us if your third-party moves.
* Notify us if you move and you want the third party
transferred to your new address.
Please sign me up for the third-party Notification
program. By completing this form and returning it to
(UTILITY), I request that a copy of any shut off
notice and supplier change confirmation notices






Receipt of a copy of a shut off notice by the third-
party does not place any obligation on that party to
pay the (UTILITY) bill for the customer named above
nor will it necessarily stop shut off if payment is not
made. The notice simply reminds the third-party of a





We recognize that supplier switching is not relevant for
water, wastewater and steam heating utilities. Likewise,
it is not relevant to small natural gas distribution
utilities that are not subject to the Natural Gas Choice
and Competition Act. Accordingly, we propose a new
Appendix F for these utilities, which is basically the same
provision and language in the current regulation:
APPENDIX F. THIRD-PARTY NOTIFICATION
FOR WATER DISTRIBUTION UTILITIES,
WASTEWATER UTILITIES, STEAM HEAT
UTILITIES AND SMALL NATURAL GAS DIS-
TRIBUTION UTILITIES NOT SUBJECT TO THE
NATURAL GAS CHOICE AND COMPETITION
ACT:
Once in a while, for one reason or another, a
customer fails to pay his or her UTILITY bill.
Under the Third-Party Notification program, UTIL-
ITY will notify you and another person you choose to
receive copies of shut-off notices. The third party can
be a trusted relative, friend, clergy member, or social
service agency. The Third-Party Notification program
is voluntary and can help you if you are hospitalized,
away from home for extended periods of time or
homebound. The third party is not responsible for
paying your bills and this program will not stop
UTILITY from shutting off your UTILITY service
if you do not pay your bills. When a third party
contacts UTILITY about the shut-off notice, we will
tell them what you can do to stop the shut off. The
third party does not have the right to make a
payment agreement for you.
To sign up, both you and the third-party must
complete and sign the form below. Do not return this
with your bill, return it to:
(UTILITY NAME)
(UTILITY ADDRESS)
(CITY, STATE, POSTAL CODE)
IMPORTANT THINGS TO REMEMBER:
* Notify us immediately if you want to change or
drop your third party.
* Notify us if your third party moves.
* Notify us if you move and you want the third party
transferred to your new address.
Please sign me up for the third-party Notification
program. By completing this form and returning it to
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(UTILITY), I request that a copy of any shut off






Receipt of a copy of a shut off notice by the third
party does not place any obligation on that party to
pay the UTILITY bill for the customer named above
nor will it necessarily stop shut off if payment is not
made. The notice simply reminds the third party of a





We invite parties to comment on these proposed revi-
sions to third-party notice procedures, including the lan-
guage in the appendices.
Customer Retaining Utility Service Pending Formal Ap-
peal
The Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS)
has noticed some confusion and uncertainty as to the
expectation upon utilities of providing utility service to a
complainant who has formally appealed an informal
decision from BCS. Questions have been raised concern-
ing the automatic stay provision of Section 56.172(d). The
Commission’s current regulations do not entirely reflect
the original intention: that the stay should operate to
maintain utility service while the issues remain in dis-
pute. For this reason, we propose revising our regulations
to more specifically state that the benefit of the stay is to
maintain utility service until a final formal determination
is made.
We propose to clarify expectations in this regard by
revising the language at Section 56.172 (relating to filing)
and the analogous, identical provision at Section 56.402
as follows:
(a) A request for review of the decision of the Bureau
of Consumer Services (BCS) shall be initiated in
writing within 20 days of issuance.
(b) Upon receipt of a request for review of the
decision of the BCS, the Secretary of the Commission
will mail a formal complaint form to the requesting
person.
(c) Within 30 days of the mailing of the formal
complaint form, the party requesting review of the
decision of the BCS shall file the completed complaint
form with the Secretary.
(d) Upon the filing of a formal complaint by a
customer within the 30-day period and not thereaf-
ter except for good cause shown, there will be an
automatic stay of the informal complaint decision.
Informal complaint decisions directing the res-
toration of utility service are not subject to an
automatic stay, and utility service must be re-
stored and maintained while the issues remain
in dispute.
(e) The failure to request review of the BCS decision
by filing a formal complaint within the 30-day period
does not foreclose a party from filing a formal
complaint at a later time except as otherwise may be
provided in 66 Pa.C.S. (relating to Public Utility
Code).
The Commission believes this revision is necessary to
clarify that a customer must be provided utility service
while a formal appeal of a BCS decision is pending. This
is applicable for service maintenance and restoration. If a
customer receives a BCS informal decision with restora-
tion terms and the customer pays according to the BCS
informal decision, the utility must restore service. We
invite parties to comment on this proposed change and to
offer alternative language if they differ.
Conclusion
We thank the parties for their thoughtful and helpful
initial comments. We now invite parties to submit addi-
tional comments on the matters discussed in this order
and on any other issue raised in the comments filed at
this Docket that they think warrant further attention by
the Commission. As we did in the NOPR, we urge parties
to submit along with their comments any data supporting
their position, including any cost data.
Upon careful review and consideration of the all com-
ments received in this Docket thus far, the Commission
intends to issue this Order seeking additional comments;
Therefore,
It Is Ordered That:
1. The Secretary shall duly certify this Order and
deposit it with the Legislative Reference Bureau to be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Copies may also
be obtained by calling the Secretary’s Bureau at 717-772-
7777 or the Law Bureau at 717-787-5000.
2. Written comments referencing Docket No. L-2015-
2508421 be submitted within 45 days of publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin to the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission, Attn: Secretary, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments may also be filed electronically
through the Commission’s e-File System.
3. This Order proposing to revise the regulations ap-
pearing in Title 52 of the Pennsylvania Code Chapter 56
(relating to the standards and billing practices for resi-
dential utility service), be served on all jurisdictional
electric utilities, natural gas utilities, steam, water, and
wastewater utilities, electric generation suppliers, natural
gas suppliers, the Office of Consumer Advocate, the Office
of Small Business Advocate, and all parties that submit-
ted comments at this Docket in response to the July 21,
2016 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Order.
4. The contact persons for this matter are Daniel
Mumford in the Office of Competitive Market Oversight
(717) 783-1957, dmumford@pa.gov, Matthew Hrivnak in
the Bureau of Consumer Services (717) 783-1678,
mhrivnak@pa.gov, and Patricia T. Wiedt in the Law
Bureau (717) 787-5000, pwiedt@pa.gov.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1252. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
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SUSQUEHANNA RIVER
BASIN COMMISSION
[ 25 PA. CODE CH. 806 ]
Review and Approval of Projects; Correction
An error occurred in the proposed rulemaking pub-
lished at 46 Pa.B. 6309, 6324 (October 8, 2016). The fiscal
note was incorrect and is corrected as follows.
Fiscal Note: 72-13. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends
adoption.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1253. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
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Pennsylvania Wine Marketing and Research Pro-
gram Board; Grant Solicitation Announcement
and Application Procedures
The Pennsylvania Wine Marketing and Research Pro-
gram Board (Board) annually, or more frequently as the
availability of fund permits, solicits applications for
grants to conduct promotion, marketing and research
projects to increase the quality, profitability, production
and sale of wines, enhance the wine industry and benefit
wine producers of this Commonwealth.
The Board was established by the Department of
Agriculture under 3 Pa.C.S. §§ 4501—4513 (relating to
Agricultural Commodities Marketing Act) (ACMA). Its
composition, funding and duties were subsequently ex-
panded by section 488.1 of the Liquor Code (47 P.S.
§ 4-488.1).
The Board makes awards of grants from its own funds
generated by the methods set forth in the ACMA and
makes recommendations for the awarding of grants by
the Liquor Control Board from funds provided through
the Liquor Code (47 P.S. §§ 1-101—10-1001).
This notice establishes the procedures by which grant
applications will be solicited, reviewed and grants
awarded.
1. Grant Solicitation. The Board will be accepting
grant applications for the purposes, in the form, and
according to the schedule set forth herein, for a period of
not less than 30 days beginning on the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Additional
publication and dissemination of this notice shall be made
to applicants who have previously submitted grant appli-
cations to, or received grants from, the Board, State
universities and State-supported universities located in
this Commonwealth, universities with colleges of agricul-
tural science located in this Commonwealth and individu-
als or entities who have requested notification from the
Department or the Board of grant availability.
2. Process Overview. The Board will employ the review
process described as follows to select projects: (a) to fund
by making a grant from its ACMA funds; or (b) to
recommend to the Liquor Control Board for the making of
a grant.
a. In the event of an ACMA-funded grant, the terms
and conditions of the grant will be governed by a grant
agreement between the Board and the applicant which
shall be tendered to the applicant for execution, return-
able in no more than 30 days.
b. In the event of a recommendation to the Liquor
Control Board to make and fund a grant, the decision as
to whether to award a grant will be made by the Liquor
Control Board. If the Liquor Control Board approves the
grant recommendation, the terms and conditions of the
grant will be governed by a grant agreement between the
Liquor Control Board and applicant, which shall be
tendered to the applicant for execution by the Board on
behalf of the Liquor Control Board, returnable in no more
than 30 days.
3. Application Deadline. Interested applicants must
deliver a complete project proposal and grant application
to the Board by 4 p.m. on Friday, September 1, 2017, if
hand-delivered, or sent by US Mail and postmarked on or
before the same date. Applications should be addressed
and delivered to the Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Market Development, ATTN: Agricultural Commodity
Board Grant Program, 2301 North Cameron Street, Har-
risburg, PA 17110-9408.
a. Applicants are expected to participate by conference
call to provide a brief 3—5 minute presentation of their
proposals to the Board at its next scheduled Board
meeting on Tuesday, September 5, 2017, at 10 a.m. All
applicants will be provided the conference call-in number
and all relevant information for participation by e-mail
after the application deadline and all applications are
received. It is important that applicants prominently
include their e-mail and phone contact information in
their applications.
4. Format of the Project Proposal and Grant Applica-
tion. The project proposal and grant application shall be
formatted as follows:
a. A cover page, titled Pennsylvania Wine Marketing
and Research Program—Project Proposal and Grant Ap-
plication, providing: the title of the proposed project; the
name and address of the applicant; the name, address,
telephone number and e-mail address of the applicant’s
principal contact person for matters relating to the
application; and the total maximum grant amount sought
for the proposed project or program.
b. Section 1, titled Statement of Purpose, explaining or
presenting: the purpose for which the grant funds would
be utilized; details of the proposed project, including a
statement of expected impact of outcomes, staffing for the
project, and objectives and methodologies; and whether,
how and to what anticipated extent the proposed promo-
tion, marketing or research project increases the quality,
profitability, production and sale of wines, enhances the
wine industry and benefits wine producers of this Com-
monwealth.
c. Section 2, titled Statement of Need, explaining the
need for the grant funds sought, and identifying the
presence of any additional funding partners and the
extent of that funding.
d. Section 3, titled Budget, presenting a detailed
budget for the proposed project or program.
e. Section 4, titled Criteria for Measuring Outcomes,
identifying methods for measuring outcomes.
f. Section 5, titled Industry Involvement, describing the
extent of any support, participation and funding from this
Commonwealth’s wine industry, including any written
confirmation of that support, participation or funding.
5. Scoring of Applications. The Board will evaluate
each complete and timely-filed project proposal and grant
application it receives, which shall include a 100-point
scale assessing:
a. Up to 20 points for the project needs statement.
b. Up to 20 points for the expected impact of project
outcomes.
c. Up to 20 points for the promotion, marketing or
research methodology.
d. Up to 20 points for project evaluation.
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e. Up to 20 points for support and participation from
industry.
6. Scores. Upon completion of evaluations, the Board
will prepare a record identifying each complete and
timely-filed project proposal and grant application re-
ceived and the numerical score assigned to each. In the
event of an ACMA-funded grant, the Board will award
grants based upon its evaluation and scoring. In the
event of one or more recommendations to the Liquor
Control Board to make and fund a grant, the Board will
transmit to the Liquor Control Board the project proposal
and grant application, along with the score assigned to it
by the Board and any other information deemed relevant
by the Board or requested by the Liquor Control Board.
Request will be made by the Board that the Liquor
Control Board respond to all recommendations for grant
approval within 30 days.
7. Term of Grants and Extensions. It is anticipated that
applications will be submitted for projects that are per-
formed and completed by the conclusion of the State fiscal
year (July 1 through the following June 30) in which
application is made. However, the Board may award, or
recommend that the Liquor Control Board approve, grant
funding for multiyear projects or extensions of an on-
going project, if the Board identifies that a multiyear
term or an extension advances the grant’s objectives.
Requests for extensions of ongoing projects shall be made,
evaluated and processed in accordance with all the re-
quirements of this notice.
8. Notice of Award. Applicants shall be notified by mail
of the decision on their grant applications by the Board.
Best efforts will be made to do so within 60 days of the
application deadline.
9. Grant Agreement. With the mailed grant award
notice, the Board will provide applicants with a grant
agreement for execution and return within 30 days. The
Board will obtain the required signature on the grant
agreements, including the Liquor Control Board, if neces-
sary, and any other required Commonwealth entities, and
return a copy to the applicant. No grant agreement is
effective and work should not begin until all required
signatures have been applied to the grant agreement.
Among the terms of the grant agreement shall be a
requirement that the grant recipient provide the Board
full and complete access to all records relating to the
performance of the project and submit information as the
Board may require.
10. Nonmatching Cost-Reimbursable Grant. Grants
made hereunder do not require the applicant secure or
devote a matching sum to the project. Payment of grant
funds will occur on a reimbursement basis only.
RUSSELL C. REDDING,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1254. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND SECURITIES
Actions on Applications
The Department of Banking and Securities (Department), under the authority contained in the act of November 30,
1965 (P.L. 847, No. 356), known as the Banking Code of 1965; the act of May 15, 1933 (P.L. 565, No. 111), known as the
Department of Banking Code; and the act of December 19, 1990 (P.L. 834, No. 198), known as the Credit Union Code, has
taken the following action on applications received for the week ending July 18, 2017.
Under section 503.E of the Department of Banking and Securities Code (71 P.S. § 733-503.E), any person wishing to
comment on the following applications, with the exception of branch applications, may file comments in writing with the
Department of Banking and Securities, Corporate Applications Division, 17 North Second Street, Suite 1300, Harrisburg,
PA 17101-2290. Comments must be received no later than 30 days from the date notice regarding receipt of the
application is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The nonconfidential portions of the applications are on file at the
Department and are available for public inspection, by appointment only, during regular business hours. To schedule an
appointment, contact the Corporate Applications Division at (717) 783-2253. Photocopies of the nonconfidential portions of




Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action
7-10-2017 The Muncy Bank & Trust Company
Muncy
Lycoming County






Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action
7-7-2017 Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Philadelphia County
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CREDIT UNIONS
No activity.
The Department’s web site at www.dobs.pa.gov includes public notices for more recently filed applications.
ROBIN L. WIESSMANN,
Secretary




Community Services Block Grant Program’s Pro-
posed State Plan; Public Hearing
The Department of Community and Economic Develop-
ment (Department) publishes notice of a public hearing to
be held at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, August 9, 2017, in PUC
Hearing Room 5, Plaza Level, Commonwealth Keystone
Building, 400 North Street, Harrisburg, PA. The purpose
of this hearing is to receive comments on the proposed
Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) 2-year State
Plan for Federal Fiscal Years 2018 and 2019.
The State Plan will authorize the current formula-
based distribution of Federal CSBG funding to each of the
designated CSBG Eligible Entities (CEE) and limited-
purpose agencies across this Commonwealth. The State
Plan includes the following:
• Description of the State and agency roles and respon-
sibilities in administering CSBG.
• Listing of CEEs and limited-purpose agencies.
• Narratives and data related to CSBG program and
service delivery.
• Statewide goals and progress of National CSBG
organizational standards.
Copies of the proposed State Plan may be obtained
beginning July 31, 2017, by contacting the Department of
Community and Economic Development, Center for Com-
munity Services, Commonwealth Keystone Building, 400
North Street, 4th Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717)
425-7592, RA-DCEDOCS@PA.GOV or it can be down-
loaded from the Department’s web site at ww-
w.dced.pa.gov.
Written comments may be submitted to Jesse Kowalick,
Chief, Center for Community Services, Policy and Pro-
gram Division, Commonwealth Keystone Building, 400
North Street, 4th Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17120 until 5
p.m. on August 9, 2017.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend this
hearing and require an auxiliary aid, services or other
accommodations to participate in the proceeding should
contact Yvonne Adams at (717) 425-7597 to discuss how
the Department may make accommodations.
DENNIS M. DAVIN,
Secretary




Proposed Exchange of Property
The Department of Conservation and Natural Re-
sources (Department), acting through the Bureau of For-
estry (Bureau), and John Young et al. are proposing to
negotiate an exchange of property interests in West
Branch, Portage and Homer Townships, Potter County.
John Young et al. proposes to convey 3,391.518 acres of
oil, gas and mineral rights underlying existing State
forest lands administered by the Elk and Susquehannock
State Forest Districts in Portage and Homer Townships.
In return, the Bureau proposes to convey 2,949.72 acres
of oil, gas and mineral rights underlying private property
in West Branch and Pike Townships. An environmental
review was conducted by the Bureau regarding the
exchange, and the review was approved by the State
Forester.
As is the policy of the Department, the public is hereby
notified of this exchange. A 30-day period for public
inquiry or comment, or both, will be in effect beginning
July 29, 2017, and ending August 27, 2017. Oral or
written comments or questions concerning this proposed
exchange may be addressed to Ryan Szuch, Bureau of
Forestry, Planning Section, P.O. Box 8552, Harrisburg, PA
17105-8552, (717) 787-2980, rszuch@pa.gov. Oral and
written comments will become part of the official docu-
ment used in the final decision process. Written docu-
ments are also available regarding the proposed land
exchange by request.
If, in the duration of the 30-day comment period, a
significant amount of public concern develops, the Secre-
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Applications, Actions and Special Notices
APPLICATIONS
THE CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN WATER ACT
APPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION
SYSTEM (NPDES) PERMITS AND WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (WQM)
PERMITS
This notice provides information about persons who have applied for a new, amended or renewed NPDES or WQM
permit, a permit waiver for certain stormwater discharges or submitted a Notice of Intent (NOI) for coverage under a
General Permit. The applications concern, but are not limited to, discharges regarding industrial, animal or sewage
waste, discharges to groundwater, discharges associated with municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4), stormwater
associated with construction activities or concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFO). This notice is provided in
accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean Streams Law (35 P.S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Waste; Discharge into Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
For NPDES renewal applications in Section I, the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has made a
tentative determination to reissue these permits for 5 years subject to effluent limitations and monitoring and reporting
requirements in their current permits, with appropriate and necessary updated requirements to reflect new and changed
regulations and other requirements.
For applications for new NPDES permits and renewal applications with major changes in Section II, as well as
applications for MS4 Individual Permits and Individual Stormwater Construction Permits in Sections IV and VI, the
Department, based upon preliminary reviews, has made tentative determinations of proposed effluent limitations and
other terms and conditions for the permit applications. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 92a.32(d), the proposed
discharge of stormwater associated with construction activities will be managed in accordance with the requirements of
25 Pa. Code Chapter 102. These determinations are published as proposed actions for comments prior to taking final
actions.
Unless indicated otherwise, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region III Administrator has
waived the right to review or object to proposed NPDES permit actions under the waiver provision in 40 CFR 123.24(d).
Persons wishing to comment on NPDES applications are invited to submit statements to the contact office noted before
the application within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Persons wishing to comment on WQM permit
applications are invited to submit statements to the office noted before the application within 15 days from the date of
this public notice. Comments received within the respective comment periods will be considered in the final
determinations regarding the applications. A comment submittal should include the name, address and telephone number
of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts
upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests for public hearings on applications. A public hearing may be held if the
responsible office considers the public response significant. If a hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. The
Department will postpone its final determination until after a public hearing is held.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users, or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
I. NPDES Renewal Applications
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Draft NPDES permit PA0093882 was issued on March 9, 2017, for stormwater discharges to an Unnamed Tributary of
Thompson Run and an Unnamed Tributary of Streets Run. Public comments submitted during the 30-day comment
period resulted in modifications to the existing suspended solids effluent limitations. All other proposed effluent
limitations have remained the same as published in the previous Draft Permit.
The Total Suspended Solids limits at Outfalls 001 & 002 are shown below.
Previously Imposed Limits (mg/L) Currently Proposed Limits (mg/L)
Parameters Average Monthly Daily Maximum Average Monthly Daily Maximum























































PA0083020—SEW Forbes Road School District
(High School & Elem School)












Elders Branch (12-C) Y
II. Applications for New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Non-Waived
Permit Applications
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
PA0098558, Sewage, SIC Code 7033, Fox Den Acres Enterprises Inc., 390 Wilson Fox Road, New Stanton, PA
15672. Facility Name: Fox Den Acres Campground STP. This existing facility is located in Hempfield Township,
Westmoreland County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Sewickley Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 19-D and is
classified for Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.064 MGD.—Limits.











Jan 1 - Apr 30 0.049 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.)
Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Dissolved Oxygen
Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX 4.0 XXX XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 25.0 XXX 50.0
Total Suspended Solids
Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 30.0 XXX 60.0
Ammonia-Nitrogen
Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 7.0 XXX 14.0
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.064 MGD.—Limits.










Total Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002 are based on a design flow of 0.064 MGD.—Limits.













Jan 1 - Apr 30 0.049 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.)




Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX 4.0 XXX XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 25.0 XXX 50.0
Total Suspended Solids
Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 30.0 XXX 60.0
Ammonia-Nitrogen
Jan 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 7.0 14.0 XXX
Total Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0204897, Industrial, SIC Code 4111, Port Authority of Allegheny County, 345 Sixth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA
15222-2527. Facility Name: Collier Garage. This existing facility is located in Collier Township, Allegheny County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated stormwater associated with industrial activity.
The receiving stream, Painters Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 20-F and is classified for Warm Water
Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report 100 XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15 30 XXX
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
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Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Aluminum XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Manganese XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
412-442-4000.
The EPA Waiver is in not effect.
PA0021148, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Mount Pleasant Borough Westmoreland County, Etze Avenue, Mount
Pleasant, PA 15666. Facility Name: Mt Pleasant Borough STP. This existing facility is in Mount Pleasant Borough,
Westmoreland County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream, Shupe Run, is in State Water Plan watershed 19-D and is classified for Warm Water Fishes,
aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 1.5 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.03 XXX 0.10
CBOD5
May 1 - Oct 31 188 282 XXX 15 22.5 30
Nov 1 - Apr 30 250 375 XXX 20 30 40
BOD5
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 313 475 XXX 25 38 50
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000




May 1 - Oct 31 25 38 XXX 2.0 3.0 4.0
Nov 1 - Apr 30 40 60 XXX 3.2 4.8 6.4
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX XXX Report
Daily Max
XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
The permittee is permitted to discharge combined sewage through outfalls 003, 005, and 009 in accordance with their
approved CSO Long Term Control Plan.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401. Telephone 484-250-5970.
PA0058271, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Hilltown Township Water & Sewer Authority, P.O. Box 365, Sellersville, PA
18960-0365. Facility Name: Highland Park STP. This existing facility is located in Hilltown Township, Bucks County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Mill Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-E and is
classified for Trout Stocking, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.15 MGD.—Limits.












Flow (MGD) Report Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0
Inst Min
XXX XXX 9.0





12.5 18.8 XXX 10.0 15.0 20
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Raw Sewage Influent Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 12.5 18.8 XXX 10.0 15.0 20
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000*
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Ultraviolet light intensity (µw/cm2) XXX XXX Report XXX XXX XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N 12.5 XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen 2.5 XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4
Total Phosphorus 1.88 XXX XXX 1.5 XXX 3
* Shall not exceed in more than 10% of samples.
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
A. No Stormwater
B. Acquire Necessary Property Rights
C. Proper Sludge Disposal
D. Chlorine Optimization
E. Small Stream Discharge
F. Operator Notification
G. TMDL/WLA Analysis
H. Fecal Coliform Reporting
I. Operation and Maintenance Plan
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0050989, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Frederick Mennonite Community, PO Box 498, Frederick, PA 19435-0498.
Facility Name: Frederick Mennonite Community. This existing facility is located in Upper Frederick Township,
Montgomery County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Swamp Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-E and is
classified for Migratory Fishes and Trout Stocking, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0499 MGD.—Limits.










Flow (MGD) Report Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0
Inst Min
XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX XXX
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Nov 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 15 XXX 30
May 1 - Oct 31 XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 15 XXX 30
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000




Nov 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 4.5 XXX 9
May 1 - Oct 31 XXX XXX XXX 3.0 XXX 6
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX 1.0 XXX 2




• Connection to public sewers
• Responsible operator
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0030228, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, East Brandywine Township Municipal Authority Chester County, 1214
Horseshoe Pike, Downingtown, PA 19355. Facility Name: Keats Glen STP. This existing facility is located in East
Brandywine Township, Chester County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Beaver Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-H and is
classified for Cold Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0181 MGD.—Limits.












Flow (MGD) Report Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0
Inst Min
XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine (TRC) XXX XXX XXX 0.4 XXX 0.9
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
Nov 1 - Apr 30 2.12 3.0 XXX 14 20 28
May 1 - Oct 31 1.06 1.5 XXX 7.0 10 14
Total Suspended Solids 3.0 4.5 XXX 20 30 40
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000




Nov 1 - Apr 30 0.45 XXX XXX 3.0 XXX 6
May 1 - Oct 31 0.15 XXX XXX 1.0 XXX 2
Total Phosphorus 0.30 XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• No stormwater within the sanitary sewer system
• Property Rights
• Screenings and solids disposal
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• Total residual chlorine
• Designated responsible operator
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect as a result of the Christina River Basin TMDL.
PA0055476, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Chadds Ford Township Sewer Authority, 10 Ring Road, Chadds Ford, PA
19317. Facility Name: Ridings of Chadds Ford STP. This existing facility is located in Chadds Ford Township, Delaware
County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Harvey Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-H and is
classified for Migratory Fishes and Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.08 MGD.—Limits.












Flow (MGD) Report Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0
Inst Min
XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 4.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine (TRC) XXX XXX XXX 0.12 XXX 0.28
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
6.7 10.0 XXX 10.0 15.0 20
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Raw Sewage Influent XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 6.7 10.0 XXX 10.0 15.0 20
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Total Nitrogen 20.0 XXX XXX 30.0 XXX 60
Ammonia-Nitrogen
Nov 1 - Apr 30 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0 XXX 18
May 1 - Oct 31 2.0 XXX XXX 3.0 XXX 6
Total Phosphorus 1.3 XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Notification of responsible operator
• TRC minimization
• Lab certification
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
Northeast Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915,
Telephone: 570.826.2511.
PA0275832, Storm Water, SIC Code 4151, First Student Inc., 110 Perimeter Park Road, Suite E, Knoxville, TN
37922-2200. Facility Name: First Student Inc. No 20534. This proposed facility is located in Allentown City, Lehigh
County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated Industrial
Stormwater.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Trout Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 2-C and is
classified for High Quality—Cold Water, High Quality Waters—Cold Water Fishes, and Migratory Fish, aquatic life, water
supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0 MGD.—Limits.










Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 100.0
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 30.0
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002 are based on a design flow of 0 MGD.—Limits.










Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 100.0
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 30.0
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 003 are based on a design flow of 0 MGD.—Limits.










Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 100.0
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 30.0
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
570-826-5472.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0275956, Stormwater, SIC Code 2673, Trans Western Polymers, Inc., 1900 West Field Court, Lake Forrest, IL
60045. Facility Name: Trans Western Polymers. This facility is located in Rush Township, Schuylkill County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for an existing discharge of industrial
stormwater.
The receiving stream, Unnamed Tributary to Nesquehoning Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 2-B and is
classified for High Quality—Cold Water and Migratory Fish, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is
not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0 MGD (stormwater).












pH (S.U.) XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 120
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 100
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Stormwater Outfalls and Authorized Non-Stormwater Discharges
• Best Management Practices (BMPs)
• Routine Inspections
• Preparedness, Prevention and Contingency (PPC) Plan
• Stormwater Monitoring Requirements
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
570-826-5472.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone: 717-705-
4707.
PA0247901, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Sharon R. Stover, 156 Cliff Road, Harrisburg, PA 17112. Facility Name: Dixon
Plaza LLC. This proposed facility is located in East Hanover Township, Dauphin County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Manada Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 7-D and is classified for Cold Water
Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0004 MGD.—Limits.










Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Residual Chlorine (TRC) XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0248118, Sewage, SIC Code 8811, Heather & Jay Kaufman, 2395 Dunkard Hollow Road, Alum Bank, PA
15521-8638. Facility Name: Kaufman Properties. This proposed facility is located in West Saint Clair Township, Bedford
County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Dunning Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 11-C and is
classified for Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0004 MGD.—Limits.










Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine (TRC) XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0266531, Sewage, SIC Code 8811, Fred Curtis, 1561 Weisstown Road, Boyertown, PA 19512. Facility Name: Fred
Curtis Residence. This proposed facility is located in Colebrookdale Township, Berks County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Swamp Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-E and is
classified for Migratory Fishes and Trout Stocking, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0004 MGD.—Limits.










Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Annual Maintenance Reports (AMRs) must be submitted to DEP
• The UV contact surface must be cleaned and the bulb replaced according to the manufacturer instructions
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
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PA0043443, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Alexandria Borough & Porter Township Joint Sewer Authority, PO Box
113, Alexandria, PA 16611-0113. Facility Name: Alexandria Borough Porter Township STP. This existing facility is located
in Porter Township, Huntingdon County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Frankstown Branch Juniata River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 11-A and is
classified for Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.24 MGD.—Limits.












Flow (MGD) Report Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0
Max
XXX
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
50 80 XXX 25.0 40.0 50
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 60 90 XXX 30.0 45.0 60
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000





XXX XXX Report XXX XXX XXX
The proposed monitoring requirements and, where appropriate, effluent limits for implementation of the Chesapeake
Bay Tributary Strategy are as follows for Outfall 001.
Effluent Limitations
Mass Units (lbs) Concentrations (mg/L)





Ammonia—N Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Kjeldahl—N Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Nitrogen Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Stormwater prohibition
• Notification of the designation of responsible operator
• Hauled-in waste restriction
• Notification for TRC
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0032051, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Granville Township, 100 Helen Street, Lewistown, PA 17044-2437. Facility
Name: Granville Township Junction STP. This existing facility is located in Granville Township, Mifflin County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Juniata River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 12-A and is classified for Warm Water
Fishery, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.5 MGD.—Limits.












Flow (MGD) Report Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0
Max
XXX
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
100 165 XXX 25.0 40.0 50
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 125 185 XXX 30.0 45.0 60
Total Dissolved Solids Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000





XXX XXX Report XXX XXX XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Sulfate, Total Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Chloride Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Bromide Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
The proposed monitoring requirements and, where appropriate, effluent limits for implementation of the Chesapeake
Bay Tributary Strategy are as follows for Outfall 001.
Effluent Limitations
Mass Units (lbs) Concentrations (mg/L)





Ammonia—N Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Kjeldahl—N Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Nitrogen Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Net Total Nitrogen Report 15,195 XXX XXX XXX XXX
Net Total Phosphorus Report 1,899 XXX XXX XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Stormwater prohibition
• Notification of the designation of responsible operator
• Hauled-in waste restriction
• Notification for TRC
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
PA0264806, Sewage, SIC Code 8811, Michael L. Stempka, 10224 Oliver Road, McKean, PA 16426. Facility Name:
Michael L. Stempka SRSTP. This proposed facility is located in McKean Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
Sewage.
The receiving stream, Unnamed Tributary to the Lamson Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 15-A and is
classified for Cold Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0004 MGD.—Limits.










Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20.0
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20.0
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
814-332-6340.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0264962, Sewage, SIC Code 8800, Clinton Cassese, 7356 Winchester Lane, Solon, OH 44139. Facility Name:
Clinton Cassese SRSTP. This proposed facility is located in Deerfield Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
sewage.
The receiving stream, the Allegheny River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 16-F and is classified for warm
water fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0004 MGD.










Flow (GPD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Requirement to submit an Annual Maintenance Report and a Discharge Monitoring Report
• No stormwater admitted to the treatment system
• Aerobic tank pumping requirement
• Solids handling
• Abandonment of the treatment system (for public sewage)
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
814-332-6340.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0020257, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Grove City Borough, P.O. Box 110, Grove City, PA 16127-0110. Facility Name:
Grove City Borough STP. This existing facility is located in Grove City Borough, Mercer County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Wolf Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 20-C and is classified for Cold Water
Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 3.0 MGD.—Interim Limits.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0
Max
XXX
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
UV Transmittance (%) XXX XXX Report Report XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
Nov 1 - Apr 30 625 1,000 XXX 25.0 40.0 50
May 1 - Oct 31 375 560 XXX 15.0 22.5 30
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Total Suspended Solids 750 1,125 XXX 30.0 45.0 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000




Nov 1 - Apr 30 250 XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 21
May 1 - Oct 31 87.5 XXX XXX 3.5 XXX 7

















Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 3.342 MGD.—Final Limits.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0
Max
XXX
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX XXX
UV Transmittance (%) XXX XXX Report Report XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
275 415 XXX 10.0 15.0 20
Total Suspended Solids 275 415 XXX 10.0 15.0 20
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000




Nov 1 - Apr 30 250 XXX XXX 9.0 XXX 18























Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Whole Effluent Toxicity
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
814-332-6340.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
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III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Applications under The Clean Streams Law
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
WQM Permit No. 468S011-A2, Sewage, Lutheran Camp Assoc Inc., PO Box 245, Jennerstown, PA 15547.
This proposed facility is located in Jenner Township, Somerset County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Modifications to STP.
WQM Permit No. 6510410, Sewage, Steward Properties Management of PA, LLC, 764 Waltz Mill Road, Ruffs
Dale, PA 15679.
This proposed facility is located in Sewickley Township, Westmoreland County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: The applicant proposes to construct a new sewage treatment plant to abate an
existing malfunctioning on-lot septic system, which will serve the Madison Pittsburgh KOA.
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401, 484.250.5900.
WQM Permit No. # 1517404, Sewage, Northwestern Chester County Municipal Authority, 5277 Horseshoe Pike,
PO Box 308, Honey Brook, PA 19433-0308.
This proposed facility is located in Honey Brook Township, Chester County.
Description of Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a new sewage pump station.
WQM Permit No. WQG02091710, Sewage, Bucks County Water & Sewer Authority, 1275 Almshouse Road,
Warrington, PA 18976.
This proposed facility is located in Middletown Township, Bucks County.
Description of Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a low pressure sewer system to serve 10-lot subdivision.
WQM Permit No. WQG010063, Sewage, Kevin Lang, 1660 Bondsville Road, Downingtown, PA 19335.
This proposed facility is located in East Brandywine Township, Chester County.
Description of Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a small flow single residence sewage treatment plant.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
WQM Permit No. WQG02391701, Sewage, Coopersburg Borough Lehigh County, 5 North Main Street,
Coopersburg, PA 18036.
This proposed facility is located in Coopersburg, Lehigh County.
The proposed sewage disposal facilities for this project consist of:
• A gravity sewer extension from a proposed manhole in the existing collection system
• A pressure sewer extension (forcemain) from the proposed gravity sewer extension
• A gravity sewer extension from an existing manhole in the collection system
• Direct tap-ins to the collection system to serve residential lots
WQM Permit No. 3917401, Sewage, Lehigh County Authority, 1053 Spruce Road, Allentown, PA 18106.
The existing facility is located in the City of Allentown, Lehigh County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This application is for improvements at the existing Park Pump Station
consisting of replacement of three extended shaft centrifugal pumps with dry pit submersible type pumps, replacement of
the existing influent sluice gate, replacement of electrical gear and the addition of variable frequency drives to replace
outdated speed controllers. The purpose of the project is to enhance station reliability, but not to increase its capacity
above 21 MGD. Only two of the three pumps will be used to meet the design point of 21 MGD and the third pump will be
a standby pump. These improvements are part of the work mandated to comply with an EPA Administrative Order. The
project is located in Little Lehigh Park, just west of the intersection of Jefferson Street and Park Drive.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
WQM Permit No. 2517405, Sewage, Lawrence Park Township Erie County, 4230 Iroquois Avenue, Erie, PA
16511-2133.
This proposed facility is located in Erie City, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Replace Lake Cliff Pump Station.
WQM Permit No. 2517406, Sewage, Elsie Miller, 9690 Fillinger Road, Erie, PA 16410.
This proposed facility is located in North East Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
WQM Permit No. 4374404 A-5, Sewage, Grove City Borough Mercer County, PO Box 110, Grove City, PA
16127-0110.
This existing facility is located in Grove City Borough, Mercer County.
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Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Wastewater treatment plant expansion including construction of two primary
clarifiers and one aerobic digester.
IV. NPDES Applications for Stormwater Discharges from MS4
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401. Telephone 484-250-5970.
PA0054712, MS4, City of Philadelphia, The Aramark Tower, 1101 Market Street, 4th Floor, Philadelphia, PA
19107-2994. The application is for a renewal of an individual NPDES permit for the discharge of stormwater from a
regulated municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) to waters of the Commonwealth in the City of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia County. The receiving stream(s), Schuylkill River, Delaware River, Cobbs Creek, Wissahickon Creek,
Tacony-Frankford Creek, Pennypack Creek, Poquessing Creek, and their tributaries, are located in State Water Plan
watersheds 3-G, 3-F, 3-J, and 2-F and are classified for Warm Water Fishes, Trout Stock Fishes, and Migratory Fishes
(WWF, TSF, & MF), aquatic life, water supply and recreation.
The Department has made a tentative determination to issue the NPDES permit. Written comments on the application
and draft permit will be accepted for 30 days following publication of this notice. The period for comment may be
extended at the discretion of DEP for one additional 15-day period. You may make an appointment to review the DEP
files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at 484-250-5910.
The EPA waiver is not in effect.
VI. NPDES Individual Permit Applications for Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction
Activities



















301 Oxford Valley Road
Yardley, PA 19067
Montgomery Lansdale Borough West Branch Neshaminy
Creek
WWF-MF
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.







PAD390038 Pennsylvania CVS Pharmacy,
LLC
c/o Summit Realty Advisors,
LLC













PAD450029 Mountain Hollow Estates, LLC
701 W. Broad Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
Monroe Stroud Township UNT to Brodhead Creek
(HQ-CWF)











Northampton Palmer Township Bushkill Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)











Schuylkill Walker Township UNT to Beaver Creek
(HQ-CWF)
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Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200, Nathan





















PAD290002 Ilera Healthcare, LLC
3786 N. Hess Road
Waterfall, PA 16689




Southwest Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, Michael Forbeck,
Acting Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 412-442-4000.
Permit No. Applicant & Address County Municipality Stream Name
PAD020006 Robert S. Wright,




Edgeworth Borough Little Sewickley Creek
(HQ-TSF)
VII. List of NOIs for NPDES and/or Other General Permit Types
PAG-12 CAFOs
MS4 Notices of Intent Received











PAG133702 West Lebanon Township
Lebanon County






PROPOSED NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS
FOR NPDES PERMITS FOR CAFOs
This notice provides information about agricultural operations that have submitted nutrient management plans (NMPs)
for approval under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5 and that have or anticipate submitting applications for new, amended or renewed
NPDES permits, or Notices of Intent (NOIs) for coverage under a general permit, for CAFOs, under 25 Pa. Code Chapter
92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean
Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Based upon preliminary reviews, the State Conservation Commission (SCC) or County Conservation Districts (CCD)
working under a delegation agreement with the SCC have completed an administrative review of NMPs described. These
NMPs are published as proposed plans for comment prior to taking final actions. The NMPs are available for review at
the CCD office for the county where the agricultural operation is located. A list of CCD office locations is available at
http://www.nacdnet.org/about/districts/directory/pa.phtml or can be obtained from the SCC at the office address listed or
by calling (717) 787-8821.
Persons wishing to comment on an NMP are invited to submit a statement outlining their comments on the plan to the
CCD, with a copy to the SCC for each NMP, within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Comments received within
the respective comment periods will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NMPs. Comments should
include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to inform the SCC of the exact
basis of the comments and the relevant facts upon which they are based. Comments should be sent to the SCC,
Agriculture Building, Room 310, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the SCC through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
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NPDES Permit No. PAG126104, CAFO, Blue Springs Farm LLC, 174 Stair Farm Lane, Berlin, PA 15530.
This proposed facility is located in Brothersvalley Township, Somerset County.
Description of size and scope of proposed operation/activity: The proposed 4,800 head swine finishing barn will have
underhouse deep pit storage located under the barn’s slatted floor with a storage area of 39,640 square feet and total
storage volume of 1,482,544 gallons. All manure and washdown water will be collected into this storage pit. Total
operating acres will be 6.4 acres. Liquid swine manure and the mortality compost will be hauled out by and exported to
Stair Family Farm, LLC for application to its cropland and pastureland. The animal equivalent unit is calculated to be
684.9.
The receiving stream, Buffalo Creek, is in watershed 19-F and classified for: Cold Water Fishes.
The proposed effluent limits for the operation/activity include: Except for the chronic or catastrophic rainfall events
defined as over the 25-year/24-hour rain storms, the CAFO general permit is a non-discharge NPDES permit. Where
applicable, compliance with 40 CFR Federal effluent limitation guidelines is required. The general permit requires no
other numeric effluent limitations and compliance with the Pennsylvania Nutrient Management Act and the Clean
Stream Law constitutes compliance with the state narrative water quality standards.
APPLICATIONS
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN—PUBLIC NOTICE SPREADSHEET
Agricultural Operation




















Dauphin 12.7 1,896 Layers,
Sheep
NA Renewal
Stoner’s Hijos Hill, Inc.
7678 Oellig Road
Mercersburg, PA 17236
Franklin 1,389.2 1,224.50 Dairy NA Renewal
Bishcroft Farm, LLC
2334 Farm Road
Roaring Branch, PA 17765










PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY (PWS)
PERMITS
Under the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Act (35
P.S. §§ 721.1—721.17), the following parties have applied
for PWS permits to construct or substantially modify
public water systems.
Persons wishing to comment on permit applications are
invited to submit statements to the office listed before the
application within 30 days of this public notice. Com-
ments received within this 30-day comment period will be
considered in the formulation of the final determinations
regarding an application. A comment should include the
name, address and telephone number of the writer and a
concise statement to inform the Department of the exact
basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it
is based. A public hearing may be held after consideration
of comments received during the 30-day public comment
period.
Following the comment period, the Department will
make a final determination regarding the proposed per-
mit. Notice of this final determination will be published
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determi-
nation may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing
Board.
The permit application and related documents are on
file at the office listed before the application and available
for public review. Arrangements for inspection and copy-
ing information should be made with the office listed
before the application.
Persons with a disability that require an auxiliary aid,
service or other accommodations to participate during the
30-day public comment period should contact the office
listed before the application. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Southeast Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401.
Permit No. 0917520, Public Water Supply.
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Responsible Official Jeff S. Pifer
144 Park Avenue
Chalfont, PA 18914-0317
Type of Facility PWS






Description of Action Application for installing new
additional pressure membrane
filtration facilities at the Forest
Park Water Treatment Plant.
Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Permit No. 3817503, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Quentin Water Company
Municipality West Cornwall Township
County Lebanon
Responsible Official William Matthews, Manager
PO Box 243
Quentin, PA 17083
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Randolph S. Bailey, P.E.




Description of Action The construction of Well No. 4 as
a new source-of-supply with
sodium hypochlorite disinfection
and 4-log contact piping along
with manganese treatment and
an upgrade to the existing
booster pumping station.





Responsible Official Mike Robinson, Manger
PO Box 36
Miffllintown, PA 17059
Type of Facility Public Water Supply




State College, PA 16801
Application Received: 6/19/2017
Description of Action The construction of a new
500,000-gallon concrete storage
tank with booster pumping
station along with the
installation of 2,200 feet of water
main and 700 of service line.
Permit No. 06174508, Public Water Supply.
Applicant WG America Company
Municipality Cumru Township
County Berks
Responsible Official Bryan C. Shinn, Vice President
2 East Pointe Drive
Birdsboro, PA 19508
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Thomas G. Pullar, P.E.
EarthRes Group Inc
P O Box 468
Pipersville, PA 18947
Application Received: 6/5/2017
Description of Action WG America Company has
submitted an application to
install two 50,000-gallon
stainless steel storage silos, five
Atlantium ultraviolet units, one
ozone contact tank and
corresponding ozone generator,
and one reverse osmosis unit.
Permit No. 0617511 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.




Responsible Official Leonard E. Bilger II, Executive
Director
91 Water Road
Sinking Spring, PA 19608
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Jeffery C. Jessel, P.E.
SSM Group, Inc.
1047 North Park Road
Reading, PA 19610-0307
Application Received: 7/5/2017
Description of Action Western Berks Water Authority
has submitted an application for
the replacement of two existing
Stenner peristaltic chemical
metering pumps at the
Mohrsville Water District
Treatment Facility. The new
peristaltic pumps will both be
Watson Marlow, Model 520U/R2,
and will be programmed for flow
pacing.
Northcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program






Township/Borough Clearfield Borough & Lawrence
Township
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County Clearfield
Responsible Official John C. Williams, Manager
107 East Market St.
Clearfield PA 16830
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer James F. Potopa, P.E.
Project Engineer




Description of Action Construction of a water main
extension, pump station, new
water storage tank, pressure
reducing vault, and all
appurtenances.
Southwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Permit No. 6514506-A1, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Municipal Authority of
Westmoreland County
124 Park & Pool Road
New Stanton, PA 15672
[Township or Borough] Salem Township




124 Park & Pool Road
New Stanton, PA 15672
Type of Facility Water system







Description of Action Amendment to the construction
permit for the installation of the
Slickville Pump Station.
MINOR AMENDMENT
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745.
Application No. 3217526MA, Minor Amendment.




[Township or Borough] Cherryhill Township






Type of Facility Water system







Description of Action Installation of the Ray Road
pressure reducing vault.
Northwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Application No. 4397502-T1-MA3, Minor Amend-
ment.
Applicant Aqua PA Shenango Division
Township or Borough City of Sharon
Responsible Official James S. Williard
Type of Facility Public Water Supply







Description of Action Actiflow Process Basin Coating
WATER ALLOCATIONS
Applications received under the act of June 24,
1939 (P.L. 842, No. 365) (35 P.S. §§ 631—641) relat-
ing to the Acquisition of Rights to Divert Waters
of the Commonwealth
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745.
WA-83C, Water Allocations. Authority of the Borough
of Charleroi, 3 McKean Avenue, Charleroi, PA 15022,
Washington County. The applicant is requesting the




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 1
Acknowledgment of Notices of Intent to Remediate
Submitted under the Land Recycling and Envi-
ronmental Remediation Standards Act (35 P.S.
§§ 6026.101—6026.907)
Sections 302—305 of the Land Recycling and Environ-
mental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35 P.S.
§§ 6026.302—6026.305) require the Department to pub-
lish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin an acknowledgment
noting receipt of Notices of Intent to Remediate. An
acknowledgment of the receipt of a Notice of Intent to
Remediate is used to identify a site where a person
proposes to, or has been required to, respond to a release
of a regulated substance at a site. A person intending to
use the background standard, Statewide health standard,
the site-specific standard or intend to remediate a site as
a special industrial area shall file a Notice of Intent to
Remediate with the Department. A Notice of Intent to
Remediate filed with the Department provides a brief
description of the location of the site, a list of known or
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suspected contaminants at the site, the proposed remedia-
tion measures for the site and a description of the
intended future use of the site. A person who demon-
strates attainment of one or a combination of cleanup
standards or receives approval of a special industrial area
remediation identified under the act will be relieved of
further liability for the remediation of the site for con-
tamination identified in reports submitted to and ap-
proved by the Department. Furthermore, the person shall
not be subject to citizen suits or other contribution
actions brought by responsible persons not participating
in the remediation.
Under sections 304(n)(1)(ii) and 305(c)(2) of the act,
there is a 30-day public and municipal comment period
for sites proposed for remediation using a site-specific
standard, in whole or in part, and for sites remediated as
a special industrial area. This period begins when a
summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate is pub-
lished in a newspaper of general circulation in the area of
the site. For the following site, proposed for remediation
to a site-specific standard or as a special industrial area,
the municipality, within which the site is located, may
request to be involved in the development of the remedia-
tion and reuse plans for the site if the request is made
within 30 days of the date specified as follows. During
this comment period, the municipality may request that
the person identified as the remediator of the site develop
and implement a public involvement plan. Requests to be
involved and comments should be directed to the
remediator of the site.
For further information concerning the content of a
Notice of Intent to Remediate, contact the environmental
cleanup program manager in the Department regional
office listed before the notice. If information concerning
this acknowledgment is required in an alternative form,
contact the community relations coordinator at the appro-
priate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following Notices of
Intent to Remediate:
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
& Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
Schuylkill Community Action, 118 West Main
Street, Girardville Borough, Schuylkill County.
Molesevich Environmental LLC, PO Box 654, Lewisburg,
PA 17837, on behalf of Schuylkill Community Action, 225
North Centre Street, Pottsville, PA 17901, submitted a
Notice of Intent to Remediate. Excavation for building
revealed gasoline contamination at the site. The proposed
future use of the property is for residential purposes. The
Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in The
Republican Herald on June 23, 2017.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Holtzman Oil Release/Reiff Property, Off Wood-
stock Road @ I-81 SB, Chambersburg, 17202. Greene
Township, Franklin County. Patriot Environmental
Management, LLC, P.O. Box 629, Douglassville, PA
19518, on behalf of Holtzman Oil Corporation, 5534 North
Main Street, Mt. Jackson, VA 22842, and Elam Reiff, 275
Goodhart Road, Shippensburg, PA 17257 submitted a
Notice of Intent to Remediate site soil and groundwater
contaminated with unleaded gasoline when a transport
tanker truck accident occurred. The site will be remedi-
ated to the Site Specific Standard. Future use of the site
is to remain non-residential and undeveloped. The Notice
of Intent to Remediate was published in the The News-
Chronicle on May 30, 2017.
Northcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Snyder Fuels Release Site, Upper Augusta Township,
Northumberland County. Pennsylvania Tectonics, Inc.,
723 Main Street, Archbald, PA 18403, on behalf of Snyder
Fuels, Inc., P.O. Box 191, Sunbury, PA 17801, has submit-
ted a Notice to Remediate site soil and groundwater
contaminated with 2,400 gallons of fuel oil # 2. Future
use for the property is expected to be non-residential. A
summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate was
published in the Daily Item on July 8, 2017.
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Renewal Application(s) Received under the Solid
Waste Management Act (35 P.S. §§ 6018.101—
6018.1003); the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act (53 P.S.
§§ 4000.101—4000.1904); and Residual Waste Regu-
lations for a General Permit to Operate Residual
Waste Processing Facilities and/or the Beneficial
Use of Residual Waste Other Than Coal Ash
Southcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
General Permit Renewal Application No.
WMGR028SC003. Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. has submit-
ted a general permit renewal application for the Plants 5
& 6 Milroy Facility, 155 Hostetler Quarry Rd., Milroy, PA
17063 in Armagh Township, Mifflin County. This gen-
eral permit authorizes the beneficial use of baghouse
fines and/or scrubber pond precipitates, generated by
hot-mix asphalt plants, for use as (i) an aggregate in
roadway construction, (ii) a soil additive, (iii) a soil
conditioner, or (iv) a component or ingredient in the
manufacturing of construction products. The application
for renewal was determined to be complete on July 12,
2017.
Persons interested in obtaining more information about
the general permit application may contact Mr. John
Oren, P.E., Permits Section Chief, Southcentral Regional
Office, Waste Management Program at 717-705-4706.
TDD users may contact the Department through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
DETERMINATION OF APPLICABILITY FOR
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Application(s) for Determination of Applicability
received under the Solid Waste Management Act;
the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act; and Residual Waste Regula-
tions for a General Permit to Operate Residual
Waste Processing Facilities and/or the Beneficial
Use of Residual Waste Other Than Coal Ash
Southcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
General Permit Application No. WMGR029SC001A.
Heritage-Crystal Clean, LLC, 388 North Market Street,
Elizabethtown, PA 17022 in West Donegal Township,
Lancaster County. This general permit is for the opera-
tion of a transfer facility for the processing of waste oil
(including waste oil mixed with hazardous waste), spent
antifreeze, used oil filters and waste oil/water mixture.
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The application for determination of applicability was
determined to be complete on July 12, 2017.
Persons interested in obtaining more information about
the general permit application may contact Mr. John
Oren, P.E., Permits Section Chief, Southcentral Regional
Office, Waste Management Program at 717-705-4706.
TDD users may contact the Department through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Public
comments must be submitted within 60 days of this
notice and may recommend revisions to, and approval or
denial of the application.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Application Received Under the Solid Waste Man-
agement Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to
Operate Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area
or Site.
Southeast Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 2
East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401.
Permit Application No. 301350. Eldredge, Inc., 898
Fern Hill Road, West Chester, PA 19380-4202, West
Goshen Township, Chester County. This major permit
modification application is submitted for Eldredge, Inc.,
facility, a residual waste processing facility, located at 898
Fern Hill Road, West Chester, PA, in West Goshen
Township, Chester County. The submittal requested
several modifications to the facility’s waste processing
and operations including the ability to receive additional
residual waste codes, the ability to perform bulk liquid
solidification/stabilization, modification to Form U appli-
cability, revisions to waste acceptance plan, increase in
temporary storage capacity, and flexibility in utilizing
storage tanks. The application was received by the South-
east Regional Office on June 22, 2017.
Comments concerning the application should be di-
rected to the Department of Environmental Protection,
Waste Management Program Manager, Southeast Re-
gional Office, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401-
4915. Persons interested in obtaining more information
about the general permit application may contact the
Southeast Regional Office by telephone at 484.250.5960.
TDD users may contact the DEP through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654.5984. Public comments
must be submitted within 60 days of this notice and may
recommend revisions to, and approval or denial of the
application.
Northcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Permit Application No. 101719. PA Waste, LLC, 175
Bustleton Pike, Feasterville, PA 19053, Boggs Township,
Clearfield County. The permit application is a two-
phase application. The Phase I and II applications to-
gether are for a proposed new municipal waste landfill on
an 845-acre facility with 217 acres of lined waste disposal
area accepting up to 5,000 tons of waste per day. The
Department is in receipt of the Phase I application
submitted by the applicant to the NorthCentral Regional
Office on July 3, 2017.
Comments concerning the application should be di-
rected to Lisa D. Houser, P.E., Facilities Manager,
Williamsport Regional Office, 208 West Third Street,
Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701. Persons interested in
obtaining more information about the permit application
may contact the Williamsport Regional Office, (570) 327-
3740. TDD users may contact the Department through
the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
Public comments must be submitted within 60 days of
this notice and may recommend revisions to, and ap-
proval or denial of the application.
AIR QUALITY
PLAN APPROVAL AND OPERATING
PERMIT APPLICATIONS
The Department has developed an ‘‘integrated’’ plan
approval, State Operating Permit and Title V Operating
Permit program. This integrated approach is designed to
make the permitting process more efficient for the De-
partment, the regulated community and the general
public. This approach allows the owner or operator of a
facility to submit permitting documents relevant to its
application for all sources related to a facility or a
proposed project, affords an opportunity for public input,
and provides for a decision on the issuance of the
necessary permits.
The Department received applications for Plan Approv-
als or Operating Permits from the following facilities.
Copies of the application, the Department’s analysis, all
pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the appli-
cation and subsequently prepared proposed plan
approvals/operating permits are available for public re-
view during normal business hours at the appropriate
Department Regional Office. Appointments for scheduling
a review must be made by calling the appropriate Depart-
ment Regional Office. The address and phone number of
the Regional Office is listed before the application notices.
Persons wishing to file a written protest or provide
comments or additional information, which they believe
should be considered prior to the issuance of a permit,
may submit the information to the Department’s Regional
Office. A 30-day comment period from the date of this
publication will exist for the submission of comments,
protests and information. Each submission must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
Plan Approval/Operating Permit including the permit
number and a concise statement regarding the relevancy
of the information or objections to issuance of the permit.
A person wishing to request a hearing may do so during
the 30-day comment period. A public hearing may be held,
if the Department, in its discretion, decides that a
hearing is warranted based on the information received.
Persons submitting comments or requesting a hearing
will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing by
publication in the newspaper, the Pennsylvania Bulletin
or by telephone, when the Department determines this
type of notification is sufficient. Requests for a public
hearing and any relevant information should be directed
to the appropriate Department Regional Office.
Permits issued to the owners or operators of sources
subject to 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter D or E,
or located within a Title V facility or subject to 25
Pa. Code § 129.51(a) or permits issued for sources with
limitations on their potential to emit used to avoid
otherwise applicable Federal requirements may be sub-
mitted to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency for review and approval as a revision to the State
Implementation Plan. Final Plan Approvals and Operat-
ing Permits will contain terms and conditions to ensure
that the sources are constructed and operating in compli-
ance with applicable requirements in the Air Pollution
Control Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015), 25 Pa. Code Chap-
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ters 121—145, the Federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 7401—7671q) and regulations adopted under the Fed-
eral Clean Air Act.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to participate should contact the regional office listed
before the application. TDD users may contact the De-
partment through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service
at (800) 654-5984.
Intent to Issue Plan Approvals and Intent to Issue
or Amend Operating Permits under the Air Pollu-
tion Control Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter B. These ac-
tions may include the administrative amend-
ments of an associated operating permit.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
06-05112D: WBLF Acquisition Co., LLC—Western
Berks Landfill (455 Poplar Neck Road, Birdsboro, PA
19508) for the installation of an on-site landfill gas (LFG)
to energy plant at their municipal waste landfill in
Cumru Township, Berks County. The energy plant will
consist of a gas treatment system, three (3) 1,148 bHP
(856 kW) Caterpillar C3516 LE engines and one (1) 500
scfm candlestick flare. The candlestick flare will only be
operated in situations when there is ‘‘leftover’’ gas present
at a flow of 500 scfm or less from one or more of the
engines. Potential emissions from the project are esti-
mated to be: 103.75 tpy CO, 37.78 tpy NOx, 3.09 tpy
PM/PM10/PM2.5, 26.34 tpy SOx, 18.41 tpy VOC, 13.17 tpy
of a single HAP (formaldehyde), and 15.50 tpy of com-
bined HAPs. DEP’s review of the information submitted
by the applicant indicates that the air contamination
sources as constructed or modified will comply with all
regulatory requirements pertaining to air contamination
sources and the emission of air contaminants including
the best available technology requirements (BAT) of 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12. Based on these findings,
the Department proposes to issue a plan approval for the
proposed construction. If, after the project has been
implemented, the Department determines that the
sources are constructed and operated in compliance with
the plan approval conditions and the specification of the
application for plan approval, the requirements estab-
lished in the plan approval will be incorporated into an
operating permit pursuant to the administrative amend-
ment provisions of 25 Pa. Code § 127.450.
36-03034C: Purina Animal Nutrition, LLC (3029
Hempland Road, Lancaster, PA 17601) for the installation
of a new pellet cooler and cyclone on System # 1 at the
Hempfield facility located in East Hempfield Township,
Lancaster County. The expected potential emissions as
a result of the changes proposed are: 7.9 tpy of PM and
3.9 tpy of PM10. The facility is a State Only facility. DEP’s
review of the information submitted by the applicant
indicates that the air contamination sources as con-
structed or modified will comply with all regulatory
requirements pertaining to air contamination sources and
the emission of air contaminants including the best
available technology requirement (BAT) of 25 Pa. Code
§§ 127.1 and 127.12, and 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart
DDDDDDD—National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Area Sources: Prepared Feeds Manufac-
turing. Based on these findings, the Department proposes
to issue a plan approval for the proposed construction. If,
after the project has been implemented, the Department
determines that the sources are constructed and operated
in compliance with the plan approval conditions and the
specification of the application for plan approval, the
requirements established in the plan approval will be
incorporated into an Operating Permit pursuant to the
administrative amendment provisions of 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.450.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648.
59-00004J: Ward Manufacturing, LLC (117 Gulick
Street, P.O. Box 9, Blossburg, PA 16912-0009) for the
construction of two Blast Cleaning Technologies model
BCTM-14D iron castings shot blast machines and for the
installation of two existing fabric collectors for the control
of air contaminant emissions from the proposed machines,
at Plants 1 and 3 located in Blossburg Borough, Tioga
County.
The Department of Environmental Protection’s (Depart-
ment) review of the information submitted by Ward
Manufacturing, LLC indicates that the air contamination
sources to be constructed will comply with all regulatory
requirements pertaining to air contamination sources and
the emission of air contaminants including 25 Pa. Code
§§ 123.1, 123.13 and 123.41, the best available technol-
ogy requirement (BAT) of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and
127.12, and the Compliance Assurance Monitoring re-
quirements of 40 CFR Part 64. Based on this finding, the
Department proposes to issue a plan approval for the
proposed constructions. The PM/PM10/PM2.5 emissions
from the proposed sources will not exceed 0.01 gr/dscf.
In addition to the emission limitations, the following is
a brief description of the conditions the Department
intends to place in the plan approval in order to ensure
compliance with all applicable air quality regulatory
requirements: 1.) each fabric collector shall be equipped
with instrumentation (Photohelic gauge) to continuously
monitor the pressure differential across the collector and
shall use this device to monitor the performance of the
respective control devices, 2.) the permittee shall keep
records of calculations used to verify compliance with the
particulate emission limitation, 3.) the permittee shall
record and report the following with respect to the fabric
collectors and their Photohelic gauges: pressure drop,
excursions, inspection, repairs and maintenance, and
downtime incidents, 4.) an appropriate preventative
maintenance schedule shall be posted and followed. It
shall include daily pressure differential checks as well as
frequent bag and baghouse inspections. Corrective action
will be taken where appropriate, 5.) the permittee shall
keep on hand a sufficient quantity of spare fabric collector
bags and cartridges, 6.) with respect to the Photohelic
gauges, the permittee shall adhere to a pressure drop
range of 1 inch to 9 inches w.g.; calibrate and check the
accuracy of the gauges at least annually; and maintain all
monitoring equipment and stock parts necessary for
routine repairs onsite, 7.) during any excursion, the
employee observing the excursion shall immediately re-
port to the shift supervisor who shall troubleshoot the
cause and take corrective action to restore normal opera-
tion of the Photohelic gauges and/or fabric collectors and,
8.) the permittee shall, when necessary, develop and
implement a Quality Improvement Plan in accordance
with 40 CFR 64.8.
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The facility is a major (Title V) facility. If the Depart-
ment determines that the sources are constructed and
operated in compliance with the plan approval conditions
and the specification of the application for Plan Approval
59-00004J, the requirements established in the plan
approval will be incorporated into Title V Operating
Permit 59-00004 pursuant to the administrative amend-
ment provisions of 25 Pa. Code § 127.450. All pertinent
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the Department’s Northcentral Regional office, 208
West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Appointments for scheduling a review must be made by
calling 570-327-0550.
14-00043A: University Area Joint Authority (1576
Spring Valley Road, State College, PA 16801) for the
installation of a biofilter to control air contaminant
emissions from the sewage sludge dewatering building
and composting building located at the Spring Creek
Pollution Control Facility located in College Township,
Centre County.
The Department of Environmental Protection’s (Depart-
ment’s) review of the information submitted by the Uni-
versity Area Joint Authority indicates that the air con-
tamination sources will comply with all regulatory
requirements, including monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements, and pertaining to air contamina-
tion sources and the emission of air contaminants includ-
ing 25 Pa. Code Chapter 123 and the best available
technology (BAT) requirements of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1
and 127.12. Based on this finding, the Department pro-
poses to issue a plan approval for the installation. The
emissions from the sewage sludge dewatering and
composting buildings, after control through the biofilter,
will not exceed the following limits: 1.26 TPY VOCs, 0.60
TPY total HAPs and no malodors off the facility’s prop-
erty line.
In addition to the emission limitations, the following is
a brief description of the types of conditions the Depart-
ment intends to place in the plan approval in order to
ensure compliance with all applicable air quality regula-
tory requirements: weekly inspections of the facility/
facility boundary for malodors along with appropriate
recordkeeping; maintenance of negative pressure in both
the dewatering and composting buildings to minimize the
fugitive loss of malodors with appropriate monitoring and
recordkeeping; various parameter monitors for biofilter
temperature and pressure to ensure operation in accord-
ance with the manufacturer’s specifications and good
operating practices.
The facility is a State Only facility. If the Department
determines that the biofilter is installed and the sources
are operated in compliance with the plan approval condi-
tions and the specifications of the application for Plan
Approval 14-00043A, the applicant will subsequently ap-
ply for a State Only Operating Permit in accordance with
25 Pa. Code Subchapter F. All pertinent documents used
in the evaluation of the application are available for
public review during normal business hours at the De-
partment’s Northcentral Regional office, 208 West Third
Street, Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701. Appointments
for scheduling a review must be made by calling 570-327-
0550.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Contact: Alan Binder, P.E., Environmental Engineer
Manager—Telephone: 412-442-4168.
PA-04-00699H: In accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 127.44—127.46, the Department is providing notice
that it intends to issue an Air Quality Plan Approval to
NGC Industries, LLC (168 Shippingport Hill Road,
Shippingport, PA 15077) for addition of new sources and
controls, and to increase production hours of silicon XP
wallboard and eXP wallboard at their existing NGC
facility located in Shippingport Township, Beaver
County.
The proposed sources and controls include—One (1)
increased outside gypsum stockpile—350,000 tons storage
capacity (truck unloading with conveyor and stacker) the
fugitive emissions shall be controlled via water sprays;
One (1) shredder for a secondary wallboard recycling
inside the existing storage dome which is connected to a
baghouse; and one (1) truck tire wash station. The
previously installed sources include a board dryer kiln
consisting of four (4) Lex Ultra low NOx emission burners
of various ratings.
Facility-wide potential emissions including existing
sources are estimated; 147.0 tpy PM, 62.0 tpy PM10, 53.0
tpy PM2.5, 47.0 tpy NOx, 83.0 tpy CO, 48.0 tpy SOx, 30.0
tpy VOC, and 7.0 tpy HAP. The project will result in a
modification of the existing facility with an increase of
21.3 tpy of VOC and 7.0 tpy of HAP. This facility is
subject to applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 60
Subpart OOO, 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart UUU, and 25
Pa. Code Chapters 121—145. The proposed Plan Approval
includes a limitation on production hours and potential
emissions, as well as monitoring, record keeping, report-
ing, work practice, and stack testing requirements.
NGC’s Plan Approval application, the Department’s Air
Quality Review Memorandum, and the Proposed Air
Quality Plan Approval for this project are available for
review by any interested party at the Department of
Environmental Protection, Southwest Regional Office, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. To request a
review of the plan approval application, to receive an
electronic copy of the Department’s Air Quality Review
Memorandum, or to receive an electronic copy of the
Department’s proposed Air Quality Plan Approval for this
project, a person may contact Thomas Kaminski at
thkaminski@pa.gov or 412.442.4097.
Any person may submit comments, requests for the
Department to hold a public hearing, or protests to the
plan approval or a proposed condition thereof, by filing
such submissions in writing to the Department at the
Southwest Regional Office. A 30 days comment period
from the date of this publication will exist for the
submission of comments.
All comments, requests for a public hearing, and pro-
tests to a proposed action, shall be filed with the Depart-
ment within 30-day of the date that notice of the
proposed action was published under 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.424 (relating to public notice). Comments, requests
for a public hearing, and protests must include the name,
address and telephone number of the person filing the
protest; identification of the proposed plan approval issu-
ance being opposed (PA-04-00699H); and a concise state-
ment of the objections to the permit issuance and the
relevant facts upon which the objections are based.
A public hearing may be held in accordance with 25
Pa. Code § 127.429, if the Department, in its discretion,
decides that such a hearing is warranted based on the
information received. If a public hearing is held, all
persons who have properly filed a protest under 25
Pa. Code § 127.426 may appear and give testimony. The
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applicant, the protestant and other participants will be
notified of the decision to hold a hearing (and the time,
place and purpose of such hearing) by publication in the
newspaper or by the Pennsylvania Bulletin, or by tele-
phone, where the Department determines such notifica-
tion by telephone is sufficient.
Comments, protests and requests for a public hearing
should be directed to Jesse S. Parihar, Air Quality
Engineering Specialist, Department of Environmental
Protection, Southwest Regional Office, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. (jparihar@pa.gov, Phone
412.442.4030).
30-00234A: Equitrans, LP (625 Liberty Ave, EQT
Plaza, Suite 1700, Pittsburgh, PA 15222) pursuant to 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.44 and 127.45 for intent to issue Air
Quality plan approval to authorize construction and
temporary operation of sources and controls associated
with natural gas compression operations at its Redhook
Compressor Station, a proposed natural gas transmission
station to be located in Franklin Township, Greene
County. The proposed sources and controls include two
(2) Solar Taurus 70 natural gas-fired combustion turbines
each rated at 11,311-bhp; two (2) Caterpillar G3616
natural gas-fired spark ignition compressor engines each
rated at 5,350-bhp; one (1) 50 MMscfd triethylene glycol
(TEG) dehydrator equipped with a flash tank, 1.54
MMBtu/hr reboiler, and a 7.0 MMBtu/hr enclosed ground
flare; ten (10) Capstone C200 200-kW natural gas-fired
microturbine gensets for primary power generation; two
(2) 0.77 MMBtu/hr natural gas-fired fuel gas heaters; one
(1) 8,820-gallon produced fluids storage tank; seven (7)
miscellaneous storage tanks; equipment blowdowns; pipe-
line pigging operations; and facility fugitive emissions,
including component leaks and liquids loading operations.
Annual potential to emit (PTE) from the facility will
not equal or exceed 93.1 tons of nitrogen oxides (NOx);
77.0 tons of carbon monoxide (CO); 31.0 tons of volatile
organic compounds (VOC); 19.0 tons each of PM, PM10,
and PM2.5; 3.3 tons of sulfur oxides (SOx); 7.6 tons of
formaldehyde (HCHO); 15.0 tons of total hazardous air
pollutants (HAP); and 168,000 tons of greenhouse gases
(GHGs) as carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e).
The proposed sources are subject to applicable portions
of 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121, 123, and 127, and the
requirement to meet Best Available Technology (BAT)
pursuant to 25 Pa. Code § 127.1. BAT for the combustion
turbines includes the installation and operation of lean
pre-mix dry low-NOx combustors, good combustion prac-
tices, proper operation and maintenance. BAT for the
compressor engines includes post-combustion control by
oxidation catalysts, the installation and operation of
Caterpillar ADEM4 engine control systems with auto-
matic air/fuel ratio control, good combustion practices,
and proper operation and maintenance. BAT for the
proposed dehydrator has been determined to be proper
operation and maintenance, capturing and routing flash
tank emissions to the reboiler as fuel, and capturing and
routing any excess flash tank emissions and all still vent
emissions to an enclosed ground flare with a minimum
control efficiency of 98%. The proposed plan approval has
been conditioned to ensure compliance with all applicable
requirements specified in the Pennsylvania Code and
Code of Federal Regulations, and includes testing, work
practice, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting re-
quirements; and emissions limitations.
One or more of the proposed sources is subject to
certain applicable requirements in the following New
Source Performance Standards (NSPS): 40 CFR Part 60
Subpart A—General Provisions; 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart
JJJJ—Standards of Performance for Stationary Spark
Ignition Internal Combustion Engines; 40 CFR Part 60
Subpart OOOOa—Standards of Performance for Crude
Oil and Natural Gas Facilities for which Construction,
Modification, or Reconstruction Commenced after Septem-
ber 18, 2015. One or more of the proposed sources is also
subject to certain applicable requirements in the following
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollu-
tants (NESHAPs): 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart A—General
Provisions and 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart ZZZZ—National
Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for
Stationary Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines.
The plan approval application, the Department’s Air
Quality review memorandum, and the proposed Air Qual-
ity plan approval for the facility are available for review
by any interested party at the Department of Environ-
mental Protection, Southwest Regional Office, 400 Water-
front Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. To schedule an ap-
pointment to review the plan approval application or
proposed plan approval, a person may contact the South-
west Regional Office at 412-442-4000; or, to request an
electronic copy of the Department’s Air Quality review
memorandum or an electronic copy of the Department’s
proposed Air Quality plan approval for the facility, a
person may contact Devin P. Tomko via email at
dtomko@pa.gov or via telephone at 412-442-5231.
A person may oppose the proposed Air Quality plan
approval by filing a written protest with the Department
or may submit written comments through Devin P. Tomko
via the U.S. Postal Service to the Department of Environ-
mental Protection, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15222; written comments may also be submitted via
email to dtomko@pa.gov or via fax to 412-442-4194. Each
set of written comments or protest must contain the
name, address, and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments or protest, identification of the
proposed plan approval (30-00234A) and a concise state-
ment of the objections to the plan approval issuance and
the relevant facts upon which the objections are based.
All comments must be received prior to the close of
business 30 days after the date of this publication. A
protest to the proposed action shall be filed with the
Department within 30 days of the date that notice of the
proposed action was published under 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.44 (relating to public notice).
A public hearing may be held, if the Department, in its
discretion, decides that such a hearing is warranted
based on the information received. All persons who have
properly filed a protest under 25 Pa. Code § 127.46 may
appear and give testimony. The applicant, the protestant
and other participants will be notified of the decision to
hold a hearing by publication in the newspaper or by the
Pennsylvania Bulletin, or by telephone, where the Depart-
ment determines such notification by telephone is suffi-
cient.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Contact: David Balog, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6328.
10-001P: AK Steel Corporation—Butler Works (210
Pittsburgh Road, Butler, PA 16003), for the proposed
modification to plan approval 10-001N emission limita-
tions and removal of 40 CFR 63 Subpart DDDDD require-
ments for Source 162 (Carlite Line Dry Furnace 26) in
Butler City, Butler County. This is a Title V facility. The
public notice is required for sources required to obtain a
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Plan Approval in accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 127.44.
This plan approval will, in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.450 or § 127.505, be incorporated into the facility
operating permit at a later date.
Plan approval No 103-001P is for the proposed modifi-
cation to Plan Approval 10-001N emission limitations for
Source 162 (Carlite Line Dry Furnace 26). The new
potential emission due to the change in emission limita-
tions are 4.01 tpy for PM10 and 2.01 tpy for PM2.5. This
results in a potential emission increase of 3.63 tpy for
PM10 and 1.88 tpy for PM2.5 from the original plan
approval 10-001N analysis. This Plan Approval will con-
tain emission restriction, testing, recordkeeping, work
practice standard and additional requirement conditions,
which will satisfy the requirements of 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.12b (pertaining to plan approval terms and condi-
tions) and will demonstrate Best Available Technology
(BAT) for the source including, but are not limited to, the
following:
• Source 127 (# 26 Carlite Acid Clean)
• Subject to 25 Pa. Code § 123.13
• The permittee shall maintain at a convenient loca-
tion a magnehelic gauge or equivalent to indicate pres-
sure drop across the control device and a water flow
meter to indicate flow rate to the control device.
• The permittee shall maintain a record of all pre-
ventative maintenance inspections of the source that are
required pursuant to a condition of this permit. The
records of the maintenance inspections shall include, at a
minimum, the dates of the inspections, the name of the
person performing the inspection, any problems or defects
identified, any actions taken to correct the problems or
defects, and any routine maintenance performed.
• The permittee shall record, weekly, the pressure
drop across the control device and the water flow rate to
the control device.
• The permittee shall maintain and operate the
source in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifica-
tions or in accordance with good air pollution control
practices.
• The permittee shall perform a monthly preventa-
tive maintenance inspection of the control device.
• Source 162 (Carlite Line Dry Furnace 26)
• Subject to 25 Pa. Code § 123.13
• Subject to 25 Pa. Code § 123.21
• Emissions shall comply with 25 Pa. Code §§ 123.1,
123.31 and 123.41 for fugitive, odor, and visible emissions
respectively.
• The emissions from the source shall not exceed the
following:
• NOx: 1.96 #/hr and 8.57 tpy based on a consecu-
tive 12-month period [This condition replaces the follow-
ing condition from plan approval 10-001N: NOx: 0.073
#/MMBtu]
• CO: 13.43 #/hr and 58.81 tpy based on a consecu-
tive 12-month period [This condition replaces the follow-
ing condition from plan approval 10-001N: CO: 0.501
#/MMBtu]
• PM10: 0.92 #/hr and 4.01 tpy based on a consecu-
tive 12-month period [This condition replaces the follow-
ing condition from plan approval 10-001N: PM10: 0.003
#/MMBtu]
• The source shall burn only natural gas.
• Stack test, initially, for filterable PM, NOx, CO, and
PM10 and at operating permit renewal.
• The permittee shall maintain a record of all pre-
ventive maintenance inspections of the source that are
required pursuant to a condition of this permit. The
records of the maintenance inspections shall include, at a
minimum, the dates of the inspections, the name of the
person performing the inspection, any problems or defects
identified, any actions taken to correct the problems or
defects, and any routine maintenance performed.
• From 25 Pa. Code § 127.203a(a)(5)(iii), If the pro-
jected actual emissions for a regulated NSR pollutant are
in excess of the baseline actual emissions, the following
apply: (A) The projected actual emissions for the regu-
lated NSR pollutant must be incorporated into the re-
quired plan approval or the operating permit as an
emission limit. (B) The owner or operator shall monitor
the emissions of the regulated NSR pollutant for which a
limit is established in clause (A) and calculate and
maintain a record of emissions, in TPY on a calendar year
basis, for 5 years following resumption of regular opera-
tions after the change, or for 10 years following resump-
tion of regular operations after the change if the project
increases the design capacity or potential to emit of that
regulated NSR pollutant at the emissions unit. (C) The
owner or operator shall record sufficient information to
identify for all emission units in the approved project
their total actual annual emissions and their actual
annual emissions increase due to the project. (D) The
owner or operator shall submit a report to the Depart-
ment, within 60 days after the end of each calendar year,
which contains the emissions data required by clauses (B)
and (C). This report must also contain a demonstration of
how these emissions were determined if the determina-
tion was not by direct measurement with a Department-
certified CEMS system. [Submission of the annual emis-
sions statement for the facility, pursuant to 25 Pa. Code
§ 135, satisfies the reporting and recordkeeping require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code § 127.203a(a)(5)(iii)(D) as long as
actual NOx, VOC, PM2.5, & SO2 emissions are below the
value used in the NSR analysis]
• The permittee shall record each adjustment con-
ducted in a permanently bound log book. This log shall
contain, at a minimum, the following:
• The date of the tuning procedure
• The name of the service company and technicians
• The final operating rate or load
• The final CO and NOx emission rates
• The final excess oxygen rate
• The permittee shall perform an annual adjustment
or tuneup. This adjustment shall include, at a minimum,
the following:
• Inspection, adjustment, cleaning or replacement
of fuel-burning equipment, including the burners and
moving parts necessary for proper operation as specified
by the manufacturer.
• Inspection of the flame pattern or characteristics
and adjustments necessary to minimize total emissions of
NOx, and to the extent practicable minimize emissions of
CO.
• Inspection of the air-to-fuel ratio control system
and adjustments necessary to ensure proper calibration
and operation as specified by the manufacturer.
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• The permittee shall maintain and operate the
source in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifica-
tions or in accordance with good air pollution control
practices.
• The source is not subject to 40 CFR 63 Subpart
DDDDD (National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants for Major Sources: Industrial, Commercial, and
Institutional Boilers and Process Heaters) because the
furnace is direct-fired and doesn’t meet the definition of
‘‘Process Heater’’ in 40 CFR 63.7575.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 127.44(f)(1), all the
pertinent documents regarding this application (applica-
tions, review memos, and draft approvals) are also avail-
able for review from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the
Meadville Regional DEP office (Air Quality). Appoint-
ments for scheduling a review must be made by calling
the DEP (814) 332-6340.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 127.44(f)(2), a 30-day
comment period, from the date of publication, will exist
for the submission of comments. Any person(s) wishing to
provide DEP with additional information, which they
believe should be considered prior to the issuance of this
permit, may submit the information to Regional Air
Quality Program Manager, Department of Environmental
Protection, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-
3494 and must contain the name, address and telephone
number of the person submitting the comments, identifi-
cation of the proposed plan approval [10-001P] and a
concise statement regarding the relevancy of the informa-
tion or objections to the issuance of the permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the comments
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or the Pennsylvania
Bulletin or by telephone, where DEP determines such
notification is sufficient. Written comments or requests
for a public hearing should be directed to Regional Air
Quality Program Manager, Department of Environmental
Protection, 230 Chestnut St., Meadville, PA 16335; Phone
(814) 332-6940.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 127.45, a person may
oppose the proposed plan approval by filing a written
protest with the Department’s Northwest Region Air
Quality Program Manager.
If a plan approval has not undergone the above public
notice process, the change to an operating permit must be
treated as a significant modification. In these situations,
the Department should follow the procedures described in
§§ 127.421 to 127.431 for State only operating permits or
§§ 127.521 to 127.524 for Title V operating permits.
37-318B: Kennametal International Specialty Al-
loys—Northgate Facility (PO Box 5186, New Castle,
PA 16105) for the installation of a replacement baghouse
at their facility in Neshannock Township, Lawrence
County.
Notice is hereby given pursuant to 25 Pa. Code
§§ 127.44(b) and 127.424(b), that the Department intends
to issue Plan Approval 37-318B to Kennametal Interna-
tional Specialty Alloys for the installation of a replace-
ment baghouse at their facility in Neshannock Township,
Lawrence County. The Plan Approval will subsequently
be incorporated into the facility’s Operating Permit
through an administrative amendment in accordance with
25 Pa. Code § 127.450.
Plan Approval No. 20-302B is for the installation a
replacement baghouse for control of particulate emissions
from the existing thermite reduction process (Source ID
101). Based on the information provided by the applicant
and DEP’s own analysis, this source will have the poten-
tial to emit 1.38 ton of particulate matter per year.
The Plan Approval will contain additional monitoring,
recordkeeping and work practice requirements designed
to keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements. Copies of the application, DEP’s
analysis, and other documents used in the evaluation are
available for public inspection between the hours of 8
a.m. and 4 p.m. weekdays at the address shown below. To
make an appointment, contact Records Management at
814-332-6340.
Anyone wishing to provide DEP with additional infor-
mation they believe should be considered may submit the
information to the address shown below. Comments must
be received by the Department within 30 days of the last
day of publication. Written comments should include the
name, address, and telephone number of the person
submitting comments, identification of the proposed Plan
Approval; No. 37-318B and a concise statement regarding
the relevancy of the information or any objections to
issuance of the Plan Approval.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted on the comments received
during the public comment period. All persons submitting
comments or requesting a hearing will be notified of the
decision to hold a hearing by publication in a local
newspaper of general circulation or the Pennsylvania
Bulletin or by telephone, where the Department deter-
mines such notification is sufficient. Written comments or
requests for a public hearing should be directed to Eric
Gustafson, Regional Air Quality Manager, Department of
Environmental Protection, Northwest Regional Office, 230
Chestnut St., Meadville, PA 16335, 814-332-6940.
PLAN APPROVAL
PUBLIC HEARINGS
Central Office: Bureau of Air Quality, 400 Market
Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
Contact: Chris Trostle, Mobile Sources Section Chief,
717-772-3926.
36-001GC: Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Com-
pany, LLC (P.O. Box 1396, Houston, TX 77251-1396) to
receive comments for the authorization to transfer and
use the NOx emission reduction credits (ERCs) described
below to comply with the offset requirements of Plan
Approval No. 36-001GC regarding construction emissions
from the Atlantic Sunrise Pipeline project in Lancaster
County, and specifically, Drumore, Martic, Conestoga,
Manor, West Hempfield, Rapho, and Mount Joy Town-
ships and Mount Joy Borough. In accordance with 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter E, the Department
proposes to authorize the transfer and use of 106.0 tons
per year of oxides of nitrogen ERCs from the Harford
County Resource Recovery Facility, Northeast Maryland
Waste Disposal Authority Tower II, Suite 400, 100
Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21201.
Copies of the plan approval application and other
relevant information are available for public review at the
DEP’s Bureau of Air Quality, 400 Market Street, 12th
Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17105. An appointment to review
the documents may be scheduled by calling 717-787-9702
between 8:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M., Monday through Friday.
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The public hearing will be held on August 14, 2017 at
6:30 P.M. at the Lancaster Farm and Home Center, 1383
Arcadia Road, Lancaster, PA 17601. Oral testimony will
be limited to three (3) minutes per person. Individuals
wishing to offer testimony are asked to pre-register no
later than Friday, August 11, 2017. Contact John Repetz
at 717-705-4904, or jrepetz@pa.gov to register. Time per-
mitting, those who did not register in advance will be
given the opportunity to testify. Organizations are re-
quested to designate a representative to present testi-
mony on their behalf. Commentators are requested to
provide two (2) written copies of their remarks at the
time of the hearing.
The Department is only considering comments regard-
ing the appropriateness of the location of where the ERCs
were obtained and the amount of ERCs used to offset
emissions from the Atlantic Sunrise project construction
activities in Lancaster County. Written comments may be
submitted to the Bureau of Air Quality, 400 Market
Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105 or by email at RA-
EPAIRCOMMENTS@pa.gov no later than August 21,
2017.
Individuals who are in need of an accommodation for
the hearing as provided for in the Americans with
Disabilities Act should contact John Repetz at the num-
ber provided above or make accommodations through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at 1-800-654-5984
(TDD).
OPERATING PERMITS
Intent to Issue Title V Operating Permits under the
Air Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chap-
ter 127, Subchapter G.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
ARP-01-05029: NRG Wholesale Generation, LP (121
Champion Way, Canonsburg, PA 15317) to issue a Phase
II Acid Rain Permit for its Hunterstown Generating
Station located in Straban Township, Adams County.
The actual emissions from the facility in 2016 were
reported to be 126.2 tons CO; 83.4 tons NOx; 17.5 tons
VOC; 16.4 tons PM10; 16.4 tons PM2.5; 9.9 tons SOx; 1.0
ton Toluene; 0.5 ton Xylenes; 0.3 ton Acetaldehyde; 0.3
ton Ethyl Benzene; 0.2 ton Propylene Oxide; 2.3 tons total
HAPs. The Phase II Acid Rain Permit will include SO2
emission limits for each of the three natural gas-fired
combined cycle combustion turbines (Source IDs 101, 201
and 301), as well as monitoring, recordkeeping and
reporting requirements to ensure the facility complies
with the applicable Phase II Acid Rain Permit regula-
tions. Among other items, the conditions include provi-
sions derived from 25 Pa. Code § 127.531, as well as 40
CFR Parts 72—78.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Contact: Thomas Joseph, P.E., Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 412-442-4336.
30-00194 EQM Gathering OPTO LLC (625 Liberty
Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15222), In accordance with 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.441, 127.425 and 127.521, the Depart-
ment is providing notice that they intend to issue a
renewed Title V Operating Permit for the continued
operation of a natural gas compressor station, known as
the Callisto Compressor Station, located in Morris Town-
ship, Greene County.
The Callisto Compressor Station is a natural gas
compression booster station that dehydrates and moves
natural gas from the Jupiter Pipeline Gathering System.
The main emission sources at Callisto are five natural
gas compressors driven by spark ignition, four-stroke,
lean-burn, 4,735-bhp, Caterpillar G3616 LE, natural gas-
fired compressor engines and three, triethylene glycol
(TEG), 120 MMCF per day dehydration units, each with a
1.5 MMBtu/hr reboiler and 1,420 scfm enclosed ground
flare. Emissions from the compressors are controlled by
periodic rod packing changes. Emissions from the com-
pressor engines are controlled by oxidation catalysts and
air/fuel ratio controllers. The existing Brown’s Creek
Dehydration Station and Harden Well Pad are within 1/4
mile of the compressor station and are part of Callisto for
air permitting purposes. The dehydration station has a
dehydrator with a reboiler and ground flare. Brown’s
Creek and Harden have a total of five condensate tanks
of 210-bbl, or less, which are controlled by weighted
pressure relief valves.
Annual facility-wide potential emissions are 121 tons of
NOx, 43 tons of VOC, 41 tons of CO, 8 tons of PM10, and
8 tons of PM2.5. It also emits 8 tons of formaldehyde, 2
tons of acetaldehyde, and 1 ton of acrolein. The annual
sum of all HAP emissions is 12 tons. Annual emission of
greenhouse gases is 121,000 tons per year. Sources at the
facility are subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart JJJJ—
Standards of Performance for Stationary Spark Ignition
Internal Combustion Engines and Subpart OOOO—
Standards of Performance for Crude Oil and Natural Gas
Production, Transmission and Distribution for which Con-
struction, Modification or Reconstruction Commenced af-
ter August 23, 2011, and on or before September 18, 2015
and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart HH—National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Oil and
Natural Gas Production Facilities and 25 Pa. Code Chap-
ters 121—145. No equipment or emission changes are
being approved by this action. The permit includes emis-
sion limitations and operational, monitoring, testing,
recordkeeping, workpractice, and reporting requirements
for the facility.
EQM Gathering OPTO’s Title V Only Operating Permit
renewal application, the Department’s Air Quality Review
Memorandum, and the proposed Air Quality Title V
Operating Permit for this project are available for review
by any interested party at the Department of Environ-
mental Protection, Southwest Regional Office, 400 Water-
front Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. To request a review of
the Title V Operating Permit renewal application, to
receive an electronic copy of the Department’s Air Quality
Review Memorandum, or to receive an electronic copy of
the Department’s proposed Air Quality Title V Operating
Permit for this project, a person may contact Thomas
Kaminski at thkaminski@pa.gov or 412.442.4000.
Those who wish to provide the Department with addi-
tional written information that they believe should be
considered prior to the issuance of this Title V Operating
Permit may submit the information to Martin L. Hoch-
hauser, P.E., Department of Environmental Protection,
400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. Each written
comment must contain the name, address and telephone
number of the person submitting the comments, identifi-
cation of the proposed Operating Permit (specify Operat-
ing Permit TVOP-30-00194) and concise statements re-
garding the relevancy of the information or objections to
issuance of the Operating Permit.
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All comments must be received prior to the close of
business 30 days after the date of this publication. In
accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 127.428, prior to issuing
an operating permit, the Department may hold a fact-
finding conference or hearing at which the petitioner, and
a person who has properly filed a protest under § 127.426
(relating to filing protests) may appear and give testi-
mony. The Department is not required to hold a confer-
ence or hearing. The applicant, the protestant and other
participants will be notified of the time, place and
purpose of a conference or hearing, in writing or by
publication in a newspaper or the Pennsylvania Bulletin,
unless the Department determines that notification by
telephone will be sufficient.
Intent to Issue Operating Permits under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter F.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Contact: Raymond Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507.
40-00092: RAD Manufacturing LLC/Nescopeck
Plant (PO Box 531, Nescopeck, PA 18635-4514). The
Department intends to issue a renewal State-Only Natu-
ral Minor Permit for this manufacturing of hardwood
dimension and flooring mills facility located in Nescopeck,
Luzerne County. The main sources at this facility
consists of a wood fired boiler and wood storage silo. The
control devices consist of a fly ash collector and baghouse.
The sources are considered a minor emission source of
nitrogen oxide (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), carbon monox-
ide (CO), total suspended particulate (TSP) and VOC’s.
The proposed permit contains applicable requirements for
emission limitations, work practice standards, testing,
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting standards used
to verify facility compliance with Federal and State air
pollution regulations.
48-00084: Michelman Cancelliere Iron Works/East
Allen Plant (PO Box 20431, Lehigh Valley, PA 18002-
0431). The Department intends to issue a renewal State-
Only Synthetic Minor Permit for this manufacturing of
fabricated structural metal facility located in East Allen
Township, Northampton County. The main sources at
this facility consists of paint spraying operations and a
steel shot blast booth. The control devices consist of filter
panels and a fabric collector. The sources are considered a
minor emission source of nitrogen oxide (NOx), sulfur
oxides (SOx), carbon monoxide (CO), total suspended
particulate (TSP) and VOC’s. The proposed permit con-
tains applicable requirements for emission limitations,
work practice standards, testing, monitoring, recordkeep-
ing, and reporting standards used to verify facility com-
pliance with Federal and State air pollution regulations.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
36-03167: Photonis USA Pennsylvania Inc. (1000
New Holland Ave., Lancaster, PA 17601) to issue a State
Only Operating Permit for the electron tube manufactur-
ing facility located in Lancaster City, Lancaster County.
The potential emissions from the facility are estimated to
be below 10 tpy of any one HAP and below 25 tpy of total
HAPs. The Operating Permit will include emission limits
and work practice standards along with monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements to ensure the
facility complies with the applicable air quality regula-
tions. Among other items, the conditions include provi-
sions derived from 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
WWWWWW—National Emission Standards for Hazard-
ous Air Pollutants: Area Source Standards for Plating and
Polishing Operations.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Contact: Thomas Joseph, P.E., Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 412-442-4336.
63-00650: Reaxis Inc. (941 Robinson Highway, McDon-
ald, PA 15057) In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424
and 127.425, notice is hereby given that the Department
intends to issue an Air Quality State Only Operating
Permit (SOOP) renewal to Reaxis Inc. to authorize the
operation of a facility located in Robinson Township,
Washington County.
The company manufactures inorganic tin compounds at
this site. Equipment at this facility includes two 3,200
gallon reactors, a boiler rated at 12.6 MMBtu/hr., evapo-
rators, storage tanks, an emergency generator and other
miscellaneous sources associated with this type of opera-
tion. The primary pollutant of concern from this facility is
HCl emissions. The actual HCl emissions from this
facility after the control is less than a ton. There are
relatively minor emissions of other pollutants from the
use of natural gas fired equipment.
The proposed SOOP contains emission restriction, test-
ing, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting and work prac-
tice standards derived from the applicable requirements
of 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—145, 40 CFR Part 63
Subpart ZZZZ, and 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Dc.
A person may oppose the proposed State Only Operat-
ing Permit by filing a written protest with the Depart-
ment through Noor Nahar via mail to Department of
Environmental Protection, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15222. Each protest or set of written comments
must contain the name, address and telephone number of
the person submitting the comments, identification of the
proposed State Only Operating Permit (63-00650) and a
concise statement of the objections to the Operating
Permit issuance and the relevant facts upon which the
objections are based.
Reaxis Inc. State Only Operating Permit application,
the Department’s Air Quality Review Memorandum, and
the Proposed Air Quality Operating Permit for this
facility are available for review by any interested party at
the Department of Environmental Protection, Southwest
Regional Office, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15222. To request a review of the Reaxis Inc. State Only
Operating Permit application, to receive an electronic
copy of the Department’s Air Quality Review Memoran-
dum, or to receive an electronic copy of the Department’s
proposed air Quality Operating Permit for this facility, a
person may contact Noor Nahar at nnahar@pa.gov or
412.442.5225.
All comments must be received prior to the close of
business 30 days after the date of this publication.
04-00006: Brighton Electric Steel Casting Co. (510
45th Street, Beaver Falls, PA 15010) In accordance with
25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425, notice is hereby
given that the Department intends to issue an Air
Quality State Only Operating Permit (SOOP) renewal to
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Brighton Electric Steel Casting Co. to authorize the
operation of their facility located in Beaver Falls, Beaver
County.
The company primarily produces piercing points for the
steel tube industry. The facility consists of two electric
induction furnaces, shell sand molding machines, sand
reclamation, air compressor, two baghouses and a cata-
lytic convertor. This is a small foundry melting scrap and
clean plates, no automotive scrap is melted at this facility.
Facility-wide estimated potential emissions are 5.257 tpy
of PM10, 1.108 tpy of NOx, 3.407 tpy of VOCs, 0.002 tpy of
SOx, 1.7 tpy of Haps and 0.088 tpy of CO.
The proposed SOOP contains emission restriction, test-
ing, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting and work prac-
tice standards derived from the applicable requirements
of 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—145, and 40 CFR Part 63
Subpart ZZZZZ.
A person may oppose the proposed State Only Operat-
ing Permit by filing a written protest with the Depart-
ment through Noor Nahar via mail to Department of
Environmental Protection, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15222. Each protest or set of written comments
must contain the name, address and telephone number of
the person submitting the comments, identification of the
proposed State Only Operating Permit (04-00006) and a
concise statement of the objections to the Operating
Permit issuance and the relevant facts upon which the
objections are based.
Brighton Electric Steel Casting State Only Operating
Permit application, the Department’s Air Quality Review
Memorandum, and the Proposed Air Quality Operating
Permit for this facility are available for review by any
interested party at the Department of Environmental
Protection, Southwest Regional Office, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. To request a review of the
Brighton Electric Steel Casting State Only Operating
Permit application, to receive an electronic copy of the
Department’s Air Quality Review Memorandum, or to
receive an electronic copy of the Department’s proposed
air Quality Operating Permit for this facility, a person
may contact Noor Nahar at nnahar@pa.gov or
412.442.5225.
All comments must be received prior to the close of
business 30 days after the date of this publication.
63-00650: Reaxis Inc. (941 Robinson Highway, McDon-
ald, PA 15057) In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424
and 127.425, notice is hereby given that the Department
intends to issue an Air Quality State Only Operating
Permit (SOOP) renewal to Reaxis Inc. to authorize the
operation of a facility located in Robinson Township,
Washington County.
The company manufactures inorganic tin compounds at
this site. Equipment at this facility includes two 3,200
gallon reactors, a boiler rated at 12.6 MMBtu/hr., evapo-
rators, storage tanks, an emergency generator and other
miscellaneous sources associated with this type of opera-
tion. The primary pollutant of concern from this facility is
HCl emissions. The actual HCl emissions from this
facility after the control is less than a ton. There are
relatively minor emissions of other pollutants from the
use of natural gas fired equipment.
The proposed SOOP contains emission restriction, test-
ing, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting and work prac-
tice standards derived from the applicable requirements
of 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—145, 40 CFR Part 63
Subpart ZZZZ, and 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Dc.
A person may oppose the proposed State Only Operat-
ing Permit by filing a written protest with the Depart-
ment through Noor Nahar via mail to Department of
Environmental Protection, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15222. Each protest or set of written comments
must contain the name, address and telephone number of
the person submitting the comments, identification of the
proposed State Only Operating Permit (63-00650) and a
concise statement of the objections to the Operating
Permit issuance and the relevant facts upon which the
objections are based.
Reaxis Inc. State Only Operating Permit application,
the Department’s Air Quality Review Memorandum, and
the Proposed Air Quality Operating Permit for this
facility are available for review by any interested party at
the Department of Environmental Protection, Southwest
Regional Office, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15222. To request a review of the Reaxis Inc. State Only
Operating Permit application, to receive an electronic
copy of the Department’s Air Quality Review Memoran-
dum, or to receive an electronic copy of the Department’s
proposed air Quality Operating Permit for this facility, a
person may contact Noor Nahar at nnahar@pa.gov or
412.442.5225.
All comments must be received prior to the close of
business 30 days after the date of this publication.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Contact: David Balog, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6328.
25-00279: Associated Spring Barnes Group (226 S.
Center Street, Corry, PA 16407-1935) for a renewal of the
State operating permit located in Corry City, Erie
County. The facility manufactures wire springs and
other small metal parts, primarily for the automotive
industry. The sources at the facility include two space
heating boilers, two process boilers, two air handlers, an
oiling process, dip coating, spray coating, grinding, bluing
and drawing ovens, miscellaneous ovens, and parts wash-
ers. The conditions of the previous approvals and operat-
ing permit were incorporated into the renewal permit.
The facility is a Natural Minor. The potential PM-10,
VOC, SOx, NOx, CO, and HAP emissions from the facility
are approximately 0.98 TPY, 27.4 TPY, 0.08 TPY, 13.5
TPY, 11.3 TPY, and 2.4 TPY, respectively.
37-00296: Select Industries (PO Box 7158, 420 N
Cascade Street, New Castle, PA 16107-7158) for a re-
newal operating permit located in New Castle, Lawrence
County. The facility coats tinplates. The significant
sources at the facility are a roll coater controlled by a
thermal oxidizer, a printing press, a small paint booth,
miscellaneous natural gas combustions sources, and mis-
cellaneous cleaning solvent. The conditions of the previ-
ous approvals and operating permit were incorporated
into the renewal permit. The facility is a Natural Minor.
VOC emissions are approximately 8.2 lbs/hr from the
surface coating as measured by stack testing at the outlet
of the thermal oxidizer.
Department of Public Health, Air Management Services:
321 University Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
Contact: Edward Wiener, Chief—Telephone: 215-685-
9426.
OP16-000006: Simpson House Inc. (2101 Belmont
Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19131) for the operation of a
nursing and personal care facility in the City of Philadel-
phia, Philadelphia County. Simpson House Inc. is a
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nursing home located at 2101 Belmont Ave, Philadelphia,
PA 19131. The facility’s air emission sources include two
(2) 250 kilowatt (kW) or less diesel fired emergency
generators, one (1) 280 kW natural gas fired combined
heat and power (CHP) unit with 3-way catalyst (non-
selective catalytic reduction (NSCR)), and four (4) natural
gas/# 2 oil-fired boilers; three are rated at 2.887
MMBtu/hr and one is rated at 0.789 MMBTU/hr.
The operating permit will be issued under 25 Pa. Code,
Philadelphia Code Title 3 and Air Management Regula-
tion XIII. Permit copies and other supporting information
are available for public inspection at AMS, 321 University
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104. For further information,
contact Edward Wiener at (215) 685-9426.
Persons wishing to file protest or comments on the
above operating permit must submit the protest or com-
ments within 30 days from the date of this notice. Any
protests or comments filed with AMS must include a
concise statement of the objections to the permit issuance
and the relevant facts upon which the objections are
based. Based upon the information received during the
public comment period, AMS may modify the operating
permit or schedule a public hearing. The hearing notice
will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a local
newspaper at least thirty days before the hearing.
COAL AND NONCOAL MINING
ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Applications under the Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Act (52 P.S. §§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the
Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation
Act (52 P.S. §§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law (35
P.S. §§ 691.1—691.1001); the Coal Refuse Disposal Con-
trol Act (52 P.S. §§ 30.51—30.66); and The Bituminous
Mine Subsidence and Land Conservation Act (52 P.S.
§§ 1406.1—1406.20a). Mining activity permits issued in
response to such applications will also address the appli-
cable permitting requirements of the following statutes:
the Air Pollution Control Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015); the
Dam Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P.S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35 P.S.
§§ 6018.101—6018.1003).
The following permit applications to conduct mining
activities have been received by the Department. A copy
of the application is available for inspection at the district
mining office indicated before each application. Notices of
requests for 401 Water Quality Certifications are included
in individual application notices, as noted.
Written comments or objections, or requests for an
informal conference, or a public hearing, as applicable, on
a mining permit application and request for Section 401
water quality certification application may be submitted
by any person or any officer or head of any Federal, State
or local government agency or authority to the Depart-
ment at the address of the district mining office indicated
before each application within 30 days of this publication,
or within 30 days after the last publication of the
applicant’s newspaper advertisement as provided by 25
Pa. Code §§ 77.121—77.123 and 86.31—86.34.
Written comments or objections regarding a mining
permit application should contain the name, address and
telephone number of persons submitting comments or
objections, application number and a statement of suffi-
cient detail to inform the Department on the basis of
comment or objection and relevant facts upon which it is
based.
A request for an informal conference or a public
hearing, as applicable, on a mining permit application, as
provided by 25 Pa. Code § 77.123 or § 86.34, must
contain the name, address and telephone number of the
requestor; the application number; a brief summary of the
issues to be raised by the requestor at the conference; and
a statement whether the requestor desires to have the
conference conducted in the locality of the proposed
mining activities.
When an NPDES number is listed, the mining activity
permit application was accompanied by an application for
an individual NPDES permit. A separate notice will be
provided after the draft NPDES permit is prepared.
Coal Applications Received
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal
Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100.
03951601 and NPDES No. PA0002275. Murray Key-
stone Processing, Inc., (46226 National Road, St.
Clairsville, OH 43950). To revise the permit for the
Keystone Cleaning Plant in Plumcreek and South Bend
Townships, Elderton Borough, Armstrong County and
related NPDES Permit to transfer previously permitted
property from Consol Mining Company LLC’s Jane Mine
to Murray Keystone Processing, Inc.’s Keystone Cleaning
Plant. Surface Acres Proposed 29.04. No additional dis-
charges. The application was considered administratively
complete on July 12, 2017. Application received February
24, 2017.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900.
Permit No. 11130103 and NPDES No. PA0269204,
Laurel Sand & Stone Inc., 210 East Main Street, P.O.
Box 556, Ligonier, PA 15658, commencement, operation
and restoration of a bituminous surface and auger mine
to include the use of biosolids as a soil amendment in
Jackson Township, Cambria County, affecting 264
acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to/and
South Branch of Blacklick Creek and unnamed tributar-
ies to/and Bracken Run classified for the following use:
cold water fishes. There are no potable water supply
intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application re-
ceived: July 3, 2017.
Permit No. 56100108, Marquise Mining Corp., P.O.
Box 338, Blairsville, PA 15717, permit renewal for recla-
mation only of a bituminous surface and auger mine in
Shade Township, Somerset County, affecting 66.9 acres.
Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to Stonycreek
River (Dixie Run) classified for the following use: cold
water fishes. There are no potable water supply intakes
within 10 miles downstream. Application received: July
10, 2017.
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191.
24990101 and NPDES No. PA0241491. Rosebud
Mining Company (301 Market Street, Kittanning, PA
16201). Renewal of an existing bituminous surface and
auger mine and associated NPDES permit in Horton
Township, Elk County affecting 568.9 acres. This re-
newal is issued for reclamation only. Receiving streams:
Mead Run to Little Toby Creek, classified for the follow-
ing uses: CWF. There are no potable surface water supply
intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application re-
ceived: July 13, 2017.
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200.
17170101 and NPDES PA0269786. Swisher Con-
tracting, Inc. (P.O. Box 1223, Clearfield, PA 16830).
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Commencement, operation, and restoration of a bitumi-
nous coal surface mine located in Lawrence Township,
Clearfield County affecting 8.0 acres. Receiving
stream(s): Unnamed Tributary to Wolf Run classified for
the following use(s): CWF, MF and Unnamed Tributary to
Lick Run classified for the following use(s): HQ-CWF, MF.
There are no potable water supply intakes within 10
miles downstream. Application received: June 28, 2017.
New Stanton District Office: 131 Broadview Road, New
Stanton, PA 15672, 724-925-5500.
30850103 and NPDES Permit No. PA0589756. Pa-
triot Mining Co., Inc. (100 Tygard Drive, Grafton, WV
26354). Renewal application for continued treatment of
an existing bituminous surface mine, located in Greene
Township, Greene County, affecting 127.4 acres. Receiv-
ing streams: Unnamed tributary to Whiteley Creek, clas-
sified for the following use: WWF. There is no potable
water supply intake within 10 miles downstream from
the point of discharge. Renewal application received: July
3, 2017.
02020201 and NPDES Permit No. PA0250121.
Robindale Energy Services, Inc. (224 Grange Hall
Road, P.O. Box 228, Armagh, PA 15920). Renewal applica-
tion for continued mining to an existing bituminous
surface mine, located in Plum Borough, Allegheny
County, affecting 172 acres. Receiving stream: Little
Plum Creek, classified for the following use: WWF. There
is no potable water supply intake within 10 miles down-
stream from the point of discharge. Renewal application
received: July 7, 2017.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118.
Permit No. 54970204R4. Jeddo-Highland Coal
Company, (46 Public Square, Suite 600, Wilkes-Barre,
PA 18701) renewal of an existing anthracite coal refuse
reprocessing operation in Frailey and Reilly Townships,
Schuylkill County affecting 300.0 acres, receiving
streams: Coal Run, Middle Creek and Gebhard Run,
classified for the following use: cold water fishes. Applica-
tion received: June 19, 2017.
Permit No. 54970204C11. Jeddo-Highland Coal
Company, (46 Public Square, Suite 600, Wilkes-Barre,
PA 18701) correction of an existing anthracite coal refuse
reprocessing operation to update the post-mining land use
to unmanaged natural habitat and add 45.0 acres from
Permit No. 54773015 in Frailey and Reilly Townships,
Schuylkill County affecting 300.0 acres, receiving
streams: Coal Run, Middle Creek and Gebhard Run,
classified for the following use: cold water fishes. Applica-
tion received: June 19, 2017.
Permit No. 54920201R5. Northeastern Power Co.,
(P.O. Box 7, McAdoo, PA 18237), renewal of an existing
anthracite coal refuse reprocessing, coal refuse disposal
and surface mine operation in Kline and Packer Town-
ships, Schuylkill and Carbon Counties affecting 876.0
acres, receiving stream: Little Schuylkill River, classified
for the following uses: cold water and migratory fishes.
Application received: June 28, 2017.
Noncoal Applications Received
Effluent Limits—The following effluent limits will apply




Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Suspended solids 10 to 35 mg/l 20 to 70 mg/l 25 to 90 mg/l
Alkalinity exceeding acidity*
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applied to surface runoff resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event. If coal will be extracted incidental to the extraction of noncoal
minerals, at a minimum, the technology-based effluent limitations identified under coal applications will apply to
discharges of wastewater to streams.
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191.
37960303. B & P Slag Corp. (1504 Highland Avenue, New Castle, PA 16105) Revision to an existing large industrial
minerals mine to mine deeper in Union Township, Lawrence County. Receiving streams: Mahoning River, classified for
the following uses: WWF. There are no potable surface water supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application
received: July 7, 2017.
MINING ACTIVITY NPDES DRAFT PERMITS
This notice provides information about applications for a new, amended or renewed NPDES permits associated with
mining activity (coal or noncoal) permits. The applications concern industrial waste (mining) discharges to surface water
and discharges of stormwater associated with mining activities. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P.S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
The Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has prepared a draft NPDES permit and made a tentative
determination to issue the NPDES permit in conjunction with the associated mining activity permit.
Effluent Limits for Coal Mining Activities
For coal mining activities, NPDES permits, when issued, will contain effluent limits that are the more stringent of
technology-based (BAT) effluent limitations or Water Quality Based Effluent Limits (WQBEL).
The BAT limits for coal mining activities, as provided in 40 CFR Part 434 and 25 Pa. Code Chapters 87—90 are as
follows:
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30-Day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (Total) 3.0 mg/l 6.0 mg/l 7.0 mg/l
Manganese (Total) 2.0 mg/l 4.0 mg/l 5.0 mg/l
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70 mg/l 90 mg/l
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity*
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applies to: surface runoff (resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from active mining areas; active areas disturbed by coal refuse
disposal activities; mined areas backfilled and revegetated; and all other discharges and drainage (resulting from a
precipitation event of greater than 1-year 24-hour to less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from coal refuse
disposal piles. Similarly, modified BAT limits apply to iron, manganese and suspended solids in surface runoff, discharges
and drainage resulting from these precipitation events and those of greater magnitude in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292, 89.52 and 90.102.
Exceptions to BAT effluent limits may be applicable in accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292,
89.52 and 90.102.
Effluent Limits for Noncoal Mining Activities
The limits for noncoal mining activities as provided in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 77 are pH 6 to 9 and other parameters the
Department may require.
Discharges from noncoal mines located in some geologic settings (for example, in the coal fields) may require additional
water quality based effluent limits. If additional effluent limits are needed for an NPDES permit associated with a
noncoal mining permit, then the permit description specifies the parameters.
In addition to BAT or WQBEL limits, coal and noncoal NPDES permits establish effluent limitations in the form of
implemented Best Management Practices (BMPs) identified in the associated Erosion and Sedimentation Plan, the
Reclamation Plan and the NPDES permit application. These BMPs restrict the rates and quantities of associated
pollutants from being discharged into surface waters in this Commonwealth.
More restrictive effluent limitations, restrictions on discharge volume or restrictions on the extent of mining that may
occur are incorporated into an NPDES permit when necessary for compliance with water quality standards and
antidegradation requirements (in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91—96).
The procedures for determining the final effluent limits, using a mass-balance equation or model, are found in
Technical Guidance Document 563-2112-115, Developing National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Permits for Mining Activities. Other specific factors to be considered include public comments and Total Maximum Daily
Load(s). Additional discharge limitations may apply in the event that unexpected discharges occur.
Discharge rates for surface mining activities are precipitation driven. Discharge rates for proposed discharges
associated with underground mining are noted in the permit description.
Persons wishing to comment on an NPDES draft permit should submit a written statement to the Department at the
address of the district mining office indicated before each draft permit within 30 days of this public notice. Comments
received within the comment period will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NPDES permit
applications. Comments must include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to
inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests or petitions for a public hearing on NPDES permit applications, as provided
in 25 Pa. Code § 92a.82(d). The request or petition for a public hearing shall be filed within 30 days of this public notice
and contain the name, address, telephone number and the interest of the party filing the request, and state the reasons
why a hearing is warranted. A public hearing may be held if the Department considers the public interest significant. If a
hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing on the NPDES permit application will be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. When a public hearing is held, the
Department will consider comments from the public hearing in the final determination on the NPDES permit application.
Coal NPDES Draft Permits
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100.
NPDES No. PA0215490 (Mining Permit No. 17743702), Rosebud Mining Company, (301 Market Street,
Kittanning, PA 16201). A renewal to the NPDES and mining activity permit for the Lady Jane Plant in Huston Township,
Clearfield County. Surface Acres Affected 107.3. Receiving stream: Moose Run, classified for the following use: CWF.
Bennett Branch Sinnemahoning Creek TMDL. The application was considered administratively complete on May 20,
2015. Application received January 27, 2015.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
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Outfall 001 discharges to: Moose Run
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 (Lat: 41° 11 58.7 Long: -78° 33 7.7) are:
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum





Iron (mg/l) - 1.5 3.0 3.8
Manganese (mg/l) - 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) - 0.75 0.75 -
Mercury (ug/l) - Report Report -
Nickel (ug/l) - Report Report -
Zinc (ug/l) - Report Report -
Cadmium (ug/l) - Report Report -
Copper (ug/l) - Report Report -
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) - 35.0 70.0 90.0
Sulfate (mg/l) - Report Report -
Osmotic Pressure (mos/kg) - Report Report -
Chloride (mg/l) - Report Report -
Bromide (mg/l) - Report Report -
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) - Report Report -
Alkalinity, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - Report Report -
Acidity, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - Report Report -
Alkalinity Net, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) 0.0 - - -
Outfall 002 discharges to: Moose Run
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002 (Lat: 41° 11 56.2 Long: -78° 33 4.1) are:
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum





Iron (mg/l) - 1.5 3.0 3.8
Manganese (mg/l) - 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) - 0.75 0.75 -
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) - 35.0 70.0 90.0
Selenium (mg/l) - Report Report -
Sulfate (mg/l) - Report Report -
Osmotic Pressure (mos/kg) - Report Report -
Chloride (mg/l) - Report Report -
Bromide (mg/l) - Report Report -
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) - Report Report -
Alkalinity, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - Report Report -
Acidity, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - Report Report -
Alkalinity Net, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) 0.0 - - -
NPDES No. PA0215490-A1 (Mining Permit No. 17743702), Rosebud Mining Company, (301 Market Street,
Kittanning, PA 16201). A revision to the NPDES and mining activity permit for the Lady Jane Plant in Huston Township,
Clearfield County to expand the permit area and add two NPDES Outfalls. Surface Acres Affected 93.6. Receiving
stream: Unnamed Tributary to Moose Run, classified for the following use: CWF. Receiving stream: Moose Run, classified
for the following use: CWF. Bennett Branch Sinnemahoning Creek TMDL. The application was considered administra-
tively complete on June 11, 2013. Application received May 21, 2012.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
Outfall 004 discharges to: Moose Run
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 004 (Lat: 41° 12 3.5 Long: -78° 33 9.2) are:
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum





Iron (mg/l) - 1.5 3.0 3.8
Manganese (mg/l) - 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) - 0.75 0.75 -
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) - 35.0 70.0 90.0
Sulfate (mg/l) - Report Report -
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30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum
Osmotic Pressure (mos/kg) - Report Report -
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) - Report Report -
Alkalinity, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - Report Report -
Acidity, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - Report Report -
Alkalinity Net, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) 0.0 - - -
Outfall 005 discharges to: UNT to Moose Run
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 005 (Lat: 41° 12 18.7 Long: -78° 33 37) are:












Flow (mgd) - - - Report Report -
pH
(S.U.) - - 6.0 -
9.0
Max -
Iron (mg/l) - - - 1.5 3.0 3.8
Manganese (mg/l) - - - 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) - - - 0.75 0.75 -
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) - - - 35.0 70.0 90.0
Sulfate (mg/l) - - - Report Report -
Selenium (mg/l) - - - Report Report -
Osmotic Pressure (mos/kg) - - - 73.87 147.74 -
Chloride (mg/l) - - - Report Report -





Average - Report Report -
Alkalinity, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - - - Report Report -
Acidity, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - - - Report Report -
Alkalinity Net, total (as CaCO3) (mg/l) - - 0.0 - - -
New Stanton District Office: 131 Broadview Road, New Stanton, PA 15672, 724-925-5500.
NPDES No. 0278246 (GFCC No. 65-17-01), David L. Patterson, 12 Short Cut Road, Smithfield, PA 15478, new
NPDES permit for a Government Financed Construction Contract reclamation project in Salem Township, Westmore-
land County, affecting 41.7 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to Beaver Run, classified for the following
use: HQ-CWF. This receiving stream is included in the Kiski-Conemaugh TMDL. Application received: May 5, 2017.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
The treated wastewater outfalls listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to Beaver Run:
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N) Type
004 Y MDT
005 Y MDT
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfalls are as follows:
Outfalls: 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 1.5 3.0 3.7
Manganese (mg/l) 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 0.75 0.75
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35 70 90
Osmotic Pressure (mOsm/kg) 50 50 50
Sulfates (mg/L) Monitor & Report
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times.
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times.
The stormwater outfalls listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to Beaver Run:
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The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfalls are as follows:
Outfalls: 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 1.5 3.0 3.7
Manganese (mg/l) 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 0.75 0.75
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35 70 90
Sulfates (mg/L) Monitor & Report
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times.
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times.
Noncoal NPDES Draft Permits
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191.
NPDES No. PA0259217 (Permit No. 61110304). Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. (1952 Waddle Road, Suite 203, State
College, PA 16803) Renewal of an NPDES permit for a large industrial minerals surface mine in Barkeyville Borough,
Venango County, affecting 144.0 acres. Receiving streams: Unnamed tributaries to East Branch Wolf Creek and
unnamed tributaries to North Branch Slippery Rock Creek, both classified for the following uses: CWF. TMDL: None.
Application received: June 15, 2017.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for noncoal mining activities.
The outfall(s) listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to North Branch Slippery Rock Creek:
Outfall No. New Outfall (Y/N)
TA N
TA-1 N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum
pH1 (S.U.) 6.0 9.0
Iron (mg/l) 1.5 3.0 3.7
Manganese (mg/l) 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.8 1.6 2.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity1
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35 70 90
1 The parameter is applicable at all times.
The outfall(s) listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to East Branch Wolf Creek and unnamed tributaries to
North Branch Slippery Rock Creek:




The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum
pH1 (S.U.) 6.0 9.0
Iron (mg/l) 7.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity1
Total Settleable Solids (ml/l) 0.5
The outfall(s) listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to East Branch Wolf Creek:
Outfall No. New Outfall (Y/N)
TB N
TC N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum
pH1 (S.U.) 6.0 9.0
Iron (mg/l) 3.0 6.0 7.0
Manganese (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
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30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum
Aluminum (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity1
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35 70 90
1 The parameter is applicable at all times.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boulevard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118.
NPDES Permit No. PA0593893 on Surface Mining Permit No. 48870301. H & K Group, Inc., (P.O. Box 196,
Skippack, PA 19474), renewal of an NPDES Permit for a limestone and dolomite quarry operation in Lower Mt. Bethel
Township, Northampton County, affecting 252.75 acres. Receiving streams: Mud Run and Delaware River, classified for
the following uses: Mud Run—cold water fishes and Delaware River—warm water fishes. Application received: April 19,
2017.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are BAT limits
described above for noncoal mining activities.
The outfalls listed below discharge to Mud Run and Delaware River.
Outfall No. New Outfall Y/N Type
ABE-SB-1 No E&S Sedimentation Basin
ABE-SB-2 No E&S Sedimentation Basin
ABE-003 No O.D. Pit Sump
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall are as follows:
30-Day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum
Discharge (MGD) MDT Only
pH1 (S.U.) 6.0 9.0
Total Suspended Solids 35.0 70.0 90.0
1 The parameter is applicable at all times.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT, SECTION 401
The following permit applications, requests for Environ-
mental Assessment approval and requests for 401 Water
Quality Certification have been received by the Depart-
ment. Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341) requires the Common-
wealth to certify that the involved projects will not violate
the sections 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33
U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) as well as
relevant State requirements. Persons objecting to ap-
proval of a request for certification under section 401 of
the FWPCA, the issuance of a Dam Permit or Water
Obstruction and Encroachment Permit or the approval of
an Environmental Assessment shall submit comments,
suggestions or objections within 30 days of the date of
this notice as well as any questions to the office noted
before an application. Comments should contain the
name, address and telephone number of the person
commenting, identification of the certification request to
which the comments or objections are addressed and a
concise statement of comments, objections or suggestions
including the relevant facts upon which they are based.
The Department may conduct a fact-finding hearing or
an informal conference in response to comments if
deemed necessary. Each individual will be notified, in
writing, of the time and place of a scheduled hearing or
conference concerning the certification request to which
the comment, objection or suggestion relates. Maps, draw-
ings and other data pertinent to the certification request
are available for inspection between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
working days at the office noted before the application.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
hearing and require an auxiliary aid, service or other
accommodation to participate in the proceedings should
contact the specified program. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
Applications Received under the Dam Safety and
Encroachments Act (32 P.S. §§ 693.1—693.27) and
section 302 of the Flood Plain Management Act
(32 P.S. § 679.302) and Requests for Certification
under section 401(a) of the FWPCA.
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Southeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401,
Telephone 484-250-5900.
E46-1155: Hatfield Township, 1950 School Road,
Hatfield, PA 19440-1992, Hatfield Township, Montgom-
ery County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To construct and maintain an 8-foot wide by 45-foot
long Pedestrian Boardwalk crossing, and two culvert
crossings over wetland (PFO), and small tributaries to the
Unionville Tributary (WWF, MF) associated with the final
Frick’s Trail System in the Township. Trail is partially
located within the 100-yaer floodway/floodplain.
The site is located between Orvilla Road and Sterling
Drive (USGS Telford, PA Quadrangle Latitude 40.286924;
Longitude -75.275161).
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915,
Telephone 570-826-2511.
E39-554. Borough of Catasauqua, 118 Bridge Street,
Catasauqua, PA 18032, in Borough of Catasauqua,
Lehigh County, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Philadel-
phia District.
To construct and maintain an extension of twin 72-inch
reinforced concrete culverts that carry the intersection of
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St. John Street and Walnut Street over Catasauqua
Creek (CWF, MF). The culvert extension will also install
a headwall. Additional improvements include the installa-
tion of an 18-inch reinforced concrete pipe stormwater
outfall. The project is located at the intersection of St.
John Street and Walnut Street (Catasauqua, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3935; Longitude: -75°2801).
E58-322. Xpress Natural Gas, LLC, 160 State Street,
Boston, MA 02109, in Forest Lake Township,
Susquehanna County, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Baltimore District.
To permanently impact 0.08 acre of wetland (PEM) for
the expansion of an existing natural fueling center. The
project is located at the intersection of SR 4007 and
Laurel Hill Road (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5313; Longitude: -75°576).
E40-798. Beaumont Inn 33, LLC, 138 Wyoming Road,
Dallas, PA 18612, in Dallas Township, Luzerne County,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District.
To construct and maintain the following water obstruc-
tions and encroachments associated with improvements to
the Beaumont Inn:
1) A 0.05 acre fill within the 50-foot assumed 100-year
floodway of Leonard Creek (HQ-CWF, MF) associated
with a 5,480 ft2 pavilion. This is an after-the-fact authori-
zation.
2) A utility line crossing of Leonard Creek (HQ-CWF,
MF) consisting of three (3) 4-inch diameter PVC conduits
carrying potable water, natural gas, and electric. This is
an after-the-fact authorization.
3) A 45-foot long, 7-foot wide, 14.4-ft span steel girder
bridge crossing Leonard Creek (HQ-CWF, MF) consisting
of the in-kind replacement of wooden decking and rails
associated with an existing bridge. This is an after-the-
fact authorization.
4) A 0.06 acre of fill within the 50-foot assumed
100-year floodway of Leonard Creek (HQ-CWF, MF) asso-
ciated with a stone patio consisting of concrete patio
pavers. This is an after-the-fact authorization.
5) A retaining wall along the left bank of Leonard
Creek (HQ-CWF, MF) consisting of a 120-LF, 2-foot high
stacked fieldstone wall. This is an after-the-fact authori-
zation.
6) A utility line crossing of EV wetlands consisting of a
95-LF, 4-inch diameter PVC sanitary sewer line.
The project is located directly southeast of the Beau-
mont Inn and restaurant, approximately 0.7 miles north
of the intersection of S.R. 309 and Lake Catalpa Road
(Center Moreland, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°2321.51;
Longitude: -75°5854.9).
Northcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701,
570-327-3636.
E18-505. Castanea Township, 347 Nittany Road,
Lock Haven, PA 17745. West Brown Street Storm Sewer
Improvements—in Castanea Township, Clinton County,
ACOE Baltimore District (Mill Hall, PA Quadrangles N:
41° 07 18.7; W: -77° 26 11.9).
Castanea Township has applied for a small projects JPA
to construct, operate and maintain the installation of new
drainage structure to replace existing structure. The
existing drainage structures include two (2) stream enclo-
sures (UNTs to Bald Eagle Creek) that will be relocated
and incorporated into the new stream enclosures drainage
system. The stream impacts would include 842 LF of
permanent stream relocation.































































CWF 200 301 41.12191
77.43699
Total 32 58 842 1,726
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CWF 1,448 158 41.12162
77.43713
Total 1,448 158
There are no wetland being impacted by the project.
The proposed culvert will not permanently impact wet-
lands, cultural or archaeological resources, National/
State/local parks, forests recreational areas, landmarks
wildlife refuge, or historical sites. UNT to Bald Eagle
Creek is classified with a designated use of Cold Water
Fishery (CWF). It is not listed as an approved trout or
wild trout stream.
Southwest Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, Michael Forbeck,
Acting Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 412-
442-4000.
E02-1753, R&Z Harrison Properties, LP, 109 High
Point Road, Sarver, PA 16055, Harrison Township &
Fawn Township, Allegheny County, Pittsburgh ACOE
District.
The applicant proposes to:
1. Construct and maintain a 580 linear foot extension
to an existing 440 linear foot concrete arch culvert (20.07
linear feet high and 33.93 linear feet wide at the base) on
Little Bull Creek (TSF);
2. Place and maintain fill in 6 PEM wetlands and one
POW totaling 0.13 acre of impact associated with con-
struction and grading activities;
3. Permanently impact ten unnamed tributaries to
Little Bull Creek totaling 2,423 linear feet of impact
associated with construction and grading activities;
4. Stabilize a total of 1,050 linear feet of Little Bull
Creek (TSF) on-site to compensate for the proposed
stream impacts;
5. Create 0.28 acre of PEM wetland, deepen Silver
Lake (1.13 acre), and restore 1.33 acre of floodplain
around Silver Lake to compensate for proposed wetland
and open water impacts;
For the purpose of developing a mixed-use business
park in Harrison and Fawn Townships, Allegheny County,
PA. The proposed project is located near the intersection
of SR 28 and Bull Creek Road. The site parallels SR 28
from Bull Creek Road (SR 366) to Pleasantville Road and
is located west of Little Bull Creek (TSF) (USGS New
Kensington West & New Kensington East Quadrangle,
Latitude: 40° 36 54; Longitude: -79° 44 57) in Harrison
and Fawn Townships, Allegheny County, PA.
E65-982, Industrial Development, LLC., P.O. Box
365 Youngstown, PA 15696, Derry Township, Westmore-
land County, Pittsburgh ACOE District.
The applicant proposes to:
1. Construct and maintain a 36 long by 21 wide,
single span, precast concrete bridge over Saxman Run
(WWF), with an underclearance of 79;
2. Place and maintain fill in 0.26 acre of PEM wetlands
in the Saxman Run watershed (WWF);
3. Construct and maintain a temporary road crossing
of Saxman Run (WWF);
4. Construct and maintain 0.3 acre of PEM wetland
on-site as compensation for the 0.26 acre of wetland
impacts proposed by the project;
For the purpose of providing access to, and constructing
a commercial development on two parcels located near
the intersection of Industrial Boulevard and Power Drive
(Derry, PA USGS Topographic Quadrangle, Latitude: 40°
19 25; Longitude: -79° 21 53; Sub-basin 18D; Pitts-
burgh Corps District), in Derry Township, Westmoreland
County. This project will permanently impact 36 linear
feet of Saxman Run, and 0.26 acre of wetlands in the
Saxman Run Watershed, and will temporarily impact 50
linear feet of Saxman Run.
District Oil & Gas Operations: Eastern Oil & Gas
District, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA 17701.
E4129-113: Inflection Energy PA LLC, 101 West
Third Street, 5th Floor, Williamsport, PA 17701,
Plunketts Creek & Shrewsbury Townships, Lycoming
County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate, and maintain:
1) a 49-foot long, 15-inch diameter culvert and associ-
ated fill impacting 90 linear feet of an unnamed tributary
to South Fork Bear Creek (EV) (Picture Rocks, PA
Quadrangle 41°2128N 76°4247W);
2) fill for the permanent access road impacting 1 linear
foot of an unnamed tributary to South Fork Bear Creek
(EV) (Picture Rocks, PA Quadrangle 41°2130N
76°4246W);
3) a 45-foot long, 16-foot wide, 8-foot 3-inch high
bottomless arch culvert, associated fill, and a timber mat
bridge impacting 124 linear feet of South Fork Bear
Creek (EV) and 121 square feet of palustrine forested
(PFO) wetland (Picture Rocks, PA Quadrangle 41°2136N
76°4238W).
The project will result in a total of 215 linear feet of
stream impacts and 0.003 acre of wetland impacts all for
the purpose of installing a permanent access roadway to a
natural gas well site for Marcellus well development.
E5729-091: Regency Marcellus Gas Gathering,
LLC, 101 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701,
Shrewsbury Township, Sullivan County, ACOE Balti-
more District.
To construct, operate and maintain:
1) A temporary road crossing using a timber mat
bridge and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 167 square
feet of a palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland (Picture
Rocks, PA Quadrangle 41°2049N, 76°3737W);
2) An 8-inch steel gas line impacting 135 square feet of
an exceptional value palustrine emergent (EV-PEM) wet-
land (Picture Rocks, PA Quadrangle 41°2048N, 76°37
33W);
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3) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat bridge
and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 824 square feet of
a palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland (Picture Rocks, PA
Quadrangle 41°2048N, 76°3731W);
4) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat bridge
and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 205 square feet of
a palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland (Picture Rocks, PA
Quadrangle 41°2047N, 76°3730W);
5) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat bridge
and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 229 square feet of
an exceptional value palustrine emergent (EV-PEM) wet-
land and 61 linear feet of Rock Run (EV) (Sonestown, PA
Quadrangle 41°2046N, 76°3727W);
6) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat bridge
and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 2,952 square feet
of floodway to an unnamed tributary to Rock Run (EV)
(Sonestown, PA Quadrangle 41°2045N, 76°3724W);
7) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat bridge
and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 3,380 square feet
of an exceptional value palustrine forested (EV-PFO)
wetland (Sonestown, PA Quadrangle 41°2045N, 76°37
24W);
8) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat bridge
and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 14 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Rock Run (EV) and 203 square feet
of an exceptional value (EV-PEM) wetland (Sonestown,
PA Quadrangle 41°2044N, 76°3700W);
9) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat bridge
and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 65 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Rock Run (EV) (Sonestown, PA
Quadrangle 41°2054N, 76°3636W);
10) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat
bridge and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 51 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Rock Run (EV), 50 linear
feet of another unnamed tributary to Rock Run (EV), and
13,486 square feet of an exceptional value palustrine
(EV-PEM) wetland (Sonestown, PA Quadrangle 41°20
57N, 76°3631W);
11) a temporary road crossing using a timber mat
bridge and an 8-inch steel gas line impacting 106 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Rock Run (EV), and 28
linear feet of another unnamed tributary to Rock Run
(EV) (Sonestown, PA Quadrangle 41°2058N, 76°36
30W).
A total of 3,380 square feet (0.08 acre) of permanent
wetland conversion impacts, 15,249 square feet (0.35
acre) of temporary wetland impacts, 375 linear feet of
temporary stream impacts, and 2,952 square feet (0.07
acre) of floodway impacts will result from the installation
of an 8 inch steel gas line in Shrewsbury Township,
Sullivan County. The permittee will provide 0.23 acre of
compensatory wetland mitigation at the Hershberger
Mitigation Site (Washingtonville, PA Quadrangle
41°0516N 76°4243W) in Limestone Township, Montour
County.
ACTIONS
THE PENNSYLVANIA CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN
WATER ACT
FINAL ACTIONS TAKEN FOR NPDES PERMITS AND WQM PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on previously received applications for new, amended and renewed
NPDES and WQM permits, applications for permit waivers and NOIs for coverage under General Permits. This notice of
final action is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P.S. §§ 691.1—691.101) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Wastes; Discharges to Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
Sections I—VI contain actions regarding industrial, animal or sewage wastes discharges, discharges to groundwater,
and discharges associated with MS4, stormwater associated with construction activities and CAFOs. Section VII contains
notices for parties who have submitted NOIs for Coverage under General NPDES Permits. The approval for coverage
under these General NPDES Permits is subject to applicable effluent limitations, monitoring, reporting requirements and
other conditions in each General Permit. The approval of coverage for land application of sewage sludge or residential
septage under applicable general permit is subject to pollutant limitations, pathogen and vector attraction reduction
requirements, operational standards, general requirements, management practices and other conditions in the respective
permit. The permits and related documents, effluent limitations, permitting requirements and other information are on
file and may be inspected and arrangements made for copying at the contact office noted before the action.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under section 4 of
the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35 P.S. § 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to
Administrative Agency Law). The appeal should be sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street, PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users
may contact the Board through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed with the
Board within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropriate statute provides a
different time period. Copies of the appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the
Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from
the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond
that permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
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For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not
needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should contact a lawyer at once. Persons who cannot afford
a lawyer may qualify for free pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483 for more
information.
I. NPDES Renewal Permit Actions
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II. New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Nonwaived Permit Actions
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
NPDES Permit No. PA0255246, Sewage, SIC Code 8800, Charles R Culotta, 6 East Clarke Avenue, Milford, DE
19963.
This proposed facility is located in Wharton Township, Fayette County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
Southeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401.
NPDES Permit No. PA0027103, Sewage, Amendment # 2, DELCORA, 100 Fifth Street, P.O. Box 999, Chester, PA
19016-0999.
This proposed facility is located in the City of Chester, Delaware County.
Description of Action/Activity: Permit Amendment to change fecal coliform units.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
NPDES Permit No. PA0065374, Industrial, SIC Code 0782, PA American Water Co., 56 Reservoir Road, Dallas, PA
18612.
This existing facility is located in Spring Brook Township, Lackawanna County.
Description of Existing Action/Activity: Renewal of Individual Joint NPDES Permits for the application of pesticides to
control algae in the Nesbitt Reservoir.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
NPDES Permit No. PA0264954, Sewage, SIC Code 8800, Mary Hopshire, 210 Grass Flats Boulevard, Warren, PA
16365-7917.
This proposed facility is located in Conewango Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
NPDES Permit No. PA0265039, Sewage, SIC Code 8059, Lifestyle Support Service Inc., PO Box 303, Elmora, PA
15737-0303.
This proposed facility is located in Conewango Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
NPDES Permit No. PA0264881, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, 8800, Timothy Hajec, 650 Whitney Run Road, Corry, PA
16407-2908.
This proposed facility is located in Spring Creek Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
NPDES Permit No. PA0264890, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, 8800, Kevin Little, 196 Lutz Road, Zelienople, PA
16063-2612.
This proposed facility is located in Jackson Township, Butler County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
NPDES Permit No. PA0264911, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, 8800, Cathy Hasbrouck, 595 Plank Road, Corry, PA
16407-5307.
This proposed facility is located in Columbus Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
NPDES Permit No. PA0265063, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, 8800, Kevin King, 10528 W Ridge Road, Girard, PA 16417.
This proposed facility is located in Franklin Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
NPDES Permit No. PA0264938, Sewage, SIC Code 8800, James S Stevens, 455 Settlers Village Circle, Cranberry
Twp., PA 16066.
This proposed facility is located in Limestone Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
NPDES Permit No. PA0265080, Sewage, SIC Code 8800, Charlotte & Robert Russo, 6480 Lakeside Drive,
Sharpsville, PA 16150.
This proposed facility is located in South Pymatuning Township, Mercer County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
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III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Actions under The Clean Streams Law
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
WQM Permit No. 6510410, Sewage, SIC Code 7033, Steward Properties Management of PA LLC, 764 Waltz Mill
Road, Ruffs Dale, PA 15679-1249.
This proposed facility is located in Sewickley Township, Westmoreland County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: The applicant proposes to construct a new sewage treatment plant to abate an
existing malfunctioning on-lot septic system, which will serve the Madison Pittsburgh KOA.
WQM Permit No. 6313401, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Charleroi Borough Authority Washington County, PO Box
211, Charleroi, PA 15022-0211.
This proposed facility is located in Charleroi Borough, Washington County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: construction and operation of sanitary pump stations and a combined sewage
treatment system.
WQM Permit No. 0216408, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Pleasant Hills Borough Allegheny County, 410 E Bruceton
Road, Pleasant Hills, PA 15236-4504.
This proposed facility is located in Pleasant Hills Borough, Allegheny County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Replacement of the Tassel Lane Lift Station with a new Pump Station.
WQM Permit No. 6317402, Sewage, SIC Code 4592, North Strabane Township Municipal Authority, 1929B
Route 519 South, Canonsburg, PA 15317.
This proposed facility is located in North Strabane Township, Washington County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: construction and operation of a sanitary pump station.
WQM Permit No. 0217400, Sewage, O’Hara Township Allegheny County, 325 Fox Chapel Road, Pittsburgh, PA
15238.
This proposed facility is located in O’Hara Township, Allegheny County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Pipe bursting of 10 sanitary sewer interceptor with 12 HDPE.
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401, 484.250.5900.
WQM Permit No 1517401, Sewage, East Whiteland Township, 209 Conestoga Road, Frazer, PA 19355.
This proposed facility is located in East Whiteland Township, Chester County.
Description of Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a sewage pump station and force main.
Northcentral Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 208 W Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport, PA
17701-6448. Phone: 570.327.3636.
WQM Permit No. 1704204 A-1, Industrial, SIC Code 3111, Clearfield Leather Inc., 120 Cooper Road, Curwensville,
PA 16833-1542.
This existing facility is located in Curwensville Borough, Clearfield County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Replacement of existing 50 hp blower primarily serving the equalization tank
with a 60 hp blower.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
WQM Permit No. 6217403, Sewage, SIC Code 8800, Mary Hopshire, 210 Grass Flats Boulevard, Warren, PA
16365-7917.
This proposed facility is located in Conewango Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
WQM Permit No. 6217405, Sewage, Lifestyle Support Service Inc., 1109 Deveaux Street, Elmora, PA 15737.
This proposed facility is located in Conewango Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Small Flow Treatment Facility.
WQM Permit No. 6216411, Sewage, Timothy Hajec, 650 Whitney Run Road, Corry, PA 16407.
This proposed facility is located in Spring Creek Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
WQM Permit No. 1016411, Sewage, Kevin Little, 196 Lutz Road, Zelienople, PA 16063.
This proposed facility is located in Jackson Township, Butler County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
WQM Permit No. 6217401, Sewage, Cathy Hasbrouck, 595 Plank Road, Corry, PA 16407.
This proposed facility is located in Columbus Township, Warren County.
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Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
WQM Permit No. 2517403, Sewage, Kevin King, 10528 W Ridge Road, Girard, PA 16417.
This proposed facility is located in Franklin Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
WQM Permit No. 6217402, Sewage, James S Stevens, 455 Settlers Village Circle, Cranberry Township, PA 16066.
This proposed facility is located in Limestone Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
WQM Permit No. 4317404, Sewage, Charlotte & Robert Russo, 6480 Lakeside Drive, Sharpsville, PA 16150.
This proposed facility is located in South Pymatuning Township, Mercer County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
VI. NPDES Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction Activities Individual Permit Actions
















PAD150042 The Hankin Group
707 Eagleview Boulevard
Exton, PA 19341
Chester Uwchlan Township Shamona Creek
HQ-TSF-MF
PAD150026 DUCE Anselma, LLC
2000 Art School Road





PAD150021 Petra Community Housing
201 South Main Street
Spring City, PA 19475-2002





Chester Charlestown Township Valley Creek (POA 2
and 3
EV-MF
Pickering Creek (POA 1)
HQ-TSF-MF







ESP024014001 Deep Woods, LLC
c/o William Dittmar
45 Dustin Hill Road








PAI021316001 Stabilis Split Rock JV LLC
767 Fifth Avenue
12th Floor
New York, NY 10153
Carbon Kidder Township Shingle Mill Run
(HQ-CWF, MF)




Monroe Barrett Township Middle Branch
Brodhead Creek
(HQ-CWF)







PAI024516008 CB H2O, LP
PO Box 168
Tannersville, PA 18372





















c/o Ms. Meghan Madeira
9 North Campus Lane
Easton, PA 18042



















UNT to Indian Orchard
Brook
(HQ-CWF, MF)




































UNT to Delaware River
(HQ-CWF, MF)
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VII. Approvals to Use NPDES and/or Other General Permits
The EPA Region III Administrator has waived the right to review or object to this permit action under the waiver
provision 40 CFR 123.23(d).
List of NPDES and/or Other General Permit Types
PAG-1 General Permit for Discharges from Stripper Oil Well Facilities
PAG-2 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater Associated With Construction Activities
PAG-3 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater From Industrial Activities
PAG-4 General Permit for Discharges from Small Flow Treatment Facilities
PAG-5 General Permit for Discharges from Petroleum Product Contaminated Groundwater Remediation
Systems
PAG-6 General Permit for Wet Weather Overflow Discharges from Combined Sewer Systems (CSO)
PAG-7 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application
PAG-8 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Non-Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application to
Agricultural Land, Forest, a Public Contact Site or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-8 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-8 General Permit Coverage
PAG-9 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Residential Septage by Land Application to Agricultural Land,
Forest, or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-9 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-9 General Permit Coverage
PAG-10 General Permit for Discharges from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and Pipelines
PAG-11 General Permit for Discharges from Aquatic Animal Production Facilities
PAG-12 Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
PAG-13 Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4)
PAG-14 (To Be Announced)
PAG-15 General Permit for Discharges from the Application of Pesticides
General Permit Type—PAG-02























































2 East Main Street
Norristown, PA 19401
484-250-5900



































PAC540008 Eagle Rock Community
Association
Attn: Tom Blass















PAC660004 Borel Builders, Inc.
























10 East Second Street
Associates, LP
















































PAC360103 Willow Valley Associates,
Inc.
























































































PAC170010 Grampian DPP, LLC
9010 Overlook Blvd.
Brentwood, TN 37027
















403 W Market St
Middleburg, PA 17842
(570) 837-3000 X110
Southwest Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, Michael Forbeck,
Acting Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 412-442-4000.
Facility Location
































































PAG032228 Republic Services of New
Jersey, LLC





















































PAG036156 Herr Voss Corp
1500 First Avenue
Conway, PA 15027





















PAG036178 Amega West Services








































































































































PAG102356 Williams Field Services
Company LLC
Zick Pipeline Project


















































PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on
applications received under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act (35 P.S. §§ 721.1—721.17) for the construc-
tion, substantial modification or operation of a public
water system.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
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available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this document to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Actions taken under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act
Southeast Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401.
Operations Permit # 1517509 issued to: Evans
Christou, P.O. Box 159, Nottingham, PA 19362,
[(PWSID)] East Nottingham Township, Chester County
on June 21, 2017 for the operation of Post House
Restaurant Nitrate Removal Treatment and Chlorine
Feed System facilities approved under construction per-
mit # 1517509.
Permit No. 1517512, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Pennsylvania American
Water Company




Type of Facility PWS
Consulting Engineer Pennsylvania American Water
Company





Permit No. 1517513, Public Water Supply.
Applicant West Grove Borough
Borough West Grove
County Chester
Type of Facility PWS








Permit No. 4617510, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc.
762 West Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
Townships Lower Merion and Upper Darby
County Montgomery and Delaware
Type of Facility PWS







Southeast Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401.






Type of Facility PWS






Operations Permit No. # 1517506 issued to: Owen
J. Roberts School District, 901 Ridge Road, Pottstown,
PA 19465, [(PWSID)] East Vincent Township, Chester
County on July 12, 2017 for the operation of the Entire
Water System and Arsenic Removal facilities approved
under construction permit # 1517506.
Operations Permit No. # 15154548 issued to: Aqua
Pennsylvania, Inc., 762 West Lancaster Avenue, Bryn
Mawr, PA 19010, [(PWSID)] Charlestown Township,
Chester County on July 12, 2017 for the operation of
Repainting Sidley Hill Tank facilities approved under
construction permit # 1515548.
Northeast Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.














Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Permit No. 6717504 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant Borough of Hanover
Municipality Hanover Borough
County York
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Type of Facility The Borough of Hanover is
proposing a water main lining
project which consists of cleaning
and cement lining sections of
existing water mains and
replacing failing valves as
needed along Fulton Street,
Carlisle Street, and Baltimore
Street.







Northcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA 17701-6448.
Permit Nos. 4189515-T1, MA-GWR-T1—Opera-
tion—Public Water Supply.
Applicant Susquehanna Real Estate
Services, LLC d/b/a Oak Lynn
Manor Mobile Home Park
Township/Borough Wolf Township
County Lycoming
Responsible Official Ms. Marcy Benson,
Realtor-Owner
Weichert Realtors—Premier
400 Market St., Suite 3
Williamsport, PA 17701
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer N/A
Permit Issued July 3, 2017
Description of Action Transfer of permits from Phil
Hall Real Estate. The permitted
water system consists of Well
No. 1, a sodium hypochlorite
disinfection system, a blended
phosphate iron and manganese
sequestration system, a 3,000
gallon storage tank, duplicate
booster pumps, two
hydropneumatic tanks,
treatment for 4-log inactivation
of viruses, and the distribution
system.
Permit No. 4117502-MA—Operation—Public Water
Supply.
Applicant Williamsport Municipal Water
Authority
Township/Borough City of Williamsport
County Lycoming
Responsible Official Douglas E. Keith
Executive Director
253 West Fourth St.
Williamsport, PA 17701
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer N/A
Permit Issued July 3, 2017
Description of Action Authorizes operation of a 425-gal
polyethylene tank for storing
aluminum sulfate in a 500-gal
spill containment tray and a 0.09
gph to 17.2 gph peristaltic
chemical feed pump with
calibration tube in the upper
level of the Filter Plant as
backup equipment for 5,000-gal
A1SO4 storage tank 001A and
chemical feed pump.
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745.
Operations Permit issued to: Pittsburgh Water &
Sewer Authority, 1200 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA
15222, (PWSID # 5020038) City of Pittsburgh, Alle-
gheny County on July 10, 2017 for the operation of
facilities approved under Construction Permit # 0217533.
Operations Permit issued to: Tri-County Joint Mu-
nicipal Authority, 26 Monongahela Avenue, Frederick-
town, PA 15333, (PWSID # 5630045) East Bethlehem
Township, Washington County on July 13, 2017 for the
operation of facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit # 6315506.
Operations Permit issued to: Pennsylvania Ameri-
can Water Company, 800 West Hersheypark Drive,
Hershey, PA 17033, (PWSID # 5020039) West Mifflin
Borough, Allegheny County on July 13, 2017 for the
operation of facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit # 0216538.
Comprehensive Operations Permit issued to: Cen-
ter Township, 224 Center Grange Road, Aliquippa, PA
15001, (PWSID # 5040007) Beaver County on July 14,
2017 for the operation of facilities permitted under previ-
ously issued permits 8495W, 0361W20, and 0407501MA.
Permit No. 1117505MA, Minor Amendment. Public
Water Supply.




[Borough or Township] Reade Township
County Cambria
Type of Facility Waterline and transmission line






Permit No. 1117502MA, Minor Amendment. Public
Water Supply.




[Borough or Township] Washington Township
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County Cambria
Type of Facility Waterline and service line
relocation






Permit No. 1117508MA, Minor Amendment. Public
Water Supply.




[Borough or Township] Richland and Stonycreek
Townships
County Cambria
Type of Facility 2017 waterline project






Northwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Operation Permit issued to Sykesville Borough,
PWSID No. 6330013, Sykesville Borough, Winslow Town-
ship, Brady Township & Sandy Township, Jefferson &
Clearfield Counties. Permit Number 3315501 issued
July 13, 2017 for the operation of the newly installed
25,900 L.F. of 8 and 12 diameter PVC C-900 water
transmission main, new chlorination booster/metering
station and the dedicated inlet pipe connection to the
Borough’s 250,000-gallon storage tank. This permit is
issued in response to an operation inspection conducted
by Department of Environmental Protection personnel on
June 28, 2017.
Operation Permit issued to Jerry Kroczek d/b/a
Lake Arthur Family Campground, PWSID No.
5100472, Brady Township, Butler County. Permit Num-
ber 1017504 issued July 13, 2017 for the operation of
4-Log treatment of viruses for Entry Point 101. This
action is taken under the requirements of the Groundwa-
ter Rule.
WATER ALLOCATIONS
Actions taken on applications received under the
act of June 24, 1939 (P.L. 842, No. 365) (35 P.S.
§§ 631—641) relating to the acquisition of rights
to divert waters of the Commonwealth.
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745.
WA4-1015, Water Allocations. Industry Borough
Municipal Authority, 1149 East Willowbrook Drive,
Industry, PA 15052, Beaver County. The right to with-
draw 504,000 gallons of water per day, average day, from
Well Nos. 1 and 2.
SEWAGE FACILITIES ACT PLAN APPROVAL
Plan Approvals Granted Under the Pennsylvania
Sewage Facilities Act (35 P.S. § 750.5)
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program, 230 Chestnut






Marion Township P.O. Box 141
Boyers, PA 16020
Butler
Plan Description: The approved plan focuses on the
Village of Boyers and the areas west to Atwells Crossing
which are the most densely populated areas of the
Township. It concludes with recommending a gravity
sewer system throughout the planning area with a new
pump station and a new engineered wetlands treatment
system. The engineered wetlands will consist of a three
stage treatment process, including primary sedimentation
and anaerobic treatment, secondary aerobic treatment
through stone media and final disinfection with chlorine
The Department’s review of the sewage facilities update
revision has not identified any significant environmental
impacts resulting from this proposal. Any required
NPDES Permits or WQM Permits must be obtained in
the name of the municipality or authority as appropriate.
LAND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 2
The following plans and reports were submitted
under the Land Recycling and Environmental
Remediation Standards Act (35 P.S. §§ 6026.101—
6026.907).
Provisions of Sections 301—308 of the Land Recycling
and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35
P.S. §§ 6026.301—6026.308) require the Department to
publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of submis-
sion of plans and reports. A final report is submitted to
document cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at
a site to one of the act’s remediation standards. A final
report provides a description of the site investigation to
characterize the nature and extent of contaminants in
environmental media, the basis for selecting the environ-
mental media of concern, documentation supporting the
selection of residential or nonresidential exposure factors,
a description of the remediation performed and summa-
ries of sampling analytical results which demonstrate
that remediation has attained the cleanup standard se-
lected. Submission of plans and reports, other than the
final report, will also be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. These include the remedial investigation report,
risk assessment report and cleanup plan for a site-specific
standard remediation. A remedial investigation report
includes conclusions from the site investigation; concen-
tration of regulated substances in environmental media;
benefits of reuse of the property; and, in some circum-
stances, a fate and transport analysis. If required, a risk
assessment report describes potential adverse effects
caused by the presence of regulated substances. If re-
quired, a cleanup plan evaluates the abilities of potential
remedies to achieve remedy requirements.
For further information concerning plans or reports,
contact the environmental cleanup program manager in
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the Department regional office under which the notice of
receipt of plans or reports appears. If information con-
cerning plans or reports is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Sinking Springs Farm, 2825 Susquehanna Trail,
York, PA 17406, Manchester Township, York County.
Geo-Technology Associates, Inc., 3445-A Box Hill Corpo-
rate Center Drive, Abingdon, MD 21009, on behalf of
Susquehanna Real Estate, LP, 140 East Market Street,
York, PA 17401, submitted a Final Report concerning
remediation of site soils and groundwater contaminated
with leaded and unleaded gasoline released from under-
ground storage tanks. The Report is intended to docu-
ment remediation of the site to meet the Site Specific
Standard.
Buddies Nursery, 7001 Ben Franklin Highway,
Birdsboro, PA 19508, Exeter Township, Berks County.
BAI Group, Inc., 341 10th Avenue, Suite 103, Royersford,
PA 19468, on behalf of Aulenbach & Son, Inc., 395 Old
River Road, Birdsboro, PA 19508 and Buddies Nursery,
7001 Ben Franklin Highway, Birdsboro, PA 19468 submit-
ted a Final Report concerning site soils contaminated
with No. 2 fuel oil from an aboveground storage tank. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Residential Statewide Health Standard.
Ohesson Senior Living/Care Facility, 276 Green
Avenue, Lewistown, PA 17044, Derry Township, Mifflin
County. Converse Consultants, 2738 West College Av-
enue, State College, PA 16801, on behalf of James B.
Parsons Excavating-Hauling, 8229 Mountain Road, Port
Royal, PA 17082, and Ohesson/Diakon, 276 Green Avenue,
Lewistown, PA 17044 submitted a Final Report concern-
ing remediation of site soil contaminated with No. 2
heating oil from an aboveground storage tank. The report
is intended to document remediation of the site to meet
the Residential Statewide Health Standard.
Former McCrory Stores, 2925 East Market Street,
York, PA, Springettsbury Township, York County.
ARCADIS, 35 Columbia Road, Branchburg, NJ 08876, on
behalf of 2925 East Market, L.P., 40 Morris Avenue, Suite
230, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010, submitted a Remedial Investi-
gation Report/Final Report concerning site soils and
groundwater contaminated with VOCs, SVOCs, and
inorganics. The Report is intended to document remedia-
tion of the site to meet the Nonresidential Statewide
Health and Site Specific Standards.
Northcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
West Milton State Bank, Canton Township, Brad-
ford County. Molesevich Environmental, LLC, P.O. Box
654, Lewisburg, PA 17837, on behalf of West Milton State
Bank, 840 High Street, West Milton, PA 17886, has
submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site
soil contaminated with used motor oil. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Statewide Health Standard requirements.
Snyder Fuels Release Site, Upper Augusta Township,
Northumberland County. Pennsylvania Tectonics, Inc.,
723 Main Street, Archbald, PA 18403, on behalf of Snyder
Fuels, Inc., P.O. Box 191, Sunbury, PA 17801, has submit-
ted a Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
and groundwater contaminated with fuel oil # 2. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Statewide Health Standard requirements.
Former B.J. Burnley Company Site, Franklin Town-
ship, Snyder County. Molesevich Environmental, LLC,
P.O. Box 654, Lewisburg, PA 17837, on behalf of GBT
Realty Corporation, 9010 Overlook Boulevard, Brentwood,
TN 37027, has submitted a Final Report concerning the
remediation of site groundwater contaminated with un-
leaded gas. The report is intended to document remedia-
tion of the site to meet the Statewide Health Standard
requirements.
Johnson (02-135) K Well, Blossburg Borough, Tioga
County. Woodard & Curran, 300 Penn Center Boulevard,
Suite 800, Pittsburgh, PA 15235, on behalf of Repsol Oil
& Gas, USA, LLC, 337 Daniel Zenker Drive, Horseheads,
NY 14845, has submitted a Remedial Action Completion
Report concerning remediation of site soil contaminated
with diesel fuel. The report is intended to document




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 3
The Department has taken action on the following
plans and reports under the Land Recycling and
Environmental Remediation Standards Act (35
P.S. §§ 6026.101—6026.907).
Section 250.8 of 25 Pa. Code and administration of the
Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Stan-
dards Act (act) require the Department to publish in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of its final actions on plans
and reports. A final report is submitted to document
cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at a site to
one of the remediation standards of the act. A final report
provides a description of the site investigation to charac-
terize the nature and extent of contaminants in environ-
mental media, the basis of selecting the environmental
media of concern, documentation supporting the selection
of residential or nonresidential exposure factors, a de-
scription of the remediation performed and summaries of
sampling methodology and analytical results which dem-
onstrate that the remediation has attained the cleanup
standard selected. Plans and reports required by the act
for compliance with selection of remediation to a site-
specific standard, in addition to a final report, include a
remedial investigation report, risk assessment report and
cleanup plan. A remedial investigation report includes
conclusions from the site investigation; concentration of
regulated substances in environmental media; benefits of
reuse of the property; and, in some circumstances, a fate
and transport analysis. If required, a risk assessment
report describes potential adverse effects caused by the
presence of regulated substances. If required, a cleanup
plan evaluates the abilities of potential remedies to
achieve remedy requirements. A work plan for conducting
a baseline remedial investigation is required by the act
for compliance with selection of a special industrial area
remediation. The baseline remedial investigation, based
on the work plan, is compiled into the baseline environ-
mental report to establish a reference point to show
existing contamination, describe proposed remediation to
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be done and include a description of existing or potential
public benefits of the use or reuse of the property. The
Department may approve or disapprove plans and reports
submitted. This notice provides the Department’s decision
and, if relevant, the basis for disapproval.
For further information concerning the plans and re-
ports, contact the environmental cleanup program man-
ager in the Department regional office under which the
notice of the plan or report appears. If information
concerning a final report is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
& Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
Spring View Land Development, 421 Centronia
Road, South Whitehall and Upper Macungie Townships,
Lehigh County. MidAtlantic Engineering Partners,
LLC, Gateway 195 Center, 5 Commerce Way, Suite 200,
Hamilton, NJ 08691, on behalf of KRE Spring View
Apartments/Commercial, LP, 520 U.S. 22, PO Box 6872,
Bridgewater, NJ 08807, submitted a Final Report con-
cerning remediation of site soils contaminated with arse-
nic. The report is intended to document remediation of
the site to meet the Background Standard, and was
approved by the Department on July 14, 2017.
PennDOT Right-of-Way, Interstate I-78 East Bound
Near Mile Marker 61, Upper Saucon Township, Lehigh
County. Environmental Standards, Inc., 1140 Valley
Forge Road, Valley Forge, PA 19482, on behalf of K.E.B.
Delivery Service, 12 Commerce Street, Chatham, NJ
07928, submitted a Final Report concerning remediation
of site soils contaminated with benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, isopropylbenzene, methyl tert-butyl ether,
naphthalene, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, and 1,3,5-
trimethylbenzene. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard, and was approved by the Department on July
10, 2017.
Bohlen Property, 333 Franklin Street, Alburtis Bor-
ough, Lehigh County. Crawford Environmental Ser-
vices, 20 Cardinal Drive, Birdsboro, PA 19508, on behalf
of Pipeline Petroleum, PO Box 159, Shippers Road,
Macungie, PA 18062, submitted a Final Report concerning
remediation of site soils contaminated with Benzene,
Ethylbenzene, Isopropylbenzene, Naphthalene, Toluene,
Xylenes, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene,
and MTBE. The report is intended to document remedia-
tion of the site to meet the Statewide Health Standard,
and was approved by the Department on July 14, 2017.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Michael Eckstein Property, 948 Old Airport Road,
Douglassville, PA 19518, Amity Township, Berks
County. Patriot Environmental Management, LLC, 21
Unionville Road, PO Box 629, Douglassville, PA 19518, on
behalf of Leffler Energy, Inc., 15 Mount Joy Street, Mount
Joy, PA 17552, and Michael Eckstein, 948 Old Airport
Road, Douglasville, PA 19518 submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soil contaminated with No.
2 fuel oil. The Final Report demonstrated attainment of
the Residential Statewide Health Standard, and was
approved by the Department on July 11, 2017.
CVS Store No. 1677, East Market Street & North
Brown Street, (SW Corner), Lewistown, PA 17044,
Lewistown Borough, Mifflin County. ECS Mid-Atlantic,
LLC, 56 Grumbacher Road, Suite D, York, PA 17406, on
behalf of PA CVS Pharmacy, LLC c/o J.C. Bar Develop-
ment, LLC, 415 Fallowfield Road, Suite 301, Camp Hill,
PA 17011, submitted a Final Report concerning remedia-
tion of site soil contaminated with No. 2 fuel oil and
mercury. The Final Report demonstrated attainment of
the Nonresidential Statewide Health Standard, and was
approved by the Department on July 12, 2017.
Conestoga MHP Lot 20, 3327 Main Street, Lot 20,
Conestoga, PA 17516, Conestoga Township, Lancaster
County. Liberty Environmental, 480 New Holland Av-
enue, Suite 8203, Lancaster, PA 17602, on behalf of
Conestoga Mobile Home Park, 252 Willow Valley Road,
Lancaster, PA 17602, submitted a Final Report concerning
remediation of site soils contaminated with No. 2 fuel oil.
The Final Report demonstrated attainment of the Resi-
dential Statewide Health Standard, and was approved by
the Department on July 13, 2017.
Former Firestone Motors Site, 330 South Third
Street, Lemoyne, PA 17043, Borough of Lemoyne, Cum-
berland County. BL Companies, 4242 Carlisle Pike,
Camp Hill, PA 17011, on behalf of Macy Holdings, LLC,
700 Ayers Avenue, Lemoyne, PA 17403, submitted a
Remedial Investigation and Final Report concerning
remediation of site soil and groundwater contaminated
with Inorganics and PAHs. The combined report did not
demonstrate attainment of the Site Specific Standard,
and was disapproved by the Department on July 13, 2017
Northcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Former Ingersoll Rand Power Tools Site, Athens
Township, Bradford County. Arcadis U.S., Inc., 10
Friends Lane, Suite 200, Newtown, PA 18940, on behalf
of Ingersoll Rand Company, 800 Beaty Street, Building E,
Davidson, NC 28036, has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soils contaminated with
chlorinated solvents. The Final Report demonstrated at-
tainment of the Site-Specific Standard requirements and
was approved by the Department on July 10, 2017.
Harman Trucking Release Cleanup, South Centre
Township, Columbia County. Northridge Group, Inc.,
P.O. Box 231, Northumberland, PA 17857, on behalf of
Harman Trucking, Inc., 2330 Duband Avenue, Apt 10D,
Bloomsburg, PA 17815, has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soils contaminated with
diesel fuel. The Final Report demonstrated attainment of
the Statewide Health Standard requirements and was
approved by the Department on July 10, 2017.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
201 North Second Street, City of Duquesne, Alle-
gheny County. KU Resources, Inc., 22 Linden Street,
Duquesne, PA 15110 on behalf of Redevelopment Author-
ity of the City of Duquesne, PA 15110 had submitted a
Remedial Investigation Report and Risk Assessment Re-
port concerning the remediation of site soil and ground-
water contaminated with petroleum products. The reports
were approved by the Department on July 11, 2017.
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HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORTER LICENSE
Actions on applications for Hazardous Waste Trans-
porter License received under the Solid Waste
Management Act (35 P.S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003)
and regulations to transport hazardous waste.
Central Office: Bureau of Land Recycling and Waste
Management, Division of Hazardous Waste Management,
PO Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170.
Hazardous Waste Transporter License Reissued
Energy Transportation, LLC, PO Box 430, Bridge-
port, WV 26330. License No. PA-AH 0807. Effective Jul
12, 2017.
Miller Environmental Group Inc., 538 Edwards Ave,
Calverton, NY 11933. License No. PA-AH 0501. Effective
Jul 14, 2017.
Renewal Applications Received
Energy Transportation, LLC, PO Box 430, Bridge-
port, WV 26330. License No. PA-AH 0807. Effective Jul
12, 2017.
Miller Environmental Group Inc., 538 Edwards Ave,





Actions on applications for Regulated Medical and
Chemotherapeutic Waste Transporter License re-
ceived under the Solid Waste Management Act
and the act of June 28, 1988 (P.L. 525, No. 93) and
regulations to transport regulated medical and
chemotherapeutic waste.
Central Office: Bureau of Land Recycling and Waste
Management, Division of Hazardous Waste Management,
PO Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170.
Regulated Medical and Chemotherapeutic Waste Trans-
porter Reissued
R. Mor Enterprises Inc dba NJ Medical Waste, 11
Harts Lane, East Brunswick, NJ 08816. License No.
PA-HC 0246. Effective Jul 12, 2017.
MUNICIPAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Permit Issued Under the Solid Waste Management
Act; the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act (53 P.S. §§ 4000.101—
4000.1904); and Municipal Waste Regulations for a
General Permit to Operate Municipal Waste Pro-
cessing Facilities and the Beneficial Use of Mu-
nicipal Waste.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170.
General Permit Application No. WMGM061SC001,
Pure Recovery Group, Inc., 613 Memory Lane, York,
PA 17402, York County. This permit authorizes the
processing and beneficial use of course or fine aggregate
from municipal solid waste incinerator ash for use as an
aggregate in construction material. The permit was is-
sued by Central Office on July 14, 2017.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit may
contact Chris Solloway, Solid Waste Program Specialist,
Division of Municipal and Residual Waste, Bureau of
Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA
17106-9170, 717-787-7381. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice, (800) 654-5984.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Application(s) received Under the Solid Waste Man-
agement Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to
Operate Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area
or Site.
Northwest Region: Christina S. Wilhelm, Regional Solid
Waste Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-
3481.
Permit Application No. 301368. Carlton Residual
Waste Transfer Station, 1369 Cochranton Road,
Carlton, PA 16311; French Creek Township; Mercer
County. A new residual waste transfer station permit
was issued to Range Resources—Appalachia, LLC on July
12, 2017. The permit is intended to facilitate the collec-
tion and transportation of Oil and Gas production waste
from Range Resources many well locations in the area. A
capacity of 17,000 gallons per day as an average daily
volume and maximum daily volume of 53,000 gallons per
day was included in the permit. The maximum daily
weight of oily solid wastes to be received is 10 tons. The
maximum daily weight of batteries to be received is 500
pounds. Range Resources plans to operate the facility
between 8 am and 4 pm Monday through Friday, but has
requested to be able to operate 24 hours per day and 7
days a week if needed.
The application was submitted to the Department on
August 28, 2015 and accepted as complete on December
15, 2015 when the Local Municipal Involvement Process
meeting was conducted. The Environmental Assessment
Report for the project was completed in January 2017.
Permit Application No. 300995. Sonneborn
Petrolia Landfill, 100 Sonneborn Lane, Petrolia, PA
16050; Fairview Township; Butler County. A permit
re-issuance was approved for this landfill on July 11,
2017. The re-issuance was required based on the compa-
ny’s official name change from Sonneborn, INC. to Son-
neborn, LLC. The terms and conditions of the permit
remain the same as the previous permit. The expiration
date is still set for April 30, 2018. The application was
submitted and accepted as complete by the Northwest
Regional Office on January 3, 2017.
Permit Application No. 300013. Carbon Graphite
Group Landfill, East Eschbach Road, City of Saint
Marys, PA 15857, Elk County. On July 12, 2017 The
Department issued a Final Closure Certification for the
Carbon Graphite Group Landfill to Montage Partners II,
LLC. Disposal of waste at this landfill ceased in the
mid-1990s. The property went through a bankruptcy and
was purchased by Montage Partners II, LLC. On January
15, 2016, Montage Partners II, LLC submitted a request
for the Final Closure Certification under 25 Pa. Code
§ 287.342.
Permits issued under the Solid Waste Management
Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to Operate
Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area or Site.
Southcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
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Permit No. 100739, WBLF Acquisition Company,
LLC, 455 Poplar Church Road, Birdsboro, PA 19508. A
major permit modification was issued on July 12, 2017
approving leachate trucking to a publicly owned treat-
ment works (POTW) as the basic treatment method for
the leachate generated by the Western Berks Community
Landfill and Recycling Center, LLC located in Cumru
Township, Berks County. This permit is issued in
accordance with Article V of the Solid Waste Management
Act, 35 P.S. §§ 6018.101, et seq.
Compliance with the terms and conditions set forth in
the permit is mandatory. You have the right to file an
appeal as to these terms and conditions.
AIR QUALITY
General Plan Approval and Operating Permit Usage
Authorized under the Air Pollution Control Act
(35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127 to construct, modify, reactivate or operate air
contamination sources and associated air clean-
ing devices.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Contact: Norman Frederick, P.E., Environmental Engi-
neer Manager—Telephone: 570-826-2409.
GP9-48-020: Lehigh University (461 Webster Street,
Bethlehem, PA 18015) on May 31, 2017 for the construc-
tion and operation of a Diesel IC Engine at the site
located in Bethlehem, Northampton County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Program Manager,
570-327-3648.
GP5-17-486E: Seneca Resources Corporation (51
Zents Boulevard, Brookville, PA 15825) on June 29, 2017,
for change of ownership and authorization to continue
operation of two (2) 1,340 bhp Caterpillar model G3516LE
lean-burn compressor engines each equipped with a
Miratech oxidation catalyst, two (2) 1,380 bhp Caterpillar
model G3516B ultra-lean-burn compressor engines each
equipped with an Emit Technologies oxidation catalyst,
four (4) 12 MMscf/day dehydration units with flash tanks
and 375,000 Btu/hr reboilers, two (2) 210 bbl produced
water storage tanks, two (2) 100 bbl produced water
storage tanks, and five (5) 520 gallon lube oil tanks
pursuant to the General Plan Approval and/or General
Operating Permit for Natural Gas Compression and/or
Processing Facilities (BAQ-GPA/GP-5) at the PHC Com-
pressor Station located in Lawrence Township,
Clearfield County.
Plan Approvals Issued under the Air Pollution Con-
trol Act and regulations in 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter B relating to construction, modi-
fication and reactivation of air contamination
sources and associated air cleaning devices.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648.
14-00002T: Graymont (PA) Inc. (965 East College
Avenue, Pleasant Gap, PA 16823) on June 30, 2017, for
the construction of quicklime and hydrate handling equip-
ment, a new haul road associated with the Lime Han-
dling Building and for the installation of three fabric
collectors and one bin vent collector, at the Pleasant Gap
site located in Spring Township, Centre County. If the
Department determines that the sources are operated in
compliance with the plan approval conditions and the
specifications of the application for Plan Approval 14-
00002T, the terms and conditions of the plan approval
will subsequently be incorporated via administrative
amendment into Title V Operating Permit 14-00002 in
accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 127.450.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Contact: David Balog, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6328.
10-284G: Seneca Landfill, Inc. (P.O. Box 1080, Mars,
PA 16046), on July 12, 2017 issued a Plan Approval for
the operation of five non-road engines in Jackson and
Lancaster Townships, Butler County. This is a Title V
facility.
Plan Approval Revisions Issued including Exten-
sions, Minor Modifications and Transfers of Own-
ership under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.13, 127.13a and 127.32.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648.
18-00034A: Clinton County Solid Waste Authority
(CCSWA) (264 Landfill Lane, McElhattan, PA 17748) On
June 15, 2017 for change of ownership of the plan
approval from EPP Renewable Energy LLC for the land-
fill gas to energy plant located in Wayne Township,
Clinton County.
41-00025C: Lycoming County Resource Manage-
ment Services (PO Box 187, Montgomery, PA 17752) on
June 30, 2017, to extend the authorization an additional
180 days to January 2, 2018 in order to continue the
compliance demonstration evaluation and permit opera-
tion pending issuance of an operating permit for the
facility. Plan Approval 41-00025C for the construction of
Fields 11 and 12 at the landfill in Brady Township,
Lycoming County has been extended.
18-00005E: Dominion Transmission, Inc. (925 White
Oakes Boulevard, Bridgeport, WV 26330) on June 29,
2017, for the modification of the rated brake-horsepower
natural gas-fired turbine/compressor engine (Source P111)
from 11,015 bhp to 11,026 bhp at their Finnefrock
Compressor Station located in Leidy Township, Clinton
County.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Contact: David Balog, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6328.
61-147A: Polk Center (PO Box 94, Polk, PA 16342) on
July 12, 2017, effective February 28, 2017, will issue a
plan approval extension for the construction and opera-
tion of an additional 28 mmBtu/hr natural gas and No. 2
fuel oil fired boiler (Cleaver Brooks, Model: CB-LE-700-
250ST) at their Polk Center facility in Polk Borough,
Venango County. This expires August 31, 2017.
62-032K: Ellwood National Forge, Irvine Plant (1
Front Street, PO Box 303, Irvine, PA 16329) on July 13,
2017, effective July 31, 2017, has issued a plan approval
extension for the modifications of Furnaces 382 and 605
by replacing burner packages and controls in regards to
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Source 111 and a modification to Source 101A in regards
to temperature restrictions for the baghouse in at your
facility in Brokenstraw Township, Warren County. This
expires January 31, 2018. This is a Title V facility.
Title V Operating Permits Issued under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter G.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
28-05011: Waste Management Disposal Services of
PA, Inc. (9446 Letzburg Road, Greencastle, PA 17225-
9317) on July 11, 2017, for the Mountain View Reclama-
tion Landfill located in Antrim Township, Franklin
County. The Title V permit was renewed.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648.
55-00005: Wood-Mode, Inc. (One Second Street,
Kreamer, PA 17833) on July 12, 2017, was issued a
significant modification to Title V operating permit 55-
00005 for their Kreamer facility located in Middlecreek
Township, Snyder County. The purpose of the signifi-
cant modification was to incorporate the provisions and
requirements contained in the company’s approved RACT
II plan for the facility in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 129.96—129.100. The Title V operating permit con-
tains all applicable regulatory requirements including
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting conditions.
Operating Permits for Non-Title V Facilities Issued
under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter F.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Contact: Norman Frederick, P.E., Environmental Engi-
neer Manager—Telephone: 570-826-2409.
39-00042: Chelsea Sandwich LLC/Global Partners
Macungie Terminal (PO Box 459, Macungie, PA 18062-
0159). On July 13, 2017, the Department issued a
renewal State-Only Synthetic Minor Permit for the petro-
leum bulk stations and terminals facility located in Lower
Macungie Township, Lehigh County. The main sources
at this facility consists of a gasoline loading rack and
storage tanks. The control device consists of a Vapor
Recovery Unit (VRU). The sources are considered a minor
emission source of nitrogen oxide (NOx), sulfur oxides
(SOx), carbon monoxide (CO), total suspended particulate
(TSP) and VOC’s. The operating permit contains appli-
cable requirements for emission limitations, work practice
standards, testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and report-
ing standards used to verify facility compliance with
Federal and State air pollution regulations.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
28-03011: Landis Solutions LLC (360 S. Church
Street, Waynesboro, PA 17268-2610) on July 11, 2017, for
the machine tool manufacturing facility located in
Waynesboro Borough, Franklin County. The State-only
permit was renewed.
67-05080: York Building Products Co., Inc. (PO Box
1708, York, PA 17405-1708) on July 11, 2017, for the stone
crushing operations at the Thomasville Quarry located in
Jackson Township, York County. The State-only permit
was renewed.
22-03025: John R. Shultz Funeral Home (406 Mar-
ket Street, Lykens, PA 17048-1345) on July 13, 2017, for
the human crematory unit at the facility located in
Lykens Borough, Dauphin County. The State-only per-
mit was renewed.
38-05020: Keystone Protein Co. (154 W. Main Street,
Fredericksburg, PA 17026-9510) on July 6, 2017, for the
rendering facility located in Bethel Township, Lebanon
County. The State-only permit was renewed.
67-05049: Oldcastle APG Northeast, Inc. (1 Connelly
Road, Emigsville, PA 17318) on July 13, 2017, for the
decorative concrete block manufacturing facility located in
Manchester Township, York County. The State-only
permit was renewed.
67-03156: Apex Urethane Millwork, LLC (105
Church Lane, Red Lion, PA 17356-1129) on July 5, 2017,
for the architectural urethane millwork fabrication facil-
ity in Red Lion Borough, York County. The State-only
permit was renewed.
67-03105: American Colloid Company (600 Lincoln
Street, York, PA 17401-3317) on June 28, 2017, for the
bulk material blending and packaging facility located in
York City, York County. The State-only permit was
renewed.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648.
49-00013: Power Plant Greenhouses, LLC (225
Arcos Road, Mount Carmel, PA 17851) on June 29, 2017,
was issued a renewal state only operating permit for their
facility located in Mount Carmel Township, Northum-
berland County. The facility’s main sources include two
25.1 MMBtu/hr # 2 fuel oil/propane/natural gas-fired
boilers. The renewal state only operating permit contains
all applicable regulatory requirements including monitor-
ing, recordkeeping and reporting conditions.
41-00069: Fisher Mining Company (40 Choate
Circle, Montoursville, PA 17754) on June 29, 2017, was
issued a renewal state only operating permit for their
facility located in the City of Williamsport, Lycoming
County. The facility’s only source is a coal railcar loading
operation. The renewal state only operating permit con-
tains all applicable regulatory requirements including
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting conditions.
55-00009: Conestoga Wood Specialties Corporation
(441 W. Market St., Beavertown, PA 17813) on July 10,
2017, was issued a renewal state only operating permit
for their Beavertown Plant located in Beavertown Bor-
ough, Snyder County. The state only operating permit
contains all applicable regulatory requirements including
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting conditions.
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Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Contact: Tom Joseph, P.E., Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-4336.
OP-63-00994, Hydro Recovery, LP (572 State Route
18, Burgettstown, PA 15021) State Only Operating Permit
issuance date effective July 11, 2017, for their Washing-
ton facility located in Hanover Township, Washington
County.
Operating Permit Revisions Issued including Ad-
ministrative Amendments, Minor Modifications or
Transfers of Ownership under the Air Pollution
Control Act and 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.412, 127.450,
127.462 and 127.464.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
67-03166: C & S Wholesale Grocers, Inc. (4875
North Susquehanna Trail, York, PA 17406-8498) on June
29, 2017, for the warehouse facility in Conewago Town-
ship, York County. The State-only permit underwent a
minor modification to remove a stack testing requirement.
07-03034: Alpha Metals, Inc. (4100 6th Avenue,
Altoona, PA 16602) on July 14, 2017, for the secondary
non-ferrous metal recycling facility located in Altoona
City, Blair County. The State-only permit was adminis-
tratively amended in order to incorporate the require-
ments of Plan Approval No. 07-03034F.
06-05069: East Penn Manufacturing Co. (Deka
Road, PO Box 147, Lyon Station, PA 19536) on July 6,
2017, for the lead-acid battery assembly facility located in
Richmond Township, Berks County. The Title V permit
was administratively amended in order to incorporate the
requirements of Plan Approval No. 06-05069U.
De Minimis Emissions Increases Authorized under
25 Pa. Code § 127.449.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Contact: Alan Binder, P.E., Environmental Engineer
Manager—Telephone: 412-442-4168.
OP-11-00434: Laurel Sand & Stone, Inc. (210 E.
Main Street, Ligonier, PA 15658). Per 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.449(i), this Notice is for the following de minimis
emission increase at Laurel Sand & Stone, Inc.’s
Chickaree Quarry located in Jackson Township, Cambria
County.
Screening and material handling of processed steel slag
not to exceed 36,000 tons annually is included as this
project’s de minimis emission increase. Total de minimis
emissions from this project will not exceed 0.04 ton of
PM10 per year.
The list of de minimis increases for this facility in-
cludes only this project.
ACTIONS ON COAL AND NONCOAL
MINING ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P.S.
§§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the Noncoal Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P.S.
§§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law; the Coal
Refuse Disposal Control Act (52 P.S. §§ 30.51—
30.66); and The Bituminous Mine Subsidence and
Land Conservation Act (52 P.S. §§ 1406.1—
1406.20a). The final action on each application
also constitutes action on the NPDES permit
application and, if noted, the request for a Sec-
tion 401 Water Quality Certification. Mining activ-
ity permits issued in response to applications will
also address the application permitting require-
ments of the following statutes: the Air Quality
Pollution Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4014); the Dam
Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P.S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35
P.S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1002).
Coal Permits Issued
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal
Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100.
30841312 and NPDES No. PA0013790. The
Monongalia County Coal Company, (46226 National
Road, Saint Clairsville, OH 43950). To revise the permit
for the Monongalia County Mine in Wayne, Jackson,
Gilmore Townships, Greene County and related NPDES
Permit to widen gates in 9-WL and 8-WL Panels. In
conjunction with this approval, the Department is grant-
ing 401 Water Quality Certification certifying that the
approved activities will comply with the applicable provi-
sions of sections 301—303, 306 and 307 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341) and will
not violate applicable Federal and State water quality
standards. No additional discharges. The application was
considered administratively complete on July 8, 2016.
Application received December 24, 2015. Permit issued
July 10, 2017.
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200.
14040101 and NPDES PA0243833. RES Coal LLC
(224 Grange Hall Road, P.O. Box 228, Armagh, PA 15920).
Permit renewal for continued operation and restoration of
a bituminous surface and auger mine located in Rush
Township, Centre County affecting 547.3 acres. Receiv-
ing stream(s): Unnamed Tributary to Trout Run and
Moshannon Creek classified for the following use(s): CWF.
There are no potable water supply intakes within 10
miles downstream. Application received: February 28,
2017. Permit issued: July 13, 2017.
New Stanton District Office: 131 Broadview Road, New
Stanton, PA 15672, 724-925-5500.
30080201 and NPDES Permit No. PA0251470.
Shannopin Materials, LLC (103 Corporate Drive, Suite
102, Morgantown, WV 26501). Renewal application con-
tinued mining and adding acreage to an existing bitumi-
nous surface mine, located in Monongahela Township,
Greene County, affecting 19.6 acres. Receiving streams:
Unnamed tributaries to Monongahela River, classified for
the following use: WWF. There is a water supply intake
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within 10 miles downstream from the point of discharge:
Dunkard Valley Water Authority and Masontown Water-
works. Renewal application received: September 12, 2014.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118.
Permit No. 40663033R5 and NPDES Permit No.
PA0225231. Jeddo-Highland Coal Company, (46 Pub-
lic Square, Suite 600, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701), renewal of
an existing anthracite surface mine, coal refuse reprocess-
ing and coal refuse disposal operation and a new NPDES
Permit for discharge of treated mine drainage in Butler
and Foster Townships, Luzerne County affecting 1,515.0
acres, receiving streams: Nescopeck, Little Nescopeck and
Pond Creeks, classified for the following uses: HQ-cold
water and migratory fishes. Application received: Febru-
ary 11, 2011. Renewal issued: July 14, 2017.
Permit No. 40663033R6 and NPDES Permit No.
PA0225231. Jeddo-Highland Coal Company, (46 Pub-
lic Square, Suite 600, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701), renewal of
an existing anthracite surface mine, coal refuse reprocess-
ing and coal refuse disposal operation and renewal of
NPDES Permit for discharge of treated mine drainage in
Butler and Foster Townships, Luzerne County affecting
1,515.0 acres, receiving streams: Nescopeck, Little
Nescopeck and Pond Creeks, classified for the following
uses: HQ-cold water and migratory fishes. Application
received: February 19, 2016. Renewal issued: July 14,
2017.
Permit No. 40663033C7. Jeddo-Highland Coal
Company, (46 Public Square, Suite 600, Wilkes-Barre,
PA 18701), correction of an existing anthracite surface
mine, coal refuse reprocessing and coal refuse disposal
operation to update the post-mining land use from wood-
land to unmanaged natural habitat in Butler and Foster
Townships, Luzerne County affecting 1,515.0 acres,
receiving streams: Nescopeck, Little Nescopeck and Pond
Creeks, classified for the following uses: HQ—cold water
and migratory fishes. Application received: February 19,
2016. Renewal issued: July 14, 2017.
Permit No. 54090101R. Premium Fine Coal, Inc.,
(P.O. Box 268, Tamaqua, PA 18252), renewal of an
existing anthracite surface mine, coal refuse reprocessing
and refuse disposal operation in Blythe Township,
Schuylkill County affecting 429.2 acres, receiving
streams: Silver Creek and unnamed tributary to Schuyl-
kill River. Application received: June 22, 2015. Renewal
issued: July 17, 2017.
Permit No. PAM115015, Premium Fine Coal, Inc.,
(P.O. Box 268, Tamaqua, PA 18252), General NPDES
Stormwater Permit for stormwater discharges associated
with mining activities on Surface Mining Permit No.
54090101 in Blythe Township, Schuylkill County, re-
ceiving streams: Silver Creek and unnamed tributary to
Schuylkill River. Application received: June 22, 2015.
Permit issued: July 17, 2017.
Permit No. 54950101R4. Joe Kuperavage Coal
Company, (916 Park Avenue, Port Carbon, PA 17965),
renewal of an existing anthracite surface mine and coal
refuse disposal in Blythe Township, Schuylkill County
affecting 127.0 acres, receiving stream: Silver Creek.
Application received: April 26, 2017. Renewal issued: July
14, 2017.
Permit No. PAM112039R, Joe Kuperavage Coal
Company, (916 Park Avenue, Port Carbon, PA 17965),
renewal of General NPDES Stormwater Permit for
stormwater discharges associated with mining activities
on Surface Mining Permit No. 54950101 in Blythe Town-
ship, Schuylkill County, receiving stream: Silver Creek.
Application received: April 26, 2017. Renewal issued: July
14, 2017.
Permit No. 54890105R5 and NPDES Permit No.
PA0595314. Porter Associates, Inc., (P.O. Box 478,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18703), renewal for reclamation activi-
ties only of an existing anthracite surface mine and coal
refuse disposal operation and NPDES Permit for dis-
charge of treated mine drainage in Porter Township,
Schuylkill County affecting 120.0 acres, receiving
stream: East Branch Rausch Creek. Application received:
June 17, 2015. Renewal issued: July 17, 2017.
Noncoal Permits Issued
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900.
Permit No. 11110301 and NPDES No. PA0263222,
Military Resource Enhancement Specialist, 3179
Lincoln Highway, Stoystown, PA 15563, renewal of
NPDES permit, located in Conemaugh Township,
Cambria County. Receiving streams: Little Conemaugh
River classified for the following use: cold water fishes.
There are no potable water supply intakes within 10
miles downstream. Application received: March 29, 2017.
Permit issued: July 11, 2017.
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200.
08072801. Robert J. Johnson (c/o Jim Belcher, 3658
Old Stagecoach Road, Wyalusing, PA 18853). Final bond
release for small industrial minerals surface mine located
in Stevens Township, Bradford County. Restoration of
3.0 acres completed. Receiving stream(s): Unnamed Tribu-
tary to Wolf Creek. Application received: March 1, 2017.
Final bond release approved: July 11, 2017.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118.
Permit No. 58170804. Michael Karp, (1339 SR 2016,
Nicholson, PA 18446), commencement, operation and res-
toration of a quarry operation in Lenox Township,
Susquehanna County affecting 5.0 acres, receiving
stream: unnamed tributary to East Branch Tunkhannock
Creek. Application received: April 13, 2017. Permit issued:
July 13, 2017.
Permit No. PAM117011. Michael Karp, (1339 SR
2016, Nicholson, PA 18446), General NPDES Stormwater
Permit for stormwater discharges associated with mining
activities on Surface Mining Permit No. 58170804 in
Lenox Township, Susquehanna County, receiving
stream: unnamed tributary to East Branch Tunkhannock
Creek. Application received: April 13, 2017. Permit issued:
July 13, 2017.
Permit No. 7975SM5C7 and NPDES Permit No.
PA0225649. KPK Development Corp., (1082 Temper-
ance Lane, Richboro, PA 18954), correction to an existing
quarry operation to include an NPDES permit for dis-
charge of treated mine drainage from a quarry operation
in Falls Township, Bucks County affecting 454.3 acres,
receiving stream: Martins Creek. Application received:
January 3, 2017. Permit issued: July 13, 2017.
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ACTIONS ON BLASTING ACTIVITY
APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Explosives Acts
of 1937 and 1957 and 25 Pa. Code § 211.124. Blast-
ing activity performed as part of a coal or
noncoal mining activity will be regulated by the
mining permit for that coal or noncoal mining
activity.
Blasting Permits Issued
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191.
10174002. Sipple Development Co., Inc. (174
Tomlinson Drive, Zelienople, PA 16063) Blasting activity
permit for Middlesex Crossing Town Center in Middlesex
Township, Butler County. This blasting activity permit
expires on October 1, 2017. Permit Issued: July 13, 2017.
10174003. Precision Geophysical, Inc. (2695 State
Route 83 South, Millersburg, OH 44654) Blasting activity
permit for seismic exploration in Clearfield & Winfield
Townships, Butler County. This blasting activity permit
expires on August 8, 2017. Permit Issued: July 14, 2017.
New Stanton District Office: 131 Broadview Road, New
Stanton, PA 15672, 724-925-5500.
30174106. Wampum Hardware Co. (636 Paden Road,
New Galilee, PA 16141). Blasting activity permit for the
construction of the Trumbull James Herold Pad, located
in Aleppo Township, Greene County with an expiration
date of December 31, 2017. Blasting permit issued: June
29, 2017.
30174107. Wampum Hardware Co. (636 Paden Road,
New Galilee, PA 16141). Blasting activity permit for the
construction of the EQT American Exploration, located in
Center and Jackson Townships, Greene County with an
expiration date of December 31, 2017. Blasting permit
issued: July 11, 2017.
63174106. Wampum Hardware Co. (636 Paden Road,
New Galilee, PA 16141). Blasting activity permit for the
construction of the CNX 31 Well Pad, located in East
Finley Township, Washington County with an expira-
tion date of December 31, 2017. Blasting permit issued:
July 11, 2017.
63174107. Wampum Hardware Co. (636 Paden Road,
New Galilee, PA 16141). Blasting activity permit for the
construction at the Ensinger Properties, located in North
Strabane Township, Washington County with an expi-
ration date of December 31, 2018. Blasting permit issued:
July 13, 2017.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118.
Permit No. 06174111. American Rock Mechanics,
Inc., (7531 Chestnut Street, Zionsville, PA 18092), con-
struction blasting for Central Logistics in Adamstown
Borough, Berks County with an expiration date of July
10, 2018. Permit issued: July 14, 2017.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT SECTION 401
The Department has taken the following actions on
previously received permit applications, requests for Envi-
ronmental Assessment approval and requests for Water
Quality Certification under section 401 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341).
Except as otherwise noted, the Department has granted
401 Water Quality Certification certifying that the con-
struction and operation described will comply with sec-
tions 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) and that the construction
will not violate applicable Federal and State water qual-
ity standards.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
Actions on applications for the following activities
filed under the Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act (32 P.S. §§ 693.1—693.27), section 302 of the
Flood Plain Management Act (32 P.S. § 679.302)
and The Clean Streams Law and Notice of Final
Action for Certification under section 401 of the
FWPCA.
Permits, Environmental Assessments and 401 Water
Quality Certifications Issued:
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Northeast Regional Office, Waterways and Wetlands
Program, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915,
Telephone 570-826-2511.
E45-601. Clarence Tarvin, 1432 Clover Road, Long
Pond, PA 18334 Tobyhanna Township, Monroe County,
Army Corps of Engineers Philadelphia District.
To fill a de minimus area of exceptional value wetlands
equal to 0.01 acre within the Dry Sawmill Run Watershed
(HQ-CWF, MF) for the purpose of constructing a driveway
to allow access to a proposed residential home. The
project is located approximately 350 feet east of the
intersection of East Emerald Lake Drive and Sawmill
Road (Pocono Pines, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41.0813°;
Longitude: -75.42687°). Subbasin: 2A.
Southwest Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, Michael Forbeck,
Acting Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 412-
442-4000.
E65-984, Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, 700
South Eisenhower Boulevard, Harrisburg, PA 17057, Mur-
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rysville Municipality and Penn Township, Westmoreland
County, Pittsburgh ACOE District.
Has been given consent to:
1. Construct and maintain a 92 1 single span, pre-
stressed concrete bridge with a minimum under clearance
of 173 to convey SR 4033 over Lyons Run (TSF);
2. Remove the existing 45 9 single span steel beam
structure (WB-500B) bridge that conveys SR 4033 over
Lyons Run (TSF);
3. Replace and maintain an existing culvert with a 14
× 90 precast box culvert in a UNT to Lyons Run (aka
S-68) (TSF);
4. Realign and maintain 107 LF of the aforementioned
UNT to Lyons Run (TSF) to convey the stream through
the proposed culvert;
5. Construct and maintain riprap bank stabilization of
80 LF of the aforementioned UNT to Lyons Run (TSF);
6. Construct and maintain two 18 pipe outfall replace-
ments in the aforementioned UNT to Lyons Run (TSF);
7. Construct and maintain a 3.5 × 190 reinforced
concrete pipe enclosure in a UNT to Lyons Run (aka S-67)
(TSF);
8. Construct and maintain five 18 pipe outfalls and
rock aprons to Lyons Run (aka S-15) (TSF).
9. Place and maintain fill and an outlet structure in
0.002 acre ‘‘Wetland W-17’’ (PEM) to facilitate construc-
tion of eastbound access ramp;
10. Restore approximately 550 LF of the south
streambank of Lyons Run (TSF) through bank grading
and vegetative plantings as compensation for the stream
loss associated with the project.
The proposed activity is associated with the realign-
ment of SR 4033 to accommodate the proposed widening
of the Pennsylvania Turnpike (I-76). The project is located
north of the crossing of SR 4033 over the Pennsylvania
Turnpike (Murrysville, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 40° 24
16 Longitude: -79° 42 42) in Penn Township and the
Municipality of Murrysville, Westmoreland County.
District Oil and Gas Operations: Eastern Oil & Gas
District, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA.
E5829-089: Williams Field Services Company, LLC,
Park Place Corporate Center 2, 2000 Commerce Drive,
Pittsburgh, PA 15275, Great Bend, Liberty, Franklin,
Silver Lake, Forest Lake, Jessup & Middletown Town-
ships, Susquehanna County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate and maintain:
1. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 89 linear feet of an un-
named tributary to Trowbridge Creek (CWF, MF) (Great
Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5950, Longitude:
-75°4409);
2. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 65
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Great
Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5944, Longitude:
-75°4419);
3. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 9
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Trowbridge Creek
(CWF, MF) (Great Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5943, Longitude: -75°4421);
4. a permanent access road with an18 inch culvert
impacting 51 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to
Trowbridge Creek (CWF, MF) (Great Bend, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5946, Longitude: -75°4429);
5. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 7
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Trowbridge Creek
(CWF, MF) (Great Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5941, Longitude: -75°4423);
6. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 2
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Trowbridge Creek
(CWF, MF) (Great Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5939, Longitude: -75°4426);
7. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 275 linear feet of an un-
named tributary to Trowbridge Creek (CWF, MF) (Great
Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5938, Longitude:
-75°4428);
8. a temporary work space impacting 4,641 square feet
of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Great Bend, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5928, Longitude: -75°4429);
9. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 17,473 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Great Bend, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5920, Longitude: -75°4434);
10. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 62
square feet of a Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Great
Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5918, Longitude:
-75°4436);
11. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 396
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland and adja-
cent pond (Great Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5858, Longitude: -75°4456);
12. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 287
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5857, Longitude:
-75°4503);
13. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 266
linear feet of Susquehanna River (WWF, MF) and impact-
ing 338 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent
Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5859, Longitude: -75°4521);
14. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 109
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5858, Longitude:
-75°4530);
15. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 3
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Susquehanna
River (CWF, MF) and impacting 1,686 square feet of an
adjacent Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5857, Longitude:
-75°4531);
16. a permanent access road with an 18 inch culvert
impacting 413 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to
Susquehanna River (CWF, MF) (Franklin Forks, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5900, Longitude: -75°4534);
17. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 65 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Susquehanna River (CWF, MF) and
impacting 6,303 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5850, Longitude: -75°4551);
18. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 10,437 square feet of a
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5840, Longitude: -75°4603);
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19. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a perma-
nent access road with two 18 inch culverts impacting 19
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Susquehanna
River (CWF, MF) (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5832, Longitude: -75°4611);
20. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 66 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Susquehanna River (CWF, MF) and
impacting 4,970 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5828, Longitude: -75°4615);
21. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 2,635 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5827, Longitude: -75°4617);
22. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 153
square feet of a Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Frank-
lin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5824, Longitude:
-75°4620);
23. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 20
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Susquehanna
River (CWF, MF) (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5821, Longitude: -75°4623);
24. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 61 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 6,659 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5751, Longitude: -75°4741);
25. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 79 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5750, Longitude:
-75°4742);
26. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 154 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 7,477 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5749, Longitude: -75°4744);
27. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 92 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5749, Longitude:
-75°4745);
28. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 148 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 1,306 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5747, Longitude: -75°4746);
29. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 82 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 3,904 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5747, Longitude: -75°4748);
30. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 80 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5746, Longitude:
-75°4752);
31. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 112 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 3,265 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5745, Longitude: -75°4752);
32. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 90 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5745, Longitude:
-75°4753);
33. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 118 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 1,944 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5744, Longitude: -75°4755);
34. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 68 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5744, Longitude:
-75°4756);
35. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 73 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5743, Longitude:
-75°4757);
36. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 80 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5743, Longitude:
-75°4758);
37. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 7,420 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5729, Longitude: -75°4826);
38. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 112
square feet of a Palustrine Forested Wetland (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5721, Longitude:
-75°4830);
39. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 7
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek
(CWF, MF) (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5726, Longitude: -75°4832);
40. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 143
square feet of a Palustrine Forested Wetland (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5725, Longitude:
-75°4833);
41. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 32 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF)
(Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5707,
Longitude: -75°4837);
42. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 29 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF)
(Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5659,
Longitude: -75°4844);
43. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 41 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF)
(Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5658,
Longitude: -75°4845);
44. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 11,021 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5709, Longitude: -75°4845);
45. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 4
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek
(CWF, MF) and impacting 1,742 square feet of an adja-
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cent Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5703, Longitude: -75°4849);
46. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 9
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek
(CWF, MF) (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5659, Longitude: -75°4852);
47. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 4
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek
(CWF, MF) (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5657, Longitude: -75°4904);
48. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 8
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek
(CWF, MF) (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5657, Longitude: -75°4909);
49. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 13 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 18,278 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Forested Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5652, Longitude: -75°4940);
50. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 77
linear feet of Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and impacting 160
square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent Wetland
(Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5650,
Longitude: -75°4945);
51. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 25
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Great
Bend, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5647, Longitude:
-75°4952);
52. a temporary work space impacting 7,966 square
feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Great Bend, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5644, Longitude: -75°4958);
53. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 3
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek
(CWF, MF) and impacting 23 square feet of an adjacent
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5639, Longitude: -75°5015);
54. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 7,432 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5640, Longitude: -75°5020);
55. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 71 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Snake Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 5,436 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5630, Longitude: -75°5052);
56. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 47
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Snake Creek
(CWF, MF) (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5627, Longitude: -75°5111);
57. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 6,827 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Franklin Forks, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5627, Longitude: -75°5130);
58. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 14
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Franklin
Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5557, Longitude:
-75°5156);
59. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 40 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) and impacting
11,154 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Forested
Wetland (EV) (Franklin Forks, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5548, Longitude: -75°5209);
60. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 46 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) (Franklin Forks,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5546, Longitude: -75°52
11);
61. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 62 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) (Franklin Forks,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5538, Longitude: -75°52
29);
62. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 108 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) and impacting
2,515 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent
Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5534, Longitude: -75°5233);
63. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 69 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5513, Longitude: -75°52
59);
64. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 65 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) and impacting
1,619 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Forested
Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5514, Longitude: -75°5303);
65. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 69 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5514, Longitude: -75°5305);
66. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 1,336
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV)
(Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5506, Longi-
tude: -75°5302);
67. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 40 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) and
impacting 2,038 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Forested Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5507, Longitude: -75°5304);
68. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 43
linear feet of Laurel Lake Creek (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5514, Longitude: -75°5335);
69. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 16,989 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5513, Longitude: -75°5358);
70. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a perma-
nent access with a 24 inch culvert impacting 86 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) and
impacting 3,430 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Forested Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5510, Longitude: -75°5403);
71. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a perma-
nent access with a 24 inch culvert impacting 87 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) (Laurel
Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5510, Longitude:
-75°5406);
72. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 4,842 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5513, Longitude: -75°5358);
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73. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a perma-
nent access with a 10 × 4 timber mat bridge impacting
63 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek
(EV) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5511,
Longitude: -75°5411);
74. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a perma-
nent access with a 24 inch culvert impacting 19 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) (Laurel
Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5511, Longitude:
-75°5413);
75. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 303 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) and impacting
7,311 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Forested
Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5511, Longitude: -75°5439);
76. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 38 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) and impacting
1,422 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent
Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5458, Longitude: -75°5517);
77. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a perma-
nent access with two 12 inch culvert impacting 6,467
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV)
(Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5456, Longi-
tude: -75°5521);
78. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 15
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV)
(Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5458, Longi-
tude: -75°5546);
79. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 3
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV)
and impacting 49 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Forested Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5458, Longitude: -75°5558);
80. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 6
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV)
(Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5458, Longi-
tude: -75°5601);
81. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 22
square feet of a Palustrine Forested Wetland (EV) (Laurel
Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5558, Longitude:
-75°5603);
82. a temporary work space impacting 6,003 square
feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5458, Longitude:
-75°5605);
83. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 9,010 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5455, Longitude: -75°5607);
84. a temporary work space impacting 1,371 square
feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5452, Longitude:
-75°5609);
85. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 16
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV)
(Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5449, Longi-
tude: -75°5610);
86. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 120 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Silver Creek (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5439, Longitude: -75°5638);
87. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 11,932 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5411, Longitude: -75°5730);
88. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 192
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV)
(Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5407, Longi-
tude: -75°5729); 89. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line
impacting 8,011 square feet of a Palustrine Emergent
Wetland and impacting 4,000 square feet of a Palustrine
Forested Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5351, Longitude: -75°5730);
90. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 14,730 square feet of a
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5343, Longitude: -75°5736);
91. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 544 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland and impacting 9,401 square
feet of a Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Laurel Lake,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5342, Longitude:
-75°5736);
92. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 2
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Middle Branch
Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) and impacting 138 square
feet of an adjacent Palustrine Forested Wetland (Laurel
Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5343, Longitude:
-75°5757);
93. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 1,227 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5343, Longitude: -75°5804);
94. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 3
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Middle Branch
Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF), impacting 129 square feet
of an adjacent Palustrine Forested Wetland and impact-
ing 3,914 square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland
(Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5339, Longi-
tude: -75°5813);
95. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 100 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek
(CWF, MF) and impacting 2,523 square feet of an adja-
cent Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5312, Longitude: -75°5836);
96. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 2,830 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5255, Longitude: -75°5853);
97. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 3,549 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5255, Longitude: -75°5855);
98. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 279 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek
(CWF, MF) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5252, Longitude: -75°5913);
99. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 38 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek
(CWF, MF) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5253, Longitude: -75°5917);
100. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 483
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Middle Branch
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Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5251, Longitude: -75°5914);
101. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 588
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Laurel
Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5240, Longitude:
-75°5922);
102. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 9
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Middle Branch
Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) (Montrose West, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5228, Longitude: -75°5947);
103. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 2,113 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5217, Longitude: -76°0028);
104. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 10,688 square feet of a
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Lawton, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5216, Longitude: -76°0038);
105. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 52 linear feet of Middle
Branch Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) and impacting 2,160
square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent Wetland
(Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5216, Longitude:
-76°0040);
106. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 103 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek
(CWF, MF) and impacting 3,674 square feet of an adja-
cent Palustrine Forested Wetland (Lawton, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5216, Longitude: -76°0042);
107. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 10,527 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5214, Longitude: -76°0044);
108. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 4,778 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5151, Longitude: -76°0108);
109. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a perma-
nent access road impacting 11,496 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5149, Longitude: -76°0115);
110. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 13,344 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5133, Longitude: -76°0139);
111. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 2,028 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5128, Longitude: -76°0149);
112. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 79 linear feet of
Stonestreet Creek (CWF, MF) (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5128, Longitude: -76°0151);
113. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 33
linear feet of Stonestreet Creek (CWF, MF) (Lawton, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5123, Longitude: -76°0151);
114. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 1,000 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5126, Longitude: -76°0155);
115. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 61 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Stonestreet Creek (CWF, MF)
(Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5125, Longitude:
-76°0158);
116. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 78 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek
(CWF, MF) (Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5108,
Longitude: -76°0221);
117. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 11,809 square feet of a
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (Lawton, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5037, Longitude: -76°0236);
118. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 1,211
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Lawton,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5033, Longitude:
-76°0239);
119. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 31
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Middle Branch
Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5030, Longitude: -76°0241);
120. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 91
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Middle Branch
Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) and impacting 1,075 square
feet of an adjacent Palustrine Forested Wetland (Lawton,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5029, Longitude:
-76°0238);
121. a permanent access road with a dual 16 × 5cell
box culvert impacting 58 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF)
(Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5033, Longitude:
-76°0248);
122. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 3,744
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Lawton,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5028, Longitude: -76°02
46);
123. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 51
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Middle Branch
Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) and impacting 818 square
feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent Wetland
(Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5027, Longitude:
-76°0244);
124. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 224
square feet of a Palustrine Forested Wetland (Lawton, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5033, Longitude: -76°037);
125. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 2 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to North Branch Wyalusing Creek
(CWF, MF) (Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5119.39, Longitude: -76°437.88);
126. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 5,059 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland and 69 linear feet of un-
named tributary to North Branch Wyalusing Creek
(Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5115.70, Longi-
tude: -76°439.18);
127. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 4 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to
North Branch Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) and 0.83
square feet of Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Lawton, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5111.35, Longitude: -76°4
39.06);
128. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 1 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek and 2,376
square feet of Palustrine Emergent Wetland. A 10 diam-
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eter natural gas line subsurface bore, open-cut and
temporary timber matting impacting 1,307 square feet of
Palustrine Emergent Wetland and 273 Linear feet (0.17
acre) of floodway impacts from temporary timber matting
(Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5037.82, Longi-
tude: -76°330.95);
129. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line bore and
temporary timber mat impacting 2,693 square feet of
Palustrine Emergent wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5036.65, Longitude: -76°325.14);
130. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and temporary
timber mat impacting 9,047 square feet of Palustrine
Emergent wetland (Lawton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5035.85, Longitude: -76°321.21);
131. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 3 linear feet of UNT to Middle Branch
Wyalusing Creek (CWF, MF) (Lawton, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°5212.22, Longitude: -75°581.13);
132. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 10,076
square feet of a Palustrine Forested wetland (Laurel
Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5035.83, Longitude:
-76°321.11);
133. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and temporary
timber mat impacting 393 square feet of a Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5243.45, Longitude: -75°5819.11);
134. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 12.45 square feet of a Palustrine Emer-
gent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5246.54, Longitude: -75°5817.57);
135. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 996 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5250.24, Longitude: -75°5817.42);
136. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore and temporary timber mat bridge impacting 3,505
square feet of Palustrine Emergent wetland and tempo-
rary access road (TAR) impacting 7,692 square feet of
Palustrine Forested wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5254.13, Longitude: -75°5821.23);
137. a temporary timber mat bridge impacting 83
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent wetland and 250
square feet of Palustrine Forested wetland (Laurel Lake,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5252.91, Longitude:
-75°5825.23);
138. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore and timber mat bridge impacting 3linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek
(CWF, MF) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5255.33, Longitude: -75°5822.41);
139. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 1,952 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5257.89, Longitude: -75°5824.95);
140. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 219.4 linear feet of an
unnamed tributary to Middle Branch Wyalusing Creek
(CWF, MF) (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5259.23, Longitude: -75°5825.58);
141. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and temporary
timber mat impacting 15,240 square feet of Palustrine
Forested wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°531.41, Longitude: -75°5826.60);
142. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 7,094 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°532.88, Longitude: -75°5830.70);
143. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore and a timber mat bridge impacting 9 linear feet of
an unnamed tributary to Forest Lake Creek (CWF, MF)
(Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5056.37,
Longitude: -75°5644.74);
144. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 97.94 square feet of a Palustrine Emer-
gent (Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°51
18.87, Longitude: -75°5649.64);
145. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 132.8 square feet of a Palustrine Emer-
gent Wetland and 38.18 square feet of Palustrine Scrub/
shrub wetland and 20 LF of unnamed tributaries to
Forest Lake Creek (Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5126.30, Longitude: -75°5649.00);
146. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 5,008 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Montrose West, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5153.53, Longitude: -75°5638.06);
147. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore 95.45 square feet of Palustrine Emergent wetland
(Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5212.37,
Longitude: -75°5634.02);
148. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 2 linear feet of un-
named tributary to Forest Lake Creek (Montrose West,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5213.90, Longitude: -75°56
35.96);
149. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 1,552 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland and 2 linear feet of un-
named tributary to Forest Lake Creek (Montrose West,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5215.38, Longitude: -75°56
37.82);
150. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore and temporary timber mat bridge impacting 6,644
square feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland and 3
linear feet of unnamed tributary to Forest Lake Creek
(Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5217.96,
Longitude: -75°5641.07);
151. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 59.76 square feet of a Palustrine Emer-
gent Wetland (Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5220.10, Longitude: -75°5643.77);
152. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 8 linear feet of unnamed tributary to
Forest Lake Creek (Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5221.43, Longitude: -75°5645.44);
153. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 14,615 square feet of Palustrine
Emergent wetland (Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5223.72, Longitude: -75°5648.32);
154. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 3,201 square feet of Palustrine
Forested wetland (Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5225.97, Longitude: -75°5650.04);
155. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 8,439 square feet of Palustrine
Emergent wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°5233.02, Longitude: -75°5653.85);
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156. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 13,486 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5240.98, Longitude: -75°5654.10);
157. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 5,807 square feet of
Palustrine Forested wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5254.89, Longitude: -75°5654.70);
158. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 103.3 linear feet of
unnamed tributary to Forest Lake Creek (Laurel Lake,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5257.66, Longitude: -75°56
55.30);
159. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore and a timber mat bridge impacting 15 linear feet of
an unnamed tributary to Forest Lake Creek (CWF, MF)
and 21.58 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent
wetland (Montrose West, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°534.54, Longitude: -75°5657.75);
160. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 89.64 square feet of Palustrine Emergent
wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°538.04, Longitude: -75°570.07);
161. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 0.83 square feet of a Palustrine Emergent
Wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5317.18, Longitude: -75°575.54);
162. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore impacting 0.83 square feet of Palustrine Emergent
wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5317.18, Longitude: -75°575.54);
163. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line subsurface
bore and timber mat impacting 40.67 square feet of
Palustrine Forested wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°5339.56, Longitude: -75°5724.44);
164. a 10 inch diameter natural gas line and temporary
timber mat impacting 17,353 square feet of Palustrine
Forested wetland (Laurel Lake, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°5344.63, Longitude: -75°5729.25);
The project will result in 5,809 linear feet or 27,599
square feet of temporary stream impacts and impacts
279,914 square feet (6.55 acres) of PEM, 68,765 square
feet (1.65 acre) of PSS wetland impacts and 163,265
square feet (3.82 acres) of PFO wetland impacts all for
the purpose of installing a natural gas pipeline with
associated access roadways for Marcellus shale develop-
ment in Great Bend, Liberty, Franklin, Silver Lake,
Forest Lake, Jessup & Middletown Townships, Susque-
hanna County. The permittee will provide 10.18 acres of
wetland mitigation and 1,028.5 linear feet of stream
restoration at the Micks Mitigation Site (Laurel Lake, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°5406, Longitude: -75°5722),
1.63 acres of onsite mitigation and 2.27 acres of onsite
upland plantings.
E5729-089: Chief Oil and Gas, LLC, 1720 Sycamore
Road, Montoursville, PA, 17754 Fox and Elkland Town-
ship, Sullivan County, USACE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate, and maintain:
1. A 12 inch diameter temporary waterline and a 16
inch diameter temporary waterline impacting 2 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Elk Creek (EV) (Shunk,
PA Quadrangle 41°3400N, 76°4040W);
2. A 12 inch diameter temporary waterline and a 16
inch diameter temporary waterline impacting 2 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Elk Creek (EV) (Shunk,
PA Quadrangle 41°3402N, 76°4044W);
3. A 12 inch diameter temporary waterline and a 16
inch diameter temporary waterline impacting 6 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Elk Creek (EV) (Shunk,
PA Quadrangle 41°3405N, 76°4050W);
4. A 12 inch diameter temporary waterline and a 16
inch diameter temporary waterline impacting 2 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Elk Creek (EV) (Shunk,
PA Quadrangle 41°3410N, 76°4058W);
5. A 12 inch diameter temporary waterline and a 16
inch diameter temporary waterline impacting 2 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Elk Creek (EV) (Shunk,
PA Quadrangle 41°3425N, 76°4101W).
The project will result in approximately 14 linear feet
of temporary stream impacts for the purpose of installing
temporary waterlines for Marcellus Shale gas develop-
ment in Elkland and Fox Township, Sullivan County. This
project is associated with permit application number
E0829-114.
E0829-114: Chief Oil and Gas, LLC, 1720 Sycamore
Road, Montoursville, PA, 17754 Overton Township, Brad-
ford County, USACE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate, and maintain:
1. A 12 inch diameter temporary waterline and a 16
inch diameter temporary waterline impacting 3 square
feet of a Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Shunk, PA
Quadrangle 41°3449N, 76°4014W).
2. A 12 inch diameter temporary waterline and a 16
inch diameter temporary waterline impacting 2 linear
feet of an unnamed tributary to Elk Creek (EV) (Shunk,
PA Quadrangle 41°3515N, 76°3956W).
The project will result in approximately 2 linear feet of
temporary stream impacts and 3 square feet of temporary
PEM impacts for the purpose of installing temporary
waterlines for Marcellus Shale gas development in
Overton Township, Bradford County. This project is asso-
ciated with permit application number E5729-089.
E5829-122: New Milford Township, Susquehanna
Gathering Company, LLC, 1429 Oliver Road, New
Milford, PA 18334-7516; New Milford Township, Susque-
hanna County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate, and maintain:
1) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat bridge crossing impacting 50 lineal feet of an
unnamed tributary to Nine Partners Creek (Harford, PA
Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50 24N, Longitude: 75° 41
30W),
2) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 4,340 square
feet (0.1 acre) of palustrine forested wetland (PFO) and
permanently impacting 6,490 square feet (0.15 acre) of
PFO wetland (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50
24N, Longitude: 75° 41 30W),
3) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 2,240 square
feet (0.05 acre) of palustrine forested wetland (PFO) and
permanently impacting 1,526 square feet (0.04 acre) of
PFO wetland (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50
24N, Longitude: 75° 41 26W),
4) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 1,366 square
feet (0.03 acre) of palustrine forested wetland (PFO) and
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permanently impacting 870 square feet (0.01 acre) of PFO
wetland (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50 24N,
Longitude: 75° 41 22W),
5) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 1,513 square
feet (0.03 acre) of palustrine emergent wetland (PEM)
(Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50 25N, Longi-
tude: 75° 41 17W),
6) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 5,335 square
feet (0.12 acre) of palustrine emergent wetland (PEM)
(Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50 25N, Longi-
tude: 75° 41 17W),
7) a timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 2,544
square feet (0.06 acre) of palustrine emergent wetland
(PEM) (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50 24N,
Longitude: 75° 41 17W),
8) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat bridge crossing impacting 80 lineal feet of an
unnamed tributary to Nine Partners Creek (Harford, PA
Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50 25N, Longitude: 75° 41
16W),
9) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 3,708 square
feet (0.09 acre) of palustrine forested wetland (PFO) and
permanently impacting 5,060 square feet (0.12 acre) of
PFO wetland (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50
27N, Longitude: 75° 41 13W),
10) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 3,011 square
feet (0.07 acre) of palustrine forested wetland (PFO) and
permanently impacting 2,729 square feet (0.06 acre) of
PFO wetland (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50
30N, Longitude: 75° 41 05W),
11) a timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 1,139
square feet (0.03 acre) of palustrine forested wetland
(PFO) and permanently impacting 280 square feet (0.01
acre) of PFO wetland (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude:
41° 50 33N, Longitude: 75° 41 01W),
12) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline and
timber mat crossing temporarily impacting 840 square
feet (0.02 acre) of palustrine forested wetland (PFO) and
permanently impacting 6,298 square feet (0.14 acre) of
PFO wetland (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 50
35N, Longitude: 75° 41 02W),
13) a timber mat and temporary work space temporar-
ily impacting 15,753 square feet (0.36 acre) of palustrine
forested wetland (PFO) (Harford, PA Quadrangle; Lati-
tude: 41° 50 35N, Longitude: 75° 41 02W),
14) a 12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline cross-
ing impacting 53 square feet of floodway to an unnamed
tributary to Nine Partners Creek (Harford, PA Quad-
rangle; Latitude: 41° 50 37N, Longitude: 75° 40 59W).
The 36—38 Pipeline project consists of constructing a
12-inch diameter steel natural gas pipeline approximately
0.8 mile long in New Milford Township, Susquehanna
County. The project will result in 183 lineal feet of
temporary stream impacts, 40,964 square feet (0.94 acre)
of temporary wetlands impacts, and 20,478 square feet
(0.47 acre) of permanent wetlands impacts to provide safe
reliable conveyance of Marcellus Shale natural gas to
market.
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
The following Erosion and Sediment Control permits
have been issued. Persons aggrieved by an action may
appeal that action to the Environmental Hearing Board
(Board) under section 4 of the Environmental Hearing
Board Act and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The
appeal should be sent to the Environmental Hearing
Board, Second Floor, Rachel Carson State Office Building,
400 Market Street, PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users may contact the Board
through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800)
654-5984. Appeals must be filed with the Board within 30
days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin unless the appropriate statute provides a differ-
ent time period. Copies of the appeal form and the
Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained
from the Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules of
practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on
audiotape from the Secretary to the Board at (717)
787-3483. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create
a right of appeal beyond that permitted by applicable
statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
Southwest District: Oil & Gas Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.
ESCGP-2 # ESG17-059-0002
Applicant Name Rice Poseidon Midstream, LLC
Contact Person Kyle Shirey
Address 2200 Rice Drive
City, State, Zip Canonsburg, PA 15317
County Greene County
Township(s) Jackson Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNTs to
Webster Run (TSF), UNTs to House Run (HQ-WWF)
Secondary—House Run (HQ-WWF) & Webster Run
(TSF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX16-059-0049
Applicant Name Rice Midstream Holdings, LLC
Contact Person Kyle Shirey
Address 2200 Rice Drive
City, State, Zip Canonsburg, PA 15317
County Greene County
Township(s) Aleppo & Richhill Townships
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNTs to South
Fork Dunkard Fork (TSF), South Fork Dunkard Fork
(TSF), UNTs to North Fork Dunkard Fork (TSF),
Mudlick Fork (TSF), UNTs to Harts Run (WWF)
Secondary—Wheeling Creek (TSF) & Fish Creek
(WWF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX11-125-0075 Major Modification
Applicant Name EQT Production Company
Contact Person Todd Klaner
Address 2400 Zenith Ridge Road, Suite 200
City, State, Zip Canonsburg, PA 15317
County Washington County
Township(s) Carroll Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNTs to Pigeon
Creek (WWF)
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Southwest Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, Michael Forbeck,




















Eastern Region: Oil & Gas Management Program Man-
ager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
ESCGP-2 # ESG29-115-17-0022
Applicant Name Williams Field Services Co LLC
Contact Person Tara Meek
Address Park Place Corp Ctr 2, 2000 Commerce Dr
City, State, Zip Pittsburgh, PA 15275
County Susquehanna
Township(s) Forest Lake
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Silver Ck (EV)
Secondary—Tunkhannock Ck
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-115-14-0113
Applicant Name Williams Field Services Co LLC
Contact Person Tara Meek
Address Park Place Corp Ctr 2, 2000 Commerce Dr
City, State, Zip Pittsburgh, PA 15275
County Susquehanna
Township(s) Liberty, Franklin, Forest Lake, Middletown,
Jessup, Silver Lake and Great Bend
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to
Trowbridge Ck; UNT to Susquehanna River; Snake
Creek; Silver Ck; Middle Branch Wyalusing Ck; Forest




Applicant Name Appalachia Midstream Services LLC
Contact Person Josh Brown
Address 400 IST Center, Suite 404
City, State, Zip Horseheads, NY 14845
County Wyoming
Township(s) Forkston & Windham
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNTs to Farr
Hollow (CWF, MF)
Secondary—Farr Hollow (CWF, MF)
ESCGP-2 # ESG29-081-17-0007
Applicant Name EXCO Resources PA LLC
Contact Person Brian Rushe
Address 260 Executive Dr, Suite 100
City, State, Zip Cranberry Twp, PA 16066
County Lycoming
Township(s) Anthony
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to Stony
Gap Run (HQ-CWF)
Secondary—Stony Gap Run (HQ-CWF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-117-17-0027
Applicant Name SWEPI LP
Contact Person Jason Shoemaker
Address 150 N Dairy Ashford, E1296-E
City, State, Zip Houston, TX 77079
County Tioga
Township(s) Chatham




The following Storage Tank Site-Specific Installation Permits, under the authority of the Storage Tank Spill
Prevention Act (35 P.S. §§ 6021.304, 6021.504, 6021.1101—6021.1102) and under 25 Pa. Code Chapter 245,
Subchapter C, have been issued by the Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields, Director, PO




Address County Municipality Tank Type Tank Capacity
17-43-007 NLMK Pennsylvania LLC
15 Roemer Boulevard
Farrell, PA 16121-2299
Attn: Richard A. Herman





Air Quality; Approval of a Reasonably Available
Control Technology (RACT II) Plan
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Program Manager,
570-327-3648.
Approval of a Reasonably Available Control Technology
(RACT II) plan for Truck Accessories Group, LLC located
in Milton Borough, Northumberland County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 129.96—129.100,
the Department of Environmental Protection has made a
preliminary determination to approve a RACT II plan and
an amendment to the State Implementation Plan (SIP)
for the Milton Plant owned and operated by Truck
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Accessories Group, LLC in Milton Borough, Northumber-
land County.
The proposed SIP revision does not adopt any new
regulations. It incorporates the provisions and require-
ments contained in the amended RACT II approval for
the facility, which are intended to satisfy the require-
ments for the 1997 National Ambient Air Quality Stan-
dard (NAAQS) and the 2008 NAAQS for ozone.
The proposed amendments to the RACT II determina-
tion, if finally approved, will be incorporated into a
revised operating permit (49-00020) for the facility. The
relevant RACT II requirements will be submitted to the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as a revi-
sion to Pennsylvania’s State Implementation Plan and
will remain in effect until replaced pursuant to 40 CFR
51 and approval by the EPA. Requirements that are not
part of the RACT II determination will be excluded from
the SIP submittal this includes the provisions of the
Department’s presumptive Reasonably Available Control
Technology (RACT II) requirements in accordance with 25
Pa. Code § 129.97, as they apply to existing sources at
this facility.
The following is a summary of the proposed amend-
ments to the RACT II determination for this operation
that will be submitted to the EPA as a SIP revision:
Source RACT II Requirement
Source P101—Fiberglass
Reinforced & Cleanup




limitation of 1,000 gallons
of Shipshape resin cleaner
per 12-consecutive month
period; all gel coats and
resins shall be applied




Cleaning Solvents with a
VOC content of less than
2.0 pounds per gallon; all
cleaning solvents to be
applied by hand wiping.
Source P105—Mold
Maintenance Area
VOC emission limitation of
1.09 ton per 12-consecutive
month period; VOC content




not exceed 32% by weight
for Alpha/Owens Polyester
Resin Solution and 20% by




Base Rail Lamination Areas
VOC emission limitation of
26.2 tons per 12-consecutive
month period; neat resin
limitation of 158,199 gallons
per 12-consecutive month




limitation of 1,000 gallons
of Shipshape resin cleaner
per 12-consecutive month
period;
Source RACT II Requirement
Source P107—Truck Cap &
Tonneau Cover Headliner
Adhesive Process
VOC emission limitation of







VOC emission limitation of
93.9 tons per 12-consecutive
month period; VOC content
limit of 6.28 pounds per
gallon as applied; clear
coating VOC content
limitation of 4.5 pounds per
gallon as applied; all
coating s applied using
HVLP spray systems
Public hearing. A public hearing will be held if re-
quested by September 6, 2017 to accept oral comments on
the proposed operating permit revision and the proposed
SIP revision. The hearing will be held, if requested, on
September 13, 2017, at 10:00 a.m. at the DEP
Northcentral Regional Office, 208 West Third Street,
Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701-6448. To request a
hearing, to register to speak at a hearing, or to inquire if
a hearing will be held, please contact Megan Lehman at
570-327-3659. The last day to pre-register to speak at a
hearing, if one is held, will be September 6, 2017.
Any updates made to any aspect of the hearing,
including whether a hearing will be held, will be posted
online at http://www.dep.pa.gov/About/Regional/North-
central-Regional-Office/Pages/default.aspx. Contact Me-
gan Lehman at 570-327-3659 or monitor this web site to
determine if a hearing will be held.
Persons wishing to present testimony at the hearing
should contact Megan Lehman at 570-327-3659 at least
one week in advance of the hearing to reserve a time to
present testimony. Oral testimony will be limited to a
maximum of 10 minutes per individual and two written
copies of the oral testimony are requested. Each organiza-
tion is requested to designate one witness to present
testimony on its behalf. Persons unable to attend the
hearing, if it is held, may submit three (3) copies of a
written statement and exhibits within 10 days thereafter
to Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Program Man-
ager, Department of Environmental Protection,
Northcentral Regional Office, 208 West Third Street,
Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Persons wishing to file a written protest or provide
comments or additional information, which they believe
should be considered prior to the issuance of a permit,
may submit the information to Muhammad Q. Zaman,
Environmental Program Manager, Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection, Northcentral Regional Office, 208
West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701. A
30-day comment period from July 29, 2017 will exist for
the submission of comments, protests and information.
Each submission must contain the name, address and
telephone number of the person submitting the com-
ments, identification of the proposed RACT II Operating
Permit including the permit number and a concise state-
ment regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to issuance of the proposed RACT II Plan.
All pertinent documents are available for public review
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. at the DEP Northcentral
Regional Office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101,
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Williamsport, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a
review may be made by calling the Department at
570-327-0550.
Solicitation of Interest for Municipal Waste
Disposal Capacity and Optional Integrated Waste
and Recycling Program Support
Allegheny County is updating its County Municipal
Waste Management Plan in accordance with the provi-
sions of Pennsylvania Act 101 of 1988, the Municipal
Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste Reduction Act. As
required in the Act, the County has prepared a Solicita-
tion of Interest (SOI) for the purpose of obtaining ten (10)
year commitments, beginning on January 1, 2019 and
continuing through December 30, 2029, with renewal
options, for disposal capacity for the municipal waste
(MSW) generated within Allegheny County during that
period. The waste facilities to be considered in the County
Plan Update must be permitted and fully available for
use prior to January 1, 2019. SOI Respondents are also
asked to consider supporting the sustainability of inte-
grated waste and recycling programs in Allegheny
County. Transfer Stations wishing to be included in the
Allegheny County Solid Waste Management Plan, who
handle municipal waste (MSW) from Allegheny County,
should also request submission requirements from Ms.
Duncan, whose information is provided below. To obtain a
hard copy or electronic copy of the SOI, please email
Ashley N. Duncan, P.E. at aduncan@bartonandloguidice.
com. Submittals are due no later than 4:00 p.m. E.S.T. on
Friday September 1, 2017.
Final State Water Quality Certification Required by
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act for the
Equitrans Expansion Project
Southwest Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, Michael Forbeck,
P.E., 412-442-4000.
WQ05-001, Equitrans, L.P. (Applicant), 625 Liberty
Avenue, Suite 1700, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. Equitrans
Expansion Project (Project), in Forward Township, Alle-
gheny County, Franklin, Jefferson and Morgan Town-
ships, Greene County, and Union Township, Washing-
ton County, ACOE Pittsburgh District. The proposed
H-318 Pipeline segment of the EEP Project starts
Applegate Gathering system located in Forward Town-
ship, Allegheny County, PA (Glassport, PA Quadrangle N:
40° 15 15.28; W: 79° 57 45.02). The proposed H-316
Pipeline segment of the EEP Project starts at the pro-
posed Redhook Compressor Station located in Franklin
Township, Greene County, PA (Waynesburg, PA Quad-
rangle N: 39° 55 00.79; W: 80° 07 42.70). The proposed
Redhook Compressor Station is located in Franklin Town-
ship, Greene County, PA (Waynesburg, PA Quadrangle:
Centroid - N: 39° 54 59.88; W: 80° 07 44.16). The
proposed M-80 Pipeline segment of the EEP Project starts
at Equitrans’ existing M-80 pipeline located north of the
Pratt Compressor Station (Waynesburg, PA Quadrangle
39° 54 49.68; W: 80° 07 51.17) The proposed H-305
Pipeline segment of the EEP Project starts at the pro-
posed Redhook Compressor Station (Waynesburg, PA
Quadrangle 39° 54 59.88; W: 80° 07 44.16).
On October 27, 2015, Applicant filed an application
with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
under Section 7 of the Natural Gas Act (15 U.S.C.A.
§ 717f) seeking a certificate of public convenience and
necessity to construct and operate its Project (FERC
Docket No. CP16-13-000). This application may be viewed
on FERC’s website at www.ferc.gov (search eLibrary;
Docket Search; CP16-13).
On October 28, 2015, Applicant requested a state water
quality certification from the Department of Environmen-
tal Protection (Department), as required by Section 401 of
the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341), to ensure that
the construction, operation and maintenance of the Proj-
ect will protect water quality in Pennsylvania through
compliance with State water quality standards and asso-
ciated State law requirements, which are consistent with
the requirements of the Clean Water Act.
The H-318 Pipeline segment of the EEP Project, as
proposed, includes approximately 4.6 miles, of 20-inch
pipeline for the purpose of transporting natural gas from
the EQT Gathering, LLC (EQT Gathering) Applegate
Gathering system located in Forward Township, Alle-
gheny County, PA to Equitrans’ existing H-148 pipeline,
in Union Township, Washington County, PA. This portion
of the project also involves the installation of permanent
aboveground facilities at the existing Applegate Site and
new Hartson Launcher/Receiver Facilities which include
approximately 0.48 acre of disturbance. The H-318 Pipe-
line portion of the EEP Project, as proposed, will require
approximately 74.1 acres of earth disturbance, and im-
pacts to 80 linear feet of Lobbs Run—WWF (aka S-BB1),
106 linear feet of UNT to Lobbs Run—WWF (aka
S-BB1(a)), 99 linear feet of UNT to Lobbs Run—WWF
(akaS-BB2), 891 linear feet of Monongahela River—WWF
(aka S-BB5), 75 linear feet of Bunola Run—WWF (aka
S-BB4), 16 linear feet of Bunola Run—WWF (aka S-BB4
[for workspace]), 75 linear feet of Kelly Run—WWF (aka
S-BB3), with a total of 1,342 linear feet of stream impacts
to WWF, 1.5 acre of floodway, 0.01 acre of temporary
wetland impacts to W-BB3 (PEM), 0.014 acre of tempo-
rary wetland impacts to W-BB10 (PFO), 0.016 acre of
temporary wetland impacts to W-BB9 (PFO), 0.041 acre
of permanent wetland impacts to W-BB3 (PEM), 0.372
acre of permanent wetland impacts to W-BB7 (PEM) for
which a Joint Permit Application has been submitted,
0.070 acre of permanent wetland impacts to W-BB6
(PEM), 0.01 acre of permanent wetland impacts to
W-BB12-WP (PFO/PSS). Temporary impacts to wetlands
on the H-318 pipeline segment of EEP total 0.10 acre,
while permanent impacts total 0.51 acre, of that total the
H-318 pipeline segment will require permanent impacts
converting a total 0.028 acre of PSS or PFO wetland to
PEM wetland.
The H-316 Pipeline segment of the EEP Project, as
proposed, includes approximately 2.9 miles, of 30-inch
pipeline for the purpose of transporting natural gas from
the proposed Redhook Compressor Station located in
Franklin Township, Greene County, PA to Equitrans’
existing H-302 pipeline for delivery to Texas Eastern
infrastructure located in Jefferson Township, Greene
County, PA or south on Equitrans’ existing H-302 pipeline
to the proposed Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) located
in West Virginia (WV). This portion of the project also
involves the installation of permanent aboveground facil-
ities at the new H-302 Tap and Launcher/Receiver Facil-
ity which includes approximately 0.11 acre of disturbance.
The above ground facilities will be located within the
same project footprint of the proposed H-316 pipeline
construction. The H-316 pipeline portion of the EEP
Project, as proposed, will require approximately 56 acres
of earth disturbance, and impacts to 118 linear feet of
S-AA3 (UNT to South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF), 106
linear feet of UNT to South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF
(aka S-AA4), 80 linear feet of UNT to UNT 23572 to
South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka S-AA8), 189 lin-
ear feet of UNT to UNT 23572 to South Fork Tenmile
Creek—WWF (aka S-AA9), 81 linear feet of UNT to South
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Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka S-AA10), 113 linear feet
of UNT to Ruff Creek—WWF (aka S-AA11), 75 linear feet
of Ruff Creek—WWF (aka S-AA12), 147 linear feet of
UNT to South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka S-AA13),
83 linear feet of UNT to South Fork Tenmile Creek—
WWF (aka S-AA14), 123 linear feet of South Fork
Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka S-AA15), 6 linear feet of UNT
to UNT 26514 South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka
S-AA24), 9 linear feet of UNT to UNT 26514 South Fork
Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka S-AA23), 7 linear feet of UNT
to UNT 26514 South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka
S-AA22), 4 linear feet of UNT to UNT 26514 South Fork
Tenmile Creek—WWF (S-AA21), 2.5 linear feet of UNT to
UNT 26514 to South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka
S-AA20), 12 linear feet of UNT to South Fork Tenmile
Creek—WWF (aka S-AA17), 2.5 linear feet of UNT to
UNT 26514 to South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka
S-AA18, with a total of 1,158 linear feet of stream
impacts to WWF, 2.75 acres of floodway, 0.035 acre of
temporary wetland impacts to W-AA4 (PEM), 0.023 acre
of temporary wetland impacts to W-AA8 (PEM), 0.0007
acre of temporary wetland impacts to W-AA10 (PEM),
0.059 acre of permanent wetland impacts to W-AA4
(PEM), 0.074 acre of permanent wetland impacts to
W-AA7 (PEM), and 0.0007 acre of permanent wetland
impacts to W-AA10 (PEM). Temporary impacts to wet-
lands on the H-316 pipeline segment of EEP total 0.06
acre, while permanent impacts total 0.13 acre.
The Redhook Compressor Station is a proposed natural
gas compressor station facility which will be located in
Franklin Township, Greene County, PA. The Project, as
proposed, will require approximately 17.25 acres of earth
disturbance and will not impact any wetlands or streams.
A proposed permanent access road for the Redhook
Compressor Station is anticipated to permanently impact
0.25 acre of floodway for stream UNT to UNT 81118 to
South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (aka S-N2).
The M-80 Pipeline segments of the EEP Project is
located in the same right-of-way as H-158 pipeline, and
as proposed, includes an approximately 1,175 feet exten-
sion, of 6-inch pipeline (M-80 pipeline) and a 12-inch
pipeline (H-158 pipeline) located in Franklin Township,
Greene County, PA. The pipeline currently moves gas to
the existing Pratt Compressor station, but will be re-
quired to be extended to move gas to the aforementioned
proposed Redhook Compressor Station located in Franklin
Township, Greene County, PA. The M-80 Pipeline portion
of the EEP Project, as proposed, will require approxi-
mately 11.47 acres of earth disturbance, and impacts to
105 linear feet of UNT 81118 to South Fork Tenmile
Creek—WWF (aka S-AA1) and 165 linear feet of UNT to
South Fork Tenmile Creek—WWF (S-AA2), with a total of
270 linear feet of stream impacts to WWF, with a total of
270 linear feet of stream impacts to WWF, 2.25 acres of
floodway, and no temporary or permanent wetland im-
pacts.
The H-158 Pipeline segment of the EEP Project is
located in the same right-of-way as M-80 pipeline, and as
proposed, includes an approximately 1,175 feet extension,
of 12-inch pipeline located in Franklin Township, Greene
County. The pipeline currently moves gas to the existing
Pratt Compressor station, but will be required to be
extended to move gas to the proposed Redhook Compres-
sor Station located in Franklin Township, Greene County,
PA. The H-158 Pipeline portion of the EEP Project, as
proposed, will be installed within the same construction
right-of-way as M-80, so will not require any additional
acres of disturbance. Impacts from this segment are
coupled with and are referenced in the discussion of the
M-80 pipeline segment aquatic resource impacts.
The H-305 Pipeline segment of the EEP Project, as
proposed, includes an approximately 504 feet extension,
of 24-inch pipeline for the purpose of transporting natural
gas from the proposed Redhook Compressor Station to
Equitrans’ existing H-305 pipeline located at the existing
Braden Run Interconnect with Texas Eastern in Franklin
Township, Greene County, PA. The H-305 Pipeline portion
of the EEP Project, as proposed, will require approxi-
mately 0.28 acre of earth disturbance, and impacts to 167
linear feet of UNT to UNT 81118 to South Fork Tenmile
Creek—WWF (aka S-N1), 0.36 acre of floodway, and no
temporary or permanent wetland impacts.
The project will cumulatively impact 2,937 linear feet of
stream, 7.11 acres of floodways of associated water-
courses, 0.16 acre of temporary wetland impacts and 0.64
acre of permanent wetland impacts.
The Department published notice of its proposed state
water quality certification in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on
December 10, 2016 (46 Pa.B. 7679) and received no
comments from the public.
The Department certifies to Applicant that the con-
struction, operation and maintenance of the Project will
not violate applicable State water quality standards set
forth in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 93, provided Applicant
complies with the permitting programs, criteria and
conditions established pursuant to State law:
1. Discharge Permit—Applicant shall obtain and com-
ply with a Department National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit for the discharge of
water from the hydrostatic testing of the pipeline pursu-
ant to Pennsylvania’s Clean Streams Law (35 P.S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001), and all applicable implementing
regulations (25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a).
2. Erosion and Sediment Control Permit—Applicant
shall obtain and comply with the Department’s Chapter
102 Erosion and Sediment Control General Permit for
Earth Disturbance Associated with Oil and Gas Explora-
tion, Production, Processing or Treatment issued pursu-
ant to Pennsylvania’s Clean Streams Law and Storm
Water Management Act (32 P.S. §§ 680.1—680.17), and
all applicable implementing regulations (25 Pa. Code
Chapter 102).
3. Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permits—
Applicant shall obtain and comply with a Department
Chapter 105 Water Obstruction and Encroachment Per-
mits for the construction, operation and maintenance of
all water obstructions and encroachments associated with
the project pursuant to Pennsylvania’s Clean Streams
Law, Dam Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P.S.
§§ 673.1—693.27), and Flood Plain Management Act (32
P.S. §§ 679.101—679.601.), and all applicable implement-
ing regulations (25 Pa. Code Chapter 105).
4. Water Quality Monitoring—The Department retains
the right to specify additional studies or monitoring to
ensure that the receiving water quality is not adversely
impacted by any operational and construction process
that may be employed by Applicant.
5. Operation—Applicant shall at all times properly
operate and maintain all Project facilities and systems of
treatment and control (and related appurtenances) which
are installed to achieve compliance with the terms and
conditions of this State Water Quality Certification and
all required permits, authorizations and approvals.
Proper operation and maintenance includes adequate
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laboratory controls, appropriate quality assurance proce-
dures, and the operation of backup or auxiliary facilities
or similar systems installed by Applicant.
6. Inspection—The Project, including all relevant re-
cords, are subject to inspection at reasonable hours and
intervals by an authorized representative of the Depart-
ment to determine compliance with this State Water
Quality Certification, including all required State water
quality permits and State water quality standards. A copy
of this certification shall be available for inspection by the
Department during such inspections of the Project.
7. Transfer of Projects—If Applicant intends to transfer
any legal or equitable interest in the Project which is
affected by this State Water Quality Certification, Appli-
cant shall serve a copy of this certification upon the
prospective transferee of the legal and equitable interest
at least thirty (30) days prior to the contemplated trans-
fer and shall simultaneously inform the Department
Regional Office of such intent. Notice to the Department
shall include a transfer agreement signed by the existing
and new owner containing a specific date for transfer of
certification responsibility, coverage, and liability between
them.
8. Correspondence—All correspondence with and sub-
mittals to the Department concerning this State Water
Quality Certification shall be addressed to the Program
Manager, Waterways & Wetlands Program, Department
of Environmental Protection, Southwest Regional Office,
400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.
9. Reservation of Rights—The Department may sus-
pend or revoke this State Water Quality Certification if it
determines that Applicant has not complied with the
terms and conditions of this certification. The Department
may require additional measures to achieve compliance
with applicable law, subject to Applicant’s applicable
procedural and substantive rights.
10. Other Laws—Nothing in this State Water Quality
Certification shall be construed to preclude the institution
of any legal action or relieve Applicant from any responsi-
bilities, liabilities, or penalties established pursuant to
any applicable Federal or State law or regulation.
11. Severability—The provisions of this State Water
Quality Certification are severable and should any provi-
sion of this certification be declared invalid or unenforce-
able, the remainder of the certification shall not be
affected thereby.
Any person aggrieved by this action may file a petition
for review pursuant to Section 19(d) of the Federal
Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C.A. § 717r(d), with the Office of
the Clerk, United States Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit, 21400 U.S. Courthouse, 601 Market Street, Phila-
delphia, PA 19106-1790 within 30 days of publication of
this notice, or within 30 days of receipt of written notice
of this action, whichever occurs first. Important legal
rights are at stake, so you should show this document to
a lawyer at once.
Request for Comments on the Proposed Alternative Restoration Plans Developed for Subwatersheds Within
the Kishacoquillas Creek Watershed in Mifflin County
The Department of Environmental Protection will accept comments on the proposed Alternative Restoration Plans
(ARPs) developed for subwatersheds within the Kishacoquillas Creek Watershed in Mifflin County, PA. The Pennsylvania
Integrated Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment Report included impaired stream segments in this watershed. The
listings of these waterbodies were due to use impairments caused by excessive siltation and nutrients from agriculture.
There currently are no State or Federal instream numerical water quality criteria for siltation or nutrients. Therefore,
the Department utilized a reference watershed approach to implement the applicable narrative criteria. These proposed
ARPs set allowable loadings of sediment and nutrients in the impaired Kishacoquillas Creek Subwatersheds. The
pollutant loadings were allocated among cropland, hay/pasture land, farm animal and streambank categories present in
the subwatersheds. Data used in establishing these ARPs were generated using a water quality analysis model
(MapShed) designed by the Pennsylvania State University.
The following table shows the estimated current sediment and nutrient loadings for the watershed. Overall load
reductions necessary to meet the ARPs are also identified.










Sediment 13,189,800 36,136 8,503,413 23,297 36%
Total Phosphorus 40,767 112 19,940 55 51%
The data and all supporting documentation used to develop the proposed ARPs are available from the Department. The
proposed ARPs and information on the TMDL/ARP program can be viewed on the Department’s website
(www.dep.state.pa.us/watermanagement_apps/tmdl/). To request a copy of any of the proposed ARPs, contact Scott N.
Heidel, Water Program Specialist, Department of Environmental Protection, 400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105,
(717) 772-5647, scheidel@pa.gov.
The Department will consider all comments in developing the final ARPs, which will be submitted to EPA for approval.
Written comments will be accepted at the above address and must be postmarked by 30 days after publication in the PA
bulletin. A public meeting to discuss the technical merits of the ARPs will be held upon request.
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Request for Comments on the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Developed for Whiteley Creek,
Greene County
The Department of Environmental Protection will accept comments as of August 28, 2017, for the proposed TMDLs
developed to address agricultural impairments in Whitely Creek (headwaters to the mouth of Woods Run) as noted in the
2014 Pennsylvania Integrated Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment Report (Integrated List), initially listed in 2006.
This TMDL does not address the non-point cause of siltation from the listed Subsurface Mining source.
Whitely Creek is a tributary of the Monongahela River and located in southeastern Greene County, near Kirby,
primarily within Whiteley Township. The impairments were noted during bioassessments in the watershed (2005) and
excessive siltation due to agriculture was identified as causing impairment to Whitely Creek’s designated aquatic life use
of Trout Stocked Fishery (TSF) (headwaters to S.R. 2011 bridge) and Warm Water Fishery (WWF) (from the bridge to the
Monongahela).
Because PA does not currently have water quality criteria for sediment, a TMDL endpoint was identified using a
reference watershed approach. Based on a comparison to the similar, unimpaired Pike Run, Washington County, there
should be a 55.8% reduction in sediment loading in order to allow water quality objectives to be met in the impaired
segments of Whitely Creek.
This proposed TMDL sets allowable loadings within the specifically impaired stream segments of the Whitely Creek
watershed. The loading was allocated among the land uses of cropland, hay/pasture land, and associated transitional and
stream banks present in the watershed. Data used in these TMDLs was generated using a watershed analysis model
(AVGWLF) designed by the Penn State University. The following table shows the estimated current loadings for the
watershed.
Table 1. Summary of TMDL for Whitely Creek in lbs./yr. and lbs./day
Pollutant TMDL WLA MOS LA LNR ALA
Sediment 12,356,181.8 3,391,958.8 1,235,618.2 7,728,604.8 466,600.0 7,262,004.8
Sediment 33,852.6 9,293.0 3,385.3 21,174.3 1,278.4 19,895.9
TMDL—Total Maximum Daily Load, WLA—Waste Load Allocation, MOS—Margin of Safety
LA—Load Allocation, LNR—Loads Not Reduced, ALA—Adjusted Load Allocation
The data and all supporting documentation used to develop the proposed TMDLs are available from the Department.
The proposed TMDLs and information on the TMDL program can also be viewed on the Department’s website
(www.dep.state.pa.us/watermanagement_apps/tmdl/). To request a copy of any of the proposed TMDLs, contact Scott
Alexander, Water Program Specialist, Bureau of Clean Water, Central Office, Department of Environmental Protection,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105, (717) 772-5670, salexander@pa.gov.
The Department will consider all comments in developing the final TMDLs, which will be submitted to EPA for final
approval. Written comments will be accepted at the above address and must be postmarked by 30 days after publication
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1258. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Air Quality Technical Advisory Committee Re-
scheduled Meeting
The Air Quality Technical Advisory Committee meeting
scheduled for Thursday, August 3, 2017, has been re-
scheduled to Wednesday, September 6, 2017, and will be
conducted as a webinar.
The agenda and meeting materials for the September 6,
2017, webinar will be available on the Department of
Environmental Protection’s (Department) web site at
www.dep.pa.gov. Questions concerning the meeting should
be directed to Kirit Dalal, Bureau of Air Quality, at
kdalal@pa.gov or (717) 772-3436.
Persons in need of accommodations as provided for in
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should con-
tact Kirit Dalal at (717) 772-3436 or kdalal@pa.gov. TDD
users may contact the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1259. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Availability of Revised Environmental Assessment
Form and Instructions for Chapter 105 Water
Obstruction and Encroachment Permit Applica-
tions
On July 1, 2017, the Department of Environmental
Protection (Department) published on its web site an
updated Environmental Assessment Form (form) and
Instructions for Chapter 105 Water Obstruction and
Encroachment Permit Applications (instructions). See 25
Pa. Code §§ 105.3(c) and 105.15 (relating to scope; and
environmental assessment).
The revised form and instructions can be accessed
through the Department’s eLibrary web site at ww-
w.elibrary.dep.state.pa.us (select ‘‘Permit and Authoriza-
tion Packages,’’ then ‘‘Waterways Engineering and Wet-
lands,’’ then ‘‘Water Obstruction and Encroachment and
Wetlands,’’ and ‘‘Environmental Assessment Form’’).
The form is used by regulated entities, consultants and
the Department to evaluate the proposed environmental
impact for a proposed project. The form has been revised
and updated to provide more in depth discussion on the
value of the resource, the potential effect the project will
have on the resource, alternatives available and mitiga-
tion to offset the impacts. The revised form and instruc-
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tions are intended to provide clarity and consistency in
the process for completing the information requirements
for a Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permit appli-
cation Environmental Assessment Form (3150-PM-
BWEW0017) in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 105
(relating to dam safety and waterway management) for
all projects.
The revised form organizes the information into four
modules for review.
• Module 1—Program Summary
o Discussion of project description, purpose, need and
water dependency, types of resources present, and amount
and type of impact proposed.
• Module 2—Resource Identification and Characteriza-
tion
o Organization and identification of resources pres-
ent and how those resources may be affected by the
proposed project.
• Module 3—Identification and Description of Potential
Project Impacts
o Details concerning the potential impacts and their
effects of this project including past and potential related
projects.
• Module 4—Mitigation Plan
o Identification and discussion about avoidance and
minimization of impacts, type of mitigation to offset the
impacts and monitoring to determine performance and
success of the mitigation.
Other changes include the addition of questions related
to large scale projects located in more than one county in
this Commonwealth and are covered by more than one
single permit application will need to be addressed in the
updated form.
The Department has begun providing training through
webinars and regional settings prior to the effective date
of the revised form. Questions regarding this revised form
and instructions should be directed to David Goerman at
(717) 772-5971 or dgoerman@pa.gov.
PATRICK McDONNELL,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1260. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Availability of Technical Guidance
Technical guidance documents are available on the
Department of Environmental Protection’s (Department)
web site at http://www.elibrary.dep.state.pa.us/dsweb/
HomePage. The ‘‘Technical Guidance Final Documents’’
heading is the link to a menu of the various Department
bureaus where each bureau’s final technical guidance
documents are posted. The ‘‘Technical Guidance Draft
Documents’’ heading is the link to the Department’s draft
technical guidance documents.
Ordering Paper Copies of Department Technical Guidance
The Department encourages the use of the Internet to
view and download technical guidance documents. When
this option is not available, persons can order a paper
copy of any of the Department’s draft or final technical
guidance documents by contacting the Department at
(717) 787-8727.
In addition, bound copies of some of the Department’s
documents are available as Department publications.
Check with the appropriate bureau for more information
about the availability of a particular document as a
publication.
Changes to Technical Guidance Documents
Following is the current list of recent changes. Persons
who have questions or comments about a particular
document should call the contact person whose name and
phone number is listed with each document.
Draft Technical Guidance—New Guidance
DEP ID: 310-2100-001. Title: Policy for State Water
Quality Certification Issuance for Interstate Natural Gas
Transmission Pipeline Projects Regulated by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission. Description: The purpose
of this draft technical guidance is to set forth the
Department review process when an applicant requests a
State Water Quality Certification for the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) regulated interstate
natural gas transmission pipeline project. Interstate natu-
ral gas transmission pipeline project applicants that
require a Federal license from FERC must also, in
accordance with section 401 of the Clean Water Act (33
U.S.C.A. § 1341) and section 3(d) of the Natural Gas Act
(15 U.S.C.A. § 717b(d)), obtain a statement from the
State certifying that the project will not violate State
water quality standards as required by section 401 of the
Clean Water Act. The Department will use this technical
guidance to ensure that proposed interstate natural gas
transmission pipeline projects regulated by FERC comply
with State statutory and regulatory requirements neces-
sary to protect the quality of the waters of the Common-
wealth.
Written Comments: Interested persons may submit writ-
ten comments on this draft policy no later than Monday,
August 28, 2017. Comments submitted by facsimile will
not be accepted. Comments, including comments submit-
ted by e-mail, must include the commentator’s name and
address. Commentators are encouraged to submit com-
ments using the Department’s online eComment at http://
www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment or by e-mail to ecomment@
pa.gov. Written comments should be submitted to the
Technical Guidance Coordinator, Department of Environ-
mental Protection, Policy Office, Rachel Carson State
Office Building, 400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17101.
Contact: Questions regarding this draft technical guid-
ance may be directed to Kenneth Murin, Bureau of
Waterways Engineering and Wetlands, (717) 787-3411.




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1261. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Federal Consistency under the Coastal Zone Man-
agement Act; Maintenance Dredging in Nesham-
iny State Park
This notice is published under section 306(d)(14) of the
Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (16
U.S.C.A. § 1455(d)(14)), regarding public participation
during consistency determinations. The Department of
Environmental Protection (Department), Coastal Re-
sources Management Program has received notice that
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the All Seasons Marina is seeking a 10-year United
States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permit for
maintenance dredging of the marina basin located in
Neshaminy State Park, Bucks County.
The applicant is seeking USACE authorization for an
initial dredge event followed by up to three additional
maintenance dredging events over the duration of the
10-year permit. Each dredging event is proposed to
remove up to 21,000 cubic yards of accumulated sedi-
ments to a depth of -4 feet at mean low water with up to
2 feet of allowable over-dredge. The maximum volume of
material to be dredged is 84,000 cubic yards. Dredged
material will be disposed in an existing 6.4-acre confined
disposal facility immediately to the east of the marina
basin.
This project is subject to Department review for Federal
consistency because it is a Federal license and permit
activity and will have reasonably foreseeable effects on
the Commonwealth’s coastal resources or uses.
In accordance with National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) regulations in 15 CFR Part 930,
Subpart D (relating to consistency for activities requiring
a Federal license or permit), All Seasons Marina has
determined that the proposed activity will be conducted
in a manner consistent with the applicable enforceable
policies of the Commonwealth’s NOAA-approved Coastal
Resources Management Program. Interested parties may
request a copy of the Federal Consistency Certification
from the Department contact listed as follows.
Questions regarding this review should be directed to
Matthew Walderon, Federal Consistency Coordinator, at
(717) 772-2196 or RA-Fed_Consistency@pa.gov.
The Department will consider all comments received no
later than August 14, 2017, before issuing a final Federal
consistency concurrence or objection. Comments, includ-
ing comments submitted by e-mail, must include the
originator’s name and address. Comments submitted by
facsimile will not be accepted. Commentators are encour-
aged to submit comments using the Department’s eCom-
ment system at www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment. Written
comments may also be submitted by e-mail to
ecomment@pa.gov or by mail to the Policy Office, Depart-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1262. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Storage Tank Advisory Committee Meeting Cancel-
lation
The September 5, 2017, meeting of the Storage Tank
Advisory Committee (Committee) is cancelled. The next
meeting is scheduled for December 5, 2017, at 10 a.m. in
Room 105, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400
Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
Questions concerning the next scheduled Committee
meeting can be directed to Kris Shiffer at (717) 772-5809
or kshiffer@pa.gov. The agenda and meeting materials for
the December 5, 2017, meeting will be available on the
Committee’s webpage at http://www.dep.pa.gov (select
‘‘Public Participation,’’ then ‘‘Advisory Committees,’’ then
‘‘Cleanup and Brownfields Advisory Committees,’’ then
‘‘Storage Tank Advisory Committee’’).
Persons in need of accommodations as provided for in
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should con-
tact the Department of Environmental Protection (De-
partment) at (717) 772-5809 or through the Pennsylvania
AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TDD) to discuss
how the Department may accommodate their needs.
PATRICK McDONNELL,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1263. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Ambulatory Surgical Facilities; Requests for Exceptions
The following ambulatory surgical facility (ASF) has filed a request for exception under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to
requests for exceptions) with the Department of Health (Department), which has authority to license ASFs under the
Health Care Facilities Act (35 P.S. §§ 448.101—448.904b). The following request for exception relates to regulations
governing ASF licensure in 28 Pa. Code Chapters 51 and 551—571 (relating to general information; and ambulatory
surgical facilities).
Facility Name Regulation
PGC Endoscopy Center for Excellence, LLC 28 Pa. Code § 555.31 (relating to principle)
The previously listed request is on file with the Department. Persons may receive a copy of a request for exception by
requesting a copy from the Department of Health, Division of Acute and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax (717) 772-2163, ra-paexcept@pa.gov. Persons who wish to comment
on an exception request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile to the Division at the previously listed
address. Comments received by the Department within 10 days after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to do so should contact the Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, for speech and/or hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6154, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
RACHEL L. LEVINE, MD,
Acting Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1264. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
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Hospitals; Requests for Exceptions
The following hospital has filed a request for exception under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for exceptions)
with the Department of Health (Department), which has authority to license hospitals under the Health Care Facilities
Act (35 P.S. §§ 448.101—448.904b). The following request for exception relates to regulations governing hospital licensure
in 28 Pa. Code Chapters 51 and 101—158 (relating to general information; and general and special hospitals).
Facility Name Regulation
Conemaugh Memorial Medical Center 28 Pa. Code § 103.31 (relating to the chief executive officer)
The previously listed request is on file with the Department. Persons may receive a copy of a request for exception by
requesting a copy from the Department of Health, Division of Acute and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax (717) 772-2163, ra-paexcept@pa.gov. Persons who wish to comment
on an exception request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile to the Division at the previously listed
address. Comments received by the Department within 10 days after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to do so should contact the Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, for speech and/or hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6154, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
RACHEL L. LEVINE, MD,
Acting Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1265. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Long-Term Care Nursing Facilities; Requests for
Exception
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 201.22(d)—(f) (relating to
prevention, control and surveillance of tuberculosis (TB)):
Masonic Village at Warminster
850 Norristown Road
Warminster, PA 18974
FAC ID # 310102
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 205.6(a) (relating to func-
tion of building):
Paramount Nursing and Rehabilitation at South Hills
100 Knoedler Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
FAC ID # 24670201
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 201.17 (relating to loca-
tion):
Paramount Nursing and Rehabilitation at South Hills
100 Knoedler Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
FAC ID # 24670201
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 205.10(a) (relating to
doors):
Fox Subacute at South Philadelphia
1930 South Broad Street
4th Floor North
Philadelphia, PA 19145
FAC ID # 24460201
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking






FAC ID # 392602
These requests are on file with the Department of
Health (Department). Persons may receive a copy of a
request for exception by requesting a copy from the
Department of Health, Division of Nursing Care Facil-
ities, Room 526, Health and Welfare Building, Harris-
burg, PA 17120, (717) 787-1816, fax (717) 772-2163,
ra-paexcept@pa.gov.
Persons who wish to comment on an exception request
may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile
to the Division at the previously listed address.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of
the request and/or provide comments to the Department
and require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommoda-
tion to do so should contact the Division at the previously
listed address or phone number, or for speech and/or
hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6514 or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
RACHEL L. LEVINE, MD,
Acting Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1266. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF
HUMAN SERVICES
Availability of Amendments to the Office of Long-
Term Living’s Home and Community-Based Ag-
ing Waiver
The Department of Human Services (Department) is
making available for public review and comment the
Office of Long-Term Living’s proposed Aging waiver
amendments.
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Background
The Department proposes the following substantive
changes to the Aging waiver effective January 1, 2018:
• Reduce the length of time for individuals to reside in
a nursing facility from 90 days to 30 days to allow
payment of transition activities through the waiver.
• Add tenancy and pre-tenancy activities to the Service
Coordination service definition.
• Add Support Broker services.
• Revise the unduplicated recipient numbers and cost
neutrality estimates for Fiscal Year 2017-2018 to reflect
the transition of waiver participants to managed care.
The proposed Aging waiver amendments and a sum-
mary of all revisions are available for review at http://
www.dhs.pa.gov/learnaboutdhs/dhsorganization/officeof
longtermliving/oltlwaiverinfo/index.htm or by contacting
the Department of Human Services, Office of Long-Term
Living at (717) 783-8412.
Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of this change is estimated at $4.912
million ($2.366 million in State funds) for Fiscal Year
2017-2018.
Public Comment
Interested persons are invited to submit written com-
ments regarding the proposed waiver amendments to the
Department of Human Services, Office of Long-Term
Living, Bureau of Policy and Regulatory Management,
Attention: Aging Amendments, P.O. Box 8025, Harris-
burg, PA 17105-8025. Comments may also be submitted
to the Department at RA-waiverstandard@pa.gov. Use
‘‘Aging Waiver Amendments’’ as the subject line. Com-
ments received within 30 days of publication of this notice
will be reviewed and considered for revisions to the
proposed waiver amendments.
In addition, the Department will hold two webinars to
receive comments on the proposed Aging waiver amend-
ments. Dates and times of the webinars, including dial-in
information, are available at http://www.dhs.pa.gov/learn
aboutdhs/dhsorganization/officeoflongtermliving/oltlwaiver
info/index.htm or by contacting the Department of Hu-
man Services, Office of Long-Term Living at (717) 783-
8412.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid
or service may submit comments using the Pennsylvania
AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or
(800) 654-5988 (voice users).
THEODORE DALLAS,
Secretary
Fiscal Note: 14-NOT-1167. (1) General Fund; (2)
Implementing Year 2017-18 is $2,366,000; (3) 1st Succeed-
ing Year 2018-19 is $832,000; 2nd Succeeding Year
2019-20 through 5th Succeeding Year 2022-23 are $0; (4)
2016-17 Program—$401,936,000; 2015-16 Program—
$261,945,000; 2014-15 Program—$132,951,000; (7) Home
and Community-Based Services; (8) recommends adop-
tion. Funds have been included in the budget to cover
this increase.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1267. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Availability of Amendments to the Office of Long-
Term Living’s Home and Community-Based At-
tendant Care Waiver
The Department of Human Services (Department) is
making available for public review and comment the
Office of Long-Term Living’s proposed Attendant Care
waiver amendments.
Background
The Department proposes the following substantive
changes to the Attendant Care waiver effective January
1, 2018:
• Reduce the length of time for individuals to reside in
a nursing facility from 90 days to 30 days to allow
payment of transition activities through the waiver.
• Add tenancy and pre-tenancy activities to the Service
Coordination service definition.
• Add Support Broker services.
• Revise the unduplicated recipient numbers and cost
neutrality estimates for Fiscal Year 2017-2018 to reflect
the transition of waiver participants to managed care.
The proposed Attendant Care waiver amendments and
a summary of all revisions are available for review at
http://www.dhs.pa.gov/learnaboutdhs/dhsorganization/
officeoflongtermliving/oltlwaiverinfo/index.htm or by con-
tacting the Department of Human Services, Office of
Long-Term Living at (717) 783-8412.
Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of this change is estimated at $1.652
million ($0.796 million in State funds) for Fiscal Year
2017-2018.
Public Comment
Interested persons are invited to submit written com-
ments regarding the proposed waiver amendments to the
Department of Human Services, Office of Long-Term
Living, Bureau of Policy and Regulatory Management,
Attention: Attendant Care Amendments, P.O. Box 8025,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8025. Comments may also be sub-
mitted to the Department at RA-waiverstandard@pa.gov.
Use ‘‘Attendant Care Waiver Amendments’’ as the subject
line. Comments received within 30 days of publication of
this notice will be reviewed and considered for revisions
to the proposed waiver amendments.
In addition, the Department will hold two webinars to
receive comments on the proposed Attendant Care waiver
amendments. Dates and times of the webinars, including
dial-in information, are available at http://www.dhs.pa.
gov/learnaboutdhs/dhsorganization/officeoflongtermliving/
oltlwaiverinfo/index.htm or by contacting the Department
of Human Services, Office of Long-Term Living at (717)
783-8412.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid
or service may submit comments using the Pennsylvania
AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or
(800) 654-5988 (voice users).
THEODORE DALLAS,
Secretary
Fiscal Note: 14-NOT-1166. (1) General Fund; (2)
Implementing Year 2017-18 is $796,000; (3) 1st Succeed-
ing Year 2018-19 is $280,000; 2nd Succeeding Year
2019-20 through 5th Succeeding Year 2022-23 are $0; (4)
2016-17 Program—$226,899,000; 2015-16 Program—
$161,741,000; 2014-15 Program—$137,229,000; (7) Atten-
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dant Care; (8) recommends adoption. Funds have been
included in the budget to cover this increase.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1268. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Availability of Amendments to the Office of Long-
Term Living’s Home and Community-Based Inde-
pendence Waiver
The Department of Human Services (Department) is
making available for public review and comment the
Office of Long-Term Living’s proposed Independence
waiver amendments.
Background
The Department proposes the following substantive
changes to the Independence waiver effective January 1,
2018:
• Reduce the length of time for individuals to reside in
a nursing facility from 90 days to 30 days to allow
payment of transition activities through the waiver.
• Add tenancy and pre-tenancy activities to the Service
Coordination service definition.
• Add Support Broker services.
• Revise the unduplicated recipient numbers and cost
neutrality estimates for Fiscal Years 2017-2018, 2018-
2019 and 2019-2020 to reflect the transition of waiver
participants to managed care.
The proposed Independence waiver amendments and a
summary of all revisions are available for review at
http://www.dhs.pa.gov/learnaboutdhs/dhsorganization/
officeoflongtermliving/oltlwaiverinfo/index.htm or by con-
tacting the Department of Human Services, Office of
Long-Term Living at (717) 783-8412.
Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of this change is estimated at $2.073
million ($0.999 million in State funds) for Fiscal Year
2017-2018.
Public Comment
Interested persons are invited to submit written com-
ments regarding the proposed waiver amendments to the
Department of Human Services, Office of Long-Term
Living, Bureau of Policy and Regulatory Management,
Attention: Independence Amendments, P.O. Box 8025,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8025. Comments may also be sub-
mitted to the Department at RA-waiverstandard@pa.gov.
Use ‘‘Independence Waiver Amendments’’ as the subject
line. Comments received within 30 days of publication of
this notice will be reviewed and considered for revisions
to the proposed waiver amendments.
In addition, the Department will hold two webinars to
receive comments on the proposed Independence waiver
amendments. Dates and times of the webinars, including
dial-in information, are available at http://www.dhs.pa.
gov/learnaboutdhs/dhsorganization/officeoflongtermliving/
oltlwaiverinfo/index.htm or by contacting the Department
of Human Services, Office of Long-Term Living at (717)
783-8412.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid
or service may submit comments using the Pennsylvania
AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or
(800) 654-5988 (voice users).
THEODORE DALLAS,
Secretary
Fiscal Note: 14-NOT-1165. (1) General Fund; (2)
Implementing Year 2017-18 is $999,000; (3) 1st Succeed-
ing Year 2018-19 is $351,000; 2nd Succeeding Year
2019-20 through 5th Succeeding Year 2022-23 are $0; (4)
2016-17 Program—$434,607,000; 2015-16 Program—
$339,077,000; 2014-15 Program—$273,538,000; (7) Ser-
vices to Persons with Disabilities; (8) recommends adop-
tion. Funds have been included in the budget to cover
this increase.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1269. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Availability of Amendments to the Office of Long-
Term Living’s Home and Community-Based
OBRA Waiver
The Department of Human Services (Department) is
making available for public review and comment the
Office of Long-Term Living’s proposed OBRA waiver
amendments.
Background
The Department proposes the following substantive
changes to the OBRA waiver effective January 1, 2018:
• Reduce the length of time for individuals to reside in
a nursing facility from 90 days to 30 days to allow
payment of transition activities through the waiver.
• Add tenancy and pre-tenancy activities to the Service
Coordination service definition.
• Add Support Broker services.
• Revise the unduplicated recipient numbers and cost
neutrality estimates for Fiscal Years 2017-2018, 2018-
2019 and 2019-2020 to reflect the transition of waiver
participants to managed care.
The proposed OBRA waiver amendments and a sum-
mary of all revisions are available for review at http://
www.dhs.pa.gov/learnaboutdhs/dhsorganization/officeof
longtermliving/oltlwaiverinfo/index.htm or by contacting
the Department of Human Services, Office of Long-Term
Living at (717) 783-8412.
Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of this change is estimated at $0.188
million ($0.091 million in State funds) for Fiscal Year
2017-2018.
Public Comment
Interested persons are invited to submit written com-
ments regarding the proposed waiver amendments to the
Department of Human Services, Office of Long-Term
Living, Bureau of Policy and Regulatory Management,
Attention: OBRA Amendments, P.O. Box 8025, Harris-
burg, PA 17105-8025. Comments may also be submitted
to the Department at RA-waiverstandard@pa.gov. Use
‘‘OBRA Waiver Amendments’’ as the subject line. Com-
ments received within 30 days of publication of this notice
will be reviewed and considered for revisions to the
proposed waiver amendments.
In addition, the Department will hold two webinars to
receive comments on the proposed OBRA waiver amend-
ments. Dates and times of the webinars, including dial-in
information, are available at http://www.dhs.pa.gov/
learnaboutdhs/dhsorganization/officeoflongtermliving/
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oltlwaiverinfo/index.htm or by contacting the Department
of Human Services, Office of Long-Term Living at (717)
783-8412.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid
or service may submit comments using the Pennsylvania
AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or
(800) 654-5988 (voice users).
THEODORE DALLAS,
Secretary
Fiscal Note: 14-NOT-1168. (1) General Fund; (2)
Implementing Year 2017-18 is $91,000; (3) 1st Succeeding
Year 2018-19 is $32,000; 2nd Succeeding Year 2019-20
through 5th Succeeding Year 2022-23 are $0; (4) 2016-17
Program—$434,607,000; 2015-16 Program—$339,077,000;
2014-15 Program—$273,538,000; (7) Services to Persons
with Disabilities; (8) recommends adoption. Funds have
been included in the budget to cover this increase.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1270. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Payments to County Nursing Facilities; Medical
Assistance Day One Incentive Payments for the
Fourth Quarter of Fiscal Year 2016-2017
This notice announces that the Department of Human
Services (Department) made Medical Assistance Day One
Incentive (MDOI) payments to each qualified county
nursing facility for the fourth quarter of Fiscal Year (FY)
2016-2017.
Payment Information
The Department made county nursing facility MDOI
payments for the April 1, 2017, through June 30, 2017,
quarter of FY 2016-2017.
Payment information for the county nursing facility




If a facility wishes to appeal, the facility must file a
written request for a hearing with the Department’s
Bureau of Hearings and Appeals, 2330 Vartan Way,
Second Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9721, within 30 days
of the date of the publication of this notice. A copy should
be sent to the Department of Human Services, Office of
Long-Term Living, Attention: Bureau of Finance, Division
of Rate Setting and Auditing, 555 Walnut Street, Forum
Place, 6th Floor, P.O. Box 8025, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
8025 and to the Department of Human Services, Office of
General Counsel, Health and Welfare Building, Third
Floor West, P.O. Box 2675, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2675.
Appeals of Medical Assistance providers are governed by
55 Pa. Code Chapter 41 (relating to Medical Assistance
provider appeal procedures). Individuals should review
these regulations carefully. Among other things, they
specify what information individuals must include in the
written request for hearing, and how the Bureau of
Hearings and Appeals will determine whether the request
for hearing was filed on time.
Questions or Comments
For questions or comments regarding these payments,
contact the Department of Human Services, Office of
Long-Term Living, Bureau of Finance, Attention: Vasiliki
Avery, at (717) 787-1171, RA-PWOLTLNFRates@pa.gov.
THEODORE DALLAS,
Secretary
Fiscal Note: 14-NOT-1170. No fiscal impact; (8) recom-
mends adoption.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1271. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE
Pennsylvania 5X the Cash Fast Play Game 5009
Under the State Lottery Law (72 P.S. §§ 3761-101—
3761-314) and 61 Pa. Code § 803.11 (relating to powers
and duties of the Secretary of Revenue), the Secretary of
Revenue hereby provides public notice of the rules for the
following lottery game:
1. Name: The name of the lottery game is Pennsylva-
nia 5X the Cash (hereinafter ‘‘5X the Cash’’). The game
number is PA-5009.
2. Definitions:
(a) Authorized Retailer or Retailer: A person who is
properly licensed by the Lottery pursuant to 61 Pa. Code
§§ 805.1—805.17.
(b) Bar Code: The symbology on the ticket containing
certain encrypted validation and accounting data used for
identifying winning and losing tickets.
(c) Game Ticket: A bearer instrument produced
through a Lottery Terminal that is the player’s record of
a play for a Fast Play lottery game and sold by an
authorized retailer containing the play and validation
data as published in this game notice.
(d) GRID: A specific, pre-defined area of a game ticket
located in the play area that contains four LINES that,
when played according to the instructions, determine
whether a player wins a prize.
(e) LINE: A specific, pre-defined area of each GRID
contains play symbols and a prize symbol that, when
played according to the instructions, determine whether a
player wins a prize. Each LINE is played separately, but
winning combinations in more than one LINE can be
combined to win larger prizes as described in section 6
(relating to prizes available to be won and determination
of prize winners).
(f) Lottery Central Computer System: The computer
gaming system on which all Fast Play plays are recorded.
(g) Lottery Terminal: A device authorized by the Lot-
tery to function in an interactive mode with the Lottery
Central Computer System for the purpose of issuing
plays, executing Quick Pick selections, and entering,
receiving, and processing lottery transactions, including
making purchases, validating plays, and transmitting
reports, and performing inventory functions.
(h) Play: A chance to participate in a particular Fast
Play lottery game.
(i) Play Area: The area on a ticket which contains one
or more play symbols.
(j) Play Symbol: A number, letter, symbol, image or
other character found in the play area which is used to
determine whether a player wins a prize.
(k) Prize: A non-monetary item, money, or experience
that can be won as specified in section 6 (relating to
prizes available to be won and determination of prize
winners) of this game notice.
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(l) WINNING SYMBOLS: The numbers, letters, sym-
bols or other characters found in the play area that, when
matched against the play symbols in any ‘‘LINE,’’ deter-
mine whether a player wins a prize.
(m) Winning Ticket: A game ticket which has been
validated and qualifies for a prize.
3. Price: The price of a 5X the Cash ticket is $5.
4. Description of the 5X the Cash lottery game:
(a) The 5X the Cash lottery game is an instant win
game printed from a Lottery Terminal. All prizes are
predetermined, and the player does not have the ability
to select his or her own play symbols. 5X the Cash tickets
may be purchased from an authorized retailer or at a
Lottery self-service terminal that sells terminal-based
Lottery game tickets. Tickets purchased from an autho-
rized retailer shall be printed on-demand at the time of
purchase and may not be preprinted by the retailer.
(b) 5X the Cash is played by matching the play sym-
bols in the ‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ area to the play
symbols located in each ‘‘GRID.’’ A player matching all
four play symbols in any horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ will win the
prize shown to the right of that ‘‘LINE.’’ If the player
matches three play symbols in the ‘‘WINNING SYM-
BOLS’’ area in any horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ that also contains a
5X symbol, the player wins 5 times the prize shown to the
right of that ‘‘LINE.’’ A bet slip is not used to play this
game.
(c) Players can win the prize identified in section 6
(relating to prizes available to be won and determination
of prize winners).
(d) A 5X the Cash game ticket cannot be canceled or
voided once printed by the Lottery Terminal, even if
printed in error.
(e) To purchase a ticket at an authorized retailer, a
player must remit the purchase price to the retailer by
verbally requesting a 5X the Cash game ticket. The ticket
shall be the only valid proof of the bet placed and the
only valid receipt for claiming a prize.
(f) To purchase a ticket at a Pennsylvania Lottery
self-service terminal, the player must insert into the
self-service terminal a dollar amount equal to the total
purchase price of a 5X the Cash game ticket and select
the 5X the Cash option on the Lottery self-service termi-
nal. The ticket shall be the only valid proof of the bet
placed and the only valid receipt for claiming a prize.
5. 5X the Cash ticket characteristics:
(a) A 5X the Cash ticket shall contain a play area, the
cost of the play, the date of sale, and a bar code. Each
ticket consists of two ‘‘GRID’’ areas, with four ‘‘LINE’’
areas each. Each ‘‘LINE’’ is played separately.
(b) Play Symbols: Each 5X the Cash ticket play area
will contain a ‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ area and two
‘‘GRID’’ areas that each contain four ‘‘LINE’’ areas. The
play symbols located in the ‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ area
are: Silver symbol, 24K symbol, Money Bag symbol, Chest
symbol, Horseshoe symbol, Stack of Bills symbol, Wagon
symbol, Pan symbol, Diamond symbol, Stack of Coins
symbol, Bank symbol, Pot of Gold symbol, Gold Nugget
symbol, Credit Card symbol, Money Roll symbol, Gold
Bar symbol, Treasure Map symbol, Dollar Bill symbol,
Handful of Coins symbol, Piggy Bank symbol, and a
Money Truck symbol. The play symbols located in the
‘‘GRID’’ areas are: Silver symbol, 24K symbol, Money Bag
symbol, Chest symbol, Horseshoe symbol, Stack of Bills
symbol, Wagon symbol, Pan symbol, Diamond symbol,
Stack of Coins symbol, Bank symbol, Pot of Gold symbol,
Gold Nugget symbol, Credit Card symbol, Money Roll
symbol, Gold Bar symbol, Treasure Map symbol, Dollar
Bill symbol, Handful of Coins symbol, Piggy Bank symbol,
Money Truck symbol, and a 5X symbol.
(c) Prize Symbols: The prize symbols and their cap-
tions located in each ‘‘GRID’’ are: $5.00 (FIV DOL), $10.00
(TEN DOL), $20.00 (TWENTY), $25.00 (TWY FIV), $40.00
(FORTY), $50.00 (FIFTY), $100 (ONE HUN), $500 (FIV
HUN), $1,000 (ONE THO), $5,000 (FIV THO) and
$50,000 (FTY THO).
(d) Prizes: The prizes that can be won in this game
are: $5, $10, $20, $25, $40, $50, $100, $500, $1,000,
$5,000 and $50,000. A player can win up to 8 times on a
ticket.
(e) Approximate Number of Tickets Available for the
Game: Approximately 9,600,000 tickets will be available
for sale for the 5X the Cash lottery game.
6. Prizes available to be won and determination of prize
winners:
(a) All 5X the Cash prize payments will be made as
one-time, lump-sum cash payments.
(b) A winning 5X the Cash ticket is entitled only to the
highest prize won by the winning combinations described
below on each game ticket.
(c) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $50,000 (FTY THO) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’
area to the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $50,000.
(d) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $5,000 (FIV THO) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area
to the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $5,000.
(e) Holders of tickets upon which any three of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all three of
the play symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ with a 5X
symbol also appearing in that ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize symbol
of $1,000 (ONE THO) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to the
right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled
to a prize of $5,000.
(f) Holders of tickets upon which any three of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all three of
the play symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ with a 5X
symbol also appearing in that ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize symbol
of $500 (FIV HUN) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to the
right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled
to a prize of $2,500.
(g) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $1,000 (ONE THO) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’
area to the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $1,000.
(h) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $500 (FIV HUN) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area
to the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $500.
(i) Holders of tickets upon which any three of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all three of
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the play symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ with a 5X
symbol also appearing in that ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize symbol
of $100 (ONE HUN) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to the
right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled
to a prize of $500.
(j) Holders of tickets upon which any three of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all three of
the play symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ with a 5X
symbol also appearing in that ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize symbol
of $50.00 (FIFTY) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to the
right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled
to a prize of $250.
(k) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $100 (ONE HUN) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area
to the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $100.
(l) Holders of tickets upon which any three of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all three of
the play symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ with a 5X
symbol also appearing in that ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize symbol
of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to the
right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled
to a prize of $100.
(m) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $50.00 (FIFTY) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to
the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $50.
(n) Holders of tickets upon which any three of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all three of
the play symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ with a 5X
symbol also appearing in that ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize symbol
of $10.00 (TEN DOL) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to the
right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled
to a prize of $50.
(o) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $40.00 (FORTY) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to
the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $40.
(p) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $25.00 (TWY FIV) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area
to the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $25.
(q) Holders of tickets upon which any three of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all three of
the play symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE’’ with a 5X
symbol also appearing in that ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize symbol
of $5.00 (FIV DOL) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area to the
right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled
to a prize of $25.
(r) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area
to the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $20.
(s) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $10.00 (TEN DOL) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area
to the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $10.
(t) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING SYMBOLS’’ play symbols match all four play
symbols in the same horizontal ‘‘LINE,’’ and a prize
symbol of $5.00 (FIV DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to
the right of that ‘‘LINE,’’ on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $5.
7. Number and Description of Prizes and Approximate
Chances of Winning: The following table sets forth the
approximate number of winners, amounts of prizes, and
approximate chances of winning:
Match The Winning Symbols To The
Symbols In Each GRID. Match All
Four Symbols In Any Horizontal
LINE, Win Prize Shown For That
LINE. Win With: Win:
Approximate Chances




$5 $5 8 1,200,000
$5 × 2 $10 28.57 336,000
$10 $10 28.57 336,000
$10 × 2 $20 90.91 105,600
($5 × 2) + $10 $20 90.91 105,600
$20 $20 90.91 105,600
($5 × 3) + $10 $25 1,000 9,600
$5 w/ 5X $25 333.33 28,800
$25 $25 1,000 9,600
$20 × 2 $40 2,000 4,800
($5 × 2) + $20 + $10 $40 2,000 4,800
($10 × 2) + $20 $40 1,000 9,600
($5 w/ 5X) + ($5 × 3) $40 333.33 28,800
$40 $40 1,000 9,600
$25 × 2 $50 1,000 9,600
($10 × 3) + $20 $50 2,000 4,800
($5 w/ 5X) × 2 $50 666.67 14,400
$10 w/ 5X $50 333.33 28,800
$50 $50 1,000 9,600
$50 × 2 $100 2,400 4,000
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Match The Winning Symbols To The
Symbols In Each GRID. Match All
Four Symbols In Any Horizontal
LINE, Win Prize Shown For That
LINE. Win With: Win:
Approximate Chances




($20 × 3) + ($10 × 3) + ($5 × 2) $100 2,400 4,000
($20 × 3) + $40 $100 2,400 4,000
(($5 w/ 5X) × 3) + $25 $100 800 12,000
($10 w/ 5X) × 2 $100 2,400 4,000
$20 w/ 5X $100 2,400 4,000
$100 $100 4,800 2,000
(($20 w/ 5X) × 2) + ($100 × 2) +
($25 × 4)
$500 6,000 1,600
($50 w/ 5X) × 2 $500 6,000 1,600
$100 w/ 5X $500 8,000 1,200
$500 $500 24,000 400
$500 × 2 $1,000 24,000 400
($100 w/ 5X) × 2 $1,000 24,000 400
$1,000 $1,000 24,000 400
($500 w/ 5X) + ($1,000 × 2) + $500 $5,000 960,000 10
$1,000 w/ 5X $5,000 960,000 10
$5,000 $5,000 960,000 10
$50,000 $50,000 480,000 20
Get a ‘‘5X’’ symbol in any winning horizontal LINE, win 5 times the prize shown for that LINE. Each LINE is played
separately.
Prizes, including top prizes, are subject to availability
at the time of purchase.
8. Ticket Responsibility:
(a) A Fast Play lottery game ticket is a bearer docu-
ment deemed to be owned by the person holding the game
ticket, except that if a name is contained on the back of
the game ticket, the person so named will, for all
purposes, be considered the owner of the game ticket.
(b) The holder of a Fast Play lottery game ticket has
the sole responsibility for checking the accuracy and
condition of the data printed on the game ticket.
(c) The Commonwealth shall not be responsible for a
lost or stolen Fast Play lottery game ticket, or for a Fast
Play ticket redeemed by a player in error.
9. Ticket Validation and Requirements:
(a) Valid Fast Play lottery game tickets. To be a valid
Fast Play lottery game ticket, the presented game ticket
must meet the following requirements:
(1) The game ticket’s bar code shall be present in its
entirety.
(2) The game ticket must be intact.
(3) The game ticket may not be mutilated, altered,
reconstituted or tampered with.
(4) The game ticket may not be counterfeit or a
duplicate of a winning ticket.
(5) The game ticket must have been validly issued.
(6) The game ticket data shall have been recorded on
the Lottery Central Computer System and the game
ticket data shall match the computer record in every
respect.
(7) The game ticket must not be defectively printed or
printed or produced in error such that it cannot be
processed or validated by the Lottery.
(8) The game ticket must pass other confidential secu-
rity checks of the Lottery.
(b) Invalid or defective game tickets: A game ticket not
passing the validation requirements in subsection (a) will
be considered invalid and no payment will be made on
account of any play recorded thereon. The determination
of the Secretary in this regard is final.
10. Procedures for claiming and payment of prizes:
(a) A prize may be claimed through an authorized
retailer or the Lottery, as provided in this section. A prize
must be claimed within 1 year of the sale date of the Fast
Play lottery game ticket.
(b) An authorized retailer is authorized to pay prizes of
$2,500 or less. The holder of a game ticket evidencing a
winning play representing a prize of $2,500 or less may
be paid by a participating authorized retailer if a proper
validation pay ticket was issued by the retailer’s Lottery
Terminal.
(c) The holder of a game ticket evidencing a winning
play representing a prize in excess of $2,500 may present
the game ticket to an authorized retailer, Lottery District
Office, or Lottery Headquarters.
(d) The holder of a game ticket evidencing a winning
play shall present the ticket, in person, to an authorized
retailer, Lottery Headquarters or a Lottery District Office.
The retailer or the Lottery will issue payment if:
(1) The game ticket is scanned and the play is vali-
dated through the Lottery Terminal or the Lottery Cen-
tral Computer System;
(2) A claim form is properly and fully completed;
(3) The identification of the claimant is confirmed; and
(4) The winning ticket has not expired, pursuant to
this section or section 12 (relating to unclaimed prizes).
(e) The Commonwealth shall not be responsible for a
winning play paid in error by an authorized retailer.
(f) In the event a prize described in these rules is not
available, the Lottery may either provide a substitute
prize, determined by the Secretary to have an equivalent
value to the prize won, or make a cash payment to the
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winner, in an amount determined by the Secretary to
have an equivalent value to the prize won.
11. Funding for prizes: Moneys will be drawn from the
State Lottery Fund, to the extent necessary, to fund the
payment of prizes under this subsection. If this lottery
game is terminated for any cause, prize moneys remain-
ing undistributed will remain in the State Lottery Fund
and used for purposes otherwise provided for by law.
12. Unclaimed prizes: Unclaimed prize money on win-
ning Fast Play lottery game tickets will be retained by
the Secretary for payment to the persons entitled thereto
for 1 year from the sale date of the Fast Play lottery
game ticket. If no claim is made within 1 year from the
sale date of the Fast Play lottery game ticket, the right of
a ticket holder to claim the prize represented by that
ticket, if any, shall expire.
13. Purchase and prize restrictions: A Fast Play lottery
game ticket may not be purchased by, and a prize may
not be paid, to an officer or employee of the Lottery,
Lottery professional services contractors or subcontrac-
tors, or to a spouse, child, brother, sister or parent
residing in the same household of an officer, employee,
contractor or subcontractor who is involved in the produc-
tion, distribution or operation of systems for the valida-
tion or accounting of Fast Play games.
14. Governing Law:
(a) By purchasing a ticket, the purchaser agrees to
comply with and abide by the State Lottery Law (72 P.S.
§§ 3761-101—3761-314), this notice, instructions, condi-
tions and final decisions of the Secretary, and procedures
established by the Secretary for the conduct of the Fast
Play 5X the Cash lottery game.
(b) Decisions made by the Secretary, including the
declaration of prizes and the payment thereof, in inter-
pretation of this notice are final and binding on players
and persons making a claim in respect thereof.
15. Retailer Compensation:
(a) Authorized retailers may be entitled to compensa-
tion as determined by the Lottery.
(b) No authorized retailer or employee of an authorized
retailer shall request, demand, or accept gratuities or any
compensation other than as provided in subsection (a) in
exchange for the performance of duties authorized pursu-
ant to the Lottery retailer’s license without the Lottery’s
prior written authorization.
16. Retailer Incentive Programs. The Lottery may con-
duct a separate Retailer Incentive Program for retailers
who sell Pennsylvania Fast Play 5X the Cash lottery
game tickets.
17. Retailer Bonus: The Lottery may offer a retailer
bonus in connection with the sale of Pennsylvania Fast
Play lottery game tickets. If a retailer bonus is offered, a
Lottery retailer shall be eligible for a bonus as described
in this section. Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket
that entitles the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in
a single installment or having a guaranteed minimum
payout, of at least $100,000 and not exceeding $500,000
shall be paid a bonus of $500. Lottery retailers who sell a
winning ticket that entitles the ticket holder to a prize,
either payable in a single installment or having a guaran-
teed minimum payout, of at least $500,001 and not
exceeding $1,000,000 shall be paid a bonus of $5,000.
Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket that entitles
the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in a single
installment or having a guaranteed minimum payout, of
at least $1,000,001 and not exceeding $10,000,000 shall
be paid a bonus of $10,000. A Lottery retailer is entitled
only to the largest bonus for which he qualifies on a
winning ticket. A bonus will be initiated for payment after
the Fast Play game ticket is claimed and validated. A
bonus will not be awarded to a Lottery retailer that sells
a non-winning Pennsylvania Lottery Fast Play game
ticket used to enter a Pennsylvania Lottery second-chance
drawing or promotion that is subsequently selected to win
a prize.
18. Termination of the Game: The Secretary may an-
nounce a termination date, after which no further tickets
from this game may be sold. The announcement will be
disseminated through media used to advertise or promote
5X the Cash or through normal communications methods.
19. Applicability: This notice applies only to the 5X the
Cash lottery game announced in this notice.
C. DANIEL HASSELL,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1272. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Pennsylvania Sunny Money Fast Play Game 5011
Under the State Lottery Law (72 P.S. §§ 3761-101—
3761-314) and 61 Pa. Code § 803.11 (relating to powers
and duties of the Secretary of Revenue), the Secretary of
Revenue hereby provides public notice of the rules for the
following lottery game:
1. Name: The name of the lottery game is Pennsylva-
nia Sunny Money (hereinafter ‘‘Sunny Money’’). The game
number is PA-5011.
2. Definitions:
(a) Authorized Retailer or Retailer: A person who is
properly licensed by the Lottery pursuant to 61 Pa. Code
§§ 805.1—805.17.
(b) Bar Code: The symbology on the ticket containing
certain encrypted validation and accounting data used for
identifying winning and losing tickets.
(c) BONUS: The area on a game ticket that contains
two play symbols that, when matched against the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS,’’ determines whether a player wins a
bonus prize.
(d) Game Ticket: A bearer instrument produced
through a Lottery Terminal that is the player’s record of
a play for a Fast Play lottery game and sold by an
authorized retailer containing the play and validation
data as published in this game notice.
(e) Lottery Central Computer System: The computer
gaming system on which all Fast Play plays are recorded.
(f) Lottery Terminal: A device authorized by the Lot-
tery to function in an interactive mode with the Lottery
Central Computer System for the purpose of issuing
plays, executing Quick Pick selections, and entering,
receiving, and processing lottery transactions, including
making purchases, validating plays, and transmitting
reports, and performing inventory functions.
(g) Play: A chance to participate in a particular Fast
Play lottery game.
(h) Play Area: The area on a ticket which contains one
or more play symbols.
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(i) Play Symbol: A number, letter, symbol, image or
other character found in the play area which is used to
determine whether a player wins a prize.
(j) PRIZE: A non-monetary item, money, or experience
that can be won as specified in section 6 (relating to
prizes available to be won and determination of prize
winners) of this game notice.
(k) SUN: A specific, pre-defined area of a game ticket
located in the play area that contains play symbols that,
when played according to the instructions, determine
whether a player wins a prize. Each SUN is played
separately, but winning combinations in each SUN can be
combined to win larger prizes as described in section 6
(relating to prizes available to be won and determination
of prize winners).
(l) WINNING NUMBERS: The numbers, letters, sym-
bols or other characters found in the play area that, when
matched against ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS,’’ determine whether
a player wins a prize.
(m) Winning Ticket: A game ticket which has been
validated and qualifies for a prize.
3. Price: The price of a Sunny Money ticket is $1.
4. Description of the Sunny Money lottery game:
(a) The Sunny Money lottery game is an instant win
game printed from a Lottery Terminal. All prizes are
predetermined, and the player does not have the ability
to select his or her own play symbols. Sunny Money
tickets may be purchased from an authorized retailer or
at a Lottery self-service terminal that sells terminal-
based Lottery game tickets. Tickets purchased from an
authorized retailer shall be printed on-demand at the
time of purchase and may not be preprinted by the
retailer.
(b) Sunny Money is played by matching the play
symbols in the ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area to the play
symbols located in a ‘‘SUN.’’ A player matching four play
symbols in this manner will win the prize shown under
that ‘‘SUN.’’ If the player matches the play symbols in the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area to both play symbols in the
‘‘BONUS’’ area, the player wins $5 instantly. Each SUN
and the BONUS are played separately. A bet slip is not
used to play this game.
(c) Players can win the prize identified in section 6
(relating to prizes available to be won and determination
of prize winners).
(d) A Sunny Money game ticket cannot be canceled or
voided once printed by the Lottery Terminal, even if
printed in error.
(e) To purchase a ticket at an authorized retailer, a
player must remit the purchase price to the retailer by
verbally requesting a Sunny Money game ticket. The
ticket shall be the only valid proof of the bet placed and
the only valid receipt for claiming a prize.
(f) To purchase a ticket at a Pennsylvania Lottery
self-service terminal, the player must insert into the
self-service terminal a dollar amount equal to the total
purchase price of a Sunny Money game ticket and select
the Sunny Money option on the Lottery self-service
terminal. The ticket shall be the only valid proof of the
bet placed and the only valid receipt for claiming a prize.
5. Sunny Money ticket characteristics:
(a) A Sunny Money ticket shall contain a play area, the
cost of the play, the date the ticket was printed, and a bar
code. Each ticket consists of two ‘‘SUN’’ areas and a
‘‘BONUS’’ area. Each ‘‘SUN’’ and the ‘‘BONUS’’ are played
separately.
(b) Play Symbols: Each Sunny Money ticket play area
will contain a ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area, two ‘‘SUN’’
areas and a ‘‘BONUS’’ area. The play symbols located in
the ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35. The play
symbols located in each of the ‘‘SUN’’ areas are: 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35.
The play symbols located in the ‘‘BONUS’’ area are: 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35.
(c) Prize Symbols: The prize symbols and their cap-
tions located under each of the ‘‘SUN’’ areas are: FREE
(TICKET), $1.00 (ONE DOL), $2.00 (TWO DOL), $4.00
(FOR DOL), $5.00 (FIV DOL), $10.00 (TEN DOL), $15.00
(FIFTN), $20.00 (TWENTY), $40.00 (FORTY), $100 (ONE
HUN), $500 (FIV HUN), $1,000 (ONE THO) and $5,000
(FIV THO).
(d) Prizes: The prizes that can be won in this game
are: Free $1 Ticket, $1, $2, $4, $5, $10, $15, $20, $40,
$100, $500, $1,000 and $5,000. A player can win up to 3
times on a ticket.
(e) Approximate Number of Tickets Available for the
Game: Approximately 4,800,000 tickets will be available
for sale for the Sunny Money lottery game.
6. Prizes available to be won and determination of prize
winners:
(a) All Sunny Money prize payments will be made as
one-time, lump-sum cash payments.
(b) A winning Sunny Money ticket is entitled only to
the highest prize won by the winning combinations
described below on each game ticket.
(c) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$5,000 (FIV THO) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under
that ‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $5,000.
(d) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$1,000 (ONE THO) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under
that ‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $1,000.
(e) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$500 (FIV HUN) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$500.
(f) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$100 (ONE HUN) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under
that ‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $100.
(g) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
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$40.00 (FORTY) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$40.
(h) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$20.00 (TWENTY) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$20.
(i) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$15.00 (FIFTN) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$15.
(j) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$10.00 (TEN DOL) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under
that ‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $10.
(k) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$5.00 (FIV DOL) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$5.
(l) Holders of tickets upon which any two of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the two play
symbols in the ‘‘BONUS’’ area, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $5.
(m) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$4.00 (FOR DOL) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$4.
(n) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$2.00 (TWO DOL) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$2.
(o) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
$1.00 (ONE DOL) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$1.
(p) Holders of tickets upon which any four of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols match the four
play symbols in the same ‘‘SUN,’’ and a prize symbol of
FREE (TICKET) appears in the ‘‘PRIZE’’ area under that
‘‘SUN,’’ on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
one Sunny Money game ticket.
7. Number and Description of Prizes and Approximate
Chances of Winning: The following table sets forth the
approximate number of winners, amounts of prizes, and
approximate chances of winning:
Match Any Four Winning Numbers
In The Same Sun, Win Prize Shown
Below That Sun. Win With: Win:
Approximate Chances




FREE FREE $1 TICKET 10 480,000
$1 $1 100 48,000
$1 × 2 $2 20 240,000
$2 $2 28.57 168,000
$2 × 2 $4 100 48,000
$4 $4 250 19,200
$4 + $1 $5 200 24,000
$5 w/ BONUS $5 100 48,000
$5 $5 200 24,000
$5 × 2 $10 666.67 7,200
($5 w/ BONUS) + $5 $10 200 24,000
$10 $10 666.67 7,200
$10 + $5 $15 1,667 2,880
($5 w/ BONUS) + ($5 × 2) $15 1,667 2,880
$15 $15 2,500 1,920
$10 × 2 $20 3,333 1,440
($5 w/ BONUS) + ($10 + $5) $20 2,500 1,920
$20 $20 3,333 1,440
$20 × 2 $40 2,400 2,000
$40 $40 2,400 2,000
$100 $100 4,800 1,000
$500 $500 24,000 200
$500 × 2 $1,000 480,000 10
$1,000 $1,000 480,000 10
$5,000 $5,000 480,000 10
Match any two ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ in the ‘‘BONUS’’ sunglasses, win $5 instantly!
Each ‘‘SUN’’ and the ‘‘BONUS’’ are played separately.
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Prizes, including top prizes, are subject to availability
at the time of purchase.
8. Ticket Responsibility:
(a) A Fast Play lottery game ticket is a bearer docu-
ment deemed to be owned by the person holding the game
ticket, except that if a name is contained on the back of
the game ticket, the person so named will, for all
purposes, be considered the owner of the game ticket.
(b) The holder of a Fast Play lottery game ticket has
the sole responsibility for checking the accuracy and
condition of the data printed on the game ticket.
(c) The Commonwealth shall not be responsible for a
lost or stolen Fast Play lottery game ticket, or for a Fast
Play ticket redeemed by a player in error.
9. Ticket Validation and Requirements:
(a) Valid Fast Play lottery game tickets. To be a valid
Fast Play lottery game ticket, the presented game ticket
must meet the following requirements:
(1) The game ticket’s bar code shall be present in its
entirety.
(2) The game ticket must be intact.
(3) The game ticket may not be mutilated, altered,
reconstituted or tampered with.
(4) The game ticket may not be counterfeit or a
duplicate of a winning ticket.
(5) The game ticket must have been validly issued.
(6) The game ticket data shall have been recorded on
the Lottery Central Computer System and the game
ticket data shall match the computer record in every
respect.
(7) The game ticket must not be defectively printed or
printed or produced in error such that it cannot be
processed or validated by the Lottery.
(8) The game ticket must pass other confidential secu-
rity checks of the Lottery.
(b) Invalid or defective game tickets: A game ticket not
passing the validation requirements in subsection (a) will
be considered invalid and no payment will be made on
account of any play recorded thereon. The determination
of the Secretary in this regard is final.
10. Procedures for claiming and payment of prizes:
(a) A prize may be claimed through an authorized
retailer or the Lottery, as provided in this section. A prize
must be claimed within 1 year of the sale date of the Fast
Play lottery game ticket.
(b) An authorized retailer is authorized to pay prizes of
$2,500 or less. The holder of a game ticket evidencing a
winning play representing a prize of $2,500 or less may
be paid by a participating authorized retailer if a proper
validation pay ticket was issued by the retailer’s Lottery
Terminal.
(c) The holder of a game ticket evidencing a winning
play representing a prize in excess of $2,500 may present
the game ticket to an authorized retailer, Lottery District
Office, or Lottery Headquarters.
(d) The holder of a game ticket evidencing a winning
play shall present the ticket, in person, to an authorized
retailer, Lottery Headquarters or a Lottery District Office.
The retailer or the Lottery will issue payment if:
(1) The game ticket is scanned and the play is vali-
dated through the Lottery Terminal or the Lottery Cen-
tral Computer System;
(2) A claim form is properly and fully completed;
(3) The identification of the claimant is confirmed; and
(4) The winning ticket has not expired, pursuant to
this section or section 12 (relating to unclaimed prizes).
(e) The Commonwealth shall not be responsible for a
winning play paid in error by an authorized retailer.
(f) In the event a prize described in these rules is not
available, the Lottery may either provide a substitute
prize, determined by the Secretary to have an equivalent
value to the prize won, or make a cash payment to the
winner, in an amount determined by the Secretary to
have an equivalent value to the prize won.
11. Funding for prizes: Moneys will be drawn from the
State Lottery Fund, to the extent necessary, to fund the
payment of prizes under this subsection. If this lottery
game is terminated for any cause, prize moneys remain-
ing undistributed will remain in the State Lottery Fund
and used for purposes otherwise provided for by law.
12. Unclaimed prizes: Unclaimed prize money on win-
ning Fast Play lottery game tickets will be retained by
the Secretary for payment to the persons entitled thereto
for 1 year from the sale date of the winning Fast Play
lottery game ticket. If no claim is made within 1 year
from the sale date of the winning Fast Play lottery game
ticket, the right of a ticket holder to claim the prize
represented by that ticket, if any, shall expire.
13. Purchase and prize restrictions: A Fast Play lottery
game ticket may not be purchased by, and a prize may
not be paid, to an officer or employee of the Lottery,
Lottery professional services contractors or subcontrac-
tors, or to a spouse, child, brother, sister or parent
residing in the same household of an officer, employee,
contractor or subcontractor who is involved in the produc-
tion, distribution or operation of systems for the valida-
tion or accounting of Fast Play games.
14. Governing Law:
(a) By purchasing a ticket, the purchaser agrees to
comply with and abide by the State Lottery Law (72 P.S.
§§ 3761-101—3761-314), this notice, instructions, condi-
tions and final decisions of the Secretary, and procedures
established by the Secretary for the conduct of the Sunny
Money lottery game.
(b) Decisions made by the Secretary, including the
declaration of prizes and the payment thereof, in inter-
pretation of this notice are final and binding on players
and persons making a claim in respect thereof.
15. Retailer Compensation:
(a) Authorized retailers may be entitled to compensa-
tion as determined by the Lottery.
(b) No authorized retailer or employee of an authorized
retailer shall request, demand, or accept gratuities or any
compensation other than as provided in subsection (a) in
exchange for the performance of duties authorized pursu-
ant to the Lottery retailer’s license without the Lottery’s
prior written authorization.
16. Retailer Incentive Programs. The Lottery may con-
duct a separate Retailer Incentive Program for retailers
who sell Sunny Money lottery game tickets.
17. Retailer Bonus: The Lottery may offer a retailer
bonus in connection with the sale of Pennsylvania Fast
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Play lottery game tickets. If a retailer bonus is offered, a
Lottery retailer shall be eligible for a bonus as described
in this section. Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket
that entitles the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in
a single installment or having a guaranteed minimum
payout, of at least $100,000 and not exceeding $500,000
shall be paid a bonus of $500. Lottery retailers who sell a
winning ticket that entitles the ticket holder to a prize,
either payable in a single installment or having a guaran-
teed minimum payout, of at least $500,001 and not
exceeding $1,000,000 shall be paid a bonus of $5,000.
Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket that entitles
the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in a single
installment or having a guaranteed minimum payout, of
at least $1,000,001 and not exceeding $10,000,000 shall
be paid a bonus of $10,000. A Lottery retailer is entitled
only to the largest bonus for which he qualifies on a
winning ticket. A bonus will be initiated for payment after
the Fast Play game ticket is claimed and validated. A
bonus will not be awarded to a Lottery retailer that sells
a non-winning Pennsylvania Lottery Fast Play game
ticket used to enter a Pennsylvania Lottery second-chance
drawing or promotion that is subsequently selected to win
a prize.
18. Termination of the Game: The Secretary may an-
nounce a termination date, after which no further tickets
from this game may be sold. The announcement will be
disseminated through media used to advertise or promote
Sunny Money or through normal communications meth-
ods.
19. Applicability: This notice applies only to the Sunny
Money lottery game announced in this notice.
C. DANIEL HASSELL,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1273. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
GAME COMMISSION
Central Susquehanna Wild Pheasant Recovery
Area; Wild Pheasant Youth Hunt
Executive Order
Whereas, On March 28, 2017, the Pennsylvania Game
Commission (Commission) amended 58 Pa. Code § 141.28
(relating to wild pheasant recovery areas) to allow the
Director to authorize permit based, youth-only pheasant
hunting opportunities in the Central Susquehanna Wild
Pheasant Recovery Area (WPRA); and
Whereas, Section 141.28 authorizes the Director to
establish the number of hunting access permits to be
issued, the manner of distribution for the hunting access
permits to be raffled off by an eligible organization, the
application deadline, the date, time and location for the
random drawing, and the designation of one or more
pheasant hunt zones within the WPRA prior to the
opening of the earliest established youth pheasant season;
and
Whereas, Commission staff, in consultation with na-
tional and local representatives of Pheasants Forever,
have determined that a youth wild pheasant hunt is
feasible for the 2017/2018 hunting license year after
review of wild pheasant population levels and pertinent
logistical considerations.
Now Therefore, I, Bryan J. Burhans, Executive Director
of the Pennsylvania Game Commission, pursuant to the
authority vested in me by the Game and Wildlife Code
and regulations promulgated thereunder, do hereby order
and direct the following:
1. Permit Quota: The limited youth pheasant hunting
opportunity within the Central Susquehanna WPRA will
consist of a total of 48 hunting access permits. Distribu-
tion of these permits will be as follows:
a. A total of 5 Central Susquehanna WPRA pheasant
hunting access permits will be made available to the
Pennsylvania Pheasants Forever Chapters (1 each) cur-
rently supporting a WPRA within this Commonwealth for
further distribution to eligible youth hunters. This will
include the Cumberland Valley Chapter, Somerset Chap-
ter, Schuylkill County Chapter, Tri-County Chapter and
the Central Susquehanna Chapter. These permits shall be
made available by each authorized Chapter through a
random drawing process.
b. A total of 9 Central Susquehanna WPRA pheasant
hunting access permits will be made available to a
random selection of supporting landowners within the
Central Susquehanna WPRA for further distribution to
eligible youth hunters of their designation.
c. A total of 34 Central Susquehanna WPRA pheasant
hunting access permits will be made available to eligible
youth hunters selected from the general public through a
random drawing process more fully described in para-
graph 2 below.
2. Public Drawing:
a. Eligibility: Applicants for the Central Susquehanna
WPRA pheasant hunting access permits must be between
the ages of 12 and 16 years of age and possess a valid
junior hunting license.
b. Application: Applications for the Central
Susquehanna WPRA pheasant hunting access permits
shall be made on a form provided by the Commission and
received by the Commission’s Bureau of Wildlife Manage-
ment at 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110 by
the close of business on Friday, August 11, 2017.
c. Drawing: The Commission will conduct the random
drawing of successful applicants for the Central
Susquehanna WPRA pheasant hunting access permits at
its Harrisburg headquarters at 10:00 a.m. on Friday,
August 18, 2017.
d. Fee: Participation in the public drawing and acquisi-
tion of Central Susquehanna WPRA pheasant hunting
access permits by successful applicants will be free of
charge.
3. Pheasant Hunt:
a. Hunt Zone: The Central Susquehanna WPRA pheas-
ant hunt zone will consist of the current Central
Susquehanna WPRA boundary set forth in 58 Pa. Code
§ 141.28(a)(2).
b. Hunt Dates: The Central Susquehanna WPRA pheas-
ant hunt will be open to properly permitted youth
hunters only on their assigned hunting date. The avail-
able dates are either Saturday, November 4, 2017 or
Saturday, November 11, 2017.
c. Bag Limit: Each Central Susquehanna WPRA pheas-
ant hunting access permit authorizes its holder to harvest
1 male ring-necked pheasant within the Central
Susquehanna WPRA hunt zone on the permitted youth
hunter’s assigned hunting date.
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d. Hunt locations: Distribution and assignment of hunt-
ing locations for permitted youth hunters within the
Central Susquehanna WPRA pheasant hunt zone will be
facilitated by the Central Susquehanna Chapter of Pheas-
ants Forever in coordination with participating landown-
ers.
e. Accompaniment: Each permitted youth hunter shall
be accompanied by an adult parent/guardian throughout
the Central Susquehanna WPRA pheasant hunt as set
forth in 34 Pa.C.S. § 2711(a)(8) (relating to unlawful acts
concerning licenses).
f. Mentorship: Each permitted youth hunter will be
paired with another permitted youth hunter and assigned
to a mentor designated by the Central Susquehanna
Chapter of Pheasants Forever. Hunt mentors are in-
tended to serve as a guide to the youth hunters during
their hunting activities as well as ensure safety during
the hunt.
g. Party Limit: Each combined group of permitted
youth hunters, parents/guardians and mentor shall not
exceed the 6 person limit for small game hunting parties
as set forth in 58 Pa. Code § 141.22(b)(5) (relating to
small game).
4. This Order is effective immediately and shall expire
on June 30, 2018. Given under my hand and seal of the




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1274. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Allstate Life Insurance Company; Rate Increase
Filing for Several Group LTC Forms (MMTA-
131111786)
Allstate Life Insurance Company is requesting approval
to increase the premium 90% on 150 policy holders of
Group LTC policy forms: LGU8350, LGU9000-1,
LGU9073-1, LGU9534, LGU9542, LGU9573, LGU9581,
LGU0731C, LGU9733C, LGU9734C, LGU9736C,
LGU9737C and LGU9737CW.
Unless formal administrative action is taken prior to
October 12, 2017, the subject filing may be deemed
approved by operation of law.
A copy of the filing is available on the Insurance
Department’s (Department) web site at www.insurance.
pa.gov (hover the cursor over the ‘‘Consumers’’ tab, then
select ‘‘Long Term Care Rate Filings’’).
Copies of the filing are also available for public inspec-
tion, by appointment, during normal working hours at the
Department’s Harrisburg office.
Interested parties are invited to submit written com-
ments, suggestions or objections to James Laverty, Actu-
ary, Insurance Department, Insurance Product Regula-
tion, Room 1311, Strawberry Square, Harrisburg, PA
17120, jlaverty@pa.gov within 30 days after publication of
this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
TERESA D. MILLER,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1275. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Application for Renewal of Designation as a Certi-
fied Reinsurer
ACE INA Overseas Insurance Company Ltd. has ap-
plied for renewal of its designation as a certified rein-
surer in this Commonwealth. The application was re-
ceived on June 30, 2017, and was made under section
319.1(a) of The Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40 P.S.
§ 442.1(a)) and 31 Pa. Code § 161.3a (relating to require-
ments for certified reinsurers).
Persons who wish to comment on the application are
invited to submit a written statement to the Insurance
Department (Department) within 30 days from the date
of this issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Each written
statement must include name, address and telephone
number of the interested party; identification of the
application to which the statement is addressed; and a
concise statement with sufficient detail and relevant facts
to inform the Department of the exact basis of the
statement. Written statements should be directed to
Nicholas S. Murray, Financial Analysis Division, Insur-
ance Department, 1345 Strawberry Square, Harrisburg,
PA 17120, fax (717) 787-8557, nmurray@pa.gov. Com-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1276. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Application for Renewal of Designation as a Certi-
fied Reinsurer
Chubb Reinsurance (Switzerland), Ltd. has applied for
renewal of its designation as a certified reinsurer in this
Commonwealth. The application was received on June 30,
2017, and was made under section 319.1(a) of The
Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40 P.S. § 442.1(a)) and
31 Pa. Code § 161.3a (relating to requirements for certi-
fied reinsurers).
Persons who wish to comment on the application are
invited to submit a written statement to the Insurance
Department (Department) within 30 days from the date
of this issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Each written
statement must include name, address and telephone
number of the interested party; identification of the
application to which the statement is addressed; and a
concise statement with sufficient detail and relevant facts
to inform the Department of the exact basis of the
statement. Written statements should be directed to
Nicholas S. Murray, Financial Analysis Division, Insur-
ance Department, 1345 Strawberry Square, Harrisburg,
PA 17120, fax (717) 787-8557, nmurray@pa.gov. Com-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1277. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
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Application for Renewal of Designation as a Certi-
fied Reinsurer
Chubb Tempest Reinsurance Ltd. (f/k/a ACE Tempest
Reinsurance Ltd.) has applied for renewal of its designa-
tion as a certified reinsurer in this Commonwealth. The
application was received on June 28, 2017, and was made
under section 319.1(a) of The Insurance Company Law of
1921 (40 P.S. § 442.1(a)) and 31 Pa. Code § 161.3a
(relating to requirements for certified reinsurers).
Persons who wish to comment on the application are
invited to submit a written statement to the Insurance
Department (Department) within 30 days from the date
of this issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Each written
statement must include name, address and telephone
number of the interested party; identification of the
application to which the statement is addressed; and a
concise statement with sufficient detail and relevant facts
to inform the Department of the exact basis of the
statement. Written statements should be directed to
Nicholas S. Murray, Financial Analysis Division, Insur-
ance Department, 1345 Strawberry Square, Harrisburg,
PA 17120, fax (717) 787-8557, nmurray@pa.gov. Com-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1278. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Application and Request for Plan Approval of a
Mutual-to-Stock Conversion and Subsequent Ac-
quisition of Control of Saucon Mutual Insurance
Company; Conclusion of Public Comment Pe-
riod
The Insurance Department (Department) published no-
tice at 47 Pa.B. 2391 (April 22, 2017) of the receipt of
amended documents to the proposed conversion and
corresponding change of control of Saucon Mutual Insur-
ance Company. The notice afforded persons the opportu-
nity to provide written comments on the filing to the
Department on the grounds of public or private interest
for an indefinite period of time to afford persons ample
opportunity to provide written comments on the filing to
the Department. The purpose of this notice is to announce
that the Department will close the public comment period
on August 14, 2017.
The filing and related materials are available on the
Department’s web site at www.insurance.pa.gov.
Persons wishing to comment on the grounds of public or
private interest are invited to submit a written statement
to the Department on or before August 14, 2017. Each
written statement must include the name, address and
telephone number of the interested party; identification of
the application to which the statement is addressed; and
a concise statement with sufficient detail and relevant
facts to inform the Department of the exact basis of the
statement. Written statements should be directed to
Cressinda Bybee, Company Licensing Division, Insurance
Department, 1345 Strawberry Square, Harrisburg, PA
17120, fax (717) 787-8557, cbybee@pa.gov.
Comments received will be part of the public record
regarding the filing and will be forwarded to the appli-
cant for appropriate response. The applicant’s responses
will also be made available on the Department’s web site.
TERESA D. MILLER,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1279. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Autism Spectrum Disorders Coverage—Maximum
Benefit Adjustment; Notice 2017-09
Section 635.2 of The Insurance Company Law of 1921
(40 P.S. § 764h) requires:
After December 30, 2011, the Insurance Commis-
sioner shall, on or before April 1 of each calendar
year, publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin an adjust-
ment to the maximum benefit equal to the change in
the United States Department of Labor Consumer
Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) in the
preceding year, and the published adjusted maximum
benefit shall be applicable to the following calendar
years to health insurance policies issued or renewed
in those calendar years.
The CPI-U change for the year preceding December 30,
2016, was an increase of 2.1%. Accordingly, the maximum
benefit, previously adjusted to $38,852 per year, is hereby
adjusted to $39,668 for policies issued or renewed in
calendar year 2018.
Questions regarding this notice may be directed to the
Bureau of Life, Accident and Health, Insurance Depart-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1280. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Pennsylvania 2016 Private Passenger Automobile
Data Call
The Insurance Department (Department) is conducting
its annual Private Passenger Automobile Data Call (pre-
viously referred to as the ‘‘Act 6 Data Call’’). The purpose
of this data call is to monitor the private passenger
automobile insurance marketplace in this Common-
wealth.
The 2016 data call letter, instructions and templates
are available on the Department’s web site at www.
insurance.pa.gov (select ‘‘Companies,’’ then ‘‘Industry Ac-
tivity,’’ then ‘‘Data Calls’’ under ‘‘Product and Rate Activ-
ity’’).
Additionally, the Department sent e-mail notification of
this data call to all companies licensed to write motor
vehicle liability insurance in this Commonwealth.
Insurance companies with Pennsylvania private pas-
senger automobile direct written premium in 2016 are
required to complete Parts 1 and 2. Data for more than
one insurance company may not be combined into a single
submission. This information is to be submitted to the
Department no later than October 16, 2017.
Insurance companies with no Pennsylvania private
passenger automobile direct written premium in 2016 are
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required to submit only Part 2. This is to be submitted to
the Department no later than October 16, 2017.
Note: The 20 largest insurance companies in terms of
Pennsylvania private passenger automobile direct written
premium in 2016 are also required to complete Part 3.
These companies are identified in the instructions for
Part 3. Companies not identified in the instructions for
Part 3 do not need to complete Part 3. Part 3 is to be
submitted to the Department no later than October 16,
2017.
Consistent with previous data calls, the Department
will consider the data submitted as proprietary and
handle the data accordingly. See the instructions for
additional information regarding the completion of the
individual parts.
Completed data call files should be submitted by e-mail
to James Di Santo at jadisanto@pa.gov.
The Department appreciates the companies’ cooperation
with this important study. Individuals who have ques-
tions should contact James Di Santo, Bureau of Property




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1281. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Pennsylvania Compensation Rating Bureau; Filing
for Rate and Rule Manual Revisions
On June 30, 2017, the Insurance Department (Depart-
ment) received from the Pennsylvania Compensation Rat-
ing Bureau (Bureau) a filing that proposes revisions to
the Bureau’s underwriting guide for Classifications 972—
Attendant Care Services, 942—Home Health Care—
Professional Staff and 943—Home Health Care—Nonpro-
fessional Staff.
Currently, assignment to Classifications 972 and 942/
943 is based on whether payment to providers of atten-
dant care services comes from the Commonwealth’s Atten-
dant Care Program or any of the following five Medicaid
Waivers: Aging Waiver; Attendant Care Waiver; Comm-
Care Waiver; Independence Waiver; or OBRA Waiver.
According to the Bureau, when more than 50% of a
commercial home care agency’s funding comes from one
the previously listed sources, assignment is made to
Classification 972. Otherwise, assignment is made to
Classifications 942/943.
In the filing, the Bureau has proposed Classification
972 to apply only when: 1) the attendant care recipients
qualify for Federal or State, or both, attendant care
funding programs; and 2) the attendant care recipient is
considered to be the employer of the caregiver for workers
compensation purposes.
As proposed, Classification 942 will apply to commer-
cial agencies providing home health care services to
clients. The care provided is defined to be clinical medical
care by skilled medical professionals.
Finally, Classification 943 is proposed to apply to
commercial agencies providing home care services to
clients. The care provided is defined to be unskilled and
nonclinical.
According to the Bureau, 66 employers will be reclassi-
fied from Classification 972 to Classification 943 as a
result of the filing. The reclassification will result in a
rating value increase of 65.7% based on the April 1, 2017,
Bureau loss costs. The current Bureau loss cost values
are $2.85 for Classification 943 and $1.72 for Classifica-
tion 972. The Bureau has informed the Department that
all 66 employers affected by the filing have received a
letter informing them of this filing.
The filing is available for review on the Bureau’s web
site at www.pcrb.com in the ‘‘Filings’’ section.
Interested parties are invited to submit written com-
ments, suggestions or objections to Dennis Sloand, Insur-
ance Department, Insurance Product Regulation, 1311
Strawberry Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120, desloand@




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1282. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Review Procedure Hearings; Cancellation or Re-
fusal of Insurance
The following insureds have requested a hearing as
authorized by the act of June 17, 1998 (P.L. 464, No. 68)
(Act 68) in connection with the termination of the in-
sureds’ automobile insurance policies. The hearings will
be held in accordance with the requirements of Act 68; 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508, 561—588 and 701—704 (relating to
Administrative Agency Law); 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating
to General Rules of Administrative Practice and Proce-
dure); and 31 Pa. Code §§ 56.1—56.3 (relating to Special
Rules of Administrative Practice and Procedure). The
administrative hearings will be held in the Insurance
Department’s Administrative Hearings Office in Harris-
burg, PA. Failure by the appellants to appear at the
scheduled hearings may result in dismissal with preju-
dice.
The following hearings will be held in the Administra-
tive Hearings Office, Capitol Associates Building, Room
200, 901 North Seventh Street, Harrisburg, PA 17102.
Appeal of Patricia Yeager; File No. 17-198-211973; Erie
Insurance Exchange; Doc. No. P17-06-018; August 16,
2017, 10 a.m.
Appeal of Kimm Robert Montone, Esq.; File No. 17-116-
211862; GEICO Casualty Company; Doc. No. P17-07-004;
September 7, 2017, 9:30 a.m.
Following the hearings and receipt of the stenographic
transcript, the Insurance Commissioner (Commissioner)
will issue a written order resolving the factual issues
presented at a hearing and stating what remedial action,
if any, is required. The Commissioner’s Order will be sent
to those persons participating in a hearing or their
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designated representatives. The Order of the Commis-
sioner may be subject to judicial review by the Common-
wealth Court.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend a
previously-referenced administrative hearing and require
an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to
participate in the hearing should contact Human Re-
sources at (717) 705-4194.
TERESA D. MILLER,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1283. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
United Security Assurance Company of Pennsylva-
nia; Rate Increase Filing for Several LTC Forms
(USPA-131116189)
United Security Assurance Company of Pennsylvania is
requesting approval to increase the premium 30% on 524
policy holders of LTC policy forms: F-701, F-733, F-734,
F-771, F-775 and F-778.
Unless formal administrative action is taken prior to
October 12, 2017, the subject filing may be deemed
approved by operation of law.
A copy of the filing is available on the Insurance
Department’s (Department) web site at www.insurance.
pa.gov (hover the cursor over the ‘‘Consumers’’ tab, then
select ‘‘Long Term Care Rate Filings’’).
Copies of the filing are also available for public inspec-
tion, by appointment, during normal working hours at the
Department’s Harrisburg office.
Interested parties are invited to submit written com-
ments, suggestions or objections to James Laverty, Actu-
ary, Insurance Department, Insurance Product Regula-
tion, Room 1311, Strawberry Square, Harrisburg, PA
17120, jlaverty@pa.gov within 30 days after publication of
this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
TERESA D. MILLER,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1284. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC
UTILITY COMMISSION
Electric Generation Supplier License Cancellations
of Companies with an Expired Financial Security
or Insufficient Financial Security Amount
Public Meeting held
July 12, 2017
Commissioners Present: Gladys M. Brown, Chairperson;
Andrew G. Place, Vice Chairperson; John F. Coleman,
Jr.; Robert F. Powelson; David W. Sweet
Electric Generation Supplier License Cancellations of
Companies with an Expired Financial Security or
Insufficient Financial Security Amount; M-2017-2584781
Tentative Order
By the Commission:
The Commission’s regulations at 52 Pa. Code § 54.40(a)
state that an Electric Generation Supplier (EGS) license
will not be issued or remain in force until the licensee
furnishes a bond or other security approved by the
Commission. In addition, 52 Pa. Code § 54.40(d) states
that the maintenance of an EGS license is contingent on
the licensee providing proof to the Commission that a
bond or other approved security in the amount directed
by the Commission has been obtained.
Each EGS must file an original bond, letter of credit,
continuation certificate, amendment, or other approved
financial instrument with Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary,
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, 400 North
Street, Harrisburg, PA 17120 prior to the EGS’s current
security expiration date. Each financial instrument must
be an original document that displays a ‘‘wet’’ signature
or digital signature, preferable in blue ink, and displays a
‘‘raised seal’’ or original notary stamp. The name of the
principal on the original financial instrument must match
exactly with the name that appears on the EGS’s license
issued by the Commission.
Failure to file before the financial security’s expiration
date may cause Commission staff to initiate a formal
proceeding that may lead to the following: cancellation of
each company’s electric supplier license, removal of each
company’s information from the Commission’s website
and notification to all electric distribution companies, in
which each company is licensed to do business, of the
cancellation of the license.
As of June 30, 2017, each EGS listed in the Supplier
Table below has not provided proof to the Commission
that it has a bond or other approved security in the
amount directed by the Commission, to replace its expired
bond as noted in the table below.
Supplier Table—List of Electric Generation Suppliers





A-2015-2461133 ENERGYCONNECT, INC. 6/28/17 Yes
A-2013-2374566 HOVEY ENERGY, LLC 6/27/17 Yes
A-2011-2257924* TERM POWER & GAS, LLC 6/8/17 Yes
*Taking title to electricity
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As part of its EGS license validation procedures, the
Commission’s Bureau of Technical Utility Services sent a
90-day Security Renewal Notice Letter to each entity in
the Supplier Table above stating that original documenta-
tion of a bond, or other approved security, must be filed
within 30 days prior to each entity’s security expiration
date. None of the companies listed in the Supplier Table
provided the required documentation.
Based on the above facts, we tentatively conclude that
the EGSs listed in the Supplier Table are not in compli-
ance with 52 Pa. Code § 54.40(a) and (d) and therefore it
is appropriate to initiate the cancellation process for each
EGS license of each company listed in the Supplier Table,
without the necessity of a formal complaint, as being in
the public interest; Therefore,
It Is Ordered That:
1. Cancellation of the Electric Generation Supplier
Licenses of each company listed in the Supplier Table is
hereby tentatively approved as being in the public inter-
est.
2. The Secretary serve a copy of this Tentative Order
upon the Office of Consumer Advocate, the Office of Small
Business Advocate, the Bureau of Investigation & En-
forcement, Department of Revenue—Bureau of Corpora-
tion Taxes, all electric distribution companies, all of the
Electric Generation Suppliers in the Supplier Table and
also cause a copy of this Tentative Order to be published
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin with a 30-day comment
period.
3. Absent the filing of adverse public comment or the
filing of an approved security within 30 days after
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the Bureau of
Technical Utility Services shall prepare a Final Order for
entry by the Secretary.
4. Upon entry of the Final Order described in Ordering
Paragraph No. 3 above, each company listed in the
Supplier Table will be stricken from all active utility lists
maintained by the Commission’s Bureau of Technical
Utility Services and the Assessment Section of the Bu-
reau of Administration, removed from the Commission’s
website, and notifications be sent to all electric distribu-
tion companies in which the Electric Generation Suppli-
ers are licensed to do business.
5. Upon entry of the Final Order described in Ordering
Paragraph No. 3, each electric distribution company in
which the Electric Generation Suppliers are licensed to do
business, shall return the customers of the Electric
Generation Suppliers to default service.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1285. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Petition of the Township of Mahoning for a De-
claratory Order that the Provision of Water and
Wastewater Service to Isolated Customers Ad-
joining its Boundaries Does Not Constitute the




Commissioners Present: Gladys M. Brown, Chairperson;
Andrew G. Place, Vice Chairperson; John F. Coleman,
Jr.; Robert F. Powelson; David W. Sweet
Petition of the Township of Mahoning for a Declaratory
Order that the Provision of Water and Wastewater Service
to Isolated Customers Adjoining its Boundaries Does Not
Constitute the Provision of Public Utility Service Under 66
Pa.C.S. § 102; P-2017-2588977
Order
By the Commission:
On January 31, 2017, the Township of Mahoning (the
Township or Mahoning), filed the above-captioned petition
(Petition) for a declaratory order. In accordance with 52
Pa. Code § 5.42, the Township served a copy of its
Petition on the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA), the
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement (I&E), the
Office of Small Business Advocate (OSBA) and each of the
33 customers located outside of the Township’s limits. On
March 2, 2017, the OCA filed an Answer to Township’s
Petition. On April 24, 2017, the Township filed a Supple-
ment to Petition in Response to the Answer of the OCA.
Background
Section 331(f) of the Public Utility Code provides that
the Commission ‘‘may issue a declaratory order to termi-
nate a controversy or remove uncertainty.’’ 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 331(f). In its Petition, the Township seeks a determina-
tion that the provision of water and wastewater service
by the Township to 33 extraterritorial customers does not
make the service subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction.
The Township asserts that the service to these ‘‘limited’’
customers is not service ‘‘to or for the public’’ within the
meaning of Section 102 of the Public Utility Code. 66
Pa.C.S. § 102.
In its Petition, the Township avers that it filed the
instant Petition because of Mahoning’s desire to provide
water distribution services and wastewater collection
services (hereinafter collectively referred to as the ‘‘Ser-
vices’’) to certain extraterritorial customers. The services
that the Township proposed to provide to the extraterrito-
rial customers historically were provided by the Mahon-
ing Township Authority, a Pennsylvania Municipal Au-
thority existing under the Municipality Authority Act, 53
Pa.C.S. §§ 5601—5623. On September 6, 2016, the Town-
ship, which created the Authority, initiated proceedings to
dissolve the Authority and to take over the Authority’s
functions.
The Township further explained that the Authority
opposed the dissolution and initiated litigation in the
Court of Common Pleas of Columbia County, at Docket
No. 392-2016, in an attempt to block the Township’s
effort. At the time that the Township filed the Petition,
the litigation was ongoing.
On February 2, 2017, the Authority’s special counsel
sent a letter to the Court discontinuing its action and
informing the Township that the Authority’s Board of
Directors had performed its last functions and would turn
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over all of the Authority’s assets, including the water
distribution system and the wastewater collection system
(hereinafter collectively referred to as the ‘‘Systems’’) to
the Township immediately. As of February 2, 2017, the
Township has operated the Systems.
According to the Petition, the extraterritorial customers
in question consist of twenty-six (26) users in Cooper
Township and seven (7) users in Valley Township. The
Township is not aware of any other public or private
water distribution or wastewater collection systems oper-
ating in either of those Townships. The closest alternative
system that could be utilized by the extraterritorial
customers is the Danville Municipal Authority, which
already provides water and wastewater treatment ser-
vices to the Township’s extraterritorial customers.1
In its Answer, the OCA submits that the Petition
should be denied or alternatively, referred to the Office of
Administrative Law Judge for hearings to develop addi-
tional facts that are not presented in the Petition. In
support, the OCA states that the extraterritorial custom-
ers are entitled to the protections afforded by the Public
Utility Code and Commission regulations. The OCA also
states that there is no ‘‘defined, group’’ of customers being
served outside of Mahoning Township because the Town-
ship discusses in its Petition the possibility of adding two
additional customers in the future.2 Finally, the OCA
asserts that the Township does not commit to maintain
the same level of customer protections for the extraterri-
torial customers, or otherwise indicate that it has any
formalized procedures for handling termination, billing,
payments and complaints.
In response to the OCA Answer, Mahoning filed a
Supplemental Petition providing additional details and
protections for extraterritorial customers. As stated previ-
ously, Services are currently provided by the Township to
33 extraterritorial customers in Valley and Cooper Town-
ships. The only water or wastewater system in close
proximity to these extraterritorial customers in Cooper
and Valley Townships is the Danville Municipal Author-
ity; however, it would be necessary either to construct
new transmission lines one or more miles in length, or to
purchase transmission services from Mahoning Township
in order for transmission of the water and wastewater
through Mahoning’s existing lines.
Finally, the Township, by virtue of Resolution No. 1 and
Resolution No. 4, adopted on January 16, 2017 and April
17, 2017, respectively, specifically prescribed: (1) that the
customers in Cooper and Valley Townships shall be
subject to the same terms and rates as those customers
within the Mahoning Township; (2) that Mahoning Town-
ship will restrict extraterritorial service to the 33 custom-
ers located in Cooper and Valley Townships; and (3) that
any customer residing in Cooper and Valley Townships
will be afforded the same due process rights as Mahoning
Township customers. Supplemental Petition, Exhibit 6.
Mahoning has requested by this Petition a declaration
that the Township is not subject to the Commission’s
jurisdiction so that it may save the cost and time burdens
of tariff and reporting requirements, while simultane-
ously ensuring that these extraterritorial customers con-
tinue to receive Services under terms that are acceptable
to the Commission and the customers.
Discussion
Based upon our consideration of these facts and circum-
stances, the Commission finds that it is appropriate to
issue a Declaratory Order in response to the subject
Petition.
In the Commission’s judgment, the circumstances here
are similar to those presented to the Commission in the
matters of Lehigh Valley Cooperative Farmers v. City of
Allentown, 54 Pa. P.U.C. 495 (1980); Petition of New
Albany Borough, Docket No. P-00991775, 200 Pa. PUC
Lexis 34 (2000); Petition of Laceyville Borough, Docket
No. P-2008-2064117 (2008); Petition of Cochranton Bor-
ough, Docket No. P-2008-2035741 (2009) and Petition of
the City of Titusville, Docket No. P-2013-2376600 (2014),
wherein the Commission concluded that service to a
limited number of isolated individuals outside of the
municipal boundaries under special circumstances did not
constitute public utility service subject to the Commis-
sion’s jurisdiction.
In Lehigh Valley, New Albany Borough, Laceyville
Borough, Cochranton Borough, and Titusville, the Com-
mission reiterated that the test to determine whether a
party is rendering service to the public is set forth in
Borough of Ambridge v. Pa. Public Service Commission,
165 A. 47 (Pa. Super. 1933). In Ambridge, the Commission
noted,
We find the distinction between public and private
rendition of such service put definitely on the readi-
ness to serve all members of the public to the extent
of capacity: The test is, therefore whether or not such
person holds himself out, expressly or impliedly, as
engaged in the business of supplying his product or
service to the public, as a class, or to any limited
portion of it, as contradistinguished from holding
himself out as serving or ready to serve only particu-
lar individuals. The public or private character of the
enterprise does not depend, however, upon the num-
ber of persons by whom it is used, but upon whether
or not it is open to the use and service of all members
of the public who may require it, to the extent of its
capacity; and the fact that only a limited number of
persons may have occasion to use it does not make it
a private undertaking if the public generally has a
right to such use.
See also, Petition of Chicora Borough, P-00981355 (May
22, 1998).
Subsequently, the Commission applied the same ratio-
nale in Joint Application of Seven Fields Development
Corporation, A-220007 and A-210062F2000 (October 1,
1999). In that case, the Commission granted an applica-
tion filed by a jurisdictional utility seeking to transfer its
assets used in the operation of its water system to the
Borough of Seven Fields. The Commission noted that the
borough would be providing water service to three cus-
tomers that were located outside of the borough’s limits.
Moreover, the Commission took note of the fact that the
borough committed to continue providing water service
solely to these three customers at the same terms of
service as are or will be offered to customers within the
boundaries of the borough. Also, as in the instant case,
the Borough of Seven Fields committed that it did not
intend to offer service to the general public outside of its
boundaries in the future. In the Seven Fields case, the
Commission concluded that the limited nature of water
service to such a defined group of customers should not
realistically be subject to its jurisdiction. Order at p.4.
In Pilot Travel Center, LLC v. Pa. Public Utility Com-
mission, 933 A.2d 123 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2007), appeal denied,
1 The Township purchases the water that it distributes through the water distribu-
tion system from the Danville Municipal Authority, which is responsible for the
treatment of the water before providing it. Similarly, the Township transmits the
wastewater that it collects in its wastewater collection system to the Danville
Municipal Authority, which is responsible for the treatment of the wastewater that it
receives from the Township.
2 There are two unsold lots in the same subdivision as the extraterritorial customers
in Valley Township.
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938 A.2d 1054 (Pa. 2007), the Commonwealth Court, in
affirming the Commission’s view on this issue, concluded:
The test for determining whether utility services are
being offered ‘‘for the public’’ is whether or not such
person holds himself out, expressly or impliedly, as
engaged in the business of supplying his product or
service to the public, as a class, or to any limited
portion of it, as distinguished from holding himself
out as serving or ready to serve particular individu-
als. The private or public character of a business does
not depend upon the number of persons who actually
use the service; rather, the proper characterization
rests upon whether or not the service is available to
all members of the public who may require it.
933 A.2d at 128.
In applying the standards enunciated in Ambridge,
Lehigh Valley, Seven Fields, Laceyville Borough,
Cochranton, Titusville and Pilot Travel Center to the facts
of the case sub judice, we find that the limited extraterri-
torial service is not subject to Commission jurisdiction.
The extraterritorial service provided by Mahoning is
provided to a limited number of customers and is not
available to the general public. Moreover, by virtue of the
aforementioned Resolution No. 1 and Resolution No. 4,
the Township has committed that it will continue to
provide Services to the 33 extraterritorial customers in
Cooper and Valley Townships and that it is not soliciting
additional customers outside of the Township. Thus,
Mahoning is not holding itself out as providing service to
the public. See Bethlehem Steel Corp. v. Pa. Public Utility
Commission, 713 A.2d 1110 (Pa. 1998). Based upon the
facts as stated in the Mahoning’s Petition, the Services by
Mahoning to the 33 extraterritorial customers who are
located in close proximity to the Township’s water mains
does not constitute the provision of service to or for the
public. Mahoning’s request to provide potential Services
in the future to the two undeveloped lots that are in the
same subdivision currently serviced by the Township does
not alter our conclusion.
Finally, while we appreciate the concerns of the OCA
that are raised in its Answer, OCA does not identify any
contested facts that are material to the resolution of the
issue presented. We note that an express condition of this
exemption from Commission regulation is that the Town-
ship apply the same rates outside as well as within the
Township limits and that the Township does not add any
additional customers beyond those referenced in this
Petition; Therefore,
It Is Ordered That:
1. The Petition for Declaratory Order filed by the
Township of Mahoning on January 31, 2017, at Docket
No. P-2017-2588977 is hereby granted.
2. The provision of Services by the Township of Mahon-
ing to the 33 customers located outside of the Township is
deemed to be non-jurisdictional because it is not service
‘‘to or for the public’’ within the intendment of Section 102
of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 102.
3. A copy of this Order shall be served upon the
Township of Mahoning, Cooper Township and Valley
Township, the Danville Municipal Authority and each of
the individuals and offices listed in Mahoning’s certificate
of service.
4. The Secretary shall certify this Order and deposit it
with the Legislative Reference Bureau for publication in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
5. The Township of Mahoning is directed to cause to be
published in a newspaper of general circulation in the
Township of Mahoning area notice of this Order.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1286. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Review of Universal Service and Energy Conserva-
tion Programs; Doc. No. M-2017-2596907
With this Secretarial Letter, the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission (Commission) publishes and serves
the Staff Report in the previously captioned matter. This
Staff Report will also be available on the Commission’s
web site1 and published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
The Staff Report was prepared for the Commission by
the Commission’s Law Bureau with the assistance of the
Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS) in
compliance with the Commission’s directive in Review of
Universal Service and Energy Conservation Programs,
Docket No. M-2017-2596907 (Order entered May 10,
2017). That order directed that the Law Bureau prepare a
report outlining the statutory, regulatory and policy
frameworks of existing universal service and energy
conservation programs and the processes required to
initiate any proposed changes.
This Staff Report is being released as an informal staff
opinion provided solely as an aid to stakeholders inter-
ested in the subject matter and those stakeholders that
intend to file comments in accordance with Ordering
Paragraph No. 2 of the May 10, 2017 Order at Docket No.
M-2017-2596907. It is not binding on the Commonwealth
or the Commission, nor is it indicative of how the
Commission may decide to act on the subject matter in
this or other dockets.2 See 52 Pa. Code § 1.96 (relating to
unofficial statements and opinions by Commission person-
nel).
Stakeholder comments at this docket are due by August
8, 2017, and may include, but are not limited to, issues of
universal service program design, implementation, costs,
cost recovery, administration reporting and evaluation.
The comments may also address the Staff Report.
A stakeholder meeting is tentatively scheduled for
September 13 and 14, 2017, in Harrisburg, PA. Stake-
holders will have 30 days after the stakeholder meeting
to submit reply comments. Reply comments may address
issues raised at the stakeholder conference as well as
previously filed comments. Thereafter, within 45 days, the
BCS is to report to the Commission a summary of the
comments, feedback and options developed.
Contact persons for matters related to this Staff Report
and the subject dockets are Louise Fink Smith, finksmith@
pa.gov, and Tiffany Tran, tiftran@pa.gov, in the Law
Bureau, and Joseph Magee, jmagee@pa.gov, and Sarah
Dewey, sdewey@pa.gov, in the BCS. Additionally, Word-
compatible versions of comments at this docket are to be





2 Specifically related dockets include Initiative to Review and Revise the Existing
LIURP Regulations at 52 Pa. Code §§ 58.1—58.18, Docket No. L-2016-2557886, and
Energy Affordability for Low-Income Customers, Docket No. M-2017-2587711.
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STAFF REPORT
I. Overview and Summary
This Staff Report has been prepared for the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission (Commission) by the Law
Bureau with the assistance of the Bureau of Consumer
Services (BCS) in compliance with the Commission’s
directive in Review of Universal Service and Energy
Conservation Programs, Docket No. M-2017-2596907 (Or-
der entered May 10, 2017). That order directed that this
Staff Report outline the statutory, regulatory, and policy
frameworks of existing universal service and energy
conservation programs and the processes required to
initiate any proposed changes and that it be published
and comments accepted.
The Electric Competition Act and the Gas Competition
Act, passed in 1996 and 1999, respectively, mandated that
the energy utilities have universal service programs and
submit reports relative to services rendered and costs
expended. Universal service programs have four compo-
nents: a customer assistance program (CAP), a low-
income usage reduction program (LIURP), a customer
assistance and referral evaluation services (CARES) pro-
gram, and a hardship fund program.3 The universal
service programs of large utilities are subject to an
approval process, for which the Commission has desig-
nated BCS as the responsible bureau. The smaller utili-
ties must submit universal service plans and comply with
reporting requirements.
The requirements for universal service programs are
further addressed in Commission regulations and/or
policy statements. Under Pennsylvania law, changes to
the LIURP regulations or the universal service reporting
requirements (USRR) would require a rulemaking pro-
ceeding. Changes to the CAP Policy Statement or creation
of new policies can be implemented through further policy
statement(s) or established as regulations pursuant to a
rulemaking proceeding.
II. Introduction
‘‘Universal service and energy conservation’’ is a collec-
tive term for the ‘‘policies, protections and services that
help low-income customers[4] to maintain service’’ as
mandated by the Electric and Gas Competition Acts.5 The
four universal service programs are: (1) CAP, which may
provide discounted rates, arrearage forgiveness, and/or
other benefits for enrolled low-income residential custom-
ers; (2) LIURP,6 which provides weatherization and usage
reduction services to help them reduce their utility bills;
(3) CARES, which provides information and referral
services for low-income, special needs customers; and (4)
hardship fund, which provides grants to customers who
have had their utility service terminated or are threat-
ened with termination.7 These universal service programs
may include pilot programs beyond the required pro-
grams. The individual utilities frequently use other
names to refer to their specific programs. The next
section shall detail the statutory, regulatory, and policy
frameworks underlying these programs.
III. Historical Perspective
This Commission and various stakeholders began to
formally address low-income policies, practices, and ser-
vices at least as early as 1984. See Recommendations for
Dealing with Payment Troubled Customers, Docket No.
M-840403.8 As a result of that proceeding, the energy
utilities began filing usage reduction programs and con-
sidering how to address arrearages for low-income cus-
tomers.
Customer Assistance Program
The Commission’s CAP Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code
§§ 69.261—69.267 (adopted in 1992 and amended in 1999
and 2010) applies to Class A electric distribution compa-
nies (EDCs) and natural gas distribution companies
(NGDCs) with gross annual operating revenue in excess
of $40 million.9 It provides guidance on affordable pay-
ments and arrearages and establishes a process for
utilities to work with BCS to develop CAPs. The Commis-
sion balances the interests of customers who benefit from
CAPs with the interests of the other residential custom-
ers who pay for such programs. See Final Investigatory
Order on CAPs: Funding Levels and Cost Recovery
Mechanisms, Docket No. M-00051923 (Dec. 18, 2006)
(Final CAP Investigatory Order) at 6-7.
Low-Income Usage Reduction Program
The Commission’s LIURP regulations at 52 Pa. Code
§§ 58.1—58.18 (adopted in 1993 and last amended in
1998) require covered energy utilities10 to establish fair,
effective, and efficient energy usage reduction programs
for their low-income customers.11 The programs are in-
tended to assist low-income customers in conserving
energy and reducing residential energy bills.
CARES and Hardship Funds
CARES and hardship funds,12 unlike CAPs, are not
covered by express policy statements. CARES and hard-
ship funds, unlike LIURP, do not have extensive regula-
tory provisions. For EDCs, Section 54.72 defines CARES,
CARES benefits, hardship fund, and hardship fund ben-
efits. Section 54.74 provides that universal service and
energy conservation ‘‘may include CAP, LIURP, CARES,
and Hardship Funds and other programs, policies and
protections.’’ Section 54.75 specifies what EDCs must
report regarding CARES and hardship funds. Similarly,
for NGDCs, Section 62.2 defines CARES, CARES benefits,
hardship fund, and hardship fund benefits. Section 62.4
provides that universal service and energy conservation
‘‘may include CAP, LIURP, CARES, and Hardship Funds
and other programs, policies and protections.’’ Section
62.5 specifies what NGDCs must report regarding CARES
and hardship funds.
Competition Acts
The Electricity Generation Customer Choice and Com-
petition Act (Electric Competition Act), 66 Pa.C.S.
§§ 2801—2812 (1997), and the Natural Gas Choice and
Competition Act (Gas Competition Act), 66 Pa.C.S.
§§ 2201—2212 (1999), opened the electric and natural
gas markets, respectively, to competition. Their universal
service provisions tie the affordability of electric service to
3 See http://www.puc.state.pa.us/consumer_info/electricity/energy_assistance_programs.
aspx.
4 A low-income customer is one with a household income at or below 150% of the
Federal Poverty Income Guidelines (FPIG).
5 Section 2801 of the Electric Competition Act (66 Pa.C.S. § 2801), and Section 2202
of the Gas Competition Act (66 Pa.C.S. § 2201).
6 A utility may spend up to 20% of its annual LIURP budget on customers having an
arrearage and whose household income is at or below 200% of FPIG. See 52 Pa. Code
§§ 58.1, 58.2 and 58.10.
7 See http://www.puc.state.pa.us/consumer_info/electricity/energy_assistance_
programs.aspx.
8 This docket number is also referred to as ‘‘Docket No. M-00840403.’’
9 The CAP Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code §§ 69.261—69.267 was adopted effective
July 25, 1992, and amended effective May 8, 1999.
10 See 52 Pa. Code § 58.2 for the definition of ‘‘covered utility.’’
11 Chapter 58 was effective January 16, 1993. See 23 Pa.B. 265. 52 Pa. Code §§ 58.2,
58.3, 58.8 and 58.10 were amended effective January 3, 1998. See 28 Pa.B. 25.
12 See the various testimony by utility representatives during en banc public input
hearings at Docket No. M-840403 in which the utilities indicated that most of them
intended to fund their hardship funds with voluntary contributions from utility
shareholders, employees, and customers.
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a customer’s ability to maintain utility service. The
Competition Acts require the Commonwealth to continue,
at a minimum, the policies, practices, and services that
were in existence to assist low-income customers in
affording utility service, as of the effective dates of the
respective Competition Acts. 66 Pa.C.S. § 2802(10) for
electric and § 2203(7) for gas. Universal service programs
are subject to the administrative oversight of the Com-
mission, which must ensure that the utilities run the
programs in a cost-effective manner and that services are
appropriately funded and available in each utility distri-
bution territory. 66 Pa.C.S. § 2804(9) for electric and
§ 2203(8) for gas.
Universal Service Reporting Requirements
The Commission’s Universal Service and Energy Con-
servation Reporting Requirements (Universal Service Re-
porting Requirements or USRR) for electric utilities at 52
Pa. Code §§ 54.71—54.78 (1998) require each EDC serv-
ing more than 60,000 residential accounts to submit an
updated universal service and energy conservation plan
(USECP) every three years to the Commission for ap-
proval. 52 Pa. Code § 54.77. Similarly, the Commission’s
USRR for natural gas utilities at 52 Pa. Code §§ 62.1—
62.8 (2000) require each NGDC13 serving more than
100,000 residential accounts also to submit an updated
USECP every three years to the Commission for approval.
52 Pa. Code § 62.7. These utilities are required to include
CAP, LIURP, CARES, and hardship fund programs in
their universal service portfolios. The Commission has
made BCS responsible for monitoring and evaluating the
utilities’ universal service programs as part of the USECP
approval process for the larger utilities. Under the
USRR,14 certain EDCs and NGDCs provide data annually
to the Commission detailing the degree to which univer-
sal service programs within its service territory are
available and funded, including usage data and allocation
of funds.15
Universal service reporting requirements are less for-
malized for the smaller utilities. Pursuant to Section
54.77, small EDCs (less than 60,000 residential accounts)
are required to have universal service plans and to report
the following information to the Commission every three
years:
(1) The universal service and energy conservation plan.
(2) Expenses associated with low-income customers.
(3) A description of the universal service and energy
conservation services provided to low-income residential
customers.
(4) The number of services or benefits provided to
low-income residential customers.
(5) The dollar amount of services or benefits provided
to low-income residential customers.
Further, the small EDCs are exempt from Sections
54.74—54.76 relating to universal service and energy
conservation plans; annual residential collection and uni-
versal service and energy conservation program reporting
requirements; and evaluation reporting requirements.
Pursuant to Section 62.7, small NGDC (less than 100,000
residential accounts) are required to have universal ser-
vice plans and have the same reporting obligations as the
small EDCs. Similarly, they are exempt from Sections
62.4—62.6 relating to universal service and energy con-
servation plans; annual residential collection and univer-
sal service and energy conservation program reporting
requirements; and evaluation reporting requirements.
2005 CAP Inquiry
In 2005, the Commission commenced a review of CAP
funding levels and cost recovery mechanisms, noting that
the Commission had not, however, adopted standards or
criteria for evaluating whether an individual utility’s
universal service and energy conservation programs (of
which CAPs are by far the largest component), are
‘‘appropriately funded.’’ CAP Funding Levels and Cost
Recovery Mechanisms, Docket No. M-00051923 (Order
entered December 15, 2005) (2005 CAP Funding Order).
That order further noted that the Commission had not
resolved the question of what type of cost recovery
mechanism best fulfills the statutory requirement for ‘‘full
recovery’’ of the costs of these programs. Instead, the
Commission was reviewing both CAP funding levels and
cost recovery mechanisms on a case-by-case basis. For
most utilities, these issues had been addressed in their
restructuring proceedings or in later rate cases. In both
types of proceedings, issues regarding CAPs were forced
to compete for attention with a multitude of other
ratemaking and policy issues. That order concluded that
such CAP issues have not received the full, undivided
attention of the Commission. 2005 CAP Funding Order at
2. The result was wide discrepancies among the utilities.
2005 CAP Funding Order at 3. The order recognized
‘‘growing importance’’ of CAPs as a ‘‘social safety net.’’ The
order articulated the Commission’s ‘‘duty to develop gen-
eral standards for deciding whether CAPs are ‘appropri-
ately funded,’ and to determine what type of cost recovery
mechanism best allows utilities to ‘fully recover’ CAP
costs and other types of universal service costs.’’ 2005
CAP Funding Order at 3. Comments were solicited.
The CAP Funding proceeding was ultimately termi-
nated without promulgating CAP regulations or amend-
ing the CAP Policy Statement.16 The Commission did,
however, retain the policy of allocating CAP costs to the
only customer class whose members are eligible for the
program—residential customers. Since the Commission
first encouraged utilities to initiate CAP programs on a
voluntary basis, it has allocated CAP costs to the residen-
tial class, with a few exceptions.17 Final CAP Investiga-
tory Order at 26—31.
Pennsylvania State University Consumer Service Informa-
tion System Project regarding LIURP
In January 2009, the Consumer Services Information
System Project at Pennsylvania State University (CSIS
PSU), under contract with the Commission, published a
long-term study on PA’s LIURP, including recommenda-
tions.18 No formal Commission action was taken on the
13 City NGDCs have similar requirements as well. 66 Pa. Code § 2212(b).
14 52 Pa. Code §§ 54.75 and 62.5.
15 Universal Service collections reports can be found on the Commission’s website:
http://www.puc.pa.gov/filing_resources/universal_service_reports.aspx.
16 See Proposed Rulemaking re CAP: Funding Levels and Cost Recovery Mecha-
nisms. Docket Nos. L-0006181 and M-00051923, October 19, 2006 press release at
Docket No. L-00060181, and Joint Motion (http://www.puc.state.pa.us/PcDocs/
636806.doc). The matter was terminated without promulgating CAP regulations at
Docket No. L-00060181 or amending the CAP Policy Statement at Docket No.
M-00072036. The last order at this docket is the order proposing revision to the CAP
Policy Statement. It called for comments which were submitted, but revisions to the
Policy Statement were never adopted. Proposed Revision to CAP Policy Statement
Docket No. M-00072036 (Order entered September 5, 2007). The Commission eventu-
ally withdrew the proposed rulemaking. Proposed Rulemaking Relating to Universal
Service and Energy Conservation Reporting Requirements, 52 Pa. Code §§ 54.71—
54.78 (electric); §§ 62.1—62.8 (natural gas), and Customer Assistance Programs,
§§ 76.1—76.6., Docket No. L-00070186, and Proposed Revision to Policy Statement on
Customer Assistance Programs, 52 Pa. Code §§ 69.261—69.267, Docket No.
M-00072036 (Order entered May 10, 2012).
17 PGW’s cost allocation was determined prior to the Commission’s oversight of PGW.
Dominion Peoples and PG Energy agreed to a cost allocation among more than
residential customers through settlement agreements, which did not constitute legal
precedent. Final CAP Investigatory Order, FN 25.
18 See Shingler, John. (2009). ‘‘Long Term Study of Pennsylvania’s Low Income
Usage Reduction Program: Results of Analyses and Discussion.’’ Penn State University
Consumer Services Information System Project. http://aese.psu.edu/research/centers/
csis/publications (retrieved August 24, 2016).
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2009 CSIS PSU Report. Instead, the Commission deferred
its review of the LIURP regulations in deference to
possible CAP and universal service rulemakings. How-
ever, as noted above, CAP regulations were ultimately not
adopted,19 nor were the Universal Service Reporting
Requirements changed.20
Department of Human Services and Low-Income Heating
and Energy Assistance Program
In 2009, the Pennsylvania Department of Human Ser-
vices (DHS), then known as the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Public Welfare (DPW), informed the utilities that
they must apply LIHEAP grants directly to a customer’s
CAP bill or ‘‘asked-to-pay’’ (ATP) amount. Section
69.2659(ii-iii) of the Commission’s Policy Statement (1)
prohibited utilities from substituting a federal Low In-
come Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) grant
for a CAP customer’s monthly payment, and (2) required
LIHEAP grants be applied to the CAP shortfall.21 The
2009 LIHEAP directive from DHS conflicted with these
aspects of the Policy Statement. Utilities could no longer
apply LIHEAP grants to a CAP customer’s deferred
arrears22 or to the CAP shortfall. On April 9, 2010, the
Commission entered an Order suspending Sections
69.265(9)(ii-iii) of its Policy Statement.
The Commission has been working with the Depart-
ment of Community and Economic Development (DCED)
since 2008, on a state-wide weatherization initiative and
inter-agency coordination effort regarding DCED’s Weath-
erization Assistance Program (WAP) and LIURP. In 2016,
DCED and the Commission agreed, pursuant to a memo-
randum of understanding (MOU), to share data and
analyses of the two agencies’ weatherization programs.
This will allow for additional analysis in conjunction with
the Commission’s oversight of the EDCs’ Act 12923 low-
income programs, and will also allow CSIS PSU to
compile data from these weatherization programs and
perform analyses under its existing contract with the
Commission.
IV. Open Universal Service Proceedings
Comments filed in these three open universal service
proceedings do not need to repeat the histories detailed in
this Staff Report, but stakeholders are welcome to provide
supplemental details or amendments regarding the his-
tory and background of universal service in the Common-
wealth in those comments or comments to this Staff
Report.
A. LIURP Review—Docket No. L-2016-2557886—By
Secretarial Letter issued December 16, 2016, the Com-
mission commenced Initiative to Review and Revise the
Existing LIURP Regulations at 52 Pa. Code §§ 58.1—
58.18, Docket No. L-2016-2557886. Comments and reply
comments have been received. After consideration of those
comments, as well as the relevant LIURP-related com-
ments filed in Review of Universal Service and Energy
Conservation Programs, Docket No. M-2017-2596097,
staff will formulate a recommendation regarding LIURP
to the Commission.24
B. Energy Affordability for Low-Income Customers—
Docket No. M-2017-2587711—In 1992, the CAP Policy
Statement established maximum energy burden ranges
for low-income customers by heating source and income
level. See Section 69.265(2)(i)(A—C) By Order entered
May 5, 2017, the Commission initiated a study regarding
home energy burdens in Pennsylvania25 as a necessary
first step in evaluating the affordability, cost-
effectiveness, and prudence of universal service programs.
BCS, in conjunction with other necessary Commission
bureaus, has been directed to initiate a study to deter-
mine what constitutes an affordable energy burden for
Pennsylvania’s low-income households and, based on this
analysis, whether any changes in the Commission’s CAP
Policy Statement or other Universal Service and Energy
Conservation Program Guidelines are necessary to bring
these programs into alignment with any affordability
recommendations. As part of this study, BCS shall finalize
a scope of work by June 19, 2017. Additionally, BCS has
been directed to conclude the study by February 5, 2018,
and to report its findings to the Commission by May 5,
2018.
Thereafter, the Commission will publish the final report
and provide a comment and reply comment period as
necessary. This study should complement the Commis-
sion’s current LIURP inquiry and possible rulemaking26
and serve to inform any potential future changes to the
CAP Guidelines.
C. Review of Universal Service and Energy Conserva-
tion Programs—Docket No. M-2017-2596907—By Order
entered May 10, 2017, at this docket, the Commission
initiated a comprehensive review of the entire universal
service and energy conservation model.27 Because the
universal service programs are intertwined regarding
design, budgeting, administration, reporting, and evalua-
tion, the Commission found that it would be appropriate
to incorporate the Commission’s current work on LIURPs
and energy affordability matters into this comprehensive
review.
To initiate this comprehensive review, the Commission
ordered the Law Bureau to develop for this Commission’s
review a report on the statutory, regulatory, and policy
frameworks of existing universal service programs and
the steps required to initiate any proposed changes, by
June 9, 2017. This Staff Report is in response to the
Commission’s directive.
The May 10, 2017 Order also invited stakeholders to
submit comments by August 8, 2017. Comments may
include, but are not limited to, issues of program design,
19 See Final CAP Investigatory Order. As noted above, the CAP review matter was
terminated without promulgating CAP regulations at Docket No. L-00060181 or
amending the CAP Policy Statement at Docket No. M-00072036.
20 On September 4, 2007, the Commission initiated a proposed rulemaking on USRR
and CAPs at Docket No. L-00070186. That rulemaking was discontinued by Commis-
sion order entered on May 10, 2012 at that docket.
21 The CAP shortfall (also known as the CAP Credit) is the difference between the
actual tariff rate for jurisdictional residential energy service and the discounted
amount that a CAP participant is expected/asked to pay for that service.
22 When a customer enrolls in a CAP for the first time, any outstanding debt is set
aside (deferred) for forgiveness. This debt is forgiven incrementally with each CAP
payment.
23 See 66 Pa.C.S. § 2806.1. There are no corresponding requirements for NGDCs.
24 The LIURP proceeding at Docket No. L-2016-2557886 could proceed independently
or as an element of the universal service, affordability, and energy burden reviews
contemplated at Docket Nos. M-2017-2596907 and M-2017-2587711. The LIURP
Secretarial Letter at Docket No. L-2016-2557886 restricted comments in the LIURP
proceeding to the LIURP program. Since LIURP regulations already exist, amending
the existing regulations might proceed faster than establishing new regulations, but
the nuances of coordinated universal service planning could be missed without
stakeholder input on coordination between the universal service programs. Staff
therefore recommends that action on the LIURP regulations be deferred until any
comments from the universal service proceeding at Docket No. M-2017-2506907
regarding coordinated universal service programs can be reviewed.
25 ‘‘Energy burden’’ refers to the percentage of household income that is dedicated to
paying utility bills. Duquesne Light Company USECP for 2017—2019, Docket No.
M-2016-2534323 (Order entered March 23, 2017), at 28.
26 See the Secretarial Letter issued December 16, 2016, at Docket No. L-2016-
2557886, seeking stakeholder input on a number of topics regarding the scope of a
potential future rulemaking to update existing LIURP Regulations at 52 Pa. Code
§§ 58.1—58.18.
27 Review of Universal Service and Energy Conservation Programs, M-2017-2596907
(Opinion and Order entered May 10, 2017).
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implementation, costs, cost recovery, administration re-
porting, and evaluation. The comments may also address
the Staff Report.
The May 10, 2017 Order directed that BCS convene a
stakeholder meeting by October 7, 2017. The stakeholder
meeting is tentatively scheduled for September 13 and 14,
2017, in Harrisburg, PA. Stakeholders will have until 30
days after the stakeholder meeting to submit reply
comments. Reply comments may address issues raised at
the stakeholder conference as well as previously filed
comments. Thereafter, within 45 days, BCS is to report to
the Commission a summary of the comments, feedback,
and options developed.
The Commission will consider the initial feedback and
results of the review of its LIURP Regulations and energy
burden levels, as well as the reports from Law Bureau
and BCS that are part of the instant comprehensive
review, in making a determination regarding appropriate
future actions, such as an en banc hearing, an Advanced
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, or a revised Policy
Statement.
VII. Other Related Proceedings
A. Utility Base Rate Cases and Rider Proceedings—
Currently, and in the past, utilities and stakeholders have
on occasion addressed universal service and energy con-
servation issues in base rate cases and other proceedings
such as demand-side management (DSM) dockets. This
approach has, at times, created anomalies and inconsis-
tencies with universal service guidelines and LIURP
regulations. The Law Bureau and BCS typically do not
participate in these types of proceedings.
B. Energy Efficiency and Conservation (EE&C) Pro-
gram Proceedings Pursuant to Act 129—Docket Nos.
M-2008-2069887 (Phase I), M-2012-2289411 (Phase II),
and M-2014-2424864 (Phase III)—The Commission has
been charged by the Pennsylvania General Assembly
(General Assembly) with establishing an energy efficiency
and conservation program (EE&C Program) relative to
electric usage and consumption. The EE&C Program
requires each EDC with at least 100,000 customers to
adopt an EE&C plan to reduce energy demand and
consumption within its service territory. 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 2806.1 (Act 129). On January 15, 2009, the Commission
adopted an Implementation Order at Docket No. M-2008-
2069887 establishing the standards each plan must meet
and providing guidance on the procedures to be followed
for submittal, review and approval of all aspects of EE&C
plans.28
The Commission is also charged with the responsibility
to evaluate the costs and benefits of the EE&C Program
by November 30, 2013, and every five years thereafter.
Further, the Commission must adopt additional incremen-
tal reductions in consumption if the benefits of the EE&C
Program exceed its costs. 66 Pa.C.S. § 2806.1(c)(3). In
addition, the Commission was charged with the responsi-
bility to compare the total costs of the EE&C Program to
the total savings in energy and capacity costs. If the
Commission determines that the benefits exceed the
costs, the Commission shall set additional incremental
requirements for reduction in peak demand for the 100
hours of greatest demand or an alternative reduction
approved by the Commission. 66 Pa.C.S. § 2806.1(d)(2).
By order entered on June 19, 2015, the Commission
tentatively adopted additional incremental reductions in
electric consumption and peak demand for the period of
June 1, 2016 through May 31, 2021, designated Phase III.
The incremental reductions thereafter became final by
operation of law.29 The June 19, 2015 EE&CP order also
has specific provisions related to low-income customers,
as did the earlier EE&CP orders.30
VIII. Processes For Going Forward—Regulation,
Policy, or Statute
A. Commission Regulations and Policies
An agency’s regulations are valid and binding only if
they are within the agency’s statutory authority, reason-
able, and promulgated in accordance with the require-
ments set forth in the Commonwealth Documents Law,
the Commonwealth Attorneys Act and the Regulatory
Review Act.31 Any regulations or amendment to the
agency’s regulations not promulgated in accordance with
these requirements are invalid and not enforceable.
Germantown Cab Co. v. Philadelphia Parking Authority,
993 A.2d 933 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2010). Any changes to the
LIURP regulations or the USRR will require a rule-
making proceeding in compliance with the Common-
wealth Documents Law, Commonwealth Attorneys Act,
and Regulatory Review Act.
Changes to the CAP Policy Statement or statements of
new policies32 regarding universal service matters can be
implemented through further policy statements or can be
establish as regulations pursuant to a rulemaking pro-
ceeding.
1. Regulatory Review Process, i.e., Rulemaking
Regulations are subject to the Regulatory Review Act
and may include an advance notice.
a. Stage 1: Proposed Rulemaking
1. (Optional: The agency may issue an advance notice
of proposed rulemaking (ANOPR) to solicit public com-
ment before officially entering the regulatory review
process.)
2. Proposed rulemaking (Order, Annex, and Regulatory
Analysis Form) is drafted by agency staff and counsel.
3. Proposed rulemaking requires approval at PUC Pub-
lic Meeting.
4. Proposed rulemaking is sent to Attorney General
(AG)/Budget Offices. AG reviews for form and legality;
Budget Office reviews for fiscal impact and creates the
fiscal note.
5. Proposed rulemaking is delivered to Legislative
Committees, Pa. Bulletin, and the Independent Regula-
tory Review Commission (IRRC). Delivery to these regula-
tory entities must occur on the same day.
6. Proposed rulemaking is published in the Pa. Bulletin
for public comments. Comment periods must be at least
30 days but may be longer and may allow reply com-
ments.
7. At the close of the public comment period, IRRC has
its own 30-day comment period. The close of the public
28 See EE&C, Phase I, Docket No. M-2008-2069887 (Order entered January 16,
2009).
29 EE&C, Phase III, Docket No. M 2014-2424864 (Order entered June 19, 2015).
30 See, e.g., June 19, 2015 Order at 55-56, 68—70, 85-86, and 113.
31 The applicable statutes and other provisions covering rulemakings and policy
statements are:
• Regulatory Review Act—71 P.S. §§ 745.1—745.14—Formal Review Process
• Commonwealth Attorneys Act—71 P.S. §§ 732-101—732-506—Legal Review
• Commonwealth Documents Law—45 P.S. §§ 1102—1208—Rulemaking Framework
• Administrative Code—71 P.S. § 232—Fiscal Notes
32 A ‘‘statement of policy’’ is a document, other than an adjudication or a regulation,
which has been promulgated by an agency and which sets forth ‘‘substantive or
procedural personal or property rights, privileges, immunities, duties, liabilities or
obligations of the public or a part thereof.’’ This may include but is not limited to
implementations, guidelines, and interpretations. 1 Pa. Code § 1.4.
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comment period marks the beginning of the agency’s
two-year regulatory deadline to deliver the final-form
rulemaking.
b. Stage 2: Final-Form Rulemaking—Either Final-
Form or Final-Omitted Form
8. (Optional: The agency may issue an advance notice
of final rulemaking (ANOFR) to solicit additional public
comment.)
9. Comments are reviewed, and the final-form rule-
making is drafted by agency and counsel.
10. Final-form rulemaking requires approval at PUC
Public Meeting.
11. Final-form rulemaking is delivered to Legislative
Committees and IRRC. Delivery to these entities must
occur on the same day. Delivery must occur within two
years of the close of the public comment period.
12. Final-form rulemaking is presented at IRRC Public
Meeting.
13. If IRRC approves, final-form rulemaking is sent to
AG/Budget Offices. AG reviews for form and legality;
Budget Office reviews for fiscal impact and creates the
fiscal note.
14. If AG approves, final-form rulemaking is delivered
to Pa. Bulletin. Regulation is final and enforceable upon
publication.
2. Commission Policy Statement Process
Policy statements are not subject to the Regulatory
Review Act and may have one or two phases.
a. Optional Proposed Policy Phase
1. Proposed policy statement (Order, Annex, and Regu-
latory Analysis Form) is drafted by counsel.
2. Proposed policy statement requires approval at PUC
Public Meeting.
3. Proposed policy statement is sent to Budget Office
for review of fiscal impact. Budget takes up to 10 days to
create a fiscal note.
4. Proposed policy statement is delivered to Pa. Bulle-
tin for publication and public comment.
b. Final Policy Phase
1. Policy statement (Order, Annex, and Regulatory
Analysis Form) is drafted by counsel.
2. Policy statement requires approval at PUC Public
Meeting.
3. Policy statement is sent to Budget Office for review
of fiscal impact. Budget takes up to 10 days to create a
fiscal note.
4. Proposed rulemaking is delivered to Pa. Bulletin for
publication.
B. Statutory Amendment
The ultimate process would be to consider seeking an
amendment or addition to the Commission’s enabling
legislation, Title 66. Any statutory provisions would be up
to the discretion of the General Assembly and subject to
approval by the Governor.
IX. Publication of This Staff Report, Comments,
and Use by Stakeholders
As directed by the Commission in Ordering Paragraph
No. 1 of the May 10, 2017 Order at Docket No. M-2017-
2596907, this Staff Report addresses the statutory, regu-
latory, and policy frameworks of existing Universal Ser-
vice and Energy Conservation Programs and the
processes required to initiate any proposed changes to
these existing statutory, regulatory, and policy frame-
works. The Staff Report will be published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin, available on the Commission’s website,
and served on all parties of record in this proceeding.
This Staff Report is being released as an informal staff
opinion provided solely as an aid to stakeholders inter-
ested in the subject matter and those stakeholders that
intend to file comments in accordance with Ordering
Paragraph No. 2 of the May 10, 2017 Order at Docket No.
M-2017-2596907. It is not binding on the Commonwealth
or the Commission, nor is it indicative of how the
Commission may decide to act on the subject matter in
this or other dockets.33 52 Pa. Code § 1.96.
Contact persons for matters related to this Staff Report
are Louise Fink Smith, finksmith@pa.gov, and Tiffany
Tran, tiftran@pa.gov, in the Law Bureau, and Joseph
Magee, jmagee@pa.gov, and sdewey@pa.gov, in BCS. Addi-
tionally, Word-compatible versions of comments at this
docket are to be emailed to the contact persons and to the
following email account RA-PCLAW-LIURP@pa.gov.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1287. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Applications
The following temporary authority and/or permanent
authority applications for the right to render service as a
common carrier or contract carrier in this Commonwealth
have been filed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission (Commission). Formal protests and petitions
to intervene must be filed in accordance with 52 Pa. Code
(relating to public utilities). A protest shall indicate
whether it applies to the temporary authority application,
the permanent authority application, or both. Filings
must be made with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
3265, with a copy served on the applicant by August 14,
2017. Documents filed in support of the applications are
available for inspection and copying at the Office of the
Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and at the business address of the respective
applicant.
Applications of the following for approval to begin
operating as common carriers for transportation
of persons as described under each application.
A-2017-2613814. Care at Home of Delaware Valley,
LLC (1500 Walnut Street, Suite 800, Philadelphia, Phila-
delphia County, PA 19107) for the right to transport as a
common carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in paratransit
service, from points in the Counties of Berks, Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, Northampton and Phila-
delphia, to points in Pennsylvania, and return.
A-2017-2613993. Latino Taxi Service, LLC (25 East
Broad Street, West Hazleton, Luzerne County, PA 18202)
persons upon call or demand in the City of Hazleton, and
the Borough of West Hazleton, both in Luzerne County.
A-2017-2614766. Haines & Harvey Van Service,
LLC (7 Edgemore Drive, Stevens, Lancaster County, PA
17578) for the right to begin to transport as a common
33 Specifically related universal service dockets include Initiative to Review and
Revise the Existing LIURP Regulations at 52 Pa. Code §§ 58.1—58.18, Docket No.
L-2016-2557886, and Energy Affordability for Low-Income Customers, Docket No.
M-2017-2587711.
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carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in paratransit service,
limited to persons whose personal convictions prevent
them from owning or operating motor vehicles, from
points in the Counties of Chester and Lancaster, to points
in Pennsylvania, and return.
Application of the following for approval of the
beginning of the exercise of the right and privi-
lege of operating motor vehicles as common carri-
ers for the transportation of household goods as
described under the application.
A-2017-2614795. MoversFor.Me Pa, LLC (1234 Sum-
mit Way, Mechanicsburg, Cumberland County, PA 17050)
for the right to begin to transport, as a common carrier,
by motor vehicle, household goods in use, between points
in Pennsylvania.
Application of the following for approval to begin
operating as a broker for transportation of per-
sons as described under the application.
A-2017-2613079. Royal Charters, Inc. (P.O. Box
79003, Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, PA 15216) for a
brokerage license evidencing the Commission’s approval
of the right and privilege to operate as a broker, to
arrange for the transportation of persons between points
in Pennsylvania.
Applications of the following for the approval of the
right and privilege to discontinue/abandon oper-
ating as common carriers by motor vehicle and
for cancellation of the certificate of public conve-
nience as described under each application.
A-2017-2613140. James Moving Company, Inc.
(3204 Oakland Drive, McKeesport, Allegheny County, PA
15133) discontinuance of service and cancellation of its
certificate—household goods in use, from specified points
in Allegheny County, to points in Pennsylvania, and vice
versa, as more thoroughly described in the original
ordering paragraphs at A-00110867 and A-00110867. F.1.
Am-A. Attorney: John A. Pillar, 150 Green Commons
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15243.
A-2017-2613710. Dale E. Kreider (34 Dennis Drive,
New Providence, Lancaster County, PA 17560) for the
discontinuance of service and cancellation of the certifi-
cate as a common carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in
paratransit service, between points in the County of
Lancaster, and from points in said county, to points in
Pennsylvania, and return; limited to persons whose per-
sonal convictions prevent them from owning or operating
motor vehicles.
A-2017-2613807. Racing Limos of the Lehigh Valley
and Poconos, LLC (5201 Lincoln Avenue, Whitehall,
Lehigh County, PA 18052) for the discontinuance of
service and cancellation of the certificate as a common
carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in paratransit service,
between points in the County of Lancaster, and from
points in said county, to points in Pennsylvania, and
return; limited to persons whose personal convictions
prevent them from owning or operating motor vehicles.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1288. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Formal Com-
plaints
Formal complaints have been issued by the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission. Answers must be filed in
accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utilities).
Answers are due August 14, 2017, and must be made
with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commis-
sion, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a
copy to the First Deputy Chief Prosecutor, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Charles F. Hale
Sr., t/a C & C Hale Trucking;
Docket No. C-2017-2607212
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to Charles F. Hale Sr., t/a
C & C Hale Trucking, (respondent) is under suspension
effective May 17, 2017 for failure to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at P.O. Box 15, New Millport, PA 16861.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on December 09, 2011,
at A-8912602.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance on file with this Commission. The
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is $500 and cancellation of the
Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-8912602 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
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Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/12/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and Enforce-
ment
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. MercyLife
Ambulance, Inc.; Docket No. C-2017-2607244
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to MercyLife Ambulance,
Inc., (respondent) is under suspension effective May 18,
2017 for failure to maintain evidence of insurance on file
with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 309 Philmont Avenue, Feasterville, PA 19053.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on February 07, 2012, at
A-6412528.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance on file with this Commission. The
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Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is $500 and cancellation of the
Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-6412528 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/12/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Barry J.
Zimmerman, t/a BZT; Docket No. C-2017-2607372
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
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of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to Barry J. Zimmerman,
t/a BZT, (respondent) is under suspension effective May
22, 2017 for failure to maintain evidence of insurance on
file with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 1051 Lebanon Rd., Manheim, PA 17545.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on November 13, 2015,
at A-8918141.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance and Cargo insurance on file with this
Commission. The Bureau of Investigation and Enforce-
ment’s proposed civil penalty for this violation is $500
and cancellation of the Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-8918141 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/12/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
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by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. RES
Water-Hallstead, LLC, t/a RES Water Transfer;
Docket No. C-2017-2608953
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to RES Water-Hallstead,
LLC, t/a RES Water Transfer, (respondent) is under
suspension effective June 01, 2017 for failure to maintain
evidence of insurance on file with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 1119 Old Route 119, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on December 09, 2013,
at A-8916162.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance on file with this Commission. The
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is $500 and cancellation of the
Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-8916162 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/14/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
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The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. S&H Fast Speed,
LLC; Docket No. C-2017-2608955
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to S&H Fast Speed, LLC,
(respondent) is under suspension effective June 02, 2017
for failure to maintain evidence of insurance on file with
this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 8012 Williams Avenue, Philadelphia, PA
19150-1220.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on March 31, 2016, at
A-8918613.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
both Liability insurance and Cargo insurance on file with
this Commission. The Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement’s proposed civil penalty for this violation is
$500 and cancellation of the Certificate of Public Conve-
nience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-8918613 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/14/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
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file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Frederick Stinelli,
t/a Stinelli Bros. MVG & STG; Docket No.
C-2017-2609241
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to Frederick Stinelli, t/a
Stinelli Bros. MVG & STG, (respondent) is under suspen-
sion effective May 13, 2017 for failure to maintain
evidence of insurance on file with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 13445 Mack Rd., North Huntingdon, PA
15642.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on December 10, 1986,
at A-00107035.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Cargo insurance on file with this Commission. The Bu-
reau of Investigation and Enforcement’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is $500 and cancellation of the
Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-00107035 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
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statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/14/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Nittany Nova
Aggregates, LLC; Docket No. C-2017-2609373
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to Nittany Nova Aggre-
gates, LLC, (respondent) is under suspension effective
May 25, 2017 for failure to maintain evidence of insur-
ance on file with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 103 Brown Hill Road, Wysox, PA 18854.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on April 20, 2016, at
A-8918472.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance on file with this Commission. The
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is $500 and cancellation of the
Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-8918472 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
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Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/15/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Knox
Transportation, LLC; Docket No. C-2017-2609384
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to Knox Transportation,
LLC, (respondent) is under suspension effective May 29,
2017 for failure to maintain evidence of insurance on file
with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 205 Melrose Avenue, East Lansdowne, PA
19050.
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3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on July 08, 2015, at
A-6417033.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance on file with this Commission. The
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is $500 and cancellation of the
Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-6417033 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/15/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
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Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. JAC Transport,
LLC; Docket No. C-2017-2609394
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to JAC Transport, LLC,
(respondent) is under suspension effective May 29, 2017
for failure to maintain evidence of insurance on file with
this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 3320 Ross Road, Tobyhanna, PA 18466.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on May 08, 2007, at
A-00123672/708570.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability and Cargo insurance on file with this Commis-
sion. The Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s
proposed civil penalty for this violation is $500 and
cancellation of the Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-00123672/708570
for failure to maintain evidence of current insurance on
file with the Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of
five hundred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity
described in this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy
as the Commission may deem to be appropriate, which
may include the suspension of a vehicle registration and
(4) imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/15/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
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insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Wayne D. Miller;
Docket No. C-2017-2609372
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to Wayne D. Miller, (re-
spondent) is under suspension effective May 25, 2017 for
failure to maintain evidence of insurance on file with this
Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at P.O. Box 165, Lockwood, NY 14859.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on March 24, 2010, at
A-8911597.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability and Cargo insurance on file with this Commis-
sion. The Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s
proposed civil penalty for this violation is $500 and
cancellation of the Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-8911597 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/15/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
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of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. CMS Express,
LLC; Docket No. C-2017-2609397
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to CMS Express, LLC,
(respondent) is under suspension effective May 30, 2017
for failure to maintain evidence of insurance on file with
this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 1221 Pocono Boulevard, Mount Pocono, PA
18344.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on August 29, 2016, at
A-8919082.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability and Cargo insurance on file with this Commis-
sion. The Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s
proposed civil penalty for this violation is $500 and
cancellation of the Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-8919082 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/15/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
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your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this
complaint. For those questions you may call 717-783-
3847.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Bridging the Gap
Transportation, LLC; Docket No. C-2017-2609588
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to Bridging the Gap Trans-
portation, LLC, (respondent) is under suspension effective
June 05, 2017 for failure to maintain evidence of insur-
ance on file with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 5941 Upland Way, Philadelphia, PA 19131.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on May 29, 2013, at
A-6415215.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance on file with this Commission. The
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is $500 and cancellation of the
Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-6415215 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
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statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/15/2017
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and En-
forcement
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Accord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714. Do not call this num-
ber if you have questions as to why you received this




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1289. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
PHILADELPHIA
PARKING AUTHORITY
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Application in
the City of Philadelphia
The following permanent authority application to ren-
der service as a common carrier in the City of Philadel-
phia has been filed with the Philadelphia Parking Au-
thority’s (PPA) Taxicab and Limousine Division (TLD).
Formal protests must be filed in accordance with 52
Pa. Code Part II (relating to Philadelphia Parking Author-
ity) with the TLD’s Office of the Clerk, 2415 South
Swanson Street, Philadelphia, PA 19148, no later than
August 14, 2017. The nonrefundable protest filing fee is
$5,000 payable to the PPA by certified check or money
order. The application is available for inspection at the
TLD between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Individuals may contact TLD Director Christine Kirlin,
Esq. at (215) 683-9653 to make an appointment. Other-
wise, the application may be inspected at the business
address of the respective applicant.
Doc. No. A-17-05-05. Taha.moha.cab, LLC (2350
South 12th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19148): An applica-
tion for a medallion taxicab certificate of public conve-
nience to transport persons in taxicab service between
points within the City of Philadelphia and from points in
the City of Philadelphia to points in Pennsylvania, and
return. Attorney for Applicant: David R. Alperstein, Esq.,




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1290. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
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The Philadelphia Regional Port Authority will accept
sealed bids for Project No. 17-085.S, Printing of PhilaPort
Business Cards, until Thursday, August 24, 2017, at 2
p.m. The mandatory prebid meeting will be held on
Tuesday, August 8, 2017, at 10 a.m. Questions are due in
writing on Tuesday, August 15, 2017, by 12 p.m. All time




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1291. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
STATE BOARD
OF NURSING
Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs v.
Colleen Marie Bruno, a/k/a Colleen M. Shelley,
RN; File No. 14-51-00187; Doc. No. 1055-51-15
On June 16, 2017, Colleen Marie Bruno, a/k/a Colleen
M. Shelley, RN, Pennsylvania license No. RN577507, last
known of Mechanicsburg, Cumberland County, had her
registered nursing license indefinitely suspended until
she can prove to the State Board of Nursing (Board) that
she is fit to safely practice professional nursing with
reasonable skill and safety and was assessed a $1,000
civil penalty based on having committed fraud and deceit
in the securing her admission to the practice of nursing
and for receiving disciplinary action by the proper licens-
ing authorities of other states and failure to report same
to the Board.
Individuals may obtain a copy of the adjudication by
writing to Megan E. Castor, Board Counsel, State Board
of Nursing, P.O. Box 69523, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9523.
This order represents the final Board decision in this
matter. It may be appealed to the Commonwealth Court
of Pennsylvania by the filing of a petition for review with
that court in accordance with the Pennsylvania Rules of
Appellate Procedure. Individuals who take an appeal to
the Commonwealth Court must serve the Board with a
copy of their petition for review. The Board contact for
receiving service of appeals is the previously-named
Board counsel.
LINDA L. KMETZ, PhD, RN,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1292. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs v.
Nichole Ashley Werneking, RN; File No. 17-51-
00095; Doc. No. 0153-51-17
On June 2, 2017, Nichole Ashley Werneking, RN,
license No. RN652720, last known of Bensalem, Bucks
County, was suspended for no less than 3 years retroac-
tive to January 31, 2017, based on violating the terms of
a previous State Board of Nursing (Board) order.
Individuals may obtain a copy of the adjudication by
writing to Ariel E. O’Malley, Board Counsel, State Board
of Nursing, P.O. Box 69523, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9523.
This order represents the final Board decision in this
matter. It may be appealed to the Commonwealth Court
of Pennsylvania by the filing of a petition for review with
that court in accordance with the Pennsylvania Rules of
Appellate Procedure. Individuals who take an appeal to
the Commonwealth Court must serve the Board with a
copy of their petition for review. The Board contact for
receiving service of appeals is the previously-named
Board counsel.
LINDA L. KMETZ, PhD, RN,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1293. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]





Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs v.
Paula L. Nebroskie; Doc. No. 1872-69-14; File
No. 13-69-09217
On June 2, 2017, Paula L. Nebroskie, unlicensed, last
known of Reading, Berks County, was ordered to cease
and desist and assessed a $10,000 civil penalty based on
practicing without a license.
Individuals may obtain a copy of the adjudication by
writing to Dana M. Wucinski, Board Counsel, State Board
of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists and
Professional Counselors, P.O. Box 69523, Harrisburg, PA
17106-9523.
This adjudication and order represents the final State
Board of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists
and Professional Counselors (Board) decision in this
matter. It may be appealed to the Commonwealth Court
of Pennsylvania by the filing of a petition for review with
that court in accordance with the Pennsylvania Rules of
Appellate Procedure. Individuals who take an appeal to
the Commonwealth Court must serve the Board with a
copy of their petition for review. The Board contact for
receiving service of appeals is the previously-named
Board counsel.
JAMES K. MATTA, Sr., EdD, NCC, LPC,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 17-1294. Filed for public inspection July 28, 2017, 9:00 a.m.]
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Each year, the Pennsylvania Treasury (Department) receives millions of dollars in unclaimed property. Common types
of unclaimed property are savings or checking accounts, stocks, dividends, checks that have not been cashed such as
payroll, certificates of deposit, unclaimed insurance benefits, insurance premium refunds, and the like.
The following list of unclaimed property owners was reported and delivered to the Department. If you find your name,
you may file a claim on the Department’s web site at www.patreasury.gov. From this site, you may download a claim form
with instructions to file your claim or track progress of your claim online. You may also contact the Unclaimed Property
Call Center 8 a.m.—5 p.m., Monday through Friday, at (800) 222-2046. Inquiries may be sent to tupmail@patreasury.gov.
JOSEPH M. TORSELLA,
State Treasurer




























































Roberts Brenda Sue, Thomas
Roman Geraldo, Brenda




Cashtown Comm Athletic Assoc
17316
Altland Grace Estate


















































Felkoski Deborah J, Marion







































Grigsby Jeannette Mary, Flavia
Hollenbaugh Jack
Kramer Timothy




















Ayre William S, Mary E









Brady Beverly E, Scott E
Brewer Richard
C W Wolf & J P Wingert




Chun Clement Ws Estate







Corbins Barbecue and Gril
Cramblitt Jeffery










Estate of Meriam R Harbaugh





Fine Line Trim LLC
Fleet Leonora
Flores Jose




























Kipps Lester J Jr
Knox Eric J
Kopp Ernest J, Calvin
Krayo Alexander





Lewis Jonathan H, Rebecca A
Lewis Judith A































Phillips Thomas L Est of Jr
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Robinson Derrick L Jt, Ricky L Jt
Robinson Lindsey F


















































Diehl Robert W, Ruth E
Hanrahan Kathleen
Harn Ambrose C III Ira
Harner Barbara, Clyde
Hayes Connie





Koethe Susanna M, Werner E
Lewis Leanne

































Klunk Danielle D, Troy J
Krichten James S




















Diveglia and Kaylor Pc
Dubs Clarence, Joyce A
Estate of John J Hippensteel








Herr Carl E, Alma R
Invs Bzw Barclays











Matoszki Andrew Louis Jr
Mccarthy Colleen M
Metro Goodies Getty Mart
Nace Trevor A
New Oxford Industrial Development

































Kauffman Kenneth B, Noah B, Pascha J,




































Estate of Shirley J Miller










Snyder Frederick C Jr



















Bowser Richard R Estate
Brewer Karen R
Bui Minh An Hoang
Cibrone Josephine Est
Courtney Dennis J MD




Dudgeon Linda K, Ruth J
Efthimiades Cynthia M
Engel Tamara
Estate of Arthur E Cornell
Estate of Bertha Gratchick
Estate of Marilyn Lynch
Estate of Mary H Stapel
Finnerty James D, Ella J
Flannery Anne F





















Mancini Richard J, James A
Mankamyer Harold
Mankowski Anthony J
Massella Cleone D, Sarah L, Melinda S
Mazur Marion E
Mclaughlin Janice
Metzler Jeannetta L Est
Miller Josephine C, Margaret S





Obrien Alvetta J, Peter
Obrien Patrick Homer
Omasta Helen L
Opalanko Stephen Est of Jr
Panucci Jade















Smith Bruce P Est
































Deer Lakes Bowl Lounge
Demoizes Margaret Ann, Joseph
Dick Gerald E
Dioletta Ralph
Domaratz Frederick Jr, L Melody
Dzugan Shirley J
Estate of Mildred J Contento
Fennell Loretta M
Fickes Kathryn A
Gill Lisa M, Jason
Gilmore Mildred A
Greater Pittsburgh Social Club
Hanulik Mary S
Jackson Christine W, Richard W
Johnson Mercedes Est, Edward T Est
Karadeema Laura
Keegan Edward




























































Gabriel Pain and Spine Center
Giuffre Alyssa
Grandis Rubin and Shanahan MD
Greenwood James











Hudson Timothy A, D
Hurley Edward L Jr
Immekus Nicholas F



















































































Tabarella John Est, John
Yurkew Charles J
15032





























Murphy Monica L, John T







Andrews William N Estate
Artis Gloria J
Behanna Kenneth H Adm, Rosemary S,
Robert P
Behanna Kenneth H, Howard A












Estate of Betty F Mathews
Fedorka Paul E, Wilma
Flack Susan
Goldbach Scott






























Tomko Andrew R, Anna
Urbanski Julia Ann, Janine
Waite Lane A

















Brake Melanie C, Sean C
Brash Richard R
Bryan Mary













Connor Walter A Jr








Debrunner Sarah A, Mark G
Defilippo Norma J
Dennis J Mccormick Irrevocable Trust
Dinapoli Dean V
Doheny Edward L II, Kimberly C
Donovan George T, Heidi
Drzemiecki Francis E, Frank
Drzmiecki Frank, Patricia
Dusabe Josiane


























Lake Peter B, Sally H
Lavalley Judy Ekes
Lennon Arlene M






































































Estate of Elizabeth Hrehocik








































Muller Sara M, John R



























Decker Glenn L Jr

























































Ross Estate, Charles R
Rotto Barbara J
Scott Jo E
Sepich Rachelle M, William F
Smith Megan
Stephan Raymond H, Evelyn
Swogger Abbie E
Szafranski Denise M Ira
Teorsky Edward J
Thimons Michael A

















Delien Adrienne E, Harry, Alexander W
Devere Gayle
Dunn Barbara
Estate of John J Cusick
Estate of John W Whetsell











Karvelis Angelina M, Thomas M, Julia M
Keifner Robert E
























Shinko Joseph P Jr
Skosnik John R










Wasson William D Estate
Waugh Tess M





























Carter James E Estate Of
Coffman Marcella R, Donna J
Corbett Terrence L
Dchottenheimer Linda E





Estate of Marlene J Fox
Faber Joseph S
Filmet Color Lab 6















Mcgowan Philip W, Regina C
Mcnabb Robert, Ann A
Mink Sebra, Cyril
Molina Lynnette F
Navilliat Georgia A, Jeffrey A




Serp Ruth Randolph Pooled Acct
Shank Thomas I
Skander Cheryl
Slane Alexandra E, Catherine






Vertosick Claudia A, Ronald







Amerinet Central Annual Meeting
Amerinet Inc





























Aggarwal Ram Narain, Shushma



















Cielieska John J Jr
Cobb Karen S
Conciergeclaim Wright Collision Center








Flati Theresa R Miss
Fox Avenue Inc
Fraley Betty L Est
Gapcynski Jo A
Gapczynski Chester J
Gary S Transmissions Auto Service
Gelfland Reuven S
Goldstein David M










Herbert E Wright General Partner
Holmes Jennifer M
Humphrey Lyle E

























Manufacturers and Traders Trust
Marlin Matthew R
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National City Mortgage Corp
Navarra Insurance Associates
Nest Expressions
Ni Fenbiao N and Zhan
Oleksa Elizabeth A, John J
Patterson Lee A
Pelly Contracting
Petett David E Jr





















Tallman David G, David
Teare Carl W
Tully Bernard








Whitham Barbara J Estate


































Caruso Andrew A Jr
Casey Timothy J










Crowson Christopher, Nicole N
Debonis Danette
Deer Julia Estate





Estate of Jerome Flowers
Estate of S M Skertich















Holmes Benjamin Jt, Kimberly Jt
Hotopp Dona D
Howe Alan














Krapf Bertha Z, Tawny




































Ng Wing Por, Wendy C
Novak Michael Andrew, Nina Jane, Ryan
James
Papastergou Constantinos

















Sigety Kathleen D, Elmer J
Simakas Ashley














Watkins Dorothy M, Terri L
Watt Gail S












A Blair Powell Co Inc
Adams Thomas C, Anna L
All Children Equally Per Stirpes





Austin Clara Rose, Jason T
Baacke Mabel
Barie Daniel P, Gail A
Barr Cannon Body Co
Battle Karen M
Belback Lorie















Clark Stephen M, Regina A
Cochran Michael J











Estate of Reynaldo M Masnovi
Estate of Robert L Fraker
Estate of Stanley A Brosky


















































Mc Elroy John M
Mccabe Claire S Estate
Mcclure Robert E Jr








Mikula Kara Irene, Katie Marie, Kristen
Nicole
Miskiv Anna Mrs, Joseph
Mm Mm Pizza








Ohler David M, Jana K
Otroba Patricia A, Timothy G
Panarello Michael, Kelly




















Schmitt Thomas J Jr
Scott Manus C
Scoville Russell
Sell James Est of Jr
Shay Wendell Estate, Anna
Silinski Robert J, Karen L
Smith W E
Sobocinski Robert M, Alice D
South Hills Family Medicine
Stallings Cheryl A
Stickley Charles T





Tupper Robert E, Jeanne R




Weaver Donnice M, Evan R
Widows Antoinette
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Estate of Edith K Miller














Kauffman Dorothy C Estate
Kmetz Marilyn












































Sullivan Super Services Inc
Tate Glenn
Thomas Charles Estate






















Balanced Capital Services Inc

























De Leon Eustolia Ponce
Didomenico Joan M




Eager Beavers Bowling League
Elite Health Care Solutions
Elizabeth M Willey Trust B U W Fred
Estate of Edith N Hoyson




Few William E Jr
Frazier Eugene
Friedl James W P
Funaro Rosalind V
Furedy David














Heuber William C III

































Meyer & Eckenrode Ins Grp
Miller Carolyn

























































Team Industrial Services Inc
Thurmond Justen
Troiani Louis A



















American Home Mortgage Servicing
Angelo Tony C












































Croft William E, Juliann
Cvitkovic Heather
Cyrilla Michael C
David and Anna Stoddard Fam Tr
Davison Jacqueline L
Delia Anthony F










Duncan Isabelle A, Lorne R
Duncan Lorne R
Estate of Ellen Denbow
Estate of Emily Hrubovcak
Estate of Katherine A Smonko
Estate of Mary Ann A Pavliska
Estate of Stephanie Kish
Fatoumatabinta Diallo











Geisler Harry W, Larry
Gerdes Victor



















Howard Terrence A, Amy &
Husain Mumtaz
Investments Aed
Italimpianta of America Inc
Jackson Willa J Estate
Jacobs Adrianne, Nikki M
Jacobs Ronald W






Kennedy Douglas J, Harry F
Kern Selma T
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Mclean Jerry M, Edith R













Mozingo Sidney L, Vicki L
Nagel Bridget
Nassan Mark
National Link Fl Loan Disb Tr
Nestich Scott J
Newcomer Curtis E

























Potts Jennifer L Jt, Keith A Jt
Powerlink Settlement Service LP
Pushinsky Leonard, Edith
Puskar Charles








Runco J Gregory DMD
Saleh Mustafa, Angela
Sampson Mia









Sheridan Margaret E, Philip P
Shuster R E
Sigler Tiffany M
Skopinski John J Jr
Smith Anna
Solar Turbines Inc
Solidarity Insurance Assoc Inc
Solutions Lsi East R
Statti Casey































Wiech Brianna S, Chad E
Wilcox Garnetta
Willis Nashay
Wilson William E Sr.
Wings Over Pittsburgh
Wrask Carole










































































































Coughenour William R Jr
Cowher David M
Debonis Patricia L Cust, Chelsea L
Dellett Judith K, Judith
Dinardo Adam V
Donatelli Judith B
Estate of Eileen Kofmehl
Estate of Olga R Suhoza
Estep Jacqueline L Ugma, Jean Cust
Facher Jennifer J, Evan A
Giese Margaret M














Mc Kinley Erin L

















Sams Ronald F Jr
Simbari Tiffany Lynn, Tania, Tonia





























































Ddrtc Waterfront Town Center LLC
Dixon Donald J
Ducar Donald M
Em 50 Associates LP















































Mckeone Ann J Estate
Mclaughlin Dennis






































Turney Sarah C, Sarah














Abel Esther H Family















Brown Decd Charlotte G
Brugos Michael






Cold Case Beer Distributing Inc
Croft Dorothy J
Currie Henry










Estate of Erma P Hazuda
Estate of George Nicola
Estate of Mary G Caterino























Incp First Investors S
J William
Jakubovic Dean A
Jefferson Medimag Assoc Ltd
Jimmy Jams Pizza Inc































Nash Elizabeth J, Norman L, James







Prescottt Dolores M Estate
Primo Foods
Prosser Todd T





Romano Frank F IV
Rosemary Donley
Ruffing John P





Smith Lartha R Estate
Smith Montanya
Snyir Pearl M






















































Wolbert William D Estate





Chapman Michael B, Melanie J
Draguns Landscape Supply Inc
Premier Closing and Abstract
Reis Joan I
Wolfe Gerald P Jr
15129









Donnelly Thomas J III
Fetters Laten H
Fisher Michael, Janet M
































Strauss Karen A, Craig J
Streets V Marie












Mccandless Louise E, Edgar
Rhoades Betty J




Adam Hathaway Bene Ira 07 13 10
Aiellos Auto Services
Balogh Elizabeth M, James
Barron David R, Joanna
Baum Amanda, Emily
Buck Medical Associates
Bukes Thomas S, Agnes T
Chapley Faigy
Craighead Martin D








Hovatter Rex H Estate
Humphreys Jason R, Holly













Manning Daniel M, Michelle
Markovitz Steven, Karen















































































Estate of Dolores M Smochko
Estate of James J Herlehy
Estate of Joyce A Defrances
Estate of Mercedes Martin
Estate of Paula L Kovack
Estate of William Hampton





























































Long Krystal N, Jesse
Lorenc Barabara J, Stella, Barbara J
Lorentz Patricia J






























































































Billy Violet R, Rodney H
Carter Robert D
Casey James R Estate
Como Fannie S, John J
Croy Irene V
Derkas Auto Body and Service
Detweiler Dorothy P
Dixon Theodore R III
Duda John M
Evanchak Karen Lynn, Jessica
































Jenkins Martha Marie Estate








































































Estate of Doris J Coax











Frazier Jacob Estate, Ann
Future Technology Staffing


































































Rayindra S Godse MD Grp




















































Anna M Fancsali Estate
Anselmo Josephine J, Joseph S










Connelly Robert C Estate



































Miriello Robert R Estate
Mishkova Marta V
Moon John











































Estate of H Claude Mccutcheon
Estate of Mary E Timko
























































































Bodine John R, Lisa C
Bornes Shawn
Brandenburg Pamela
Brodmerkel George J Estate




















Ems & W LLC
Emsworth Glen Apartments
Ervin Ruth
Estate of Barbara R Carson
Estate of Diane M Benson
Estate of Georgann Mall
Estate of Robert W Freese







Gnc Pristine Pines Frnkln
Gotelli Tana
























Karasek Robert F Jr
Kellinger Ginny





















Merkel Lisa M, Blair
Michael Pivar and Enterprises
Miller David E
Miller Thomas W









Nat Assn of Col Univ Bus





Osborne Trail and Park Association
Oswald Laurence A, Gerald J
Patterson Marion T, M T
Patterson Roy
Penn Distance Learning





R L Swearer Company Inc
Rasmussen Della
Ray Amber






















































Estate of Carol P Szczypinski
Estate of Paul Linn
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Lotz Tracey L, James E
Mcclay Teresa J
Mccracken Sean































Estate of Catherine M Rustic
Estate of Marie Edwards
Fallon Rita L







Hoover James J Jr
Iusi Sarah L
Joanne Rosipal
Johnny Mocks Auto Body Shop Inc
































1 Cochran of Monroeville



















































Duff Financial Consultants Inc
Earl C Lloyd & Dorothy Lloyd Trust




Estate of Florence P Caruso
Estate of Raymond Johnson
Estate of Regina I Gregor
Fallon Mary Ellen
Freedom Wireless Inc
Gaitaniella Mauro P, Ann M






Hailey IV Thomas C
Hamilton William R Estate
Harkins Susan R
Harrison Square Inc
Harry & Esther Torbert Revocable
Hazra Kaushik


































Longdon Patricia K, Darryl T










Marie Jacquelynn W, Richard R
Matechen Chris J
Mccall Sheryl L, Brian R
Mccole Kathleen J
Mccord Deerwood C
Mclean Orison S Jr
Merchandising Display Svr




Moody Robert R Jr, Dorothy S
Moore Tiffany J
Morabit Annet Estate Of



























Rose Mary Jo, Joseph





Rutter James A, Janet R
Ryan Melissa
S & S Invest Prop Western Pa
Saiphin Carswell and Team Rehab
Salamon Kathryn L
Sararo Anthony























Torbert Esther M, Harry L
Unishc










































Brown John A Sr, Victoria A
Bruce Conley Auto Body
Burkhouse Susan E
Cahill Richard Estate, William
Cahill William, Roger
Campbell Beth Ann










Davis Jr Gomer J
Denham Gloria
Di Domenico Adeline
Dollman Lois J, Paul R
Donato Judy A
Dougon Frank
Downey Rita M Estate
Drop Louis
Ehalt Richard Estate
Estate of Mary M Phillips
Estate of Mildred Longanecker
Estate of Nellie M Kearns
Estate of Richard L Ehalt





























































Scotti Carole A, Steve
Scuro Susan P
Shepherd Donald E, Louise L
Sphar Mabel








































Pathfinder Federal Credit Union
Polhamus Cody
Pyles Raymond J
Riley Hester V, Leo L
Rubaker Angelo
Smith Jerry























































Ervin Donald H Estate
Ervin Kirsten












































































































































Curran Delaney R Ugma, Beth A Cust




Dewalt John W Est
Dudley James T
Estate of Harriet F Stewart
Estate of James A Jones






























































Orion C Pinkerton Funeral Home In
Pazlawski Maria J
Pendley Richard E
Perkins Ruth J Est
Petrisko Sarah
Pross Susan Carr, Edwina S
Puhac George A


















Seubert & Associates Inc
Seubert Associates
Shull Patricia J



















Vidt Carolyn D Estate
Visconti Angalique M
Walther Margaret A






































































































Organist Mary E Est
Pabis Louise
Pacak Stephen J



































Witting W J Estate
Wojsovich Robert
Worytko William Est












Byerly Donald L Estate








Estate of Louise F Morrone
















Lester Mary A, Mary
Li Yung Hui







































Adamson Robert R, Emaly
Amadou Yvette A








Ballinger Eugene L Sr




Beck Jacqueline Obrien, Joshua B
Benihana Inc
Bhatnagar Rajan











































Estate of Dora Diorio
Estate of Edward R Veverka
Estate of Sara Hopper







































































Mc Carthy Joseph M
Mccamey Joanne L














National Real Estate Information Service
Navalance Rochelle L






Omni Settlement Services LLC
Otoole Derrick G, Cydney N
Panhandle Cleaning & Restoration Inc
Patel Rambhai D






Polish Falcons of America
Pollard Elizabeth R
Prime Time Sports Bar & Grill
Quinn Daniel J
R S Family Ventures LLC
Radisson Pittsburgh
Rapidigm Inc
Richard Charles W Estate
Rivers Gerald



















Socrates Inc Escrow Account
Sodikov Sardor

































Zaney Jr Donald E
Zhang Jiawen Jenny
Zimmerman Juliette L













Associates in Neurology of Pittsburgh
Bailey Sylvester D










































































Estate of Ella M Graham
Estate of Eloise J Harris
Estate of Frank V Petrell
Estate of Gabriella M Dolinay
Estate of Judith T Williams
Estate of Melvin Austin














Gibson Scott G Jr































































































Matthews Lena M, Fred



















Monk Decd Marian A




































































Specialties of Plastics Hand & Microsurg
Staresinic Gregory
















































Bender David S, Julia
Borelli Teresa V




















































Morelli Wayne Estate, Kathleen
Morris Evelyn

































Aldrich Westleigh G, Susan R























Crawford Marjorie H, Viola E
















George A Warden Funeral Home
German Sandra R, James D
Gilliam Geraldine












































































































Cj Van Design LLC
Coyne Mary E
Estate of Christopher Wolf
























































Swinny Jerry E Estate
Tedesco II Vincent J
Three Deuces Inc 222 Bar
Toldi Gregory S





















































Destani Complete Hair Care
Do Thuy T
Dolata Phyllis F, Harry A





Estate of Dorothy Johnson
Estate of Elizabeth A Pietzak
Estate of Jack R Overfield
Estate of Vivian D Modecki










Girl Scouts Western Pa Troop 51353
Goodall Rick
Goodall Teresa A, Sara E



























































































Reft Dennis J Jr
Repair Zone
Richards Latasha M
Roberts Eleanor R Cust, Janine
Rodgers John E
Roman Norman L





Schlick Stephanie, Nolan X
Sitaram Enteprise Inc
Smith Alda, John































Wolstoncroft Peggy A, Mark D
Wozniak Helen
Young Andrew R






























Estate of Lavone M Creighton




















































Walsh Helen V Estate


























Bartholomew John J Estate
Bartlebaugh Joseph
Battenfelder Jeffrey R, Nancy













































Eastern Alliance Insurance Group
Elliott Jerry
Eqt Federal Credit Union
Equitable Energy
Equitable Gas Co LLC
Esson Charles P Jr, Garnet R
Estate of Dorothy F Welty






First Franklin A Di
First National Ins Agency Inc
First National Insurance Agency
Foster Sean



































Hite Sidney W, Lori J







Jefferson Thomas M, Thomas G







Karol Alexander T, Anton
Katruska Joshua
Kauffman William




















Lee Katherine E Miss












Mahaney John B, Mary E
Mamich Sophie
Manuel Andrew
Markus John J Estate, Ethel
Marshall Daniel T
Marshall Donald B Estate
Martin Robert W





Mc Donald Isabelle S


























Nagel James Co Executo
Nagle Mildred, Martin
Nelson Roy






Njb Settlement Escrow Account
Noel Agnes L Estate
Norman John R
North Shore Surgi Center
Noy Edeck
Obrien Maureen


















































Spuhler Rosemary, Karl L


































































































































Estate of Eleanor Hirsch
Estate of Eric Nickel















































































Larry and Carols Pizza
Lautiero Dominic E
Layton Jennifer L































Mcclester Clarence Bingham Estate
Mcdonald Terry Wolinsky PhD
Mckinney Lauren
Mcnamara Todd M
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Estate of Hladky Estate of Sylvest
Estate of Howard J Green
Estate of John R Zawacki
Estate of Leona A Lazar
















Hayes Allen C 50%
Head David
Heath Julia


















































Steele Willie J Jr








































Estate of Eleanor Ulrich






Germain W Preston, Judith F
Gloekler Walter C Jr
Gollatz John
Gott Byerly Elizabeth C






Herzer Anna M Estate
Hirsch Sandra C
Hodos Loretta G
Hoffman David L Sr





Jones William R III Ugma, Lydia K Cust
Kashani Kamran C
Kastelic Donald


















Matesic Geraldine M, Jeffrey
Matway Lisa
Mc Greevy Daniel J
Mcgreevy Kristen M, Daniel M
Mcsweeney Bonnie
Mikulla Mildred F






























Sons of Poland Society
Sprouse Wendy S
Stanisauskis Clement J, Leocadia
Stanisic Anna Marie













1 Cochran of Robinson
60523 G M Key Arco
Adamczak Richard R




Bach Joseph A IV, Justin M













Brown Marion L Estate
Brown Rosemarie, Valerie A
Brown William
Brownsville Foodland Inc




Chapman Samuel B, Billie
Chishimba Carla






Curran Carrie M Ugma, John A Cust





Dugan Jonathon Donald, Benjamin
Estate of Linda A Diomataris
Estate of Marie C Torres
Estate of Mariel G Connell
Estate of Martha H Depaul
Estate of Mary L Novak


























































Malik Angelina C Estate






Minteer Michael A, Pamela N
Mitchell Keila
Mohamad Chadi Ali
Montanaro Aldona E, Aldona
Moore Roberts D



















































Shakarian Virginia P, Bart J
Shikin Alexander V













Stoff Richard M, Denise A
Sullivan Catherine
Sweeney Catherine E, Richard J
Symons Colin




Thiebaut Rose M Est, Rose Mary
Thompson Ruth G
Tilton Frances R
Torres Ernest A, Marie C
Tulsi Wireless Corporation










Welsh John J Jr
Whelan Sean
Whiteford Sally J





























Bigrigg Michael W, Sandra D
Boumaza Tahar
Brenner Hill Sandra E















































Estate of Dixie J Lannis
Estate of Dolores T Clark
Estate of Mervin A Berkman
Estate of Regina G Kelly
Estate of Ruth Cohen
Eustice John C

















Gentille Philip M, Teresa
Gilboa Boys Give
Goodman Blake M, Stuart
Goodman Cynthia L
Gordon Thomas C Est, Charles
Gottlieb Robert W
Graziano Mary Est, Mary














































Lando Eunice J Estate
Lederer Adam
Lefkowitz Sophie















Marcus Bernard D, Marsha
Marcus Daniel S























































Rudolph James S, Alissa C
Ruffner M Susan Miss, Elizabeth L
Ryave Daniel B, Daniel A




Schadt Warren W, Trevor W
Schmidt Keilla
Schmit Berndt
Schwartz Lillian D Estate
Schwarz Michael F, Myrna G





Shapera Harold G Exec, Susan Exec
Shapera Warren J Estate
Sharon J Mulsant Tr Ua 7 15 05















Squirrel Hill Health Center


























Weinsweig Raphaela, Shirley, Nesya
Whitehill Charles H, Robert I


















Anthony Gattone & Son Landscaping
Atkins James C
Bell Marquin Leon




























Estate of Dorothy M Patternac



















































Rc Medical Associates Pc
Richardson Harry Estate
Romanosky Theresa L, Sasha
Scheftic Lillian M, Carol
Schiavoni Robert R Estate






























Ardell Stephanie K MD
Arnold Dixie D
Ascom Hasler Leasing
Askesis Development Group Inc
Associated Professional Sleep
Austin Heflin T Jr
Azzuqa Abeer MD





Bauer Rita S Est













C F S Agency Ltd











Cherry Charles E, Alice S
Chung Grace
Clancy Shikayla K

















Diagnostic Imaging Asso Pen Plan
Dickerson Kay F
Doiron Robert III








Estate of Eva Messer
Excel Kitchen Centers








































James Harrison Family Foundation
James Marguerit
James Robert L
Jason Perino as Parent
Jensen Jenny Estate



































Marathon Oil Group Trus

























Pietragallo Bosick Gordon LLP
Pittsburgh High Technology Cou











Rathke Marie A Est
Ravi Gi Associates LLP















Sell David Estate, Kristin











Smith Thomas E, Jane H
Spiegel Emily C




Talarico Paladino Talarico and Berg







Union Switch & Signal Inc
Utz Theresa Estate
Verizon Repair
Vitti Louis P Attny
Vna of Medical Park
















































































Estate of Daniel L Trischler
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Gajghate Milind Ramdas
Gallup Edward R

































Macdonald Edward Estate, Robert
Macdonald Frances, Robert
Maison Bois LLC
Mc Conkey Joseph F
Mca Administrators Inc



























Rose M Wengryn Trust Ua 05 08 01
Samuel J Ledonne Trust









Smiths Group Americas LLC




Thomas Paul A Est














Abrams Mary A Est
Addison Jerrod K
Agaston Sharon
Agie Diggs Michelle A, Diggs Russell
Ahmed Mostafa A
Aiken Sarah F Est











































































Emergency Medical Service Institute
Engineered Products Inc
Engram Leslie H
Estate of Grace N Moore
Estate of Marion C Powell
Estate of Nicholas A Giarrusso
Estate of Sophia G Timm
Estate of Walter J Burnham
Farmer Harry S
Feaster Nafeesa S






































































Khan Medical Assoc LLC
Khokar Naseer Ahmed
King Estelle V










Krysty Michael A Sr




































































Puffs Discount Tobacco Store




Reynolds Julia B, Henry
Rice Barbara K
























Smith William V Jr
Sovelenko Irene, Helen
Space Farm Enterprises LLC
Speight Sharon A






















Tressler Duane W Jr
Trimm Ryan Thomas
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Vereen Allstate Insurance Agency






Wawrocki Jennifer L, Phyllis, Stanley
Way Elinor A

























A1 Van Service Inc




Alpern Rosenthal Profit Sharing Plan












Bonati Nancy J, Frank




Cafferty Anna D Est
Calculare Mcmc LLC
Calvary Inc dba Kqv Radio
Cannell Margaret A

















Creditvest Inc Agt Sec of Hud
Crews Pocahontas G
Curtis Margo
Dadowski Francis J Jr
Daniell Sapp Boorn Associates
Dhhs Mid Atlantic
Dibella Geer Mcallister & Best Pc
Dickey Mccamey & Chilcote Pc
Dickie Mccamey Chilcote Pc





Dr Clare L Dana Irrevocable Trust
Eat N Park E Ho
Edlis Incorporated
Education Management Corporat B
Estate of Thomas Cloonan
Evans Hannah Jane, Rachel B
Evans Rachel Barbara







Flaherty & Ohara Pc
Fleming Kimberly T
Flying Cork Media




Gallagher Benefit Svcs Inc
Gallenz Cornelia





Grossnickle Survivorship Life Insurance
Grubb Ellis Mgmt Svcs Inc as Agents
Hamrock Gail Moran
Hanslovan Maria
Hartz Consulting Group LLC





Hertz Gateway Center LP
Historical Society Of
Hm Life of Ny
Houston Elaine F, John S
Ideal Integrations
Individual Financial Serv Inc
Integrity First Consulting LLC





Johnson Elizabeth C, Natalie C
Johnson Irene




Kate Thomas Family Trust
Kessler Eugene P Sr
Ketchum Inc
Ki Ki
Kile Brian M Esq
Kinard Agnes Dodds
Kindberg Jeff




Lawyer’s Title Insurance Corp
Legg Mason
















Medtech 401 K Growth 1
Mendicino Eleanor S
Mengine Chiuazzi




Miklancie Max E, Julia
Mills Phillip
Milsak Mildred






Neville William T Jr
Ng Chung Kwong
Nzongola Meta
Oglebay Norton Management Company
Oliver Charles
Parker Bessie S Est
Parker Gerald
Pgh Capital Management LLC
Pittsburgh Association of Health Un
Pittsburgh Grand Hotel LLC
Pittsburgh Parking Authority
Pittsburgh Power Football





Reed Smith LLP Deferred Profit
Reid Diana
Retiree Midland C








Sathish N Rao Irrevoacable Trust
Schad Bethany
Schopf Chris
Schwartz Ira L Dds
Sheridan Broadcastin
Smithfield Cafe




Stern Family Ltd Partner
Stone
Strassburger Mc Kenn A Gutnick
Stump Sue
Sunfresh Food Service Inc
Synopsys Inc
Tener Anne Frances





Trethewey Susan H, W H
U S Gsa
Ua 12 8 88 The Clayton P Shannon
Urban League Young Professionals
Value Series Mstr



























Gall Anthony J Jr
Gorshin Frank J, Agnes
Gray Bessie
Haberman Edward L
































































Estate of Charles K Fish
Estate of Daisy Gardner
Estate of Melinda Sasso
Everett Hurite Opht Assn















Johnson S Harris III































Richard S Hayes Trust Dtd
Richer Michael
Ritters Diner Inc
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Smalls Juliann
Smith Michele L










































Bosetti Ronald A Est





Chraska Judith A Estate
Conrad Ruth K
Coppola Alexandra
Coyne Martin J, Anita L
Crabbe Donald M, Lavene
Crews Phyllis L
Davin Regis M Estate
Davis Denise
Denes Peter J, Frank P
Digiannurio Arthur Jr
Dinunzio Chad






Estate of Dorothy F Dusetzina




















































Prince Henry J Estate
Regan Lisa M
Rijal Lila B












Stevick Sharon A Estate
Taylor Amber



























Boyle John R III
Brentwood Carrick Optical Cent





























Estate of Charles E Miller


















































M Catherine Oconnor Heirs Exec
Macellaro Joseph F
Magdic Rebecca A































Reese James Tyrone Jr























Starzynski Wilton F Est
Stephenson Brad A







Szczepanik John B, Helen
Tarasovic Ann
Taylor Katherine, Wallace T
Terbosic Lee C




Trok Thomas M, Ruth E









Wingert Charles, Fern B
Wolf Lillian
Yochum Gregory



















Byrne Joseph William, M Estelle
Calabrese Brad
Campbell Spencer




Coyne Alice Craig, Thomas G














Estate of Della F Walker
Estate of James C Holmberg





Fada Karen J, Furt A
Farrell Erin







Gilbert Keith A, Amanda
Gillen Cassandra
Golick Leon, A









Hickton Dawne S, David J
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Hilton Rose M










Kaplan Susan Esther, Morton
Kavanagh Benjamin E, Owen R

















Marthinsen Salvitti Ins Grp Inc
Matuszewski Leonard, Anna
Mayhew Christopher S, Cheryl A
Maynard James
Mccartney Mary Virginia, Robert W
Mcgrady Madeline
Mclean Lightner Louise












































Union Mining Co Inc
Valentine Maureen B
Van Gorder Andrew C
Vanschaick Suzanne
Ventresca Gloria Nancy
Villella Edward C O
Walters Glenn A




Wright Geoffrey G, Michael W


















Citizens Auto Fin Auto
Cobbs Roosevelt
Collier Eugene C, Gerry M












































































American Health Casualty Services
Andrew E Nicoli MD
Antario Anthony F
Aps Palo Verde Nucl
Arndt Angela M
Bender Ruth






































Susan B Anthony & Co
Thakkar Anuja
Valley Medical Association
Vecchio Garth R Estate
15231










Barbara Soroczak & Julie Caliguiri























Dorothy Mcgovern U A Dtd 01 21 86











































































P & W Motors Body Shop
Patel Tejal






Queri Victoria E, Joseph J





































































Durkin William J Jr




Gibson Samuel V Estate
Gmys Clara
Goods for Guns of Allegheny
Grote Grace S Miss
Hatten Jacqueline
Hc Nye Co Inc
Howard Termaine L
Hutchins Rena C










Naxwell Elbert Lindsey II
Nelson Edward B
Nissley Trevor J











































Curry Jr Lloyd E







Estate of Elizabeth B Bichler
Estate of Jennie Petrich
Estate of Loretta F Blunck
Estate of Richard C South


























Lebanon Shops Foodland 6788
Lindstrom Christopher






















































3 Rivers Activist Partners L P




American Dental Partners of MD
American Dental Partners of MI





Antalik Christine Ann, Paul Edwin
Antonucci Jeffrey















Biddle George E, Robert A
Blakey Barbara J
Bonkale Mamie K







































Corr Charles K, Judith A

























Eazor Theodore R, Nancy K
Edmonds Peter R
Edward F Haldeman & Assoc Inc
Edwards Brennan
Ellison Mildred D, Dana A
Estate of Christina Thompson
Estate of Elsie D Collins
Estate of Ruth J Rankin














Gentile Albert L Sr, Rose Marie





Greenlee John M III, Charles E
Griffin April D
Griffin Johnnie L, Inez
Grum Patricia A
























Johnson Beatrice L, Edward









































Mcdonough Mary Ann, Festus
Mcgeorge Mary M




Meggo Joseph Exectrice Estate
Merida Lanai A


























Penn Center Mgment Corp
Perez Matthew D




































































Stevens Donald R, Mabel E
Stewart Charles









Thompson Christopher, Christine C
Thrane Familytrust
















































Bootay and Bevington LLP
























Espy C E III











Golden Diane W, John M
Gomez Garcia Isaury M
Goodfellow Regis E




















Kirschman Reda Arabella, Albert Jr
Kissme Inc









Liotus Collision Center Inc
Machajewski Robert
Magri Michael A
Maier Charles A Estate
Malesic Stephanie N
Mary Margaret C, Kenneth F
Mc Nally John
Mccaffrey Kathleen









Mitchell Michael J, Olga W




Moravec Germaine P, Raymond F
Morgan Mary M
Muth Susan J























Ross Jacqueline J Estate
Rossick Viola
Schmidt Gillian




















Tri−State Track Coaches Assoc
Verbanovic Madelyn Estate, Daniel
Wenzel Erin















Allegheny Imaging of Mccandless
Allen Gordon
Alyousef Ammar
Andrew F Rodgers Insurance A






Bankers Trust Co of California
Barry Eugene P Estate
Bartlett Bruce E
Batiste Marian
Beho Development Co Inc
Bell Prudence D
Benner Mercedes J







Brown Thomas H Estate
Browning Melissa B, Stephen
Buss Jeffrey





Catlin Kimberly L, Mamie
Cecchine Alfred
Center For Musculoskeletal Evaluations I
Chieffe Dolores M, Annale R
Chinn Randi
Clement Dorothy R











Cox Sara A Ugma
Crawley Lorraine Jean






Dmg Dayton Caputo DMD
Donatello John
Doran Frances






Elizabeth Cannon Memorial Fund
Estate of Claudia B Mracna
Estate of Edwin G Bauer
Estate of Ivan Spudic
Estate of John W Landy
Estate of Mary A Horvatich
Estate of Mary A Weinert
Estate of Rose Rosenwald
Estate of Walter Snodgrass















Fleming James C Cust
Foka Hubert G
Forest Oaks at Wexford
Frankiewicz Klara
Gebrehawariat Samson T
Gibbs Charles W, Carol E
Giuliano Joseph
Goettman Nancy A Estate































Hudak Marko S, John J
Hughes Matthew P















Kinross George E, Daniel P







































Mercy Critical Care Associates
Meyer Robert









Murphy Perry J Jr, Mary C
Murray Denise B
Musictime Productions Inc





































Schwartz Fam Tr Dtd 08 18 07
Schweitzer Robert J
Schweitzer William C




Shepard Walter P, Ruth E
Shin Hyunwook
Signature Homes






Steel City South Pediatrics
Steffey Kelli S
Stewart Thomas







Thaner Ann M Estate
Thermaltherapeutic System Inc
Thompson James R










Walliser Millicent E, Samuel R
Wargo Ronald C










Wilson Robert J, Robert P
Wobb Kurt






Zellers Anton L, Kathy
Zimmer Gale M
Zollman Glen












Baltimore Leslie C, Brian K
Barnes & Noble





















Cindy L Brumbaugh Irrevocable Trust
Clark Linda
Contraves Usa Inc






Emerick Carolyn D, Jack F
Emerson Process Mana
Erie Physicians Network Pc
Estate of Lois South
Estate of Lucy Nagg
Estate of Regina M Fusan




Fox Chapel Dry Clnrs
Fox Chapel Golf Club
Fusan Regina

















Herndon Margaret D Est





James A Brumbaugh Irrevocable









Kunkel Herbert G MD
Lasko Donald E, Marie L
Laufe Marc D
Levy Ryan Matthew MD















Moffet Douglas C, Jane M
Moon Hong J
Moore Alexandra C, Laurin E
Moran Carol















































Zimmerman Ernest E II
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Estate of Caroline H Wien
Estate of Marie A Adams
Ewing Judith A









































Pe Peter J Estate
Pedrosky Peter Jason
Perott Catherina
















Scocchera Ronald L Cust, Brittney R
Sheehan Jay
Shipman Jeremy J




















Yates Richard A, Deana E
15241




Anderson Keri L, Chad R
Anderson Larry
Argento Casey Anne, Liborio J
Argento L John, Ellen


























Community Foundation of Upper
Conley Carolyn M






David Doren C Dale
Davies Bruce H Est, Lorraine C
Del Valle R
Delestienne Darla D




Estate of Mike Mongalise
Estate of Paul M Lanzino
Estate of Selma Wolf







Gillece Dayna Marie, Maureen A,
Stephanie
Gilmore Cara L
Gottschalk William E, Elizabeth




Hauth Charles R, Jane M
Heckler Sarah J
Helsel Helen E
Henricks Robert C, Lisa M
Henry Philip
Hess Christopher & Marci
Hodder Agnes T Mrs
Hoffman Doug
Hornack Ryan F
Hoy Jeremy S, Mayra M
Hubis Anna
Hudson Karl R
Hyatt William N, Kim J
Island Creek Coal Co
Isner Katherine H
James A Traficante Assoc
Jessie Cheyenne Barford Trust
Jones Inez C
Kasko Susan





Landman Richard M Est







Maloney Thomas J II
Manahan Walter R, Anita J
Markwell Florence W, Robert M













Odell Swanson Nancy L



















Roth Christine, Braeden M
Roth Tricia L
Rowles Harry W Estate
Sagecrest Bethel LLC
Schubert Oksana
Schumann Virginia R, Jill A
Scott Frances E




South Hills Lincoln Mercury




Stalnaker Phillip L, Stacia A
Stambaugh Alberta Estate
Stroucken Christian
Summers and White Designs Inc
Sweeney William E Sr









West Point Mgmt Co
Western Pa Dental Alliance Pc
Wolf Moshe J, David A
Wolf Selma
Wongsearaya Nori














Beaver Valley Dental LLC
Beemsterboer Beau
Bernson Jeffrey S








Copetas Alexandra, Dino P
Corchado Kohlton Lee
Corll Ruth A, Ray M
Cowen Alice M Estate
Crissman Marie R, Mary E
Curran Ann T
Dental Smiles of Uniontown
Dermatology Cosmetic Surgery Center Pc
Elchynski Bernaroine H
Estate of Antoinette Skrletts
Estate of Catheryn C Deemer
Estate of Dolores M Warnock
Estate of Edward S Pashel
Estate of Evelyn L Mcmurtry
Estate of Helen B Estok
Estate of Laura Wiater
Estate of Mae L Bujko
Estate of Martin Taufer
Estate of Mary E Henry
Estate of Rosemarie Emling
Estate of Sarah M Winters






Hanson George E, Mary K
Hatter Patricia Ann
Hudson Michael
Jeffreys Marilyn M, Frank B
Johnny Mocks Auto Body
Kaercher Catherine S
Kent James E





Krugh Robert P, Rita J
Kubus Abigail R, Mary L
Kuntz John C
Leidigh Robert
Leslie Virginia F Estate
Levine Milton
Linaburg Ronald G









Mcmichael Robert N, Nancy R




Michel Frank E, Mary L
Michell Mary L Jr






Moorhead Frances M Estate
Mosites Steven T
Moulton Madelon, Michelle, Joan C
Nabors Marian C, Eric D
Nasr Shawki T
Ostrowsky Henry J









































Bax Global Cargo Claims



















Safety Kleen Systems Inc
Scientific Fisher
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Selective Ins Co of America
Siemens Water Technologies Corp




Umha Pm and R








Advanced Pain Management Servi
Allegany Imaging P C




Butler Animal Health Hol
Cain James G
Capital Preferred Yield Fund IV
Carolina Door Contro
Centers for Rehab Service












Gulf Oil Div of Cumberland Farms Inc
Hare & Co
Howell Amanda
Ipass Inc Pittsburgh Pa




North Harbor Medical Pllc
Novacare Rehabilitation of Ohio I




Realty Associated Fund VIII LP
Realty Associates Fund VII
Realty Associates Iowa Corp
Redishred Acquisition Inc
Regional Imaging & Therapeutic
Schein Henry
Techrx









Alcoa Howmet Tech Cent






Alton Pkgng Mstr Tr
American Electric Power
Brown Aaron C Jr
Buck Consultants LLC
Dexter Corporation Grantor Trust









Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Co
Cic Technology Kinetics Asset
Corp Plz Assoc Llcm2188
D Kim Irrevocable Childrens Trst
Dreyfus Investment Services Corpora
Jones Lang Lasalle Americassaic





















8245 Century III Mall LLC
A K Steel Receivables Limited
Automotive Parts Service Inc
Bayside Family Medicine
Blazer Energy Corporation
Bloom Engineering Co Inc
Campbell S




Charles E Smith Com
Chester Engineers
Columbia Gas of Pa
Community Family Health Centers
Copley Place Associates LLC
Corhart Refractories
Engines Ge Aircraft
Family Health Center of Edinboro
G E Capital Corp
Genoptix Inc
Great American Lines Inc
Gxs
International Business Ma
Invacare Supply Group Inc
J L Industrial Supply
Jlw Ins Repair And Realt Svcs





Novacare Rehabilitation of Ohi
Ophthalmolo Silver S
Peoples Natural Gas
Premier Trailer Leasing Inc
Ross A Snow MD
Saint Gobain Ind Ceramics
Techint Technologies Inc































Cabot Oil & Gas Charleston
Griffith Bennett Inc

































Neumann Richman E, Larry
Okunubi Folashade O












Lackner Elizabeth Ann, Joseph F




Best Feeds Farm Splys Inc
Blair Catherine
Bosenberg William
Burke Roll−Off Sys. & Transport LLC
Campbell Paul
Catalyst Rtw













Graham Constance C, Thomas A
Gray Marian K
Hafiz Saleema













































Shafer Donna Lee Estate












Babyak Stephen, Terri L
Baines Brian R
Blystone Stacey







Estate of Georgetta Geer




























Mozdir Loretta Jt, Edward Jt
Niceley Dawna J




Sarvey Helen P, John A
Schall Jenna M













Fidel E Velez MD
Gebauer Jennifer Lynn
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Estate of Ruth L Baucom
Mchenry Randall L
























Cox Donald P Jr
Cravenor Eric S
Crissman Helen G A I F
Crissman Tracey L
Diego R Cordoba MD Ltd
Dougherty Margaret L Estate
Fichthorn William P, Wanda










































Samaj Miss Kathy A











Ua 26−Aug−98 William H Pitts



















A E Reken Welding & Fab Co


















































































B & E Inc Tr
























Nelson S Mini Mart
















Belich Lyvada M, Joseph F
Benek Roseaurea, John A
Biskup Linda A


















Dfs Management Company Inc







Estate of Hilda Caldarelli
Estate of Janice E Barton
Evans Evan



















































































Price Juanita, Shawn L







































































Gradek Bret M, Jami B






























































Warkonyi Irma E Estate
West Nicolette
Whitted Rosella, John E
Wiles Dianne
Woods Robin














Bluemling Shelia A M, David A
Bock John E
Cain Roy










Holmes Nellie A, Leroy
Hooper David W
Human Capital Advisors LLC
Ivanchan Suzanne
Kasper Theodore
Kaunert Marlene A, Edwin E
Kowalcyk Frank J













Totera Elaine S, James A
Vader Enterprises LLC


















Bruce N Chamovitz MD Group

















El Shaddai Home Owners Association
English Sandra J
Estate of C George
Estate of Dolores Beighley
Estate of Dorothea M Youngman
Estate of Elaine E Lowery
Estate of Joseph Vitale
Estate of Louise Churovia
Estate of Madeleine D Mohrbacher
Estate of Margaret Fila
Estate of Mary Gamble
Estate of Mary Migota
Estate of Nellie M Foehringer
Estate of Nora Collins
Estate of Stella D Gerra
Estate of Sue Klenovich
Estate of Theron Mohrbacher
Estate of Thomas R Namadan
Estate of William Mineard
Estate of William Sorg



















Kester Granville Jr, Nelle H
Kitchin Naida C
Koban Edward W, William, Cecilia
Laser Materials Services Inc














































Sewickley Valley Medical Group





















Ua 09 14 93 The Granville Kester Jr
Valley Medical Facilities Inc
Vandevort Joy B
Wagner Charles




















Beaver County Sports and Recreation
Beaver Initiative for Growth
Beaver Race Initiative






























Deberry Frank A Jr
Dejohn Shawn A Sr
Demaria Diane







Estate of Bertha G Moore
Estate of Margaret Wilson
Estate of Velma M Lallement
Estate of Virginia Armen

































































































































Holder John C Jr
Montana Aldona E
Montanaro Vincent
































Duell Christine A, Amanda C
Garrett Dorothy M, Joyhn
Goff Est Georgia Estate, Georgia A
Agnes C Mazzocca Living Trust
Barish David J
Boal Vivian R













































Atwood and Clark Consultants
Barnes Kathy L
Borriello Susan A






















Estate of Ernest A Torres
Harding Robert












Stevenson Joseph R, Jeannie
Suffoletta Rose
Taylor Cayman A, Todd F





Allcare Dental and Dentures of Pa













Dr David M Skoff
Dupree Charity










Lanzot Jose B, Evelyn
Lasky Alexander




























Bradys Run Veterinary Hospital
Brelloch Bobbie Joe M
Bristol William
Buzard Kenneth D Est
Cook Marguerite, Steve
Cotter Kenneth T




Elliott Electric Supply Co Inc
Ellis Kelli
Estate of Donald C Swick






Harn Robert F, Lidia J


































































Estate of Catherine Zeranick






Graham Joseph R III
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Ostrowski Mark A



























Estate of Samuel S Ward
Fleischmann E


















Mcanallen Helen M Estate
Mcdowell Karen
Nour Group for P

























Marrietta Charles L Jr
Mulig Michael R
Mulig Paul
Zip Codes Not Reported
Biskup Carl Estate, Jeffrey
Biskup Keath Estate
Brantner Steven E
Garner Judith F, Mary T
Gill Christopher
Jones Kristy M
Knauff Katherine G, Theo J







John Feather Fam Rev Trust







Atkins Bowman S III Est








































Rosser Richard L, Janet R
Rutledge Doris Estate
Schlereth Catherine M














Yetter Robert G, Ona M
15533
Bittner Marshall L, Patricia L
Blackstone Jeffery L
Bradfield Richard









































Samuel Kimberly E, J, Katie E
Scheuch James L
Shimer Robert W
Stevey Leroy C, Dianna C






























Kauffman Richard D, Heather
Kring J H
Morgart Richard W, Kathy















































Clingerman Estol Akers Sr


















Stufflet Thomas, Mary L
19504
Adams Williams P
Baskin Benjamin Ugma, Herbert Cust
Bauman Paul D
Clay Michael










Mcclure David J, Susan C
















Herbst Gladys A Estate
Kadlecik Rudy K Sr, Susan M
Minford Richard A, Marie E
Nicholas Clarence, Edna
Taphorn Richard W Jr
Vorhauer Sandra
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Miller Ronald and Joan





Savant James A Jr
Shalters Connie
Transfers Dayne D, Trevor H
19507
All American Truck Plaza













Bannon Linda A, Matthew
Batz Lisa
Border Russell R Jr
Bowers William H















Giorgianni Samuel A Jr
Goodrich Cedric A



















































Elliott John E, Terri L
First State Greyhound Rescue













Painter John D Jr
Palumbo Amber N
Patel Mehul
























































Invisible Fence By Astro
Jackson Brian T




Liesau Cynthia A, Rachel M













































Umberger Wayne V, Eugenia M
Zukoski Jaclyn C
19518






















Fox Kathryn A Jr
Fritsche Milton
Furillo Josephine























Mondoc Eric L, Sam
Montgomery William G
Morgan Anna




Ratkis Dorothy C Rd
Reynolds William D
Roecker Eloise M, Gordon
Rubendall Heather L
Santora George



























Baney Philip J, C, C
Bassler Robert B Est of Sr
Bo Jeannie B



























Lowe Sandra J, Brian E
Loy Melvin J
Ludwikowski Barry











Rusk Michael Leuester, Darlene Faye
Sanders Vera H
Sapira Law Offices
Schaeffer Jayne R, Eric R


















Wert Kenneth C Sr, Kenneth C Jr



























Heffner Robert P, Betty J
Honsberger Kimberly




Kramer Christopher D, Robert L,
Pamela D



























Ua 02−Apr−03 the Norman R Snyder Sr
Varner Scott C
Webb Helen M
































































Wooden Bridge Dry Goods
Yeung Sui Y
19533
Alarm Tech Suppression Inc
Altland Bruce
Bachart Joseph T


































Interstate Collision & Towing Cente
Keal Ian K
Kma Properties LLC
Lake Alfred W Est
Mclaughlin Dan






























































































































































































Monighan James J, Kevin F
Morales Marketing and Design







West Side Auto Body and Sales
White Rose Food
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Stapleton Marjorie and Robert Cbom
Tetley Charles H, Sandra A
Tobias William A










































































Fidler Kermit R Jr
Geiger Est Alberta, Alberta
Harnish Donald W Jr
Hoover Jane F
Kinsky Edgar L Estate
Moyer Justin M
Remo Victoria A























Bennicoff Maryellen, Carl A
Bergold Andrew
















































































































John P Feeney Funeral Home Inc
Jones Jeffrey C


































































Obrien Joseph F, J Jr
Ocegura Josefina
Oconnell James















Pfleger William J Jr, Diana
Pierre Jimmy







Ramirez Caba Nancy C
Ramirez Duran Jesus























Rollins Cruz Luis E
Roman Carmen
Rosario Juan A
Rudy Donald W Estate
Rumsey Glen R


























































Ziegler Miriam A, Neil H
Zimmerman Diane M
19602




















Buffalo Crushed Stone Pn
Burgos Juan F
Burns Terry L




































































































































































Drinker Biddle and Reath
Eberhart Rose E
Ebersole Dedicated Srvcs Inc
Exchange Club of Reading
Gaul George B
Lerch Howard K











































Campos Mondragon Maria Dolores
Cante Fredy L
Carrasquillo Licette











Diaz Angel E Jr
Diaz Perez M











Fernandez Sotero C Avila
Flores Victor M
Flowers Donald R




















Himmelreich Lester L Jr, Jane B
Hoffman Elenor
























































































































































Estate of E Rosa
Faust Franklin S, Marianne J
Fellin Lauren E
Ferguson Ann Marie E, Timothy J
Forrer S Auto Sales & Service Inc










Henny Elwood R Estate
Hiltebeitel Brandon P
Jacks Christina M, Robert W
Jacoby Ilse Estate





















Noll Veronica A, Kim T























The Franklin Real Estate Group
Tobias M Gertrude
Trayer Mary E
Wasilewski Robert A Jr
Weber Bernice






















Beltran Piersody Jonathan J
Bender Brian L, Debra A
Bohn Carolyn J
Boucher Edward J























Dragon Alexander R, Robert M
Eberle Betty G, Paul C
















Fuller Darlene F Estate
Funderburk Jordan E
Gabriel B R Hernandez
Gaetani Avis
Gaffney Jennifer L






























Inhof Adam A Sr
Irvine Samuel
Jastrzembski Angeline G, Joseph T








































































































Tyner Zell V Estate







Washington Camp No 230 Pos A
Weidner Cindy M



















Barbon Frank W III
Beach Joseph, Jodi
Benke Mae A
Blankhorn Doris M Estate








Brown Sallie A, Dana W
Bugay Roxanne
Camilli Concetta A Estate
Campian Vasilica A














Estate of Marlene Berkstresser
Filmore Nora J
Gerber William F

















































































Sunoco A Plus 9110
Tobias Bonnie


































Church Annette H, Thomas M
Civil James R













Estate of Arline E Phillips
Estate of Ellen M Mcmullen
Estate of Mary E Vogel
Evans Beth
Evans Charity, James




























Klee Terry L, Lisa A
















Moseman Estelle V, Robert J
Moser William





























Torres Velez Alexis, Monica







































L K Artisans Inc





















Taylor Thomas M, Elizabeth M
Thompson Patricia
Tolentino Raul E
Toscani Wood Fire Grill Test
Tran Dung N
Trollinger Laree M, Gary L
Trythall Fred C
Wernicki Frances S Mrs, Joseph A
Witman Patricia




100 Park at Wyomissing Square
Achenbach Sara S
Adhezion Biomedical







Auman Theo Est C III
Banco Stephen




































Estate of Betty J Sarangoulis























Heimes Pilar L, Hans G




J R Management Inc
Jay W T Jr
Jc Ehrlich Co Inc





















Loomis Co Uni Chains
Loomis Company The
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May Frederick, Doris
Mccanney David






























Reider Edward A Jr




S Gehrke Cpa Herbert
Santander Bank
Schatzman Thomas J




Smetona John A, Anna C
Steffy Kathryn M


















Aguirre Garzon Jennifer L







Bixler Dolores J, Bruce B
Boyer Roy N























Guard Hyacinth, Paul W
Guenther Grimm Zachary, Laura



















































Bachman of New Jersey
Brenntag Northeast Inc
Dolan Mary C
E G W Incorp
Enersys Delaware Inc
Fromm Electric Supply Corp
Gk Elite
Gpu Telcom Services Inc
Industrial Supply Co



























Grant Gerald V Estate
Horel Emilie
Merritt Mary




Sterne Ralph, Betty L
Sterner Betty L, Ralph










Alto Med Lex Script Pharmacy
Altoona Roofing
















































Estate of Thomas F Gibboney
Fagan James
Fanning Winthrop C, Viktoria
Fasekas Sara E Est






Foster Lester H Jr
George Cassidy Estate
George R & Joann L Dick Tr
Gibboney Thomas
Greiner Edith M















Keller Jr Ronald L
Kelly Harry F
Kemp II William G
Kensinger William
























Melissa M Mcculley Biddle
Mihalko Construction
Miller Joseph A
Miller Mildred C, James A
Miller Mona
Miller Winifred K, Harry E
Mills Sylvia J
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Estate of Bobbie G Dodson
Estate of Edith I Miller
Estate of Mildred Seymore
Fabian Peter P
Fe Fis
Feather Carolyn N, Gary K




Galentine James A Jr
Gehert Ruth





Gould Catherine M, Barry L

































Mcgough M Teresa, John E
Miller Dennis J









Nagle Jon E, Brenda D
















































Campbell William A Sr, William A Jr
Clapper Clova A Est, Clova A
Claypoole Richard P
De Armitt Robert W Jr
Hoffman Daniel W
Johnson Charles A





































Garlena Christopher J, Jessilyn S,




Helsel Mildred M, Ralph E
Herr Joseph A, Debra K
Hershberger Alice M
Hinish Ronald
Kensinger Carl W Estate
Kensinger Elisabeth I, Carl W
Kensinger Family Revoc Tr
Liebegott Brown Funeral Home Inc
Magill Robert L







Miller Kenneth J, S, Stacie A
Morningstar Chad A



























































































Nardone Susan, L B
Old Canal Inn

















Starr Appraisal Services LLC
Stone Denice L, David P














Black Betty Jane Estate

















A Plus Appraisal Service








Estate of Marion Mumaugh
Fisher Wendy L
Garritano Deborah L


































Christine Paul R Jr
Clapper Dawn M

















Lewis Anne Elizabeth, Kathryn H














Ocwen Loan Servicing LLC
Peake David B
Rhodes James C, Bessie M
Rizzo Beverly
Smith Joseph L
Stewart Robert B Mrs, Robert B














Meadwest Vaco Evadale Tx





























































Betsy Lynch Irrev Trust
























































Wallikas Andrew C, Geneva
18831
Cole Phyllis, Earl





Hipple Maureen A, Joseph A
















Babcock David E, Kathy E
Cook Donald M
Cook Ronald T
Deloach Billie Leah, Jerry
Farm Camp Lowy Brower Shunan


















Carlin Weber Daran J
Chris Z Suttons Garage & Towing
Clark Harry E








































Stumph Robert D Jr
















A P Support Inc






Brown Michael J, Doris
Bull Amy M
















Goodrich Kenneth B MD
Grover Jamie
Hollenback Leah


















Process Piping & Construc
Prusack Nicholas







Thomason Christian M, Eric A
Vanderpool Louis A
Washburn Dorothy C


















































Altemos Fuel Oil Co
Anthony Silvan Pools
Arabia Francisco
Arcy Pamela Bowers, Trevor C





Barry E Smith Irrevocable Trust
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Burke Scott C Estate
Caldwell Sara
Cappello Bridget M
Carroll Edward B Jr
Caruso Michael J, L, Nicole V
Casciano Michael D
Celano Josephine P
















Dieterichs Annette S Jt, Frank F Jt
Dinella Melinda, Paul
Donorovich Edward J, Virginia
Dougherty Roberta, David
Doylestown Internal Medicine Associates
Earnshaw Steven R, Linda L






Evans Edward N, Alison









Garrett Maria W, Garrett Eric K
Gibbs Helen Estate, Helen P
Ginnetti Baron




Haefner Herbert E Jr
Hannelorie Heybach Carl G Hann
Hardesty Kyla Joy

























Kearins Brooke A, Sean M
Kelly George J
Ketchum Allegra L
Keyburn William Robert, Rita M
Keyser Susan E
Kieschnick Cory H, Erie N
Kirkwood James J
Komand Wanda M, Ervin
Kosmatka Mary M
Koziel Melissa A




Leidy Judith K, Don E
Leslie William H
Let Them Eat Cupcakes
Levens Louis
Levy F R







Lupinacci Dominic R Jr
Maclean Amy M
Magee Richard
Magee Richard D Jr















Michel Irving Colonel Estate
Miller Hannah
Minnick Dean M




National Penn Insurance Services
Nelson Anne G
Nicolo Rita





















Preferred Capital Bidco Inc
Professional Liability
Putman Kevin S Sr, Ryan E
Quigley Brian P
Radcliff Gladys V





Rivera Rivera Britanie A, Caban Pamela I








Sara F Kwong Trust
Scheetz Austin
Schneider George G, George H
Schnure Dorothy K Est






























Thome John S Jr

































American Cancer Society Acs










Chase Allison B Ugma, Lisa L Cust
Cooper Jody L
Czupich Kathleen M
Deauville V A Inc
Dennis Richard J
Doylestown Air



















Kathryn Conly Mincer Trust Ua 07 31
Kennedy Keith D Adm








Lopardo John J, Lucy M
Lutz Carl P



























































Yeager Frederick H, M Charlotte
Zaffrin Scott
18910






















Bagnardi Ottavio J III
Balser Joshua



















Digregorio Anthony C Jr, Anthony J
Dominguez Michael J
Dr Cordell
Eureka Stone Quarry Inc
Faber David




















Kema Registered Quality I




Klucznik Henry J, John
Knotts Cynthia L, Thomas R
Kostas John H











Mcgrath James P II
Mcreynolds Patricia
Meenan Shane





















































































Fein Marcy Alyse, Allyson D
Krempa Associates





























Smith Benjamin C, Judith B
Sojka Stephen E
Struther Florence J































Irvin William J Jr
Kane Ilene L
Kilburn Evelyn R





Lowenthal Darren R, Bridget
Ludovico Joseph
Marta Hobbs Life Ins Trust















Profit Management Assoc East


















Gross Kenneth J III, Tanya M
Layton Philip Dale







Firth Rose A Estate




Stewart Edwin F III




















Bentle Yalden Alice R





















Decicco Carl P, Milena
Dewitt Scott
Dick Paul M Jr
Dolores Pedro Carro
Eckert Josephine C
Emma A Friedemann Es
Ford Cynthia
Fridey Eugene J III
Gallagher Richard J




























Melching John C Jr, Mary S
Mello William
Melsons Service Center I










Rafael Juan Ausencio P
Rau William E, Carolann
















Smith Robert R, Alice J





Sykes Dick Karen A
Tardelli Dave
Thomas Clarence J Jr
Toro Mariselle
Turner Aubrey L
Ua 03 30 92 Jane A Guest
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Weathington Talmage F
Weisberg Robert A, Wendy S
Willmott Ruth M







Beatty Claire M, Charles
Benjamin Marsha A, Paul B
Beth Lee
Betof Shauna









Bucks County Cmty Clg Bookstore













Crespo Maria L, Ramon
Cullen Kevin J












Fallon Lawrence J Estate




Fit 2 Max LLC
Fox Callan Patricia
Gallagher Jane F




Girl Scouts of Freedom Valley
Goncharsky Michael B
Grey Clifford E, Marjorie C
Grombacher Irwin Elizabeth






Henry Morris Bird Bull Press
Hoover Loretta W
Hughes Danielle J, Lisa
Ins Co of North America
Jadco Enterprises Inc
Jhaveri Chandrakant K, Sameer
Jonaitis Philip A
Kaplan Shawn





















Luizzi Jacqueline, Joseph M
Luna Brands


















































Rielley Leslie E, Mary J
Robert Petit Estate
Roberts Demery J, Gary J








































































White Knight Preservation Part
18944
Aiani Susan B











Bucks County Auto Care





Corrado Michael Louis, Kelli C
Corrigan John J Jr
Coyne Thomas
Crange Macdonald, Tammy
Cutler Richard F Jr
Dance for Love
Daw Mark E




Dubyk Margaret A, Matthew
Edwards Ella M
Emann Caroline E

















































Nacarella Regan Cory, Larry
Nagel Marian K Estate
Nicolo Joseph S Jr
Ohara Gerard P, Kristine
Oneill Marian A
Online Exams





Play 4 the Cure
Psulkowski Rosanna D, Robert C, Sean
Puntel Marino A













Simons Joshua D, Lloyd J






























Gaul Dalton J, Karen L
Gaul Karen J, Tori A
Haber Jeffery
Jago Helen M
Jolliffe Lorell A, Dale R
Kirk Mechanical
Kirk Theodore J Jr, Diane K
Kraus Thomas
Kreisher Victoria J
Kroschwitz Robert A Jr, Maria C

















Hayne Krystyna, James R
Keefrider David
Noel James R
Scott Specialty Gases Inc
Thompson Collision Center
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Checkered Flag Auto Glass


































First American Marketing Corp
Fliszar Jennifer L, Kyle A
Fosbenner Karen, Mark
Fowler Robert
Fox Jr Charles T
Freed Kailyn A
Frye Jennifer
Fulmer Betty L, Terry B
Galante Eric
Gateway of Quakertow




















Hillegass Barbara T, Gerald G
Hinkle Rodney D
Hinkle Verna I


































































Ram Invest Club of Pa A Partnership
Rauscher Louis C, Alma W
Regina A Shoemaker Trste
Reinford Troy M







Rosen Barry A Esq
Rummel Brenda S
Rush Benjamin S




Sarine Michele D, Stephen M

































Ua 09 14 92 Ruth D Hendricks
























Cann John A Jr
Capella Shirley R, Joseph F, Joseph G
Carroll Annette M, Paul J
Cicalese Vincent H

























Little Thomas J, Donna M
Lovrich Eleanor
Maguire Sara E
May Edward T Jr
Mccall Susan Est




Noll Thomas L, Wendy J
Omalley K A
Orminski Joseph









Simonson Jennifer A, R B
Spiegler Cornel

























Bouc Ernest A Jr
Burke Richard W






Craig Nicole D, Linda
Davies Raymond M




































Renner Irene Harpel Estate






























Vosbigian Vootouke R Estate
18966
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Aliyeva Natalya
Allen Mark W


















































Ctr for Creative Hmn Perform
Cummings Colin Richard
Cunningham Cornelius A
Datsko Yaroslav, Vladimir, Alex














Dunphy Gerard A Jr
Durand Jennifer R







Est Margaret J Oconnor
Evans Robert, Susan















Forr Harry J Jr
Forte Elizabeth
Frey Elsie
Freyhof Katherine A, William D













Goldberg Ethelyn, Mark E
Good Michele M































K J Falconlog LLC Pa
Kalin Barbara J
Karl Elizabeth, Robert A
Kastanos Semon A


















Lang Katherine E, Kathleen E
Lanshe Susan L
Law Offices of Gregory Javardian



























Mary Elaine Coyne Revoc Trust
Maximova Irina
Mays James S, Marion

























O Connor Margaret M



















Powers Kirn & Javardian LLC
Pressens Frances E, Joseph L
Prusack Louis R












Rowens Bruce B, Barbara







Schwartz Lawrence B, Helena I
Schwartzberg Andrew Joseph















Stefanelli Russell, June M
Stelex Inc
Stephenson Timothy









Turnau William F, Hermina
















Weyhmuller Gary J, Gail








Wood Frank R Tr
Worth Aurelia E, Elmer M
Wright Charles H
Yankelevich Maxim









Stefano Paul L Jr, Lori
Stump Mary Estate
18972












Sacks Karen Lewis, Bernice R
Sacks Karen Lewis, Branden
Sacks Karen Lewis, Brian
Sacks Karen Lewis, Kendall D
Sacks Karen Lewis, Lindsey M
Ubel Jennifer M, Marily M
Webber Brett
18974
10 Oz Com Inc










Barnes Ronald D, Lois F
Beans Allen F
Beltran Laudencio A
Best By Far Travel I
Biederman Robert
Bishop Lisa C
Black Bertha M, Donald
Bloch Mamie
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Chemmaker Corp 2
Chickanosky Jeffrey, Ella M
Ciccarone Frank
Clarke Loretta W, George D
Cohen Adam T
Colon Pedro








Cust Alexander J Paris Ugma Pa
Damm Eric
Dan Kradzinski Remodeling
Daniels Mary A Estate
Davidson Thomas
Deangelis Ryan J
Dejesus Ana Isabel, Carlos M
Demarco Drew

















Express Car and Truck Rental
Express Car and Truck Sales
Exten Kathryn E
Fahie Kimberly Alice
Fallon Christopher E, Lynn M
Ferguson Robert A
















Gledhill Barbara J, Robert A
Gordon Mary T
Gottscho Aldolph




Hagerty Joel Andrew, Philomena
Haines Christopher C





Heisler William C Est
Henry Dolores S, Keith P
Hernandez Simon M
Herring W I Jr
Herstine Sumintra
Heuscher Frances M
Hilton Esther Rose, Brett J
Hirst Shirley Ann
Hoffman Melissa E
Howard W Richard, Dorothy A
Hoy Christopher
Huffman April
Hutchinson Thomas C IV
































Leonards Robert A, Ruth
Linzner Margaret
Lisowski Brian T







Luce Richard, Alyce W
Lynch Christophe J












Mcandrew Anthony J Jr, Mary K
Mccarthy Patrick J
Mccartney Timothy
Mcduell Ernest M IV
Menzen Genevieve


































Phelan Thomas J, Matthew
Phillips Elizabeth T
Pierce Jeffrey O
Pizza Plaza of Warwick Inc
Plafcan John J
Podrasky C J
Pottgiesser Marie J, Walter
Quality Gas
Reyes Juan C












































Stout H Ernest Jr
Strauss Arlene








Topcraft Precision Molders Inc









































Breathe Safe Air Systems Inc
Brendlinger Karen A
Brook Harry P
Burkholder Dolores F, William R
















Forman Anita Eileen, Marlene W
Gateway Kia
Gateway Motor Cars































Mobarek Ihab Wagih, Sarah M
Mobarek Karen M
Moessner Betty J Est
Montgomery Michael H
Moore Patricia E, Amy Lynn
Mrs Butterworths Ins
Nova Hata Building Group
Oconnor Mary E
Oczkowsk Edward


















Rennie James E, Lorie A
Richter Stefanie











Strassheim William E, Margaret




Valley Air Indoor Quality
Werner Glenn S






Adams Gregory E, Giuliana
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Gana Kathleen R
Goldblatt Kenneth H, Ellen L











Rahl Robert J, Susan J
Reichlin Ida B
Rosen Susan










































Bucks County Family Care Pc






















































































Manning John J Jr
Matthews Edwin W
Mattingly James






















Naylor Bonnie Anne, Mahlon II













































































Wade John L Sr, Nann
Walsh Jason M
Warwick Erica











A F Y Security Distr














































Buckley Melissa A, Paul H
Burns Steve









Charming Shoppes of Delaware
Charyna Daniel P















Comprehensive Breast Care Surgeons
Connelly Joseph F
Cook Mary Ellen, William J
Cooper Larry
Cooper Zuannah
Coulter Herbert J, Rose T
Courter Anna C
Cox Janet B Est
Coyle Suzanne







Davis Dorothy A Adm, Amelia L
Davis Stephanie M
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Fluehr Robert J Sr
Ford Scott J
Frankford Leather Co Inc Employees
Freeman Natisha, Alford













Greenbriar at Thornbury II
Greenwood Gaming Dba Parx Casi
Gregory Frank


























































Lamm Rubenstone Lesavoy Butz &










































Mc Clintic Robert P
Mcclintock John M













Metro Public Adjustment Inc
Michael Heath and Wilshire Credit
Mifflin Joseph
Miller Kristen






















O Rourke Susan M
Obeng Sabrina
Obrien William J III Dr
Old School Derby Association























Paulson Eleanor M Estate







Pitonyak James M, Denise

























Reilly Barbara G, Robert A
Reilly Robert




















Rojo Mercedes, Eduardo, Joan



















Scanlon Joseph J III
Scarborough Rodney P
Schrader James M












Slear Nathaniel C, R J, Lin G
Slear Susan A





























































Wolf David T/A Nutech Lighting Co
Wolfe Edward P















Action Adjustment Services Inc
Altstatt Dawn E
Ayling Kristen, Kurt











































May John T, Helen
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Brown Timothy R, Deborah J
Burandt Tyanne
Byrne Theresa, Thomas

































































Ua 10 01 08 Marlene A Foust





























Belmont Gregory J, Donna B
Benner Boyd













































Dobry Elizabeth K, Joseph F
Donahue Margaret M




Eckert Margaret V, Robert A
Edwin A the Est
Egnak Michael A
Elder Joseph C Jr
Escher Norma F, Irene V
Evans John W Estate
Fagans Natalie




Fix My Mommy Fund
Foley Carly
Freas Gundrum Janet A
Fried Karen M, Guy W


































Jambro Robert D MD






Kain Edward M, Jane
Kane Samantha M
Kanoff Leonard, Karen































































Pennsbury Regional Basketball League
Perretta Michael
Pervis Keith A
Petro Tech Mechanical LLC
Pharmacutical Business Intelligence
Pistocco Donna L
Pursell William M, Elizabeth F
Quality Care Auto Body
Raddi Frank S










































Truchil Stephen M, Louis D, Celia, Barry
Tygh Jillian R
Ua 01 10 91 Kyle Dacey





















A and M Supernova


















Blackwell Marion L, Emma K
Brennan Alice
Brennan Martin








Castor Heather E, Marilea I
Cawley Robert M




















Dougherty Law Associates LLC
Dougherty Nevin
Duerr Lawrence G, Helen E







Fenerty Catherine A Estate
Fidler Joseph







Frantz J Arthur Jr, Ruth K
Frascella Helen
Frascella Living Trust U A Dtd 02 2
Gamesa Corp
Gamesdepot
Garber Colin S, Diane, George C III,
Kimberly E
Gary S Rx Shoppe
Garys Rx Shoppe
Ge Betz Inc



















Ihop Feasterville Store 527











Kraus James J Estate
Krichmar Boris Est




























Negro Andrew, Ethel, Ethyl
Negron Angelica
New Green Tea Nails Spa Inc
Nottsgrove Diner Cor
Oliva Joseph L
























Schuepfer Charles John, Fred
Sculptz Inc
Seborowski Pauline V, Joseph A
Seneca Anthony
Shaheena Inc Trading




Simpkins Samuel F Jr
Sixtus Timothy
Sliker Edward W, Helen R
Smith Eric D

















Vogt Robert, Ada E
Waldman Heather
Walters John R
























Camaioni Steven J, Susan L


























Gonzalez Hector P Peralta
Gould Elsie
Greenhough Janet, Katie

























































































Davis Norman D Jr
Dejesus Maiky








Frey Dorothy J, Donald H
Gower Helen S, Charles
Griffieth Amber
Guckin Thomas













Kristofor Dylan R, Nolan J
Krzywonos Patricia A, Stanley M
Labranche Paul



























Saraullo Kathleen R, Robert J
Schoepfer Daniel K
Simms George M










Toland Joseph F, Marie
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Alexander Wade H III




Bartle Edward W Jr
Becker Michael
Begley Curtis, Diane
Berg Albert F, Michael
Berg Matthew R, Albert F
Berg Richard A, Albert F
Berg Steven J, Albert F












Cawley James F Sr
Celis Yaneth C









Deeny Frank M Jr
Deleeuw Viviane
Dempsey Richard D
Dobry Edmund C Jr


























































Samuel Kristin K, Jude Z
Schaffer Harold and Rose Jean Trust
Schreiner Regina G, Jack M



















Zeallor Joseph H III
19057
A E Mfr Co Inc














Calkins Stanley W Jr, Stanley W
Campbell John or Dorothy
Chadwick William H Jr
Colarusso Louise A




























Harkin Brady Sheila M
Harmon Justin Richard Mr
Hess Ryan N


























Mcelroy Jeanne E, Harry R
Mcfadden Ervin
Mcgallagher Star Ryder















Oestreich Robert L Jr
Palcko Sue







Robs Automotive & Collision




































Ana M Cetani dba Amc Cleaning









Barchi Elizabeth, Henry J
Barker Harry A
Barker Kenneth
Barmash Michael, Mona C
Barnes Christine












Bonar Veronica J, Antoinette
Bontempo Stephen
Books for Senegal Sokone Project
Bowden Edward T
Boyer Bettie Est
Bragg Carnie P III





































Donald W Henderson Tr
Donaldson Patrick
Dowling Brian J





Escosio Mercuria S Estate
Evangelista Judith P
Farmland Preservation Corp
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Hrin Robin M
Huganir William S
Hutchins Dorothy Est, Dorothy M
Hutchison Joseph C Jr, Anita M
Immordino Michael J
Implant and Periodontal Center
Jackson Benjamin F
Jaffe Matthew, Mona





Journal Register East Inc





















































Maa Durga Enterprises LLC
Mackey Faith
Madill Preston Jr
Madison Apartment Group LP
Maher Jeffrey L
Main Thomas R, James
































































Petryszak Daniel J, Jean L
Phillip Halper DDS P C
Pierson Mary M
Pietrzykowski Mark



































































































U G M A−Pa Meredith Lane
Ua 12 05 85 Rafael A Klatzkin
Ubriaco Thomas
Van Lieu Albert W, Lieu Ethel C
Vanarsdale William IV
Vanderpool Ramon A













Wiese Tracey E, Thomas F
Winder Joseph























Estate of Sushila Patel
Green Gertrude C
Groves Ruth E
Harold Robert E, Karen L
Hunter James Estate
Iron Horse Excavating
Jamison Travel and Tours





















Angert Roger A Jr, Jennifer D
Armstrong James L, Marie E
Bailey Terry
Baker Betty J
Barthlow J and N Irrev Tst














Buck Ernest W Jr
Buckelram Mary J
Burkett Kathy
Butler County Memorial Park































Estate of Catherine M Brown
Estate of Catherine Ross
Estate of Cotta Shearer
Estate of Elizabeth J Schaffner
Estate of Patricia P Duerring

































Horner Ilse I Est
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Martin Leslie W III
Mastalski Frank S Jr















Morin Douglas W Jr
Muller Larissa
Murphy George R





















Ryan James J III
Sampson Cathrine E
Sanzotti Claudette J, Vincent J











































































Jsp Mold L L C
Kelly Valarie A
Kennedy Brian P
Kennedy Richard K Rev, Lee Anna
Klimantis Emanuel














Premier Market Conne Ctio










Spinneweber Pamela J, John J
Tender Loving Care Kennels
Wagner Marsha L
Walter Michael
Wynn Harriet L Estate
Yohe Roger B
Zach Jason K
Zang Auto Body Inc
Ziemenski Theodore E
16003















Burns L Murray, Twila M
Carroll Benjamin T
Faulx David A






































Rodgers Diana L Bene Ira
Schrum Jacqualyn






























































































Armstrong Jeffrey J, Brandy L
Dail Tamira, Mark
Dempsey Robert J

























Estate of Josephine A Brockman
Estate of Steve A Paga
Fazio Edward
Four Points Sheraton
George E Duncan Trust
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Kight Nathan Walter












Miller Thomas G, George T
Moore Jason
Muto Carlene A, Thomas A
Neugebauer Tracey L










Schwabaco Inc dba Cranberry Travel


































Parson Brooke A, John C
Richardson Sadio K














Estate of Ethel L Mitchell
Farmer Anita D
George N Slater Living Trust
Harris Thomas E, Holly L










Adam James Tack First National Bank
Atkinson Dennis L
Centers for Rehab Services
Clark Erika C
Danish Michael J



























Duncan David T, Lori L
Fuhrman Thomas P
Hockenberry Rosemarie E





Piper Glenn R Jr
Roffis Rosemarie, Gerald I
Taylor Richard D












































Whitby Tanya V, Bryan
Yasuda Kana
16059
Acquaviva Michael A, Lois M
Bajus Elizabeth
Bruner George J
Burk Marilyn J Jt, James L Jt
Burke John A
Caparosa Erica L
Cifu Kathy A, Edward
Dunlap G C
Eagle Rock Enterprises
Estate of Robert H Lewis
Everett Michel H
Fagernes Jean
Girl Scouts Western Pa
Hart Cynthia A Adm
Houpt Marjorie M, Charles H
Hughey Darlene A
Kramer Eugene









Petrone Eileen, John J, Thomas
Petrone Elizabeth, John J, Judith
Pluff Cynthia L




Scott Elizabeth J, Daniel T
Sentner Joseph
Shriner−Wolf Georgena R
Snow Rodger D Jr.
Stewart Charlene W, Eugene H
Sturges Deida M












































Grant R Wright Inc Tr
Greenawalt Clair D
Hartman Samuel L, Marion S
Henry James S





Mccrary Randall D Estate
Mchale Jeffrey D
Meyerl Aaron J
















Wippenbeck Robert R, Carolyn

















































Estate of Frances Auth
Estate of Margaret King
Estate of Mary I Yankovic

























Jennings Michael J, Vicki L
Jergel Alvin Estate





Kennedy James N, James
















Mettee Ventures 3 Corporation
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Miller Kevin M
Millhouse Steven



























Rotto Robert R, Beth A























Thelina A Hampton Ira
Traco
Tucker Mary H Ua Dtd
U T D 4 23 92 Ann N Cole











White Jennifer Cust, Isabella G
Whitehouse Frederick A Estate



























































American Red Cross Keystone Chapter
Barbush Anna





Clawson Rosalie H, Harry J
Coleman Robert








Estate of Elvida Svirsko
Evelyn Kelly Estate
Ferner Edna Estate, Edna C
Fetzko Robert J
First National Bank of Pa





















Rhoa Wagner Virginia A

























Blackford Richard Carl Sr











Geisel Funeral Home Inc




Hellams Jesse L Jr, Lisa M
Holtzman Barbara
Hooker Shanea












































Blough James D Jr
Brooks William P
Concurrent Technologies
Denise L Rager Mars
Dunning Barbara T Mrs, David M
Dy Fatima M
Estate of Constance Torchia
Estate of Mark Spangler










J M A Collison Center
Jaskula John J
Kealey Helen C, Henry
Kingure Edmund P
Kitsko William T

















Pudliner Alberta A, Albert
Reynolds Brian
Rokavec Cecilia Co Executo
Schrader Dolores
Shrader William 131 Ki
Smith Gwendolyn E, Kevin K
Snopko Cynthia A







Thomas Clifford A Est
Tomak Dan
Torina Helen M





Ash Street Auto Works
Ashcom Ross C
Bailey Zachary B





















Estate of Eleanor I Hlivko
Estate of Frederick Lavely







Heller Richard J, Yvette
Heller Yvette
Hess Herbert R, Doris R
Horvath Ryan
Huston Mary A Estate











Matolyak Barbara C, John Jr
May Ashley
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Rozich Kelly Marie
Rummel Laura M, Earl C
Saenz Elizandro
Sarlouis Albert E, Nellie E
Saverino Michael Francis, Debra
Saylor Annamarie G, James
Sedei Dennis L
Shaffer Mary Katharine
Sheon Jesse P Jr
Sherwal Dilpreet
Smith Nancy





























































Patricia A Wynn Jones
Petak Philip Eugene














































































Cambria Tractr Equip Co
Crnarich Rudolph
Davidson Candace H, Ronald E





















Vascular Access Ctr Atl
Wertz Benjamin
Wesley A M, J D
15938







Myers Antoinette M, Randy S
Novotny Josephine, John








































































Klock David J III














James H Conrad Rev S T L
15961
Clark Mary J
Conrad James L Stl
16613
Bender Duane





























Stoskey John S, Mary C








Cimbalista Joan Est, Joan
Gorman Michael J




















Matthew J Dvorchak MD
16648
Baker Catherine
Catherine A Baker Estate








Zip Codes Not Reported
Gallen Mary A
George Mary E



































Youth Systems Tech S
15861
Rosen Benjamin
















































Panther Valley Television Co Inc
Robinson Rodger B, Nancy D
Roeder Debra
Rules Tammy Suto












Stangle Michael J, Helen
Suto Joseph Michael





Williams Daniel R, Debra J
Witmer Clair
Wolbach Fay A Estate
18210


















































































































































Baker Robert R II
Baptista Abel Estate
Behavioral Health Associates
Blocker Collision Center Inc
Blockers Brothers Body Shop
Blockers Collision Center
Blue Ridge Pressure Casting
Botek C
Breiner Scott A















Estate Of Ronald L Blocker
Frantz Elmer C, Ruby M
Freeby Brian D
Fritz Farrel Anna



























Nothstein Richard, Joan A
Obrian Jane
Odonnell Eugene
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Demelfi Joseph
Dolores Rayno














Strizak Mark George, George P














Zip Codes Not Reported
Cole Robert W Jr, Elaine, Robert W Sr



































Burke James E III
Burke James K III Trste
Camvespa



























Epp Cathryn C, Donald J















Growng Tree Toy Book
Guillory Pierce
Guralnick Alexander N



































Leroy Simpson Revocable Trust




















Millet Christopher Drew, April Lynn
Mitinger & Deboef La, Robert
Mohd Pauzy Mohd Fawwaz




















































































































































Americas Carpet Outlet Inc





Barrett John C Jr











































Han On Ji Young
He Wanlinyi
Holden David





































Martin & Suhey Orthopedic
Martin K & Mary Ellen Nurmi
Marvin David L Cust, James W Ugma
























Ryco Energy Solutions Inc
























































B S Black W
Baptista Elizabeth
Barnes Harold
















Estate of Kathleen Cossick




















Kishacoquillas Valley National Bank
Kline Dianne






































Second Chance Auto LLC
Shay Lorna G
Shirk Gerald Estate





















Yadsko Michael L Jr
Young Ronald S



























































































Lutz Jr Victor F
Martinez Arturo R Jr





Hosterman Iva M Jt, G L Jt
Keeler Nicole Ann



































































Stone Valley Construction Inc
Sunday Talen L, Taylor L



































Smart Start Centre County
St Clair Jeffrey L
Swanson Erick
Weller Bertha M







Stoltzfus Jacob S, Sallie
16874
Benson Russell

















Stoltzfus Fannie S, Ben L
16882









Beaver Mary T Estate
Bone Arthur E
Braun Katharine K





Chubby Checker Fso Ernest Evan



















































Curry Charles F III
Diefenderfer Lois Jean
Dubois Lee Nixon Jr
Eckman Jd
Fedor Catherine E


















































































Carbon Techs Energy Inc
Carlin Joseph T Jr, Mary M
Chartwell Cbo I Collateral Acct
Clemmen Judith
Cline Amy W


























































May John III Es
Mazza Donna L
Mccarter Michael G





















































Walker Laura Bessie Estate
19320
Adair Richard A Jr
Adamson Jewel L








































Bulldog Construction Co Inc
Bunch Leslie F








































































Forman Jarrett N Jr
Freeburn Harold M Jr
Freeman Effie L












































Jenkins Gary M Jr
Johnson David R
Johnson Mary Frances, Harold R






































Margolis Agnes P, Abram















Mccracken William M Jr
Mccracken William M, Frances


















































Pongia Vincent J Jr









































Sease Melvin, Anna M
Segers Lilliam
Seyler Betty H Estate
Shank Andrew W
Shelton Andre


















































































































Cadwallader Howard P Jr, Mary G













Driver Christopher B, Susan H
Ferrara Pete























Kemp Dareth A Miss






















































Adams Garland E, Blake E
Alla Sai
Altomore Lydia P, Henry
Ambroziak Marlene, Thomas
American Transinsurance
Anderson Judith M, Keaven M
Andisik Donald





Autism Alliance of Chester
Babel Brandt T









Blackstone Michael S, Julie D
Blain William
Blount Douglas O




























































Duffey Dorothy K, Leo T
Duncan Susan M































Good Howard A II






Gulati Krishan L, Swarn L









Hoyt Rosemarie A, Michael J
Hrynkow Thomas M
Huyard Steven M II
Inthaphone Neil
Jackson Stacey







































Lorettas Mobile Home Park
Lowe Riders Inc
Lucidi John C Sr












































































































Sterrett William N Jr, A Craig














Total Cabling Specialists Psp


























































Bruce H Levin MD
Carter Ethel L






















Fis Group 401k Psp









Grace China Buffet Inc
Graf Lisa S
Gragilla Russell J, Roseann
Guthrie Mary L













Jackson Nolan Alexander, Tara Mcdaid
Jamieson Margaret T, Robert A














































Pac Stripping Products Inc
Pennsylvania Spine and Headache























Schroeder Christine M, Christine C
Servicemaster
Sherle Patricia A
















Tyler Wealth Counselors Inc
Vakati Prasanna K




















































Oleary Mary J, Mary
Padilla Marisol
Philips Glen Susan


























































Wood Heather Ret Comm
Woodward Wayne R













Association of Latino Energy
Autumn Living Center
Baker Elizabeth Dabney
Bass Jaheem L, Ophelia
Bautista Antonio







Bridgeford William Dr, William M
Burg Julia K












Clarke Adams Irrev Trt










Donofrio Romeo R, Ida M
Dotson James R
Earley John
Equinox Jewelry Gifts Inc
Ermanno Mazzei Armandos Certified
Escaro Melissa A
Exelon Generation Company L
Falini Remodeling




Flood Thomas G, Ruth F
Flor Ayllon H
Fonseca Magdalena F
Foot & Ankle Associates L
Foot & Ankle Associates Steven Kattler
Frazier Jonathan D
Gamble Christine L, John W IV
Garduno Diaz M
Genesis Eldercare Re










Haber Charles R, Doris K
Hall Eugene Jr
Halsted Elizabeth B, John S
Hanrahan Kristina Chierici
Hardenfelder Donna
















Kapp Valarie H, Andy E
Kelley Michael J
Kennett Square Specialities
Kfc Long John Silvers
Kfc Pizza Hut Express 313079
Kolb Edward A





Lawler Christopher H, James B










Luis Enrique Soto Vilchis
Luna Urrutia Nayeli
Macelhern Laura L

















Ochs Florence M Miss







Patel Santoshiben H, Poojaben H, Priya H,
Kishan H
Peirson Joseph R

















Rhoads Elizabeth A L





Sanchez Almanza Valerio Juvier
Schwendeman Gloria G Estate,
Barry Lynn









Spencer Sagrati Jocelyn, Wenona P
Stapler Hannah
Sweeney Brian
Tapia Ayallon J Carmen
Taylor Hunter
Temple Benjamin C, Susan S




Umbreit Patricia R, Gerald R
























Boyer Robert A, Renee L
Cawley Charles M
Chamberlain Patricia L




































Olson Robert R Estate













Warrington Jeanne M, Keith R
Watson Edith J
Wedge Rest & Bar LLC
Wedge Restaurant Bar
Wedge Tavern LLC







Bivens George A Jr
Burns Joseph M




Gardner Pauline R, Robert N
Gibson Mathew J
Haufler David





















Taylor Cynthia S, Edward J
Toppin Dawn M














Ali Nazir A, Lois L
Alkhafaji Nawal A
Allen Kelly S









Barber Diamond, Mark B
Batchelor Peter J
Bell Tanya
Belm Thomas G Jr
Belmont Thomas J
Bergeron Wendy L






Boyd Isabel M, John M
Brady Ellen
Briskin Gennady M





Business Development and Training














Coleman William H III
Collins Lydia
Communicate Anyway Inc






Continental Bank Escrow Agent













Delano Francis X Est
Dellacroce Kimberly
Dempsey Jason





E C G Inc















Fox Ridge Dental Assoc










Gavula Joseph M, Marie F














Houchins Anna M Est
Hubbard Margaret A
Hudson Sarah Anne, Pamela C
Hughes Linda
Iacocca John A





Janofsky Christine A, Alan B
Jenkins Abstract
Jkotowich Brian
Johnson & Johnson Services Inc
Johnston Robert K
Johnston Sterling









Lauro John T, John D
Lebresco Nicholas J Jr, Nicholas
Leonard William
Levenson Albert A






Mainline Nursing and Rehab Center























































Rj Evercrest Polymers Inc
Romine Anthony C













Singh Chandel Gajendra Pal
Sipler Edward D IV, Marilyn
Slynn Lisa
Snyder Charles W, George L
Sonsini Albert V





Stratton Josephine C, William







Thomson Christopher, Mary A
Toy John H
Triton






Valley Forge Educational Services
Valley Forge Ima Scholarship








White Patricia A, Leo T
Williams Thomas L
Wilson Carrie L, John
Wolfe Clint
Wright Denise
Wright Rosemary C Estate











Sanford William M, Andrea H






C B T Spa Service
Campbell James, Norma













































Bridgeford William M Jr
Brill Brandon J
Capriotti Philip
Catani Albert J, Rita M
Cds Analytical LLC
Colmary Kevin A













Florio Randal V, Robyn A
Fox Smith Beverly
Goodley Samuel A Jr







Homer Michael G V
Huggins Michele A
James K Madonna/Auth Per
Jeffrey Chevy D
Johnson Charles Jr












Moorhead David G, Geneva
Morris Jodi















































































Wiggins Suzanne, Leon C
Woodcock Jonathan
Yerkes Christopher G, Gabriella P
Yerkes Garrett G, Grace E















Boyer Thomas L Jr
Bush Eric S







Hill Smith Theresa L
Howard Donna M, Kevin D
Kuchma Melanie






Pechin Frank S III
































Davidson Bruce O Sr
Glaccum Anne
Hicks Paula Debnar, Richard E







Riley John C Jr
Stookey Bradley A
19380
3 D Bodyworks Inc
After Hours Formal Wear
Akhtar Noureen, Ali
Akula Venkat Pra
Alden Cutshall & Freda Cutshall Trust
















Bei Winner Rebecca X












































Chester Co Dntry Chi
Chester County Critical Care Med Assoc
Chodosh Sara E
Christy Virginia M, J Wayne
Cleveland Ryan






Cooke Samuel J, Alice
Corcoran Thomas W
Corey Thomas




























E F Heard Asset Management
Eachern Eric S M
Eagles Nest Inc
East Goshen Pharmacy Inc
Eichenberg Connie C, Paul J
Eisenhower Michelle M
Ellixson Neal L













Florian Margaret M, Charles J
Flynn Barbara
Fnb of West Chester
Fote Charles














Gill Harry W Jr















Hallock Stephen A, Jenifer A
Hammond Alice





Hastie James P, Elsie M




Hernandez Jose Delpilar T
Hernandez Michael M
Hernandez Serafin Patricia
Hess George B Estate
Hicklin William L, Stacey J













Hurley William T, Joanne M
Iberia Ardao I
Infusioncare
Ing Usa Annuity and Life Ins Co
Ingram Thomas W
Intelligent Health LLC







Jennings William J, Lisa
Jensen Burton C
Joan Boeggeman Estate
John A Gagliardi Esquire
John J Wasniewski Jr DO Pc
Johnson Arceano
Johnson Earl H
Johnson Thomas R Jr









Kelton Franklin C Jr
Kent Eleanor F, David B
Kershner Marcy H, Nancy E





Kressley Nevin R, Janet
Kufta Frederick J, Elena N






















Mary D Hayes Irrevocable Trust
Mason Theresa























Modern Equipment Rental dba Broad
Modi Abhisek
Molineux Donald J Jr
Moore Jeannette S, Stephen O
Moore Joan G
Morgan James W






Nassau Elizabeth Sussman, Samuel N
Nationstar Mortgage LLC Its Su
Naughton Harry F
Neary Brian










Oconnell Cheryl R, John P





Orr Devodie F III
























































Stante Haslam Charlotte Estate






Surgical Specialist of Main Line
Swain Guerard R Sr
Synthes Hsa Funding Account
Synthes Spine Company LP
Synthes Usa
Taylor Bell Dawn M
Taylor Ester
Taylor Lindy
Tetra Tech Ec Inc
The Beautiful Door Foundation
Thomas Gale L
Tipping Point Media Group Lllc
Titla Perez Guillermo
Townsend George
Tubman Dorothy M, Edward P
Twomey Susan
Tyre Anne Marie
U T D 10 15 97 Franklin C Kelton
Ua 12 06 90 Alden Cutshall & Freda






















White Marie, Amy M








Wittenberg Woodward Barbara J
Wolf Herberta P, Milton
Wombough Thomas J





A Duie Pyle Inc
Baker Larry W
Bennett Roma C
Cope Woodrow W Estate
Drury Group II
Lamb Mcerlane Pc
Lamb Windle & Mcerlane Pc Pension Fund




Rubino Theodore S A Estate










Alfonse Joseph P, Mary A
American Cancer Society
Amyan Shogher, Iren, Gagik
Anderson Ronald



































































Clausen George R, Rose M
















D J A Automotive LLC
D W Welch Inc
Dabundo Richard
Dagui Antoinette, Joseph F
Dan W Welch Inc
Danks Nancy











Devito Carmen S Jr




Drobish Robert G Estate, Mary Beth
Dugan Neil J
Dupont Kevin A, Carol
Dusza Mary C
E C Jones Restricted Burial Fund
Elder Beerman

























































































Kenny Bradley P, Heather M, Garrett N,
Laura E
Kerwood Andrew





Knauer Timothy H, Ellen Ann
Knauss Brenda J
Knight Matthew, Nancy



















Market Street Financial Group
Marlow Michael
Martin Jennifer P, John
Matias Confesor




































Nightingale Michael M H, Donna L
Nobel Learning
Nuvo Research Inc
Odorico Renato G C/F

















Porco Michelle M, Jessica L












Remaxx Towne and Country







































Stephano Kathleen, Paul V





































































Gray Christie E, Mark E Jr
Grier Keterion
Hagerty John F 3rd
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Jones Russell B Jr
Kirby Donna L, Gary
Kumpatla Srilakshmi, Subba



























Scarpato I Francis P II I
Schneider Arthur Jr
Seigel Ilene Estate
Singleton Howard W, Keith A, Kimberly A










Wheeler Janet C Est












































Still Meadow Nursery Inc
Vass Minnick Edith M
19425

























Gross Francis J Jr
Guest Joseph D
























Nyce Cooper Charles, Eileen Cust
Oaklands Medical Pc














Scheidel Paul L III
Sensone Joseph
Shupper F C











Souder Pamela R, Linda M
19442












Peck Frances D, Jay A
Weaver Frank W










Baugher Janice E, David
Beard Walter D






Bober Mary E, Mary T
Botta Nicole S


















































Ducharme Isabella, Nicole K
Ebner Patricia M
Elizabeth Rock Fahmy Tr U D T
Elraghy Tamer S
Esker John
Ewing William R Estate
Fahmy Christina Elyse










Forss Phyllis, Axel B
Fox Joyce
Francis James






Gebhard Lewis Justin, Lewis Jay
Georgeff Michael A



















Haslam Thomas J Jr
Helen Hahn Family Tru
Hernandez Nathaniel








Homer Joseph J, Mary E
Hornsby Ronan C, Leila C



















































































Otal Rental Inc the Party Center
Padauk Patricia
Pain and Palliative Care Assoc
Pannella Sandra M









Polymeric Systems Inc CPA






















































Trustee Schuylkill Surgical Associate
U T D 11 30 95 Lucille S Miller
Ulrich Hugh
Vazquez Raul









Weaver Patricia M, Richard
Weil Frederick D, David A
Weinberg Craig, Marc
Wellbaum Amanda K
Werner Coach Bus Lines
West Jeffrey
Westerfer Michelle E
Williams Betty J Estate
Wintersteen Mark E





















D V Bickel Irrev Trust
Delaney Christopher






































Nelson Kathleen R, L, Samantha K




































Weikel Thomas J Adm
Wentzel Gerald C, Evelyn G



































Hudak Michael J, Lynn
Jamison Shauna
Jones Kathleen M

















Miller G Geoffrey MD
Morrow James















Shipp Marlene C, Keith G
Silvia Josephine G
Srjs Royalty Trust
















Thomae Martha Dixon, Ariel
Tutor Joseph S Jr
19481
Asten Erika V
Dixon F Gillis 05−Dec−84
Gillis Alfred Gerald
I F G Insurance Services









A G Administrators Inc
Amerisourcebergen Dr
Berkey David L






Gillis Alfred G, Mary C
Gordon Robert H

















Elliott Katie E, Robert
Emlen James
Faddis Sherwin




















Zip Codes Not Reported
Ambroise Claire
Ambroise Jacqueline









Center for Alternative Secondary
Dobson George W
Eustice Anna E
Gombarick John J Jr
Humphrey Rebecca M



















Riveria Israel R Jr
Roberts Christopher, Glenn
Santiago Luis
Sardo Sons Warehousing Inc
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Tutor Joseph S Jr, Dorothy
Van Parijs Luc
Wandling Bertha

















Allegheny Orthotics & Prosthet















Cherry Francis L, Louis J, Josephine,











Erhard Bert C Estate
Errington Dorothy L





































Okonski Edward M, Lelia K
























Smith Gerald M DO
Smith Mary J













































Grove Margaret L, Warren E
Knotts Michael





















































































Koren Ronald J Cust, Zachery M


















Shearer Margaret D, Robert
Shope Robert M




















Hubler Esther I Estate
Ibberson Tammy
Laroque Lora L




















































Jordan Thomas M Sr












































































First Quality Tissue LLC





Goetz Robert L, Janice R
Greenberg Frieda, Jack
Greenway Dennis C
Guerriero William A II
Heather M Markley and Woodward
Heichel John
Heivly Jason R











Lewis Shirley M Estate


























Ricker Clifford D, Sara D
Rockey Meghan










Stark Richard L, Jane J










Winner Louis S Jr



























Neese Ray E, Dorothy E
Redman Glenna D
Snyder Barbara J
Stoltzfus Aquilla R, Lydia S
Styers Ruth E
Wagner Mathew J
















Gregory Esther I Estate
Gyurina Nancy L




















Hess Maurice F Jr
Hubler Robert

































































Long Mary A Estate
Luis Rivera





















Schroding Henry L, Blanche



























Yerger Marsha A, Robert A















Foust Annabelle Est, Annabelle
Garry Garry










Quinn Herbert H Jr
Rapkin Wayne R
Reese Maria
Rhoades Charles E, Kimberly
Rider J Lester Jr
Snyder Scott
Truitt Chavonne



























Fluck Susan M, Noah
Foust Frank







Hashagen Robert A Jr
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Hosterman Ruth M
Houck Elnora U, Kim












Mattis Debra A, William P
Mccormick Kimberley M











Pennsylvania Assoc of Nationally
Phillips Leonard W
Poler Anne
















Stroh Felix F Estate
Stroh Thomas F
Sweeney Donna
Szoke Michael A, Jody
Tapp Karen L
Vigunas Adrienne M






























Ace Lewis R, Jean L





























































Delorenzo Gerald R, Sharon
Delta Radiology Pllc
Devine Jeremy
Est Brent L Semmel
Fedder Paul J
Fenstemaker James L
Ferrigno Carmen J Jr
Foley Edward K, Jean E





































Nathan J Snavely Agency







Schmidt William C Jr
Schraeder Edward R
Schraeder John Jr, Ida
Sheets Daniel W
Sitler Marceline












Timbrell Jennifer A, Claire E






























Pallack Russell W, Wendy M, Martinique L
Trust
















Peaceful Rest Home Association
Pringle Jeffrey
Reeder Brian























Lake View Ford Collision Center
Lake View Ford Inc














































Chilson Sharen L, Keith M
Collard Thomas A
Cooper Darel
Cortes Ricardo D, Candido T
Crispin Mark
Demaison Richard P Jr, Christina A
Denman David J
Dezzutti Frances J, John R
Diloreto Mala
Duden Douglas















Gosnell Larry P, Judith
Grove Mary E
Guy Denise Kay, Randy D
Hall Audrey, James, Carter



































































Risco Kerri S Cust, Juan E






Seeley W Est of Jr
















Thomas R Charles At
Tomaro Thomas R
Turner Jordan P



















Billig Darryl G, Debra C
Blair Pam S
Boyle George H, Juliana
Brett Corp
BSI Financial Services Inc
Burleigh Arthur





Dile Virginia L, Jack J
Estate of Carol Price
Evans Kelly S
Fortney Cecilia A
Gingerich Lydianne J, Allan A
Green Jean
Halsted Zena M






















Rumbaugh Elizabeth I Estate








































































Guyer Est Carol K





Petrillo Thomas F, Mary A
















































Weber Harris Ford Inc
White Veronica
16434













Freedman Donald B, Sondra





Pjc Realty Co Inc
Tillman Eric










Clepper Derek R, Sara K
Cramer Terry L
D Ishmael S
Fine Line Auto Body
Forearmmax
Fortney Dennis R Sr




































Basso H Richard Jr, Sheila
Baturin Rachel L
Benoist Eunice I
Berardi Gerald J Jr










Charlton Robert R, Crit H
Chek Med Systems In
Cheney Carole F
Clark James C
Clark John W III
Coia Susan E
Coldren Terence
Commercial Industrial Realty Co
Coons Albert Jr, May B





































































Kauffman John E III, Loretta L
Keeney Helen D










Krieger Mary Anne, John H
Landis Sheila H
Lane Maintenance, Richard, Barbara, John
Ledonne Frederick, Merle
Leggore Kevin
Lester L Harvey Trucking
Liaghat Hoss
Lindsay Bradley H









Mattson Constance V, Walter E





Miller Barbara J, Larry L
Miller Matthew B
Mills Charles























Phillips Long Barbara R
Pinamonti Dorothy Helen
Plank Hermina M, Michael
Pogue Patrick E

























































Vucenich Patricia A, Ted N
Wagaman Gayle A Adm
Warm Springs Rehab Foundation
Weidler Robert
West Shore Endoscopy Center
West Shore Health and Rehab Cntr
West Short Chamber of Commerce
Wilkins Laura
Williams Betty L
Williamson Dorine C, Frank E
Witmer Eric D
Witsil Earl W




































Brubaker Nathanael D, Twila
Brymesser Richard
Calabretta Samuel R Estate
Carlisle Car Truck
Carlisle Chrysler Jeep
Carlucci C Peter Jr
Carpenter Margaret F
Chesek Danielle M
































Erbach James G, James W
Faulkner Collision Center










Gehman Brian S, Susan B
Geib Richard L Jr
Gensler Jaclyn R











































































Myers Donald G Estate
Myers Elizabeth A















Polyclinic Professional Nurses Assoc
Porter Cory J
Portilla Laureano































Subway Auto Body Collision
















Wilt Gary D Trust Estate
Wimer Minnie F Estate



































Gartelman Clifford H Jr
Gould Diane C
Guido Michael
Guido Pasquale, Dianne L





















































































Estate of John W Buffington












































































































Devine Phyllis A, Joseph C



























Keiter Geraldine, Edward E
Keiter Sadie A
Kings Fitness for Life
Kitchen Deborah








Powell Rogers & Speaks Inc










Aon Risk Services Central Inc

















Delworth S Evelyn, Paul R
Diallo Seme N
Dimagno Saverio A















Frank Rowe & Son
Freeman Shane M


























Kalenevitch Mary Estate, Stephen
Kanugula Sreenivas
Kazi Foods














Mesuch Scott D Estate



































Trainor Lucille G, Mary A
Tyson Linda
Unlimited Security
Van Blargan Ronald G Estate, Mark
Vazquez Aida
Vision Genetics Cattle Company
NOTICES 4339



































Appraisal by E J Koppenhaver
Atwood Rebecca
Baker Marilyn K
Barkman Charles K Jr














Davis Clara Estate, Clara S



































Huston Mary L Estate
Isaacson Larry P
Jamison Shirlee











M & S Auto Service Center
Mallory Brenda
Mcconnell Diane Z


































Smith Thomas S, Joyce R
































Deimler Maybel M Estate
Dellingers Auto Body
Dj & J Plumbing Inc
Dolan Patrick F




Fromm Norman H, Lynn M
Green James F III
Heck James
Heritage Medical Group



















































Thomas E Brown Auto Body Shop















Lower Arthur D, June A

















Beck Abrielle E, Marian C
Bergey Jason W
Best Redella L, Jay E
Betancur Ilda M
Bevins Michele A









Claughlin Mildred L Estate
Clevenger Hannah R
Conklin Dustin T



































Howes Wendy E, Alfred
Indian Creek Recreation Club
Jehu Richard L Jr, Kristine M























Mcconnell Aaron Shawn, Shad D
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Srinivasa Raghavendr, Aruna R
Stephan Dorothy B







Tyndall James A, Ann W







































Bankers Life and Casualty Co
Banyan LLC
Barker Harry H IV





















Campbell Nickum Lynne M
Carpenter Rose C












Cox Essell T, Mabel A
Crawford Elizabeth
Creech Robert















E H D Hickok Trust
Eberly I S
Eckstine Debra M
Eichelberger Rebecca B, Daniel W
Elangovan Sai B
Equipment Depot Pa Inc
Erb Sondra K







































Hollinger Brad, B E
Hoover Bernice P
Hubbard Nadine











Jones Andrew S, Jerry S
Kaleita Robert C
Kaufman Christopher J
Kazue O Shintaku Living Trust





























Mayeski Monica T, Joel






























Peffley Ammon W Jr, Patricia C, Karen A
Pension Consultants








































Shartle William P, Darren A
Sheaffer Lynn A
Shetron Kenneth
Shintaku Toshiaki, Kazue O




Smart Book Solutions Inc
Smith Charles V


























Van Scyoc John M Jr





Waldsworth Donald A II
Walker Elizabeth O





















































Fewell William R Jr
Fischer Tammie L










































Mcewen William J Estate
Meinsler Marian
Miller Sarah









































Stambaugh S Air Service Inc
























Boyer Derl C Estate
Brady Norman L Jr
Carns Leslie K
Caufield Kathy
Cook Ruth N Est, Ruth N
Ely Karen L
Employer Performance Solutions











Matter Paul A, Paul S
Mckinnon Gabriel F, Pauline R, Zane R,
Sterling I
Messner Robert A Jr, Tina L
Meyers Christina A, Donna L, Scott J
Meyers Emily G, Donna L, Scott J
Meyers Hannah C, Donna L, Scott J
Meyers Jonathan D, Donna L, Scott J
Meyers Katelyn L, Donna L, Scott J
Miller Bertram C, Helen E
Patton Tire Company























Mcbride Steven S, Ellen J
Sarach Terre






Aguirre Aikman and Brown











Brinley Samuel S Jr
Bunnell Kenneth B
Buttorff Dennis S



















Freysinger Collision Center Inc
Furman Lauren E
Furr Brent M, Ann J




















Massie James R III
Menapace Martin
Miles Sherryl L
Miller Irvin S II
Miller Kennet W Est
Mohnshine Mohnshine E
Mongeau Jonathan P














Royal John K II









Susan G Komen Breast Cancer














Nuttall Kathleen, Rhea, Timothy


































































Miller Thomas H Sr


























Baker Ethel E Estate
Banjoman Mary
Barber James A
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P I A D A
Raczkowski Joseph J


































































Estate of John H Ganoe
Evans Tyesha D



































Keystone Math and Science Academy





















































































































































































































































Turpin Harry A Sr










Weiss James H, John S














C C S Direct LLC
Cooper Robert J


















Randolph & Co Partnership




T U G Inc
Xpedx International Paper Company
NOTICES 4343













Pa Assoc of County Affiliated Homes

















Miller William E Jr
Penn Credit Corporation
Schmidt Thomas B III
Sedgwick Claims Management Services
Sedgwick Cms
Sedgwick Insurance




American Dental Care LLC






















Clayton Samuel T Jr
Cobaugh Aysha L
Cook Marchel A











Erkelens Louis W Jr, Eleanor
Estate of Mary A Filimek











Gregori Louis M Jr
Grove Randy L
Grubb Lucille F, Jesse C, Nicholas
Guenther Michael E
Hadley Coretta
Hannolds Sunoco Service Center





































Minnich Brandon S, Randall
Moats Jeanne M




































































Wedgewood Hills Apt Assoc LP


























Barmore Insurance Agency Inc
Bartow Clarence B
Behrens Kimberly














C O Brown Benefits LLC
Campbell Trisha A
Carter Robert F

























Diageo Chalone Wines Mid Atlan





















Garcia Caberro Guillermo, Patricia





















Helping Young Minds Now
Henley Jennifer B, William J
Hernandez Irma






























































































Sales and Marketing Group Inc














Sullivan Daniel A Jr

































Zubrod Properties Limited Part
Zuckerman Robert, Stacey
17111
1851 Restaurant Company LLC
Abbondanza Gary










Bair Douglas M, Bryan M, Kelli A





































































Kenney Laurence P Jr, John M
Kersey Tagoe Deborah L



















Mctamney Brooke M Und Pa Ugtma





Mongold Connie L, Ashley E
Montour Home Comfort Services
Morrison Charles R
Morrison Monroe H

























Rock Solid Concepts Inc
Rodriguez Rebecca
Rodriguez Trevor







































Washington Lloyd T Estate
Weber Ann
Wilbert Theodore W Estate




















































Clearview Landscaping & Design
Clemens Gary C
Coffey Marian
Colonial Golf and Tennis
Combined Brokerage Services Inc
Connelly Regina M, Cynthia
Consoli John J
Cook Scott
























Five Star Management Corp
Fleisher Eileen S
Forbes Linda M
Four All Seasons Outdoor Equipment












Hamads Touch of Color
Hamilton Davian Bell
Hanna Kimberly A, Deborah G
Harding Debra A
















Keiser Phyllis, Jack, Jill
Kelly Joseph P










Lindenmuth Miranda L, Bradley
Lippert Margorie H
Lipsett Hele M Estate








Marsh Executive Benefits Inc












Motor Trend Auto Shows









North Mountain Appraisals Inc
Nunez Eulalia P
Ochs Sanannah L
Pa Ride Safety Seminar























Russell Frank J, Violet
Saul Karen D
Schiavoni Daniel




























Womens Civic Club of Hershey
Woolf Jerry, Adam























































Markovitz Margaret M, Arthur
Marks Jeffrey
Mcdevitt Jeffrey P
Mcmillion Anderson Lisa M
Medina Melinda









Rashid Harunoo t/a Rashid











































Brown Hockenberry Helen E
Chestnut Todd




Estate of Loretta I Paulus
Fahnstock Ruth Ann
Farm Stonecrest









































































































































Mc Beth Sons Inc




Brown Mcclelland Eva Mae
Buard S B








E M Myers Inc
Elliott Mary B Unknown Heirs













Kelly Frank S Estate
Lewis Ruth
Litigation Duncan A




















Abboud Joseph A, Soo K
Adams Elizabeth
Alessio Americo P, Rita D
Ambrose Terence















Carr Constance, Peter Jr
Century 21 Macadam Inc
Ceroli Gabriele
Cipollone John F
Clifton Emanuel M, Irene
4346 NOTICES















































Harley Eileen M, Colleen





Herring Fred P, Irene
Herzel Marjorie R
Hines Thomas
Hoffman Leonard, Lois M
Holm Robert, Helen
Home and Business Adjusters
Home and Business Adjustment Compan
Home Business Adjustment Company




John F Cipollone Revocable Trust
Joseph Maria Varghese
Juliano Thomas C, Alice C, Paul J
Kakuto Yuki
Kane Charles F, Jane F
Kaufman Kenneth M Cust, James Ugma




Lanno Ard A, Y P
Latollari Elfrida
Love Court Reporting Inc
Luu Tuan V
Mackinnon Hugh, Lucy








Marsico Dominic E, Anita M
Martinez Diego
Matteo Henry
Mc Cull Kevin B
Mc Hugh Elizabeth C
Mcallister Kathryn
Mccartan James J, Janet C
Mcgee Joseph Est
Mcgrail Rita C

















Paparo Florence W, Michael A
Peifer Elizabeth J, Philip L
Peterson Wilhelmina


























Scannapieco Michael, Jodee J
Scaramuzza Pasquale
Schwartz Rod D
Sciulli Rosemarie, Daniela T, Daniel,








Stellabotte Michael L Jr, L Sr, Domenica
Stewart Christine



















Wolfinger Daniel J, Barbara
Yanni Mary Joan
Yardwood Julianne, Robert F
19010
439 East 76th St Inc
Addicks Anne P Estate
Addis Frederick Scott
Ahima Rexford S






























Boucher Normand S, Anne Marie
Bowers Eloise
Breznitz Ruth
Brighten At Bryn Mawr
Brogan Rose T






Chateau Senior Services LLC
Choi Young Y
Clark Antoinette D






Craig James J, Eileen
























Fabian Andrew Kenneth, George S
Family Dermatology

















Gittleman Leslie F, Jared A
Gollomp Kandace







Hahn Steven H, Saoirse, Declan S







Hart Alfred L Jr
Haslett John J
Heilmann Jeffrey





Isett Cathryn E, Edward B
Jackson Hannah
James A Fisher Jr Tr
Jayanthi Raghavendra
Jeffrey B Mccarron Life Ins
Jing Zheng Pc















Landau Elias B, Rose B
Langfitt Carolyn P







Lohner Ronald A MD











Mcandrews Scott R, Joanne
Mccarron Robert N
Mcclatchy John P













Mooser Blandine C, Vincent E







Owen Raymond Charles, Doris L, Carol
Park Nicole Sigmund
Parry Daniel




Peters Mackenzie Anne, Laura
Pfizenmaier Richard
Pickering Linda A, Jack E
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Sherman Jot Enterprises Inc
Shocket Lysa E















Stonehenge Adv Agent For
Summit Gardens Apts











U T D 3 15 96 Irrev Deed Trust Kenneth S
Gross




Waters Michael Sean, Joan
Watson Christo
Weber Stephanie K, Karen K
Whatmough Jocelyn H E






Zimmer Frederick A, Shirley J
19013


























































Christopher F Hannum MD Pc
Clark Rebecca










Cooper Leona L, Dennis























Dixon James J, Anna
Dong Mei Z


















Fleming Mildred, Robert J
Fletcher Thelma















































































King James P Estate
King Zita V
Kozak Geneva
Laneave Dorothy A, Anna
Lashley Annis D




























































































































Taylor Myron D Sr
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Williamson Celesdine
Wilson Paul R Sr
























Biddle William T Jr
Bivens James































Dfc Arizona Parks LLC
Diamond Gary
Diamond Joseph
Diaz Pagan Lizvette Giovan
Donnelly James T Estate
Doree Herbert





Gillin Edwin R Jr, Doris J
Girton Arthur D, Anne
Glaxosmithkline










































Lai James J, Abby L




























Natiello Jacqueline A, Jock F
Nolan Fidale Funeral
Ottaviani Jillian R, Irene
Pagnano Stacy
Pampati Sindhu S

















Shear Robert M Jr


































Bargain Car Truck & Van Rentals
Barrientos Melissa, Daniel











Brzazgon Eileen D, Jozef M
Budgick Christopher
Burns Robert J, Robert James
Byers Gregory C Jr
Carney Patrick T
Carter Lemuel N























Frese Norman J, Irene R












Hinkelman Luke F, Lee
Hoffman Mary
Hornberger Tiffany







Johnson Thomas F Jr
Jones Tierra J



















































































Burks Reed S, J Joan
Cimabue Brenda
Garrahan Barbara M, Donald F
Hitner Elizabeth T
Mackie Joan




































Crystal Anne Consulting LLC
Cunningham Robert J
Curay Stephen


















Dugan Doris E Mrs, John J
Dyer Cheryl

















































Kuebler William C Cust













Mc Clain William F
Mcalee Thomas





Mercy Med Assocs at Providence
Meyers Joseph R








Murphy Thomas P Jr

























































Webster Richard D, Eleanor
Wheat Richard











Barth Eugene J Estate
Brathwaite Reggie T
Brunke Donna












M C Painting Corporation
Marusco Kathleen








Reliant Senior Care Management
Robbins Motor Transportation I
Roberts Christine
S M Electric Co Inc
Siter Sara
Tatasciore Martin A Jr, Despo
Taylor Medea Christine
Turner Mary B







Altimare Frank Est of Jr

























































Forlano Domenic J, Rachael M
Foster Brian D
Freeman Doreen
Friel Florence M, William J
Frioui Rajaa























Hoopes Linnaeus L Jr

























Mcaleer Catherine M, John F
Mcateer Martha
Mcgranery Cornelius
Mchenry Elizabeth M, Edward J
Mckee Louise
Mcsween Christopher, Nysha
Meineke Car Care Center I

















Oscar M Feldman Har Zion Cemetary
Pascal Heather
Pavese Robert









































Thompson Thomas F Jr, Kimberly A,










































Balducci Dominick J, Lena E
Baril Marguerite Pierre
Barnhart Dorothy M
Barry Edward F, Eileen
Bastian John
Baxter James Xavier, Michael N, Lillian
Maey
Beggane Eleanor

























Carr Robert P, Faith N





Chase Home Finance LLC
Choo Tzewei





Collier Victoria A Ugma, Jessica A Cust
Conforto Clara S
Connor Thomas P
Consultants in Medical Oncolog Hermatol




Crosby Richard, Jean C
Daccursio Gaeton
Dalessandro Madeline M, Dominic J
Daniel J Daley Jr DDS Pc
Danner Sara P
Davis John A Jr
Davis Malcolm G, Mabel K
Davis Marian E






















Ersner Deenah R, Albert S
Evans Gladys R Est
Facciola Raymond Jr















































Ideo Charles M Jr, Antoinette J












Kazanjian Gerken Estate, Viola
Kearns Maureen J, John R
Keating Elizabeth
Keech Laurie L Cust



















Llanerch Hill Little League


















Mary Anne Dibernardino Trust
Maryann Rosa
May Lisa C
Mazza Frank A, Nancy








Mcrae Sylvia E Exec

















Mozino Dawn Marie, Andrew L














Nulton Marguerite F, Robert S
O Reilly Thomas M





Oshea Francis A Jr, Catherine







Phila Musicians for Nuclear Arms
Philadelphia Children in Pursuit
Philson Margaret


































Rozo Jennifer L, Teofilo
Rudolph Anthony
Sano Hiroki






Schwetz Susan M, William









Shedlosky Victoria T, A D
Sheehan Kathleen M
Shuto Takashi
Simpson Dolores M, Thomas J




Snively Richard L Jr
Sofield Suzette
Solon John J Jr
Soul To Soul Gifts LLC
Spagnolo Melissa, Ryan J
Sprandio John D MD
Stapleton Thomas J Jr
Steven Joan T, Allan
Stewart Glen
Stewart Glenn H







Tantillo Michael W, Megan E
Tellado Arcelio
Temple John Jr Jt, Mary Jt, Regina M
Terrerei Rosemarie
The Fresh Grocer
Thompson Kathleen Marie, John F
Time Enterprise T A Subway
Tirado Paul J
Tompkins Harry








Wall William F, Annie M
Walsh Paul V
Watson Ruth S
























Shapley Highley E C
19029
Aaa Mid Atlantic Insurance Group
Aaa Midatlantic Insurance Su
Althouse David C Jr
Batter Stephanie L







Davis George C, Shirley
Deliberty Joseph A, Ida L
NOTICES 4351
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Dipaolo Sharon L
Dons Body Shop Inc
Dorner Andrew
Dougherty George J Jr




































Burt William F, Joan A
Caballero Reyneiro
Campys Auto Body
Chadwick Marguerite F, E Kenneth





































Rosenfelder Mary V Est
Ross Craig
Sabota William J Estate









Atlantic Closing Services LLC





























Librizzi Adeline D, Moses
Magyar Kyle A















Somers William L, Evelyn F
Spence Margaret M





























































Keene Edward R, Rosemary
Kenny John
King Steven J

























Parris Pauline C, Charles W
Patel Drashti
















































Delorenzo Joseph N, Anne
Dimemmo Patricia, Rudolph
Feuda Archie A, Rose M
Fisher Helen
Gommer Gene



































































































































































































Liscio Anthony R, Andrea J, Gregory P
Liscio Anthony R, Marc A, Regina E
Lites Edith



























Molina Norma A Estate
Morris Eva Weeks





Mulbah Stella B, Nixon


























































Ryan Regina C Estate
Sakil Sheree M
Sale Elizabeth M, Frank R
Sanders Ernestine
Santoleri Helen J





Schultz Edward M, Marie A
Seibert Robert M























































































Craig Keith W, Holly L
Dragon Joseph A, Merikay
Flynn John
Garrett Winnie H
Gibbons Mark J, Robin
Goubin Cao
Gourmet Real Estate Inc
Gretsky John S
Healey Michelle





































Boles John H III, Arlene






































East Providence Senior Center
Elite Epoxy
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Kiger Thomas
Kneller Jimmie F


































Mulholland Patricia, Eric D
























































Staub Harold L, Eva
Stewart Margaret, James
Stockman Deborah










Tierney Matthew J, Dawn M
Torelli Linda A











































































Catania Christopher D, Newell,
Francis D II
Catania Nicholas F










Cilli Luke Reilly, Anthony A
Cipolloni Jonathan
Civatella Remilda






Coombs Virginia H Est Of
Cooper Marguerite
Cordray Daniel E, Evelyn H
Cottrell John










Delaware Charter Guar Trust Co
Delaware County Women Against Rape
Delcasale Laura


















Edmund A Sajeski Rev Lvg Trust
Ekert Marice M
















Frankenfield Robert H, Betty S











Goldsmith William H Est
Goodkin Kristin




Green Helen C Est Of
Guardian Services Of Pa








Harting Carl W, Jane L
Hawkins Elizabeth M, Joseph J
Hespenhe Dorothy
Hespenheide Randall, Dorothy
Hill Charles R Estate
Hill Ronald













Jenkins Torrence V, Carol J
Jensen Family Trust







Kaufman Kristen Mari, Robert L
















Lai Chen Yun Ling, Por Hsiung
Latsio Maria
Lavan Albert J







Lenox Hill Pathology Pc








Living Trust Of Remilda Civatella
Lockwood Jacob R







Marian Berner Irrevocable Burial Acc
Mariani Lynda A, Ondivio
Marso John Edward
Martin Kathryn V

















Mid Atlantic Pipeliners Inc Infrasource
Mifflin Christopher











Nagle Walter William Jr
Nahar Frederick G
Napper Gerald







Nether Youth Sports Alliance
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Nobel Learning Communities




















Pringle Nancy L Estate
Rafferty William








Remilda Civatella Living Trust
Responsible Living Ltd
Rice Willard, Carolyn
Riley John C Jr
Robb Stephen C
Robinson Bret R






















Shields Carolyn Kelly, Eric
Shirley D Elaine Trust For
Skolsky Kathy A
Slavin Maria Ms
Slawter Frances M, James D
Smedley Stephanie H
Smith Anna M Estate, Robert A
Smith Barbara Ann, David S







Stewart C Crawford & Associate
Stokes Doris
Stout Kristopher
Stutzman Earl R, Gladys
Suplee James F, Susan
Suplee Robert
T A Title Insurance Company
Taylor Ed
Thomas J & Frances M Deed
Thompson Charles
Timko C Alix









Uruburu Louis J, Louis V











































Alpine Inn Motor Lodge
Amorosi Anthony F, Rose M
















Buky George A, Jean Z
Burning Lobacz Julie A
Burns Daniel J














Cochran George P, Lila C


































Ganister Daniel J, Nancy E































Kelso Joseph J Jr
Kerns Patricia
Klaniecki Christopher M








Lilly Daniel P, Y S
Linehan Eithne, Steve
Louie Yue King, Yuk Muie
Mab of Springfield

















































Pitts Ritamarie A, Eileen R
Pizzirusso Joseph F, Rose F
Platt Christopher Joseph





Rodgers Marie A, John J
Rollo Wilhelmina B
Rossi Anthony J

















Smith Anastasia L, James R
Smith Anne B
Smith Gordon S
Solari Drennan, Paul J
Squillace Theresa
Squire Drugs
Stanton James J, Betty T
Stawasz David E
Stenz Francis J

















Ua 01 01 87 Anthony J Rossi
Vassallo Fred
Vicker Charles B Sr, Vera M
Vincent Marie, Jean
Walsh John
Walsh Mildred K, James F
Walsh Paul John
Walter Schwartz Assoc Pc
Warner Howard F
Watkins Eileen

























Bradley Joseph S Sr, Joseph S
Buchanan William
Collex Collision Experts
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Mattera Alfred A, Laura I
Mcclay Penny
Mchugh James P
Mclaughlin Regina B, John J
Morley Anna Mae B
Newell Donald















Stern Barry D, Belva
Vadala Sarah A, Earl J















Apple Vacations West Inc
Aronimink Golf Club
Ashley Donald F
Aungst William H III
Balfour Beatty Communities









Bowles William J Estate
Boyd Sandy
Brown John Jr
Brown William C, Jane B




















Dadd Patricia G, Hugh V





Devine Richard III, Kimberly
Di Cecco Suzanne
Dibianca J Mita, James
Dicola Laurie
Diedrich Lisa







Eder Herman F, Madeline
Eisenhower Anita G, David
Evans James
Farinos Jaime




Foley Donald G Estate
















Humpton Charles B Jr
Hwang Hee
Hyperbaric Therapy Usa
Irrevocable Deed of Trust of
Robert E Keith
Irwin Geoffrey A
Ives C Blair Jr
Jacobs Estate of Fredric
Jani Vipul R




Kelly Jamie L Ms
Kelton Franklin C
Kim Haeng K
Kitty Ward Travel Inc
Knapp Jane A
Kraftson A
Kulikauski Anthony J Jr, Patricia




Law John W, Rita
Lawrence Mary
Lebaudy Andres
Leiby Janet Sue, Sue Ann
Levy Jefferey
Little Family Foundation Inc
Litwin Daniel, Linda
Lopez Louis J Estate, Linda Lou Exec
Maes Farm The
Manos Kay S, Peter























Olintz Margaret P, Margaret C
Oneill Anne Reid
Oransky Gregory




Palumbo Gregory Mark, Jenna Marie
Paquette Marc














Richmond Parkway Assoc LLC
Ricker Kimberly I







Scanlan Agency Inc The
Schmidt Evelyn E, John A
Sensationalfinds LLC
Singley Retirement Plan Services
Smith Ciara May, Regina
Smith David S
Snyder Charlotte G
Sonier Charles R, Mary A















Trout Goshen D, Linda D
Ua 02−Aug−02 the Helen Cannon
Vaira Mary
Van Alen William L























Fitzpatrick Jerome, Mary K
Gallagher Shawn P
George Barron E


















Mckinney Jr John F















Anthony Eugene V Jr
Artistic Auto Body Inc
Barr Estate Of
C Paul Cleary Optical
Caminito Salvatore
Carney Denise H














Keever Ella R, Jay S, Stephen A
































Walsh Louise Anna, William J








Adams Moore Ruth A
Ajax Philadelphia Inc
Allen Patricia A, Thomas W
Armbruster Susan H
Atkinson Sherry
Bair Alexa K, Brian M









Cacciatore Dominick V Jr
Cassidy Edith M














Gillen William J, Helen H
Grossinger Neuropain Specialis




















































Zimmerman John P, Diane
19079





























Donnelly Iris E, Lena

































Mary B Frieco Ira












Renee Silber Burial Fund
Renwick Barbara S Ms
Robinson Ella B Estate
Salerno Tire Corp N
Scanlan Lindsey P
Simmons Jean
Slovitsky Stanley C III
Smith Bertie




































































Obrien William J, Debra







Roberts Marguerite, George A
Rose Hill Development LLC
Ross Elizabeth G
Scanlan Jerry











The Womans Club of Swarthmore




















































































































































































Iodice Armand J Est, Anne C












































































































































































































Somers Joseph M, Mary J
Spina Adams Upper Darby
St Rd Builders Supply Co Inc






Sweeney Mildred D, Daniel E
Talawally Varney J
Tarley Diana










Tucker Cisco Arthurline P






























Zacckey Phyllis V, Gene E
Zambo Charles M
Zick Mary Lou









Baglivo Brandon J, Felice S
Baker Lisa
Balk Solomon Z, Sayra G
Bamber James














Bottomley Bruce B Jr
Bouilland Rachko Helene J
Boyd William E
Brady Anthony A Estate, Edward Sr






























Cellini Laura D, John A
Chilton Marianna M Ugma,
Maude W Cust




















Dever Dorothy D, Paul P
Dipietro Marianna J
Dolan William P, Agnes C
Dolce Henrietta P











Est Planning Advisors Corp





















Gerakaris Anthony D, Theodora





Goodman Kenneth C, Holland B
Gosweiler Kirk V







Gross William H, Jane S
4358 NOTICES






Haindl Richard J, Marie T
Haletsky John T
Hanna Ada R
















Hughes Stephanie, Keith W
Huntingdon Valley Club Condominium
Integrity Building Systems LLC
Jerry Gray Autobody





Jones Anthony P Jr, Carolyn M, Anthony P





















Kulesa Tamara, Mark E
Larkin Joseph Est














Magrann Elizabeth M, John F
Maguire Dorothy Starr
Mai Run X, Zhi
Manning Anna C








Mayrides Christophe R, Kathleen M


















Moffa Patricia Novelli, John
Monaghan Keith




Myer Claire Cust, Robert Ugma
Nauer Margaret J
Nervi Edgar J Estate
Nickel Cynthia D
Nikbakht Neda
Nob Hill Condo Assn
Odonnell Joseph
Omalley Mary T, James
Oneill Joan M
Pen Tevine
Pesko Leonard B, Helen
Peterson Annemarie
Phillips Edith




Procknow Ashleigh, Daniel P
Profitt Patrice M
Pucillo Bernadette G, Michael P, Kelly R
Q Dental













Sarno Edward C, Regina
Saxon Margaret C
Sayre David









Shen Chiu Yen L
Siler Mary Louise Uw, Henry
Sindaco Jean
Sizemore Rosemary
Smith Georgie P, William W
Smith Isabelle B Tr, Raymond B
Snyder Catherine, Bernard
Snyder Rita T
Spadafora Anthony J, John L










Tortorelli Robert M Jr











Vottero & Son Inc
Wallerstein Marie
Waters Samuel W, Anne E









Wooden Walter T, Joanne H
Yeats James
Young George Guyer Jr
Young Robert
Yuzuk Cornelius V, Mark V
Zapiec Kirsten M
Zinkowich John








Bostian Leroy E, Carol C
Campbell Quickley Cannon
Carlson Dean Warren














Henry Avenue Pediatrics LLC
Henry Stewart Co








Lindholm Robert N Dr











Quigley Daniel Pfohl, Leonard M,
Megan M
Quigley Leonard Matthew, Daniel P,
Megan M
Ratigan Roseanne M
Rawls Barbara W, Reuben R
Regan Colleen





Smith Luther Jr, Lois
Stallings Gordon




Ua 12 17 93 May K Leeper Revocable
Vanrossum George D, Marijke
Veerawin Su
Villanova Alumni Boston Chap















Bow Wow Meow Biscuits
Camerote Josephine
Catania Elizabeth F, Francis J
Catherine Tran Ira 7/18/00
Chakravarty Arijit
Christakis Benjamin
Citizen Investment Fund II





Currie Elizabeth F, Angus D
Daly Ann R






















Hill David A Jr





Kurdila Rita T Estate
Lastowka John F





Macdonald Gordon III, Mary R



























Smith Connor R, Kevin J














Von Kummer Samuel M
Weber Florence Z Est





Williams Patricia K, John C
19087
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Alexandre Frederick E
Allen Marshall A, Mildred D
Amerisource Bergen
Amerisource Receivables Fin Corp
Amorim Eleuzir D
Andrews Carolyn F Estate









Bauers Charles Joseph Jr












































Companion Life Insurance Co
Conway Thomas
Coogan Marcelle B, William J
Coote Jeremy P Cust, Henry P
Correll Wayne Earl
Costigan Courtney E, Michael D
Creghan Michael W
Cristobal David Denadai






De Lage Landen Financial Services
Deangelo Theresa M
Delage Landen Financial Igf
Delage Landen Financial Svcs Inc
Delage Landen Ope
Delagrammatica Haralabos B Ira











































Gemmer Lydia S, Baron G


















Gulph Creek Hotels Mgmt
Hadden James Craig





Hammer Frederick Philip II













Hoenstine Charles A, Florence









Hunsicker Malcolm C, Mildred S
Insuranc Wells F
Intra Sonix Inc
Irrv Trst of Gerard A Joyce M





Jones Claire L Estate
Jones Thomas W, Martha J
Joy Patricia M, Dennis
Joy Engebretsen Trust


























Law Office of Lisa Charleston














Lugar Norman O Jr, Norman O
Lyons Stephen M
Lyris Inc
M R Mcclurg And Company
Macdonald Carolyn W
Mahseredjian Shoushig S






















Medford W E Jr
Meeker Mary H
Memphis Street Pediatrics













Morris Christophe M, Melinda





































































Ryan Joseph P, Joseph
Ryan Rebecca
Samuel M V Hamilton
Sanghvi Chirag K
Sanitate Josephine








































Tarrant Michael J, Gerald R













Turnbridge Management Partners Inc
Tymon Christopher M
Tyson Holly Hoch, John II
U T D 01 10 90 Diamond Trust
Ua 12 12 91 Marian R Mcgettigan Trust
Ubc Specialty Clinical Services LLC
Usa Technologies
Valley Forge Office Ctr
4360 NOTICES
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Vanderbogart Dale
Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Company
Vanguard Marketing Corporation
Vanness Allan E III, Allan E IV









Weightman Bernice C, G, R G
Weiner Hilda P
Westman Neysa A
Whalen John B Jr
Whiteman Sharon
Whole Foods
Wilhelm J Robert, Laura E




Wolfe Ruth I Deceased
























Dougherty Grace M, Donald
Edwards Thomas A
Evans Catherine W





















































Blackburn Kenneth A, Louise M
























Hadfields Seafood 13 LLC
Hassler Mallory
Heller Mark D





Keenan Auto Body South
Kennedy Donald P Estate






Mc Laughlin Frances Estate
Mccabe Morgan





Middleton Jay F, Abby
National Union Insurance
Naye James M Jr, Margaret P
Naye Margaret P







































Medical Billing and Management Services
Nissan Concordville M
Ocean Medical Imaging of Delaware












Bcj Eskin Sports Inc
Bowne Gcom 2 Solutions
Buckley Kathryn L
Buitron Christopher S


















Dr Bernard S Zoranski Pc
Dunn Allen B
Eckardt Barbara G, David A
Fetters Frances G
George Robert J







Hylick William, Tyler M
Jacobs Gayle S
Jersey Chester A








Lanham C Elizabeth, John J
Lastowka Mary A, Ann P
Lauvic Associates LLC
Lemon Julia F
Lowthert Mulford T, Thomas
Luongo Stanley E






Mc Fadden Agnes J
Mcfadden Richard T









Ong Katie A, Roland
Partyka Helen J
Petrone Daniel M, Ida P
Power & Associates Pc









St Clair Bruce B, Anne
Staszewski Thomas
Storck Vivian V








Turner Thomas B, Laura E
Two Men & A Truck
Vallejo William
Valley Forge Management Corp
Vara Sukhavasi R
Venesky Eleanor G, Bernard
Vertical Lift Consortium Inc
Wang Xuan















Whelan Joanne E, Robert A
Wongwirawat Supat






















Ing Clarion Real Est























Schlemmer Edwin R, Bonne E
15831














Rippy Rosemary J, Francis J, John P














Pontzer Matthew P, David R











Estate of Gary T Carnahan
Guidice Mary Ann










Steger Donald E, Linda R
Taylor Richard P
Tutton Kenneth G, Denise A
Umberger Evelyn C
Vanorsdale Mary M
Yaggie Gladys L, John E
15857
Advantage Towing






De Filippi Edmund J
Defranco David A
Dornisch Mary T Miss
Elk Forests Inc
Elk Haven Nursing Home Assn









































St Marys Auto Body
St Marys Insurance Agency Inc
Stidd Joseph D
Thorwart John P, Jane P
Troha Steven J
Witherite Edward A
































Bimber Dorothy P Est















Derby Victoria R, Kevin S
Enssle Donna D











Lloyd Harold J, Miriam
M J Helper Masonry Contractor
Martin Frank D
Mccaslin Jack I, Rose M
Mcgraw Elmear S, James R
Mcintyre Michael Est
Mckay Jess W












































Dela Garza Nicholas J
Demchak Paul
Dougan Ryan


































Cross Richard B, Peter K











































































Edwards William E, Lonna J
Feaster John
Flanigan Lori A








Estate of David L Minnis
Harris Melissa
Harrison Colleen N Est
Heath Kimberlie
Hunt of a Lifetime Foundation Inc
Lynch Elizabeth K
Mclane Cemetery Association




Scheur Christine Lynne, John F
Smith Seth R
Stuck Shirley Mae





































Miles W Cole & Julia L Cole Trust
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Estate of Jordan Donachy
French Creek Living History Association
Greenbriar Golf Course
Hagan Edward Est




























Clark Sherman dba M & E Chloride Co
Clawson David L
Cook Randi L





Giese Pamela A dba M & E Chloride Co
Grover William
Guzowski Jeremy Andrew
Harrington Gabrielle, Deborah, Taylor J
Joint Howard
Kloecker Jeremy P







Robertson Marjorie, Larry W




























Gabby Rose S Homestyle Restaurant




















L Press & Co
Maciulewicz Dorothy
Macphail Devitt

























Allegheny West Penn System
Allen George H
American Legion Post 11





























































































Shaw Rebecca Pustelak, James C
Simmons J Thomas Jr





















Bendig Clifford C Jr, Jennifer












Dhungel Indra Acharya, Aga
Dibuono Livia Est
Estate of Emily J Sills

















































Purdue Seth Andre, Fray
Ray Mervyn






















T & M Automotive & Custom
Taylor Linda Est
Teamor Edward E
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Dombroski Stanley P
Eggleston Matthew Lee Sr





















































Truitt Grace A, Grace
Walls Jennifer
Wehan Doris J



















Champion TV Rentals 422
Cimino Anthony J














Dyne Craig W II
Early Connections
Eggleston Justin James
Emmett L Mcintosh Rev Trust
Esper William A














House Kelley Anne, Richard A, Kari Lynn
Hunker Ida M































Pruveadenti Frank D Jr
Ras Auto Body
Reitz Jim A




























Violet M Carney Trust
Wadsworth Tammy L
Walker Deborah
Ward Kevin J, Judy
Ward George
Weber Virginia M, Linda M
Webster Daniel
Westcott Benjamin Jacob, Scott W
Westcott Kristina L, Damien T
William E Brown Memorial
Wilson Jeffry









Armanini Renzo J, Dario D
Badders Amanda L
Baldwin Gordon








Community Resources for Independ
Conway Carol A
Cooper Jeanette
Corkery Catherine Y, Gerald J
Cowan Ginger B






Estate of Irene Swanson
Estrella Andrea F
Falke Ralph A, Ann M



























































Trauner George R, Holly B





Wojtkielewicz Andrew J Adm
Wolfe Kyle M
Yacobozzi Heather N










Betz William J, Russell
Blose Blair D
Borland David Est









Dasilva Olive V, Jose A
Dix David H











Haas Vicki M Est
Haines Barbara










































Zeelsdorf Louis Dani Jr
Zielinski Lawrence L
16508
















































































Scott Frank C Jr



































Burney Mary Ann, Timothy





Connolly Shirley Est, John
Cornerstone Ins Inc
Corsi Lucy Estate
Crandall Timothy J, John, Sarah M
Dabre Puja
Davis Shawn M
Dc Jeremiah D S
Dedionisio Marilyn
Diluzio James A Jr
Duino Susan M, John D
Edward D Jones & Co Custodian
Elting Martin P
Employee Benefit Resources Inc
Erdely Christina M, Dolores M




























Johnson Lucia C C
Karl Wesley
Katsadas Paul




























Otero Flanagan Dorian J
Perell Jeannette Z Est
Peterson Gary G
Phillips Carmen J, Jeanne K




















Smylie Francine S, Craig P
Stiles James











































































Linda M Bliley Et Al
Loosley Adam M






















Spaeder William D, Terry M

















Anderson Maureen M, Mary A
Bloeser James
Bostaph Melissa A, David W
Brophy Shannon
Close Sarah C































Thomas Adeline S, Robert R






Dialysis Center of Erie
Jacox Morgan E, Oliver E
Mca of Northwest Pennsylvania
Modern Industries Inc
Nicholson Bobby





Merwin Robert F, Betty M



































































































Tri County Medical Practice





































Constantine Kristine, Larry E
Cooley Rosa
Cross Emma











Elgie J Underwood Fam Tr
Estate of Neil W Hoppe
Finley Mary M
Fisher Diane

































Inks Danielle N, Debra G
Jackson Cynthia L
















Laurel Medical Imaging Associates
Laurel Pediatrics
Lazanich Blanche


























Neely Virginia M, Frank H
Nicklo Donald
Oconnell Patricia
Pallini Amerigo P Estate, Hazel L
Paull Kim E
























Saletrik Elmer G Jr
Salutric Carl N, Leah R
Santillo James A
Sebesta Joseph T































































































Rymarchyk John Charles, Anne



















Lavaie Donna R Estate
























































Mcrobbie Bonnie Jean, Betty
Messman Raymond E
Miller Karen A















Schenk Joseph P III
Schomer Robert D




































Estate of Thelma R Bianchi
Garletts Hilda M, Keith A
Getz Joseph
Heller Teresa











































































































Evans Robert L Jr, Robert L
Friend Michael C
Gehrisch Linda S
Hancheck Deborah A, Thomas M
Magerko Cora Estate









Clarence E Savage Plumbing





Schroyer James C, Edna
Walton Lisa
Workman Vallie E










Matyus Joseph P III











Clyde Brooks Funeral Home Inc



































Smith Richard R Estate
Taft Les




Angelo John A II
Beaver Caroline R Estate
Brown Thomas J
Farkas John S










































Cieszynski Charles J Jr
Crytser Patricia A
Cutlip Bobbie J

























Stoffa Gloria J, Jack A
Stoffa Michael Joseph, Michelle L
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Jackson Betty A Cust, Emily J
Malloy Michelle L Stoffa











Shedlock Mark J, Jane L
Sladky Theresa
Zip Codes Not Reported
Brower Nelson, Nancy

















Bayer Kathleen V, John B











Burns Ray C Sr
Burris Clinton J
Bussard Richard G



































Ervin Mary J Est
Estate of Mary Jane Henson






Fix Rebecca M, Harry N
Fleagle Troy A









Glunt Josiah Paul, Sue, Elijah D
Gossert Maurice L
Graham Kevin






























Kenton Anesthesia Assoc Inc














Linn Harolo N, Louise H
Long Lucille K
Lovett Joyce Linda
M & J Yeager Partnership
Manor Care
Martesrivera Ivelisse










Money Maun Fncl Grp Ltd
Moustakis Konstantinos Anstidis Jr
Mowery Scott
Moxley Tobey V
Mr Murphy Associates Real Estate
Myers Edna
N Nasreen Khan DO
N Nasreen Khann DO







Pabon Rivera Hector L
Pado Clare P, John H
Pagan Miguel A



















Scott Kimberly A, Ricky L
Scott Ralph
Shantz Brenda L







Smith Donald L, Doris L
Smith Neil A
Statler Donald














Von Jess Mason James, Timothy J,
Eduard James

























David H Martin Excavating































































Francis Adam B Mr
Kuykendall Lawrence
Lantz Larry F














Baker George W MD
Bard Doris C
Baughman Chest
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Sprankle Andrea F, Howard L, Jacob I




Wittenauer Marilyn J, Delbertc
Witteried Joshua
17232












































Spangler Charles M III
Stone Katherine P, Paul R III, Paul R Jr
17247
























Straley Kendra N, Mark A






Obergolzer Byron L Est
17261

















Alexiou Christopher J, John Gus
Ashraf Razzak
Baer Buses






Bowers Merle D Estate
Bowers Reda M
Bowie Alexis
Brallier John and Cindy
Brown Jennifer L
Brown Melvin L















Decker Alan L Jr













Helman Clarissa E, Carol A
Helman Jeffrey L, Melissa M
Hess Dylan M
Highbarger Ryan O



















































Snavely Shirley A, John D
Spence Emily C


















































Hollenshead Delmar Jr, Delmar
Horton Eugene B
Kelso Kristopher P
Kerlin Margaret E, Donald E
Kneas Elizabeth
Knipp Sharon






































































































Matt Lewis J III
Murray Michael H
Patton Charles J





































Carpenter Patricia E, Delmas E
Walker Charles E
15370














Chucks Collision Service Inc
Cink Janey
Clutter Paul





Cumberland Coal Resources LP
Cumberledge Vickie
Cunningham Kristin







Emerald Coal Resources LP












































Virgili Ronald S Jr
Wades Body and Frame
15380
Burns Lisa
E L Hinerman Interest Fund
Wickham Hazel
















Baker Clair A Jr
16647














Estate of Eugene S Horne
Everhart Timothy
Fluke James S
Foster Jr Glen H
Fraenza Christy, Luke
Grubb Sandra M
Grubb Valerie J, Gladys G, Barry L
Gutshall John
Hall Jesse A
Huston Ford Lincoln Mercury
Isenberg Harold, Verda
Isenberg Melanie J
Jc Blair Med Anesthesia




Leone John A, Wilma M
Lightner Kenneth C, Elizabeth
Mansberger Dennis
Marshall Natalie C




Miller Chemical & Supply LLC
Miller Thomas W























































































































































Blue Hen Physical Therapy Inc
Bluemle Timothy
Burns David J
Busch Est Orea, Orea A
Buterbaugh Mary C
C & K Industrial Equipment Repair
Campbell Norma
Center Orthopaedics & Spts Med
Cessna Lois





























































M D C Romani Incorporated













Miller Mary J, C B
Mohamud Abdillahi
Moskel Polly Ann, Marley
Myers Dennis
National Home Care Supply
Norma Campbell Estate































































American Legion Aux Unit 407


















Harter William F, Janet B
Hartman Vernon








Reilly Christopher C, Meghan S
Rellick John W









Tristar Ford Mercury Inc
15720




Casella Bethany S, David J
Davis Shawn C




Wise John C Sr
15725
Daldoss Timothy W, Mary Jane
Elwell Megan E
Enciso Jean






































Estate of Ted F Stewart
Gorman Jeanne M




















Bauer Nathaniel S Ugma, Susan H Cust
Bennett Arthur W
Buckman Isaac
Busch Est Orea, Orea A
Caprino Frank G
Charles E Huston




































Burns Edward E, Sharon

















Estate of Richard Q States
Kinstley Charlie A
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Duffell Gerald W Jr, Karen
Fleegler Ashley K







Janet P Betcher Trust











Macmillan Douglas P Estate
Mahan Thelma R

















































Dnu Veolia Es Solid Waste
Dowen Darrin D, Jamie M
Dwyer Louise A
Eberhart Sandra L
Estate of Sara Smith
Foster Nancy E















Wilson Ellen R Est, Robert K
15825






Carnaham Wayne R H, Patty J
Carnevale Amy E
Cartright Tammala












Kennedy Ray B DCD
Kerr Iona
King James F Estate




























Estate of Donald R Carney






















































Nealman Raymond C, Helen
Olnicktoddf








Bomgardner Clyde R, Sarah E
Estate of Ralph Gaul




Lyter Paul R Est
Mangle Ray R
Martins Greenhouse Nursery
Murphey Elmer Est, Elmer B
Orndorf David C
Righter Dorothy M














Barton James R, Donna








































































Callan Cassandra L, Michelle L
Campbel Katherine J
Carbondale Westside Neighborhood Assoc
Carey Mary T
Caudullo Carol A


































































































































Heaney Thomas J, Ellen C
Henkelman William R
Henzes John Frank III
Holley Brooke L
Honchell Jane J
Huang Shu Chuan, Chau Fe
Huber Mary Lou
Hughes Robert E Jr
Hyland Mcgurrin Kathleen, Bernard V Jr




Krieger James, Jacob, Joshua L, Schyler M
Lacoe Beverly
Lavelle Dolores G, James P
Lori Aldan J
Maiman B









Noone Thomas A Est
Northeastern Physician Organizat

















Rossi S Market Shur Save
Rossis at Red Barn






Shelsky Edward R, Anna C
Sheridan Francine M, Gomulka E
Simpson June T
Smego Raymond A Jr, Lois V
Snyder Marie








































Locker General Contracting Inc
Manning Carrie E
Marx Talitha
Minooka Motor Sales Inc
Monetta Gregory P
Morristell Edward F










Sasall Joseph G Est
18433
Art Macdonald















Murnock James A, John A





R T Collision Repair
Rebar George E
Sashko Peter J



















Nanfeldt Christopher A, Ida A
Pesarchick Tamara
Pfleckl John
Phillips Andrew Jr, Pearl
Pugh Jennifer





































Fontanella Mark A, Lia
Galka Thomas Sr
Gimble Corey
























Moscow Deli & Food Mart
Nagurney David DDS





Replica Auto Body Panels
Richards Randy
Royal Construction Services LLC
Rozdilski Suzanne S
Schafer Vickie









Temper Tantrums Invstmnt Club
The North Pocono Public Library
Thompson Carlie R, Renee





























































































































Haudenschield Jeffrey O, Judith F
Hood Mary W
Kelly Vivian E
Naylor Schilpp Nancy R






Cortese John J, John S
Davis Ellen D
Dehey Roger
Doyle James L Jr
Evoy Funeral Home
Gavern Robert



















Conway Mark J Trustee
Cumming Thomas P
Davis Seth



















Mark J Conway Trustee for Carlton Moto
Mascioli Alba
Mellan Theresa, John
Morgan Marie K Est
Murray Financial Services
Needle Ida S
Northeastern Vending Attn Automatic Vend
Ing Co

























Caolo Carol J, David
Carey Leo
























































Kelly VW Dealer Reserve Account





























































Souza Jeovah De Castro
Spellman Marion








Tobin Patrick J Jr
Topa Mary A
Torba Marcella V
Transamerica Life Ins Co




















































Davis Gary W II








Edwin A Abrahamsen & Assoc
Engel Mary A
Esis−United Natural Foods Inc
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Halloran William J
Hor Moi E Jt
House of China
Hughes Dorothy J
































































Procopio Cory Hargreaves Savit



















































































































































Hangar Prosthetics & Orthotics






















Northeast Ins Financial Con
Northeastern Rehab Associates Pc
Nunez Lisette
Omalley Patrick J







Schmaltz Decd Donald C







































































Igoe Michael P, James P
Karns Danielle
Keating Joseph T, Joy A
Knight Patricia D
Kroll Joseph C, Jean
Lasky William






































Shaw John R Jr
Simpson Ralph W Jr
Spott Caroline T, Caroline
Sri Wahyuni Etik































































Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman Go
Mason Margaret M










Nurse Practitioners of Nepa
Oconner Emily
Oei See J










































Brereton Harmar Denny MD
Buck Carl C
Butler Christine, Robert J
Cerra Paula, Sal
Coleman Peter


















































Pennell Richard A, Kristen E
Perfection Oil Co
Perry Gerard B
















Salava Elizabeth Sis, Sophia
Salerno Mary L, Adam J











Straub Joseph D III
Supermarket Service Corp
Sykes Sandra




Vinciguerra Peter J, Dawn












































Taylor Nrsg & Re
Turoni Sam J










































Stocki Walter G, Rita R
Suriano Michele








Blondek Stanley W MD


















Rutkowski William E, Jessica E
Settles Elizabeth D
Sienkiewiez Stella
Stine Judith L, Dale E
Vazquez Alani













Axsom Lois M, A L
Bassanini Alessandro C
Beatty Janet L







C T P International Ltd
Cab East LLC





Community Family Health Care
Conoy Creek Watershed Association
Cramer Julie A
Creek Susan M








Eliff Judith A, Daniel J
Elio Christopher A, Colleen N
Elizabethtown Dental Assoc Ltd


























Koetteritz Michael F, Joanna M
Koon Lee A
Krayeski Steven























































Ruth Mcpeek Rev Liv Trust


























































Steffy Randy L Estate
































Souder Victor G, Nancy R
Wetzler Francis E
17508
















Adams Annette S Estate
Albert John G, Joyce












Deleon De Diaz Odalis
Dolby James Estate


































































High Milchael, Travis S
Khan Yusuf A
Kreider Paul





















Huyard Stephanie A, Kenneth D
Kennedy Janet C
Kissling Marjorie L, Thomas R
Kosh Deter R Sue
Kramer Ashley
Kuch Stephen D










Pfautz John A Jr
Rehrer William C, Bonita L
Reider Robert S
Reinhart Nicholas J









Smith Frances P, Regina
Snavely Suzanne



































Brown Decd Elva M
Carr Jessica Lynn
Clark Lissette A, Matthew W




















Alleman Clarence R, Teresa L
Allgyer Michele N










































Green Living Property Services
Groff Harold John









Hertzog Reuben R Jr
Hogan Jennifer A
Holder Amy
Hollinger Cora Faith, Samuel W
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Martin Anthony S, Janelle M
Martin Gary N







































































































Paul I Sheaffer Insurance Agen





































Johnson Robert J Sr, Susanne
Lister Mark A MD
Lowry Carolann E
Minnich Rachel



















Country Floor Store Flor Haus


































Beale Jr Richard W

















































Habeckerr Geraldine A Estate
Haley Paul Kris Ann
















Johnson David L, Ruth M
Johnson Doris
Jones Brandon P












Levasseur Alexandra Mcnelis, Mary E
Lingenfelter Eric A
Lititz Mutual Insurance




Mason George D, David G
Matous Beth A, Jim P
Maurer Kimberly A, Brian L













National Aspciation of Directors
Netherton Diana L
Neurology & Stroke Associates
Nickels Robin R
Obrien Anna
Ortiz Rivera Maria O
Owens Thomas P
Page George T
Palasz Michael V DMD
Park Lenox Medical Pc






Poff Daniel R Ugma
Radley Daren S
Red Rose Emergency Physicians
Reed Eric
Renneberg Joseph A Estate
Rising Harold
Rohrer Dennis
Salad Works Holding Nj LLC
Sauder John D
Sewast Jessica Lynn
Shaubach Robert M, Karen C
Shaver Robert J
Sitnikov Nadia
Slaugh Clare K Estate
Smith Daniel C
Smith Jeffrey S Jr
Sousa Laura A























Wentworth Connor Blaire, Lucille K
West Gary O













A H Walter Estate
Adcock Bros Auto Transport Inc
Anne & Lauren Corporation
Bacon Joanne E
Baker Curtis L




























Haus James F Jr
Hoffmaster Jeffrey D
Hoover Erin E






Kerdeman C Michael, Sarah
Klink Scott M
Kreiser Randall E, Lisa A
Kuzdro Kenneth





Maurer Kimberly L, Erich P
May Samuel F
Meyers Rodney





































Zimco Plumbing & Water Treatment

































































































Weiler Jacob III, Sheila









































































































Estate of Nicholas Pulinka
Ferrell Christina











Utter Samuel P, Terese L
17557
Advanced Food Products LLC
Anderson Lois H
Beard Betty J























National Credit Union Admin
Nguyen Dat T
Nixon Susan
North Slope Management LLC










Superior Paint and Collision
Supplee Patricia A




Wentz Thomas H III






























































































King Elizabeth A, Ricky L Jr
Llads Ventures Inc
Loper Robert M Jr



































































Thru It All Body Shop
17572




























Estate of Carrie M Davidson
Estate of Mary E Nelson
Frybanger Karin R




















































Hess Wilbur K, Dorothy L
Luzader Jamie J

















Dunkle Jeffrey D, Debra L
Eclecticent
Frampton William K Jr
Gunselman Dion F
Hake Carl D Estate
Hetzel Mary Louise, Michael C,
Nancy Louise
Huber Ellen D




Lanc Family Medicine Assoc
















































Catalano Peter L, Darla D
Charter Homes
Charter Homes Building Co





Condron Margaret S, Edward D
Connolly Christopher A
Cope Salt Company




Criswell & Shreve Art Dealers
Crossing at Mill Creek Apartme
Crystle Charles











Eager Stengel Quinn, Sofilka






























Hart Andrew D, Amy J
Hartman E Jane
Hartman Samuel H Jr
Hatton Bernice P
Hazel K Kilburn Trust Agreement
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Johnson Margaret J
Jones Justin







Kauffman Raymond, Erma H
Keim Eunice M


















Laychak Nancy J, John J
Lee Clayton P
Lochow Robert H Jr
Lombardo Lena R
Longenecker Kathryn Anne, Thomas C
Madara Bode K
Madonna Anthony A, Mary J
Magargal Larry MD




Marler Paul S, Jody
Marsh Joanna
Martin Jennifer L
Matsuoka Margaret K, James A
Mayen Simon A
Mazeski Stephen E, Eileen
Mcclary Carrie
Mccleary Christina Stoner, Irvin B
Mccleary Irvin B































Oberdorf David P, Emily L
Ogrady C
Olde Hickory Pharmacy In





















































Uhler Irvin V Estate












































































































Doebler Woodrow B, Esther B
Duffy Tyler Liam






































Gray Miller Patterson & Cody
Grebinger Susanne Est, Susanne L
Greer Frances E
Gribble Andrea M, David M








































Kerr Plastic Products Inc







































































Noel Kelly M, Colleeb
Nunn Franklin H II
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Powell William T, Tamara
Price Alice D
Pryor Anna M




Red Roof Inn 662



































Schutte Roberta J Estate
Selim Karem
Senna Carmen G













































White William S III
Williams Lakeyisha N
Wittlinger John D



























Barrcrest Manor Apt Assoc
Beaner Debra
Bechtold Stephen A











































Cunningham Robert L Jr, Patricia D
Czuri Rudolph




























































Gonzalez Acosta Wilson S















Heeps William H Jr







Herr Gerald W, Max F
Hertz James L
Hertzog Larry L

















International Productions Profit Sharing
Irion Elizabeth V, Mark S
Jacobs William C
Jimenez Cimone
John Framk Sena Ira Plan





























Lyons Gilbert B Jr
M & T Universal Tech
Mackredis Andrea D Estate




































Morris Rita H Adm
Mort Valerie G
Moshier Eric














































Rapho Triangle Assn Inc
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Spencer Wright Talisa R
Sprague Paul S




















Tri Tech Resources Inc
















































Burke Patricia Ann, Kathryn A
Cape Emergency Physicians Pa
Cardiothoracic Surgeons of Lancaster
Cra Payment Center
Diehart Charles J III Esquire
Durland William W
Dzinglewski Margaret M
























































































Martin Perry Chauncey David
Miller Dorothy, Samuel
Peters Mathew J











Adams Jenelyn M Estate
Allgood Irene G Mrs
Altman Jeanette M Jt, Joyce A Jt
Angelo Medure dba




Bialowasj Bial Timothy J
Biangone John M
Bowden Genevieve L Estate
Boyer Kevin
Brightshue Darrell, Jesse, Jessie
Brown Patricia L
Brown Roberta E, David F
Brown Stacy A
Budai Michelle Noelle, Bonnie S, Paul A Sr
Burns Ronald B
Burton Darlene E




































Estate of Audrey Sipe
Estate of Carl K Grego




























Hill Ruth N, James
Iacobucci Angeline


















Kucharski Frances E Estate
Kwolek Frances B
Lawrence Wesley




















































Ross Alberta M, James



























































New Castle Area Transit

















Kuhn Jr James E











Beading Raymond H Jr
Besharo Alex, Jane
Boayue Yei G























Hollins William C, Betty J
Hooks James B
Johnson Robert L
Jurgens Achim N Estate
Kelley Laura
King Chrysler Jeep Dodge LLC
Kiriakou Stella Estate
Kirkauskas Nancy




Litwinowicz Patricia H, Frank S
Mcconahy David T
Mcconkey Paul D
Mcgaffic Joseph C, Nancy L
Mcmullen Edward II






Nolan Mary M Est
Nord Agnes




Preston Automotive L P
Preston Motors
Prioletti Robert D, Dolores
Razzano Eugene P
Reed Heather L
Reese Edward R, Myrna L







Rubenson Sander H, Shirley
Scarazzo George
Shapiro Edith













































































Horrell Ronald E, Mary E
Huffman Lori A
Joseph James V Sr, Paul C, James V Jr
Kent Stephanie









Meehan Roy P Jr
















Scrivo Dorothy V, Dominick
Sharp Lynn


































Elliott Barbara Kay, James A
Elson Walter S
Gordon Richard J







Signer A Aliulis, Marcus
Smith Brian
















Zeigler Kenneth L, Mary L
16156






Telesz Richard E, Riane H, Rachel M
16157
Barber David L Sr
Birtalan Balind B
Clark John A











Paswell Marjorie E Estate
Rape Larry E




Zip Codes Not Reported


































Lehman Joyce E Estate
Limeanville Carmeuse




Pennycoff Mark D Adm
Phelps Flora L Estate
Schaller Carol Ann
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Bitterman Gregory S, Lisa A





















Eisenhauer Abriana F, Jason D
First Mortgage






Krebs Margareta, Richard A
Krissinger Herman J
Kumler Heather M
Light Jaidenia B, James P
Lucas Troy

















Arnold Jonathan A, Phyliss M
Arnold Scott D
Back In
Bailey William D Ex
Balog Gary



















Cedar Havenattn Finance Office
Celaschi Stephen R, Rynell S
Chapman David





































Hains Gordon R Jr
Hamme Lisa
Hammer Gerald J









Hummell Laura E Estate























Lam Thu Thuy T
Lantz Lee F










Maguires Nissan of Lebanon


















Music in the Park Inc
Nazeeri M
Nerges Laura R






























Sanchez Sanchez Javier M
Sandhu Simronjit K, Sarbjit S
Sarik George D
Schuller Mary K

































Anderson Douglas J, Elaine G
Arnold Mary E
















Chandler James T, Kim E







































Lebanon Beverage Cmo Enterprises
Legay Charles
Light Esther E






























































































Dutch Valley Food Distributors
Engle Margaret M, Lloyd E
Ferla Katherine M
Fox Harriet A




































Wolfe Russell S Jr, Robin A
17073
Becker Donald J







Hainley Richard A II
Jackson Financial Services
John T Gotwalt DDS Plan



























Corchia Emily R, Erik R
Davison Martha
Desai Vishant
Dimatteo Julian A, Robert













Herr John E Jr
Herrs Lawn & Power Equipment











Maguires Ford of Hershey
Mai Seng
Mason Norma J




Miller Larry E Jr
Moad Charles D Jr
Nyekeller Veronica L
















Shellenhamer John W Estate
Shirk Angela J





















Buffenmeyer Howard A, Kay V
Lebanon Farms Disposal
Snyder Cinthia A








































Bortz Warren A, Betty J


















Lease Winfield G Est Sr






Mother of Cakes Academy
Odonnell Daniel F
Pitts Isaac
Re Dhl Allentown Ubs Invmt

















Woods David J II
Yenser Bernice E, Howard W
18032





























Ovens Thomas, Jean, Leroy
Pache Ramona
Palacios Patricia




























Buehler Gerhard M Jt, Erna H Jt
Caddell Scott R










Foot Care Nurses of Pennsylvania
Gourzis Breille
Gyrus Acmi




Jani Eugene Jr, Heather P
Jayant Preethy, Deepak






Micro Matic Usa Inc
Miksits Elizabeth
Olympus America Inc










Tapies Jennifer A, Jorge R
Updegrove William C
Van Christine







Bear Burnett L Estate of Jr
Butrick John R
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Hewins Judith E, Robert





Kraft Esther R Estate
Laurene Gardens Condo
Lenhart Clare M

























Stango James J III
Tettemer Robert E
Thom Kathleen A
Ua 01 19 05 Alfred J Richardson
Testamentary






Wolf Keith A Jr









Cincilla Joseph K, Verna M
Counterman Gerrianne
Fannin Judith K, William
Frantz Eugene P Sr
Gehman Evelyn B












































Cameron Kelly A, Sean R
Chambers Robert L Dec, Sandra A
Charron Albert E, Lamae E
Charron Family Trust
































Hegewald Daniel E, Clara
Hein Scott L









Kirka Melanie L, Thomas M
Krebs Adam M
























































Saylor Esther M, Paul


















Beltre Miguel A, Angela M
Berg Esq George
Bernhard Frederick C, Jane A
Blaukowitz Margaret, Rudolph
Bolden William H III




















Figueroa Carmen M Estate
Fischer Paul J
Fistner Yesenia A, Stephen
Frey Raymond














Helfrich Virginia M, William T
Hess Gerald E
Hilberts Phcy Inc




















































Newman Mary F Cust
Nguyen Thanh L
Oluoch Loice A
Patel Sangeeta S, Subhash V


























































Dr Carlos C Hodges P C
Leiby Donald
Mintzer Timothy J

















Angelica M Amato Rentals M
Aviles Rebecca A



















Dpm Adam J T
Drey Lisa R
Dries Mamie A, Irene
Edwards Kenneth J
Elchin Tiffany
Elmore Barbara Anne M
Eroh Kenneth R
Estate of Dorothy R Weston
Estate of Joseph F Buczewski






































Metzger Joseph H Jr
Metzger Stacy A
Miller George A
Mory Justin T Putma
Obrien Jason A
Pacheco Reynaldo






































































Gene Jani Baseball Scholarship Fund






Kurtz Robbyn Elizabeth, Elaine L
Lascala Anthony
Linder James W






Paprota Joseph R MD
Ramme Glenn A













A Agency Insurance Inc


















Peters Donald L, Luella A






Shankweiler Henry C, Joyce E
Shiffler Michael S










Borrell Gray Robbin A
Caflin Janet
Christman Clarence, Barbara
Countrywide Home Loans Inc





































Shiffert John H III
Shollenberger Barbara J
Shook Susan M Adm, Nathan
Snyder Lisa
Sules Collison














Valley Preferred Cycling Center
Value Electric
Zadrozny Theodore W, Beatrice A
18092
Benjamin Mark























Wiren Raymond M, Amber L










































































































































































Erdman Richard W Jr
Escarfullery Wendy
Espada Giselle L














Frank Jacqueline L, Mildred E
Fritchman Barbara




















































J S Burkholder Fnrl















































M & A Multiservice
Macort Christopher J
Magliane Robert J
Maniatty George S Jr
Marcelino Milagros E



























Mikitz Gordon Street Auto Body








































































Reyes Miguel A Estate
Reynoso Francisco






































































Sommers Elizabeth C, William J



















Thomas Joseph A III
Thomas William















































Allen Oral Surgery Assoc
Anderson Gary A
Andrews Joseph L Jr



































Caron Patricia A, Kenneth P
















































































Heckman Kelley Carol A
Helen Giacobbe Estate










Inst for Female Pel








Jones John G Estate
























Lehigh Area Medical Associates







Linsenbigler Katheryn E, Leroy M
Lipko William


















Mcgarry Harvey D Sr
Mckenzie Mabel
Mcmanus Francis J, Irene
Melendez Crystal L
Mendez Richard









Mucci Cecilia B Est
Muth Melanie A, Sean P

































Riddick Lewis Melanie J
Rios Jasmin
Rivera Angelina















Russ Madison Z, Donna
Ruszas Joseph F
Saab Paulette E
Sadoski Stanley S, Harriet A




























Sterner Dennis C Sr
Stewart Janet N
















Troxell George E Estate
Trump Charles H, Evelyn M



























19th Roth Shell dba Jp Pearl Inc
19th Roth Shell Stat
4415 N Front St Asso
A Phyllis Estate
Abboud Feda F
Abdulhayoglu Erdem E, Emin
Adler Realty Service
Air Products & Chemicals
Air Products Chemica
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Alaraifi Aysha



















Berk Joshua W, Kelly M
Bernhards Inc Et Al
Bickel Maryann
Binder Berghold Kay Rose
Blanco Aniberka






















Cheng Kenneth P, Alec B
















Davids Ferdinand B, Myra E
Dean Aileen





































































































Krisch Ronald A, Linda J
Kunkle Dawn E



























Mcclure Little League Baseball Team
Mcdermott James J, John M
Mcgonicle Joyce A
Meckes Donna M





























Ott Raymond T IV, Nicole















Planet Fitness Allentown West













Rheinhardt Allison K, Nathan B
Ribnicky Richard P Cust, Alexander Ugma
Richardson Robert F
































































Troxell Thomas E Est
Tsts of Primary Care Associates
U T D 09 17 90 Susanna B Sheetz Trust













Weiss Eugene A, Helene L






Wills Gretchen Schwarz, Lindsay A
Wisser Richard
Wolstenholme Lauren









Braatz Gerald A II






























Conway Phoenix Richard, Kala Nichole
Dwinal Brenda
Fiddelke Dorothea J, Harry J
Fogelman Morgan B













































Windsor Family Dental Pc


























Carle Philip D, Helen H
Cheesman Henry A
Cintron Ricardo, Lisa
Crownover George L Jr
Cruz−Molina Yashyra M
Customs Aluminodi





























Kreps John C Sr, John
Lauer Brian
Lawes James H Jr
Lehr Elwood B
Liciaga Donysha E
Linsenbigler Kathryn E, Leroy M
Martinez Brenda
Martucci Althea A
Mattiuz Amelia A, Floyd S











































Stachowicz Fred P Estate







Texter Walter F, M Frank






















Kojek Catherine M, William
Miller Florencee

























































































































Funk Richard W Estate
Gabriel Irene C













































Manyko Nicholas P Jr
Mardyniak Raffaela






















Murphy Thomas J, Linda
Mussoline Peter J
Nelmes Steuart G Jr























Piskorick John M Jr
Podraza Marian
Polanco Geigel Jessica






















Roslevich John P, Mary

































































































Gagliardi Nicholas A, Blake A
Gasper Lisa A
Generose Charles A, Lillian M
Gould Robert
Heiser Victoria L
Internal Medicine Assoc of Haz
Jimenez Victor









































































































































Payne Linsay A, Mark C









Ua 05−Feb−04 The Edmund M Barna
Walton Frank, Grace
Wilson Jeffery























Justofin Leonard P, Agnes E
Kress Joseph



























Crispell Ellen G, Darrel
Davis Thomas R







Garringer John W Estate
Gauntlett Susan N
Griff James D





Jcc Camp Holiday House
Kasmark Elizabeth
Klusmeyer Tony Lee

























Rusonis Elizabeth J Estate
Scales Jennifer







Tengowski Michael A, Linda
Thalenfeld Rebecca
Tierney Ceil A












Ernst Christine N, Donald L
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Lagun William A Sr














































Welebob Chester S, Mildred
Wojciechowski Pauline










Jones Darrell J Jr
Kerstetter Ann L










Animal Emergency Clinic of Wyoming
Applegate Lisa M
Aps Pharmacy Services
Ardoline Margaret Mary, William
Ashman Roylene






















































Langan Wlliam Est, Wlliam














































S And P Cutting









































































Ostrowski Jack Michael, Jack
Owens Lisa A




















Arasin Theresa M, Edward B
Arnott Charles F












Chickson James T Jr
Coleman Jean
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Jones Delphine R, Robert A
Jones Sara Estate
Kacsmar Joseph



















Montour Oil Svc Co


































Allegrucci Dorothy A, Gene J
Baller Michael A
Baltusavich Patricia




































Thomas Kenneth J, Donna L





















































































Kile Kenneth E Estate
Knelly Evelyn S, Ralph S
Lendenmann Steve


































Pawlowski Stanley W Jr
Peters Raymond
Piavis Patricia
Ryman Martin L, Brenda
Smith Brian C, Tina M
Smith Sherrie
































Allisauskas Peter J Rev











Green Planet Lawn Care LLC
Lord
Luzetsky Stephen P, Carol Ann
Mannear Chas









































Blazek Pamela S Jt




















Cole Raymond A Estate
























Estate of Anthony Valenti
Evans Autumn












Foy Matthew Dennis Estate
Frankavitz Linda
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Moses William David, Abraham


















Philip C Gutherz MD LLC
Powell Diane M
Powell Gerald J





















Safe T Zone Inc
Savarese Robert F














Shuleski Richard J Jr
Shypolwski
Sica Frank G








































































A J Kopicki Funeral


















Boyd Roberta R, Carl R
Boyson John
Brady John III
Campbell Donald Rexford, Janet
Canteen 900 Corp
Capitol Network Communications







Clearfield Matthew Jonathan, Merle
Clearfield William Nat DO



























Estate of Stanley Choma
Evans Kristin


















Heimbach Joseph C Jr
Henderson Alice
Higbie Stephanie



































































Partash John Estate, John






Pompey Collision Auto Body
Prasad Vijay
Pugh Margaret





















Steven A Carter Trust






Transue Edward C Jr
Trudgen Kenneth
Trumbower Connie
Vallina Heather Grace, Regina T
Vanderhoff Erika L



















Zawatski Edward J Jr
Zimimsky Brothers dba Bill Garage
Zoranski Doris
Zukoski Matthew J
Zzwyoming Valley Health Care System
18705
Abraham Carmine M, David M
Andress Expert Cleaning Servic
Antosh Kimberly A




















E Z Shop Ii Inc
Eastman Mary C




































































Snarski Erica Aleska F
Stewart Leonard
Super Luxury Tours Inc
Surgical Specialist of Wyoming Vly
Tlatenchi Aurelio
Vitali Raymond III






Wyoming Valley Pain Clinic
Wysocki Lorraine










































In Est of Clifford House
Jensen Elsie
Jola Kenneth H































Regan Courtney P, Rebecca J
Richart Donald H
Robert Roberts
Rosenfelder Sarah H, George










Stans Auto Body Inc
Staviscak John
Strish George A, Anna M
Sullivan John L


















































James J Johns DDS FAGD
Jennings Patrick A
Johns James J DDS
Jones Nicole D
Leo T Tyburski Trust
Lindenmuth Ester
Maines Matthew




O Brien Jr Bernard F
Obrien Joan L





Ryan Marie Petosa, Ralph E
Ryan Ralph E, Marie P
Schwab Anne
Schwartz Carl


























Conyngham Frank E P







Fries Mary Ellen M, John J
Fugok Stephanie












Luke John T III
Manorek Anthony J, Ann J
Mathers William
Mayne Brown Stacie D
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Company D 1st 109th Infa
























Stefanski Jo Ann, Anne
Sult Bernard O, Marilyn
Walsh Thomas




















































De Leon Rafael A
Decker Marjorie J Estate
Decosey Albert C III

































































Junior League of Williamsport




Kelley Robert L Jr
Khanna Sahej
Kiefer Steven E















Lepley Engelman and Yaw Partnersip
Lewis Beverly A
Lewis Burzynski Kathleen C
Lippert Gloria J
LLC Ranchumaniaxcom








Mcallister John Jr, Aubrey



























Puckett Paul B III
Qc Energy Resources
















































The Billtown Stock Club






Van Campen Motors Inc
Vancampen Joshua M
















































Spotts Richard Estate, Richard M





















Bonner Mary Irrevocable Trust
Brasington James R
Church Emmanuel L
Colley Michelle S, Michael T
Corter Idona L
D&R Transport
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Brown Wayne B, Mary














Hensler Laura L, Rick L
Hess Robert
Hubler Rachel A




Lingle William B Jr
Livermore Gina
Locricchio Antonio














































Baker Eph Assoc Inc
Banks James H




C&D Plumbing and Dra
Cohick Stephen W, Eileen A






Fairfield Auto Collection Inc
Flynn William F




John Savoy And Son
Klotz Keegan J
Lamade Kurt







Martin Barbara M, F Justin





Nancarrow Lucille C, Brooks E
Noaker Marie E
Parsons Curtis
Power & Construction Group Inc
Schramm Mary Ann, Carl W
Shaffer Estate
Sholtis Frances Sones






















































La Famiglia Cat LLC
Landis Michael, Joanne




















































Arnett Mary Jo P
Austin Roger B
Baker Dell P Jr
Baker January
Barretts Auto Body Inc
Batchev Alexander
Bennett Kelly








































Lore Hurd Anne M
Maben E E
Malcolm Jasmine MD
Maley Donald F, Donald E
Mcandrew Vincent







Nuzzo James V, Eileen
Oneil Rhonda










Richard Herzog Ltd Partnership
Richmond Larry A
Rigsby Roberta K
Schermerhorn Sandra A, Robert T
Shields Patrick G, Judith A
Siffrinn Jamie Marie









Whelehan Helen M, Ruth N
Wolf Joy V
















Burgess Lewis F, Garnett
Crespo Jose
Eaton Vincent











Aupke James H, Elsa M
Bulduc Louis G
Costlow Robert F












































































Bricklemyer William R Est
Hutchison Lele



























































Raber Roman A, Clara D
Rosser Cheryl
16125




































































































Carroll Morningstar Julia R
Christy Margaret E
Cline Barbara J
Cline Jack W Esq






















































Rothman Christine A, David L







































Edwards Connie Estate Of
























Dohany Darlene S, Andrew E





Hazelet David W, Sheila
Hefferman Donald
Hibbard Thomas A Sr
Hoffner Walter



















Smith James Lewis, Evelyn Jean









Bowman Edward B, Wanda L
Cerrani Jessica
Croley Courtney P
Freni Dorothea M, Richard J
Klimek Linda
Laird Keith




































Dean Martha Jane Est
Ernst Jean F
Estate of Carrie E Yuhoss

























Marshall Michael Seth Jr, Yolanda Chere,
Dante Maurice
Martell Marlene
Mary C Costello Family Trust
Mathis Jeff G
Mccann Donald F

























Shaffer Robert E Est
Shebeck Est
Smith Julie Ann










Temple Israel Memorial Park
Trump Debbie J
Tubb Jack T
U S A Trading Corp


































Estate of Elizabeth Seginak
Ezi−Ashi Chidozie, James
First National Bank of Pa
Flickengers Auto Body
Flynn Jr John J










Jaime D Lima Masonry LLC
Jones Neil W








Magnotto Finer Foods Inc
Malie Erin
Mcbride Kraynak Sarah M
Millan Patricia
Mirizio Frances A










Pritchard Donald D III
Quarterson Joseph
Radio Air Waves Inc
Rasch Jerilyn R
Robert L Stein D O P C

































































































Robb Howard, Larry, Cary
Sara Meredith
Thomas Andrew J




Estate of Wanda R Baldowski
Eula Winston Estate
Mastrianno Gina Marie, Mark J,
Eric Joseph
Rainey Heather A












Murphy Sandra J Estate
Northern Litho Inc
Reihart Robert E





Tooley Christopher M, Marlene K







































Clifford H Peffer Estate
Close Alma S








Estate of Marion Patton
Family Health Associates




Geesey Eugene W Sr Est
Gilmore Mark
Gotshalk R Walter



















































































Fleming Max N Sr
Holbrook Brandon R
Houser Betty
Neavling Jennifer M, Ryan R
Odonnell Paul D













Bichel James M, Mildred F
Corbin Candy
Dressler David L
Helen M Hackett Estate





























Dangelo Ryan J, Tami L
Elton Christopher
Emes Abby R
































Vanderneut Dominic J, Esther P
Wagner Vera Estate
Walsh Steven A







































D Amico Peter S Ugma
Dailey Ronald A
Diaz Vanessa
































Harrigan Michelle T, Brendan P
Hay Paul A
Hayes Anthony

















































Metro Public Adjustment Inc

























































Schreck Warren L, Edna M











































































Brewster Walter F Jr
Bridgeforth Simone O
Brown Mark
Campbell Ian William, Travis David
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Correa Bernice C, Jose A
Cruz Rosendo















































































Murphy Peter, Carla, Jack






































Trento & Sons Inc
Twohig Charles F























































Hearing Aid Store The
Keefer Michael S
Krauss Chritine C, George P
Krueger Regina L, Allen A
Long Robin J
Mcgibbon Lillian L





Ross John A III, Grace F
Schneider Dawn M
Seely Britt






























Tuff City Styles Inc
18326









































































































Beam Curtis R Jr
Braunstein Eileen
Bruck Edward F, Rita
Cascio Domenica
Coco Gary L
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Nassau Educators Federal Cr Un









































Adorno Antonio II, Hannia
Ahrens Robert Edward, Thomas Anthony
All Pocono Abstract Inc
Applewhite Marlon K
Best Vision Cntr Inc




























Seip Jacob E, Marcy
Smith Harvey J Jr
Smith Sharonda
Transue Robin L, Keith
18346





































Shea Robin L M











































North American for Life & Health
Rider Laura
Turnbull Helen












































Hering Esther P Est, Barbara
Iovino Gerald L
Karach Charles J
Kaulfers Charles III Est












































Virginia M Spreen Revocable Tr UA 9/26

















































Betlow Edward M, Helen M
Biggs Paul
Bighum Scott
Bishop Robert J Jr


























Franco Concetta A, Vincent D
Franco Rafael A
Frias Hilary L, Luciano





















Highpoint Electrical Ctrs Inc
Himeline Rose M

























Langlois Theodore P, Laurette E
Lannon Joseph A
Lewis Donald R Est
Locascio Lina
Loken C L
Lopez Maldonado Luis A, Carol
4404 NOTICES
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Phyllis Rubin Real Estate Inc
Pocono Pistol Club LLC
Pouech Ella M
Praetorius L A
Price Alexis M, Ana M
Prickisie Munyaradzi M
Quality Carpentry
Quality Project Management LLC
Radu Simion
Ramos Nilda I
Rinehart Wilita S, Elmer M









Santos Geoconda R, Javier A
Sathapornwongku Piboon












Snyder William C, Laura E
Sobiech Janina










Tims Auto Body Inc
Transue Cynthia A






































Amer Legion Cent Pocono Mem Post 425
Bender James L
Bizrate Com
























































































































































































































Brena Christian Z, Corin
















Testone Thomas A, Paige L






Buxmont Onc Hemmed Assoc Pen
Carter Samuel
Decarlo Susan J
Dougherty Raymond J Jr
Finkbeiner Douglas L












Puppo Robert A, Heidi A



















Campbell Virginia J, Charles
Carreras Regina
Chaviano Gilbert M, Karlene
Clancy Kathleen Marie
Decesare Christopher, Kristina













































Ferrier Rodman G, Karen M
Fmtc
Freas James R
































Gimaro Christopher A, Joseph F Sr
Hernandezramos Porfirio
Hickey Brenda A
North Penn Mazda Dealership
Penecale Nicholas
Quinn Edward R
Ryan Robert F, Dawn M
Scattone Samuel W
Silver Susan
Stout Brothers Co Inc
Yum Yum Bake Shops
18936

































Broad Food Group LLC
Brown Scott C
Cambridge Amy




Cole Christopher S, Jessica
Conrad Jonathan L




Froelich Dayton E, Annah M





























M Hosking William Sr
Mandracchia Luca A
Martin Daniel
Martin Virginia R Bene, Brooke
Martin Virginia R Bene, Eric J









National Penn Ins Agency
Nguyen Mai
Niva Salon And Spa Inc
Norman Holston Ugma
Oxley Theresa M
Pasternak Alexis L Ugma, Ashleigh Ugma





Rivera Anthony Ugma, Sabrina
Roman Phillip A
Rosenberger Renae L
Skylar R Kauffman Memorial Fund
Snider Doran B
Spoerl Steven J













Willouer Patricia L, Henry D









Claims Worldwide Their Attorn
Clemens James S Jr




Di Fabrizio Robert A
Dittmeier Laura M








Graham Petrona T, Larry E
Grahame Stuart B
Gray Nicholas D






Kawano Leah T, Rick
Keeler Constance A, Curtis R
Kenworthy David P


















Myers Jessica A, Teresa A
Myers Teresa A, Jenna L
Nguyen Thuc






















Waltrop Rosamond K, James
Webb Lydia E
Weiss Harley A, Beverly
Wilson Matthew T
Yoder Bailey Grace, Brian L











Avant Garde Financial Corp
Baron Harry






Best Harris Tracie M
Betz Jean
Beyer Catherine M




























Eye for the Family Inc
Farr James P






Glueck Brian J, Viola B













J & R Check Cashing
Jian Lin T A Old Town Buffet
John H Koegler Inc




Klock Alyce E, Fred W
Knihnicky Andrea K
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Ua 15−Sep−89 the Elva Romanow
Vitelli Donald J
Walsh Barbara







Advanced Surgical Services Inc
Aemisegger
Alanbar Nesreen
Alldred Edward J Jr
Allen Nora S














Black Elizabeth N, David F
Blodgett Stephen R
Boeckle Dorothy J, Edmund H
Braccia Nick Sr
Brown George W
Brown Rebecca I II, William E II
Brownell Courtney S, Jennifer A
Business Development Univ












Costello Bros & Brady Inc











Dershaw Jordan Ugma, Nancy Cust
Designed 2 Live LLC
Dickman Toby L
Doan Hanh N MD
Dubois Louis
Dubree Jeffrey F
Duval Mildred and George Cbom, Mildred C
Eastern Components Sales Corp Profit
Eleanor Dwyer M






Exner Clara M Revocable Trust
Farragut Gretchen
Feldman Avery K
Fellmeth Adolph F Jr, Elizabeth M
Fiergang S
Finn Mccools Enterprises Ltd




























Hill Charles T Jr
Hill E Howard
Hodges Tyra
Hohlfeld Emma May Estate
Honisch Rank Jr, Helen
Howson Arthur L, Joan R
Hutson Shirley A
Irwin Elizabeth





























Lanphear Lisa H, John L


















Mcconnell Richard J, Marion E
Mccullough & Son
Mcglinsey Brad A













Mottett Regina R, Kimmel



















Park Alison Juliet, Haingja


















Rotelle Philomena T, Arlene B
















Skolnik Neil Ugma, Aaron M
Smith Charles C, Lucille K
Solecki Daniel J
Spruilljr James











Tobolskii Elizabeth M Estate
Tucker Jackson G
Udowenko Ashley
Uhs of Pennsylvania Inc
Undercuffler Robert K







Weisberg Edward L, Sidney
West Robert J, Marie M
Whitehair George E Jr, Joan
Wiehler Mary J
Wiehler Ralph F, Mary J
Wilkie Arthur J Jr, Anne T
Williams Barbara J
Williams Cleneth
Willox Norman A Jr






























Brown Lauren Susan K
Brown William H Jr





Cassidy Maria A, Rick A
Chai Jinghua


















Dixon Thomas E Jr
Doan Loan







G J Allison and Co Inc
Gillings Estate Of
Gjerazi Kejda
Gladys Fenichel S MD






Hill Ryan J, Kevin
Hope Tyler
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Morin Joshua E, Amy E
Nagle Joseph E, Mary N
Nakim Phich T
Nathan Howard M


















Robinson Felton H Estate
Rogers Gail L
Rosenbaum Matthew H
San Facon Dennis G






















Waxler Barbara C Est
Wayne Geftman and Associates
Whalen Ann Elizabeth














American Diabetes Assn Pa Affiliate
American Diabetes Assn Southern Pa Nj
Ap Wireless
Arya Prakash, Lily A
B I T G Industries Inc




Bernard and Eileen Staller Irr Trust












Cancelli Anthony A, Rita
Caprara Mildred
Carter Charles
Charles Hallinan Services Corp



















Elbert Edmund C, Marie F
Erika C Shea Toyota Motor Credit Corp
Ernst Thomas P



























Gray William K, William H
Green Victoria A





































Legg Mason Financial Services







Lubeck Joseph S DO




Marks Law Offices LLC


















Paster Garfinkel Loretta J




Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Co
















Sacknoff Philip, Hyman, David
Saewitz Ruth
Samson Elaine








Shestack Joseph M, Celia
Shetz Nichole
Siemens Medical




Sr Investment Group LLC














Ua 26−Nov−90 Lillian Waxman Insurance
Urol Consult of Se P
Urologic Consultants of Se Pa
Urologic Consultants of Southeastern Pa
Urologic Consultants Se Pennsylvani
Vasco Dilullo Barbara A
Vedder Wentworth
Walter Allen Smith Tr Ua
Waxman Barry






















Baker William E, Lois D
Barbera L Stewart
Battey Jane Patricia



























Daniel J Ciabattoni Inc
Daniels Katorra V





Dinski Denise Ann, Mary Lee, Jeffrey J,
Scott V
Dns Wireless LLC







Emstat Health Services Inc
Epstein Jared R, Jay
Eunice F Jorovsky Revocable Trust
Fce LLC
Feldenheimer Margaret M, Melvin S
Fink Kenneth Steward, Jane
Fischer Joseph F
Fischer Norma
Fisfis Peter N, Diane F
Fishman Elinda B
Fleming Dolores R







Gannon James Francis Esq
Garbutt Michael James
Garcia Susan M, Robert
Geary Julie
Geddes Sara T


















Hegedul H Lilliam Estate


















Jorovsky Eunice F, Samuel R






Kim Richard H Ugma, Sam Cust
Kim Yong Soon, Young Yim, Chan Soo,
Joung H
Kimmel Dolores T, Murray H
Knight Helen H
Kolb Dorothy I, Harry H
Kramer Lauren








Leavey May B Estate
Lemole Christopher
Leonetti Robert J, Mary T
Leva Virginia K Estate








Malatesta Beatrice S, Carl C
Mangat Prabhjot
Manne Carly A
Manzione Marc MD Facs
Maranoff Marlee, Lisa, Beth
Markmann William J MD




Mcdowell Florence Estate, Louis F
Mcpeak Vincent J, Cecelia
Mellon Certified Restoration
Mickle Samuel C
Mignatti Theophile J Jr
Mohiuddin Manzoor N
Moreland Business Park Inc







Noga Thomas J Jr
Nordlinger Jennie W, I F
Odhner Anthony, Mary L
Okane Kathleen
Oppmann Frederick


































Samuel R Jorovsky Trust
Schmidt Paul J
Schultz M Barry, Ruth












Spectrum Food Brokers Inc Profit
Spolitino Fred R Jr
Stadler Debra









Thuy Hoang Natalie D
Tobon Catalina
Toth Brooke
Tri State Events Magazine Inc
Tuthill Donald E









Weidemann Joan M, Abel
Wheeler Caroline, Kevin
Whiting Alexander
William J Markmann MD
Wojciechowicz Joseph P
Wolfberg Sarah H, Toby
Young Arabella









Pine Run Retirement Community
Rose Ryan C
Simons Charles A
Walton Marie Claire, James W
19012
Agostini Mary C, Anne M, Paul J
Allen Joseph













































Jade Dragon Travel Tours













Loudon Cont 100% Brandon
Lutz Elizabeth Carey
Malish Wilma H



















Tk Sons Genl Contractors





Williams Frank Jr, Adele
Williams Saresa R








Azhar Ul Islam Mohammad
Block Joshua M, Shelby B, Hayley B








Freedman Eliot M, Susan L
Friedland David
Gassel Gladys A Estate
Glazer Ernest































Smiles for Seniors Inc













































Colten Aaron D, Ruth K





























































Kanter Justin M, Jodi
Kaplan Lori
Kaplan Muriel



























Loy Phyllisann, Thomas L
Lyles Belinda








































Rubin Nicholas Selwyn, Daniel






Schwartz Jesse M, Daniel
Scmuhl Norman


















U T D 7 1 71 Murray W Seitchik MD
Vargas Andre
Voldow Ida F










Yochim Edward I L
Yost Margaret




Bell Stephen A, Justine A








Costello Bros Brady Inc
Doohan Nancy F
Dundore Dwight A, Janet S





Haaz Richard P, Jack
Higgins Thomas H, Louise P
Janicki Carl F Jr
Jpmorgan Chase Bank Na
Lamorie Jill A
Lindsley Robert







Pontius Margaret, James J
















1301 Virginia Drive LLC





Ally Bank Wholesale Lending Division
Ally Financial Inc
Altman Irving, Harry
Aramark Co Store @ Mcneil
















Cummings Colin Richard, Kimberly A,
William Jr
Dataquest Info Svs Inc
David H Fleisher Inc
David P Ellinger Plumbing
Delpilo Carmela Est
Deutchman Julia
Double Helix Development Us In
Dresher Hill Nursing Center
Durkin Thomas J Jr, Thomas J
Finore Carmen
Fischer Lucille M, Frank E, Mark A
Gail S Kerzner Certified Real
Gessner Edward H
Girardi Nona
Greis Lauren J, Gregory
Griet Steven G
Griffin Betty R, Ross C



































Psychological Srvc and Human
Pyfer Barbara














Silva Edward J Estate
Sloane Grace
Solid State Equipment Corp
Thompson Estella V
Trustees of Andrew Meyer Inc Profit
Washington Home & Garden Show
Weidner Kelly C, Jason F
West German Motor
Westrum Construction 401k Psp
Wilson Apsley LLC






Allen Sally E Jt, H F Jt






Boyle Edward J Jr
Brown Kimberly Marie
Cardamone Joseph S Dr




















Hughes Albert R Jr
Jenkins Shaquiyyah
Kalbach James C, James E, Kristin A,
Paula F




Keeler Helen J Jr
Kraftsow Stanley A Dtd 01 04, Eric A




Lipkin Randy K, Max B
Lipkintrus Randy















































































Costello Bros and Brady Inc
Coyne Colette
Czarnecki Walter V Jr, Walter III, Ann V
D Lauro Alana
Daniello Nicholas




Deacedo Salvador Sanz, Alvaro Sanz
Dean Tyrone
Delgado Charleszet A




































Gomez Ferdinand, Mary R
Gordon Marlyn W
Gorman Tina C Mrs
Gorni John A









Hansberry James Kelly, Mary
Harris Donald J
Havron Rose Florio
















Indoor Air Quality Solutions
Innes James

























































Morey Barbara A, John H Jr
Morini Judy C





Nice William U, Eileen B




Orlemann Henry P III, Doris G
Patane Maurice W
Patrick Genevieve E

















Rush Thomas Sr, Irene L


















Stein Harry B, Sylvia
Steinberg Esther
Stephens William S III
Stone Matthew C, Thomas J






















Vezzosi Thomas J Estate
Wade William









Wyndmoor Care Center LLC
Wynter Lloyd Estate
Yoast John S III
Zeger Kenneth A, Andrew E
Zwicker Joy L
19040
















Cannon Mildred B Tr
Car Nu Sales and Service
Carr James Thomas III, Megan A
Carrion Home Improvem
Carter Frank E
Casey Caroline S, Robert E






Crawford Active Pest Control Ron
Crooks Catherine
Cybok Jeffrey









Doorley Robert S Estate





Eder George J, Malinda
Ehinger Agnes P

















Graupner William E, Gladys M
Gross Pauline N
Guyger David B
Haage Richard P Sr, Elizabeth A































Lawlor Kathleen A, Andrew J
Lesher R
Levy Vincent




Macnaughton Mildred H, George
Malcolm John
Mallon Kathy Y, Bryn R
Mallon Morgan L, Brad R
Manzuk Peter, Helen











Mellor Betty K, John A




National Ip Rights Center
Neithammer Teresa L




Novack Edward A, Regina T
Olde City Lending Solutions
Pearce Patricia D
Penderghest Richard
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Schade James R
Schneider A Groh Sr, Nixon, John

















Sulkowski Daniel M Jr, Kristine A,
Jenna F
Supplee Else C
Teichmann Karlene H, Craig S
Tomeo Joseph A
Tool Equipment Solutions Inc
Trefz Warren G, Helen A
Trois Vincent
Ua 24−Mar−81 Margaret E B Bodenschatz











Bechtold Charles B Jr
Broido Lawrence A, Lucille T
Brown Wanda
Buck Caroline Alexander
Buck J Mahlon J



















































Moyer Millicent L, C Leigh Jr
Murphy Maggie
Mutzig Irene K






Robert Kanes Discretionary Trust
Romano Gregory
Ruth George W, Eileen A
Sandl of John
Schaffer Ruth P











Walters Joseph, Ruth M
Warden Anna M
Waterman Grosset Nash
Williams Shannon Denise A
Zimmermann Doris F Miss
19044
Adams Robert J Estate
Adams Tammy
Ahn Norman H
Ajv Investments LLC dba Toscan
Alarcon Domingo
Alw Sourcing LLC
American Driveline Centers Inc
American Driveline Systems












Beaudet Strippy Edith Mary
Beauduy Garry
Berger Matt P
















Coactiv Capital Partners LLC
Cohn Philip M
Conboy Victoria L






















George L Rodriguez Dba Rodz Tr













Home Connect Services Title
Hornor Townsend Kent Inc
Horrocks Alice L




Invest Ed 529 Plan Static
Kershaw Edward
Kraiss Janice






Lefebvre Phil L Sr












Mc Aleer F Brian
Mcadams Fran
Mcgann Argaret H, James A




Moy George E Sr

























S D Woodruff Sons LLC























Vixtiles M Rmores E Granitos
Walz Erik
Weight Loss Services G
Weight Loss Services L













Barbara F Jones Davis Ira
Beach Robert G, Marie S










Boyer Vernon S, Marion









Cadillac Online Goodway Group
Camp David
Capital Securities Realty






































E C Bones Inc
Einstein Peds at Jenkintown
Einstein Practice Plan
Elias Warren Jay, Doris G
Engiles Beverly P, George D
Epstein Roni S
Evans Henrietta L
Fabrizio Michelle, Joan M
Feldenheimer Melvin S
Ferrara Neurosurg Assoc Ltd
Fiederer Glades B, Samuel
Fiorillo John J











Gilbraith William G, Anne M
Goldberg Robert S
Goldblum & Hess


















Ice Treats One Inc Ice Treats Two
Inna Khanina Dba For

































Lorch Ronald J, Karen M
Love Lynda
Love Michael
M M Financial Services LLC
Maile Howard M Estate
Malazita Esther




Martin J Mulligan Martin J Estate
Masser Dorothy B, Horace C




























Penn Fiancial Group Inc T
Peter Alexander Weil Irr Lvng Trst
Phila Hearing Aid Ctr Div Saad Inc
Phinney Anne T
Polkowski Michelle
R And J Lennon Enterprises LLC
Ralph C Wilson Agency Inc
Raph Beatrice J, Henry
Reiff Eddie
Reimenschneider Georgeen, Jerold
Reynold H Greenberg Trust
Rhoads Renee M
Robert Joseph Oshea Iolta
Robert Lloyd Dmd









Saffren and Weinberg Escrow
Salmieri Michael S
Sampson Saesha





Serv Agency Phila Presby Homes














Strehle Mildred L, Paul H
Suelmike Corp
Tall George W III, George W IV,





Tweddle Thomas J, Rosemary
Tyler Coleman Beverly J
Utter Jerome
Vanderslice Dockx Wildmore Inc
Vitt Annette
Wasieczko Christina M
Waterford Greene Developments LLC
Weidemann Kenneth P, Beth A


















Zachery David Weil Irrv Living Trust
Zeccardi Marina
Zlobinsky Christine A, Yury
19066
Alan J Golden Family Trust
Alexander































Margaret Zolla Declaration of Trust
Mbonu J Okechuku
Mcclatchy Walter A Jr







Panzer Philip F, Reba N





Quint Kathryn E, Marjorie
Raizen Julia










Stuart Leibach Irrv Lf Ins Tst
Tanos Elliott P























Campbell Florence D, Thomas H
Carmenza Jaramillo Develez
Carney Helen A, Paul G


















Gersh Richard N, Jessica N





Goldstein Michael Louis, William
Graham Josephine
Haddon Roger S
Henershot Jeanette S Estate
Henninger Robert F Jr
Hollinger Jason S
Hydrocephalus Equality Advocacy Research
Jaramillo Rosemary, Diego
Kaiser Larry R, Ruthy
Kazanicka Mary Beth
Kirschen Jeff
Lecates Joseph R, Arleta M
Lee Gerald D
Leone Margaret, Anthony
Lerner Marvin N Estate
Levin Eric
Lipton Andrew M Dp
Litwer Martin
Main Line Audiology Con
Mainline Pediatrics
Manning Dennis J III
Marks Barbara H
Mason Jeanette C, Daniel
Mason Jeannette





Moore Pauline M, R E
Moore Stretch Pauline M
Mulligan Emma F, John A















Rose Douglas W D
Rosen Blake
Rosenbaum Kyle I, Scott











































































Kimata Dorothy N, Norman K
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Langlois Ronald G
Macnabb Geraldine, Warren
















Rothstein Ruth F Estate
Salami Barbara E
Schneider Mildred R W, Leonard H
Shank David






Tierney William M, Alma M
Waters Antionette
William M Tierney & Alma M Tierney









Beavers Margaret M, Cary D
Bell Bryan C

















Dampman Anne Scott, Elmer A












Est of William L Ne
Eveson Thelma Est
Excecutive Auto Body Willow Grove
Faulks Juan
Fleming John L Jr
Ford Jeffrey
Forrester Roy C


































Kane Elaine R, Ruth
Keebler Edward G, Mary
Kisses for Kyle Foundation
Kiwanis Club of Old York Road Fnd










Legion Memorial Association Inc
Leonard Kimba
Lindgren Francis J, M Louise
Lowmiller Kristy L
Macdearmid Ida G
Magill Ronald J, Bonnie K
Mal Michael G Estate
Malseed Marguerite P
Manning Alisa G






































Sloan Equipment Sales Co Inc Profit Shar
Smith Florence D, Thomas H




Still Harry Estate Of
Stillman Andrew Gee
















Vw Credit Leasing Ltd









Barefeet Shoes of Pa Inc
Barnes Brenda V, Carey










Clark Esther Nelson, James C









Echewa Cynthia P, T O



























Lincoln Investment Planning Inc
Lincoln Investmentplanni
Ludwig Zachary





















Physical Medicine & Rehab
Poglinco Susan M
Portnoy Florence
Presser Sharon H, Max J
Rivera Janice
Rubin Hannah Mrs

















Szczurek Genevieve L, Stanley W
Taxin Anne F Estate
Tropschuh Susanne
Ua 08 14 68 Roberta Levinson
Vasko Ladden Andra
Venus Jack W, Vera D
Walden Philip





















Bucks Montgomery Center for Hu
Callahan Mary Faith, Mary T
Cannon Donald
Cantor Harriet T
Carnahan Elbert R, Virginia
Carnahan Virginia S










Corbman Martin W, Leona
Cox Nina












Emergency Care Svcs of Nj
Farina Joseph J
Feitelson Lee A
Feldman Arthur Michael, Susan B
Fisher Suzanne












































Lange Elizabeth M, A Quintin
Layman Mary T
Levin Gabrielle J, Eric J













Miller Sebsatian Bw, Wilbert S, Caspar S





















































Troncelliti Law Associates Iolta
U T D 4 19 96 Leonard Katz
Ua 06−Sep−95 Roderick A Morrison








Whalen And Company Inc
Whiting Phylis

























Anderson Ebenezer M Est
Anderson Jack Jr




















Bailiff Howard J Jr
Bambi William J Estate










Birch Dorothy M, Joseph J
















Brooks Truman T Jr, Irma M
Brown Wanda H
































Colon Juan E Jr
Conklin Christopher V







Crest by the Sea Condo Assoc






Daley Francis X Jr
Daley Theodore S
































Evans Robert Roy Sr, Marie T
Fakiyesi Tolulope E
Falcone Carmen
























Genuardi Dominic S Sr


















Gump John A Jr
Gwin Harry
Haas Donna






Hanna Mary Gladys, Charles E
Haro Carlos
Hayden Steven A
Heller Blosky Dabagian Corp








Hoffman Dorothy A, Kim





















































Kriebel Harold D, James D
Kuruvilla Elizabeth

































Martin Charles R, Georgia E
Martinelli Teresa A
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Miralbile Joseph P Sr


















Noriega Vazquez Victor Manuel
Norriton Hearing Center
Notaro Stephen A, Elaine R






















Price Clinton O Sr Est





































































Touey Thomas P Est
Treasure Kathleen
Tuturice Steve






Vanleer Nancy Estate, Nancy T

































24 On Physicians Pc Texas
Ahmad Patrick
Aker Dorothy S, J Brooke
Allan A Myers Inc
Allerheiligen Sandra, Ted
Allerton Michael, Brady






















































































Dymowski Bernadette M, Robert J
Ecg Inc
Edmundson Barbara A
Elias Kathleen, Roger R, Krystal G,
Blanche
Ellimac Futures Investment Club
Elliott Nathanial D IV
Engle Bryan
Enterprise Rent A Car
European Connection Auto Body
Falcone Michael















































Hill George H Sr, George H Jr
Howard Jacqueline
Howell Cheryl J






















Kang Sung Hoon H





































Maurer Michael Irrevocable Trust
Maylie Robert J
Mcbride Elizabeth
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Millennium Environmental Technologies













Natu Patel MD Pc
Neighborcare Shannon
Nextg Networks of NY Inc





Pacana Ronald L Estate



































Ricci Joseph J III
Riddell Michael J
































Stifnells Auto Body Inc
Stockleben Dirk
Stout Laura









Travelers Casualty and Insurance













Vogt Mary Jane, Trevor T
Wagman William J


















Bucks Mont Imaging Associates










































Valley Forge Software Corp
Veterinary Tag Supply Co
Winn Lauren A
Wolfrom Alfred L
Yerkes Gregory A Estate
19406
























Bechtel King of Prussia Pa
Benefit Concepts
Berks Hand Therapy Center










Brown Anthony J, Ann
Brown William P
Buce Sally S, Paul J
Budman German
Buliard Stephane













Children of the Marriage of P A Murray
Choate Health Management Inc
Clemenceau Julie
Cls Behring LLC




Counterfeit Money Loss Prevention
Court at King of Prussia
Crosson Patricia A



















Donahue Meghan Jane, Susan Gail
Donnell Sean O




Eheman Milton A, Ruth M









Fazio Mary M, Frank
Fisher William M
Florence L Sandlin Trust
Forge Ctr Assoc LP Valley
Forsey Keith A
Fox LLC
Fox Mary Ellen, Raymond C
Frances Mulcrevy Revocable Living Trust
Franklin Danilin
Freedman Seymour E, Rose N
Freeman John J
Funston Media Mgmt Services






Ginnona Ronald T, Traci A
Glaxosmithkline
Grady Robert F








Hannum Robin J, Jean L
Hari Ratnmala
Harris Elizabeth L, Regina K
Harris Patriot Healthcare
Harris Sidney, Ruth
Hathaway Nicholas F, Catharine
Ho Steve
Holland Frances A














Katsanis Eleftherios P, Eleni E
Kavanagh Jr Thomas A
Kelly Brian W Estate
Kelly Elizabeth
Kim Kong J





Kw Tunnell Co I
Kyungae Kim
Landsman Mitchell C, Ruth K
Lattanze Andrew D, Marie C, Marie T
Law Thomas
Law Thomas A
Ledden John J Sr, Anna B





Looks Great Services Inc
Lowry Adrianna M
Lsnm Capital Partners LLC
Mani Hariharan
Manion Bernard J, Mary C
Mann Est Richard J
Mansh Steven Henry
Margolis Betty J







Mc Donald James J
Mcdonald Mary L
Mcgrath Karen
Mckee Risk Management Inc
Mcmahon Joseph F Ira
Metropolitan Property Casualty
Mitchell L Morgan Management Inc.
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Pfpc Investor Services Grp Pilot
Pilli Zenas
Pinto James A, Angela
Place One














Richard A Martin Electrical Contractor
Rieder Mark J





























Smith Howard J, Elaine M
Sorman Anita L, Bo G
Speciality Risk Services


















Thall Earle S, Edith S
Thery Francois





U H S of Delaware Inc
Uhs of Delaware Inc
United Senior Advisors Group
Universal Health Services Inc
University of Pa Anesthesia Pa
Upper Merion Dental Assocs Pc
Usersinc
Vaccarello Marilyn
Valley Forge Colonial LP














Wrigley Patricia M Est
Yellow Book Usa Il
Yin Hong
Yip Suong V
Yoga Den Jui Jitso Traini
Yost Herbert B










Air Product Healthcare Pharmacy
Alumni Association St Christophers Hos
Ameritas Holding
Andrews Douglas G












Blaisse Raymond W R
Blue Bell Park Inc





Breslau Martha Lynn, George
Bresnan Andy
Burke Robert







Carroll Daniel W, James L






















Eagle Clinical Research Inc
Eastern Medical Associates
Edmund J Campbell Att at Law
Ehret Monica
Ehrlich Steven R
Elizabeth G Saviola Ira 10/1/98
Entrustcama
Erb Dora
Estate of Betsy Vanparijs
Evans Paula
Farley Dorothy M
Feng Lin Dba Formosa Asian Restra
Fernstorm John Entrust Cama









Graeff William H, Marie
Graydon Briana


















John J Slocum Inc Pr Ofit Sharing Pl A N





























Mcdonnell Hilary Rose, Brian E
Mcewen Wendy S










Mundy Patricia A, Hansel V




Nello Memorial Committee Inc
Oboler Alexa H, Leon
Oconnor Helen
Olivares Jorge L
Ott Christian E, Mabel F
Paradise Too LLC Dba Pizzeria Parad
Park Hee
Park Kyong C, Erin L
Park Sangoak
Parker Dorothy L








Posse Walsh Inc Esop







Rosko Joseph P III
Rubin Burton Mr, Ivan, James Michael,
Mona
Sable Marla










Shannon Edward J Jr




















Timothy Haahs and Assoc
Toomer Sharon D
Trumbore Paul





















Accellent B W Even Fbp
Adt Security Services Inc










Bolger Mary Lou, Robert

















































Grand Sport Auto Body
Groff David
Haines Robert M
Hall Richard R, Joyce E
Hans Eric S





Hoffman Larry R Estate
Hoffman Matthew W
Hontz Doris C




Innis Thomas R, Janet L
Interpretive Neurodiagnostics











Kenney Kathleen Marie Mrs,
James Richard
Kerr Courtenay M, Paul M
Kihle Layne
Kim Hope
Krajcirovic Thomas P Ii
Kretzu Marilyn, Leona, Peter
Lagutkina Maria
Lanigan Tiffany
Larkin Thomas E Jr, Kathleen
Laughead Kim






Lynet Edward J III
Macdonald Thomas A
Main Line Health Center Collegeville
Malikkal Jacob P






Mcdonald Jacquline M, Thomas M
Mcdonald James J, Helen M
Mchale Padraic J
Medaglia Chilcote Jen
Meeley Mary E Estate, Thomas C







































































Wackernagel Donald C, Joan S
Wackernagel Joan S
Walpert Jean D
Waltrich Mary E Estate
Watanabe Mayu
Watts Deborah









2010 West Chester Associates
A To Z Transportation
Alperin Richard
American Heart Association Inc
American Homecare Supply
Ameriprise Financial Services






Bedrossian Barsoom John, Stephen N



























Cowhey Thomas J III
Crisman Charles E
Crisman Mary





Dearden Maguire Weaver & Barrett

















Est Anna M Schatz
Eve L Smith Trust
Fellowship House of Conshohocken 2
Fetick John R
Field House White Plains LLC
Fields Carrie P
File X
Florig Equipment of Portland
Fluri Jennifer L
Fondots Anthony J



























Horizon Waste Service Inc
Hunting Fox Associates III
Ida H Havens Trust
International Association of Gay and Les
Januzelli Rae
Jeppe Erin
Joel M Flink Esq
John Hancock Financial Svcs





























Malatesta Lara Herzig, Andrew S
Maquire Margaret M
Mariani James
Mark C West Associates
Marsch Robert






































Richard Max Blockol Esq
Richardson Katherine P









Select Health of S Carolina
Seligson Anthony
Serena David Estate
Seventysix Capital Etf Partners
Sharp Corporation
Shen Manfacturing Co
Shields Thomas J, Linda A
Shulas 347 West Philly
Shumski Michael
Siemens Medical
Sienko Dorothy Anne, Dorothy E
Simone John
Slack Peter
Slawek S A Md
Slifer Robert





Steven P Gdowik Ira
Suburban Sports Training Ctr
Sweet Beth M
Take Care Health Systems







Trajtenberg Rebecca Anne Klein
Trecroce Robert
Trina Cohan Tr
Ubs Financi Al Services
Unreal Marketing
Van Trieste Amy L
Veloric Gary








Wolf Schatz Ann Marie
Wright Emily, Kevin









Gerald Shirley M, Edward H
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Hubbs Alfred F III


















































Fox George E Sr, George E Jr, James



































Merck Sharp Dohme Fcu
Miller Luke
Moyer Lynne T











R Carey Henning Tr







Slocum Rickey A, Eileen

































Brown Evelyn M, Alice E
Bui Xuan
Canazaro Joseph W






















































































Schramm Apple Susan L
Schwartz Gloria M, Joseph B
Seasholtz George W





































Dachille Thomas A, Nancy
Delacato David F
Dorn Alfred
E G Medical Equipment
Feitelson Karen
Fetzer Richard W Son, Katharine H





















Jo Ma Studio LLC
John Michael
Jones Gary D





















Lupheimer H Lawrence Estate
Maldonado Lisa M
Marc J Grossman Associates
Mccain Winifred C




















Powers Donald R Jr, Eileen M
Rafter Frances A




Rosato Gregory T Estate
Rossiter Marjorie Estate
Samsi Ajit
Schvom Emanuel J, Miriam H
Shaw Helen M
Shlifer David H, Gail
Shymor Group Inc
Simmons Joseph H Estate
Skolnick Deborah, Tracy
Slawek Stephen Dmd









Walcoff Robyn D, Scott G
Wang Licheng
Webb Jonathan








Afum Victoria A Estate
Ager Florence E


























Bergeys Collision Center of Lansdale
Bergeys Lincoln Mercury Inc
Beyerle Richard H, Jean M
Bhowmik Pronab
Birkmire Harvey E
Birmingham Kathleen E, Joseph T
Bischoff Megan F
































Clark Mary Y Ttee
Clemens Jacob R
Clunk Eleanor K
Coffey Bettie L Est
Colon Hector
Connelly Joseph C Jr
Consolidated Service Group
Conver Sarah L, Neil L






Cressman Allen G Jr
Crimmins Diane M
Cuff Alberta D, Alfred B
Cunningham Jacqueline
Curtis Morgan




Dae Auto Care Inc





















Eckart Arbic Theresa L
El Bawi Si Mohamed









Fazzolari Nicholas M III, Nicholas M IV
Feliciano Providencio G Jr





Fox Gregory W, Lynn T
Fox Lynn T
Frank Chris















Gross Philip H, Renee C
Grous N

















Henry Hugh M Jr, Sherry L









Humenick Erdie M, John M
Humenick John



















Kerns Pearlste Onorato & Hladik
Kessler Dental
Kim Jong S




























Lois Gindlesperger Revoc Tr





































































R A Industries Inc




















Rowan Sheila M, Maria
Sadchaouche Farida
Sakers Frances
Sakthi Peetam Of America
Salemno Kathleen E, Steven T









Schwille Stephen G, M R
Secoda Michael
Seifert George H III




Shieh Abraham J, Anita Cl
Shima Shamsun
Shipping N Essentials


















Straka Nancy Estate, Paul J
Stroj Peter























Vondrach Taylor Joan Est
Wagens Laura




















Zelner Edward C, Marie A
Zendt George B










Sidhu Herminio S, Amrit K
Wilson Andrew J
19454
A 1 Family Dental Care P C
A S O Mart
Adedokun Muda
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B S Autobody Inc
Bachrach Lynn
Bad Dogs Bone Yard
Barker Roslyn Glass












Braccia Kimberly Anne, Domenick
Bradley Coleman G, Joann P


























Edelson Debra J, Hal S
Ellison Ike B







Franks William H Jr, Dorothy




Gerald Shirley M, Edward H
Gerald Shirley W
Getson Jerilyn G
Global Express Medical Supplies
Gobeler Patricia A
Greco William L




Hansen Debra A Adm
Harris Vernon
Hartigan Wendy
Hartman Evelyn M, Frank M
Hartman Joseph E Jr, Cleora E
Healthanswers Education Inc













































Lennon Booker Keyyona L
Levine Wendy
Lips Juice












































Residence Inn Phila Montgomery
Riling Joseph R
Rivera Alger
Robinson Ronald P, Michelle
Rodriguez Joseph M
Rose Dina Blady Trust
Rothenberg Sheila















Strom Abigayle R, Sarah L
Sung Nak Hoon
Suozzo Joseph




















































Charlestein Elysa Danielle, Gary
Charlestein Malvina
Connors Henry IV Ugma, Henry L
Convergent Solutions Group LLC













First Niagara Risk Management Inc
Folta Christopher M
Franklin Cleaning Equipment & Supplies
Franklin Warranty Inc
Gagliardi Joan Marie, Elisa D
Gambone Ida
Giongo Joseph
Hamilton Fc Associates LP













































































Suzuki of Plymouth Meeting
Theodore Snyder Attn Katz Frantz












Wilf Mitchell Marcus, Lynne S















































Buchert Kenneth L Jr
Buck Dennis R




Carter Kelly L Estate
Castillo Domingo
Cbg Merchandising























Delaware Valley Soc Oral & Maxillofacial
Dickinson Charles W







































































































Mark A Shanta Trust U/A
















Mcevoy A Edward, Martha
Mcglinn Edmund











Montgomery County Clubmen S




Moyer Helen M, Earl M







Nicolella Robert G Jr
Niles Errol W
Oconnell Robert L Jr, Robert L
Oliver Kiara F
Olma Marilyn
Orzolek Wendy S Ira
Oxenfold John
Oxenford Patricia












Petrilla Robert B, Kathy A






Poston Priscilla A Estate
Potts Maxwell
Pottstown Medical Specialis












Robinson John F Jr
Rodgers Richard D, Girotech
Rodriguez Janet
Rogers Cynthia S
Rohrbach Christopher, Lynette L
Rohrbach G































































Tri County Area Chamber of Commerce





Van Duzer E C
Van Michael





































































Duncan Duane V Jr
Eisenhauer Cynthia L
Ellis James D, Wendy C

























Holland Joseph M Jr, Joseph
Houck Kevin
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Shane Donna L, Ryan
Sharp Ardan A
Slawecki Aubrie











Tops Pa 1467 Royersford




Ua 26−Mar−98 the Huang Family
Insurance
Volker Craig
























































Owens Ralph M Estate
Payne Greg
Radomski Christina Diane, Stephen T








Rosett Donnelly Julia W
Rumberger Miriam Patricia, Jeffrey Shane
Saboe Gail






































Deborah S Skeans Ira
Entrustcama
Eppes John C, Ruth L
Fromuth Carl L, Mae S
General Masonry Const Co Inc
Graulich Norman
Gray Florence, D H
Howard Fisher H Iii
Howley Anne M
Janssen Springhouse





Robert J Stillwell Agency Inc
Sacks Chales H Dmd
Scheler Chadwick D
Tyler Albert F, Edith A



































































Mallon Kathleen M, Francis X
Manno Samuel




Nuss Leona S Estate
Osberg Allison R
Patterson Robert J Estate













Witherington Valerie J, Ethan T
Yerrington Theresa C, Mark D
Zip Codes Not Reported
American Brk Dan Dubyk
Birch Mary










Einstein Regional Orthopedic Specialists
Francois Guerdine
Fritz Isa
Fuchs Family Limitd Par
G Financial Independence F
Genora Loretto A
Gopez Angela G, Jonas J
Gordon Jennifer, Brian

















Laskey Emesey J, Teresa
Luongo Lou











Ridge Pike Building Materials
Robinson Aaron




Sei Private Trust Company
So Premier Ortho and Sports Medicine
Sposato Richard
Stanislaw Barylo
Stern & Eisenberg Pc
Tristar Midatlantic






Air Product & Chemical Inc
Air Products & Chemicals 3
Air Products Chemicals Inc
Ally Financial Inc
Ally Servicing
American Stamp & Stationery
Automated Systems Design





Henry S Lehr Inc
Lehr Henry S
Mc Hugh Gerald Aiden
Mwg Will County Station
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Brewer Vinyl Window Svr
Budetich Laura L































































Moyer Charles M, Doris
Nett Michael
Nicoletti Ann C
North Bangor Slate Co
Ott David E II





Pozzuto Dennis E, Mary D
Pysher Amy L
Ramsey Gerald E III



































Garrity Joanne M, Harry A
Giza Doreen A
























Smith Jeffrey A Jr
Smith Michael
Soboleski Joan S



























































Delazaro Mary Jo Estate
Delgado David
Delmarva Sash Door Co of Maryland
Depietro Paul A
Dooley Kaitlin











Fernandez Anthony R Jr
Fernandez Jacqueline
Filler Robert J






















































Martin Joseph E, Stella
Martinez Hugo Avelino
Mccarley Nicholas
Mcgovern Kathleen N, Hilda C
Mckenna F Charles













Morrissey W Michael Dr
Mueller Kelly

















































Ruedas Chavez Margarita, Cruz
Ruiz Reynaldo
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Tian Shenchi
Topper Joseph V Jr
Toribio Panteleone Cesar S
Transue Martha
United General Mortgage Corp
Utreras Carrera Martin Andres
Valley Graphic Services Inc
























Williams Otis L Sr



































































Cimino Ronald S Est
Claudio Carmen J
Colabelle Rosaline























Enoch Albert E Jr, Margaret Y
Essroc Cement
















Glick Janice A, Elmer W




Guardian Life Insurance Company










































































































































Steidinger Brittany L, Logan C
Stewart Jo A

















U T D 12 23 99 Epperly Family







Wainwright Thomas V, Lauretta
Walsh Francis H Jr
White Andrew C
Wiedl Beatrice





























Atomic Car & Audio




















C R Moller for Jeremy Werely
Callisto Christopher R
Campbell Wayne P
































East Coast Fleet Services
Eisenbuch Arthur
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Engle Devin
Ernst Gail A
Estate of Viola L Hoffman
Facenda Jill







Freedman James, Selma, John L
Freeman Karen
Freeman Mack W Jr
Fritchman Barbara, Bryan
Fritchman Frank





















Hogan Joan L Est
Holman Marion E
Horvath Barbara R Mrs, Frank C
Howland Damian Tracy
Hudak Mary S
James David R, Ruth S
















Laepple Katherine E Estate
Lafferty Francis
Landau Thomas
Langoussis Andrew N, Teresa









Malozi Sylvia V, Mark J
Manfredi George W Jr












Mengel Mary L, John F






Mount Thomas G Sr, Lynn
Munson Frederick J, Josephine C
Nalevanko Helen
Negron Michael J, Nestor J
Nero Flormont L, Larry J














































Ua 07 06 93 John F Mengel & Mary
Vangorder Helen C
























Allstate Insurance Ashman Agency
Andrew C & Patricia A Werkhe4 7 09




Banko Maureen Q, James R




Belletti Liliana T Est
Berkowitz Paul, Lori





















Glavin Rebecca L, Denis
Gomez Ramon D
Gonzalez Abel A MD
Grazioli Mary C












Kelly Philip R, Sarah M
Lawrence Deann
Loncaric Francis, Olga E
Long Eva M
Long William C























































Werkheiser Patricia A, Andrew C
Whited James E, Maureen
Wrzesinski Viktoria M





Sahaydak Family Trust U/A























































Mc Neil Lawrence R
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Asian Ideas Inc
Ayoso Carlos A
Barnes Francilia E Peters
Bartholonew Mark A 2




Bernice M Edwards Estate
Bi State Construction
Bilkhu Nirmal











Bronico Joseph P Jr
Brown Daub Inc












Cnac Ntm Fin Corp




























Ehrie Charles W Jr
Eley Kezia




































Harris Sabrina F, Geneva
Harryn Paul A
Haydt James F, Betty J
Hayes Jevon






Horton Richard L Estate
Howe Raymond L
Howell Stanley T
Hughes William S, Lillian
Hunsberger Colleen S
Hunter Charles






































































Odenwelder Joan F Estate
Oleyar Barbara












































Rossnagle Jr Norman L
Rowe Heather, Joshua
Salazar Carlos G








Schiavone Nicholas F Estate
Schmidinger John F, Mary
Schruntz Ruth I







































































Yoder Ralph B Est
Young Edward L








Creazzo Robert L Jr
George A Williams Trust










Alex and Geraldine Company
Amato Phillip M, Marion M





















































Fulmer Tasha M, Ray
Geraldine Company




Guru Auto World Inc
Guth Thomas F Jr
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Hamlen Thelma R
Hartranft Eleanor, John

















Knox Marc E, Lynn
Kohler Glenn F
Kotlarch John Charles



















Palmer Pharmacy Much More
Patel Chitranjan























Stocklinski Kylee Marie, Lori










Tumminello Mary Sue, Anthony
























Cordas Gloria G Estate
Doug Auto Sales
East David
Estate of Sherry R Plano































Nealon Robert J, Mary L
Orapchuck Betty M
Peteto James D, Lisa M
Placencia Felipe A
Rauls Notary Service III
Rodger Carol A
Rodriguez Danyel
Ruth Reuben K, Mazie M
Ryder James M
Salisbury James
Santander Consumer Usa Inc
Scotts Auto Service Inc
Seman Jeremy J, Nicole M
Severn Patricia




Tgf Screenprinting & Embroidery
Tonn Ruth L
Torkos Helen













Aj Bair Mechanical LLC
Akbary Ramzia Ramin
Almeida Maria L








Blue Mountain Corvair Car Club
Bravo Muniz Daniel
Bruce Jennifer A

























Harold J Dewalt Jr Esquire Iolta





























































































Vandoren Carrie Lynn, Lisa M
Vanhorn Debra Jean, Patricia A
Vanhouten Tracy I
















Beil Margaret G, Oliver W
Beiner Danielle M
Biery George



















































Kofroth Melissa A, Collin M
Kretzman Darlene M
Krisak Joseph J






















Morrison Matthew W III
Moyer John T
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Plotsko Jr Mike, Mike
Pratt John P
Pummer William J Jr






Rinker Patricia F, William D
Robertson Donna




































D B Carmen Estate
Dawe Dorothy M Est
Engler Lililan M




























Pen Argyl Cycle Center LLC


















Stier Thomas M, Timothy C









Nestor Systems Intl Ltd
18088
Amato Christopher R



























Vogel John P II















Estate of Thelma L Walter
Francis Joseph Werner OD
Galley Restaurant Boliari Restaurants
























































Zip Codes Not Reported












































































Raup Lloyd E, Hazel
Rishel Wilma
















Central Credit Audit Inc

























































































Martin Wendell, Janet E
Bartolomeo Dorothy Di










Clark Karin C, Dawn P
Derck Connie M






Estate of Earl G Herring
Glock Margaret A, Frank J
Klock Roberta G





































Gushen Joseph A, Sharon K
Hill Darlene M
Jeffrey Shelby




























Dunne Gerald F Estate, Anne Patricia














Hurch Glenn F II
Ice House of Lewisburg Inc
John Reynolds J























Ninneman Theodore R, Patsy A
Rheyas Ahamed R
Righter Andre L
Rl Hummel Auto Supply
Ross Karen
Schaefer Irene Denise









Weaver William L Jr





























Midd West Sports Booster
Musser Scott E










Usa Embroidery And Silkscreen LLC
Yoder Dennis A Jr
17844
Allen Jeremiah Scott, Richard S
Buffalo Valley Grotto
D C I
Darr Roy E Sr Estate
Equipment Rental










Machamer Leon Estate, Leon
Mccahan Gregory D
Medic Aire Medical Equipment
Miller Jeffrey S

















Alex R Szeles Inc
Hutson Ellis
Kahler Karen K, Gary A
Kamrath Jessie


















Koch Donald A Estate



























B Z Motros Chrysler Inc



























Itis John Rimo Jr
Janson Adam
Kapturoski Catherine J























































Renner Lewis R, Lois C
Scheesley Mary R
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Anskis William J, Annette
Barajas Juan J
K A Ash Ltd
















Adams Florence R Estate












Hill Donald E Estate
Hoy William Adam












Lebo Jason R Sr
Leshinskie Mary R
Lytle Ruth E






























Forgach Mary Anne, David J
Neyhard Tammy Lee, Gary W
17870







Clark Joseph, Ruth G
Collings Carol A, Robert
Deatrich Vern H
Derr Harry A III
Fetherolf Mark L
Fisher Ruth J Estate
Florence M Baralt Estate
Garden Chad D
General Equipment Rentals Inc
George R S Jr
Gill Scott A
Good Mary























Ulrich Marvin E Jr
Walborn Ramona
Walter Stephanie M













































Leffler John A, Alice
Martin Alma A
Maurer Margaret
































White Jeffery L, Kim M
Whyne Michelle Estate
Wolfe Russell
Yoder George L, Donna J
Yoder Gerald
17876
Burkey Boneita A, Susan A






Kulp Charles E, Anna Mae













Dawson Ralph E III Est
Dewitt Robert
Hine Elliot E















24 7 Nursing and Medical




















Capital Bank Trust Co
Clarks Ferry Truck Stop
Comer Harry L
Crisamore Wendy















Noland William B, Helen G
Palacios Henry W
Peters Leonard
Purdy R, M, J, C, D





















Hoke Harold E Jr
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Shafer Kaitlyn Estate, Cliff
Vanhorn Marian E
Woods Jeffrey A
Yetter Arley W, George
17047




























Estate of Robert E Arbogast
Greenwood Youth Sports Assoc
Huss Zachary A
Kerstetter John




























Evan Rhoda H Mrs
Evans Rhoda J
Ford Gerald Pat




























Dress Leonard J, Lorrie B
Fetrow David L











W J Moore Inc
Zellers Gerald E
17174
Thomas Gene A, Mary











































































































American Medical and Life Insurance
Anton F W




Baltimore Gas and El
Baltimore Wa Emerg Phys Inc
Baltimore Washington Emergency
Barkley Kimberly











Cooper James J III
Corestates
Coulter Jean E
Cox Marilyn Jane Estate
De Lage Landen
Del Medical Imaging
Delage Landen Finanacial Services
Delmarva Power
Denitech Corporation





















Ikon Financial Services Philad
Levito Mark
Lockheed Martin Corp
Markand Crnp Amanda J
Marlin Leasing












Nco Financial Systems In
Nco Medclr
Nelson Edith
New Jersey National Bank
Nieves Alberto







Potomac Electric Power Company


































American Real Estate Parnters







Azteca II Inc Lesee
B and G Lawrence
Baker John F





Bennett Bricklin and Saltzburg


















Carpenter Myrtle G, M G
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Child and Family Connections Inc
Choe Patricia Won−Mi
Chung Yoojin














Delcasale Casey & Martin
Dellorusso Sarah
Depaul John
Diehl Donna M, Anne M

















Fowler John W Jr, Deborah
Fulwood Ruth






Gold Silverman and Goldenberg
Goldstein Harriet
Goldsteins Funeral Directors Inc
Gordon D
Graham Co
Graham William A Company
Grb



























Kiwanis Club of Graham Company




Kyung Kim Ah I
Law Office Alan C Grossman
Le Bec Fin
Lesage Wayne G Jr
Lewis Eleanor












M Davis and Company
Mahaney Mary G Ms

















Nova Care Occupational Hlth Svs



















Proetto William 10 17
Professional Assoc Consulting Srvcs
Rabinowitz Deborah
Regan Alma
Reid Fritz P C Attorney at Law




Risher Delores C Estate
Robert H Turchin Dmd

































Towers Perrin Forster & Crosby
Towers Watson Pennsylvania Inc











West Coast Entertainment Corp
White Nancy A










296 Tennis Court LLC
30th Street Ltd LP













Alexander Harriet D Estate
Ali Ahmed A
Allan Domb Real Estate
Alliance Consulting
Alpert Craig






Anne & Eric Gleacher Foundation


























































Bush Grace S, Sarah S
Business for Conservative
Butler Rasual
C & H Cleaners
Caesar Revise Berstein Cohen and
Pokotilow






























Coach Peter De Manio Foundation
Cochrane Leon M
Coffey Leslie K






Collier David Irrevocable Fa, Beatrice
Compservices Inc
Conestoga Bank






Court Reporting Cost Containment





Cushman & Wakefield of Pa
Cutler Seymour I
Cyr Edmund
Dabney Ruth E Estate
Dambrosio Marc
Dancey Natalie M















Direct Marketing Spec LLC













Drinker Biddle & Reath







Elite Litigation Solutions LLC
Elser Peter D
Ely Martha A T Ashley Muldoo
Emery W Lomis Trust
Emmett Marianne R, Ilana R, Isaac C
Enersys
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Fiesrv Correspondent Serv Inc












Forensic Economic Studies Inc
Forum for a Better Pennsylvania






Gafford David P Ira
Galanis Taki
Gallagher Benefit Services Inc
Gardner Annette





















Gollatz Griffin & Ewing Pc
Good Day Deli
Gosselink Daniel
Greater Phila Urban Affairs
Greenlee Ellen T
Greenwood Joseph M




















Herron William E, Jessica, Rebecca
Herskovitz Frieda
Herskowitz M











Howard George W III, Austine R
Howard Kenneth
Hoyle Morris and Kerr







Hutchinson H Dolores, James
Hydros Bottle LLC
Ibc James Moore
Ig LLC Financial Office
Inphi Investment Traders Assn





J Morefield R Trismen & S Dennis
Jack P Living Trust
Jackson Cross Company
Jake P Living Trust
James Decrescenzo Reporting
James Raymond
Janney Montgomery Scott Inc





John De Virgilis Silver and Miller
John Julie























































Lamotte Ferdinand Est of IV
Land Services Usa Inc
Lanning John
Laura Weinstein Trust
Law Office of Dorothy K Phillip





Leung Guet Hoi M
Levi Jonathan




















Macasieb Sylvester Jr, Sylvester
Madianos Evan










Market Street Securities Inc
Maron Marvel Bradley & Anderson Pa








Mccairns Robert G, Joan M
Mccauley John
Mccunney Gladys M






Mckinley Maytor H V
Mclaughlin Herbert R, Pauline














Michael P Living Trust
Mighty Garnet C
Miller Roslyn M






Moore Edwin S III
Morant Wade Yusef
Morrow Julian
Morton L Zieve Trust
Muldoon Brian
Mullahy James J
Murphy Jonathan J, Jane L
Murray Anthony H Jr













Nelson Timothy J Sr








Novak Eleanor L, Alton J
Novak Phyliss Stein
Nybakken Grant E, James E
Oberli Gloria Iantha Estate





















P G Corbin Company Inc
Panitch Schwarze Belisario Nadel
Paolini William J
Parish Lawrence C MD
Parker Winifred M












Perseus Books Group The
Peskin Jeremy
Peter Fielding Elser Tr

































Ready Cash Gp Corporation
Record Copy Services
Reed Smith
Reliance Standard Life In
Residual Interest Investments L P







Right Management Consult B Gsm
Rines Samuel
Riso Natalie U/W Fbo Nichol, Nicholas F
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Rma Inc
Robbins Robert E
Robert F Green Ira
Robert Land Law














Rothman Mary K, Jane E
Rowan T Hughes








Sands David J, Edna
Sangmi Kim

























Silver Miller & Devirgilis Pc
Simmons Barbara C
Simon Joan













Solomon Sherman & Gabay Attorneys
























Sweeney Joseph A Jr







Tch Fin Serv Inc
Teleflex Inc Sepp
The Center Pac
The Mcs Group Inc
Thelma Claire Ebrieght Rev Trust








Trc Market Associates LP
Tremaine Melissa A
Trf Dp 8 LLC




Twenty Four Seven Fo
U T D 4 1 98 Eizen Finburg & Mccarthy
Ua 7 10 80 Jeanne Pawling







































Wolters Kluwer Health Inc


























































































Blockley Pour House Jollys
Blum Lewis
Bond Quanda








Brothers Julie A MD
Brown David Everett, E Everett
Brown E Everett, Ernest L
Brown Gay I Maria
Brown Margaret C
Brown Michael
Brown Naeem C Jr
Brown Theodore



































































































Farah Mirna M MD
Faulkner Latifah














Frances J Boyer Scholar Fd
Frazier Thelma
Freeman Christine













































Harrell Powell Wakeeyah N
Harris Patricia
Harris Pearl R, Joan A


































Jackson David, Mary, John
Jackson Donald J





James F Mcguckin MD
















Jones Eula M, John W
Jones Marques M Adm











































Lamons Ethel Adm, Renee Adm
Landi Giacomo






























































































Munson Holly K, David B
Murphy Bros Inc
Murphy Leigh
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Tartell Jacqueline





























Vascular Access Center of New



















Warren Earleen M, Mildred






































































































Sparkling Sea Emerg Physicians
T Cruse Design
Van Diepen Joel H
19106











Bass Enterprises Prod Co Tr
Baum Eric L Mr
Bdp International Inc
Beachler Kent, Ann
Ben Franklin Bioanalytics LLC
Beneficial Savings Bank







































































Haviland Barbara L, Donald E




Howard Wagman Wagman Inc












Keates Edwin U, Nancy
Kerstetter Lauren




Kml Law Group P C
Knapp Kevin M
Knipes Cohen Court Reporting
Kobetitsch Steven
Koenig Thomas R














Marjorie Bowman Income Trust
Martin H Rosenzweig
Massaro Jim














Mochew Creative LLC T A Driszzle
Moon Marvin
Morimoto Ny Venture LP
Morinigo Nicholas
Morsby Michael












Oconnor Joseph A III









































Seward G W & M


















Stoup James D Sep Ira
Stratton William J
Suckle Matthew E
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Wildrick Whitney, Eve B




Wolters Kluwer Health Inactivated
Wolters Kluwer Health Lippincott William






920 Market Street LLC
A & I Fashcon Inc










Aquatic Therapy of C
Aramark Services Inc
Aramark Tower















Big Brothers Big Sisters of Americ





Boon Maurits S MD








Cardiology Consultants of Philadelphia
Castro Victor
Cbl Path Inc

































Evans Elaine A Estate






















Green Clean Washing Inc




















James C Davis Testamentary Trust
James Khalik Jamil

















































New Egg Bus Inc
Newman Nicole
Nolan Ryan
Nuclear Electric Ins Ltd
Nunez Luis A








Penn Center for Youth & Family
Pennsylvania Convention Ctr
Philadelphia Dragon Boat Association
Philip S Asbury Pc
Pierok Alexander J
Plonczyk Darek
Precision Watch Repair Inc





















































Twelfth Street Hotel Asso













































D G Maren II Inc











James Chalres Tilly II Bt Trust
Kramer Max G
Law Office of Gregory A Smith
Mathews Daniel
Mccabe Weisberg Conway


















Mcmahon James P Estate
Quann Raeneal Estate





Sutton Robinson Kevett, Marsheila, Dariel
Transitional Work Corp
Us Fund for Unicef
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Covone Joseph T Mr
Cowen Biggans Medical Practice









Davis Decd James G
Davis Michael N
Dawson Elizabeth
Dawson Family Special Needs Irrvo
Decd Albert K
Defense Supply Center Philadelphia
































Escobar Deserna Maria Melida

























Gagliardi Roland M Estate
Gagliardi Ruth N
Gallagher Nancy Anne








































Hallas Edward J Jr, Elsie M
Harber Dora B
Harris Robert Sander


















































Keep It Moving LLC
Keller Bernadette E





















Kuong Nim I Cust, Eric H









Lambert Michael Adm, Donna M Adm
Lambert Rita Ann, Howard
Lanham Mellisa
Lauer Dorothy J























































































Misterman June E, Jerry
Mitchell Brian
Mitchell Heather A




















O Neil Jessica A
O Neill Michele L
Oldt Jonathan P
Oleary Mary C Estate
Oneil Jessica A








































Renzi Philomena, Anthony J
Reuter Elizabeth A
Reyes Agripina















Roll Margaret H, Albert H
Rolland Paul
Rosenbaum Sara









Sarnacki Bernice L, B Gerald
Saylor Sarah
Scha Susan T
Scheel Richard O, Albina
Schlosser Elsie K
Schnipper Felicia
























Sl4701 Defense Supply Center
Slater Philip R
Sloan Naomi N
Slough Elizabeth, Raymond S
Smith Alexander, William, James
Smith Elizabeth M






































































































Academy Dental Assocs LLC
Academy Family Dental Care







Arico Anthony B, Pearl











Blaney James K Jr
Bodek and Rhodes Inc
Bonilla Operez Omarillis


































Davis John A Estate
Dawicki Cristie
Deb Shops of Arizona
Defalco Marisa
















Executive Imports Design Group
Fader Stephen





Fischer Elizabeth F, Robert E Jr
Fisher Florence S
Flanagan James W















































Joseph T Keenan Sons













Kumar James S MD
Kutyla Leszek






















Mccarthy Stephanie, Thomas A





















































Se Pa Soccer Hall of Fame
Service Master Contract Srvc











































































Bac Home Loans Servicing
Badolato Armond D, Michele






Benton Court Apartment Assn

















Brooks Joseph P, Suzanne














Chattin Anna M Estate





























Est of Isadore Kops
Etheredge Roshonda






































Health Care Stat Home Care
Heartofglass











































Lombardi Adolph Vincent, Emilia, Louis J
London Barbara

























Meeta D Peer MD Pc
Menlom Kesang















Northeast Foot and Ankle Specialists
Nr Carpet Inc
Oalickal George Mathew



























R & A Services Inc
Rama Furniture Inc
Ramsey Angela R
Rappaport Bessie G, William
Ravi Associates Inc
Rayesky Paul E, Eva
































Stankiewicz John C IV
Stanley Morantz Tr
Stiadle Matthew G Mr
Sun Apparel Warehouse










Total Body Physical Therapy
Tsyuman Mikhailo
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Bacon Chance R Ugma, Joey L Cust,
Race J Ugma
Bandy Peter C, Harry













































































Gonzalez Enrique A, Galina
Goswami Animesh
Granoff Jeanne



















Joan M Montgomery Estate
Johnson Glen B


























Law Office of Leonard Zoftis




Leonard F Tau Dmd
Lerner Michael Isaac, Barbara
Levin Francine, Bruce A
Levin Rae
Levinson Martin L, Iris
Lipsky and Brandtattorneys
Listovnichy Aleksey
Lit Harvey L, Sylvia
Lohmiller Reynold, Anne






















Mickens James E, Gladys
Micucci Leonora
Miller Dorothy Estate






















Patel Nileshakumari V, Vijaykumar S
Patel Rashmiben
Pavlenko Khristina




































Small Janet Y, Sidney
Snst Memorial Pk Inc
Spires Mary Ann
Spodik Maya
































































Bershady Suzanne E Jt, Harold J Jt
Blatchley Gladys G, Alin
Bolds Morgan
Bottiglio Melissa
Bowen Frank W 111, Frank W Jr
Boyle Allison
Bradley Robert H Jr
















































Hughes Francis S Jr
Hurtt Reginald Sr, Lauren A
Imperial Laundromat Inc













Linton Loretta M, Alfred
Lipshutz Esther M























Popky Donna H, Janet A
Portanova Michael J, Eileen R
Precious Babies Learning Academy
Preston Doris R






Sample George W, Mary H
Schmidt James G Tr
Sclan Phyllis, Sarah
Seymour Jane Farrar




















Toso Dominic, John F
United Cerebral Palsy
Universal Squash LLC














Abbi Heart El Rah
Abdurraheem Naima T
Adult Congenital Heart Association
Adult Day Care
Advanced Dental Designs P C
Aguilar Edward A
Ai Yu Zhang dba Imperial Chinese
Aida Coleman B














































Bush Michael B Adm
Byrd Naomi B
Byrd Robert H






































































Fingerote Decd Harriet Jane
Finney James A
Fitts Constance L, Lawrence H
Fitzsimmons Erin


















Gowens Eula M W
Green Buelah































































Lawrence Green Elaine Cust
Lawton Mary R
Lee Vincent









Lowman Bush Danyelle Adm
Lundy Charles C D, Inez G
Lysinger Gertrude B, Herbert
Macdonald Christopher Dennis
Maclaughlin Auvel






Mccrary Earl H Cust
Mcdaniel Curtis H Jr
Mcdowell Helen
Mcdowell Thomas W, Helen
Mcghie Lee Monica
Mcginley Joann Mrs















Morris Trustee for Atwood Gaskins
Mosca Lillian G





























































Sackman Ashlee M, Ellen J
Salinas Edward
Salters Aleta M












Smith Elmer F, Emily M
Smith Jeffrey A


























Tate Anderson Jayden, Kevin


















Unti Oreste V, Margaret
Vaden Iris C
Van Ekelenburg Jennifer












Watts Walter Jr Est







































Andrews Bey Fatima A
Annes Beauty Supply Inc

















Barney Blanca E, Romano
Barrett Denise





























































Clymer Mary Ann Estate
Collemacine Martin W, Betty G

















































Dover Joseph C, Ida H
Dowling Stephon L


























Fee Agnes C Estate
Felix Ulysse





















Fuhrmeister Simone M, Joseph
















Green Herbert W, Denise Y
Greene Warren
Grocholski Angela















































It Takes a Village Development Center
J J White Inc












































King Joseph A, Anna M








































































Mccabe Elizabeth M, Thomas
Mccabe Rosemary F, Mildred
Mccafferty Gertrude


























































Nissan Infi Lt Ph





























































































Schaller Emil J, Helen
Scott Tamika
Sell Catherine L, George W
Seraj Seraj
Shaw Amanda H
Sheplock Michael J, Dorothy H
Sheridan Margaret J, William J







Skiffington Hugh C Jr, Nancy


















Stringer Benjamin 3rd Est





































































Welsh Rita T Estate
Westerman Peter J
Westermann Frances, Pius
White Amber B, Isaac
White Yvonne
Wilbanks−Douglas Cheryl D
Wilent Donna J, Donald
Williams Aprile L









































































Bullock Willie Mae Turner
Burke Sherice B
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Clemente Ramos R
Cliff House Housing Partnership
Clifton James T
Clyburn Donna













































































Gonzales Leschon M Sr
Gordon Eugene
Gordon Hector J










































Jenkins Arthur D, Arthur S
Jennings Lorraine






























Knox Floyd E Estate
Kornegay Michele A
Kusselson Andrea N






































































































































Walton Buie Jervis A
Wang Wei
Ward Alice
Washington Harriet L, Louise
Watson Giger Helen
Watson Goldie E Estate
Watson Kerrie L
Webster Ebony
Wellington Housing Partnership LP II
Wells Beatrice E
West Renella














































B M Oakley Memorial Temp
Beattie Anna
Benitez Abraham
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Mercado Petronila M, Natividad
Miller Craig


























Quality 1 Auto Shop LLC
Quiles Hernandez Carlos
Rabusa Sydrick


































































































































































Lowe John R III










































Rebekah Templeton Contemporary Art
Reese Raymond
Research for Better Schools Inc








S S Express Ins Svc



















































Adams George S Est of Jr





















Auto X Change Inc
Bacon Steve
Bahls Dennis J



































Brown Arthur H Jr
Brown Joseph











Bygott Bernard F Sr
Byrd Leroy V
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Doberstein Donald M, Donald




















Elentrio Eleanor, James J








First Keystone Risk Retention Group










Friends Behavioral Health Syst












Georges Milord Jean M
Giannini Frank
Gibson Mary











































































































Lamb Mary J Cust
Lastimer Andreina
Layfield Sean














































Mcdonnell Bridgett A, Thomas J
Mcdove Anne L
Mcginley Terrence Ugma, Erin Ugma
Mcgovern Peter J














































Nieves Esteves Jenifer M
Nieves Gladys Estate
Northington Keisha

















































Procknow William R, Renee M
Puerto Nilda
Quality Grocery
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Ricketts Robert
Rickolds William H, Helen










Robson Richard B III
Roche Maureen
Rodgers John Jr, Sarah E
Rodriguez Hector






























































































































































A & E Multiservices Inc
Adams Carolann
Allen Madeline, James
American Liver Foundation Mid Atla
Amy Nails



































Conroy Agnes M, George



































































Ilnicki Barbara Mrs, Katharine, Walter
Jackiw Terri
Jay Cummings and Mandy Gerth
John Jolene
Johnny Brandas Bar














































Mchugh John J, Elmer





















































Schwab Francis G, Joseph
Scullion Joseph
Seamans Sharon P, Edward M
Seedes Deborah
Sembrot Christopher L
























Thomson Julia Ann, Megan G
Thomson Megan Gallagher
Todd Ella























William F Comly & Son



















Barnes Carl L, Joan R
Barton Maurice
Berry Doretha














Cheltenham Nursing and Rehab
Cho Yong C


















































Jackson Flora, Lee F
Jackson Lawrence K Jr
Jackson Sonja












































Miller Robert R Ii







Odom Leach Maurice T Jr, Effie R
Oliver Marquita





















































3780 Main St Assoc LP



















Gallagher John J IV
Goss Larry
Green Danielle




Hoffman Bros Realty Corp
Jackson Krisdeann
Jania Corey M
























































Wilson Alfreda B, David
19128
A Drip & A Prayer A Partnership





















Bate Richard F, Bernice W









































Chelius Carmella M, Edwin J










Crisafulli Dominic A, Matilda






Davis King Karen L
Dawson Abdwul
Dawson Elizabeth E, Harry J
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Farm Golf Course S
Feigel Paul J Jr
























Golden Anna Marie, Michael F
Gooding Aaron Mr
Gramlich Amy
Gratzinger Theresa A, Joseph C
Green Colette
Gregg Cecelia



















































































































































Petrillo Heather A, Dennis J



















Rippert Henry A, Helen T
Rizzi Emanuel, Sarah I
Roberts Elaine
Roberts Family and Sports Chiropractic













Shepherd Mary E, Ruth E
Sinn Sinoeun
Skarbek Jean Marie, James
Slemba Michael
Small Mary















































































Cornell Hilary S Esq
Covington Tony





Devine Gwendolyn H, Jared D
Diamond
Dimezza Hag Judith D Estate
Diquinzio Alphonsus, Angela
Donahue Kathryn
Edward F Swenson and Associates
Est Willie Thacker
Fader Katherina V L







Garcia Wade Kristina Linnea
Gertrude Gilbert
Goldberg Nellie W
























































































941 N 26th Street LP
Aguilar Alejandro F
Alkaabi Fahad, Noura



















Battistelli Joseph M, Thomas J, Janice,
Joseph T
Becroft Anna E, Robert
Benton George Estate
Bernstein George
















Brown Jacqueline G, Lester C




















Color Master Plus Inc
Color Masters Plus Inc















De Vreese Laetitia I
Deborah Gardner
























Ferguson Robert Allen, Jeffrey A, Linda C
Ferrer Lucas
Ferrero Louis Adm, Catherine
Fisher Phyllis M, Shana M
Flaherty John




















Gnr Gal B LLC













































































































Nolan John A Estate
Norristown Regional Health Center


































































Senior Needs Marketing LLC













































































Ali H Ammatullah, Hadiyyah A














































Beverly Ethel W, Avery W
Bishop Tamika J
Black Martin
Black Vivianna S Miss






Booker Alfred W Jr
Booth Dolores A

















Brown Shirley E Ms




















Carter Troy L II
Caruso Jennifer
Castro Adilia E
Century 21 Alliance Escrow Agent
Chabwera Daud

































Daniel A Jones MD









































































































































Jewish Employment and Vocational






























Kpablee Amen Po Association
Kranker Karis
Kresloff Judith G
Lambert Drexel C Sr
Lancaster Robert W Sr, Gerald













Lindecamp Frank P, Lewis H


















Marvel Helen M Estate
Masire Phatsimo C
Mason Alonzo Est of Sr
Massenburg Barbara A
Mathis Michael
































































Pilla Frances M, Delores
Pollard Edwina
Pope Zachary
Porter Isaac T, Olga B
Porter Jamal
Powell Helen G









































































































































Winder Andrew L Sr
Winston Carolyn M




Womans Health Care Service
Womens Care Center City Ave
Woodberry Lorestine
Woods Alexis
Wroclawski Francine Cust, Serge





































































































































G & G Transport Co Inc










Hagans Theresa B Estate













































































































































































































































































































Alexander James L Estate


































Cottle Ruthie M, Ruth
Cotto Daniel C



















































































































































































































119 Tran Enterprises Inc






























































Brown Florence E, Joseph F





























































































Eckert Joseph J III
Ehlin Jean M


































Gaston Rosado Emily E
Gempp Hilda
George L Rodriguez MD
Germanis Victor
Gershkow Jonathan




























Hasson Gladys F, James
Haug Virginia Estate



























































































































Mc Nally Vincent D
Mcallister William A
Mcarthur James
























Milewski Richard J, Irene
Miller Deborah A





























































































































































Smith Lawrence F, Mary Ann
Smith Rashida

































































Wilcox Edward J, Cheryl
Wilkins Chris





Wlodarski Pawel K MD
Woelfel William C Jr
Woodbridge Jillian Nicole







































Benincasa Catherine, William P
Benneman Sally Estate
Bernard Terrence W
Birdsong Faber Geraldine An
Black Anthony L
Blueline Investment
Books and Other Media










































Essayian Elizabeth, George, Lucy A
Estate of Gertrude
Evans Alaisaj




Filar Louis Martin Estate
Filer Walter J
Fleming Margaret R, David K
Flores Nelson
Flynn Timothy J
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Koller Mary A Estate
Kossovsky Stephen H
Kraczyk Eleanor



















Lipinski Jolanta B Mrs
Loubet Michael J
Mac Leod Malcolm Jr




















Miehlke Theodore Est of Jr
Miller Betty J
Miller Walter C
Millman Robert W, Dawn M
Miranda Higinia
Moebius William R Estate
Moffett Derek
Momplaisir Gilene
Morley Kathleen F, John J




















Perez Alesia C, Andrea
Perez Aracelia
Perez Irma Rosario















Reissig Roberta J Jt
Reline Centers America
Repsher Elizabeth R




Rims Plus Starr Automotive
Rivera Baez Ernesto

























Spitzkopf Lillian A, John S
Stamper Walter F, Carolyn
Steed Nada
Stine Bernard C Estate
Stover Kerry






















Watson Florine M Est






































Britton Theresa M, Mark
Brown Joseph J




























Corps Public Adjusters Inc
Correll Kenneth
Cosgrove Theresa A
Crompton Robert C, Helen V
Cruz Salvador V
Cutright Gary


































































Hood Bryanna R, Robert
Horvath Peter












































Mccaffrey Grace, Wm J
Mcclug Tammy

























Niemiec Michael J III







Pakstis Brian P, Florine
Paleksnyder Angela
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Powell Kathryn M, James F















Romero Jose E Estate







Safe Disposal Systems Inc
Sanchez Alcides J
Santee Cleatus
Santiago Jorge A Jr
Santoni Betty A Shetz
Saxon Rita C






Seamans Angeline R, Donna L
Searle Linda
Sentore Tony
Shearer Robert Gunn, Nancy
Shetz Howard Jr
Shiffler Jane C, Jane
Shirato Joanna E
Shire Pauline W















Staker Thomas C, Helen F
Stein Tim
Stewart Joseph P





T D Bank North
Talley Doreen R




































Adams Joseph, Mary R




Boys and Girls Clubs of Philadelphia









































































































Busky Donald F Dr
Byrd Nicole D



























































Grant Mary F, Isiah
Gray Amber
Gray Naomi





























































































































Patton Tyreeq, Kim M
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Pendleton Pamela
Peoples Elizabeth


















































































Tildon Bernice E, Robert J
Toney Willie







































































Berry Bright Shirley Ann
Bethea Cardelia
Betty and Bee Inc
Bing Felicia D



























































































































































































J And B Enterprises
Jackson Barbara J
Jackson Darlene












































































































































Ponton Russell F, Minnie L
Poole Addie
Pope Tenezee






















































































































Waddell Wally G, Alonzo



































































Aspira Inc of Pa























































































Contreras Colon Danielle N, Martin










































































































































Javi & Sons Auto Sales Inc

































































Mc Neil Lola M































































Pascale Evelyn C Est


























































































































































































Woods E O Sylvester
Worsham James
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Chiarietti Louise Estate O
Cho Yun Ja
Chung Low
Clark Danny James Sr, Danny J





























Denises Soul Food Corp
Dioulo Felicienne
Dixon Harvey



















































































K & K Enterprise LLC














Lane Virginia M, Valerie P
Lawson Clara E















Marant Lula M, Marie
Martin Elizabeth, Oscar














































































Smalls Willie E, Thelma J













Thomas Beatty Pearl M
Thomas Robert E, James M























































































































































































Horan Annamarie D Cust, Haeley C Ugma
Horan Summer R Ugma
Hoskins Tomaz







































































































































































































































































































Brown Jackqueline D, Theodore H
















Carter Dora L, Marlo
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Cox James L, Nancy J




















































Emenheiser Albert V, Margaret
Erdachew Mulualem



















Frankford Medical Pain Mngt
Frantjis Jean D
Frasier Henry T Estate
Frazier Edith































































































Hull Robert L Jr
Hunte Beauregard
Hussie Hallie
Hutchins Henry J Estate
Hydrick Victoria D
Irvin Renique
Is 500 S 47th LLC
Jack Lyndon D













































































Lees Personal Care Boarding
Leighton Nicole
















































Mikell Audrey M Ms














































































Perry William M, Sally









Postley Wendell W Jr
Powell Allen, Corey
Pressley Kimberly































Robinson Frances M, Sarha
Robinson Gail
Robinson Helen













Rothman Hannah E Ms
Rowe Bryce Nicholas

















































































Swan Long Terri Y
Swartzendruber Tonya R
Sykes Robert




































































































































































































































Ellis Ernest Jr A Estate
Ellis Mary A
Evans Arthur W
Family Practice and Couseling Netwo





























































































































Kelly Evelyn M Estate



































Martin Connelly Thera B












Miller Louis Harry Sr, June G
Miller Royce A
Mitchell Robert













































































































Suddjian Joan M, Steve L
Swindell Catherine M
Sylvester Raymond, Joan D
Tarbroo Thomas
Tart Ollie Mae
























Walker Janice E, Kevin B
Walker Thelma M
Walker W N
Walsh Margaret, John E
Ward Clementine
Washington Edward













































Adelis Walter D, Mary Ann
Afanador Jameson
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Bryant Herston J, Dorothy



























































Dalessandro Evelyn T, Peter
Dambrosio Florence A
Dankanis William














Dickinson Donavan D, Frances
Diiorio Americo, Vitale
Dillon Louise

















Egg Head Group LLC










































































Jackson Tremayne, Evelyn J
Jenkins Andrea













































































































































Previty Jonathon A, Joseph











Rdl Group Assoc Inc
Reddick Natalie
Reed Sandra E
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Tjong Huicin






Tri State Public Adjusters In
Triq Technology LLC
























Wasniewski Jr DO Pc John J
Weaver Leonard III















































































Broomell John Lupton, John L Jr
Brothers Crystal




Brown John L, Sarah



































































































































































Hudecheck Geraldine M, Joseph J
Hudson John E
Hudson Leola
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Nehring Nicholas
























Pelzer Kirkland Funeral Home
Pendleton Elizabeth
















Proctor Ward Marion M
Quattrone Maria−Elena N
Quay Shirley S Estate
Quay Tara L

































































































































107 Callowhill Street LP
1514 Chestnut Street Association
3d Hospitality LLC
5 Star Dentistry
525 Carpenter Street Asso




















































Cappello Salvatore L, Marie C
Cardella Pietro
Cargan Megan M





























Cpr Restoration Cleaning Service












Del Borrello Albert L































































































Henry Frank M Jr
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Kircher Winifred
Klayman David Howard, Herman
Klein Jeffrew
Knight Morgan
Kondracki Demetria H, Joseph M
Kosick Marguerite
Kranzel Jerome E, Isador
Kubeyka Joe
































































Melanio D Aguirre MD




















Murrell Katherine, Joyce E
Musher Noah D
Nagle Gretchen
National Ms Society Greater Delaware Va







































Prusinowski Mary Margaret, Patricia M
Puroclean Property Restoration
Qu Zhi Yuan
R Chobert Painting Co
Rabatin Michael












































Snyder Valjean P, Sherry
Snyder Wilbur Dare























Tevelin David I, Sandy F















Uff Joseph U Jr
Umphlett Melissa A
Unrath Chris M
Urban Real Estate Investment Inc
Valentino J Ciullo Dpm

















































































































































































































































India Overseas Traders Inc








































































Marabito Anthony, Mary A
Marco Anthony
Marino Domenic J, Mary A







































Nawrocki Sophie J, Stephen











































Pompo Anthony A, Philomena
Popelack Robert
Prettyman Walter















Rietzen David F, Ann
































Sherlock Maurice J, Regina C
Shields Joyce
Shing Kee Kitchen Supply




















Stellman Sharon A Decd
Stockman George A, Ann Mae
Storione Anthony K































































































Bell Francis X Sr, Julia M
Benen Doris F, Martin
Bennett Helen M
























Bunting Roswitha H, Bernard J
Burke John Jr











































Curran Joseph C Sr
Cust Roxanne
Daiuto Angelo, Mary R



















































































Hardish Charles V, Anne
Harkins John E, Jean A
Harley James C























James Bridget E, Mary Beth







Jon Charles J, Mary A
























Krick Harold T, Jessie
Kye Jung
Lafferty Tyler J














Li Ye Rui P











Made In Brazil Co
Madelyn Quinones & Gmac Mortga
Madley Judy






























Metcalf Solomon H, Mildred, Alan
Michael J Michael J Estate
Mickens Sharmaine










Moore Michael P Jr
Morales Ruben


















































































































Shuttleworth A Kenneth, Anne
























Sweeney Patrick L, Terence O, Jude J
Szczepanski Amber L
Szyper Kathleen L
Taylor Robert L Jr
Taylor Robert L, Ann L Jr


















































































Alexander William Ross, Irma Ex Uw


















Bond Real Estate LLC
Boyd Carol J
Boyer Mabel Lucas
Bradley Mattye L V Est
Brinkley Marvin E Jr, Marvin Sr, Mary













































Estate Ulysees Grant Jeffries
































Howell William P II
Hrynko Anthony J


















Kornegay Palm Willie Mae
Kramer Allan P
Leamy Donovan















Mc Pherson Leonard V
Mcamblay Joseph G, Elsa R

















Odom Effie R, Tori T, Timothy D Jr
Oduro Kojo A


































St Cyr Benjamin L
Stacy William C, Dorothy
Stenton Avenue Medical & Rehab
Stephenson Neva























































Anderson Irving H Jr
Anderson Jeanette
Anjali Mini Market LLC
Ann Abdullah Ibn Alderman









Benton Major B Sr
Berman Ronald
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Cooley Shirley
Cornish Nellie
Craig Charles T II
Crenshaw Ltanya R Estate
Cunningham Elizabeth A, Steven O
Daniels Agnes Estate
Darrah C Joseph, Edna M
Darrah Edna
Davis Cheryl








































Glover Fredrick L Jr






























































Lauderdale Harry E Jr
Lawhorn Kenya A





























Miles Catherine Jt, Walter Jt
Miller Benjamin
Moore Askari J
















Panchelli Vincent A, Rae
Parham Antonio Angelou
Parks Aurelia


































































Vitucci Anna C, Daniel



































































































Consolidated Abstract Inc Escrow Agent
Cotyrobert
Creagh Dorothy, John E
Cronauer Christine A, Carola
Cross Ryan J

























Frances Kolchinsky Survivors Trust
Franciscan Health System







































Jelen Joseph A Jr Dr
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Joseph Steffy
















































Marcus Jack A, Miriam
Mari Sharon Ms






























































Roberts Ronald D Jr









































Stewart David A III
Sweet Joanne B
Swiren David B, Laura

























Watlington Kindell L Mrs
Weiss Susan




















































Edward W Kean Jr E W Kean
Emanuel Naja














Gullett Bernard C Jr
Herron Jacqueline
Hertz Equipment Rental













































































10500 Drummond Rd Partner
































Carr John H Jr
Carroll Joseph J, Edith M
Case Helen




























F Bernice Leichner Tr
Falco Charles J
Falcone Kevin














Gunn Joseph F Sr
Hack James
Hannigan Walsh Maureen




















Ivory Torian Monifa A
Jackaway Kathleen
Joyce Helen B








































Martiello Vincenzo A, Eric
Mcandrew Mary K, Mary
Mccafferty Marie
Mccaffrey Meghan D
Mcclellan James M Estate
Mcdonald Painting L L C








Meyers L Frederick III
Miller James M












Nigro James Sr, James O
Nkoumo Sonia


















Ricks William G Sr
Rieser Robert E, Evelyn
Ritts Jacquelyn, Joseph
Rojas Pedro






Saudarg Doris R, Roy
Scanlan Karen











Spadone Samuel J, Carmela
Sproul James Estate





















Wernery Albert J Jr
Westervelt Keith M Estate
White John M Sr
Wilkins Teresa





Wylie Charlotte A, Frances
Wyoe Rpnert W















21st Century Insurance Payment Cente
Adp Benefit Services




Contship Cont Lns In
Coventry Health Plan Recovery






Half Moon Bay Limited
Kelco Associates
Konica Minolta Business Solutions
Manpower Inc Philadelphia
Marsh Anthony

































Fire King Security Products LLC
Friends & Family Practice











Anesthesia Spec of Bethlehem G
Bregman James
Buffalo & Pittsburgh Railroad Inc
Busillo Han Dr
Centerone Financial Services L
Chca Rehabilitation
East Bergen Imaging LLC
Esquire Deposition Services LLC
Quench Usa Aquaperfect
Rockrose
Slm Savoy Park I LLC
Towers Watson Pennsylvania Inc
Westborough Investors Ltd
York Risk Services Group Inc
19182














West American Insurance Company














































































Berrell Charles J, Vivian K
































Brown Charles, Anna T
4480 NOTICES
































































































































































































Empire Mortgage Limited Partnership
Enix Lashawn
Ennis Farah










































































































































































Hondros Danielle K Fka
Horton James B Jr











































































































































































































































































































































































R L Eisenberg Do
Ragin Yolanda




























































































































































































































Uss Wayne E Meyer Ap
Valerio Victoria
























































































Wyckoff Family Medical Services
Yancey Izamin
Yeshion Bryan











































Duncan Wilburn C, Sherley
Estrada Silvia













Janosevic Lynn A, John



































































Brown Pearl A Est
Cawley Howard, Debra
Collins Thomas






Easterbrook William A Jr





































Reustle Jack M Sr
Roth John E, Faye A
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18336
Adams Elsie M, Ward W







Gilmour Elizabeth N Est, John R
Go 24 Hour Store Corp
Hoffman Michele
Kampka Kim














































































Inn at Cliff Par
Johannsen John D Est
Jones Anna C
Keil Donna Lynne C, Les
Kelly Ann M
Kenny Nancy
























Oconnor James J, Karen J, James R
Odonnell Laurel
Paul Jayson
Peterson Brian M, April L
Petzold Tara L
Praschil George R III
Read Daniel A
Reiher Clifford C, Lisa A
Richardson Jason R, Linda
Ruano Juanita Est
Russell Michael




































Charles Esteuhl & Sons Inc
Donahue Henry G
Lamont Katherine
































Love Edward Brian, Larry
Melillo Andrew, Gail
Mellon Certified Restoration
Nelson Frank T, Rita J
Otway Lenore A
Penchard Charles W, Doris M
Ruziecki Robert J
Schuster John Kenneth, Carol
Shtolvays Stella, Roman

























Demartino Antonio V Jr
Desanti Vincent
Dixon Benjamin G












































































































Syre Llyod H, James L
18451
Freeman Murray F, Aileen S
Hellmuth Evelyn
Paupack Enterprises Inc































Dynda Joseph L Jr
Dynda Pete
Glover Richard Ray





























Majot Bradley, Eric M
Pelchy Jeffrey D
Pevornik Benjamin M



















































































Estate of Meta Walleisa
Estate of Ruth Metzger
Esten John H











Halcovage George F Jr
Halcovage George, Anne Marie
Halucka Dorothea M




Harry E Ebling and Associates
Haughney Robert S




Jerry R Knafo Esq Her Atto











































































Sterling Jonathan S, M, Matthew H
Stewart Donell
Stoppie Andrew, Paul, Margaret
Strouphauer Zoelle T
Thomas Christopher A























Bac Home Loans Servicing LP
Bechtel Esther M
Beury Carl
Burlile Larry M Sr
















































Estate of Margaret Casserly
Fiscella Vincent P
























May Christopher B Estate, Jennifer P
Morgan Dorothy A

















































Catizone Joseph J Jr




Savakinas Bernard J, Carole M
Shields Gabrielle A, John M
17936
Bingaman Rodman J







Barry Steven R, Suzann M
Carl Charles E, Mary F
Felty Lester O Jr, Ann M
NOTICES 4485












Clauser Karleen J, James R
Wagner Jay F


















































Stoudts Ferry Preparation Co
Strollis John Peter
Supplee Thomas
















Nevils William J Jr
17952

























Jefferson Robert C, Carl H
Kauffman William, Deborah R
Keller Theresa
Kierys Wanda
Kostura John K III




































Geisler Donald C Sr
Green Robert R, Janet F
Hafer Cark E Estate
Hilby Elizabeth H
Hill Brandy
Levan Bradlee L, Janet L
Milbut Anthony









Bevan Mark D, Mary L
Bowen Philomena





Emerich Arthur E, T Edna
English Carol Ann













Kokitus Alice M Estate
Kramer John
Krammes Kenneth






































James H Rippon Enterprises
Keefer Karen
Kopp William
Kraft John W Jr





























Robert A Evans Funeral Home
Rotary Club of Port Carbon
Rubright Thomas F
Shapelle M














































Brennan Edward J Jr




Grisanti Carlo J Estate
Hafer Nathan D
Harner Gerald I, Mary E


































































Major Kimberly, Grace A
Marcinowski Frank
4486 NOTICES





































































Shaak Traci L, Bryan
Sherry Randall L
Tobin Neda




























































































Smith Robert C Jr































Depos Constantine, Emerita, John






Gordan Charles S Estate








Hollenbach Gloria L, Randi N
Hopes Collision Towing Inc
Hopes Collison and Towing























































































Bittner Rebecca L, Robert C
Bonnie Christner
Brown Fontroy Takiya Somone
Carberry Jeffrey Greg, Verna M
Chang Tien Chih
Culley Eleanor






Estate of Betty J Hay































Lane Fontroy Quilton Jerone
Lape Kathryn N, Foster P
Lasota John D








Miller Kenneth W, Beverly J
Mostoller Landfill
Mozena Allison M, Cody M
Nagpurkar Amik
Pennsylvania Energy Partners
Peters Elissa A, John
Phillips Julie E
Platt Dwayne L Jr, Gretchen M
Ringler Tonya M
Rody Peggy
Rons Collision Center Auto Sales
Shaffer Cora E
Shams Asm K
Shannon Bonnie Jo, Thomas J
Shaulis Charles A
Smith Richard
Soderland David M, Paul M
Somerset Appraisal Company
Somerset Fuel Co Alt Payer
Spangler Brooke A, Robert M





Will Jean M Est
Wong Doris Lew, Laurette
Zerfoss Clarence E, Rita
15502
NOTICES 4487





























































Hostetler Donald H Sr, Donald H Jr
Miller Tamela S





Three River Dental Group








































































































































Estate of Henry S Cominsky

















































































Baran Georgene A, Andrew J
Hontz Luke














































































Gilbert John D, Sandra
4488 NOTICES
































Wilbur Thomas M, Elaine M
Zarate Anatolia Ruiz
18812


























Fischer Sheila M F
Florance Marion E
Frailey George E Jr















































Cox Edward M Jr
Dixon Jocelyn M, Sean K
Dudek Kimberly S
Edwards Katherine, William























































De Coursey Matthew Lane, Karen
Dempseys Garage
Dunham John F
Estate of Mary K Thomas
Fenno Frank W, Joan W
Heinel Carol F
Heisel Gisela F, Yong C
Hicks Aurora I





Killingstad Christian A, Lori A
Knowlton Mary E
Latshaw John F





Rahn Darlene L, Kryder R
Russell Lavina M












Wm R Karschner Sons
Wood Dorothy M
















Laskey Emesey J, Teresa R
Mccullough Connie
Mckay Virginia A

























































Craig Lee D B A
Erway Thomas W
Fairfield Auto Group Inc


























Fragale Robert A, Cora R
George Patricia B, Frank F
Getty John L
Rhodes Kevin





Clark Laurie C, Brian D
Donald Donald
Evans David W
Hungerford Arthur R Trust
Kennedy Roberta
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17765
Chesnut Nathan J






























Campus Habitat 8 Clarion
Chinery Thomas



























Patterson Daniel M, Kyle D
Pham Tuan Q

































































J M Smucker Company
King Randi











































Hepler Lorraine C, Merle E
Hetrick Ruth L













































































Zacherl George Est, George
Zimmerman John E























Beers Clinton Estate, Ruth
Biltz Russell K





Charlene T H Estate
Chatley Robert
Ciko Sandra J














Estate of Bernice Baughman
































Riddle Brothers Auto Body
Ritchey Brian E Estate
Robinson Diana J
Robinson Paul R Estate
Robinson Zella
















Weaver Amber L, Jan M
16334
















Miller Eileen M, Daniel J
4490 NOTICES
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Miller Jean L
Popovich Barbara A
Williams Mozelle Louise, James R
16343
Theuret James E




























































Leard Ralph Reid Jr
Maus Thomas D
Murdoch Heidi A
Redenz Jacquelyn S, Gabriel D
Swartzfager Betty E
Tselepis Beverly Estate, Demetrios
Warren County
16313
Andrea Rosezella R, Vedo L
Donato Cissy M
























Clark Trask Jessica E
Downs Jack E
















Brunn Nancy C Estate
Crisman Beverly A
Danielson Mary
Hittle Shirley Est, Shirley
Mc Millen Lumber Products Corp Empl
Pens
Mc Millen Wendell W



















































Eckert Ralph L, Sue E








Gienger Edwin B Ugma, Edwin B



































































Starbrick Contractors & Builders
Steele Stephen
Stone C W Estate
Streich Glenda K
Suppa Michael G, Lillian T
Swab Michelle M
Sykes Savanah
The Frederick Family Trust
Thomas David
Thomas James
Union Oil Specialities Inc
United Refining Co Inc
































Bedow Edward J Jr























Camp Charles E Jr
Cindrich Rita Ttee
Cook Sn G





Donald H Winkler Ins









































Carlock Eugene N Jr
Channel Craft & Distributor
Craft Con Builders




























































Von Fisher Mae D
Whyel Ronald E
Wright James L


































































































































White Vivian Est, Vivian V
Whitlock Craig H
Wieland Jason E















Burzynski Edward T Estate








Estate of Marilyn J Tokar







Hill Suzanne S Estate





















Southworth Luella R Miss
States Carol D
































Ames Margaret R, Joseph P
Angstrom Seth G
Anguiano Monica
















Brewer Carol L, Lee
Briggs Warren Estate
Brown C Wilbur Agent
Buchanan Michael R
Bud Baer Inc
Butler Nathan W, Elisa R
Byard Rebecca L
Carpenter Kathleen A





















Crile Lindsey N, Vaughn N























Dyson Robert M, Sharon
E & E Motors Inc
Edwards Diana
Efaw Diane R
Estate of Charles Bailey
Estate of Corinne Davenport
































Gregg Clayton E, Audrey R
Griffith Louise C
Grimm Jennie R
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John Sission Motors Inc















































Medexpress Urgent Care Mp
Medved Nadine



































R D Wiles Appraisal Associates
Redd Beverly C







Ritter William A Estate
Roberts Desha
Roberts Mabel P





























Stock Terry L, Dolores
Suarez Jennifer
Tang Lien
Test Boring Services Inc

































Wood Emma K, Lisa
Worek Walter
Wyland William M






































Timo John E, Helen










Awhr Americas Water Heater Rentals
Azcar Usa Inc
Backner Anna
Barrette Joshua Paul, Roger
Batch Carrie A
Becker Courtney






Blanco Alan C, Adam G
Blynn Doug
Boals Richard






























Compeggie Keith L, Jamie
Consol Energy Inc
Consol Pennsylvania Coal Company
Constantin Edward M Estate
Conte Phyllis A
Contis Aristotle G, Evangeline
Cooper Kathryn, Emily K
Cordisco Thelma M, Patrick
Crooks George
Crookshank John R





















Empire Energy E P LLC
Employee Management Services
Enright Mary
Erstfeld David E, Ewald A
Estate of Geraldine A Stawiarski
Estate of Joseph F Bozzo
Estate of Lenora Bavolar





First Horizon Home Loans





































Kurnal Margaret M R O Ira
Labella Joshua M
Lanzy Duane A, Joann B
Lariviere Andrew H








































Opeka Auto Repair Co Inc
Oravetz Robert P
Pearce Charles C












Purk Beverly D, Kathy J




Robinson Sharon F, Leonard





Schwab Abigail K, Deborah A
Scoulos Constandino E Estate, Gary M
Sears Cherrie L
Secaur Kristen A











South Hills Chy Ply Jeep
Spa Showcase










































































Winchester Robert S, Marty L
Wolfe G Duane
15324










































































Zeliff Wallace Jackson Inv Cou
15333
Beth Center Youth Soccer Assn
Centerville Clinics Pharmacy
Corazzi Jefferey L






























Estate of Carmella J Hulpa
Gayarski Mary Ann
Girard Aimee J































Baker Mine Services Inc
Gemme Enterprises Inc





















Matthews Randy J, April D
















Russells Body & Frame Ser
15367





























Mansfield Patricia K, Patricia J
Mcclelland Naomi Estate
Menzer Mary E




Pisciottano D C Maurice A
Powell Ellen L







Tomko William G III
Walsh Amy J








Estate of Charles R Jolley
Fisher William
Greathouse Candice J Noble
Hartzell Jared Andrew





























































Mouyard Patrick Joseph, Elizabeth





















Zip Codes Not Reported



















Tietje Evelyn W, John M
Trieber Louis
18415









































Ruger Patricia B, Terry G



















Abbey Madalyn Case, Irving R





























































Olver Hazel T, William
Packer Gary














































Farrell Caitlyn E, Donna
Foam Fabricators Inc




Gordon Joyce A, Brian E
Gravina Leslie L, Gary J
Hosea Geraldine





























































































Bohannon David R, Noreen B








































































Shorter Judith Estate, Sylvester
Smith Matthew
Span Rjames

















Around Back Cafe Inc
Arthur Louis
Bafik Amber R









Beckett Elizabeth J, James E
Beckett Kimberly S
Benton Marie C



























Coscarelli Colleen Joyce Estate










Dunn Kristen R, Robert





Estate of Francis J Kwiatek
Estate of Fred Parke
Estate of George F Johnston
Estate of Georgine Serafini
Estate of Judy A Eller
Estate of Julia J Keplinger
Estate of Laura Patera
Estate of Linda Gazdacko
Estate of Margaret Vaina
Evan Irene P
Evans Elizabeth























Imm Calvin K, Anna M










































Meier Charles Edward, Edward Charles













Nee Judith E, Edward M
Nelis Rosemary
Okopal Allison
Orlowski Edith M, Stanley


























Rudzki Stella P Est
Rusiewicz William W, William R










Sharick Edward Raymond, Edward A
Sidney Yalawnda
Simmons Mark



















Thomas L Rasco Living Tr













Wenk Albert F Est
Wenk Eugene A
Whaley Garland S
Wiehagen John F Sr




















Coggins James E Est
Dowiling Wm


























Value Options Hlth Choice
Wampler Michael H



















Esken Christopher, Virginia M
Estate of Earl R Greenawalt




Gesler James F Estate
Guffey David D
Hahn Eleanor















































Swift Edwin T, Lori
15601

















Bhatnagar Misty J, Atul
Boggs Susan D
Borish Stanley W








Burke’s Heating and Smails Auto Body
Burkhart Rosella M
Burkus Mary





















Cotter Philip W, Dolores
Courtney Beverly M
Courtyard Greensburg
Crowley William D, Marilyn L
Dahm Anthony J


















Edgar R & Helen L Fryer Revocable
Edwards Victoria
Eks Investments
Elizabeth Seton Center Inc
Estate of Carolyn Graszl
Everett William E Jr, Veda B











Frank George L Estate, Fred F
Frendy Anna
Frye Ethel

















































J Richard & Fernande M Bouille
Jamison Kathryn F








Joseph Stein Family Limited Partnership






















































































Odonnell James S, Carol, James M
Olenick Gerald J
Omni Care
Omnicare Pa Med Supply
Orsinger Judith






Pelar Barbara A Ira
Penn Oxygen and Supply Inc


















Robare Harry F, Clara A
Robinson James H Jr
Robosky Vickie
Roland Leonard, Helen













Santone Michael R II
Sapone Diane
Sapp Jacqueline C, Foster H Jr
Sarris Pete








































Tressler Gabrielle M, Aaron D
Trice Amanda R
Trout Janell R, Daniel
Truchan William
Trump Christian J





Village Capital & Investments
Vittone Tony
Vivelo Jeannie M, Joseph
Vogt Kimberly A
Wagenblast Kay C
Waibel Edward L Jr
Wall Rachel S
Walsh Jeanine
Walter John K, Edna T
Wasil John W, Sara R
Watters Kevin J
Wayne Frye C






Wilson Melissa J, Peter W
Wiltrout Ernest, Betty
Winkler Jeannette K
Wise Robert E II
Wohlin John F
NOTICES 4497


























Us Auto Mart Inc
15612
Smith Ernest H
Thomas Daniel H Sr
15613




Atchison Thomas E Estate
Bowman Rachel T
Bunda Crystal D, Brian M









Estate of Malinda L Hollen

















































Young Donald R, Marie














Dalrymple James A Estate, James A Jr
Fowler Pam S
Gregor Dwayne W






























Wnek Cynthia M Elesie Wnek Decd
15626




Bortz James H Adm
Browning Dorothy I, Monica A, Sharon L
Calcogno Frank
Elko Eileen


































































Enviro Tech Abatement Services
Forbes Trail Lodge #783 F & Am










Lachmanek Genevieve, Paul G
Limpert Jessica
Liston Richard A, Beth




Painter Naomi Jean, Ronald W
Pass John K
Pfeifer Edwin
Pivirotto Joseph J, Dana L









Versa Matic Tool Inc
Wolford Bonnie























Rosenberg Charles K, Andrew M































Metzler Margaret, Eugene H
Ravetto Raymond E
15642











Banks John O Adm, Mary C
Barle Anthony J
Barnes Carol A






















Darroch Samantha L, Thomas J
Davis Michelle R
Demoulin Linda R
Denney William F, Lorene R
Denny Melanie A
Diemert Carol









Estate of Isabelle K Brocco
Estate of Mary Shanahan
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Galata Jewell V
Geiger Myrtle G














Hanscom Johnnie P, John

























































































Rain Carol H, Carol M
Raymond Charles D
Rendulic Toni L Estate






































Udoltz Rudolph, Helen L






























Baker Zachary William, Carol
Banner Stephanie
Barbish Edward J, Nancy J






















Engler Christoph V, Danyel J
Engler Christopher
Excel Health Physician Practices






Goras William R Jr, Cynthia I

























Lipski Joanne Estate, Joanne
Loughner Franklin
Ludwigson David C


























































Webb Jarrod S, Sonya B
Werner Rita
William Kelly & Chase Home Fin












A Wigle MD Ltd Psp
Abraham Michael Charles
Adams Ida A




Barnhart David J, Lori A
Baum James R
Baumbeck Gary R Jr




















Estate of Bertha M Garlow
Estate of James T Washnock
Estate of Marie B Kelly
Estate of Michael Danko
Estrada Katherine M
Everett John L
Fenelli Lieselotte, Monika A
Ferguson Intergrated Services
Ferraro Gino J Sr
Ferri Michael S








Gray John J Jr
Greater Latrobe Caring Program Inc
Griffin Virginia S
Gunn Ashley





















Latrobe Academy of Medicine
Latrobe Chevrolet
Latrobe Country Club LPM
Lemmon Helen L


















National King Coal LLC











































Von Den Steinen Lynda C
Warsing Rose M





Zappone John S Jr
Zenk Margaret L
15655
American Honda Fin Corp
Grote Richard W












Bennett Nancy E, Edna B
Busch Lisa











J L P M Kane Trust
Joseph L & Patience M Kane Trust








Larson Marcella A, Robert V
Larson Robert Estate
Leipold Anna


















Smith Victor P, Sarah J










































Estate of John C Miller


























Monroe Joseph C Sr, Joseph C
Moralez Vergie I
National City
Nurminen Bobbi J, John A
Owens Robert E
Plazza Annie













Tokar Raymond J, Angeline
Trout Linda I




Wigfield Gene M Jr
Zahrobsky Meagan




Barbara H Campbell Attn Advanced
Bazzone Elizabeth, Michael
Biroscak Nargaret C, Charles E
Blackmore Gladys Estate










Design Hardwoods Ltd Et Al
Dunnett Drake Island, Leona
Estate of Kathleen Peyer






Greenlight Realty Partners LLC




Joseph J Germinaro Atty at Law
Kane Esther Estate Of





Lowenadler Jonas Mr, Malin C
Lutz Richard A
Madhavan Vasantha Sithalaksh
Mangold William V Estate Ofe
Marcinizyn Angela L
Mark R Jones Lcsw LLC
Martin William, Andrew
Martz Cathy Lynn





Poremba Margaret Ann, John L













Uhrich Dorothy I Estate
Weidman Heather
Weihe David


























Staff Barbara S, Vincent S










C M Equip Inc Pro Sh
Champ Rita
Devaughn Tory
Farrell Louis J, Ruth E

























































Jeff Porter Rv Service
Kenny Ross & Sons Chevrole
Kirkpatrick Mary A
Lininger Brenda S
Miller Heath W, Amy K



















Estate of Jane Hostetler
Estate of Rudolph Chernitsky



























































Johns Steven W Estate
15690




































Spaniel James W Jr
Steele Elizabeth
Stewart George W
Stoutmire Henry J Jr
Sweringen John, Ida V
Turner Timothy J
Van Sweringen Ida M
Vigiletti Angelo M
Whitacre Howard
































Yelinek Ashley L, James S










Kuhns David L, Donna L
Lamantia Dominick
Tiernan James W





























































Shelton Tommy Lee Jr




Tylutki Stanley M, Ruth E, S M






Coleman Jeffery Alan, Paula Lochen
Conforth Mark J









Pestinikas Peter J Est
Schwarztrauber Joshua H
Stirewalt Rita






















































Martin Michael T Jr
Mcneice Shawn Lee
Myers Ethel A, Jack L







































Cook Kevin D Cust





























Savage Cook Karyn A Ugma
NOTICES 4501




















Biter Norbert F Jr, Penelope E
Boose Esther C
















Hopple Arthur E, Jack E
Hudson David B







































Walker Jr David A
Warner Jack A

























Pantano Allison J, Carmine W
Vogel Michael


















Eberly Flora E, James K
Eppley Dennis C, June E Cust, Colt L
Ugma
































Ream Roofing Associates Inc











Werking Bernard L, Ruth A
17314
Amend John
Bealler George L Estate
Brady Troy E






































Dunlevy James E, Dawn A
Eisenhour Jason S






























Lamparters Lime Service Inc
Lartzjr Robert E













Ouart Jacquelyn M, David L
Parker Anne E






































Baucum Harold E Jr, Dorothy K
Baxter Philip J

























Miller Edward H Jr
Nazay Kris













































































































Appleby Emory W Jr








































Egan Family Rev Trust
Esab Welding & Cutting Co
Esparta Ivan
Estate of Carrie A Werner
Faulkners of York




Florea Michael S Estate
Foley Kenneth, Betty
Ford Robert B, Helen E





































I & O Construction
James Bertha L, Andrew W, Scott Andrew
Jbmmb Inc
Jones John























































Pait Rose C, Alma
Patterson Ruby J Estate
Peterson David
Pomygalski Glen John









































































Woodward Beatrice B, Raymond P
17336









Freeman Joyce S, Leah K
Fuhrman Nancy J
Gross Lynn H




























Steely Beth Ann, Terry L
Stevens Rodney
Stremmel Mary J
Stubbs Anndrea Nicole, James Rupert
Stubbs Dana Elizabeth, Paul Michael












Danner M Faye, John
Dunkelberger Ashleigh M
Enterline Aaron










Lippy H E Han
Logistics Americold
Manley Tyrone S, Tracy J
Naylor Scott D






























Rivera Roberto Jr, Brayden R
Ruppert Cheryl A, Troy J












Dill Francis K Jr
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Hartman Colleen M
Haynes Yvonne R Estate, Noel G
Helfrich Donald E
Hunt Morris R









Mcclenahan James R Jr, Matthew S









Tischler Stewart J, Bridget
Verba Angelica
Washington Cameron B Und La Ugtma
Weeks Patricia, Dorothy May
Weisheit Jennifer M
Wineholt Anna M





Mcginnis J R Jr
Stout Billy Ray















































Haser Joseph W, Verona B
Hayes Beverly A, Daniel T
Heibeck Cora E














Kathryn B Humphrey Res Trust
Keeferjoseph
King Doris M







Lobdell Leroy C Jr, Joann
Lutz Scott A
























Saylor Makayla A, Amber L
Schaszburger Matthew K








Smith Ruth M Estate




































































































Grove Alison M, Shaun A
Haar Romaine M, Allen F
Janet Craumer Estate
Larson Ian Paul, Wilma K, Pasul A
Lau Brett A
Lessig Brittany N


































Yeager Adams Kristin M
Yohe Shawn A
17363
Ac Hearing Tinnitus & Balance Associates


































Mccleary Emma Estate, Emma R





Quirk Mary Patricia, Patrick John
Roberts Jonathon M
Shaeffer Gladys
Smith Kenneth W Estate
Sulpizio Mary B





















Skomars David B, Jody S
Stambaugh Preston R, Verna E
Steger Barbara J






























































































Heller Melanie Sue Ira
Hess Raymond C
Hoover Charles W III
Horan Kasey J
Horn Richard A























Arvin James Estate, James B












Boyer Marie C Estate
Boyer Woodrow W




Burg North America Inc
Burgess Dawn































Gomez Garcia Yuberky I








Hernandez Jose S Estate

































Miller Donald C, Sylvia
Moreta Shirley Moise
Morgan Curtis





































Strathmeyer Frank A, Fred R





































Bargain Time Store 3561














C E Strickler Jr Irr Tr
Campbell Bruce P







Cooper M Marie, Elmer
Counsel Trust Company
Creation Carpets & Flooring LLC
Cushard Samuel H, Samuel
Dataee Ali M



























Garces Lorarina R, Gary D
Geeting & Company Ltd
Gilbert Doris J Estate
Gorgas Kathy L
Green Christina Z, Rebecca E, James T



















Jack Giambalvo Motor Co



























Michael P Bianchini Esquire Pc
Miller Dipiero Associates
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Snyder Larry
Sollenber Catherine
Sports Garden LLC dba Boulevard Sports
St Onge Co
Strausbaugh James D
Sullivan Danny W Estate
Tomlinson Brooke








Wheeler John V Est
Whitcomb Craig
Whorl Janel R
Wilson Brown Motors dba Lots for Le
Wingert Shanelle
Wood Grayson









Alleman Charles D, John S, Paul C













Billet Newton L, Doris L
Blair Branch P
































Cxo Thoughts Consulting LLC
Dallastown Family Practice Ctr














Epling Bridget C, Shawn D
Everly Philip
Filius & Mclucas Reporting Service





















Hawkins William R IV, William R
Hawn Nellie











































Koehler Barbara Eileen, Lee N
Kuljevan Francisco
Kury Michael F
Lantz Aquilla S Jr
Lau William, Vivian
Le Hieu












































































Root Peter T, Lucia T
Rosario Echevarria Isael
Rosengrant Rodney E Jr
Santana Juan
Santiago Wendy
Satish C Talluri MD
Schenck William









































































491 Maryland Avenue Associates
Abbott David R Estate
Adams Scott A




































Edgar Fahs Smith Ptsa
Eisenhour Julie A
Ellis James
Emenheiser Karen A, Lon E
Epex Soft Pretzel Company
Estate of Cletus L Coble
Etheridge Sean A
Fahs Bruce H Estate

















































































Meisenhel Richard F Est
Meisenhelter Phares D






























































Sheffer Clair E, Sara A
Sheffer Rents of Central
Shepard John
Shiller Shirley A, Edward S















Strong Trust of 1991 U A Dtd 8 11 9
Stump Palmer Estate, Palmer M
Stumpf Tanni E
Sutcliffe Robert







Ua 6 8 95 Shiller Living Trust
United Steak Company
Varney Sarah E



















Woodward James M Jr










Elderlee Inc Nc Division
Gonzalez Maricelis
Newswanger Abbie A
Outlet Retail Stores Inc
Pope William








Achenbach Gladys D, Dale A
Aughenbaugh Steve E Jr
Back Woods Sports Bar and Grill




























Hake S Body Shop















































Strickler Roy B Jr
Swain Tasha L

















































Dacheux Dennis K Jr










































































































Tan Saf T III
Willard Mary J
Zheng Mu X
Unclaimed Property Reported Without Name or Address
When holders of unclaimed property file reports with Treasury, some accounts are reported without the name or address
of the owner. If you have done business with any of the companies or organizations listed below and believe you may be
entitled to unclaimed property, contact the Bureau of Unclaimed Property at (800) 222−2046, Monday through Friday,
8:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. Please note that original documents will be required to file a claim that has no reported name or
address.
Abington Township Police Department 1166 Old York Road Abington Pa 1900—Safekeeping
Allegheny County Controller’s Office 436 Grant St Room 212 Pittsburgh Pa 15219—Uncashed Checks
Allegheny County Police Dept 400 North Lexington Street Pittsburgh Pa 15208—Safekeeping
Allegheny Medical Practice Network Highmark Inc. PO Box 890089 Camp Hill Pa 17089−0089—Credit Balances
Allentown Police Department 425 Hamilton St Allentown Pa 18101—Safekeeping
Allstate Fire & Cas Ins Forestview 8209 Ibm Drive Building 102 Suite 100 Charlotte Nc 28262—Claims Payment Check
American Express Company 2401 W Behrend, Mc 24−02−19 Abandoned Property Unit Phoenix Az
85027—Travelers Checks
Amity Township Police Department 2004 Weavertown Rd Douglassville Pa 19518—Safekeeping
Anthem Inc c/o Computershare 250 Royall St Canton MA 02021—Claims Payment Check
Aria Health 10800 Knights Road Philadelphia Pa 19114—Safekeeping
Aria Health Physician Services 10800 Knights Road Philadelphia Pa 19114 Accounts Payable Check
Baltimore Life Insurance Co. 10075 Red Run Blvd Owings Mills Md 21117 Premium Refunds
Bank of America 121 Moore Hopkins Lane 2nd Floor Columbia Sc 29210—Safekeeping
Bell Township Tax Collector 2324 Route 380 Box D Salina Pa 15680—Uncashed Checks
Bensalem Township Police 2400 Byberry Rd Bensalem Pa 19020—Safekeeping
Berks County Berks County Courthouse 633 Court Street 4th Floor Reading PA 19601—Restitution Awards
Berks County Area Agency on Aging 633 Court Street 8th Floor Reading Pa 19601—Safekeeping
Bloomsburg University of Pa 400 E Second St Waller Bldg Bloomsburg Pa 17815—Safekeeping
Bloomsburg University Police Department 400 E 2nd Street Bloomsburg Pa 17815—Safekeeping
Brecknock Township Police Department 889 Alleghenyville Road Mohnton Pa 19540—Safekeeping
Bridgeport Boro Police Dept 65 W 4th Street Bridgeport Pa 19405 Safekeeping
Butler City Police Department 200 W New Castle St Butler Pa 16001—Safekeeping
Caernarvon Township Police Dept 3307 Main St PO Box 52 Morgantown Pa 19543—Safekeeping
Carnegie Mellon University Police 300 South Craig Street Allison Park Pa 15101—Safekeeping
Castle Shannon Boro Police Dept 3310 Mcroberts Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234—Safekeeping
Centurion Abstract Inc 303 Market Street Kingston Pa 18704—Escrow Account
Cheltenham Township Police Department 8230 Old York Road Elkins Park Pa 19027—Safekeeping
Chevron North America Exploration and Production Company Division of Chevron Usa Inc Concord Ca 94524—Mineral & Royalty Proceeds
Chicago Title Insurance Company 601 Riverside Ave Corporate Tax Department Jacksonville Fl 32204— Escrow Account
Citibank Na 1000 Technology Drive Ms 430 O’Fallon Mo 63368—Customer Deposit
Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania 525 William Penn Place 24th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15219—Safekeeping
City of Erie Police Department 626 State Street Rm 307 Erie Pa 16501—Safekeeping
City of Pittsburgh Police Department 1203 Western Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233—Safekeeping
City of Warren Police Department 318 W Third Ave Warren Pa 16365−2380—Safekeeping
Coal Township Police Department 805 W Lynn St Coal Township Pa 17866—Safekeeping
Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania 200 Civic Center Drive Columbus Oh 43216−0117—Uncashed Checks
Commercial Industrial Brokers Inc 930 Red Rose Court Suite 200 Lancaster Pa 17601—Escrow Account
Conshohocken Police Department 720 Fayette Street Conshohocken Pa 19428—Safekeeping
Council Rock School District 30 North Chancellor Street Newtown Pa 18940—Accounts Payable Check
Cumberland County Criminal Investigation Division 1 Court House Square Room 202 Carlisle Pa— Safekeeping
Dauphin County Fines and Costs 101 Market Street Basement Harrisburg Pa 17101—Restitution Awards
Davis Vision Inc 175 E Houston Street San Antonio Tx 78205—Registered Checks
Derry Township Police Department 620 Clearwater Rd Hershey Pa 17033—Safekeeping
Donald J Goldberg Esquire 2000 Market St 20th Floor Philadelphia Pa 19103−3222—Uncashed Checks
Donegal Mutual Insurance Company 1195 River Rd Marietta Pa 17547—Uncashed Checks
Downs Racing LP 1280 Highway 315 Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702—Uncashed Checks
Doylestown Hospital 595 W State Doylestown Pa 18901 Safekeeping
Duquesne University Dept of Public Safety 600 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15282—Safekeeping
Dyer & Maher Attorneys at Law 400 Greenwood Avenue 1st Floor Wyncote Pa 19095—Safekeeping
East Brandywine Police Department 1212 Horseshoe Pike Downingtown Pa 19335 Safekeeping
East Lampeter Township Police Department 2250 Old Philadelphia Pike Lancaster Pa 17602— Safekeeping
East Pennsboro Twp Police Department 98 S Enola Dr Enola Pa 17025—Safekeeping
East Whiteland Township Police Dept 209 Conestoga Road Malvern Pa 19355—Safekeeping
Eastern Berks Realty Services LLC dba Keller Williams Realty Group 2213 Quarry Dr Ste 201 West
Lawn Pa 19609—Escrow Account
Eastern Pike Regional Police Department 10 Avenue I Matamoras Pa 18336—Safekeeping
Edinboro Borough Police Dept 124 Meadville Street Edinboro Pa 16412—Safekeeping
Emmaus Police Department 400 Jubilee St Emmaus Pa 18049—Safekeeping
Enterprise Rent a Car Company of Pittsburgh LLC 4489 Campbells Run Road Pittsburgh Pa 15205— Credit Balances
Ephrata Community Hospital 169 Martin Ave Po Box 1002 Ephrata Pa 17522—Safekeeping
Equifax Incorporated 1100 Abernathy Rd Suite 300 Atlanta Ga 30328—Accounts Payable Check
Erie Insurance Exchange 100 Erie Insurance Place Erie Pa 16530—Claims Payment Check
Erie Regional Airport Authority 4411 West 12th Street Erie Pa 16505—Safekeeping
Falls Township Police 188 Lincoln Hwy Fairless Hills Pa 19030—Safekeeping
First Commonwealth Bank P.O. Box 400 Indiana Pa 15701—Safekeeping
First Commonwealth Bank 601 Philadelphia Street Indiana Pa 15701—Safekeeping
First National Bank of Pennsylvania 4140 E State St Hermitage Pa 16148—Safekeeping
First Niagara Bank Na Po Box 886 Lockport Ny 14095—Safekeeping
First Quality Nonwovens Inc 80 Cuttermill Rd #500 Great Neck Ny 11021—Wages, Payroll Unclaimed
First Quality Nonwovens Inc 80 Cuttermill Rd #500 Great Neck Ny 11021—Wages, Payroll Unclaimed
Fnb Bank Na One Penn Square Po Box 4887 Lancaster Pa 17604 − Safekeeping
Four Seasons Hotel Philadelphia One Logan Square Philadelphia Pa 19103—Gift Certificate
Franklin Park Borough Police Department Municipal Building 2344 West Ingomar Road Pittsburgh Pa 15237—Safekeeping
Fulton Bank Na One Penn Square Lancaster Pa 17602—Safekeeping
Gaskill Township Tax Collector 118 Philliber Lane Punxsutawney Pa 15767—Uncashed Checks
Geisinger Medical Center 100 N Academy Ave Danville Pa 17822—Credit Balances
Georgeson Inc 450 7th Ave Suite 905 Canton Ma 10123—Dividends
Ggnsc Administrative Services 1000 Fianna Way Fort Smith Ar 72919−4118—Accounts Payable Check
Glenmede Trust Company Na 1650 Market St Suite 1200 Philadelphia Pa 19103—Uncashed Checks
Google Inc 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View Ca 94043—Credit Balances
Government Employees Insurance Company Controller Department One Geico Plaza Washington Dc 20076−0001—Accounts Payable Check
Green Tree Borough Police Department 10 West Manilla Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15220—Safekeeping
Grove City Police Department 337 East Pine Street Grove City Pa 16127—Safekeeping
Hampden Township Police Department 230 S. Sporting Hill Road Mechanicsburg Pa 17050— Safekeeping
Hanover Borough Police Department 44 Frederick Street Hanover Pa 17331—Safekeeping
Harry L Mcneal Jr Attorney At Law 34 East Princess Street York Pa 17401—Uncashed Checks
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Hatfield Township Police Department 2000 School Road Hatfield Pa 19440—Safekeeping
Haverford Township Police Department 1010 Darby Rd Havertown Pa 19083—Safekeeping
Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation 15251 Pleasant Valley Rd Po Box 11 Center City Mn 55012— Refunds/Rebates
Hazleton City Police Department 40 North Church Street Hazleton Pa 18201—Safekeeping
Hcr Manor Care Inc 333 N Summit Street Toledo Oh 43604—Credit Balances
Health Partners Plans Inc 901 Market Street Suite 500 Philadelphia Pa 19107—Accounts Payable Check
Hemlock Township Police Department 26 Firehall Rd. Bloomsburg Pa 17815—Safekeeping
Heritage Valley Federal Credit Union 2400 Pleasant Valley Road York Pa 17402—Safekeeping
Hilltown Township Police Department 13 West Creamery Road Po Box 260 Hilltown Pa 18927— Safekeeping
Holy Redeemer Health System 12265 Townsend Road Philadelphia Pa 19154—Safekeeping
Honesdale Borough 958 Main Street Honesdale Pa 18431—Safekeeping
Horsham Township Police Department 1025 Horsham Road Horsham Pa 19044—Safekeeping
Hta Restricted Stock 5th Floor Tower 210 W 10th Street Kansas City Mo 64105—Dividends
Immaculata University 1145 King Road Immaculata Pa 19345—Safekeeping
Imperial Abstract Inc 1344 Hamilton St Allentown Pa 18102—Escrow Account
Indiana County Clerk of Courts 825 Philadelphia Street Indiana Pa 15701—Refunds/Rebates
Indiana County Prothonotary and Clerk of Courts 825 Philadelphia Street Indiana Pa 15701—Restitution Awards
Indiana Township Police Department 3710 Saxonburg Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15238—Safekeeping
Integon Indemnity Insurance Company 59 Maiden Lane−38th Floor Winston−Salem Nc 10038—Claims Payment Check
Intercounty Hospitalization Plan Inc Amerihealth Administrators 720 Blair Mill Rd Horsham Pa 19044—
Claims Payment Check
Johnstown Police Department 401 Washington Street Johnstown Pa 15901—Safekeeping
Kutztown Borough Police Department 45 Railroad St Kutztown Pa 19530—Safekeeping
Kutztown University of Pa 15200 Kutztown Rd Stratton Admin 221 E Kutztown Pa 19530—Safekeeping
Lafayette College 730 High St Room 202 Markle Hall Easton Pa 18042—Safekeeping
Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine 1858 West Grandview Blvd Erie Pa 16509—Safekeeping
Lancaster City Bureau of Police 39 W Chestnut St Lancaster Pa 17603—Safekeeping
Lansdale Police Dept 35 Vine Street Lansdale Pa 19446—Safekeeping
Laurel Legal Services Inc 306 South Pennsylvania Ave Greensburg Pa 15601—Escrow Account
Lehigh University 524 Brodhead Avenue 524 Brodhead Avenue Bethlehem Pa 18015—Safekeeping
Lehigh Valley Public Telecommunication 839 Sesame St Bethlehem Pa 18015−4719—Accounts Payable Check
Limerick Township Police Department 646 West Ridge Pike Limerick Pa 19468—Safekeeping
Long John Silvers LLC 1938 N Woodlawn Ste 300 Wichita Ks 67208—Accounts Payable Check
Lost River Caverns Po Box M Hellertown Pa 18055—Safekeeping
Lower Allen Township Police Dept 2233 Gettysburg Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011—Safekeeping
Lower Paxton Township Police Department 425 Prince Street Harrisburg Pa 17109—Safekeeping
Lower Pottsgrove Township Police Department 2199 Buchert Road Pottstown Pa 19464—Safekeeping
Lower Saucon Township Police Dept 3700 Old Philadelphia Pike Bethlehem Pa 18015—Safekeeping
Lowes Companies Inc 1000 Lowe’s Road Mooresville Nc 28117—Refunds/Rebates
Lycoming County 48 West Third Street Williamsport Pa 17701—Uncashed Checks
Marple Township Police Department 225 S Sproul Rd Broomall Pa 19008—Safekeeping
Mba Abstract 2337 Philmont Ave Suite 103 Huntingdon Valley Pa 19006—Certified Check
McKees Rocks Boro Police Dept 340 Bell Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136—Safekeeping
Mechanicsburg Police Department 36 West Allen St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055—Safekeeping
Mercer County Jail 55 Thompson Road Mercer Pa 16137—Safekeeping
Mercy Home Office One West Elm St Suite 100 Conshohocken Pa 19428—Refunds/Rebates
Metlife Inc c/o Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma 2021—Div Reinvestment
Metro Bank 3801 Paxton Street Harrisburg Pa 17111—Safekeeping
Middlesex Township Police 350 N Middlesex Rd Ste 3 Carlisle Pa 17013—Safekeeping
Middletown Township Police Department 5 Municipal Way Langhorne Pa 19047−3424—Safekeeping
Mifflin County 20 North Wayne Street Lewistown Pa 17044—Safekeeping
Millcreek Township Police Department 3608 West 26th St Erie Pa 16506—Safekeeping
Milton S Hershey Medical Center 600 Centerview Drive Hershey Pa 17033—Safekeeping
Monroeville Police Department 2700 Monroeville Blvd Monroeville Pa 15146—Safekeeping
Montgomery Township Police 1001 Stump Rd P.O. Box 68 Montgomeryville Pa 18936—Safekeeping
Montoursville Police Department 617 North Loyalsock Avenue Montoursville Pa 17754—Safekeeping
Moon Township Police Department 1000 Beaver Grade Rd Moon Township Pa 15108—Safekeeping
Motors Insurance Corporation 3101 Towercreek Parkway Suite 400 Auburn Hills MI 30339— Refunds/Rebates
Nationwide Financial Services Inc c/o Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma 02021—Dividends
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp Po Box 685001 Franklin Tn 37068—Miscellaneous Items
North Cornwall Township Police Dept 320 S 18th St Lebanon Pa 17042—Safekeeping
North Lebanon Township Police Department 725 Kimmerlings Road Lebanon Pa 17046—Safekeeping
Northern Lancaster County Regional Police Dept. 860 Durlach Road Stevens Pa 17578—Safekeeping
Northern York County Regional Police Dept 1445 East Canal Road Dover Pa 17315—Safekeeping
Office of Attorney General 106 Lowther St Lemoyne Pa 17043—Safekeeping
Palmer Township Police Department 5 Weller Place Palmer Pa 18045—Safekeeping
Patton Township Police Department 100 Patton Plaza State College Pa 16803 Safekeeping
Paypal 12312 Port Grace Blvd Unclaimed Property Lavista Ne 68128—Uncashed Checks
Penbrook Police Department 150 S 28th St Harrisburg Pa 17103—Safekeeping
Penn State Harrisburg Police Department 777 West Harrisburg Pike Middletown Pa 17057—Safekeeping
Pennsylvania State Capitol Police Suite 70 E Capitol East Wing Harrisburg Pa 17125—Safekeeping
Pennsylvania State Employees Credit Union 1500 Elmerton Avenue Harrisburg Pa 17110—Cashiers Checks
Pennsylvania State University James M Elliott Bldg, Ste 202 University Park Pa 16802—Safekeeping
Peoples Security Bank and Trust 82 Franklin Avenue Hallstead Pa 18822—Safekeeping
Perkasie Borough Police Department 311 South 9th St Perkasie Pa 18944—Safekeeping
Philadelphia Police Evidence Unit 1400 Jfk Blvd Room 715 City Hall Philadelphia Pa 19107—
Safekeeping
Pinnacle Health Hospitals Po Box 8700 409 South Second Street Harrisburg Pa 17105—Safekeeping
Pleasant Hills Borough Police Department 410 East Bruceton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236—Safekeeping
Plymouth Township Police Department 700 Belvoir Rd Plymouth Meeting Pa 19462—Safekeeping
PNC Bank P−7pfsc−02−0 500 First Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219 Safekeeping
Pocono Mountain Regional Police Dept 2545 Rt 940 Pocono Summit Pa 18346—Safekeeping
Police and Fire Federal Credit Union 901 Arch Street Philadelphia Pa 19107—Cashiers Checks
Presque Isle Downs Inc Po Box 10728 Erie Pa 16514—Safekeeping
Prudential Mutual Fund Services LLC 100 Mulberry Street Gateway Center 3—10th Floor Newark Nj 07102—Dividends
Psp Bureau of Gaming Enforcement 8000 Bretz Drive Harrisburg Pa 17112—Safekeeping
Psp Troop A Greensburg 100 N Westmoreland Ave Greensburg Pa 15601—Safekeeping
Psp Troop B Washington 83 Murtland Avenue Washington Pa 15301—Safekeeping
Psp Troop C Punxsutawney 485 N. Findley Street Punxsutawney Pa 15767—Safekeeping
Psp Troop D Butler 200 Barracks Road Butler Pa 16001—Safekeeping
Psp Troop E Erie 4320 Iroquois Avenue Erie Pa 16511—Safekeeping
Psp Troop F Montoursville 899 Cherry Street Montoursville Pa 17754—Safekeeping
Psp Troop G Hollidaysburg 1510 North Juniata Street Hollidaysburg Pa 16648—Safekeeping
Psp Troop H Harrisburg 1800 Elmerton Ave Harrisburg Pa 17110—Safekeeping
Psp Troop J Lancaster 2099 Lincoln Highway East Lancaster Pa 17602—Safekeeping
Psp Troop K Philadelphia 2201 Belmont Ave Philadelphia Pa 19131—Safekeeping
Psp Troop L Reading 600 Kenhorst Blvd Reading Pa 19611—Safekeeping
Psp Troop M Bethlehem 2930 Airport Road Bethlehem Pa 18017—Safekeeping
Psp Troop N Hazleton 250 Dessen Drive W Hazleton Pa 18202—Safekeeping
Psp Troop P Wyoming 475 Wyoming Avenue Wyoming Pa 18644—Safekeeping
Psp Troop R Dunmore 85 Keystone Ind Park Dunmore Pa 18512—Safekeeping
Psp Troop T Turnpike P.O. Box 67676 Harrisburg Pa 17106—Safekeeping
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Psp Troop W Blce 3655 Vartan Way Harrisburg Pa 17110—Safekeeping
Public Storage Inc Partnerships c/o Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma 02021—Dividends
Quakertown Borough Police Dept 35 N 3rd St Quakertown Pa 18951—Safekeeping
Ralph F Kraft Iolta 318 Malbranc Road Johnstown Pa 15905—Trust Accounts
Richland Township Police Department 229 California Road Quakertown Pa 18951—Safekeeping
Right Management Inc 100 Manpower Pl. Milwaukee Wi 53212—Wages, Payroll Unclaimed
Ross Township Police Department 1000 Ross Municipal Drive Pittsburgh Pa 15237—Safekeeping
Roxborough Memorial Hospital Prime Health Care 5800 Ridge Ave Philadelphia Pa 19128 Safekeeping
Sandy Township Police Department 1094 Chestnut Avenue Dubois Pa 15801—Safekeeping
Santander Bank 100 Old Kings Highway Sandwich Ma 2563—Safekeeping
Servicelink Holdings LLC 601 Riverside Ave. Bldg 5 5th Fl. Jacksonville Fl 32204—Escrow Account
Sewickley Savings Bank 531 Broad St Po Box 564 Sewickley Pa 15143—Money Order
Shaler Township Police Dept 300 Wetzel Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116—Safekeeping
Shapiro and Denardo LLC 3600 Horizon Dr, Ste 150 King Of Prussia Pa 19406—Uncashed Checks
Shippensburg Police Department 60 West Burd Street Shippensburg Pa 17257—Safekeeping
Shippensburg University 1871 Old Main Drive Shippensburg Pa 17257—Safekeeping
Slatington Borough Police Department 125 South Walnut Street Slatington Pa 18080—Safekeeping
South Williamsport Borough Police Dept 331 West Southern Avenue Williamsport Pa 17701— Safekeeping
Spiritrust Lutheran 1050 Pennsylvania Avenue York Pa 17404−1999—Safekeeping
Spring Garden Township Police Dept 340 Tri Hill Rd York Pa 17403—Safekeeping
Springettsbury Township Police Department 1501 Mount Zion Rd York Pa 17402—Safekeeping
Springfield Police Department 50 Powell Rd Springfield Pa 19064—Safekeeping
St Lukes University Health Network 801 Ostrum St Bethlehem Pa 18015—Safekeeping
State Correctional Institution at Rockview Box A 1 Rockview Place Bellefonte Pa 16823—Safekeeping
Stephen H. Gold Esquire 105 West Third Street Media Pa 19063—Uncashed Checks
Stroud Area Regional Police Dept 100 Day St East Stroudsburg, Pa 18301—Safekeeping
Susquehanna Area Regional Airport Authority One Terminal Drive Suite 300 Middletown Pa 17057— Safekeeping
Susquehanna Township Police Department 1900 Linglestown Road Harrisburg Pa 17110—Safekeeping
Susquehanna Trust and Investment Company 1060 Main Street Po Box 309 Blue Ball Pa 17506— Safekeeping
Swatara Township Police Department 599 Eisenhower Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17111—Safekeeping
Td Banknorth Po Box 1190 Lewiston Me 04243—Safekeeping
Temple University Hospital 3401 North Broad Street Philadelphia Pa 19140—Safekeeping
The Dime Bank 820 Church Street Honesdale Pa 18431—Cert. of Deposit (Non−Tangible)
Township of Derry 600 Clearwater Road Hershey Pa 17033—Safekeeping
Township of Lower Merion 75 E Lancaster Ave Ardmore Pa 19003—Safekeeping
Township of Spring Police Department 2800 Shillington Rd Reading Pa 19608—Safekeeping
Transitional Services Inc 806 West St Homestead Pa 15120—Pension & Profit Sharings
Tyrone Borough Police Department 1100 Logan Ave Tyrone Pa 16686—Safekeeping
United Fire & Casualty Company Computershare 250 Royall Street Canton Ma 02021—Claims Payment Check
University Of Pittsburgh 4200 Fifth Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15260—Safekeeping
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (Upmc) 600 Grant St, 58th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15219—
Accounts Payable Check
Univest National Bank & Trust Company 14 N Main Street Souderton Pa 18964—Zsdbx Type
Upper Allen Township Police 100 Gettysburg Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17055—Safekeeping
Upper Gwynedd Township Police 1 Parkside Place West Point Pa 19486—Safekeeping
Upper Uwchlan Township Police Department 140 Pottstown Pike Chester Springs Pa 19425— Safekeeping
Visions Federal Credit Union 24 Mckinley Ave Endicott Ny 13760—Safekeeping
Warminster Township Police Department 401 Gibson Avenue Warminster Pa 18974—Safekeeping
Washington Savings Association 2900 Comly Rd Philadelphia Pa 19154—Money Order
Waste Management 6015 Pleasant Valley Road Irwin Pa 15642—Safekeeping
Waynesboro Police Department 57 East Main Street P.O. Box 310 Waynesboro Pa 17268—Safekeeping
Wells Fargo Bank Na Po Box 3908 Dept Au9229 Portland Or 97208−3908—Checking Account
Wells Fargo Bank Na Po Box 3908 Dept Au9229 Portland Or 97208−3908—Estate Funds
Wellsboro Police Department 14 Crafton Street Wellsboro Pa 16901—Safekeeping
West Chester University 201 Carter Dr, Ste 200, Rm 205 West Chester Pa 19383—Safekeeping
West Goshen Township Police Department 1025 Paoli Pike West Chester Pa 19380—Safekeeping
West Whiteland Township Police Dept 101 Commerce Drive Exton Pa 19341−2208—Safekeeping
Westmoreland County Court Of Common Pleas 2 N Main Street Ste 203 Greensburg Pa 15601— Restitution Awards
Westmoreland County Park Police 2 North Main Street Greensburg Pa 15601—Safekeeping
Westmoreland County Prothonotary 501 Courthouse Square 2 North Main St Greensburg Pa 15601—
Fiduciary Funds
Wilkinsburg Police Department 605 Ross Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15221—Safekeeping
Williamsport Bureau of Police 245 W Fourth St Williamsport Pa 17701—Safekeeping
Wolters Kluwer Health Inc 2001 Market St Philadelphia Pa 19106−3603—Credit Balances
Wyndham Worldwide Corporation 22 Sylvan Way 3rd Fl Tax Parsippany Nj 07054—Accounts Payable Check
York City Police Department 50 W King Street York Pa 17401—Safekeeping
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